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Forewuo-d

Thi. monograph is thle result of the ruvision of the book titled Antennas

for Main Shortwave Radio Communications, published in 19a.
The new book va3 written witb an eye to the considerable progress made

in the past in the engineering of shortwave antemnne. This monograph pre-

sents a great deal of materiel on antennas which were virtually unused at

the time the first monograph was published. Included among such antnnnas are

* broadside multiple-tuned antennas and, in particular, broadside anteruas.

with untuned reflectors (Chapter XII), tra-reling wave antennas with pure

resistance coupling (Chapter XIV), logarithmic antennns (Chapter XVI),

multiple-tuned shunt dipoles (Chapter Wx), and others.

The materials on rhombic antennas (Chapter XIII) have been expanded

substantially. Included are data on rhombic antennas with obtuse angles

(1500), as well as a great many graphics on the directional properties of

antennas which take the parallel component of the field intensity vector
S~into consideration. The question of the waperposition of two rhombic antenna

on a conmon area is discussed, as are other questions. A new chapter on

single-wire traveling wave antennas (Chapter XV) has been added, as has a

new chapter (Chapter XVII) on the comparative noise stability of various re- --

ceiving antennas. Other materials not contained in the first monograph are .. ..

included here. At the same tine, much of the material which is no longer

current has been deleted.

S y coauthor for Cha. ter XIII (rhombic antennas) was S. P. Belousov.

My coauthors for Chapter XIV (single-wire traveling wave antennas)

was written by S. P. Belousov and V. G. Yampol'skiy. Chapte: XVII (com-

parative noise stability of receiving antennas) wao written by L. K. Olifin.

The section on transmitting antenna selectors (#4, Chapter XIX) wets written

by M. A. Shkud.

The graphics and computations for broadside multiple-tuned antennas

were taken from the work done under the supervision of L. K. Olifin, for the

most part.

The graphics for computing the mutual impedances of two balanced di-

poles with arbitracy dimensions, contained in the handbook section, were

compiled under the supervision of S. P. Belousov.

I express my appreciation to all the coauthors named.

I feel that it is my duty to express ,ay deep appreciation to L. S.

Tartakovskiy and Ye. G. Pol'skiy for the great help given me in selecting

the materials and in editing the monograph. I alwc express my thanks to

V. G. Ezrin and I. T. Govorkov for their great help in .selecting the materiais

for the monograph.
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I also feel that I must exprass my thanks to G. N. Kocherzhevskiy,

the responsible editor, for the great asaistance rendered in editing the

manuscript, as well as for uuch valuablo advleo given moo

G. Z# Ayzenberg
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List of Principal Symbols Used

A vector potential

B magnetic induction; susceptance; flux density; induction density;

magnetic flux density

C capacitance; capacity; permittance; capacitor

C linear capacitance

$ c velocity of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum, c 3°10 meters/second

a,b,c sides of a spherical triangle; arbitary constants

A,BC arbitary constants

-D antenna directive gain; antenna front-to-back ratio

D electromotive force directive gain; electromotive force front-to-back
0

ratio
2

D electrical displacement, k/m ; dielectric flux density

D distance between 'conductors

d distance between dipoles; conductor diameter

E electric field intensity, volts/meter

e electromotive force (efnf), volts

F surface

F(•) antenna radiation pattern formula

"F(A) vertical plane antenna radiation pattern formula

- F(p) horizontal plane antenna radiation'pattern formula

f oscillation frequency, hertz

G conductance, mho

G1 linear conductance, mho

4 H magn.tic field intensity

"�* HlH difference in dipole heights; dipole height

h height of dipole above the ground

"i electric current, amperes

I loop current amplitude
* loop

Iin' I incident and reflected waves of currents
inre

Ilop, node loop and node currents

* j current volume density, amperes/meter 2

k traveling wave ratio

SL inductance, henries

LI linear inductance, henries/meter

line length; conductor length; length of an unbalanced dipole;

length of half a balanced dipole

ff antenna effective length

M mutual inductance, henries

N1  linear mutual inductance oi coupled lines, henries/meter

n number of half-wave dipoles in a tier, SG or SGD antennas

n number of ties, or SGD antennas1 f•7
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P actual po)wer

p feeder line reflection factorl arbitary constant

puPI voltage and'current terminator reflection factors

q amount of electricity, charge, coulombs

R pure resistance, ohms

R1I linear impedance of uniform lines, ohms/meter .

R Z radiation resistance 1

R nmmutual radiation resistance of n and m dipoles in an antenna system
nROmodlso elcinfco o aallplrzdpaswv

IRt. modulus of reflection factor for a normalley polarized plane wave

r radial coordinate in a spherical syvtem of coordinates

S Poyntin9 vector

T alternating current oscillation period

t' time

INU voltage; difference in potentials; volts

UihU re incident and reflected waves'of voltage

U loop' Unode loop and node voltages

V voltage across points on a conductor; volume

v electromagnetic wave velocity, meters/second"t

W characteristic impedance of a lossless line

Wme characteristic impedance of the medium

X reactance

X reactive component of the mutual radiation resistance of two dipoles,
nm

n and m

Y admittance

Y1 linear admittance of a lind

Z impedance

Z1 linear -impedance of a line

x9yIz rectangular coordinates

z coordinate along the axis of a cylindrical syntý-m of coordinates "

Z eqequivalent impedance

Z in input impedance, Z in R Rin + iX in

Z load',Z2 line impedance

C phase factor (wave number), a - 2Tt/X

8 attenuation factor •"

Y propagation factor

CY,0,Y angles of a spherical triangle

Yv specific conductivity, mhos/meter
•) A tilt angle

6 relative noise stability; energy leakage power ratio

G permittivity of the medium, farads/meter
C0 permittivity of a vacuum, go 1 /4T'9"i0 9 farads/netor
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r relative permittivity

C antenrna gain factor

T, efficiency

I A antenna efficiency

e zeiith angle in a spherical system of coordinates; the angle formed

* !by the axis of a conductor with an arbitrary direction

., wavelength, meters

"* J magnetic inductivity, henries/meter

40 magnetic inductivity of a vacuum, p0 - 4nlO henries/meter

Pr relative magnetic inductivity

p characteri3tic impedance of a line with losses; electric volume

density

a linear electric density

Smagnetic flux; half a rhombic antenna obtuse angle

argument (phase) for the reflection factor for a parallel polarized

plane wave

S argument (phase) for the reflection factor for a normally polarized

plane wave

c•0 scalar potential

C the azimuth in a cylindrical or spherical system of coordinates; the

azimuth of antenna radiation patterns in the horizontal plane, read

from a selected direction (the axis of the antenna conductor, or the

normal to the axis of the antenna conductor)

4 phaso angle
W oscillation angular frequency, w 2-Tf

I

_| ! ....... .........................
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Chapter I

THE THEORY OF THE UNIFORM LINE

/11.1. Teiegraphy Equations

The theory of long lines, which are syshems with distributed constantst

like the theory for systems with lumped constants (circuits) can be ba,ý.d
on Kirchhoff's laws. However, the condlasions drawn from circuit theory

cannot be applied directly to long lines.

Circuit theory is based on the following assumptions, and these are not

applicable to long lines:

(1) a circuit consists of spatially dispersed elements in which electric
or magnetic fields are concentrated. Electric field carriers are usually j
condensers, while magnetic field carriers are usually induction coils; $

(2) currents are identical in magnitudes and phases at any given moment

in time within the limits of each element (induction coils or condensers).

This assumes that the time needed to propagate the electromagnetic processes

within the limits of an element is so short that it can be ignored when com-

pared with the time for one period.

These are not rigid assumptions. Even in circuits, every element which

is an electric field carrier, say a condenser, is simultaneously a magnetic
field carrier to some extent. A magnetic field carrier, say an induction

coil, is also an Piectric field carrier to some extent (a shunt capacitance
* for the coils). Nor is'the second assumption rigid.

However, in ordinary circuits the magnetic fields created around con-

densers, and the electric fields created around induction coils, are extremely
weak. And the time requirea to propagate the electromagnetic processes within

the limits of each element in the system is usually short. As a result, the
conclusions based on the assumptions indicated are justified as a first

approximation.-

Neither the first, nor the second, assumption is applicable to long
lines. Every element in the line, however small it may be, is a carrier of

an electric, as well as of a magnetic field. Figure 1.1.1 is included for I
purposes of illustration of what has been said to show the propagation of
electric and magnetic lines of force through the cross section of a twin
line. Line dimensions are usually sufficiently large, and the propagation

time for the electromagnetic processes along the lines is commensurate with

the time of one period. But if we cannot apply the laws governing the pro-
cesses in circuits to the line as a whole, they can be applied in their

entirety to a small element of the line which can be considered to be the

sum of such eiements, Each element in tho line can be replaced by an equi-

valent circuit consisting of inductance and capacitance (fie. 1.1.2).
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Corresporndingly, the line as a whole can be replaced by an equivaient ch--iut

consisting of elementary inductances and capacitances, as shown in Figure

I.1.3a. Since tne line conductors have pure resistance, and since there is

leakage conductance between them, the complete equivalent circuit ior the

line is as shown ib Figure I.l.3b.

/ I

/ i %

I -

# I I /

Figure I.1.1. Structure of the electromagnetic field through
the transverse zross section of a twin line.

Figure 1.1.2. Line element equivalent circuit.

2 2

-t. 2• i'"-' 2 2

~C d z C~ d ~ dz ~
t., R', }'.d ý'dz i. di 2.• 2.

d•dd iddz

Figure 1.1.3. Equivalent circuit for a line: (a) without impedance
and leakage conductance considered; (b) with impedance
and leakage conductance considered.

Telegraphy equations are based on Kirchhoff's laws for the formulation

of the relationships uetween current and voltage applicable to an elementary

section of a line replaced by equivalent inductance, capacitance, resistance,

and l eakage conductance. Selving the tealugraphy equations will provide the

relationships for the entire line.
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Figure i.. .4. Schematic diagram 3' an W *d-loaded line,

The concept of distributed onstants for 'he line is introduced for

analytical convtnience:

L, is the inductance per unit line length.;

is the c,.p-cit~uce per unit line lengýh;

R is the resistance per unit line lenorsi;

IG1 is tho conductance per unit line lenrkth.

Telegraphy equations are derived as follows. Let us say we have a long
line (fig. 1.1.4), and let us isoiate an infinitely small element of length
dz at distance z from the t.armirsation. The isolated element, dzj has in-
finitely small inouctance dL, capacitance dC, resistance dR, and conductance
dG. They equal

u-L= Ljdz~
dC - .Cdz (..dC=CddR - RadzI Il]

dG - GOdz.

The voltage drop, dU, across element di is equal to the current, I,

flowing through it multiplied by the ela.nent's impedance; that is

dU - I (dR + iwdL) =-- ! (R, + iwo Ltdz - lZtdz,

where

w is the angular freqtue,.c:, j! ino initage applied to the line, while

ZIýP, 4- iw.L,.

Dividing boti. sides of the equution by dz, ge obtain

dz I
The expression for the change in the current Iiowing in element dz can 4 .

be derived in similar fashion.

The change iii the current, dl flowing in element dz is equal to the
current shunted in the capacitance and the conductance of this element.

This current is equal to the voltage multip.*ied by the element's im-

pedance; that is

. dl U (dO w. ,adC) U (01 ",C,) d UY~dz. _I 51.4)

'-1 !.



where Y,= G + 1%C,.

Dividing both sides of the equation by dz, we obtain•

dl UY 1.

Equations (U.-13) a.id (I..5) are called telegraphy equations. They

establish the association between the voltage and the current at any point

in the line.

#1.2. Solving the Telegraphy Equations

(a) General expressions for voltage and current

In order to solve the telegraphy equations they are transformed so

each contains only U or I. When the equations are differentiated with respect

to z they take the following form
&IU =ZI L .

WO' dzdl'

dl= dU (o2.1)
daa7ý

Substituting the values for dU/dz and dI/dz from 1.1.3 and 1.1.5 in

(1.2.1)., and converting, we obtain

d'L/zU 1

(1.2.2)
S-- Z1YJ = 0

The differential equations at (.-2.2) have the following solutions

U = Ae' -4- Bcdl (I-2.3)

1 = A e•' + B~e-f' J"

where A, A21 B1 and B2 are constants of integration,

• = VVl?,+ =)((i,+ ,,G,)" =•+ i. (1.2.4)

Here y is the wave propagation factor;

"• s the atte:,uation factori

of is the phase factor..

Let us substitute the solutions found in equation (Iol3) in order to

determine the dependencies between A1 , B1 and A2 , B2 . We then obtain

7 AaeP- T ,Ue-r Z, (A, e" + Bae'). (1.2.5)

S .. . ... ...... .. ........ ...... .... .. .......................... ............. ...::=•::.:I
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The equality (1.2.5) should Ie satisfied identically for any value of z.

Thic can only be sco if the terms with the factors ey" in the right end left

hand sides are equal to each other. This applies as well to the terms witL

the factors e"Yz in the right and left hand-sides. Accordingly, we obtain

two equations

A;.2A6

where the symbol introduced

]/ R/ +iwLli

is called'the line's characteristic impedance. (See Appendix 1).

Substitut~ing the values for A and B from (1.2.6) in (1.2*3), we obtain

U =A, ell +" Ble-•'

/ == ,e' - Be- .(I28)

We will use the conditions at the termination, that is, at the point

where z = 0, in order to determine the constants of integration.

Let us designate the voltage and current at the terminatioa by U2 and

12. Substituting z - 0 in (1.2.8) and solving with respect to A andi

obtain

' i ~ ~~~, B,---+(U,- + IsP), X2.a!2

i=-(US-

Substituting the values for A and B in (1.2.8), we can present I

formula (1.2.8) in the form I

U-- U, ch ,z + 12 t sh 1z

I l=ch Tz 4 _,shTZ (1.2.9)ChP

(b) Explressio:ns for voltage end current in high-frequency lines.

The ideal line.

At high frequencies (L ;> R and U*C > GI. Therefore, when making

engineering computations it is often possible to Approximate a line's charac-

teristic impedance as

-~~ (1.2.10)I

The characteristic impedance, W, is a real magnitude when R and G

are disregarded.
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Replacing P in (X.2.9) with 11, we obtain

U I/ , chTz + /SW:4'xi " I= l:•1,h-z + ýt-sh•: 7z z..•

It is sometimes preferable to use approximate formulas in analyzing

short lines in order' to simplify -the calculations. These formulas are de-

rived on the assumption that RI = G, M 0. And y = iy, while the expressions

for voltaN'- and current take the form

(U1 Uscos zz .f i',Wsinuzr I_I /tco.s. + I sn (X.2.12)
"-)

A lossless line is called &n ideal line.

#1.3. Attentuation Factor p, Phase Factor y,, and Propagation Phase

Velocity v

Squaring the right and left hand-sides of equation (1.2.4) and equating

the real and imaginary components to ýach other respectively, we obtain two

equations, from which we determine that

(R C + (iI):t (!ý } [ +( G )J (1 .3.2)' • ~~p-~-. (R 1C 1 +-Q" )t-) I' +Git ,(•*!

2a2 VW

where

i is the wavelength in free space.

If line operating conditions are such that we can take G 0, then

a--- -11+ 1,+ i'--

-R. (I,3.•

If R G 0, then
1 1

Substituting the expression for y from (1.2.4) in (1.2.8), we obtain

[A Aec"'")BC ++1 -

.5 1iLi*1

II
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As will be seen from (13.6), the voltage and current amplitudoe at any
point in the line have two components. The first of these (with the co-
efficient A decreases with decrease in z; that is, as a result of approach-

the termination. The second (with coefficient B ) increases as the ter-
mination is approached. Moreover, the closer to the source the first com-
ponent is, the greater the phase lead, but conversely, the closer the second
component is to the source the greater the phase lag.

What follows from what has been pointed out is that the first coadonent
is a voltage and current wave propagated from the source to the termination

(incident wave), while the second component is a voltage and current wavepropagated in the opposite direction (reflected wave)(fig. X.3.1).

Propagation of these voltage axnd current waves occurs at a velocity de-
termined by the phase factor (y. Let us find the absolute magnitude of the
wave propagation phase velocity on the line. From formula (1.3.6) it will
be seen that when wave passage is over a segment of length s the phase will

* change by angle cp, equal in absolute naagnitude to

4w,, A J.1 f

Figure 1.3o.1 Distribution of amplitu.•es of incident and re-
flected waveo on a line.

A - incident wave; B - reflected wave.

On'the other hand, the phase angle can be expressed in terms of the
propagation phase velocity. In fact, let the wave be propagated with cunstant
phase velocity v. Then the phase angle obtained as the wave passes over a
path of length z will be equal to

1 "•- 2 - - (x.3.8) "

where
T is the time of une period;

t- z/v is the time needed to cover path z at velocity v.
Equating the right-hand sides of equations (I.3.7) and (1.3.8), we obtain

.7T.
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Ex4ressinq T in terms of the wavelengCh in free space, X, and che

"propagation rate in free space by c, and Ihenr. subat ;%tin " /c, We o-

tain

S•-6c (1.3.9)

where

, c 3-10 meters/second is the speed of 1lpat in free space.

* As a practical matter, at high frequencies Ci r 2rr/, and, correspondLngly,

V C.

Recapping what has been explained above, we can describe the processes

taking place on a line as follows.

The electromotive force applied to a line causes voltage and current

waves to appear on it and these waves are propagated from the source to -he

termination at velocity v, which is close to that of light, c. The currenc

and voltage waves are respectively propagated at a phase velocity close to

that of light, and the electromagnetic field is an electromagnetic ýiave,

in the general case the wave is partl> reflected by and partly dissipated

in the termination resistor. The reflected -.,ve is back propagated from the

termination to the point of supply at the swdie velocity as the incident

wave. The wave is attenuated as it is propaý,ated on the conductor. The

magnitude of the attenuation is determined bý the attenuation factor? and

it, in turn, is determined by the line's dist.-ibuted constants.

#1.4. The Reflectioli Factor

The reflection factor is the ratio between tae reflectýc vi-;e of voltage

(U ) or current (I ) at the paint of reileczton a&c. t,:e incidence wave ofre re

voltage (U in) or currezt (I. ) at the same poiirt.

As will oe seen from (1.2.8) and (I.2.8a), Zhd VOICage reflection

factor equals
Ure Bt -- IZ-pPU A U. +

At high frequencies, whe,. p can be replaced by V, -.e ob-.ain

P= ,.4.2

It can be shown in a similar wanner thit t•h cx.rret reeflection factor

4 equals

PI " ne/ Z~*3

The reflection factor PT can also be considered ";o be the wagnetic

field reflection factor; that is

4 I
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pI Intre/Intn - Ptt (i.4 .4*)

where

Int and Int. are the magnetic field intensit:ies of the reflected
re i

and incident waves in a transverse plane passing through-the end

of the line.

Similarly,

PU Erein PE(..5)

where

E and E. are the electric field intensities of the reflected
re in

and incident waven in the transverse plane indicated.

PInt E (1.4.6)

The equality at (1.4.6) is self-evident because the Peynting vector

for the reflected wave has a direction diametrically opposed to that of the

Poynting vector for the incident rave (see Chapter IV).

Let us find the numerical values of the reflection factors for some

special cases.

An open-end line (Z2  0 0):f2

u= +p
p,=-I (1.4-7)

A closed-end line (Z = 0):
2

P, U1.4.8)

A high-frequency line, reactance loaded (Z 2  iX 2 ):

1XU--x,+ ." (1.4.9)

The absolute value (the modulus) of PU equals

!PuI V•7=+ I . (WS.4.10)

A line loaded with impedance equal to its wave impedance (Z - P):

-, u= ,,0 (1.4.11) -'-2

~ ~~~~~~Pr .. .... ... . ......... "P
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The results obtained can be interpreted as follows.

The energy fed into the line continuously in the form of an incident

wave can either be dissipated in the pure resistance installed at the end of

the line, or it can be returned to the source in the form of a reflected
wave. The wave is fully reflected by open-end 3r closed-end lines, as well

as by a lIne, the end of which has installed in it a reactance which takes

no energy. Accordingly, the modulus of the reflection factor will equal one.

In this case, if there are no losses in the line proper, the energy cir-

culates from the beginning to the end of the line and back, without being

dissipated.

If the termination contains pure resistance, or complex impedance, the

incident wave energy can be dissipated in the termination. However, we

can only have complete dissipation of the incident wave energy when the ter-

mination contains a resistance across the terminals of which it is possible

to retain that relationship between voltage and current created in the wave

propagated along the line. For the incident wave thM voltage to current

ratio equala1 p. As a result, only when the end of the line contains impedance

Z2 = p is it possible to actually have complete dissipation; that is,

PU = PI = 0.

Ii the termination contains impedance Z2 / U, U2/IZ at its terminals

will equal Z 2 and will differ from p. Now complete dissipation is in-
possible, and some of the energy is reflected.

The reflection factor has a magnitude such that the relationship

S2 = U in U re/lin- + Ire 1 P 1 + p 1  (+.I.12)

is satisfied at the end of the line.

Nor is it difficult to explain the sense of the concrete values of pI

and PU given by formulas (I.4.7)-(I.4.ll). For purposes of example, let us

take formulas (1.4.7) and (1.4.8). What follows from these formulas is that

in the case of the open-end line (fig. 1.5.1) the current reflection factor

equals (-0). This is understandable because the current corresponds to a

moving charge which, naturally enough, begins to move in the opposite direction

when it reaches the termination, and this is equivalent to rotating the

phase 180. On the other hand, in the case of' thc closed-end line the charge

continues to move when it reaches the termination, and makes a transition

from one conductor to the other at the point of short circuit. A charge on

one, let us say the upper conductor, moves to the other (lower) conductor

and, conversely, a charge moves from the lower conductor to the upper con-
ductor. The direction of movement changes 1800 when the transition is made -

to the other conductor, naturally enough. A charge changing direction at the

site of the transition to the other conductor corresponds to a reflected wave

of current. Reflected waves of current have no phase jumps at the reflection
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site (p1 = 1) because the change in the direction i.n which the charges Are pro-

pagated occurs at the site of the - nsition to the other conductor, which has

a current with opposite phase flow...g in it (the currents in conductors 1

and 2 have opposite phases). We can explain the sense of the values obtained

for p, and pU, given other conditions at the end of the line, in a similar

manner.

#1.5. Voltage and Current Distribution in a Lossless Line

(a) The open-end line

The current flowing in an open-end line is 1 - 0. Substituting 1 • 0
2 26

in equation (1.2.12), we obtain

U =U Cos zZ

si a

Figure 1.5.1 shows the curves for the distribution of voltage and current

on an open-end line.

1 l2A

Figure 1.5.1. Voltage and current distribution on an open-end line.

As will be seen, there is a voltage loop (maximum) and a current node

(minimum) at the termination. Loops and nodes for both voltage and current

occur at length segments equal to :/2. Voltages and currents at the nodes

equal zero.

The phases of voltage and current on the line change in 180* jumps as

they pass through a node.

An electromagnetic wave on a line characterized by this type of current

and voltage distribution, one in which phases change in jumps as they pass

through zero, and remain constant within the limits of the segments between
two adjacent nodes, ;s called a standing wave.

(b) The closed-end line

The voltage acr 3s the closed-end line equals zero (UL a 0). Here

equation .(.2.12) takes the form

U a tandi ing w.z
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Figure 1.5.2. shows the curves for the distribution of the voltage and
current on a closed-end line. The curves have the same shape as those for

the open-ended line, but the difference here is that there is a voltage I
node axd a current loop at the end of the line.

I A A

V0

Figure 1.5,2. Voltage and current distribution on a closed-end
line.

(c) The reactance loaded line
"Substituting U2/i 2  Z2 = iX2 in (1.2.12). and after making the trans-

formations, we obtain

U Uý 2os -(I-- •
cos?

I U2  sIn('xz--) (1.5.3)

where 
y t

A standing wave is formed on the line and th.,re are no voltage or current
nodes or loops at the termination. The first voltage loop is at distancezo=L = -_ -2-

a 2.1
Figure 1.5.3. shows the curves for current and voltage distribution

for X2  w( T =l

2.z 2A;

Figure 1.5.3; Voltage and current distribution on a line forR , 2 : , 2 :W.

(d) The pure resistance loaded line

Substituting U22 R in (1.2.12), we obtain

1~2(cosaz + i L' sinaz)

iW
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Figure 1.5.4 shows the curves for the voltage distribution on a line

for values of R 21J equal to 0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1; 2; 5; 10; 0.

The current distribution curves have the same characteristics as do

the voltage distribution curves, but the diaplacement along the line with

respect to the latter is by segments equal to 1/4 X.

When R2 > W the voltage and current loops and nodes appear at the

same points as they do on the open-end line, and when R < W they appear

at the same points as they do on the closed-end line.

(e) The line with a load equal to the wave impedance

Substituting Rw2 W in (1.5.4)'; we obtain

U = Uýcu"

12 =/= J" (1.5.5)

The line has only an incident wave. This mode on a line of finite

length, when there is no reflected wave: is called the traveling wave mode.

S1 I2 J

0 a/

45C

ArT , •rT7 7El [

L-Z ,A, !!AA

-*1

Figure 1.5.-4. Voltage distribution on a line for different
values of R2/W and X2 = 0. 4

i, A - curve number.

(f) The complex impedance loaded line

Converting formula (T.2.12) and substituting U 2/I2 Z2, tfe obtain

22>

u'U2 cosaz+i- 'sinaz.
\~Z,

-~ i~i, cos a + i Lsin 2z) 56
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IHere the coefficients of sin o'z are complex magnitudes, as distinguished

from formula (1.5.6), in uhich the coefficients of sin Q.z are imaginary.

This latter indicates that when, z =. 0 there are neither voltage loops nor

voltage nodes.

The formulas at (1.5.6) can also be given in the form for when the co-

efficients of the sines in the right-hand side are imaginary. This requires

making a substitution

a - '. z, +') (1.5.7)

that is, the reading is not made at the termir. . .. , but at a point displaced

from the termination by distance z0 = cp~/ (toward the energy source side),

where ýp can be determined from the relationship

--2 ? x-, 2 -W , (1.-.8)

The angle 2Q is taken to be in the quadrant in which the sign of

sin20 coincides with the sign of the numerator, and the sign of cos2 CP coin-

cides with the sign of the denominator in (1.5.8).

Substituting (1.5.7) in (1.5.6), we obtain

.. Uacoaz- . . . . ..naz , Ce (1.5•.9),' =--cosz1 + ,i-- sin a z, Cc'

where

+ x2 + RR 2•,+ (1.5.10)

D1V(2 2 2 2W __ (1-5.10)

tg 2"-- 2R2 X,W3 (1.5•12)
(R2+-j- X2)' - (R2 -Yj- -

The angle 2 ý, is taken to be in the quadrant in which the sign of

si.. 2 coincides with the sign of the numerator, and the sign of cos 2 # co-

in,_des with the sign of the denominator in (1.5.12).
2 2 2 2Since (R , + W ) 2 (2R 2) >, as as will be seen from formula

(1.5.11)7 D is real. D has the dimensionality of imped&nc-. A comparison

between formula (1.5.9) and (1.5.1) shows thit D is the line impedance at

point z 0 . 0. From formula (1.5.11), D > W Cor any loads at the termination.

Co:sequently, the voltage and current distrilution, beginning at point zI = 0

(that is, beainning at a point displaced zO .1 p/•. with respect to the termina-

tion), is the same as in the case of the line loaded with pire resistance,
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R > W. There is L voltage loop at z = zO. Accordingly, substitution of

CIz = zIZ t p results in the equivalent transfer of the point at which the

reading is made from the termination (z - 0) to the site where the voltage

loop is found (z, = O).

Figure 1.3.5 shows the voltage and current distribution for R - X Wo
2 2

I I Z

Figire 1.5.5, Voltage and current distribution on a lise for
R = X = W.
2 2

#1.6. Voltage and Current Distribution in a Lossy Line

(a) The open-ended line

As in the case of the lossless line, we obtain

U U, U= ch~z

• 1 • u ' s h T z
p

These formulab can be reduced to the form

U=U2 (ch'Izcosz+'ish. zsinaz)

I = U--! (sIhzcUSaz+ich zsinaz) ' (I.6.2)
?

As will be seen, in the loszy line the voltage and current have two

components 900 apart.

Formula (1.6.2) can be given in the form

SU I=.U= t/y•,h2•z + fosr, e"''
U e=U2 YsýiitZ+Cos'X J (1.6.3)

where e

Su =airc tg (th P z tg a Z),,• (1.6.4)
~~~~?,= arctg(cth;•ztgatz). "( .. )

(1.6-5
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Analysis of formula (1.6.3) reveals that in the lossy line the voltage

and current loops and nodes are displaced relative to the loops and nodeb

on the ideal line. Given below are the formulas for computing the distances

frcm the termination to the voltage and current loops and nodes on the

open-ended lossy line:

LU loop - 2 (1.6.6)

ZU node 4(.6.7)

2n lo opX (1.6.8)ZI loop = -() 4

"n�oe (1.6.9)

zi node 2

where

n 0, 1, 2, 3..

These are approximate formulas, based on the assumption that 0/.o < 1.

The voltages and currents at the loops and nodes can be computed through

the following formulas

Uloop = Ull .6.10)

-/7 t+)U n o d e .= U ,S !i P z Y -I ,- -( - l) 2 , 6 .

Iloop ,- UclizY I s z (1.6.12)

SO z V I + -j C11 Pz .(1.6.13)Inode

Here z is the'distance from the termination to the points where

Ul I , and Id can be determined. They can be computed

through formulas ((.6.6) - (1.6.9).

(b) The closed-end line

U = iP shTZ'
The-formulas at (I.6.14)I=l I'dITz

The formulas at 6.l) can be given in the form

U I=, /hV2Sý z + sinjlz el" (1.6.15)

where 1= IYSshýz + cs2a elz}t '

4 " (1.6.16)
?u - arc tg (eth P z tg oz), -

-• arc tg (th z ztg az). (1.6 .17)
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4L The locations of the voltage and current loops and nodes can be found

through the approximate formulas

u loop () I (146.18)

n I

U node - 7. • (1.6.19)
ay

"I loop (1.6.20)

n 2n +, X (1.6.21)1I node P=

The expressions fcr U ,looP Unode' Iloop' and Inode are the same as

in the case of the open-ended line.

(c) The reactance loaded line

Here, for convenience of analysis, the equations at (1.2.9), by

substitution

Z U2/12 and tg = -P/Z 2  (1.6.22)

can be converted into

U Us -ch 0 " -

- 1 =b-- sh (T-0), (1.6.23)
Sp diB

In the general case 9 is a complex magnitude

0= b + ia U1.6.24)

Substituting yz Oz + icyz and e = b+ ia, in the formulas at

(1.6.23), ve obtain
" [U= U2 [ch(Qz--b) cs(z -- a) +i shQz -- b) sin .(az--a)li

ch (b + ia)

U, [sh (- b)cos (cz - a) + i ch*(Pz - b) sin (c - a) .6.25)
p di(b + ia)

The fcrmulas at (1.6.25) can be given in the form

CU b + YLsi1 (z Z b) T cose (a - a) e"" V
'4 _U )r-- sh2 (Pz - b) + sinl2ciP :a) , (1..26

ch (b + 1a)

where,, ,• ?u =arc tg [0h (?z-- b) tg (az-- a)], (1.6.27)whr'-
, =arctg Icth z-b) t9(az--a)]. (1.6.28)

- . .. .........-". .
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The magnitudes b and a can be determined from the relationship

th 0 = th(b + ia) = -0/Z 2 , and prove to be equal to

2/1
th 2b 

2

I -I-A+ s ' (1.6.29)
2A

tg2a _A'-t - ' B (1.6.30)

where A and B are the imaginary and real components of the relationship

-p/z 2
B+ iA,-_•

' (1.6.311.

The following approximate expression for the characteristic impedance

(see Appendix 1) can be obtained from formula (1.2.7)

Substituting (1.6.32) in (1.6.31), and (1.6.31) in (1.6.29) and

(1.6.30), we obtain

2W (R,-- X63

S~If .R/A, 1, t:hen p can be replaced by W and formu~las (I.6.33) and (1.6.34)

* will t.ake the form

th2b 2b 2R,

RR2 +x? -W X• '+ (1.6.33)

tg2a= 22aX

Comparing (1.6.36) and (1.5.8), we scz that in this case

tg 2a = ti• 2cp,

as should be expected.

I The locations of the voltage and current loops and nodes can be determined
through formulas(1.63)

(" tg• •, 2a 2 (1.6.36)-

11
+2 p
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- 2z;-~ ' ~ 1(1.6.38) 1
U node ci~

sh~b
P - 4

2+ I -

"I loop, ,

n + 2b,

loo 2-h(zb~ (1.6.40)

I node 1 2b

where n s 1t it 2 f 3.ts

Voltages and currents at nodes and loops equal

U S1 -- Zh -- b),"16.1Uloop U2 ch (•z-b) (..l
S•hW 6 + cos-,a

U node U2 Q •Z- b) ,sh (-.6O.42)

I loop d a t chu n pz--b) u (1.6.43)
mm mshaxb+ c ,

I _•. -sh (P - b (1.6.44) :
Inode e•b- o•

where z is the distance from the terminatien to the points at which Ulop
U od Ilop'and I oeare determined.

//.7. The Traveling Wave Ratio for the Lossless Line

te of ethe ef e traveling wave ratio can be used to characterize the

\Ine ,oade.
\ The traveling wave ratio is

k min/Umax ' Imin/Imax' I71

where
U mi and U mxare the voltage amplitudes at the voltage nole and loop;

I . and I are the current amplitudes at the current node and loop.
mi~n max.

The traveling wave ratio for the lossless line can be expressed in

terms of the reflection factor (see Appendix 2)

i hmu ot rl PIo

where

IPI is the modulus of the reflection factor.
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As follows from (1.4.2)

R,+ - X,+ W W(,+, X2 (1..73)

#1.8. The 'iTrvelinr, 'Tav) Ratio f:'r the Lossy.Line

(a) "rhi opv,ý-ended or ctosed-end line. The reactance loaded line.

As follows frvtr •.1as (1.6.io)-(I.6.13), the traveling wave ratio
when $/(y 1, is equal T.,-

= 1PhZn on/ *-)lchi• nodeh•nod8

where
2 'node is the distance from the termination to the specified voltage

or current node;

Zloop is the distance from the termination to the specified voltage
or current loop.

If the distance from the termination to the point where the traveling

wave ratio is to be determined is sufficiently great as compared with the

distance between a loop ard a node, $znode O ,loop' and the expression for

the traveling wave ratio takes the form

k =th •• (1.8.2)

If $ is sufficiently small,

k,ý Z . (1.8.3)
loop*

The expressions obtaine'd for the traveling wave ratio can also be used

for the reactance loaded line.

(b) The complex impedance loaded line

As follows from formulas (I.6.41)-(I.6.44), the traveling wave ratio

will be equal to

F :1 -1o" b °P kY ') (1.8.4)

Ii tf Z is very mu•h larger than x•4, then Oz do Olzoop

end k • th($zo b) (1.8.5)

where b can be found through formula (1.6.33).

)A
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#1.9. Equivalent and Input Impedances of a Lossless Line

(a). Determination of the equivalent and input impedances

The equivalent impedance of a line at a point distance z from its end

is the ratio of the voltage across the line conductors to the current flowing

in the line

Z = U(z)/I(z) (I.9.i)eq .

The input impedance is found from the expression for Z by sub-
eq

stitution z =

Z. = U()/I(t). (1.9.2)i n

(a) The open-ended line

Substituting the values for U and I from formula (1.5.1) in (1.9.),

we obtain

.Ucosz =--iWctgaz=iX,.3
i -sln z (1 .9 .3)

Figure 1.9.1 shows the curve for the change in the equivalent impedance

with respect to z.

The equivalent impedance of the line is reactance at all points because

the lossless line cannot absorb energy if it has no resistive load termina-

tion.

As Figure 1.9.1 shows, the sign of the equivalent impedance changes

every L/4 segment. The impedance is negative, that is, there is capaci-

* tance, in the first segment from the tezmination.

Substituting z =t in (1.9.3), we obtain.

Z. -iW ctg a t. (I.9.4)

in

LI

.-. • ,' : ! "

-l Figure 1.9.1. Curve of change in equivalent impedance of an
open-ended line.

A - X 1W.
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(b) The closed-end line

In a manner similar to the foregoing, we obtain

Z•1= i• tg.•z ' i x~q (1.9.5)

A comparison between formulas (1.9.5) and (1.9.4) shows that the nature

of the change in the equivalent impedance is the same as for the open-ended

line. The difference is that curves for the equivalent impedance of a closed

line are displaced along the axis of the abscissa by a distance equal to

)/4 with respect to the curves for the equivalent impedance of an open li.pe.

(c) The reactance loaded line

2= - i 7 ¢tg.( z z--f)= - X,,•(I9

where IV
tg,•=

The nature of the change in the equivalent impedance is the same as that

in the first two cases.

The curve for the equivalent impedance is obtained with a displacement

magnitude of V/al as compared with the case of the open line.

(d) The pure resistance loaded line

Substituting the values for U and I. from the expressions contained

in formula (1.5.4) in formula (1.9.1) we obtain

c8+Sjn~g(1-9-7)

where

R and X are the active and reactive components of the equivalenteq eq
impedance.

SThe curves for Re /W1 and X eq/W with respect to line length for different

values of R 2/W are shown in figures 1.9.2 and 1.9.3.

(e) The line with a load equal to the wave impedance

Substituting the expressions for U and I from formula (1.5.5) in

formula (1.9,1), and putting U2/I 2  W, we obtain

Z. =Z = W. (I.9.8)in eq

When an impejance equal to the characteristic impedance is inserted

at the end of the line (a traveling wave mode on the line) the equivalent

impedance at any point is made up of pure resistance and is equal to the

line's characteristic impedance.

4i
* d'
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A FHT-P- 11 315 "10

/ L
10.1051 12 IS B, °

'Figure 1.9.2. Curves of change in R eq1W for different values
of R12/1W and X2 O.
A - curve number; B - R1/W.

eq

L ,I 2o 1 3 -B

_ _ 3

Figure 1.9.3. Curves of change in Xe/W for different values of
R2/W and X2 4 0. e

A - curve number; B - Xeq/W.

". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .":.. . ~.. .-% '"- "•"" •. . . ..
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(f) The complex impedance loaded line

Substituting the expressions for U and I from formula (1.5.6) in

formula (1.9.1), we obtain

SWcos 2£-+ I •sins:

T.-cosaz .isinaz (1.9.9)

If"the expressions for U and I from formula (1.5.9) are substituted in

formula (1.9.1), and if it is taken that W/D = k [this equality can be ob-

tained thrGugh formulas (1.5.11), (1.7.2), and (1.7.3)), then, after the

t'ansformations, we obtain

Z W k--10,5(1 -- P) sin 2% (1.9.10)

#1.10. Equivalent and Input Impedances of a Lossy -ine

(a) The open-ended line

As for the lossless line, we obtain

sh2:z--isin 2, zIf =Pcthyz p clh2A z-- cos 2iz (1.1O.1)

If p is replaced by its expression from formula (1.6.32), the expression

fot Z is transformed into

Sch2A z--cos 2az (1.10.2)

(b) The closed-end line

Z•__ pth~z=Psh 2ý z -+ i sin 2.a._ z_

Z hPITZP ch 2; z + cos 2a z (1.10.3)

AAter the substitution of p W(l - ip),'expression (1.10.3) takes the
rm¢

(s + sill 2a z)m- I sh 2( z--sin 22") ( 0

clh 2, z I- cos 2a z

(•) The complex impedance loaded line

Substituting-the exprensions for U and I from formula (1.6.23), and

the expression for 0 from (1.6.24), in formula (1.9.1), we obtain

Z, = PU(Z O .-Ph1.(z--b)--Isln2(az-•a) ""

*ch 2(p:-b) -1cs2(,-4 z a)*
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or, substituting P W(i - t), we obtain

aash 2 (• z-- 1) - _-'sin 2(a z -- a)

Sch~d 2 @ z -- /b) -- cos"• (a z -- a)

Zg sh2(@z-b)-cs12(az-a)

-c-, 2 (• z-- b) + csl 2 (, z - a)
c11••' 2(@z-b)-cos2(az_,.)- (1.10.6)

and a and b are found through formulas (1.6.33) and (1.6.34).

#I.11. Maximum and Minimum Values of the Equivalent Impedance of a

Lossless Uine

A knowledge of the maximum and minimum values of the active and reactive

components of the equivalent impedance of a line is of interest.

If the line is open, closed, or reactance loaded, the maximum equivalent

impedance can be infinitely large, while the minimum will equal zero. This

follos, 1from what has been cited above.

if the •ife is complex impedance loaded, both maximum and minimum equi-

valent impedan es have a finite magnitude.

The maximum value of the equivalent impedance occurs at the voltage

loop (the current node), whereas the minimum value occurs at the voltage node

(current loop). These are pure resistances.

We can use formula (1.9.10) to obtain expressions for these. Voltage

loops oc'cur at points yz1 ' nn, where n -0; 1; 2; 3; ...

Substituting one of the stated values of o'z, in formula (1.9.10) we ob-

tain

Z -w/k (R.n.1)
eq max eq max

Voltage nodes occur at points CzI (2n 4 l)0/2, where n 0; 1; 2; 3; ...

Substituting one of the stated values of az in formula (1.9.10) we

obtain

Zeq min = Req min .Wk (1.11.2)

The minimum value of the reactance (X ) of the equivalent impedance
eq

equals zero.

The maximum value of X can be found by solvingeq

dXeq/dz = 0 (1.11.3)

Substituting X from equation (1.9.10) in equation (1.11.3), differentiating,
eq

and solvi,.j the equation obtained with respect to zl, we obtain

z 1 .= ±h l--arc tgk. (1.11.4)
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Here zI is the distance fconj the voltage loop to the point where Xeq

is a maxim.m.

Su'stituting this value for zI in foemula (I.9ýl0), we find

X -- + IV - P*

eq max 2k

If k < 1, then

X max ± ±w/2k + ±1/2 Req m (1.11.6)

#1.12. Maximum and Minimum Values of the Equivalent Impedance of

a Lossy Line

(a) Open, closed, or reactance loaded lines

Let us consider the open-end line.
Let us limit ourselves to the case of $/y < 1. It can be taken that

Pp z W, and that the voltage loops are at distances z = zloop = n ,/2
(n = 0; 1; 2; 3; ... ) from the termination.

Substituting P = W and zloop = n ),2 in formula (1.10.1), we find the

maximum pure resistance equal to

R m cth ý zlocp (1.12.1)__ • ~ ~e q m a x Z o p

If $Zloop is small, it can be tak.on that cth$,oop l loop, and then

eq max = loop' (1.12.2)

Taking GI= 0, we obtain (see 1.3.4)

R eq max = 2W2/RlZloop

where

z is the distance of the specified voltage loop from the tezmination,loop
Minimum reactance occurs when

Z = aode (2n 1) + i1)

Substituting this value for z in formula (I.10.1), we obtain

R i W th 5z r W 1/2 R Iz (.12.4)eq min Dnode 8node 1 Znode

where

Znode is the distance of the specified voltage node from the terminati-n.

The expressions obtained for R and R are valid for aeq max eq min
closed-end line and fore a reactance loaded liea.
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(b) The complex impedance loaded line

The approximate expressions for maximum and minimum values of Req
can be obtain.d 6x-ough equation (1.10.5) if it is assumed that /1a is an

cxtrcmely small mLonitude. In this case the maximum values of R occureq
at the points where cz - a = 'z loop- a - nuT while the minimums occur at

the points where a'z - a ctZnode - a - (2n + l)r/2. They can be expressed

by the formulas

Req max = W cth (Ozloop - b), (1.12.5)

Req min = W th (OZnode - b). (U.12.6)

#1.13. >Maximum Voltages, Potentials, and Currents O~curring on a Line.
The Maxinum Electric Field Intensity.

it is important to know the maximum voltages, potentials, and rurrents

for a line used for high power transmissions. We will limit ourselves to

the case in which line losses can be neglected.

The effective voltage across the voltag6 loop equals

U loop ,ý P (1.13.1)Uloop P--loop (..)

where

P is the power delivered to the line;
Rloop is the line resistance at the voltage loop, and is equal to W/k

(see #I.11).

Substituting the value of Rloop in formula (1.13.1), we obtain

Uloop -- PW (1.13.2)

The maximum potential on a two-wire line is equal to half the .maximum

voltage.

The effective value of the current flowing at a current loop, whz.e the

line resistance equals Wk, is found through the formrla

I loop = k7 (1.13.3)

Finding the maximum electric field strength on a line is of great

interest. The maximum electric field strength is at the surface of the con-

ductor and can be found in terms of the magnetic field strength at the surface
of the conductor. A TEM type wave (a transverse elýctromagnetic wave) is pro-

pagated on the lines we are considering. When the line is functioning in

the traveling wave mode we find that there is the relationship

E - W.int,1
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between the electric field strength, E, and the magnetic field strength, Int,

at any point in space, and particularly at the surface of the conductor, where

E is the electric field strength, volts/m,-ter;

Int is the magnetic field strength, amperes/meteri

W. has the dimensionality of impedance (ohms), and can be called the1

characteristic impedance of the medium.

For TEIM waves in free space

W. = 120r, ohms.
1

The magnetic field strength at the surface of the conduccor can be

found through the relationship

o 11 dt K dF = 1(113.4)

where the left-hand side is the circulation of vector H around the circum- x
ference of the conductor,

di is an element of the circumference of the conductor;

Jn is the current volume density in the transverse cross section of

the conductor, amperes/m2;

dF is an element of the surface of the conductor's cross section.

Assuming the current and magnetic field strengths to be uniformly

distributed around the circumference, we obtain

1d Hnd = I -1,13-5)

where

d is the conductor diameter.

The maximum electric field strength) Emax equals

E = W. I/rnd (1.13.6)max i

Substituting I = U/W in (1.13.6), we obtain

E = W. U/Wrrd (1.13.7)
max i

or

E = 120U/Wd (1.13.8)
max

If the line is multi-conductor, that is, each balanced half of the line

consists of n parallel conductors (for a four-wire balanced line n = 2), and

if the distance between conductors is such that current distribution around

the circumference of the conductors can be considered as uniform, the current

flowing in one conductor wil] be reduced by a factor of n. Correspondingly,

the maximum field strength equals
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E = 12U/Wnd (1.13.9)
max

(non-uniformity in current distribution'between conductors not considered).

If d is in centimeters, E is in volts/centimeter.

Formula (1.13.9) holds for any value of the traveling wave ratio for the

line, since E in the formula is defined in terms of U. Substituting the

value of U from (1.13.2), we obtain

E ma l1 /ndVk (XW13-10ý

Here E is the effective value of the field strength at 'che surface of the
max

conductor at a voltAge loop.

#/1.14. Line Efficiency

By line efficiency is meant the ratio of the actual power dissipated

in the terminator to the total actual power delivered to the line. The

efficiency, 1, can be expressed in terms of the reflectoton factor, p. as

Yollows (see Appeneix 3)

*q= e --2Xp l -

Substituting the expression for Ipi in terms of the traveling wave

ratio k(IpI = l-k/l+k) in formula (1.14.1), we obtain

ch2ý1+ - k+ -L ) h 2 .•! , I l122 k

if 2j3 4 1 we can replace sh2it by 20t and ch 2a1 by one, whereupon

F l 3k+--(k . (+.T4.3)

SFormula (114.3) shows thfat efficiency is higher the closer the traveling

wave ratio is to one and the smaller at.

Figure 1.14.1 shows the curves for the change in 11 with respect to

51 for traveling wave ratios equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1. Formula (1.14.2)

was used to construct the curves.
The efficiency of a line operating in the traveling wave mode equals

If 2at < 1,

2PI- 1. (1.14.5)

-i-
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4'0-

4o • o..1 4 ? • 43q#.5 48 0,7 q8 ".-I•a

Figure 1.14.1. Curves of change in line efficiency with respect to
51| for different traveling wave ratios,

A - kbv, traveling wave ratio.

#1.15. Resonant Waves on a Line

T£he waves on a line, the input impedance of which has no reactive com-

ponent, are called resonant waves. 1

The data presented in the foreoing indicate that resonant waves occur

on a lossless line when there is a current loop, or node, at the point of
supply for the line.

Every line has an infinitely large number of waves for which the re-
active componen C of the input impedance equals zero. A line, thereforec

has not one, but an infinitely large number of resonant waves. The maximum

resonant wave is known as -he line's natural wave.

#1.16. Area of Application of the Theory of Uniform Long Lines
In practice, the most widely used are uniform two-wire balanced and

one-wire unbalanced open-wire or shielded lines. A line which is made up

of two balanced conductorh, or of two balanced systems of conductorsu bet-

ween which an emf source is connected, is called a balanced line.

vFigure 1.16.1. Schematic diagrams of unbaeanced single-wirc lines:
ai(a) single-wire unbalanced line; (b) lnbalanced line

"o w bconsisting of a system of wires.
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The open-wire one-wire line is understood to mean a line consisting of

but one conductor (fig. I.16.1a), or of a system of conductors (fig. 1.16.1b),

to which one of the output terminals of the emf source is connected, while

the other terminal is grounded. The shielded one-wire line is understood

to mean a line consisting of a conductor (or of a system of conductors)

surrounded by a shield which is connected to the generator shield and the-

load shield. The coaxial line is a special case of a shielded line.

The theory of uniform long lines is applicable to balanced lines, as

well as to single-wire lines if they are uniform.

It is also possible to use the computational apparatus of the theory

of uniform lines in the case of shielded one-wire lines if the penetration of

the current into the external surface of the shield is excluded.

'I I

a.
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Chapter II

EXPONENTIAL AND STEP LINES

#II.1. Differential rcluations for a Line with Variable Characteristic

Impedance and Their Solution. Exponential Lines. 1

Exponential and step transmission lines are widely used as broadband
elements for matc-ing lines with different characteristic impedances.

Let us take a line with a variable characteristic impedance (fig. 11.1.1).
The change in the charactoriscic impedance is shown in the drawing by the
change irn the distance between the line's conductors. In practice, the
character:istic imped:.nce is changed by changing the diameters of the con-
ductors, or by using other methods, such as changing the parameters of the
"medium surrounding the conductor, all of them in addition to the method where-
by the distance between the conductors is c'langed.

Figure Ii.l.l. Line with a variable characteristic impedance.

It is obvious that equations (1.1.3) and (1.1.5), derived for the uni-
form line, remain valid in this case; that is, the voltage/current ratio

"for any line element is in the form

dU_

dzi

dz

where

z is the distance between a epecified point oa the line and its
termination.

Z1 and Y are functions of z for non-uniform lines.
Differentiating the second equation at (1i.I.1) with respect to z, we

obtain

d'I dyUdY
dz' dz di (I1.1.2) --

1. M. S. Neyman, "Non-uniform Lines with Distributed Constants."
IEST, No. 11, 1938.
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Substit,,:ing the expr~ssions for dU/dz and U from formula (U1.1.1) in

formula (II.1.2),

&'I it/ I dYt 1  'Y = 0.
dit dt T d: (I.l,3)

Since I/Y dY /dz d/dz(nY) equation (11..3) takes the form f
Sd,! dt (In Y,)--IZY, 0. (IW .1.4)
dzl di di

Similarly

LdU d( '). 5

di' dz dz

Let us designate

+ ia - -(II.I.6a)

Y, (II.1.6b)

Then equations (11.1.5) and (11.1.4) can be transformed into

d2U dU d (in C)o-1 -U.= 0.
dz2 dz dz
d21 + d!g dL In -L I-- Y,=,0 U (I .1.7)

d-- dz d-

As we see, in the general case the distribution of current and voltage

in the non-uniform line can be described by linear differential equations

with variable coefficients.

However, in the special case when p changes in accordance with an ex-

ponential law

bz0 = POe,

* where p0 is the characteristic impedance at the termination and the propa-

gation factor y remains constant along the line. The coefficients

d/dz~ln(oy)] and d/dz(ln p/y) become constants and equal to b.

Lines for which p changes in accordance with an exponential law are ,
called exponential lines.

Analysis of the exponential line follows.

After the substitution of (11.1.8), equation (11.1.7) is in the

following form
d•U b dU •'U = 0:dL-b-~- -*OU--

d'2 dz

+ b- (I.1.9)

The equations at (11.1.9) have the following solution

U = A, cý' - e+ B

=Ae2+Be M.1.10)

A: ~~ e s
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The coefficients kV, k 2, ki, and kA2 are determined from characteris-cic

equations corresponding to the differential equations at (11.1.9).

The characteristic equations are in the form

X+2 + x' = 0}

from whence

K, --- + +

2 =_•+• •+ 2÷ ,I(•..:

u =e[AIC, b+ Y + 2 c (

'The connection between A2 an}d A1 , as well as between B2 and B1, can .

2 1

be found by substituting the solution arrived at in one Gf the original

differential equations.
Substituting that solution in the first of the equations at (II.l..),

- 2e-+'+ ] -_ { [ (1), -oA2} ( 7L

This equation should be identically satisfied for any value o c zn so

should be equal to zero in both exuressions in the braces. Thus, we get

two equations, from which we find

2 + 7' 2
+ e , , o' (0.-~ &

B,= ,T•- 1 ,* (11.1.15)

BI Let us assume that at the termination, that is 1 when z - , O

*I

•2)
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U - UsI

1 =12 '77j (II.1.16)

where

Z is the resistor inserted in the termination;

U2 is the voltago across the termination;

I is the current flowing in the termination.
2

Substituting (I.1.14), (11.1.15) and (11.1.16) in (11.1.13), and

solving the equations obtained with respect to A and BV we find

A1- ______ (II.1.17)

us 2 7 + --+ Is .*

Wh~at follows from equation (11.1.13) is thait in a line in which the " •

characteristic impedance changes smoothly, as it does in the uniform line,

there are two waves of voltage and current; an incident wave, characterized

by he oeficint 1 and A2 , and a reflected wave, characterized by the

1 2coefficient is +n 2

The voltages of the incident and reflected waves change in direct pro-portion to e/2mbz in the exponential linei that is, the ciange is proportion- t,

al to the square root of the characteristic impedance because

C0 =V =V -.

The changes in the incident and reflected wave currents are. inversely

proportional to the square root of the characteristic impedance.
Since traveling waves are propagated from an area of low characteristic

impedances to an area of high characteristic impedances, voltage and current

anplitudes are transformed; the voltage amplitude increases, the current

aoplito'de decreases. Accordingly, ihe exponential line is a voltage and

S~current transformer.

S#I1.2. The Propagation Factor

a tom the foregoing equations it is apparent that in this case the factor
Ty does nt chagacterize the propagation of incident and reflected waves. In-

stead, it is the factor

where

' and th' are the attenuation factor and the phase factor.
y dosntcaatrz h rpgto o nietadrfetdwvs n
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Substituting the expression for y, we find

27 e[a ~ L2 ] + V 2 (~)j+4iz (11.2.3)

If • • i, and this is customary and is the case at high frequencies,

expressions 8' and (y' will take the form

(11.2.4

a'21 (11.2.5)

Formulas (11.2.4) and (11.2.5) demonstrate that the larger b is, that is,

the less frequent the change in the line's characteristic impedance, the

smaller the phase factor and, as a result the greater the phase velocity

of wave propagation on the line (v' = "/ff'). Moreover, the attenuation

factor increases with an increase in b.

#11.3. The Reflection Factor and the Condition for Absence of Reflection

As we noted above, the reflection factor is the ratio of the voltage

(or current) associated with the reflected wave at the point of reflection

te the voltage (or current) associated with the incident wave at the same

place on the line. From (11.1.13) the reflection factor for the voltage

equals

PU = (B/.3.1)

4 Substituting the expressions for B and AI from equation3 (11.1.17)

and (11.1.18), we obtain

22

[. / =(z_)' - (11.3.2)Z2 -- + 7'+ " + 7P$

-, where
"Z Z2 is the terminating impelance., •

S~If line losses are neglected, that is, if it-is taken that y fi iy•
S1 i ~and PO TMWO the expressions for pU will take the form . _

• : PU• (11.3.4)

• 1.3z, -- + la +_ :.

J|2
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Similarly, the reflection factor for Ithe current when there are no line

losses equals

AT _2721 ±2
+-• - -. , -law

Sz V

+14 +lI1 aws -

Equating the numerators in the right-hand sides of equations (11.3.4)

and (I-.3°) to zero is the conr*ition for absence of reflection. We find

from these equalities that in order to eliminate reflection we must insert

a complex impedance equal to

in the end of the line.

But if b/20. is so much less than unity that we can ignore it

Z2 = WO'
and the reflection can be eliminated by inserting as the terminator a pure

resistance equal to the characteristic impedance of an exponentikl line at

its end.

[ #11.4. Line Input Impedance
#I*The input impedance of an exponential line equals

, • ~Z. =ýU. /In,.l
in z=0 )/I(z=)

We will limit ourselves to consideration of a lossless line.

Substituting th* values for U and I found through equation

(II..13) in equation (11.4.1), we obtain

2/- (1/ 2
A,,e + B. C

In the special case of the termination containing impedance Z2' found

through equation (11.3.6), and which is to say the impedance ensuring ab-

sence o.^ reflection,( B f0), we obtain an input impedance equal to

__~ ~~~1 --5Z2 (143
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Accordinoj1y, whcn liere is no reflection the input impedance, like the

load impedance, ib complex and depends on the wavelength.

Dut f"om equations (11.4.3) and (11.3.6), if b/2 0e is so snall that it

can be ignered when compared with unity, the input impedance, like Z is

active when there is no reflection and does not depend on the wavelength,

whereupon

bC (11.4,.4)
z in 0 e

As we see, if b is sufficiently smnill, that is, when the change in

the characteristic impedance is sufficiently slow, the exponential line'

can -t as a wave transformev, tran.,forming the pure resio;tance equal to
bl

WO in its termina,ion into a pure resistance equal to %eW . b can be

either positive or negative.

We can prove ih-it if the macnitude b/2,-, is ignored the input impedance

will, for arbitrary load Z2, Uqual

,.05 a!; •* sin I I

Z. IV, 0 W (11.4-5)
-~Cos a I-,- isin a

Tho ratio Zi./Z id the uxponentii lin.e impedance transformation

ratio. Comparing equations (1.1-.4) and (1.9-9), we see that the factor

l . . ..._1_
cos 21 l- l s a I

is the transformation ratio for impedavce Z2 of a uniform line with un-

changed characteristic impedance 1VO, and That the factor e is a supplemental

transformation iactor defined by the exponential nature of the change in

the line's characteristic impedance.

The condition of smallness of the ratio b/2y in the case cf a speci-

fied transformation ratio imposes a definite limitation on the length of the

expo:nential line (), which should be at least some minimum value.

#iI.5. Dependence of the Needed Length of' an Exponential Line on a

Specified Traveling Wave Ratio

The exponential line, as was pointed out above, can be usej as a. trans-

former for matching lines dith diflarent characteristic impeda-.ss (fig.

11.5.1).

,rhe exponential line load is a line with som.2 characteristic imredance,

W2 = W0 . The exponential line, together with line 2 connected to it, is

the load for line 1, which has the characteristic impedance



The exponential line ahould provide a sufficiently small reflectien

factor at the end of !ine i, and in order to do so the input impedance ,f

the exponential line (Z ) should be close to W W 0ebt

in 1 0

Figure 11.5.1. ;xponrential transmission-line transformer.

A - line 1; B - exponential line; C - line 2.

Let us derivG tne expression for the reflection factor as

Pu= Z;,+W, Z,n"•. & (.5.1)

where

Zi is the exponential lin.;'s input impedance.in

Substitutinb the expression for Z. from (11.4.2) and the values for A,, A2,

BI, and B2 from "XI.i.x4)-(II.i.18), in (11.5.1), converting, and ignoring

)2'(b/20 ) , we obtain

1 1 b sini I,,.ui =

The maximum reflection factor results when

where 4

n is any integer, or zero

'/", 22 (N-.5.3)

By using the formula at (11.5.2), we can find the relationship between

the reflection factor, the length ef the ecponential line, and the relation-

ship of W to W
1 2

As a matter of fact,

47, = ell = .

from whence
iv = n ' In I . .,
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Substituting the value for b from (11.5.4) in (11.5.2), and omitting

the factor characterizing the phase, we obtain

lo L1In -s nI
VtU/ 2.1 (11.5.5)

W11A. General Remarks Concerning Step Transition Lines

Step transmission lines, that is, transmission lines comprising sections

with different characteristic impedances, can be used for broadband matching

of two lines with dissimilar characteristic impedances, W, and W".
0 0

Step lines usually are made up of sections of equal lengths. The

characteristic impedance within the limits of each section remains constant.

Different combinations of the number, n, length, t, and characteristic

impedances of sections for satisfying a specific matching requirement are

possible within the limits of a specified frequency band.

The requirements usually reduce to keeping the reflection factor ;-r

waves propagated from right to left, or from left to right, at a predetermined

magnitude within the limits of the specified frequency band. And it is

assumed that the line to which the energy is being fed has a resistive load

equal to its characteristic impedance.

Let us pause here to consider the optimum, or Chebyshev, step transition.

By optimum we mean that step transition which has a minimum overall length,

L = nt, for a specified jump in the characteristic impedances

N = W/Wo(N > 1), a specified maximum reflection factor P, and an

operating band X2 " Xl" We shall not pause to consider the mathematical

analysis, but will limit ourselves to citing the final results of such

analysis, since they permit us to select the data for the step transmission

line in accordance with specified requirements and problem conditions.

We will cite the data for two-step, three-step, and four-step trans-

mission lines. 1

#11.7. Step Normalized Characteristic Impedances

(a) Two-step line (n = 2)

The normalized (that is, equated to WO) characteristic impedance
0

of the first step is found through the formula

1 IV= N--I (N -- I)%N, (I 1
2tg% 0, T 4tgL - -

where

8.arc cos (A4.)
(11,7-2)

1. See the article by A. L. Fel'dshteyn and L. R. Yavich titled "The
Engineering Computation for Chebyshey Step Transitions." Radiotekhnika
[ Radio Engineering], No.1l, 1960.
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•jr A =(1I.7.3)

(o J. arc cos c)

2h• _-j1 .,_ .

SIp ,.7.5)

!pImax is the specified maximum permissible reflection factor.

The normalized characteristic impedance of the second step is

w2 = xiW (11-7.6)

(b) Three-step line (n = 3)

The normalized characteristic impedance of the first step can be

found through the transcendental equation
"-_Z=w,•+2 2,1- ! 22H,••

,L'e, .-- W,'/N -w2 , (11.7.7)

The magnitude W, can be found graphically using equation (11.7.7)1

cos 9o= A 21 8

(11.7.9)
N

(11.7.10)

A can be found through formulas (11.7.3) - (II7.6).

(c) Four-step line (n. =

• • (11.7.11)

A _______- a'-N' igz~stglel}
= 2 (r-,V-)' 0 (V-..v) -

• + "{- a(o-+,N)' ,V( "+N)' (g +tg, ,) +92 0. )

2tVV-- w) ¢, , - 1' .' (11.7.13)
i4tg 01I.t'.#J&

Cos 0, = A cos

cos 92 = A cos 3 (11.7-13)

A can be found through (11.7.3) - (11.7.6).

The characteristic (normalized) impedances of the second, third, and

fourth steps equal
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SI~V• '
= •-7'.(1.7.16)

T'1 (11.7.17)

w(11.7.18)

Ttibleto IOi I.0 OUplitailh the VnIU09 Of the ISLep Clou'a~tee'ILie

impedances for specified values of pl max, N, and A, computed using the

formulas given.

#1I.a. Finding the Length of the Step, 1, and the Waveband within which

the Specified Value for the Reflection Factor 'p max Will Occur.

The length of a step is found thro.ugh formula

a cos A.8.1)

where

X2 is the longest wave in the specified operating band.

The ratio of the longest wave to the shortest wave in the operating

band is found through

=,% 1--arccos A (11.8.2) /
r- arc cos A

Here •2 and 1I should be understood to be the wavelengths in the step

line

C

where

and are the wavelengths in free space;

v is the phase velocity at which propagaticn occurs on a step line;

c is the speed of light

If we are discussing step transmission lines made up of oections of

open-wire lines we can take v - c.

* The -full length of the step transition equals

L = nt (II,8.3)

where

n is the number of steps.

Tables 11.8.1 - 1183. list the corresponding values of %,X for each

valuo of A. We cai, by using these tables, find the needed number of steps, n,

the length of a step, i, and the characteristic impedances for a specified

* ratio if the magnituides of N and nI are specified.
. - 'm-
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Table 11.8.1

., 'lTwo-step line n = 2

N p 002 1, -0,05L l.ýYA 1A 01IW

1.2 0,500 1,057 1,135 0.148 2,3S8 0,842 1.073 1.119 0,097 4,513 -- -
1.4 0.460 1,099 1.274 0.174 1,875 0.676 1.102 1,271 0,132 2,792 0,864 1,144 1.224 0,05. 4,954
1.6 0.394 1.i36 1.407 0.186 1,695 0.590 1,153 1,387 0,150 2.343 0,772 1.183 1,353 0.110 3.561
! 0.355 1.170 1,538 0,192 1.601, 0,536 1.168 1,516 0,160 2.126 0,710 1,218 1.478 0,124 3.021
2.0 0.3207 1 .20 iG3 0,:97 1,53 0,498 1,219 1.640 0,167 1.993 0,665 1.250. 1.600 0,134 2.725
2.2 0,307 1,230 1.76v 0,2Zia149G 1 1,21.5 1,760 0.172 1.902 0.631 1.277 1,720 0.141 3.537

H02u0. 176 8;0(0 ' 1600 4" .0
2,4 0,290 1,257 1,939 0,203 1.461 00,447 1.271 1,880 61.837 0,(3 1.304 1,840 0,147 2.402
.., 0.278 1,283 2,027 0,205 1,437 0.M23 1,297 2,000 0..15 1,783 0.580 1.330 1.950 0.151 2.300
2,8 025 1,0 2,14 0.6 17I

0, 2G5 307 0,207 1,41.,1 0, .:3 1,323 2,110 0,182 1,74.1 0,561 1,357 2.00 0.155 2.222
3,0 , 0.259 1.5 f2.2,G I 0.20_' 1,O0 0.150 1,319 2.223 0,184 1,7i0 0,535 1,3S. 2,16S 0.15S Z. 159
3.2 0.25I 1,35.1 2,369 0,2:0 1,385 O.,5S 1.370 2,3-:0 0,187 1,630 0,530 1,404 2.260 0.161 2.;03
3.4 0.244 1,372 2.479 0.21; 1,372 0,376 1,390 2,440 0.188 1,656 0,517 1,425 2,350 0.163 2.05S

0.0,23S 1,39i 2.587 0.2;2 1,36A 0,369 1.410 2,550 O, 10634 09507
3.6 0.1 I I 0, 3,63 ,057 .446 2.490 0,165 2.0-0.3,8 0,233 1,410 2,694 0,213 1.352' 0,36', 1,430 2,660 0,191 1,615 0,496 1,466 2.590 0,167 1.9S7

.4,0 0.28 1.428 2.830 0.2i3 1.343 0.354 1,450 2,758 0,192 1,599 0,46 1,487 2.691 0,169 1.9554.2 0.22-1 1.446 2,,f,05 0,214 1,336 ' 0,347 i,467 2.860 0.194 1,582 0,478 504 2.790 0.171 IS29

4.4 0,220 ;,463 3,068 0,2:5 1,329 "3,341 3.483 2,960 0,195 1. 59 0:470 1.521 2.690 0.,72 1.905
4.6 0.2;6 1,479 -3.1!0 0.2_5 1.322 I 0,33 I; 1.500 3,060 0,195 1.558 0,462 1.538 2.990 0,174 1.S61

-.$ L. 2 ;,495 3,2;1 0,216 61,3:5 0.330 1,5.7 3,160 0,196 1,545 0,456 1,555 3,050 0.175 1,863
5.0 0.239 1,510 3.3;, 0-2:6 1,3!0 0.326 1.533 3,261 0,197 1,536 0.449 1.572 3.150 0.176 1.843

5.,2 0,206 1.325 3., 0 0.2,7 30.. 0.321 1.5.48 3,360 0,198 1,525 0.444 1.587 3,280 0.177 1.629
.4 0.203 1,0 1.01.: .9 .,17 152340039 3537 0.438 1:602 3.360 0,178 1.812

5,6 0,.2, 1,531 3,6^ 1 0.218 : 296 0..•3 1 576 3,550 0.199 1,508 0.433 1.616 3,460 0,179 1,798S5.8 0,15 1,56' 3.70 0,218 1.291 0.30 0 3.650 0.200 1,.,0 0
.'. ~~ ~ & ~ ,. ., .,0428 ,61 3,550 0,180 1,784

6,0 0.196 1,55r S 3.705 0,2:9 1.287 0.306 1,605 3,739 11 0,200 494646 3,646 .0, 10 J.770,
6.2 6.104' 1.,594 3.8900.02.ý9' .2s; 0,3.333 1.6;8 3,830 0:201 ':481.1 3,5".3 .6 .5

470.419 1,5 3.730 0,161 ]1759. ,

6.4 0..92 1.606 3, 3. 0,2:9 1.2m3 0,299 1,630 3.930 0,202 1,479 0.415 3,673 3,830 0.h82

6,6 0. i ,9 1 619 4,077 0,220 1,277 0.296 .1.643 4,020 0,202 ,473 F.411 i1.684 3,920 u,183 1.738

6.5 0. 63 1.631 4,109 0.220 1.274 0,294 1.656 4.110 0.203 ,469 0,407 1.697 4.010 0,183 1,728
7. 0, 18 i.4 42,1.720.0 ,.•06 2.643 4,23, 0.2 1.270 0,291 1,669 4,194 0.203 1,463 0,404 1.710 4,093 0.184 1,720

7.2 0.54 ,654 4.352 0.22, 1.2C7 0.288 1.680 ,.4,280 0.203 1,457 0.400 1.722 4 180 0 184 1"1.710
7.; 0,63 1.666 4.,,12 0,22. 1,266 0,2o0 1.593 4,370 0.204 1.453 0.397 1,733 4:270 0:1651 1.702

7.C 0-,5i 1,677 4.331 0.22: 1,202 0.2o3 1,70; 4.4i00 0,204 1,447 :0.394 1,745 4.360 0.166 3 695
7.6 0.;79 &,55 4.62: 0,22, ;,.259 ,;.25, 1,712 ,4.,530 0.205 0',443 0.391 11,756 0.

0.2 1443 .391 .7564,4,0 0.315C-6 Gb67S,0 0,378 ,695 4,7,00,22; :.257 0.279 ;,722 4.&16 1 0,265 1.439 0,363 1,768 4,525 0,167 1,660S.2~~~~~~ ..... i7 ý 60,2,_ 5 ,7 ,7313 4,730.i0,205 1,4-35 P,5 1,778 14,610 0.187 .7
0.38 1. .0,87".673

4u6 1,7%3 4.o65 ,,22 ,254 0.273 1,7441 4,610 0.206 1,431 0,30 2 3 ,789 4.690 M.IS .6I "8.6 .7 1,733 4.972 0 222 1,25i 0.273 1,755 4. 900 1 0,206 1.a2 0,379 1.600 4.770 0.155 .6535
616 0.,7 221 4090 .. 1,249 0.27, ;,765 %.6 , 20 1.230,7273 1:2,0 o 0,: 0. 1.610 4, 8.6 0.156 1.653

¢ 0.,172 .749 5. ;45 0.. 2 .2.,7 0.259 1,776 5,067 1 0.207 1 419 0,374 1,821 4.942 0.189 1.646

9.2 0,171 1,759 5,230 0.223 1.246 0.267 1.765 5.150 0.207 1.416 0,372 1.83' 5.020 0;159 1,6411
9.4 i 0.170 1.769 5.315 0,223 1,244 0.266 i,795 5.230) 0.207 1.414 0,370 1.841 5,103 ( 0.190 3.656

9,6 I0,,69 1,778 5.40 I 0.223 243 0,264 3,804 5.320 0,207 140 0,368 , 10 1,6398 . 1I1ao ,• 0,190 ,.
5 9.8 : 168 1,767 5.483 0.223 1.241 0.262 1.8.4 5.4W. 0.28 1,406 0,365 j 1.260 i 0.191 1.624

10.0 0 . 66 3.963 1,3 5,568 0.23= .3 0.261 1,82. ,9 O. 0.6 1,8M0. -5,346 o 1 .336!9'

I:0
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Table 11.8.2

Three-step line n 3

p 1'2 0.0 1' p IY Y .6 l

1.20o78111.047 1.095 1.149 0.037 3.657 0.924 1,065o1 ,095! 1.127 0,0624 7,006 - 1,091 1.005 1.100
1.4;0.682 1,067 1.183 1,312,0.131 2,830 0.830 1.090 1.183 1,284 0.0942 4,310 0.9353 .123 1.383 1,241. 0,057 7.668
1.,:0.621 3.087 1,265 1,472 o,143 2.487 0,775 I.,13 1,265 1,438 0,109 3.592 0,886 1.155 1 .265 l 5.0772 .518
*.$10,584 1,105 1.242 1,627 0,151 2.317 0,736 1.133 1.342 1,589 0.118 3.224 08851 1.177 1.3421,529 081 4.68
2.00.55S 1.1201 j414 1.786 0,156 2.210 0.703 1.49 1,414 1.7390.126 2.971 0.821 1.9s 1.414 !,674 0.096 4.215.
2.2,0.53711./33 1.483 1,942 0,160 2.129 0.685 1.166 1.483 1,888 0.130 2,849 0,802 1.211 1.483 1.87 10.102 3.SOI
240.52 1146 1549 2.094 0,163 2,072 0.666 179 1.549 2,036 0,134 2,732 0.787 1.227 1,549 1.956 10.r06 3,724
2.6,0.50810,1601,612 2.241 0,165 2.027,0.651 1.l93 1.612 2.179 0.,37 2.645 0,768 1.241 1.612 2.095 0,111 3.519

31 OAS2 :2:641,72 ,360..:C ,982.519i0.75
I.o •, 0,3/, . 6.3 .= I .,i 27 ,1.2,18 .732 ,2.M , 142 o. , 1 11.t .72 1.2G 17 I2'230 .1 7 3,7

3.6;,45ý1,941.692.6.0 0.1.731 1. 920 0. G-5 128 1792 ,4 .5 .3 1.278 1,769 2.50 0.o .19o•/1
3.410,467 1.204 1,844 2.2 013 1,895 0.606 2,237 1.841 2,749 0.3146 2X 460.721 1,288 2.842640 0,122 3.103

0.9 80 3,8, 2 0,146 2,202t 0713 1,365 2.2363.771 0.,2134 ,043
3.)0.4521 1.221 1,'949 3.115 0175t 1.851ý0.590 1,2561,.49 3.025 0.150 2.33120705 0 :3/ 1.3 1 2,9 2.809 0.123 2.95
"4.040.446 21.9 2 .000 3.25 0.1761 .834 0,54 1.2672.00 . 0.16,52.35 2167 0,697.38022 2,004 3.029 0.327 2.92

4-11 3 1 3.. 39 0,172 17o82010,577 1.27621 93220122270&1 .3 .4 ,5 , .9
-13.O.4 1.2 S 3,5364,5 0,I21.78 8030. 572 1,3284 2,036 341217 0.92,1532260,65W 1.3879 2.036326 4 03 01302,667

6,80,.-1.• 253 ý2.148 5 .67110.1791 .7950 0566 1.292 2,,95 3.5W 0.i54 2,241 0.679 1,347 2.145 3.41i 0.II,.13211
5.8,0,410?.29212.01 .34810 0,1801 1.78410:60 1. 3.1,69210 552.217 0.674 0.132 2,760
5.0'0,.07l,42 1.26722 3.9,7 0.1801.773 0, .102.2408 4.350.,1562.202 0.668 1.3G5 2.,40 3.661 0:1321

11.34 2,44 4.47~ .1 ,126 1.663,40 2.449 4.,29 0.138. 2.673

5.2,0.420 1.27312.0 410350 0.84 1.76220.55111.31482.280 3.57 0,1571 2,182 0.664 1.408 2,490 3,7730,134
540 .27912.3251 4,222 0,18241.7520.52 147.321,25324 4.088 0.15, 2,167102639 1.370 2.30 4.52 6 0.135 2.690

5. '^,4 i 13 1:252.366 4,035 0,184 1.7140 5310.5 24 .6 4,857 0,1592,151082-0655 o3,42 2,569 4,037 0,140 2,667

6.6!0.0 4A 292 12.408 4,48990. 1183 0,539 .32.5408 9 .31 0.159 2,137 0.4 .. 39 22,56

6.010,30711,3299 2.449 5,152 0138513.70280.5 36 lo36g 2.4084,982 6 76- 4 279
7.!.35 .35 266~.$ 0151,910591,7 4.64 7,31 0.363CA 2,12650,646 1,433 2,6469 4 . 3S41 4 2,627

7.2!0.3405 1,30412,490 4,75510.184 1,72 0,536 1.3715 2,60 843.5.3 0.161 2.107 0,6• 1.408 1,432.690 4,0403 0,1492.2012

7,4 0.4213092,720 4 869 0 14 7510,2 1,380 2,720 5,736210,1611 ,3 1.4142 42.7 260 2,497

6 040i 1. 31 259614025 
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9.60,37 1 1.4, 0 712.9)6 6.437 0•.18811,6539 0,00 1.41432,966, 6.273 0.161 2.0001.0 .605 1.481 2.66 54.942 0. 41 64 2.34 41

98 0.3 61. 713 006,64 0,1890 16360C 40 ,498 .41 3.0%W 1 6,83290,167 1,113, 0,113 1,45 1001.0 6,051 0:1471 2,602

9.2'0,349 1,375 3.033 16,910,18 8 01.646j0.4jS 1.423 .033 4 7 0,0167 1.,40,3 3 14 2 6,173 0 147 2,3•.5.9.40.373 1380 3.066 6,81210.189 1.642F0.49 1,42 3.06 I,5S710.16611.077 0,599 1.494 13.0 ,2 0 11 2
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#11.9. Finding the Reflection Factor within the Operating Band for
a Step Transition

The reflection factor changes within the limits of the operating band.

The dependence of the reflection factor on the wavelength in found through

7 1T1 11'--f
1(Tt I.9.1)

Here IT 11 2 is the so-called eff.ect.ve attenubtion function

T,, 1 _ -12. C ' (11.9.2)"

where

T (cos 6/A) is a Chebyshev polynomial of the first type of n1h ordern
from the argument cob O/A,

n is the number of steps.

dI (os co" ) 3 io-s"3 A ) (A ) A (193

T~~±~8( CO-")- 8( cosq-1+ (1493

where

e = 2rt/X is the electrical length of the step;

Sis the wavellingth on the step line.
Substituting the value of T found through (II.9.ý) in (11.9.1), we

can find the dependence of p on X.

LI I
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Chapter ill

COUPLED UNBALANCED TWO-WIRE LINES

#III.1. General

The preceding chapters reviewed balanced two-wire lines. One often

encounters unbalanced two-wire lines in practice, and the computational

apparatus in the foregoing is unsuited to an investigation of these lo'ter

-J lines.

Figure III.1.1 shows examples of two unbalanced lines. In the example

in Figure III.l.la, the unbalance is the result of dissimilar conditions at

the end of conductors 1 and 2 of the line, while in the example in Figure

III.l.lb, the unbalance is the result of the difference in the diameters oC

conductors 1 and 2. There are other reasons for an unbalance, such as un-

equal potentials at the generator end of conductors&1 and 2, unequal

heights of the conductors above the ground, etc.

2
(a)

2

(b) _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

Figure III.1.1. Examples of unbalanced lines.

a - dissimilar conditions at terminations;
b - dissimilar conductor diameters.

Unbalanced lines, like balanced lines, have incoming distributed con-

stants, inductance, capacitance, resistance, and leakage, per unit line

length. We will limit ourselves to an analysis of unbalanced lines,

disregarding their losses (Ri = G1 = 0).

#111.2. Determination of the Distributed Constants and Characteristic

Impedances of Coupled Lines

(a) Distributed capacitances

The electrical system, which is an unbalanced line consisting of two

conductors of identical length (0), should be considered in the light of

three different distributed capacitances:

CI, the capacitance of conductor 1 per unit length of the system;

C, the capacitance of conductor 2 per unit length of the system;

C1 2 , the capacitance between conductors 1 and 2 per unit length of the

system.

In order to find capacitances C and let us use equations which
asct C2h C12

associate Lhe static charges and potentials in the system of conductors with
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each other. In the case of two conductors, these equations are in the form

S- (1+ 2.2.1)
V3 - q2,p,2 + q, ?- '

where

V and V are the pote:itials for conductors 1 and 2;

q is the linear charge density, conductor 1;

q is the linear charge density, conductor 2;

(p1 Ls the linear potent:al factor for conductor 1, numerically equal

to the potential induced in conductor 1 by its own charge with*

linear density equal to one;

•22 is the linear potential factor for conductor 2, numerically equal

to the potential induced in conductor 2 by its own charge with

linear density equal to one;

is the mutual linear potential factor, numerically equal to the

potential induced in conductor I by the charge on conductor 2 with

linear density equal to one;

921 is the mutual linear potential factor numerically equal to the

potential induced in conductor 2 by the charge on conductoV I with

linear density equalyto one. "

Potentials yii, P22, 912t (p. can be found through Academici"In M. V.

Shuleykin's method, as well as by other known methods.I When the lengths of

conductors I and 2 are the same, CP12 Y21"
We should note that it is not mandatory for conductors 1 and 2 to be

single conductors. Each conductor can, in turn, consist of albystem of, I
conductors under a common potential. ,

Solving equation (111.2.1) for q1 and q2, we obtain "

q, = m" V, - Li- V,( I••

A"" V, - (11..2

where, 2!
From formula (111.2.2), Cp2 2/ is the charge incoming per unit length of

conductor 1, when the potential on this conduczor is equal to one, and the

potential on conductor 2 is zero; that is, there is capacitance C for ccn-

ductor I per unit length of the system.

Similarly, cp,,/A is the capacitance C for conductor 2 per unit length

of the system, and 91 2 /A = 21/A is the mutual capacitance C12 between con-
ductors I and 2 per system unit length.

1. A. A. Pi3tol'kors. Antennas. Svyaz'izdat, -47, pp. 227-238.



"Accordingly,
721

A ?liV:,7-12

• ,C 2 = 1 .= ! I' I
-2 ~2

Vi , Y122

From formula (111.2.3), if the mutual capacitince between conductors 1

and 2 is zero, cor~esýonding to y,, = 0,

S (111.2.4)

•'or ý;,10 ,•rd C0 t11 @ C'o OW Gi tanvoi@ Of cOlhtuOtOrn naild 2 p.r Unlt

length when there is no link between them; that is, these are the capacitances

cof single conductors 1 and 2 perunit length.

When V and 2 are measured in volts and coulombs psr meter, respectively,

and ý is in meters, C is in farads per meter.

(b) Distributed inductances and line mutual inductance

Two magnitudes which :haracterize the distributed inductance in an

unbalanced line must be considered:

SL O-the inductance of conductor 1 per unit length, the influence of

conductor 2 not considered;

L 20, the inductance of conductor 2 per unit length, the influence of

conductor 1 not considered.

The distributed mutual inductance of an unbalanced line can be characterized

by the magnitude M 12, which is the mutual inductance per unit line length.

Using the known relationship

L1 (henries/meter) CI (farads/meter) -1/9.106 (seconds2 /meter2 )

and taking equation (111.2.4) into consideration,

L 910 I. (111.2.5)

-- Similarly, i 9I-'T' = 1 2 -0,

M.IS

T'--
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(c) Line characteristic impedance3

A lossless unbalanced line conbisting of two systems of conductors

has three characteristic impedances which can be found through formulas

(111.2.3), (11.2.5) and (1.2.10):

21

9 117n"" - ?12
WI = -

3.100C, - 3.10' ?IS
I 9aa~~i~ I(111.2-7)

where

W1 i&• the characteristic impedance of conductor 1 6f the system;

-VW is the characteristic impedance of conductor 2 of the system;I
SW1V is the mutual characteristic impedance of conductors 1 and 2 of

12IV1

wthe 
syst.em.

If the mutual capacitance between conductors 1 and 2 equals zero

"(C1 2  1 0), by substituting the values for C 'and C2 taken from equation

(111.2.4) in the case cited, we obtain

-- 3. 1 OC1.
I I (111.2.8)

- 3. 10 3.10'•S?2"

When C1 2 falls to zero, W1 2 becomes infinite.

Example 1. Compute the linear potential factor for the unbalanced line

shown in Figure 111.2.1. .

/II- 0 VVil

DDV

Figure 111.2.1. Schematic diagram of an unbalanced line.

The line consists of two systems of conductors. The first system (1) con-

sists of eight cond..ctors, diameter d = 7.8 mm, length t = 120 meters, con-

nected in parallel and positioned to form the generator of a cylinder of

diameter D = 130 cm. The second system (2) consists of two conductors of

the same diameter and length as the conductors in the first system, and these

are connected to each other. The conductors in the second system are
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parallel to the conductors in the first bystem and positioned close to the

center of that system. The distance between the conductore in the second

system is n = 20 cm.

1. Find the linear potential factor for the first systes4 (W ).l

The average potential induced in conductor I (fig. 111.2.1) by its to".

charge equals

• la fi9.100 2*, In - --0.307) 9.,0.20w,..

where

a is the linear charge dernity for each of the ccnductors in the firxt

system
S •~1 = q/8.

The distance between conductors I and II and I and VIII equal
t tD 360

a-,, sivtt
2 Din-•2 57 Cm.

The averago peotential induced in conductors 11 or VIII by conductor I

equals(

Similarly we find

The total average potential "on conductor I from the charges carried by

the conductors in the first system equals

4 2-98.83+2.8,31 + 8.15)xl 9. lO.82,6 47t

Since all the conductors in the first system are symetrically ponstionedt
4l their average potentials are the same. Accordingly, C is the average.

* . potential for the entire first system.

- The linear potential factor for the first system equals

,= 9 • lO • l 0"33.

2. 7ind the linear potential factor for the second system of conductors

(922):
(1) The average potential for the second system from its charge

equals

.s,,- 9.10121g42(1 0~.3..~07'),+ in~ 4;

=•9-109.32,2as " - .100. 16.,1€,,

whereI.2 is the linear charge density for each of the conductors in the second

) system.

1. All formulas cited heru for potential calculations were obtained using
Howe s method.
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(2) Tito linear potent-a! factor for the s9ecoad system equalfI * 9
J r• 2 •9 " 09 16.ia.

3. Determine the mutual linear potential factor

(1) The average potential for the first system of conductorm,

induced by one of the conductorg in the second system, equals

(2) The average potential for the first oysten of cenductors,

induaced by both conductors in the second system, equals

The mutual linear potential fc-ctor is 912 9 109 9.-3

921' ° PW12

Example 2. Find W I W2 , and W.2 for en unbalanced line, the data for

which are as given in Example 1.

The magnitudes C1 , C2 , C1 2 , W-) IW2 and W12 are found through formulas

(111.2.3) and (III27).

"Substituting

10,33- .9.109.
* 7~, 16. 1 -o- 01,

we obtain .=9,53.9.109.

C, =0,215 j (farads/meter),

I7 = 140 ohMs,

CI0,138 9.10' (farads/meter).

W, = 217 ohms,

Cis - 0.127 (farods/meter)

W1, -=236 ohms.

#1113- Pistol'kors' Equations for an Unbalanced Line

Let us introduce the notations

t * 9.11014~
9.310 (IiIol)

b,= •c . w ) L'

41

b1 .=zC,.w~

-i"- (a Ci -: (021sca9L (111-3.2) i
4a
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'I
I is the current flowing in conductor 1; 12 that flowing in conductor 2.

Let us select an infinitely small alement of an unbalanced line at

distance z from its end.

The potential drop across blement dz of conductor 1 equalv

SdV1 = I 4XAdzi + 11iX 1,dz,

Swhere

i1121idz is the emf of self-induction in element dz;

•I 2 X1 2 dz it; the emf of mutual induction in element dz.

Dividing both sides of the equality by dz, and designating V' Ui/d
1 1

AVi X iX3 + i X"12.(I.3)

Similarly

SV;2 i X111 + I X,,11. UXIOA3.)

The change in the curreat flowing in element dz of conductor 1 equals

d1l - Ildz - i bVldz -- I b, 2V ,dz,

where

ib V dz is the currznt leakage due to the capacitance of the element of

conductor I to ground;

ibl 2 V2 dz is the current leakage due to the capacitance of the element of

conductor I to conductor 2.

Dividing both sides of the equality by dz,

I,- i b•V, -i bý.V •.: (XIII.3 ,5)

Similarly,
' ¢12 i b2 eV - i b ,,Vj. (1I11 .3.6)

The minus signs in front of the second terms in the right-hand sides

of equations (111.3.5) and (111.3.6) are taken from the signs in the equations

at (111.2.2). The minus sign means that mutual capacitance causes a re-

duction in current leakage in the case of poterrtials with the same nameb,

Let us reduce these equations to a form which will be convenieit for

analysis in order to integrate the differential equations at (111.3.3)-

"(1113.6). Let us differentiate equations (111.3.3) and (111.3.4) with

respect to z, and substitute the expressions for I1 and 1A from equations

I (III.3.5) and (111.3.6). Carrying out the operations indicated, and making

the transformations,

V," + a' V, = 0 - (-V2, + 0 V, - G n.)7

. '4

rA
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These equations are second-order homogeneous linear differential equations.

They can be satisfied by the following functions

V, = A, cos ,, z + at s
VaACSQ+I,~W7 I (111.3.8)SV, = A, cos a z.-F i -sin: I z

where 41, A2, B, and B2 are constants of integration wich can be found from

the conditions at the ends of conductors I and 2.

Substituting the expressions V1 and V from (III%3.8) in equations

(111.3.3) and (111.3.4), and solving them with respec to I and I,

12 1: )Cos a z + A A)sina z I (111.3-9)
W, W1, W, W,,

Formulas (111.3.8) and (111.3.9) were derived by A. A. Pistol'kors.

#II.. In-Phase and Anti-Phase Waves on an Unbalanced Line

Analysis of how unbalanced lines function can often be simplified by

introducing the concept of in-phase and anti-phrse waves. The in-phase wave ,
on a twin line is a wave in which the currents and the potentials for any

cross section of the lin6 are identical in absolute magnitude and phase for
both conductors (fig. III.4.la).

(a> "

(N)

Figure 111.4.1. In-phase (a) and anti-phase (b) waves on a line.

The anti-phase wave on a twin line is a wave in which the currents and

the potentials for any cross section of xhe line are identical in absolute

magnitude but opposite in phase for both conductors (fig. III.4.lb).

Regardlesa of the current and potential distributions along conductors 1

and 2, we can represent them as the sum of two components, the in-phase corn-
ponent, and the anti-phase component. in fact, le.' V1 and V2 the potentials

for conductors 1 and 2, be functions of z.

Obviously, we can also find those magnitudes of V and V which satisfy

the relationships

V V .11.4.1)
V, ,,V,--V,,I

I.. .. -
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for any values of V1 and V2 .

Solving (111.4.1) with respect to Vc and Vn

v'= 2(V- + Va..

2

where

V is the in-phase potential;C

V is the anti-phase potential.n

Accordingly, the potential across each conductor can be split into

two components, one of which has identical values of absolute magnitude and

phase for both conductors, while the other has values which are identical

with respect to absolute magnitude, but opposite in phase.

The in-phase and anti-phase currents can be expressed in terms of similar

formulas

.(1II.4,.3)2

Substituting the expressions for V1, V2 2 I1 and 12 from equations

(111.3.8) and (1113.9) :n equations (111.4.2) and (111.43), we obtain

V,-!- AL1+A2)cosaz+i(Bi+B,)smnaz 1144

v 2 L rt

2 AA)co + i B i I .

j T .•) . (12)]

L W , W 1
, 

iS

. L + ] cos•a(II.+.5)

+ I[A (-1-+ )-A.(I+--L) slnaz

#111.5. Examples of Unbalanced Line Computations

Example 3. Find an expression for the voltage and current in a line,

the sketch of which is shown in Figure III.l.la.

Solution. Let Z be the line load and I the c.urrent flowing in the
2 load

line load. Conductors I and 2 have characteristic impedances W, WJ, and

W2.
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- Lot us use the boundary conditions at the beginning and end of the line

to find the constants A1 , A2 , B1, and B2 in formulas (111.3.8) and (111.3.9).

At the end of the line, where z = 0,

SVl " Iiz 2  4

l oad~

12 I
At the beginning of the line, where z

11 = -I . (111.5.2)

Substituting the expressions for V1 , V2 , IV, and 12 from formulas

(111.3.8) and (111.3.9) in formulas (111.5.1) and (111.5.2), and assuming

z 0 O, or z = t, respectively, we obtain a system of equations for finding

the sought-for constants

U,71 W12/Z,, ,

oad \W, Wit
B, •*=

W, WV,,r, a, 8, , A, ] [(111.5.3)
cosal+i sinai

+ B, .. ) os aI+ (A, _A,_sna

Using the system at (111.5.3) we can find the constants of integration,
and using formulas (111.3.8) and (111.3.9), we can find the potential and

current distributions in any of the conductors. These expressions are complex

in their general form, and will not be cited here.

Figure 111.5.1. Schematic diagram of a shielded coaxial line.

Example 4. Find expressions for the voltage and current for a shielded

coaxial line, the schematic diagram for which is shown in Figure 111.5.1.

1 is the line's shield, 2 is its inner coreductor.

Solution. Let us introduce the notation:
U is the voltage applied to the line;

Z is the impedance of line grounding;

I:!
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Z2 is the line load;

S I din l l.ie 111 I h.l i

Conductors I and 2 have characteristic impedances Wl, W2 , and W1 2 .
Line unbalance can be established by the non-identity of the distributed con-

stants on conductors I and 2, wherein W1 / W 2 and one of the conductors I
(conductor 1 - the line shield) is grounded through impedance Z1 at the point
where the emf is sunplied.

Let Ms assume that the inner con.ductor is completely shielded, that in,

that the shield is solid, and C. = C,12 so

2 12*

The general equations for the unbalanced line (111.3.8) and (II1.3.9)f

express tne current and potential distributions for the line.

The line's boundary conditions are:

at the termination, where z = 0

VI, "Vi, (111.5.5)

at the source, where z =

V,--V U (III.5.6)

Substituting the expressions for V,, V2 , I1 and 12 from (111.3.8)

and (III.3.9) in formulas (111.5.5) and (111.5.6), and assuming that z 0,

or that z = 1, respectively, we obtain a system of equations for finding

the constants of integration.

The solution, with formula (111.5.4) taken into consideration, yields

the following expressions for the conbtants of integration

l , = O, B2$'1- a I
Al 0. AsIU Z7

cos 2 1+ sin at

Substituting (111.5.7) in equations (II1.3.8) and (111.4.2), we obtain

expressions for the potentials across the outer and inner conductors of the

line, V1 and V2 , as well as for V and V , proves to be zero. This is1 2 c n 1I
as expected, because in the case of a complete shield all the electrical
lines of force between the line's inner conductor and its shield are contained
within the shield (they do not penetrate beyond the shield). Accordingly,

V P2 is the ant-phase voltage across the line (U ). The expression for U isn•n n

/I
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7yc.7 cc$ z .4- i V, Sin 4 Z
coS-1 COS- L 1 sini C I(1.58

Substituting formula (111.5.7) in (111.3.9) and (III.4.%), we obtain

the expressions fcr I and 12t as well as those for I and I Further,

1 -I; = O, and

In= U IV, cos ccz+1 iZ, sinua z

1V2 7,coili-f-.HIsin31 . (II.5.9)

The line's input impedance equals

7z U• ,-. _ ..... .. . . (111.5.10)

From formulas (111.5.-8) and (111.5.10) we see that in the case of con-

plete shielding of the line's inner conductor the expressions for voltage,

current, and input impedance for the shielded line coincide with the cor-

responding expressions for the conventional twin (balanced) line.

Let us note that the rebalts obtained do not change if the line is

grounded at some point other than at the point of supply. We can prove this

by considering the condition at (11-.5.6), related to some point z = zI

rather than to the point z = .

The foregoing formulas were obtained foe an arbitrary ZI. It is

apparent that they will remaJis valid when Z= C., which corresponds to theS~1
ideally Grounded line, and when Z1  w, which corresponds to the ungrounded

line.

So, from what has beern discussea here, we can use the computational

apparatus of the theory of two-wire )kalcanced lines in 'the case of a completely

shielded inner conductor of a shielded line.

The analysis made oid not consider the conductivity to ground of the emf *

source and line load. l-len these conductivities are taken into consideration

the analysis of the shielded line gets complicated and the computational

apparatus of the theory of two-wire balanced lines would have to be discarded,

even in the case of complete shielding of the inner conductor.

Exanmple 5. Find th- transmittance of a multi-conductor unbalanced line.

Often used to feed unbalanced antennas are unbalanced transmission lines

rather than cables. Here the solid shielded cond'ictor is repiaced by a

series of conductors positioned around an inner conductor consisting of one,

or of several conductors. The shielding conductors are grounded at the

transmission line source and termination, the diagram of which is -hown in

Figure 111.5.2.

In lines such as these, because the grounded shield is not solid, only1

some of the current flowing along the inner conductor has the shield as the
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return. The rest of the current has the ground as its return. It is of

irtere., to find the ratio of the current with the ground return to the total

current flowing on the inner conductor. The higher this ratio, the greater

the lois to ground.

I

2 2

Figure 111.5.2. Schematic diagram of an unbalanced line.'

Solution. The curreat with the ground return is the in-phase component

of the current (I ). Accordingly, the problem is one of finding the ratioc

IC/12. We shall call this ratio the shield transmittance.

In the case given

V = o. (111.5.11)

From fo2Mula (111.3.8), and considering (111.5.11), we obtain A B - 0.

Equations at 6111.3o9) can be transformed into

1 --- (B, cos az+ I A, s3n az)

I. ..= j-;-(B. cosa=z 4 .,I n s .i ,) (J. . a

The in-phase componcnt of the current equals

je= ~~~(O,cosa 2 A-na)
i=:-2 (1= ( + _L2• -- t, (111.5.13)

The anti-phase component of the current equals

2 2 -(Bkcosaz+iAssn)" (111.5.14)

From formulas (111.5.12) and (III.5.13) the ratio of the in-phase current

to the total current flowing on the inner conductor, that is, the transmittance,

equals

2W,, (111.5.15)

The ratio of the in-phase component of the current to the anti-phase

component, from formulas (111.5.13) and (111.5.14), equa'.s

h -ri oif e "- WS (III.5.16)

The ratio of the current flowing in the shield to the current in the I
inner conductor from formula (III.5.12), equals

-A 4
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-• I -7 -W /w2. (XII. 5.17 )

In the case of the line ba.,ed on the dat.a from examplos I and 2, we

obtain the following quantitative relationships

4 :--W• 236 - 217 19
2W,1 % = 2.236 2 = 0.04;

e, W7 -- W, 236-217 19
•'~W it 4: - W s iii- -j-2 17 450- = 0,012;,'

WV2U , 26217 3
"•"= = -- T:= -- • = --0,02.. "

A ~ Wit 237

{I

i ii
I.

$1
S A
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Chapter IV

RADIO WAVE RADIATION

#IV.1. Maxwell's First Equation

Heinrich Hertz, in 1887, established experimentally that it was possible

to radiate radio waves, that is, to radiate and propagate free electromag-

netic fields in space. He established the theory of the elementary radiator

of radio waves now known as the Hertz dipole. Hertz, in his investigations,

relied on the writings of James Clark Maxwell, who, in 1873, published his

"Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism." Maxwell's contribution was a mathe-

matical theory for the electromagnetic field. He formulated the relationships

between the strengths of electric and magnetic fields, and the densities of

current and charge, in the form of a system of equations known as the Maxwell

equations. It is from these equations, as well as from subsequent work done

by Poynting, and other scientists, that the possibility of obtaining electro-

magnetic waves derives. Hertz provided the experimental confirmation.

The initiative and the practical solution to the problem of using radio

waves for communications purposes belong to the Russian scientist Aleksandr

Stepanovich Popov, who built the world's first radio communication line.

It was he who suggested and built transmitting and receiving antennas

in the form of unbalanced dipoles. These are still widely used in various

fields of radio engineering. The theory o" these antennas is based directly

on the work done by Maxwell, Hertz, and Poynting.

Maxwell's first equation expresses the dependence between the integral

of the closed circuit magnetic intensity vector and the magaitude of the

current penetrating this circuit.

Prior to Maxwell's treatise this dependence could have been formulated

as follows.

The line integral of the magnetic intensity vector, H, for the closed

circuit, L, equals the current, i, penetrating this circuit. Analytically,

this law can be expressed through the formula

Hidt i .-- -. (IV.1. )

where

H is the component of the magnetic intensity vector tangent to the

element dt;

dt is an element in the path of the closed circuit L;

i is the current penetrating the circuit.

Maxwell provided a generalized formulation of the law which associates

magnetic field strength with the current, the while expressing it in differen-

tial form. The generalization provided by Maxwell reduces to the following.

i'1I

- i • : . . . ...
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PýIr- to Maxwell's formulation this law considered nothing other than
~ the cor-tuctien current. 'Maxwell, in his formulation, took displacement

curreric in'o consideration. Using Faraday's writings as his base, Maxwell
assumed tý,c so far as the formation of the magnetic field was concerned the
displacement current was equal in value to the conduction current. '

An example of an electrical system in which the displacement current
prevails is that of a condenser in an alternating current circuit. The
alternating current can circulate between the plates of the condenser, even
when they are separated by a perfect dielectric, or are in a vacuum, so no
conduction current can form. Another example in which the displacement
current plays a significant role is that of the circuit shown in Figure IV.l.l.
Here the alternating emf is applied across the conductor and the conducting
surface. The current flows over pirt of the path in the form of the con-
duction current, i, along the conductor and along the conducting surface,
and over part of the pe.th in the form of the displacement current, i£d in
the space between the conductor and the surface.

Figure IV.l.l. Example of a circuit in which the displacement
current plays a significant role.

A- id.

Strictly speaking, the displacement current flowing in a circuit isalternating current. For example, even in an inductance coil, in which most
of the current flows along the conductors in the formi of conduction currents,

some• of the current always flows through the interturn capacitance in the

form of a displacement current.
The displacement current is proportional to the product of the rate of

cb!-ie in electric field strength and the permittivity of the wedium.

lit ili~pplnopmon conlonLi nIP(I-ity for, til ipotropio nedlum o~n be @xpr@88@d
-. )y'-cally by the formula

JC aD a)(, E) ' E

ODat E (IV.1.2)

where
- E is the electric field strength vector;

D = CE is the electric displacement vector;

is the displacement current density;
e is the dielectric constant of the medium.
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From equation (IV.l.2), the unique current, the displacement current, the

numerical value of which can be found through this equation, corresponds to

the alternating electric field.

So, in accordance with Maxwell's opinions, formula (IV.i.1) is exceptional

because it does not take displacement currenta into consideration. In general

form the ratio of 11 to i must be formulated as follows

where

i and id are the conduction and displacement currents penetrating

circuit L.

Equation (IV.l.3), expressing Maxwell's first law, was'derived for

application to a circuit with finite dimensions.

Maxwell derived this equation in differential form for application to a

point in,.space.

Let us transform equation (IV.l.3) so it will be applicable to an

infinitely small circuit, to a point. Let us imagine i plane circuit en-

compassing an element of area AF, the spatial orientation of which is

characterized by direction n, normal to its surface (fig. IV.l.2).

Figure IV.l.2. Derivation axwell's first equation.

Let the normal components of the displacement current density vector

and the conduction current density vector remain constant within the limits

of area AF. Then the sum current flowing normal to area AF equals

i w (j ÷ n d )AF, •(IV.1.4)

where

j is the conduction current density for the current flowing in

direction n;

in d is the displacement current density for the current flowing in

direction n. n
The current densities in and jn are associated with the electric faeld

strength by the relationships

aD,, ~,,(Iv.l.5)

where

y v is conductivity, measured in mbos per meter (mhos/m).
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Substituting the value for j n d from formula (IV.l.6) in formula

(IV.1.4),
' J ( ,+ • ) A. ( V l

In accordance with (IV.1.3), we have

Hidl + + A F. (IV.l.8)

Dividing the right and left-hand sides of equation (IV.i.8) by AF

and assuming that AF tends to zero,

jim t H . + (IV.1.9)
&p-.0. A? Rat I

The expression shown in the left-hand side of equation (IV.1.9) is

called the component of curl H in direction n, normal to the plane in which

circuit L is located, and designated rot H.n

Accordingly,
aD.

roi4H iA + =--. (IV.l.lO)

Equation (IV.l.lO) was composed as applicable to arbitrary direction n.

Shifting to a rectangular system of coordinates, x, y, z, we obtain

the following three equations
a • , ID

rot.H=., -- j, +

rotH~ aD II ;1* rotH a/ .+ . (IV.l.11)

rot, Ht = j + -a"

where rot H, rot H, rot z1, j y Jz' D Dy, and D are the components ofi lX y z X9 y I z x1 y z
rot H and of vectors j and D on the x, y, and z axes.

The relationships expressed by the system of equations at (IV.loll) can

be written in vector form as

rot .= '+ . (Iv.H.2) " "

The equality at (IV.l.12) is Maxwell's first law.

We know from vector analysis that the components of the curl of some

vector A in the rectangular system of coordinates can be determined as

follows

rotA A

a = A, " "A, (IV-1-13)
rot, A - ----.- ' " .I

ax a~y
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Substituting equation (IV.l.13) in (IV.1.11), we obtain tho following

differentiul equations, which associate tho components of vectors H, J, and

OH7  OHH,
ay ax a

OH,-'x _•_+ "D .
az Ox a t

(IV.l.14)
C - I--,1+ox Og ay 0

#lV.2. Hta.Xell 's Second (llliuaton

Maxwell's second equation is the formulation of Faraday's law, which

associateA the changing magnetic field aiad the changing electric field
2 induced by it.

Faraday's law can be written

-- O-t"(IV.2.1)

where

E is the component,-of the electric field strength vector tangent

to element dt of circuit L, which encloses area AF;

Sis the magnetic flux which penetrates circuit L;

E dt is the emf throughout the closed circuit L, induced by the changing

L magnetic field penetrating this circuit.
Equation (IV.2.l) can be formulated a3 follows. The emf across the

closed circuit equals the rate of change in the magnetic flux penetrating

this circuit.

Faraday derived this law during experiments with conductors placed in

a changing magnetic field.

Maxwell's second equation expresses the relationship at (IV.2.1) in
i differential form. To obtain the second equation wa will write (IV.2.1)

so *t will to applicable to plane area AF, the orientation of which in spacV

.is in some direction n, perpendicular to its surface (fig. IV.2.l).

Figure IV.2.1. Derivation of Maxwell's second equation.

The magnetic flux penetrating area AF can be expressed as

B AV (IV.2.2)
4 n

I ______

I .. .. .
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where

B is the normal component of the magnetic induction vector, B, assumedn

constant within the limits of area AF.

B - %H,

where

Sis the magnetic conductivity of the medium.

(IV.2.1) takes the form

EAdI = A F.

after the expression for ý from equation (IV.2.2) is substituted in it.

Dividing both sides of (IV.2.3) by AF, and assuming that AF -- 0,

GIB. __ (IV,2.4)
Ap ....o AF &j 1

*The left-hand side of (IV.2.4) is the component of curl E in direction n.

So (IV.2.4) can be written as

rot,, E"(v.2.5)

Shifting to the rectangular system o" coordinates x, y, z, we obtain

these three equations

rot E ]

rot (lV.2o6)
. l I

rot, E =-OB
81

(IV.2.6) can be formulated in vector form as

rot L -BB/ht (IV.2.7)

(IV.2.7) is called Maxwell's second law. Expressing in (IV.2.6) the

component of the curl in terms of the componeni of vector E, in accordance

with (IV.l.13),

a-- L_-- aB.
Oy az at

z -v a-T (zv.2.8)
LR, aE, _ ~~-j
a a a

O - ._- - _ . . = -- -4j,
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#IV.3. Maxwell's System of Equations

The following are also a part of Maxwell's system of equations

div D'- p,.I .3 l

div B =0,
S~(Iv.3.2) i

where

p is the electric volume density, that is, the charge incoming per

unit volume.

The divergence of some vector A at the point specified is a limit to

which tends the ratio of the flux of vector A over the surface (AS) surround-

ing th's point, to the magnitude of the volume (AV) limited by this surface

when AV tends to zero dA.dS
div A = lira Is

S AV..O A V

In the rectangular system of coordinates the divergence of vector A equals

div OA x + +A- .+"*ix ag* +"-

Formula (IV.3.2) demonstrates that the flux of the magnetic induction

vector (B) has no outlets; the magnetic field force lines are clo-ked. Con-

sequently, the total flux of the magnetic induction vector over any closed

surface always equals zero.

Similarly, formula (IV.3.1) demonstrates that in those expanses in space

which have no charges (p = 0), the flux of the displacement vector (D) over

any closed surface too equals zero. If there are distributed charges in

space evern point in space will become a source of the displacement vector

flux, that is every point in space will become the origin of new lines of

force. And the displacement vector Lux, equated tc unit volume, equals

the charge density (p).

So, we have the following system of equations, which is the basis of

classical electrodynamics and, in particular, the basis of the theory of

radiating systems

rotH-= j + - (a)

rotE= -- (b)

divD-=p W(c) -
divB O0 (d (IV.3.3)

D ,"(e) .
Bm=a . (,H
JJ.i., -. - I

__ __i
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#IV.4. Poynting's Theorem

* Emerging directly from Maxwell's equations is an equation which charac-

terizes the energy balance in an electromagnetic field and points to the

possibility of radiating electromagnetic energy and propagating it in space.

Let us derive this equation.

Making a scalar multiplication of both sides of the equality at

(IV.3.3a) by E, and both sides of the equality at (IV.3.3b) by H, and sub-

tracting the first product from the second, we obtain

(i0otE- (:o u) = -r"t E)") -(C r If)* v
(- a -a -- (EJ)" (V.4.1)-

From vector analysis data
(i rot E) -- ( rot 1)= dlv [Ell].

Let us transform the terms in the right-hand side of the equality at

(IV.4.l):

OB.', H at•(•(H) at 1- :\

(EJ) ( -y (F E t
)8

Equation (IV.4.1) takes this form after the transformations indicated /

div [Eli] a + I' . %at ( 2 2--/ ''- (Iv.4.2)

Integrating both sidcs of (IV.4.2) with respect to some volume V,

div [Ell] dV =L-- + W 4)-V

In accordance with Gauss' theorem, the volume integral from the Oi-

vergence of a vector for the volume V can be replaced by the surface inipgral

for this same vector for surface F limiting this volume.

Considering Gauss' theorem then, and transposing the terms in equa ;on

(IV.O.3), - a - - + W2 dV = ] EHJdF + ,E-4dV,
! • (IV.4.4)

where

dF is an element of closed surface F, limiting volume V.

The subscript n means that the component of the [Eh; vector normal to

the element of surface dF must be taken.

Thin is the Poynting equation.

Let us explain the physical sense of this equation.

k
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Here eE2/2 i,, the electric field energy its unit volume;

,LH2/2 is the magnetic field energy in unit volume;

(eE2/2 + gH2/2) is the total energy of the electromagnetic field

in unit volume.

Accordingly, W - (eE 2/2 + H 2/2)dV is the energy in some volume V, of

the electromagnetic field.

The derivative aW/dt (the left-hand side of equation (IV.4.4)] expresses

the reduction in the supply of electromagnetic energy in volume V per unit
time, that is, the consumption of electromagnetic energy in this volume per

unit time. The expression standing in the right-hand side of equation (IV.4.4)

shows that the energy being consumed consists of two summands.

The summand Py E 2dV is the energy dissipated as a result of the conducti-
V

vity of the medium (yv). This energy is dissipated within volume V itself,

* becoming Joule heat.

The summand r[EH]ndF is the flux of the [EH] vector along surface FF

limiting volume V. The S=[EH] vector is called the Poyuting vector.

So. from what has been said, f[EH] ndF is the energy leaving volume V,
F

that is. the energy being put out (radiated) by the source of the electro-

magnetic field into the surrounding space.

Poyntingis theorem demonstrates that electromagnetic energy can be pro-

pagated in space and that it is possible, in principle, to create that source

of an electromagnetic field, a considerable part of the energy from which

will be expended in radiation. In radio engineering installqtions this

source is the generator feeding the antenna.

The simplest antenna is the Hertz dipole, the theoryr of which will be

discussed below.
IL

#IV.-5. Vector and Scalar Potentials. Electromagnetic Field Velocity.

Maxwell's equations give the dependence between E, H, J, 0 and the para-

meters of the medium e, p and y v in general form. As a practical matter,

it is often necessary to solve problems in which the distribution of the

current and charge densitities, as well as medium parameters, are given, and

what must be found will be E and H. In cases such as these it is convenient

to find E and H by introducing new magnitudes, specifically the vector

potential A, and the scalar potential, cp.

From vector analysis it is known that the divergence in the curl of any

vector equals zero, so, on the basis oi (iV.3.3d), it is convenient to re-

present B as the curl of some vector A, called the vector potential

B =.rot A or H 1/4 rot A. (IV.5.1)

I

:1
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Substituting equation (IV.5.1) in (IV.3.3b), and replacing B by 4H,

rot F (rot A),

from whence

According to the data from vector analysis the curl of the gradient of

any scalar magnitude equals zero, with the result that the -(E + aA/dt)

vector can be considered to be the gradient of some scalar function called

the scalar potential

-- - r(IV.5.2)

(E grad.

from whence

E + gra'd (V5I,,a

By the gradient of a scalar at a specified point we mean a vector in

the direction of maximum change in this scalar, numerically equal to the

scalar's increase per unit length in this direction. In the rectangular

system of coordinates, by designating the unit vectors along the x, Y, and

z axes as i, j, and k, the expression for the gradient oi scalar 9 can be

written grad0"

g1 ra d y = I-+ +k,

Let us find A and cp. Considering the fact that D CE, substituting

the expressions for H and E from formulas (IV.5.1) and (IV.5.3) in formula

(IV.3.3a), and taking it that there are no losses in the medium (yv = 0),

0? d'Arot rot A = et- t grad-• -- €• .4

It is known that

rotrotA=graddivA--VA,

where
2A can be expressed in the following manner in the rectangular systen:

2'A O. A + 'A
Vs a's ays,

Substituting this expression in formula (IV.5.4), and convertini,,

S0'A
Sgrad(divA,+ j. LY+V (IV.5.6)

Let us impose the additional condition

div A i 0. o/ ~(Iv.5.7') ':
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Then equation (IV.5.6) takes the form

o'A
0% -(IV.5.8)

Substituting t'e expression D = cE in (IV.3.3c), replacing the

expression for E from formula (IV.5.3), and considering the condition at

(Uv5oT),

-- "(IV.5.9)

Equations (IV.5.8) and (IV.5.9) define the wave-like process in space

and are therefore called wave equations.

These equations have the following solutions

Vd
A • -L (IV.5.1o)

where

dV is an element of the volume in which current density j and charge

density 0 are given; *1

is the distance from the element of the volume to a point at which

A and (P are determined;

v is the velocity at which the electromagnetic oscillations are pro-

pagated,

v = /1 '-• (IV.5.12)

The symbol (t - r/v) means that the values of A'and 9 (and consequently

of E and H) at time t can be defined by the values of j and p occurring at

time t - r/v. What this signifies is that electromagnetic perturbations

are propagated at a velocity equal to v.

In free space, and approximatply in air

CO = _:$ 1i/I,,.9.10 9 (farads/meter), p = O = 4T/107 (henries/meter)

and the electromagnetic perturbation propagation rate equals

v c = zI, 0  =2.998 - io8t 3 * 108 (meters/second).

By using the relationships at (IV.5.1), (IV.5.3), ((V.5.10), and

(iV.5.11) we can fird E an4 H if the distribution of the conduction current

density j, and the charge density p are known. These equations can be used

to calculate fi-.lds around -.nternaas for which it is assumed the current and

charge distributions are known. j
. Ii

'I

L -• I
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When computing the fields around line conductor& in a non-conducting

medium the fact that in this case The conduction and charge currents are

only concentrated along the axes of the conductors should be taken into con-

sideration, and that correspondingly the volume integrals in expressions for

A and can be replaced by line integrals

A -dl (IV.5.13)

dI. (lv.5.14)

where

i is the conduction current flowing in the conductor;

o is the linear charge density.

But if it is the harmonic oscillations of the linear current that are' iei(wt- 1r) , V wt-cfr) an
under discussion then i(t - r/v)" = •(t- r - i(jOeand

the expressions for A and (p become

A dl, (IV.5.15)

4?: , , (IV .5 .16)

where .,

a. is the conduction curr~at flowing in the conductor;

S= a/v = 2Trf/v = 2-.T/X;

f is the frequency.

There is a definite physical sense to the above accepted condition
at (IV.5.7).

Subsaittting the expressions for A and p from formulas (I1!.5.1O) andj

(IV.5.11) in formula (IV.5..7),

~div~ 1 L V-±A i~.I
4:-8 4m at

This equation will reduce to

from whence Sd +- "

divj + -= . (Iv.5.17)

"The relationship at (IV.5.17) is the formulation of the law for the con-• "

servation of an amount of electricity in differential form (the equation of

continuity).

SSubstituting the expression for p from'formula (IV-3.1) in formula

"(Iv.5.17), D

div + div . =div j+- =O.
NtJ (IV.5.l8)

k6L Cl"
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Formula (IV.5.18) demonstrates that the sum of the conduction currents

and the displacement currents ontgoing from a unit of volume equals zero.

For the case of current flowing along a conductor in space which has no

conductivity, formula (IV.5.17) becomea

+ = 0, (Iv.5.19)

where

I is the current flowing along a conductor oriented along the z axis;

o is the linear charge density on the conductor.

#IV.6. Radiation of Electromagnetic Waves

The possibility of radiating and propagating electromagnetic energy in

opace without conductors followA1 in essence, directly from the tneses pro-

pounded by Faraday and Maxwell, in accordance with which electric zurrent

can circulate in a dielectric and in free space in the form of a displacement

current. And so far as the formation of a magnetic field is concerned, the

displacement current exhibits the same physical properties as does the con-

duction current. Faraday and Maxwell, in their assumptions, assigned the

properties of a conductor, a conductor of the displacement currsnt, so to

speak, to the dielectric and to free space. The propagation of the displace-

ment current in space is associated with the propagation of electromagnetic

energy because the field current corresponding to it is the electromagnetic

energy carrier. Hence, any electrical circuit which can create a displace-

ment current in epace can be used as a radiator of electromagnetic energy.

Suppose we take a circuit consisting of a condenser supplied by an

alternating emf source (fig. IV.6.1). A displacement current will circulate

in the space between the plates. Since the space surrounding the condenser

can conduct the displacement current, it is only natural that the latter

should branch out into that space, just as would the conduction current if

the condenser were located in space possessing conductivity. The process of

this branching of displacement currents, and consequently of electromagnetic

energy, into the space surrounding the condenser is, from the point 6f view

of Maxwell's theory, as natural a process as is the branching of energy in a

c.onductor connected to sonte source of emf.

7- /

Figure IV.6.1. Explanation of the'radiation process.

i'
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1%0 The principle that it is possible for electromagnetic energy to branch

S4, (radiate) lito space can be proven by Poynting's theorem, which is the direct

consequence of ?laxwell's equations.

Keep in mind that while in principle any circuit which can create dis-

placement currents can be a source, or as usage has it a radiator, of electro-

magnetic waves, in practice the circuits used as radiators of electromagnetic

waves (antennas) meet predetermined requirements. A basic requirement imposed

on the practical radiator is that the energy involved be A minimum, that is,

that the energy not be radiated into surrounding space (minimum reactive
energy). The greater the coupled (reactive)energy, the greater the loss, and

-- the narrower the antenna passband.

The radiator shown in Figure IV.6.1 in the form of a condenser made of

two parallel plates is an example of an unsuccessful circuit, in the sense

of the foregoing, for in this circuit the coupled portion of the energy is

relatively great and much of the energy is concentrated in the space between
NI the plates.

The reason is that the space between the plates of the condenser is

highly conductive so far as displacement currents are concerned.

A relative reduction in the coupled part of the energy can be obtained

i by turning the condenser plates and positioning them as shown in Figure IV.6.2.

One variant of the circuit permitting intensive radiation for a com-
paratively small part of the coupled energy is the one shown in Figure IV.6.3,

in which the plates have been replaced by thin conductors with spheres on

.their ends. Heinrich Hertz was the first to devise this circuit, and the

radiator made in accordance with the circuit shown in Figure IV.6.3 is known

as the Hertz dipole.

V/I I
Figure IV.6.2. Explanation Figure IV.6.3. The Hertz
of the radiation process. dipole.

* #IV.7. Hertz' Experiments

The purpose of Hertz' experiments was to verify experimentally the pro-

bability that the electromagnetic waves anticipated by Maxwell's theory didS•k in fact exist. Hertz conducted a series of extremely complicated experiments.

We shall limit ourselves here to just a brief description ef these experiments.

TI
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Hertz used a dipole, a conductor with a Ruhmkorff coil inserted in 4.
the middle of its spark gap, to excite electromagnetic waves. Metallic

spheres were connected to the ends of the conductor (fig. IV.6.3). When the

sparks shoot the spark gap in the dipole damped oscillations, the fundamental

frequency of which is determined by the natural frequency at which the dipole

oscillates, are excited.

Considering the displacement current density proportional to the rate

of change in uhe electric field strength

d-e BE/dt

Hertz triel to obtain the shortest possible waves. He tried to increase

the natural frequency by reducing the dipole dimensions. Hertz began his

first experiments with dipoles about I meter long and obtained waves

several meters long.

Later on Hertz experimented with dipoles a few decimeters long and ob-

tained waves some 60 cm long.

The loop with the spark gap served at the field strength indicator.

The maximum possible length of the spark was proportional to the field

strength. Hertz used the simple apparatus described to prove that the electro-

magnetic field around the dipole matches the theoretical data obtained by

using Maxwell's equations,

Hertz used this same apparatus to prove experimentally that it was

possible to reflect electromagnetic waves and he measured the coefiicients

of reflection from the surfaces of certain materials.

Hertz, using the analogy of optics in order ti obtain directional radia-

tien, used a parabolic mirror with the dipole located in the focal plane

of th# mirror.

Hertz also made a theoretical analysis of the functioning of the

infinitesimal, or elementary, dipole, and this was in addition to the ex-

perimental verification he undertook of the general conclusions of the theory a

of the radiaston of electromagnetic waves,

#IV.8. The Theory of the Elementary Dipole
(a) Expressions for electric field strength and the vecto:-

potential of the elementary dipole

Hertz, in his mathematical analysis of radiators used in the experiments,

considered them as elementary dipoles, that is as extremely short conductors

compared with the wavelength, along the entire length of which the current has

the same amplitude and phase. It is impossible to have a dipole of finite

dimensions with unchanged current amplitude and phase over its entire length,

so the elementary dipole is simply an idealized radiating system convenient

{) to use for analysis. However, the dipole used by Hertz in his experiments
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(fig. IV.6.3) is an extremely succesfful practical approximation of this

idealized radiator. Because the spheres on the ends of the dipole have a

high capacitance, there is little chLmge in current amplitude along the

length of the conductor.

Equations (IV.5.3) and (IV.5.1) can be used to find the strengths of the

electric and magnetic fields around the elementary dipole.

If it is assumed that oscillations are harmonic, we can readily express
o in terms of A. In point of fact, in the case of harmonic oscillations

O/bt = iuy. Substituting this relationship in equation (V.5.7),

div A. (IV.8.1)

Substituting equation (IV.8.1) in (IV.5.3), and taking it that in the

case of harmonic oscillations bA/bt = iuA,

E =--iA--i -- graddivA. (IV.8.2)

This equation, in conjunction with equation (IV.5.1) makes it possible

to compute all the components of an electromagnetic field, if the vector

potential A is known. For linear currents A can be computed through

formui (IV.5.15).

Ii 1.he case specified, and according to the definition of an elementary

dipole, I remains fixed over the entire length t, and can be taken from under
the iPtegral sign. M-oreover, assuming that t < r, the terms dependent on r

can also be taken from under the integral sign. Accordingly.

--- 2 (IV,,8.3)4r

(b) Components of the dipole electric and magnetic field strength
vectors in a rectangular system of coordinates

Using formulas (IV.5.1), (IV.8.2) and (IV.8.3), we can determine
the E and H components along the three coordinate axes. Let us select the

coordinate system such that the z axis coincides with the dipole axis, and
the origin with the center of the dipole. In this system the A vector has no
components on the x ,nd y axes,

A = A = 0, (IV.8.4)
x y

A = A. (IV.8.5)
z

Based on formulas (IV.8.2) and (IV.8.3), we have these expressions for

* the components of the E and H vectoe s

Il
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E , = _ wA , _- i I g rid d iv A _i I a A

.P. & OxOz (IV.8.6)1y= -l=A --. "i1 O'A ."

B, c IwA, - -- graddivA= ,-i CPO - (Iv.8.7)
* -

I E,=_i•A_-. I-Lgrad, divA =* -!,A- I ' "A
CIL C"Tat- MI.8.8)

Similarly, taking formulas (IV-.-.1) and (UV.i.i,) into consideration,

,H, - -Lrot, A =- LA (IV.8.i)

uy -Lro -L A M.8.10)

SII,---•rot, A - 0. (Iv.8.11)

Note that formulas (IV.8 6) through (IV.8.1i) are correct for any

linear dipole oriented along the x axis.

Substituting the expression for A from formula (IV.8.3) in formulas

(IV.8.6) through (IV.8.lO), and taking it that

r= X. +T9 -' Z2, (IV.8.12)

we obtain

EX = ______ + _L2 + e

.• e, = ;' (-" [-•-" + s ,• +
E L' 3z --- - ,'r + (IV.8.13)

ii-- ___~ (_-i; )e~~' I..4:. 4: r
~~~~Y dH "• 1 --+i el(t'

4x- r s f. (IV.8.14)
H,.= 0..

In formulas (IV.8.13) and (IV.8.1& ) all lengths are in meters, current

is in amperes, electric field strength in volts per meter, and magnetic

field strength in amperes per meter.

So, knowing the current and the dielectric constant for the medium, we

can determine the strengths of the electric and magnetic fields at any

point around a dipole, so long as the conditiQn r I is satisfied."•WI

°S 2
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(c) Components of the electric and magnetic field strength
vectors in spherical and cylindrical systems of

4 •coordination

In view of the axial symmetry of the elementary dipole, it is

extremely convenient to use formulas which define the field in spherical or
cylindrical systems of coordinates.

Components 3• Eel E and H , H0, H10 (fig. IV.8.l)1 characterize the
relectric and magnetic field strengths when the spherical system is used,

while ER, E, E and HR, H , z (fig. IV.8.2) do the same when the cylindrical

system is used.

fP

SFigure 17.8.1. Components of the electromagnetic field of a f

•I dipole in a spherical system of coordinates.

izz
II

Figure IV.8.2. Components of the electromagnetic field of a dipole

in a cylindrical system of coordinates.

Determination of the relationship between the components of the field
strengths in the rectangular and spherical systems of coordinates is very
much simplified by the introduction of the component ER, directed perpendicular
to the z axis (fig. IV.8.2). Nor is it difficult to prove that

1. Figures IV.8.1 and IV.8.2 only show those components of the E and H
vectors applicable to the dipole. The component E = -E is shown in
Figure IV.8.1.0

V - " - ' *
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E,= ERsinO+E cosO }

E,=E ,cosO-EgsinO ;
-E, = -- E~sinf?+ gcos?l; (zv.8.15)

cosO=---; sinO-I= ;

Cos?, - sl~n? = • ,

Substituting the expressions for Ex, E . E and ER in formvla (IV.8.13)
x y .z

and converting, we obtain the folcawing expressions for the E and H compongnts

in a spherical system of coordinates

E, cos 0H1 +

E, si 0•- - , 7 + 7 + i Mz.8.16)

U =o

The E and H vectors are mutually perpendicular, as will be seen from

(IV.8.16).

The expressions for the components of the E and H vectors in a cylindrical

system of coordinates are in the form

L- A__ ++L + M

4;: ruzw ra )Iw'a

E, A•-q Wl "' [- •- r' + (30--• ,2) a

:i:~ ~ - (z-_)r ]el (-t-•) (IV.8.17)

S, H , R -- - I 1 t + , e l ( t- - .,)

EV, 4Rt 0"

where

#IV.9. The Three Zones of the Dipole Field

(a) Division of the space around a dipole into zones

Three dipole field zones can be differentiated: the near, the far

(wave) and the intermediate. Let us use formula (IV.8.16) to arrive at the

beat explanation of the criterion for dividing the space around a dipole

i)

* L
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into zones. Introducing the value 21n//X for the phase fa, ror o,• we can render

the formulas at (IV.8.16) in the forms

Cos "2- ,ar (zV.9.1)

.1 sin 0 +

(b) The near zone

The near zone is the zone within the limits of which r q X/21T.
2 2

Here the term (V2Z-rr) in formula (IV.9.1), the terms (/2TIr) and i(V/2ir)

in formula (IV.9.2), and the term i(X/2rrr) in formula (IV.9.3) can be

ignored.

Whereupon we obtain

s21
"-i coso c'''' (IV.9.4)

E -i-i sinO ,
4- sn.w e3 (IV.9.5)

4--0 sin4 • (IV.9.6)

Substituting the expression for current I in terms of charge q(I=iuq)

in equations (IV.9.4) and (IV.9.5),

iI
E, = cos 0 el ' 111)' , (IV.9.7)

E, s _ nl../. s 0 e'(-'-').4r & (IV.9.8)

The factors in the right-hand sides of equations (IV.9.7) and .(IV.98)

qT cos 0 and q1 sin e
2-,3 iue r3.

do not depend on time ano therefore coincide with known expressions for com-

ponents of the electric field strength of ai electrostatic dipole consisting

of two charges with opposite signs (ýq and -q) at distance I from each other.

The phase factor e-iar, because of the smallness of the magnitude C'r, can be

ignored. Thus, the electric field strength of the dipole changes in-phase

with the charge in the moment q1 at short distances, and the amplitude of the

dipole's electric field strength is the same as that of the electrostatic

dipole. ,
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If one ignores the phase factor e-ir in formuta (IV.9.6), and discards
the time factor eoiWt the result is an expression which coincides with the

expression for DC magnetic field strength, that is, we obtain Big-Saver's

formula in.

Thus, the field in the dipole's near zone can be characterized by the

following features:

(1) the amplitude of the dipole's electric field strength is equal to

the electrostatic dipole's field strength when both have the same charges

-(+q and -q);

(2) the amplitude of the dipole's magnetic field strength equals the

magnetic field strength created by a conductor of the same length, z, as that

, of the dipole and passing DC equal in amplitude to that of the current flowing

in the dipole;

(3) the electric field strength is inversely proportional to the di-

electric constant of the medium for a specified current magnitude;

(4) the electric and magnetic field vectors are 900 out of phase with

respect to each other.

(c) The far (wave) zone

The far, or wave, zone is that zone within the limits of which

4. r > X/2TT. And we can ignore the terms (X/2Trr) of powers higher than the

first in formulas (IV.9.2) and (IV.9.3). Moreover, as compared with Ee, we

can ignore Er
As a result, substituting 2nT/X =Yw qL, we obtain

, ~~EO =in._ sin 0 ew'•-f'),Ur nG (IV.9.7)

S~~~~H9 q t, •sin a(,-.•rl - (Iv.9.8)

: E,z.E? =H, =Jfl =0."

Vl

From formulas (IV.9.7) and (IV.9.8),

IHT, / . (IV.9.9)

The factor
W I/-y (IV.*9.10)

has the dimensiinality of impedance and is called the characteristic impedance

of the medium.

As will be seen, the field in the far zone can be •haracterized by

the following features:
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I (1) the strengths of the electric and magnetic fields are inversely

proportional to the first power of the distance r;

(2) the electric field strength is proportional to the magnetic con-

ductivity of the medium and will not depend on the medium's dielectric constant

for a specified frequency and magnitude of current flowing in the dipole;

(3) the magnetic field strength is proportional to the square root

of the product of the medium's magnetic conductivity and dielectric constant,

that is, it is inversely proportional to the propagation velocity, for a

specified frequency and magnitude of current flowing in the dipole;

(4) the electric field strength is equal to the magnetic field stredgth

multiplied by the characteristic impedance of the medium;

(5) the electric and magnetic field vectors are in phase;

(6) the electric and magnetic field strengths are proportional to the

ratio of I/X, for a specified current magnitude. Electric and magnetic

field strengths are greater the shorter the wavelength for a specified di-

pole length (1).

(d) The int•a.•-.xte zone

The inierneoiate .one is the transition zone from the near to the
far zone. None of the su•n.••;• in the expressions for electric and magnetic

field components can ,-Le inorze i. this zone. Figure IV.9.1 shows the curves

for the change in the three surt.--iards .f E (see formula IV.9.2). Curve 1

is that for the sumrmand proportional to (X/r), while curves 2 and 3 are those
2 3for the summands proportional to (OIr) and (X/r) . Scale is relative. They

can be uIed to deturmine the degree to which some particular distance cor-
responds to some particular zone.

Figure I .

4T C,1ryes of change in the three

'--4 -1. ..- t-r/.,.sum nands of E with respect to

-t I

0 .- . 3

1: 1
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0 (because cos 0 0) in the equatorial plane of the dipole, thatr
is, in the plane normal to its axis and passing through it3 center. Con-

sequently, the curves in Figure IV.9.1 give the characteriatic of the full

magnitude of the electric field strength vector for the equatorial plalle.

,/IV.l0. Electric Field Strength in the F.ýr Zone in Free Space

In free space, wJt, 2401,•2/X. Substituting the value of this magnitude

in formula (IV.9.7), and omitting the time fact+or,

Go I(a) I-I
•e -= -6 ()O SI l -$ (volts/meter) (IV.l0.11

If the distance is expressed in kilometers, and if the eiectric field

strength is expressed in microvolts per meter, formula (IVM O.1) will take

the form

E4 0i 1884. 1O01 (a) I (m) shlO e7"' microvolts/meter (IV.I0.2).X (.U) r (K) .

Plots, or charts, of the dependerc- of the magnitude of the field strength

on the eirection at the point of observation are called radiation pazterns.

Radlation pattern' -•re 1,,nially construcced in polar or rectangular systems

of coordinates.

Figure !V.10.1 shows the radiation pattern for an elementary dipole

plotted in a poiar system of coordinates.

The field streagth at the point of observation defines the magnitude

(amplitude), as well as the phase, which, in the general case too can depend

,n the direction at this point. Therefore, the concept of phase radiation

padtt'n, understood to mean the dependence of the field strength phase on

the direction at the point of observation, is sometimes introduced.

Figure IV0.O.1. Radiation pattern for an elemntary dipole in a

polar system of coordinates.
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#IV.ll. Power Radiated by a Dipole
V "Let us imagine a spherical surface, in the center of which we have

located a dipole. The flow of energy per unit time over this surface is
the radiated power. This power can be expressed analytically by

P, .=•S.dl:,(x..1

where

dF is the elemental area on che closed surface surrounding the dipole;
S is the component of Poynting's vector normal to surface dF,n

dEr. r'sinOdOd?.

Substituting the expression for ,1F in formula (IV.ll.l),

P, = d? SnrsinOd8. (IV.0l.d)

The energy flowing an direction r over 1 m2 of the surface of the sphere
is determined by the components of the vectors for the strengths of the
electric ar.d magnetic fields normal to r, that iF', E and H

From Poynting's theorem and the rules fox, multiplying vectors,

s,= roS' [O°E, ?0oj = [Oa.0] E, 1, = r.E, H, : (Iv.l.3)

where

; re @Oand Q. are unit vectors directed toward the increase in radius r
and of angles @ and Q.

From (IV.I.3),

S. =E, Hý.
(iv.i-.4)

F, and H are harmonic functions of time. if their expressions from
formula (IV.8.16) are substituted in formula (IV.ll.4), we obtain an ex-
pression for the instantaneous value of S . We are interested in the averageS~n
value of S for the period, howev-ýr. The average value for the period ofnthe product of the two magnitudes A and B, which are harmonic functions of

time, and which have the complex amplitudes A and Be, equal the real part
0 0

of the product

1/2••,o*•0 0
wnere

B* is a comilex mag•itude conjugate with B
00

Thus, the average value of the compoi.ent S of Poynting's vector equals

where

E and Ii, are the complex amplitudes of the magnitudes E and H00 0

'4
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The result of the integration of the power with respect to the

spherical surface in a lossless medium is not dependent on the radius of

this surface. In order to simplify the calculations we will assume that the

radius of the sphere is so great that the spherical surface passes through

the radiation zone. In this zone
EM

"Substituting the expressions obtained in (IV.ll.2), we obtain the

following formula for the average radiated power
2a~~~~P, -,=, d0

S(IV.ll.6)
0- a

The subscript S for EO is omitted because there is only one component

of the E0 vector in the far zone.

Equation (IV.ll.6) is the general expression for the power radiated by

any antenna if we understand E to be the amplitude of the field strength

in the far zone.

Taking the expression for the amplitude of the field strength vector

from equation (IV.9.7) and integrating, we obtain the following formula for

the power radiated by the elementary dipole.

p,= -I- Il/Jr £(IV.11.7)

where

W. is the characteristic impedance of the medium.i

#IV.12. Dipole Radiation Resistance

By analogy with other electrical circuits, the proportionality factor for

power expended and half the square of the current amplitude can be called

the dipole's pure resistance. This pure resistance is called the radiation

resistance and is designated by RE.

Thus,

R2 P 2iI2
, (IV.12.1)

ln free space W. = /•O• 0 = 1207-1 s 377 ohms, and

!; • (IV.12.2)

The radiation resistance is only a part of the active component of

the dipole resistance, measured at the point where the emf source is con-

4!. nected. The real dipole has other components, in addition to the radiation -

resistance, which determine losses in the dipole conductors and in the sur-

rt unding medium.4!
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Chapter V

ANTENNA RADIATION AND RECEPTION THEORY

#V.l. Derivation of the Single Conductor Radiation Pattern Formula
A long conductor can be considered as the sum of the elementary dipoles,

and the field strength in any direction can be found by integrating field

strength for the components of its elementary dipoles with respect to the

length of the conductor. The field strength of an elementary dipole depends

on the current, so, in order to solve the problem posed here it is first

necessary to determine current distribution along the conductor. This is
iii extrv..m.ly co:isjollc't-n d Iproblviii. Hor;,.v(Wr, ctirv'€nt d1mtrIbution n11luii Use

conductor and the field structure in the space around it are interdependent,

and it is impossible to solve these two problems separately.

We will limit ourselves here to an exposition of a rather imprecise

solution which assumes the radiating conductor to be a line with characteristic

impedance unchanged along its length. Now current distribution can be estab-

lished by using the laws contained in the theory of uniform long lines.

Actually, there is no basis for this assumption. The distributed constants

and the characteristic impedance of a radiating conductor do not remain con-

stant over the entire length of the conductor. But experience is that the

actual current distribution along the conductor coincides extremely closely

with the distribution this assumption stipulates. The smaller the conductor

diameter, the greater the coincidence.

Long line theory data tell us current distribution along a conductor

with constant characteristic impedance along its length can be determined

through the following formula,

I = i. [e-Yz + p(e)Y(21z)j,in I

where

I. is the incident wave current at the ,enerator ead;
in
z is the distance from the point of application of the emf to a

specified point on the conductor;

PI is the current reflection coefficient.

We will consider the conductor as the sum of the elementary dipoles.

Then the field of element. dz can be determined through formula (IV.lO.l).

Substituting the expression for I from formula (V.1.1) in formula (IV.lO.l),

we obtain tie following expression for the fit.d strength created in the far

zone by element dz

E, -" T I";' sin 0 c''dz.

4'
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Let us express the distance r from any element of the conductor to the

point of observation by the fixed distance from the generator end of the con-

ductor to the point of observation. This we will designate as rO,

Then, from Figure V.1.1,

r - r - Z cos 8.

Coil

Figure V.1.1. Determination of the difference in propagation from
two elements of a radiating conductor.

Substituting this expression in formula (V.1.2), and considering that
r• z,

dEo i . e-i' + P, e-l"- sin 0 e-'(I'-2O&) dz.

Integratint this expression along the entire length of the conductor,

and taking it that in the far zone the directions to the point of observation

from all elements of the conductor are parallel to each other, that is,

that 0 does not depend on z,

Es = ;n- 61 sin Q e-"•1 [-C- " (V.1.3)
i2cosO--1 i,CosO+7

The component of the electric field strength vector expressing the above

formulas has a direction perpendicular to ro, and lies in the plane zrO.

#V.2. Special Cases oZ Radiation from a Single Conductor in Free Space

(a) Single conductor passing a traveling wave of current
--P 1, =0)

Formula (V.1.3) takes the form

E, i • Iosin -i (v.--)
X.

in the traveling wave mode, when the reflection factor, pI, equals zero,

and the current Iin equals zero at the generator end of the conductor, IO.

If we ignore attenuation, that is, if we take y = i & , after transforma-

tion the following expression for the field strength modulus is obtained

l * in I
B-os 2sin.2
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S- Figures V.2.1 through V.2.3 contain a series of radiation patterns for

L various values of t/X, charted without regard for attenuation. As will be

seen, the patterns are symmetrical with respect to the dipole axis and

asymmetrical witli respect to the normal to this axis. The larger I/X,,

the greater this asymmetry. As I/X increasen'the angle formed by the
direction of the maximum concentrcdtion of energy and the axis of the conductor

decreases.

tOo 90 to0 90

1/0

/0 710

130-

trvl snl onutrpasn0 toael

200 3505

'220• 22 6

ing wave of current, cc+ 'nlted with- ing wave of current, computed without

Sconductor into consideration; conductor into consideration; .4
,/ =0.5. 1/A = 1.0.1

Figure V.2.4 shows the radiation pattern charted with attenuation con-

sidered for I = 3>, and •1 = 0.6. The magnitude of $1 is taken from design .

data for attenuation in conductors passing a traveling wave of current when".

the characteristic impedance is 300 ohms."i

As will be seen, the outstanding feature of the radiation pattern charted

with attenuation considered is the absence of a direction in which radiation

is equal to zero, with the exception of the direction'along the axis of the

* conductor.

340... 221>3

'2I

240 3 2% 4
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IOOQ r' 9:o "0 30 •,O

350

260 270 280 290 300 310 370
R.30

Figure V.2.3. Radiation pattern for a single conductor passing a

traveling wave of current, computed without taking current
attenuation in the conductor into consideration;

3.0.

10 90 7060 50 170

30I

20

120

130 7 0 0

S~Figure V.2./4. Radiation pattern for a single conductor passing a

traveling wave of 'urrent, conputed with current attenua-
tion in the conductor taken into consideration;"t

/ =3.0; 13t = 0.6.

(b) Single con.:ctor, open-ended

.44

FiuIf the conductor is open-ended the realection factor is pn -a .

In this case it is convenient to express the field strength in terms of the

current at the generator end (I ). The dependence between I.in and IO can be

determined through formula (V.I.I) by substituting p1 = -1 and z = 0. Sub-

stituting, we obtain

I. I h i (V.2.3)
in 2sh 71 e-

Substituting p, -l and the expression for Iin from formula (V.2.3)

in formula (V.1.3), and omitting the factor characterizing the field phase,

we obtain
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r@ ~jh±A 71
"--11 Ci cos 0 AsiT) -I . cos ( IcosO) +Isin (,Icos 0)J

cost (J- )2 (v.2.4)

If the attenuation (y = ioa) in the factor which' takes directional

propert'es into consi(eration is disregarded, formula (V.2.4) becomes

301, (Cos(aIcos0) cosall + I [sin(alcos0)- sin"a Icos 01
Shsin (v,2.5)

Figures V.2.5 through V.2.8 sho% o series of radiation patterns for a

conductor passing a standing wave of current for different values of i/X.

Formula (V.2.5) was used to chart the curves in figures V.2.6 through V.2.8.

I
•w 07

I&• ?I
730 130

72 ?37 0t 2

Figure V.2.5. Radiation pattern for a single conductor passing a
standing wave of current, computed without taking atten.ua-
tion into consideration; t/X = 0.5.

The radiation patterns "re, as we see. symmetrical with respect to the

normal to the axis of the conductor. This should have been expected since

the conductor with total reflection at its end will pass two traveling waves

of identical intensity, an incident wave and a reflected wave, provided there

is no attenuation.

Each wave of current matches its own radiation, pattern asymmetrical

relative to the normal to the conductor axis. The summed radiation pattern

- - ~ ~ -- - ~ *--



obtained is symmetrical relative to the nornmai to the conductor axis.

100 , 0

, 6 0 7 0

to

190

Figure V.2.6. Radiation pattern for a -single conductor passing a

standing wave of current, computed without taking
attenuation into consideration; t/A 1.0.

.I

- ' ,
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too

260 2 2801

Figure V.2.7. Radiation pattern for a single conductor passing a standing
wave of current, computed without taking attenuation into
consideration; I/X = 1.5.

A0 1n 0 /'10 /00 0 NO ? 9 10 70 SO .0

AI

w VO~ 230 240 250 MO6?0 028?0 into10 JP

Figure V.2.8. Radiation pattern for a single conductor passing a standing

wave~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ of4 curet copue wihu-akn teuainit
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#Vo3. The Balanced Dipole. Current Distribution in the Balanced

Di po .

SA balanced dipole is a straight conductor of length 21, center-fed,

the ends of which are no. terminated. The balanced dipole is a distribution

type antenna and is the basic radiating element in many complex antennas.

First of all, let us find the current distribution in the balanced
dipole. Let us use formula (V.1.1) for this purpose. Let us designate the
distance from the center of the dipole to a point under consideration in

one of the halves by z (fig. V.3.1.).

Figure V.3.1. Schematic diagram of a balanced dipole.

Since the conductor is not terminated pI = -1 must be substituted in
formula (V.1.1). Making this substitution, and using the relationship at
(V.2.3), we obtain the following expression for the current,

l 110s-4z) (V.3.1)sh1.1

If current attenuation in the conductors is disregarded, that is, if

we assume that y = i, then

sina(1-i) = o sin (O(-,z), (V.3.2)
3inal loop

where

Iloop is the current flowing in a current loop.

Figure V.3.2.shows several curves for current distribution along a

balanced dipole.

(a) t - • (b)f_ , " - .t . _

* I L (c)']

Figure V.3.2. Current distribution along a balanced dipole
for different t/k ratios.

It

* 1.
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#V.4t. The Radiation Pattern of a 13'lanced Il)ipole in Free Space

' 9Formula (V.2.4,) expresses the field strength for each of the conducto~rs *
S~of a balanced dipole in the radiation zone.

S ~The field strength of a balanced dipole can be represented in the form,

• • of the sum of two terms expressed by formula (V,2,14). And, ini accordance

S~~with the system of coordinates selected in th'e derivation of formula (V.2.4•)

(fig. V.1.1), the expression for field strength created by the right con-

" ~ductor is in complete coincidence with (V.2.t4), but 9 must be replaced by

i ~1800=* .) in the expression for the field strength created by the left con-

S~duc'tor, Mloreover, if it is taken that positive for the current is to the

S~right of the origin, then IO in the expression for the field strength created

S~by the left .conductor must be replaced by-Io. From what has been said, then

GOIl.t f•l ia Odich•.-cos{i1CosO)
r, tdhll : "(V l,,)

"- A.? •

i ÷

I. .I

ii
Figue V..1.Radiation pattern for a balanced dipole for

different t/X, ratios. ' •

Disregardings .urrent atternuation in the dipole (v i0f) during the cal-

culation of directional properties, and dropping the factors which characterize

phase, we obtain ¶

r.$]l;i $oll' Icesi) C OS"
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Expressing the current ;lowing at the point of sspply (I ) in terms

of the current flowing in tle loop (Iloop) through formula 10= lo h op

EO = 601leop/rO cos(/r cos O)-cos CYI/sin a (V.4.3)

putting I = X/4 in formula (V.A.3), 1*e obtain an expression for the

radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole

= 0 1 cos(n/2 cos 0) (V.4.4)
6 loop/r0 sin &

Figure V.4.1 charts a s%.rie of radiation patterns of a balanced dipole

in free space for different v-,lues of E/X. As we see, the increase in the

t/X ratio is accompanied by narrowing of the radiation pattern. When

tA > 0.5, there are parasitic lobes, in addition to the major lobe, which

has a maximum radius vector normal to Lhe dipole axis. When t/X = 1, there

is no radia ion ii the direction normal to Lne dipole axis.

#V.5. The Effect of the Ground on the Radiation Pattern of a Balanced
Dipole

ia) General considerations

The foregoing discussed radiation from a balanced dipole in free space.

Let us now consider a dipole located near the earth's surface.

Electric currents flow in the ground as a result of the effect produced

by the dipole's electromagnetic field. In the general case these currerts are

the conducticn and displacement currents. The conduction current density

is determined by the ground conductivity, and equals j = YvE, while displace-

sent current density is determined by the dielectric constanrt for the grounu,

e, and is equal to Jd = e dE/dt, where E is the electric field strength

vector at the point on the ground under consideration. Distribution of

currents on the ground depends on the height at which the dipole is locateJ,

its length, tilt with respect to the earth's surface, wavelength, and ground

pa.*ameters.

The current flowing in the ground is equivalent to a secondarY field.

The interference generated by primary and secondary field interaction causes

dipole field strength to change, not only in the immediate vicinity of the

dipole, but at distant points as well. Change in the field structure near

the dipole leads to some change iG the distribution of current flowing in the

dipole, and to a corresponding change in the dipole's input impedance.

A precise calculation of the influence of the ground on antenna radia-

tion is a very complicated problem, and has not ;et been completely resolved.

If the ground is represented as an ideal flat cenoujctur (yv = M) of infinite

extent the problem is easy to solve. In thiVs case it is comparatively simple



to establish the chavi)c in the radiation pattern, as well as the change in

the dipol.e's input impedance.

(b) Radiation pattern of a balanced dipole in the vertical
plane, dipole over flat ideal ground

In the ideal ground case (v co ), electric currents in the

ground are present only in the form of surface conduction currents. The

system of ground currents is such that as a result of the superposition of

the field of the ground currents on the field of the dipole currents a field

is formed such that a field satisfying the boundary conditions at the surface

of the iaeal cornducto' is formed at tne ground surface. The tangential com-

ponent of the E vector and the normal component of the H vector equal zero.

It is relatively simple to explain why boundary conditions at ground

level can be satisfied if we replace the system of ground currents with a

miiror image of dipole currents (fig. V.5.1).

In the horizontal dipole case (fig. V.5.1a) the current flowing in the

mixror image has -n amplitude equal to the amplitude of the current flowing

in the dipole, but 1800 out of phase.

(a) W

Figure V.5. 1 . ikor.zontal and vertical dipoles and their
rii,-ror images.

In the vertical dipole case (fig. V.5.1b) the current flowing in the

mirror image equals the dipc.le current, in amplitude and in phase.

The fact that the dipole field and the mirror image satisfy the boundary

conditions over an entl,'e infinite surface of an air-ground section is

sufficient -eason for asserting that a field created by currents flowing at

ground level is exactly like the field created by the mirror image, and

this is so for any point. Therefore, we can replace the ground with the

dipole's mirror image when charting the pattern (charting the field at a

long distance from the dipole).

Let us consider the radiation patterns of a balanced dipole in the

vertical plane p-issing through the dipole axis in the vertical dipole case

(the meridional plane), and in the horisontal dipo~le case that in the plane

passing through the center of the dipole normal to its axis (equatorial

plane).

1. For the vertical dipole current flow in the ground is radial; forA

the horizontal d pole it is parallel to the dipole axis.

a

lS
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E is the electric field strength of the wave formed by the dipole, and

E,) is the electric field strength of the wave formed by the mirror image.

Moreover, If is the distance from the center of the dipole to the Prourd sur-

face (fig. V.5.2).

(a) (b))

A A

Figure V.5.2. Determination of the difference in propagation
between 1eams emanating from a dipole and its
mirror image.

a - horizontal dipole; b - vertical dipole.

Let us assume that r >5 H, in which case the beams from the dipole and

those from the'mirror image can be taken as parallel (they have the same

angle of tilt, )

The field strength resulting from the mirror image of the vertical dipole

equals

E = E ecppP

The field strength resulting from the mirror image of the horizontal

dipole equals

E2 = Eei°P

where

0p is the phase displacement, determined by the difference in the
p

propagation of the beams from the dipole and from its mirror

image.

The difference in propagation is equal to CB = 2H sin 6,

Op =-2y H sin ,

Accordingly, the vertical dipole field strength equals

E = +i C =1 = L.(',i 0 --- ).

Horizontal dipole field strength equals

I
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' From formula (V.4.3), for the vertical dipole ( = 90-

1.EI = 601opr cos(ait sinA)-cos ctl/cos A (V.5.1)

and for the horizontal dipole (0 = 90°)

E1 = 601 oop/rO (I - cos oet) . (V.5.2)

Substituting the values for E from (V.5.1) and (V.5.2) in the expressions
1

for E and Eh, replacing the exponential functions with trigonometric

functions, and omitting the factors which characterize the phase,

E = 120 o /r cos(0 i4 ein A)-cos a'i/cos A-cos(Mi sin A),
v loop 0

(V.5.3)

E = 120 I loop/r. (1 - cos al')sin(cl sin 6). (V.5.4)

(c) Radiation pattern of a balanced dipole in the vertical
plane, dipole over flat ground of finite conductivity.S~Approximate and precise solution to the problem.

In the real ground case the ground carries a system of currents

created by the effect of the dipole field which is not the equivalent of the

dipole's mirror image. But, as re shall see, when we compute field strength

at extremely long diotances fr'oo the dipole we can use a method for so doing

which is similar to that for mi ror images.

Let us suppose we h•v- .,v elementary dipole set up over the ground sur-

face. The elementary oipole r.diates spherical waves. A precise analysis

of the effect of the ground on the structure of the field which is the

source of spherical waves is extremeley complicated, and a full explanation

is not one of our tasks. We shall give a brief explanation of the precise

analysis ir, wnat follows, and we shall prove that if reception occurs at an

extremely long distance from the point of radiation it is permissible to

analyze the effect of the ground, regardless of the height at which the

dipole may be above it, and assuming the dipole is radiating a plane wave.

This will make it possible to use the theory of the reflection of plane

waves (the geometric optics method), in order to determine field strengt? at

a long distance from the dipole. V"
Data from this theory tell us that a plane wave incident to a flat,

infinitely large surface will be reflected from it at an angle equal to the i

angle of incidence.

The angle of incidence is that angle formed by the direction in which

the beam is propagated end the normal to the reflecting surface.

The amplitude of the reflected wave is, in the general case, less than

the amplitude of the incident wave because some of the energy is lost in the

I~
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reflecting medium. The phase of the reflected wave will depend on ground

parameters, the angle of incidence, and the polarization of the vector

for the electric field strength for the incident wave.

Let us distinguish between parallel and normal polarization. A wave is

said to have parallel polarization when the electric field strength vector

is normal to the plane of incidence. The plane of incidence is a plane normal

to the reflecting surface and containing the direction in which the beam is

propagat.d.

The vertical dipole builds up an electromagnetic field only with parallel

polarization.

The horizontal dipole builds up an electromagnetic field only with

normal polarization in the equatorial plane. The horizontal dipole builds

up electromagnetic fields with both normal and parallel polarization in

other planes.

The relationship between the field strength of the reflected wave and

the field strength of the incident wave at the point of reflection is

R s=in - 1 -Cos, (V.5.6)
I, sin A + ; ,, -- cos' A

when the electric field strength vector is parallel to the plane of incidence,
and

sin A -- C . -cosA N-5-7)

when the electric field strength vector is normal to the plane of incidence.

Here 111J and JR_jare the ratios of the amplitudes of the field strength

vector for the reflected beam to the amplitudes of the field strength vector

for Ide io-idsnt ha~am for pirnfllnl Antl noroinl p)oarI'izationsA, roolc('tivolv

(the moduli of the reflection factors); ý11 and ( are the phase displacements

between the field strength vectors for the incident and reflected waves for

parallel and normal polarizations, respectively (argudents for the reflection

factors);

C' is the relative complex dielectric constant for the ground,r
hel = - i6OY X, where e = c/O is the relative dielectric constant for
r r v r =eC0the ground; that is, the ratio of the dielectric coi:stant for the ground

to the dielectric constant for free space,

The magnitudes R,• and R are known as the reflection factors, or the

Fresnel coefficients.

Utilizing the data cited from the theory of the reflection of plane waves,

we obtain the following expression for field strength at a long distance from I
S~the source

E E + 2

1

t*
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where

E is the field strength of a beam directly incident at the point of

observation. E is found through the formula for a dipole in free A
t1

space;
E is the field strength of a beam reflected from the ground. "

If the distance from the dipole to the point of observation is very much

greater than H the directions in which these two beams are propagated can be

considered as parallel (both beams have the same angle of tilt).

The reflected beam field strength equals

E, = E, IRI e'"'i+,

where

IRI and ý are modulus and argument for the reflection factor, found

through formulr. (V.5.6) in the case of the vertical dipole, and

through formuja (V.5.7) in the case of the horizontal dipole, ii

reception is in the equatorial plane;

(pp is the angle o£ the phase displacement, determined by the difference

in propagation between the incident and the reflected beams.

The difference in propagation equals AC-AB (fig. V.5.3). Correspondingly

, p = -ct(AC-AB).

Substituting

AC- H/sin a

and
AD AC cos2A-

sin a.

and converting,

* j Thus, 21 -- 2lsin A.

E I- E2 E i -+-IRI e
(V.5.8)

If we imagine the ground as absent and that an identical dipole is

located at distance 2H from the dipole in a direction normal to the plane ofI the section (fig. V.5.3), the difference in propagation between the beams

from the main and the second dipoles will equal AID = 2H sin A, that is,

the same relationship as exists between the outgoing and the reflected beams.

And if, in addition, it is assumed that the current flowing in the second
• ) dipole equals I. = IR, the amplitude and phase of the second dipole's field

strength will be exactly these of the reflected beam.

So, in the case specified, as in the case of the ideally conducting

ground, when the field is established as being at a great distance from the
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dipole, the ground can be replaced by a distorted mirror image of the dipoje,

and the current flowing in.the image should equal the cturrent flowing in the

dipole multiplied by the reflection factor. As follows from formulas (V.5.6)

and (V.5.7), the reflertion factor depends on the angle of tilt. Correspond-

ingly, the amplitude and phase of the image current depend on the location

of the point of observation.

A,

Figure V.5.3. Analysis of the directional properties of
a dipole. *

This method of establishing the field strength at a long distance from

the elementary dipole can be used to establish the fleld strength of a

balanced dipole, taking it as the suni of the elementary dipoles.

The field strength of a vertical balanced dipole equals

E = E +E 2 E E(l + IR,Ilei(II2sin1)].

The field strength of a horizontal dipole in the equatorial plane

equals

Eh = Ehl +Eh 2 =Ehl~l + tRjei(%•L'2•sin))]°

E v and Ehl are the field strengths of the outgoing beams from the vertical

and horizontal dipoles. E and Ehl can be established through

the formulas for free space;
Ev2 and Eh2 are the field strengths of the reflected beams, or, what is

the same thing, the field strengths of images equivalent to

real ground;

Hf is the height at which the horizontal dipole is suspended. H

is the height of suspension of the mean point in the case of the

vertical dipole.

Substitut zg the expressions for E and E from (V.5.1) and (V.5.2),hl vl
converting, and omitting the factors which characterize field strength phase,

we obtain the following expressions for the vertical plane radiation

patterns for vertical and horizontal dipoles:

F~~~~vo (a I0iopr $o(inA) --W~sl aR 601 - )/+IR-T.i.+2 Rgicos(,,,2zllsinA), (v.5.9)

v loop 0 os

i 'I
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Eh = 60 0o/r (1 -COSaI)V/I"-Rii-+2IRlcoI(I) 1 -- 2,//sinA). (V.5.10)

What follows is a brief explanation of Weyl's work, which provides a

precise analysis of the elementary dipole, and what follows from this

analysis is that the app.-oximate theory of the radiation from a dipole close

to the ground discussed here and based on the theory of the reflection of

plane waves (the geometric optics method) provides correct results at long

distance from the dipole if the error resultiing because the earth is not

flat is disregarded.

The components of the electromagnetic field are established by vector

potential A (see #IV.8).

From formula (IV.8.3i, the vector potential for the elementary dipole

in free space equals

I. Idle6-'r •
A,-- 4,, r At r

where

A0 is a coefficient which does not depend on r.

This expression for the vector potential corresponds .o a spherical

wave.

It can be proven that

• - +1.
Se-Ir a d • -II Io. sin T, d,. W )-I=--os¶(1')

In fact, let us designate the right-hand side of equation (1') by the

letter R. Integrating the right-hand side with respect to $,

2,f+I'_ 2-t" +1.2 2

-e- sin ;.= -, (2')
0 0

Let us put -ictr cos I = . Then dg = ictr sin jdj. Let us make a change

in the limits of integration

when 10 =-ir,

when r = 1/2 + im§ = -iayr cos(Tn/2 + iw) ictr sin (iw) = -w.

Substituting the new variable,

-, -I eh

--- dt -le'

Substituting (1') in (IV.8.3),

A __2z 2

0 0
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The expression under the integral sign in the right-hand side of (3')

is a plane wave propagated in some direction at angle 1] to the direction of

vector r; that is, at angle I to a line joining the dipole and the point of

observation.

Thus, equation (3') demonstrates that spherical waves radiated by an

elementary dipole in free space can be represented in the form of the sum

of an infinitely large number of plane waves propagated at angle 11 to the

direction of vector r lying in the limits from Co to Tt/2 + im. The integra-

tion is with respect to the surface of some sphere with radius equal to

unity (sin 1jd~d* is an element of a sphere with radi-is equal to unity).

Integration with respect to the azimuth angle (#) is from 0 to 21r.

If the elementary dipole is above the earth's surface it. becomes obvious

that the geometric optics method discussed above can be applied to each of

the plane waves, and the expression for the vector potential of an elementary

dipole located at height H above ground can be represented as follows

2c 2
A4 = -- I A. f--•- ' e1-"•°'• sin' ft +i" R, leI(%-•uslnhe)] d~di. (4,,)

0 0

where

A1 is the angle of tilt to the ground of a plane wave propagated in a.

direction fixed by angles T and *; the limits of change in angle A1

are fixed by the limits of change in angles 1I and *; I R I and

are the modulus and argument for Fresnel's coefficient for angle A
Equation (4') can be rewritten

2#: 2
atr) 4ril

22nA-A,. 3-ir2 -ir f' e-l"(€°4~s'l$n•P(Ai)d~d *' (5')

0 0

where

P(A1 ) 1 + IRIj ei(ý 1 _2-Hsir-Al).

Let us introduce the new variable = ict(cos 1-1), whereupon

dT -icy sin ]dj] when 'I = 0, T = 0; when 1] Tr/2 + ica, T =t

Substituting the new variable in (5')

S0 a

ii=A,• e-,- T Wrd •As~-• p(r),.6'e-lr

where o

• 2*

r (7')

p (W.r=s i " (t) id (8')
0
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Let us expand the function cp('r) into Maclaurin's series

(c) = ao + a,-r + as-0 + a,, %".... (99) 4

where ?' (0) . ? (0) V (n)a.• (0); a, a.-iT- , 2 ;..a, 0;.

11 21 n

Substituting (9') in (8'), we obtain

pW 04 o e7" rd -c + a, c71 • t d -c -+
0 0

+ as e) e-tjt'd; +...+a. 0 -rd. -

0

Let us introduce a new variable x = rT = ictr(cos T - I).

Substituting the new variable, we obtain

p (r) -a. C` C" e-t +.7 .- •l +c'h+ J -exx -i-jc 'dx'+''"

0

+.. I'd.+ .. e+ ,, + -L.A'++. (110)

b, =a&

a', -z • , , .

-•" a0 e-' xn'dz.

The coefficients bo l b 2 , ... bnl do not depend on r.

Let us find the expressions for these coefficients. Applying the method

of integration by parts

S i)'a. c7-9 x•dx -a.Ce"e +hnam fx-1e-- dx 0+ nal)z- erxdr.

So 0 0

Continuing the integration by parts

b = a ni (12')
n n

Substituting the expression for an,

(n)
b (n) (0). (13')

n

Correspondingly,

b0 cp(O),

b1= (P'(0),

b 2 = 1p"(o), (14')

.
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With (6'), (14') and (11') in mind, we obtain the following expression

for the vector potential of an elementary dipole above ground level
e-he- ' r '(0)+ 0)I 2 L

As -. p (,-) -- c r, -- -rt)-- •. + •/,_+ .

• ,;,(0) .(15,0+ I

Thus, the vector potential of an elementary dipole can be expressed

by a series in negative powers of r.

Let us prove that the first term in this series is a magnitude deter-

mined by the above discussed approximate geometric optics method.

What follows from the expression T = i0y(cos 11 - 1) is that wher? T = 0,

0= ; that is, the wave can be propagated in a direction from the dipole

to the point of observation.

Correspondingly, we have A1 A , where A is the angle of tilt of the

wave being propagated from the elementary dipole to the point of observation.

Thus, when 7 = 0, m1=5.ad A does not depend on *. With this in mind,

Y (0) - I , a) 2x,
170 A- 0

(15')

= i+•RIe"'•-P-2.•"•n) U60

Substituting the value for e p(n) found in (15d c x

A4=A.-,T [z +I1 ] 1f~n)+

e-Isr e -I' ( 171t)
+ A& is- (o) + A, -,3 ?(o) +...

As we see, the first term in the series actually coincides with the

approximate expreslon arrived at by the geometric optics method. When A O,

the first term of the series equals zero. Therefore, only the last terms in

the series establish the surface (ground) waves. Without pausing to estab-d

tish these latt o ertms here, we wil simply point out that analysis too

reveals that their sum has a maximum when 0 i t.

We can, therefore, confirm that if r is so large that the ground wave

field strength is very much less than the sky wave field strength the first

term in the series is the complete expression for A for any value of 6,I
that is,

AA, f t - [I + I R IedI - "1]'(16'.)

The expression at (V.5.11) corresponds to formula (11-5.,8) for field

strengthi t l-f n

i I.



What has been presented here demonstrates that a completely reliable

criterion for establishing the value of r, beginning with which we can use

the geometric optics method to chart the pattern, is the attenuation of the

ground wave. The geometric optics method will yield results which are

correct if the point of reception is at a distance from the dipole such that

there is practically no ground wave present.

In the shortwave area the field attenuation at ground level is so great J
that within a few tens of waves the radiation patterns charted through the

formulas obtained here coincide well with the experimental patterns, par-

ticularly in the case of the horizontal dipole suspended at a height on the

order of X/4, and higher.

If it is assumed that the ground is an ideal conductor (yv w) then

JR1= J = 1, ~ 0 and L180. And formulas (V.5.9) and (V.5.10)

become identical with formulas (V.5.3) and (V.5.4).

(d) Radiation pattern of a baianced dipole in the horizontal * 4
plane for an arbitrary value of 5

The radiation pattern of a vertical dipole is circular in the

horizontal plane.

The composition of the expression for the field strength of a horizontal

dipole in an arbitrary direction breaks each element, dt, of the dipole down

into two component elements; one normal to the plane of incidence, and or,

lying in this plane.

The length of the first element equals di sin y, that of the second

Sd t c o s p .

The element normal to the plane of incidence only gives the normal com-

ponent of the field strength vector. The reflection factor for this element

t equals R.

The element lying in the plane of incidence only gives the parallel com-

ponent of the field strength vector. The reflection factor for it equals

-R11. -The minus sign is shown because in the case of horizontal orientation

of the conductor the positive direction of the field strength vector of the

wave propagated toward the ground and creating a reflected wave is opposite

in direction to the positive direction of the field strength vector of a wave

directly incident to the point of reception (fig. V.5.4).

Figure V.5.4. Explanation of sign selection in the case of the

reflection factor for a parallel polarized wave.

A - outgoing wave; B - reflected wave.
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The correblponding incident and reflected waves are established as a

result of breaking the elements of the balanced dipole dowr int., two corm-

ponents in this same way. Doing th• integration with re3pect to the entire

length of the dipole, we find the normal (Ej) and parallel (E,,) components

of the field strength vector at the point of reception.

Carrying out the mathematical operations indicated, we obtain the

following expressions for the field slrength of a horizontal dipole in an

arbitrary direction.

Ex 00/ ch I -- CC, 0(•L•os? ro A) sl

El -r, sh1 I - _I! sl
+ -V

Sx " F ' - • , ' .i : • < i o • % -2 a 1 1 s i , , A ) , ( V .5 .1 2 )

E 0014 ch - cs ( lcCscos ) cos?5inA X
-- - Cosf ,sosI + 7

(V.5.13)

x 2 j/, - ,t - , , ,C o s (1 S, -6~l ) .I

The lield strength vector exhibits e(lipAicai polarization. The

average value of Poynting's vector for the period, Say, equals

1 -1, (YES +I"E;,)
S = 2W: (V.5.14)

We can introduce the concept of an equivalent field strength value,

establish. , it through

E. _-/V Ws•.=VIy~t-•-y2. (v.5.l5l
eq

E is tne field strength of a linearly polarized wave with the sameeq

average Poynting vector value as the elliptically polarized wave considered.

In the special case of ideally conducting ground, the field strength

vector becomes linearly polarized, and formula (V.5.15) gives us an expression

for the real summed value )f the field strength. So, for ideally conducting

g round,

E Fý - " - -.

1201, cht l -- cosla Icoso cos A) cos2?cos'A sin (-. 1 sinA)

rsh COS2 T C•3 "+ (V.5.i6)

In the general case, when there are two components of the field strength

vector (E 1 and E2 ), not parallel and out of phase, at the point of reception,

the equivalenz, value of the field strength can be expressed by the formula

E eq = 'E,12 +i IE212 +I 2 IE,1'16"1 I°sp PICos ("j 1-t).# (V.5.17)

_ -___________________________.,,___________________
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where

A• 0 is the solid angle between the E and L`.ý vectors;

Sand v 2 are the phlase angles for the 1 and 8,, vectors.

0V.o. Directional Properties of a System of Dipoles

Modern shortwave antennas are often built in the fonms of a complex

system of dipoles positioned in a predetermined manner with' respect to each

other. In uhat follows we shall discuss in detail the methodology used to

analyze directional properties as they apply to individual types of multi-

elemenc arrays. At this point we will simply comment that the directional

properties of a system of dipoles can be analyzed by summing the fields of

the individual elements in the system, An the same way that the directional

properties of a !1ne conductor can be analyzed by-summing the fields of

ita component, elementary dipoles.

Variously shaped radiation patterns are obtained, depending on the

nunber, the positioning, and the relationship of current amplitudes and

phases for the individual dipoles.

#V.7. General Formulas for Calculating Radiated Power and Dipole
Radiation Resistance

The Poynting vector method is one way in which to calculate the power

radiated by an antenna.

This method is based on establishing the radiated power by integrating

Poynting's vector in terms of the surfece of a sphere, with the radiating

antenna positioned in the center of the sphere. The radius of the sphere

is selected such that the sorface of the sphere is in the far zone for the

antenna. 1;.
This method was described in aetail in Chapter IV as applicable to the

element"-y dipole. The following general expression was obtained for radiated

power

ik JJ• (V.7.1) '
-,_ I/" rZ -?SE rsrj d~

2 , 00

where

r is the radius of the sphere for which power integration will be

made;

0 is the wave's zenith angle;

c is the wave's azimuth angle.

In general form, field strength E can be expressed as

SE = 601/r F(ZptI), (V.7.2)

- where

S=.90 O -

< ,:•"
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Substituting e = 90* - A, and replacing the expression for E from

formula (V.7.2) in formula (V.7.1), and taking it that for free space and

air

S....W 120-;.,

we obtain 2- 2--o I
Pz=-12 d,? r-(,? -S)cosAdA.

-2 (v.7.3)

Conversely, the power radiated by an antenna can be expressed as

, 2 (V.7.4)

where

is the antenna's radiation resistance, equated to the current, I.

Comparing formulas (V.7.3) and (V.7.4), we obtain the following general

expression for radiation resistance equated to current I,

2

2

If the antenna is located above a flat, ideally conducting surface

which coincides with the equatorial plane of the sphere, the integration

need only be done with respect to the upper hemisphere. Then, in place of
(V.7.-5) we will have

2g
Scos A dA. (V.7.6)

0 0

Expressions (V.7.5) aAid (V.7.6) establish the fixed relationship bet-

ween the shapes of the radiation patterns and the radiation resistance.

These formulas can be u-jed for any antenna.

#V.8. Calculating the Radiation Resistance of a Balanced Dipole
We will use the general expression at (V.7.5) to establish the radia-

tion resistance of a balanced dipole in free space, and we will direct the
axis of the dipole along the polar axis of the sphere. The radiation
pattern of the dipole will not depend on angle cp, and (V.7.5) will take the

form

RZ =60 SF (A) cos A d A.__, (V.8.1)

2

Here we substitute the expression for F(A); for which we will use the

expression at (V.4.3), taking it at the same time that 0 = 900 - M. Making

the integration, we obtain the following expression for radiation resistance
equated to the current in the loop, Iloop'

loop

A
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iR?=- 30j2(E-t- I1)2 11- c1221)- +

s " sin 2a I (s i 4 2 1 - 2si 2; 1) "" c os 2t.l (E +

"+ Iln a I +ci 4at -- 2ci 2a1)], (v..) ,

where

si x is the sine integral from the argument for x

six = 14 di, -x- -L 2 j1
.3 3 5 5!

ci x is the cosine integral from the argument for x

C CO, u du = E -+ n" I xL 1 -L
' u2 21 4 41

in x is the natural logarithm from the argument for x;

E = 0.57721 is Euler's constant.

For the case when 1/X 1 1, formula (V.8.2) will reduce to

P =20 (at) .(V.8.3)

As a practical matter, formula (V.8.3) can be used for values for "

1/X within the limits 0 < I/X < 0.1.

Figures V.8.la and V.8.lb show the curves for the dependence of
on 1/A.

27-1

44

R -4 ________L________"__

02. 4 f, 3 qý 7 Cs , 9 / -1

• 1,--_-t+-.--
, _-- --_ • r l-q- --

I -

balnce di-- o-- on t-he I/ ratio._

I '

30! l-" ..... l........ . .__ ---____

* .Figure V.8. la. Dependence of the radiation resistance of a ,
S~balanced dipole on the 1/A ratio, •

it ;

-I

!! -
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20

-I--

iz -f to JL-

Figure V.8.1b. Dependence of the radiation resistance of a
balanced dipole on the I/X ratio.

The formulas obtained for calculating radiation resistance are approxi-

mate because they are based on the assumption concerning a sinusoidal shape

for the distribution curve for current along the conductor which actually

does not take place. Experience does demonstrate, however, that the results

Obtained thruuhIa the use of these fOl|iiulos atiree well with actual data.

Particularly good coincidence is obtained for thin and short conductors

in which the current distribution obtained is extremely close to sinusoidal

in practice.

#V.9. Radiation Resistance of a Conductor Passing a Traveling
Wave of Current

The method for calculating radiation resistance above can be applied as

well to a conductor passing a traveling wave. Analysis demonstrates that the

radiation resistance of a single conductor passing a traveling wave equals

heeR 1•Go(I1I?/1-ei 2 xI+-sL, -O,1..123 ). (V.9.1)

where

I is conductor length.

Figure V.9.1 shows the curve for the dependence of R on
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Ito

SJ * $"L

Figure V.9.1. Dependence of the radiation resistance of a
conductor passing a traveling wave of current
on the I/X ratio.

#V.1O. Calculation of the Input Impedance of a Balanced Dipole

On the basis of the assumption made in this chapter that the current

distribution along a radiating conductor is subject to the law of the theory

of uniform long lines, the formula for this theory can be used to calculate

the input impedance.

The calculation for the influence of radiation on the input impedance

can be made by introducing an attenuation factor which it can be assumed

is equal to

R 1 /2W (V.10.1)1

S~whereo
whoRe is the radiation resistance per unit length of the dipole; the

I
magnitude of R1 is assumed to be identical along the entire length

of tne dipole;

W is the characteristic impedance of the dipole.

Thus, we will consider the balanced dipole to be an open-ended twin

line. The length of the equivalent twin line is equal to the length of

one anm of the dipole.

The input impedance of an open-circuit line can, in accordance with the

long-line theory specified, be calculated through the formula

Ah2A 1- -Sir 221 Ash2P1 + sin2a
Z. = 17 A -W i (V.10.2)dci21L--cos221 ch 2 1 -cos 2a I

An approximation of the characteristic impedance, W, can b? made through

W 120(1 l'-- 7 , (V.10.3)

where

d is conductor diameter.

*1•
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Formula (V.10.1) can be used to establish the attenuation factor ,.

If loss resistance is disregarded, the distributed resistance R1 can

be established as follows.

The power radiated by element dz of the conductor equals

dP; - 1,2 R, dz.
S 2

where

I is the current flowing in the element;
z
RI dz is the radiation resistance of element dz.

The power radiated by all dipoles, defined as the sum of the powers

radiated by the elementary dipoles, equals

P l 1.2 Rjdz. (v.iO.4)

Conversely, the power radiated by the dipole equals

PZ = 12oo/2 RZ (V-10.5)

Equating the -ight sides of formulas (V.10.4) and (Vo10.5),

2oR R,,dz. (V.10.6)

Substituting the value of the current flowing in the dipole, I =

Sloopsin 0 'U-z), at this point and integrating,

2Rrsn, 2xt 1(V.10.7)

S 2aLJ

From formulas (V.10.1) and (V.10.7),

2W ( sinl 2a1 )Iv10
Formula (V.10.2), after substituting the value for 81 from formula

(V.10.8), reduces to the following approximate form for short dipoles

R,
!•Z ... , - t vctga 1. (V.1i0.9)

• in 31|1" a

Formula (V.10.9) gives precise enough results for dipoles with arm

lengths 1< 0.3 X.

if the characteristic impedance of a balAnced dipole is g:eater than

600 to 700 oh'ms, formula (V.10.9) can be ised for values of I lying in the

limits (0.to 0.4)X and (0.6 to 0.9).,

I-,



If the dipole has noticeable losses, RE P loss should be introduced

in place of R., where 111o. is th? loss resistance, equated to the current
oss

loop.

Chapter IX contains the curves for the dependence of R . and X. on
in in

t/X, calculated for different values of W. This same chapter points out

the area in whici the formulas obtained here can be used.

#V.11. General Remarks About Ceupled Dipoles

The methodology discussed above for calculations involving radiation

resistance and input impedance is suitable for the case of the single dipole.

The practice in the shortwave field, as well as in other wavebands,

is to make widespread use of multi-element antennas consisting of many

dipoles. Moreover, even in the case of the single dipole its mirror image,

which is established 'y the ground effect, sets up conditions similar to

those when two dipoles are functioning in conjunction with each other.

Dipoles located close to each other induce emfs in each otner. This

creates cross-coupling between the dipoles similar to that taking place

%,hen circuits with lumped constants are positioned close to each other.

Cross-coupling results in a change in radiation resistance and input impe-

dance in each of the dipoles. The radiation resistence of each of the coupled

dipole3 is made up of two resistances, own and induced. The induced re-

bistances, %hich occur in the special case when the currents flowing in the

coupled dipoles is made up of two resistances, own and induced. The in-

duced resistances, whici, occur in the special case when the currents flowing

in the coupled dipoles are identical in amplitude and phase, are called

mutual radiation resistances.

We shall, in what follows, prove that the currents and input impedance

for any combination of coupled dipoles can be calculated if the totals of

own and mutual radiation resistances are kvown.

The resistive componel.L of o0.n radiation resistance can be established

by the Poynting vector we.nod explained above.

The reactive component of oun radiation resistance, as well as the

mutual radiation resistances, can be established by the induced emf method.

0V.12. Induced enf >Netlhod. Calculation of Induced and Mutual Resistances.
Approximate Formulas f',r Cdlcu,.,ting Mutual Resistances.

(a) General oxpression for induced radiation resi.•tance

The induced emf method u s uevised by I. G. Klyatskin and developed

by A. A. Pistol'kors and V. V. Tatarinov'. The general theoretical hypotheses

formulated by F. A. Rozhanskiy and kdrillouin are the basis for the method,

the substance of which is as follows. Suppose we locate two dipoles III

arbitrary" fashion with respect to each other (fig. V.12.j. The current

I ' . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
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m1

Figure V.12.1. Explanation of the substance of the induced
emf method.

flowing in dipole 2 will set up a field near dipole 1. Now let the tangential

component of the field strength vector for the field set up by the current

flowing in dipole 2 at the surface of element dz of dipole 1 equal Ez 12"
Then the emf induced by the current flowing in dipole 2 in element dz of

dipole 1 will equal

de = Ez 12dz . (V.12.1)

The tangential component of the electric field strength vector at the

conductor surface should equal zero. Therefore, the dipole 2 field Iauses a

redistribution of dipole 1 own field to occur in such a way that there is

a self-emf at the surface of element dz equal to -del 2, and the resultant

tangential component of the field strength vector is zero. And so, as a

result of the current flowing in dipole 2 we have emf -de 1 2, generated by

the power source connected to dipole 1, acting acrosss element dz.

The power developed by the emf source equals

P eI*/2

where

e is the complex amplitude of the source emf;

I is the complex amplitude of the current flowing at the point of

application of the emf;

I* is a magnitude, conjugate of 1.

For the case under consideration, the effect of conductor 2 on con-

ductor I is

dP1,2= -- 2 (.de1--I (V.l2.2)

* where

I is the complex amplitude of the current flowing in element dz;

1* is a magnitude, conjugate of current I
z z

1. The conjugate magnitude of a complex number is that complex magnitude
with an argument of opposite sign. If current I equals 1Io10ceiy, the
magnitude conjugate of I equals I*=i e-1 P.

i0
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The magnitude of dI12 characterizes the power efficiency of the energy

source for dipole I sustaining the emf -deo2 in the space around the dipole

where the counter-emf, de1 2 , is concentrated. In other words, dP 1 2 is

the power radiated into space.

The power expended in dipole 1 as a result of the field of dipole 2

equals

pa +I;'ld (v.12.3) "P12 2
Formula (V.12.3) expresses total power, consisting of the resistive

and reactive components.

The analogy of the resistance of conventional circuits can be used to

establish the radiation resistance as the ratio of power to half' the square

of current ampiitude for current 1i12,

ZP = I , ,induced I IE,,1 dz. (V.12.4)2-Ifll

The real and the imaginary componen's in the right-hand side of

equation (V.12.4) yield the resistive and reactive components of the im-

pedance equated to current I.

The resistive component of P12 characterizes the energy leaving the

dipole for surrounding space, or received by the dipole from that space.

The reactive component of P characterizes the energy of the electromag-
12

netic field coupled wiith the dipole (not radiated iuto surrounding space).

According to established terminology the resistive component of

Z induced is called the resistive impedance of the radiation, while the re-

active component of Zinduced is called the reactive impedance of the radia-

tion, although the latter component in essence characterizes the coupled

(unradiated) electromagnetic field energy.

The methodology described for calcul-ting the induced radiation re-

sistance is applicable to any coupled dipoles located in any manner chosen

with respect to each other. Given below is the application of this metho-

dology to the special case, although one very often found in practice, when

dipoles 1 and 2 have identical geometric dimensions and are parallel to each

other. In accordance with what has oeen said in the foregoing (see #V.11),

we shall limit ourselves to establishing the induced resistance when the

currents flowing in both dipoles are identical in magnitude and phase. In

other words, what we will be seeking is the mutual radiation resistance.

I
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(b) The use of the induced cmf method to calculate the

mutual radiation resistance of two parallel dipoles

Let us take two balanced dipoles, 1 and 2 (fig. V.12.2), and, as

for the calculation of radiation power using the Foynting vector method, we

will take current distribution to be sinusoidal.

<I'

7-'

Figure V.12.2. Derivation of the formula for mutual
radiation resistance.

Let us designate the axis passing through dipole 2 by z, and the axis

passing through dipole 1 by ý. We will take the mid-point of dipole 2 as

the origi-n of the z axis, and we will take as the origin of the § axis the

point of intersection of this axis with a normal to the z axis passing

through the origin of this axis.

Current distribution over the upper half of dipole 2 can be expressed

by/

12 J sinc(I-z)Je (V.12.5)

and the current distribution over the lower half of d pole 2 can be

expressed by

12=I sin[a(I+z))e'~ (V.12.6)
2 loop

Upper half current for dipole 1 can be expressed by

i (Ut
I,= I lopsin[&0(+H -§)Je U (v12-7)

and lower half current by

I=I sinC~y(t-H ,§)Je 'w (V.12.8) AI
Sloop

(frthe value of Hl seq Figure V.12.2).

/S S I
dl •/sSSII
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Let us f~nd the 0X×pr(,.•t-,oM for Lho sNrcVegth of tile field created by

dipole 2 at an arbit rar) point M on , e I. We will only be interested

in the component of tho fOlvd strength voctor parallel to the dipole axis,

and we desijinate this component E12

The component p.•rallel to thi axis of a linear dipole is established

throu(,n the vector potential through formula (IV.8.8) in the case of

harmonic oscillations.

Thus, in the case specified,

Et, 2 (V.12.9)

Substitut;nq the e\pression for A from formula (TV.8.3), and taking it

that in the case specified tne currenc can be established through formulas

(V.12.5) and IV.12.6), we obtain

L'jt-arj)1

sin [,y(l-z)ld7 i- 1 -
ý12 117, loop 10 r

2 I iwt-arl) (Le 0 i(Ult ro)
x oI sin [IY(l-z)Jd/ - i7- eoop 1

x loop r 2r 0•o rr

.2 0 i(wvt-ar2)
x sinj:z)jdz sinC( *z) ]dz._ _

-s7n7,]d loop 2 1- r 2

(v.12.10)

Hlere r and r 2 are the dih-,,ices from the arbitrary, symmetrically

located elements, dz, of the i.pper ind luaer ha•,s of aipole 2 to the

arbitrary point M1 on (cipole 1:

¼ where

o is the di'tanlie b(t'-een tro axes of dipoles I and 2.

The first t,.o integrals yield the component of the vector for the field

strength cstablis',ed by -he curre!nts in the tpper half, while the other two

integrals yield -0be component of the vector for the field strength estab-

tished by the currents ilm the lower half of dipole 2 (fig. V.i2.2). Making

the integration and tne necessary transformations, substituting /;•",

and taking it that for ,-ilr c / 1 and 0 - ,10V 'we o=taii

tithe following expression for the component of the vector for the field

strength created by dipole 2,

• $i "-£',,, - i30/, '-L-nL *-•"1 e---2 cosi )e+
= 3 1, C -? /2 -- -- ' (V '. o" 2. I,- )

73
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where dk

-•-da- is the distance from point M to the upper end of

dipole 2;

R,= I(t-.d2 is the distance from point M to the lower end of

dipole 2;

10= /--••T is the distance from point H to the center of

dipole 2. 1

* Let us find the expression for the mutual impedance by using general

formula (V.12.4). Whereupon

- 1 2 I *EC1 9 1 E l2Id§ . (V.lt' 12)
1 loop HIl-t gloop 2.111

The first summand yields the component of Z12 for the lower half of

dipole 1, the second summand the component of Z12 for the upper half of

dipole 1.

Substituting the expression for E from formula (V.12.11), and the

expression for I1 from formula (V.12.7) and (V.12.8) for the lower and

upper halves of dipole 1, and omitting the time factor, we obtain

r -

It, 4-1

Xsin2(--iIj+t)d'+ S -- + ,

-- 2cosa-I ---- ) sin (I-V-+I-- )d E
ii (\'.12.13)

The result of integrating (V.12.13) is the following formula for cal-

culating mutual radiation resistance, equated to a current loop

Z* - R12 + [ X12, (V.12.i4)

where

R, 2= 15I(K sinq +Llcosq)+ [(K sn(q+2p) -.
(V.12.15)

+ La cos (q + 9p)J "+ [IKsin (q -2p) + L3cos (q - 2p) 1.

X js= 15{(M jsinq+ N cosq) + [M si n (q + 2p) +

+V Cos +q 2p)) + IMM sin (q - 2p) + N, cos (q - 21V.l 1,

L
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K [212 ( q) -- (1 q -- p) -- 12(3. q -- p))

1= 212/(., q) - -2:•.i q, +- p) -13 (a, q __ p)]
K2 =/•(q,) -- 2I•(•, q - P) [ If2 (" q + 2p)
L2 = 13 (,. q) - 2/3 (. q -+- p) + I, (13 q + 2p)

S= /=23 (. q) - 2f(• q -- p) + f•. q -- 2p)
L3 - ,, q) -, .q p) +-13 (7. q-)21(v..)7)

MN, = - 2 [2f, (;, q) - 1 (4., q -2.- p) -14 (;,. q - p)] (.1.7

,1,2 = 14 (", q) - 2/4 (;, q +. P) -- 14 (•, q -I- 2p)
J2 -. - /I (?,. q) + 2f, (Z. q + p,) - /1 (4. q + 2p)
M3 -fI (Z, q) - 2/, (a, q - p) + /, (4, q - 2p)
N, = i(,q) 2•1(6, q - p) - h (&. q - 2p) 'V

The followino notations have been adopted in formulas (V.12.15 to

V.12.17) ,

The functions f(6,u) contained in the expressions for coefficients

K, L, M and N have the following form

f (8, U) = Si (ij÷+ U) + si (V'ii-'R,- u),

* /2~h(8- 1) Si (1/0-142+ U) -Si(V''-)

13 (, ,,) ci (V•F'--+ U) + ci (1z-+;' u),

CO!~, () C i +V~?'U) -ci (If 472F81v-U.

In the expressions for the coefficients K, L, M, and N the variable 6

is a parameter, a"id the variable u is an arguments taking the following

values
q*p=2Q=(2'_-+; ) q-p -2-,1--)

ýq+ 2p2=2 4t- +2.{.); q -2p - 2-.~. 2)-

The curves for the functions f(6,u) are shown in the handbook section

The handbook section also shows the curves for the dependence of R
*12

and X1 2 on d/X for the spenial case when H1 = 0 for differen~t values of'1X12
cit (figs. H.III.23 - H.III.-38), and curves for R and X (figs. H.TII.6

12 12
to H.III.21) for half-wave dipoles (21 = X/2) for different values of H /A.

I

(c) The use of the induced emf method to calculate own

V )radiation resistance

Formula (V.12.11) for the induced tangential component of the vector

for electric field strength can be converted into a formula for the tangential

*e .. *'----_______________________________________.__
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eigen component of the field if we put I!1 = 0 and d 0 (D is the radius oY

the conductor).

The interaction between the dipole current and the tangertial comoonent

of the vector for the strength of owr field is of the same nature as that

described above as occurring betweeti the dipole current and the tangcntial

componenv of the vector for the f.Leld strength induced by an adjacernt dipole,

and also causes power radiation.

Own radiation resistance is related to the power radiated as a result

of own field. The expreasion for own radiation resistance can be obtained

by substituting H = 0 and d = 0 into formulas (V.12.15) and (V.12.16),

whereupon, as related to a current loop

R1, =301[2(E + III ?=l-- ci2.%) % sin 2xl1(sinii l--2 si 2, +
tV.12.18)

-+ cos 2a'(EC-I- i I/+ c; 4z1-- 2ci 22O),

X i=30[2si22a1+sin2al E-i- hE J4-cil!=-

-2ci2,1-21n-L +cos2 I(-si4xl--2sI 2 0I). (V-2-19,)

As will be seen, own radiation resistance has a reactive component.

The expressioh for the resistive component of the radiation resistance

coincides with the corresponding expression obtained above by Poynting's

vector method; as should be expected, because both methods reduce to the

integration of the power radiated by the dipole in the suggested sinusoidal

shape for the current distribution curve.

The principal difference between Poynting's vector method and the in-

duced emf method is that in the former the power integration is done in the

far zone, where reactive power equals zero, whereas in the latter the power

integration is done in direct proximity to the dipole where there is re-

active power associated with the dipole. Hence, the former yields onl) the

resistive component of the radiation resistance, whereas the latter gives

not only the resistive component, but the reactive component of the radia-

tion resistance as well.

We note that the above cited references to the error in Poynting's

] vector method (#V.8) established by the postulation of a sinusoidal shape

for the current distribution curve applies equally to the induced emf

method.

This error manifests itself to a greater degree in the computation of

own radiation resistance than it does in the computation of radiation re-

sistance induced by adjacent dipoles.

Figure V.12.3 shows the curve for the dependence of X1 on t/X. The

reactive component of the radiation resistance equals 42.5 ohms when

/X0.25. 1

--

- -- - .
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'IM

-3001E 7'

Figure V-12.3. Dependence of the reactive component of own
radiation resistance of a balanced dipole equated
to a current loop on t/X in the came of a standing
wae of current along the conductorl t/0 - 3000.

When L/h 0.25 the radiation resistance. equated to a current loop, I
equals the diole'os input impedance. Thus, the induced emf method demon-
strates that the first resonant length of a radiating conductor (the

length at which the reactive component of the input impedance equals zero)

is shorter than the resonant length of a conventional line, that is, the

phase velocity of propagation along the dipole is less than the speed of
light. Formula (V.10.2) for calculating input impedance does not take

this into consideration. Chapter IX will discuss the calculation for the

reduction in propagation phase velocity, as well as other circumstances

* mwhich result in displacement of the resonant wave from the radiating con-

ductor.

(d) Approximate formulas for calculating the mutualL iimpedance of dipoles

Formulas for calculating mutual impedances are extremely cumbersome.

For example, the formula for the case of parallel dipoles of the same length
* icontains 72 summands. Similar formulas for the general case are even more

complex. The graphics on the subject in the literature (see the Handbook

Section, H.III) are far from all-inclusive, so far as all the practical

cases of interest are ionccrned.
Given below are the approximate formulas for calculating mutual im-

pedances, obtained by V. G. Yampolskiy and V. L. Lokshin. They were derived

for the most interesting case, that of two parallel, unloaded dipoles of the

same length. It should be noted that the methodology specified can also

be used for the general case.

The general formula for establishing the mutual impedance of two

parallel dipoles (formula V.12.13) will, after the new variable u=t±(Hl-g)

is introduced, take the gorm

____ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ _ _ ___ ___ I
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Zia i 30,1 ' (A.) + . (Aý.) - 2 cos , I • (A1 )I si.•, adu,
Us (V.0'.20)

'I I where

2 0.1.2.
The concept behind the derivation of the approximate formula ipvolv-P

"averaging" the present distances R =./HI ± kZ ± u) 2 ÷ d2 contained in

formula (V.12.21).

Calculations have shown thatwhen the constant of integration with
respect to dipole length is changed the change in h- integrand

i• £ ~~~(u) =? (Aa) +?(AQ - 2 cos,,I?(Aý

will he relatively slight if the distance between the centers of the dipoles,

pO =IH' + d2, are not very small. Therefore, the integrand F(u) can be

takewa from under the integral sign withouý appreciable error, putting

u uo = 1/2. This selection of Uo will yield the smallest error.

The approximate foriula will be in the form

after the integration is made.

Analysis has revealed that formula (V.12.22) is ipplicable when cal- K.*
calating mutual impedances of parallel dipoler with arm lengths at < 2000

to 2200. Use of formula (V.12.22) to compute the resistive component of the

mutual impedance will result in an error of a few percentage points for any

distances between dipoles. Accuracy increases with increase in the distance

between dipoles when the approximate formula is used.

The reactive component of the mutual impedance can be computed through

formula (V.12.22), but only when the distances between the centers of the

dipoles are

and the accuracy provided is at least 2 to 5%.
Figures V.12.4 and V.12.5 show the curves of the resistive and reactive

components of the mutual resistance of two half-wave dipoles (0t = 900)

with relatioq to ad for the cases H1 = 0 and H, = 2. by way of illustrating
the accuracy provided by the approximate formula. The solid lines are based

on the precise formula, the dotted ones on the approximate formula.

a rk
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Figure V.12.4. Curves of the resistive and reactive components of
the mutual impedance of two half-wave dipoles
,= 900), H 0.
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Figure V.12.5. Curves of the resistive and reactive components of
the mutual impedance of two half-wave dipoles
(fyi = 900oo); = 21.
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P. 1. Us ofthe ndued eif Mtho to alc lateRaiadtion Rtesistance

and Currents in the Caso of 'Iwo Coupled Dipoles

* Let there be two dipoles arbitrarily positioned with respect to each

other. Let the emf induced by dipole 2 in dipole I at a current loop in

"dipole 1 equal e 1 2 , and the emf induced by dipole I in dipole 2 at a current

* loop in dipole 2 equal e 2 1 . Obviously,

1 1 loop 11 e12 1l loop~l 111 loopZ12 induced'

U2 2 loop 22 21 2 loop 22 2 loop 21 induced, (V.13.1)

where
U and U are the voltages applied across dipoles I and 2 converted
1 2

to the current loops;

I I loop and 12 loop are the currents flowing in the current loops of

dipoles 1 and 2;

7i 11 and Z22 are self radiation resistances of dipoles I and 2;

z 12 induced is the radiation resistance induced in dipole I by the

current flowing in dipole 2;

z induced is the radiation resistance induced in dipole 2 by the

current flowing in dipole 1.

Obviously, Z12 induced is proportional to the current flowing in dipole 2, 2

while Z2 1  is proportional to the current flowing in dipole 1. Thus,i21 induced

1I2 induced = 12 I2 looplI loop

(V.13.2)

21 induced 21 1 loop 2 loop

where

Z and Z are the mutual impedances, that is, the induced resistances
12 21

:1for the condition I1 loop = I2 loop*
Substituting (V.13.2) in iV.13.1),

1 loop11 + 2 loop 12
1V.13.3)

U ~I Z +1 I ZB2 2 loop 22 1 loop 21

"Based on the reciprocity principle, Z2 1 = Z 1 2 .
The equations at (V.13.3) are similar to Kirchhoff's equations derived

as applicable to two coupled circuits and known from the theory of coupled

circuits.

Let us designate

I /I tue2 loop I loop

_ _ _ - - -.... ._ _ _ _
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Substituting in formula (V.13.3),

"U1 = I1 loop(Z I me11 12

(V.13.4)U=I (Z 1/,n e'i*Zl2 ,,_

2 2 2loop 22 1 /

Total radiation resistance of the dipoles equals

iz
ZI = U/I / loop = zl + meZ12

1 1oo(v.13.5)

Z2  a U2/1 2  loop 0 Z23 * /m e/ ZI2 1

The second terms in the right-hand sides of the formulas at (V.I1.5) are

the radiation resistances induced by adjacent dipoles.

All the impedances figured here are complex in the general case,

Z,,= R,- iX,
Z* -- 'I +-t- iX13 (V.13.6)

Substituting (V.13.6) in (V.13.5) and converting the entry for the

magnitude ei- to trigonometric form, we obtain the following equations

. , suitable for making the calculation's

Z*= [R21 + in(R12cos •- X 1 sin..)] + i [X,1 +

+ in (R1, sin +- X1, cos ,•)1

Z- R 22+ I (Rcosj-+ X12sin,?) + (V.13.7)
* .. r. L in , 1 "I

+ ( R, sin R .+ 1 COS
L M

The power expende'56h radiation by the source of emf for the first dipole

equals

P 1/2 11 [•o R m(R - X sin *)] (V.13.8)
El 1 LOOP 11 R1 2 cs 12.~ ,

while tnat for the second dipole equals

i/. 112 1 loopR 2 2  ./m(R COS + sin ) (V.13.9)

Total power expended on cadiation by the sources of emf for both dipoles

equals

P P =p • ÷pz2  (V.13.10) j
' Uing equation (V.13.3), we can establish the current flowing in the

loops of each of the dipoles if the voltage applied to the dipoles is known.

C * In fact, solving (V.13.3) with respect to II loop and I2 loop'

C.
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• ";-- 7., 71,,
I loop 2

i2 loop- U , Ut 71

4~~~1 12z1(V1.1

and the 'ourrent ratio equals
12 loop ., 13 U(--13.

Il loop z,,-

#V.14. Use of the Induced emf Method to Establish Radiation Resistance
and ,Currents in the Case of Two Coupled Dipoles, One of Which
is Parasitic.

Let us consider the case when one of the dipoles is parasitic, that is,
it is not fed directly from a source of emf. Parasitic elements are widely

used as reflectors and directors (see #IX.15).

Let us aasume that dipole 1 is direct.ly fed, and that dipole 2 is para-'

tsitic, that is, that U2 =0.
Substituting U2  0 into fozmula (V.13.l1,

Il loop Z' UZ 22
Z.z 2 1- Z12

12 loop ' U jzs (V.14.1)

from whence

I2 loop I "If 0oop z12/Z22 (V.14.2)

If resistance is connected to the parasitic element

12 loop ý 1 co 12/Z22 +Z2 load (v.14.3)

where

AZ is the connected resistance converted to the current loop.4 2 lo.d
The conversion of the connected rcistance from the point of connection

to the current loop can be made through the approximate formula

Z2 load Z sin2 0 4 (V.14.4)

[see formula (V.10.9)], or more accurately through

Z o =Z 2 0 sh2 (0 + ic)t, (V.14-.5)

where Z is the resistance connected to the input terminals of antenna 2;

Ot is a magnitude calc'zlated for dipole 2 through formula (V.10.8)

without regard for the effect of the first dipole. 3
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If the magnitude of j is close to n X/2 (n = 1, 2, 3. .), formula

'4 '* CV.,14.5) must be used.

Z2 load is usually a reactive component (Z2 load = iX 2 load)*

Substituting the values of Z,. and Z from formula (V.14.6) in formula

(V.14.3), we obtain the following expression for the current flowing

in the parasitic element,

I = ml eope (V.14.6)
2 loop 1 loop

whore
.21 -2R 12 X12_

, --+ 'X,,,)1 X (v.1A.7)

X x % + Xt,1i , = ~~~r, +1 a're tg • -arc tg =1(vII8

When X2 load = -X (the parasitic element tuned to resonance)

•, R12 + X.22
R 2 (V.14.9)

Sincer + Z a d ~ ± arc tg1X , (v.14--i )

•'1Since I l2i< Z22ý and as follows from formula (V.14.7), when there is
no tuned reactive component (X ) in the parasitic element, m < 1; that

2 load
is, the amplitude of the current flowing in the parasitic element is less

than the amplitude of the current flowing in the directly fed dipole. When

the parasitic element is tuned to resonance m can be greater 'than 1 if ZI2

does not differ greatly from Z22, as is the case when the distances between

elements 1 and 2 are small.

So, from formula (V.14I.), the total radiation resistance of the

directly fed dipole equals
m2

I = Ul/II loop =Z 1 1 -z1 2 /z 2 2 . (V.I4.II)

If the parasitic. element is tuned to resonance and, if both elements

are identical, as is often the case

Xt 2

ZLA Zil -- =-- (RI, + i Xi,) R12 -- ?2  2R1 *Xi, (V.14.12)RI Rii R11

Kirchhoff's system of equations cited here for coupled dipoles makes

it possible to establish the currents flowing in the loops and the total

radiation resistances if own and mutual radiation resistances are known.

_ I
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#V.15. The C.llculation 'or- Itadiation Resistance and Current Flowing

in a Multi-Element Array Consisting of Many Dipoles

The theory of the coupling of two dipoles discussed above can be applied

to the calculation of the radiation resistance of dipoles in a multi-

element system.

Let us suppose we have n dipoles. Let us designate the voltage and

currents at the current loops of the dipoles by U U, it2 .-. , U and 2I,1,

... , I n* Thie eo(utions iansocinLtng ct-rrentsa, volt iajp-, and resistances are

U2 = 1 2t -I- + 2Z2 -I/••.1 /A. +1Z

U,- iZ,", 4.IZ, + .Z .+ ".*

These equations enable us to establish the radiation resistance of

each of the dipoles in the system

1z it1 .

Z, = ,,"12 + Z22 +... + L4 Z,,,v152
It 4 (V.15.2)

................... .................. o,,, .o .oo ,. .................... . o.............................. ,•.,..

Z,, = U,,• •-- ~ + Z,+ + I Z..

By solving the system of equations at (V.15.1) with respect to currents

Ill 12, 13 ... , In, we can establish the current flowing in any of the

dipoles.

If the system consists of two groups of broadside dipoles with currents

of identical amplit -des the solution to the system of equations at (V.15.1)

can be mvch simplified. This requires the introduction of the equivalent

dipole concept, wherein this latter replaces a group of broadside dipoles.

This will be discussed in detail below during the analysis of the

type SG anteitna.

#V.16. Use of the Induced emf Method to Establish the Effect of the

Ground on the Radiation Resistance of a Single Balanced Dipole

#5 of this chapter reviewed the question of calculating the effect of

the ground on the directional properties of dipoles. This same effect mnst

k also be taken into consideration when calculating radiation resistance. The

ground is usually assumed to be an ideal conductor when this problem is

1. "The Engineering Calculation of the Impedance of Linear Conductors with
the Effect of the Real Ground Taken Into Consideration," by A. S. Knyazev,
which appeared in Radiotekhnika (Radio Engineering], No. 9, 1960, develops the
method of induced emfs for the case of the real ground.

t
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posed because it is a complex one. -When this is done the mirror image amethodI • is used, that is, the effect of the ground on radiation resistance is replaced

by the effect of the dipole's m'.eror image,4.

This hypothesis is entirely acceptable in the case of a horizontal

dipole suspended stifficiently high above ground (HI/N > 0.25), because the

ground actually exerts an effect similar to that exerted by the micror image.

This is so because the reflection factor for the mirror image of a hori-

zontal dipole is approximately equal to -1.

So far as the vertical dipole is concerned, this hypothesis will only

hold when artificial metallization is used instead of the ground (the dipole

is grounded).

Thus, the task of calculating the radiation resistance of a dipole

located close to the ground reduces to calculating the coupling of two

identical dipoles carrying currents identical as to magnitude and phase in

the case of the vertical dipole and identical as to magnitude, but opposite

in phase in the case of the horizontal dipole.

Using formula (V.13.5) and considering the foregoing relative to the

amplitude and phase of the current in the mirror image,

Z, = Z11-Z;, (V.16.1)

in the case of the horizontal dipole, and

Z, IZ Z;, (V.16.2)

in the case of the vertical dipole, where Z' is the mutual impedance

between the dipole and its mirror image.

Example. Find the total radiation resistance equatedito a current loop

for a horizontal half-wave dipole suspended at height H =

Solution. From the curves in figures V.3.la and V.12.3, we establish

Z = (73.1 * i42.5) ohms.

The distance between the dipole and its mirror image equals 2H = X/2.

'sing tAe curves in figures H.III.6 and H.I!I.14 in the Handbook

Section,

Z,= -13 - i30 = -(13 + i30) ohms,

=, -Z = (86.1 + i72.5) ohms.

#V.17. Use of the Induced emf Method to Establish the Effect of the
Ground on the Radiation Resistance of a Multi-Element Antenna

- If the antenna is a complex system consisting of a serics of dipoles,.

the effect of the ground on its radiation resistance can also be established

by computing the resistances induced by tie mirror images of the dipoles.

I
I
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¶i Total radiation resistance for each of the dipoles consists of own

resistance, the resistance induced by all the other dipoles, and the re-

sistance induced by all the mirror images.

To illustrate this, let us take Kirchhoff's equations applicable to

two horizontal, coupled, directly fed dipoles near the ground

u1  ' loop 1 (zn - z'h) ÷ lo (zl - z' .)
Su, = I° loop(Z•2 "11 zl + I loop 2 Z )12 .12

loop 2 22 22 loop 1 21 "21~)(.71

where

Z'1 is the mutual impedance between dipo'le 1 and its mirror image;
Z12 is the mutual impedance between dipole 2 and its mirror image;

Z12 is the mutual impedance between dipole 2 and the mirror image of

dipole 2;

ZI is the mutual impedance betwv.een dipole 2 and the mirror image of

21
dipole 1.

Let us designate

Iloop 'Iloop 1 =me

Expressing the impedance Z in t•'rms of the resistive and reactive com-

ponents, and taking it that Z Z and Z = Z' , we obtain
21 12 2 1 2

o = - RI 1 ) + m[(R 12 - RI 2 )cos * - (X1 2 " )sin

I +i~(X 1+ -X. 1 mX 1  -X)cos * +, (R1  Ri R)sin )I + (V.17.2)

* ~~Z U I 1( - ) +l1/o CR +R cs~ (X-X1)
2 =U2 Iloop 2 = [(' 2 2  R2 2 ) 12- '12)cos 12-12

sin 2 i + 12 Io -I s (R R' )sin

i(X222 2 - L /m 12 - 12 12 12 A

I (V.1-113)

Similarly, for the case of two horizontal dipoles, one of which is

parasitic, '

Z1, (Z, -ZD Z-(z " , - z ý ) .i- i x : , "( V .1 7 .4 )

M (RI, -R; 2 )2 + (x,,- X1)-
m=V (R, _.RQ+(X2+V X21 +X- , 4 +

C + ,,- are _,,-_'= _.rI (V.17.6)R.. ;2 R .. -'-

R*-1ll " R,- + !
Ii
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The signs for the mutual impedances between dipoles and mirror images

should be reversed in the case of the vertical dipoles in equations (V.17.1)

through (V.17.6).

#V.18. Calculation o£ Input Impedance in a System of Coupled Dipoles

Formula (V.10.2) can be used to approximate the input impedan-e of each

of the dipoles in a system. However, the fact that parameters W and 0 change

as a result of the cross-coupling should be taken into consideration.

Thus, we obtain the following formulas for computing the input impedance

of each of the dipoles in the system
sh2ý 1- - sin2a I iA-sin2a1

z. = J --1W 2 ' (V.18.1)

in Ch 2:I i-cos2al C ch 2) 1--cos2I

where

W and $ are the characteristic impedance and attenuation factor,
c c

wit), •he crosq- -. r;ing of the dipoles taken into con-

siderat ion,

The effect of cross-coupling on W and $ can s approximated by assuming

the induced resistive and reactive resistances are uniformly distributed

over the entire length. Given this assumption, we have for W and 0e
c

"e W, = j.IJlut= Wi 1+ ,-j,•;

' I - (V.18.3)S2,1

where

R is the resistive component of radiation resistance induced by all
ind

adjacent dipoles and all mirror images, including own mirror image;
X1 1nd is the induced reactive resistance per unit length.

Similar to formula (V.10.7) for computing the distributed reactive re-

sistance is
X,,,•= .. 2X;;•4

'V ) , .l.....
2-

where

X is the reactive component of the radiation resistance induced

by all adjacent dipoles and all mirror images, including own

mirror image;

R and X are computed through the formulas given in the preceding

If the length of the dipoles does not exceed 0.25 to 0.3 \, we call use

formula (V.10.9) to compute the input impedance, replacing R by Rr Rind.

anc W by W , respectively. I -ii - _ ___

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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*#V.19. Generalization of the Theory of Coupled Dipoles

The equations cited above for coupled dipoles were deiived as applicable -

to the voltaiges and currents at a current loop. This is the result of the

specifics of the manner in whichthe methedology for comp.-.ing the input im-

pedance and other electrical parameters of shortwave antennas is constructed.

"==In principle, the equations indicated retain their effect with respect to

any point on the dipole, and particularly to the point of feed. In the latter

"case the mutual impedance too must be equated to the point of feed for the

dipoles. Similar equations can also be obtained for conductors passing a

traveling wave.

#V.20. Application of the Theory of the Balanced Dipole to the Analysis
of a Vertical Unbalanced Dipole

Radio comrmunications is a field in which unbalanced dipoles, and par-

ticularly vertical unbalanced dipoles, are widely used. Figure V.20.1 is

a schematic of a vertical unbalanced dipole.

-- .I

k A

Figure V.20.1. Unbalanced vertical dipole with mirror image.

A - mirror image.

The field of the vertical dipole creates a system of currents in the

ground. If it is assumed that the ground has infinitely high conductivity,

similar to that indicated above, the currents flowing at its surface create

a secondary field which corresponds precisely to the field of the dipole's

mirror image. The mirror image is shown by the dotted line in Figure V.20.1.

The unbalanced dipole and its mirror image form a system completely

analogous to that of a balanced dipole in free space. Therefore, if ground

conductivity is ideal all the above data regarding directional properties,

radiation resistance, input impedance, etc., for the balanced dipole in free

"space can be applied in toto to the unbalanced dipole. We need only consider

the fact that the source o0" the emf applied Lo the balanced dipole carries

twice the load the source feeding the unbalanced dipole does. Therefore,

for the same design of leg, the input impedance, Zin the radiation resistance,

R•, and the characteristic impedance, Wi, of the unbalanced dipole are half

*- those of the balanced dipole. The values obtained for Zn, R , and. Wi, using

* the methods indicated, are very close to the actual values if a bonding

system (a qround system) has been developed under the dipole. Since ground IL

parameters approximate the parameters of an ideally conducting medium as

a S
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wavelength is lengthened, the accuracy of the results obtained by making a

similar anagysis of the unbalanced dipole will improve with increase in the j
wavelength.

We note that it is impossible to use the balanced dirole theory to

analyze the directional properties of a vertical unbalanced dipole above real

ground. The radiation pattern is usually charted with respect to a point of

observation at a very great distance from the dipole. The field at distant

points is not only established by the currents flowing in the ground in
direct proximity to the dipole, but also by the whole system of currents

flowing in the ground. Therefore, even if an extremely sophisticated ground

system is used the radiation pattern of the unbalanced dipole differs sub-

stantially from that of the unbalanced dipole over an ideally conducting

ground under actual conditions.

The degree to which the surface beam is attenuated can be used as the

criterion for establishing the distance at which the theory of the unbalanced

dipole over ideally conducting ground is no longer applicable. If the distance

from the dipole is so great that the surface beam is subst&atially attenuated

because of ground losses the directional properties of a real unbalanced di-

pole will differ a great de-l from those of an unbalanced dipole over

ideally conducting ground, even when a sophisticated ground system is in-

stalled.

The shortwave communications field mainly uses beams reflected from

the ionosphere because reception usually is so far away from the dipole

that the ground wave is almost completely attenuated. Hence, the theory of

the unbalanced dipole over ideally conducting ground cannot be used in the

shortwave field to analyze directional properties.

#V.21. The Reception Process

Let an antenna, a balanced dipole for example, be set up in the field

of a plane wave (fig. V.21.1). The electric field strength vector will form
angle e with the axis of the dipole. The component of the field strength

vector tangent to the conductor equals E cos 0. The tangent component of

the electric field strength vector excites currents in the conductor. These

currents cause energy scattering at the input to the receiver connected to

the dipole. Thus, the prucess of transferring energy from a propagated wave

"to a load (ti,e receiver) is accomplished. The currents flowing in the di-

t• . If(tuairr'e: os f a t,.'coikdni 'y f iv' id. The tl ijivii ti l co1•UI vilu t' tl of tihlt

secondary field E vector a.s such that boundary conditions are satisfied at

the surface of the conductor. If it is assumed that the conductor has ideal1 0 conductivity the resultant (primary and secondary) tangential component of

the electric field strength vector at the surface of the conductor should

equal zero. To be so the tangential component of the secondary field E vector

4 A
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should equal in magnitude to, but be oplpoite in phase to the tangential

component of the primary field E vector.

Maxwell's equations provide definitive association between the secondary

field and the current distribution through the dipole. The computation of

this association and the requirement with respect to the magnitude of the

t tangential component of the electric field strength vector stemming from the

need to satisfy the boundary coaditions, together with the requirements

"stemming from the law of continuity of current at the terminals of the load

resistor, is enough to establish current distribution in the conductor. In

particular, because these conditions must be satisfied, we can establish the

magnitude of the current at the input to the load. However, there are

mathematical difficulties involved in using this method of establishing the

currents flowing in the conductor an:d in the load, and as of this time this

problem has not yet beet. finally resolved.

A '7i0
1 &

Figure V.21.1. Description of the reception process.

A - incident wave; B - dipole.

The principle of reciprocity can be used to establish tvhe currents

flowing in the receiving antenna and in the load. This principle enables

us to find the currents flowing in the receiving antenna, based on known

data with respect to "ow current is distributed on an antenna such as this,

as well as on the field in the space around the antenna when it is used as a

radiator. However, the accuracy of the results obtained will be determined

by the accuracy of the formulas used to establish antenna data when the antenna

is radiating.

#V.22. Use of the Reciprocity Principle to Analyze Properties
• of Receiving Antennas

Let there be two antennas, type immaterial, separated by some distance

and oriented arbitrarily with respect to each other. We shall review two

cases.

First case. Antenna I is the transmitting antenna; antenna 2 is the

receiving antenna (fig. V.22.1). Let us copnect a generator with emf e1 to

antenna 1. The current flowing at the input to antenna 1 equals

" &•. ,(v.22. l) (9•

i
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"where
Z is the impedance connected to antenna 1;

n Z1in is the input impedance of ant enna 1.

2 2

Figure V.22.1. The derivation of formula (V.22.3).(

Cornected do antenna 2 is a receiver with impedance , Antenna 1
field will cause electric field E2 to act on antenna 2, and some current 12

will flow in load e2 s The strength of the field crsated by antenna 1
equals

r, ~(V.22.2)

where ptr

is the distance betfeen antennas;

I(,c) is an expression establishing the shape of antenna .radiation
pattern; .

type of antenna:.,.•

II is the .currenL flowing at the input terminals of the antenna. .

Substituting the expression for I from formula (V.22.1) in formula

(V.22.2), we find the relationship between th• emf acting across the trans-

mitting antenna and the field strength at the receiving antenna "-

Second case, Antenna 2 is the transmitting, antenna 1 the re:eiving

antenna (fig. V.22.2). Let us connect a generator with emf e, to antenna 2,

and a receiver with impedance Z to antenna 1. Field strength E1 caused by

antenna 2 field, will. act on antenna 1, and current I will flow in load Z

By analogy with the first case we obtain the relationship

2' G" k,F,(A.,¥) ' (v.22.4) : •,

e.
rA~k,* (A f
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Si i

* where

K , Z2 is the impedance connected to antenna 2;

Z2 in is the input impedance of antenna 2;

F 2(A'(p) is an expression establishing the shape of antenna '2

2 radiation pattern.

i I 2, Z'i

Figure V.22.2." The derivation of formula (V.22.4).

According to the reciprocity principle emf fed to antenna 1 is

related to current 12 flowing as a result of thin emf in the load on

antenna 2, as emf e 2 fed to antenna 2 is related to current I1 flowing as a

result of this antenna in the load on antenna 1,

e /I2 = e2 / 1 . (V.22.5)

Substituting the values for e and e 2 from formulas (V.22.3) and

(V.22.4) in formula (V.22.5), and grouping factors, we obtain

.A (Z! .4- Zl• = i,(4± Z__V+ .

EjkFj (A. 7) 2kFs (A. 7) (V.22.6)

All magnitudes in the left-hand side of (V.22.6) are related to one

antenna, and all those in the right-hand side are related to the other an-

tenna. Accordingly, I(Z+Z. )/EkF(A,q,) is a constant, not dependent on typein

of antenna. We thus obtain the following equality

I (Z.+ V) C (v.22.7)

from whence

I Ekc/Zld+zin F(A,c) (V.22.8)

where

Zload is *he impedance of the load connected to the receiving antPnna.

The constant c can be established by comparing formula (V.22.8) with

the expression for I oltained by direct analysis of the antenna as a receiving

system. It can be proven that c =
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t- ~Thus '
IT= kEX/,7(Zload+Zin) F(in ,) (V.22.9)

Formvula (V.22.9) establishes an extremely important dependenct. between

the current in the receiving antenna and the electric field strength of the

incoming wave. What follows directly from this formula is that ,ho re.ceiving

pattern of any receiving antenna coincides with the radiation pattee'i, ob-

tained when the same antenna is used as a transmitting antenna if the receiver

is connected at the same point as was the transmitter.

Formula (V.22.9), i•. the more general form, is

I = kEN cos x/n(Zl+ad+Zin) F(AW)e (V.22.9a)

where

x is the angle between the plane of polarization of waves incoming to

the antenna and the plane of polarization of waves leaving the antenna

in the same direction as when the antenna was used for transmitting;

is the antenna's directional phase diagram.l

#V.23. Receiving Antenna Equivalent Circuit. Conditions for Maximum 'Power Output. "

Formula (V.22.9) demonstrates that every receiving antenna has an equi-

valent circuit, shown in Figure V.23.1. As will be seen, the equivalent

circuit consists of an emf sjurce, erec' load impedance, Zload, and internal

impedance Zin. The internal impedance in the equivalent circuit equals

the input impedance of the same antenna when it is used for transmitting.

The equivalent emf equals

"erec kE/n F(A,p). (V.23•.1)

Power supplied by the antenna to the load equals

2 2
P =e /21Z. Z R (V23.2)rec rec I in loado load'

where

R is the resistive component of load impedance.
load

The conditions for maximum output of power to the load -oected to the

antenna will obviously be those f6r any generator; that is, m imum output
will be obtained when R.n Rload n -Xload Thus, max- tum power

supplied by the antenna to the load equals

Pre a = e-ec/8Rn. (V-223.3) -

1. A. R. Vol'pert. "Phase Relationships in Receiving Antenna Theory and
Some Applications of the Principle of Reciprocity." Radiotekhnika (Radio
Engineering], No. 11, 1955.
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-7 ini Zload

rec

Figure V.23.1. Receiving antenna equivalent circuit.

#V.24. Use of the Principle of Reciprocity for Analyzing a Balanced
Receiving Dipole

We shall limit ourselves to the case of a balanced dipole in free space.

ror this dipole, fro, a comparison of formnulas (V.4.3) and (V.22.2),

= F(9) = E COS6(ocose)-cosat

loop sn

k =I /I1 = 1/sh yl.

loop 1

Substituting in (V.22.9),

EX c (cos)-cos_ C.(.2.2

lar d n shyt sin (V.24.1)

where
Z. in s the input impedance of the balanced dipole.

The e rf fed to the balanced dipole and reduced to the site where the

"load is connected equals

e MnE A I cos(acrcosn)-cosoh.. (V.24.2)rec Tr shyl 'sin e

For a half-wave dipole (2: = )L/2) during reception of bea~as propagated

in its equatorial plane (08 o)

e •• ) 'cTE (V.24.3)

The power supplied by the half-wave dipole to the load when match

is optimum and when waves incoming have been propagated in the equatorial

plane, in accordance with (V.23-3) and (V.24.3), equals

, x731 M(V.24.4)

E sunderstood to be teapiu of the fi;-ld strength.
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Currents flowing in the receiving dipole create a secondary field which
can be superimposed on the primary field of the excitation wave. The resul:
is the creation of standing waves around the dipole which are particularly
clearly defined in the direction from the receiving dipole to the source of

the incoming wave.

--I

ti1

iI

A,°



Chaptor VI

ELECTRICA', PAILAMETER3S CHIARACTERIZING TRANSMITI'ING AND

RECEIVING ANTENNAS

*• #VI.l. Transmitting Antenna Directive Gain

The basic requirement imposed on a transmitting antenna is that the

strongest possible field be produced in the specified direction, and here

two factors are invo. the directional characteristics of the antenna,

and the absolute magnitude of the radiated power. The first is characterized

by the directive gain, D, the second by the efficiency 1.

Directive gain in a particular direction is the ratio of the square of

tne field strength created by the autenna in that direction (E ) to the average
2 0

value of the square of the field strength (E av) in all directions

D = /Ir2  (Ill
0 av

Sin'.e radiated power and the square of field strength are directly pro-

portional, the directive gain can also be defined as a number indicating how

many times the radiated power must be reducea if an absolutely non-directional

antenna is replaced by the antenna specified, on the condition that the same

field strength be retained. Obviously, both definitions are the same.

Let us find the general expression for directive gain.

The field strength produced by the antenna can be expressed in general

form by the formula

F (,%, (vI.1.2)

where

I is the -urrent flowing at no matter which point on the antenna;

F(Ap) is a function expressing the dependence of field strength on angle

of tilt 6, and azimuth angle p.

Let us designate the angle of tilt and theaimuth angle for the direction

in which the directive gain is to be established by A and pO" Now the field

strength in this direction equals

E.--.1:(A, To). (V1L1.3)

' For- purposes of establishing the average value of the square of the

field strength let us imagine a sphere with its center at the point where the

antenna is located and radius r.

TThe average on the surface of the sphere equals

- -= 
-7 -,d F (VV.l.4)
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where

F is the field strength at the infiaitesimal area dF on the surface of

"the sphere,

dF =rcosAdAd?,

2
F is the total surface of the sphere, F = 4Tr2

Substituting values for E, F, and dF in formula (VI.I.4), and replacing

integration with respect to the surface by integration with respect to angles

Sand op,

2% 2

E .2 d, F'(A, r)cosAdA. (vI.1.5)
0 0

The integration with respect to L is done from 0 to n/.2 only, since

it is assumed that radiated energy resulting fro.m ideal conductivity of the

ground applies only to the upper hemisphere. If a hypothetical antenna in

free space is undcý discussion, or if the fact that grotind conductivity is not

ideal is taken into consideration, integration with respect to A% must be

4111t h oIII i /

Substituting the values for E0 and E from formulas (VI.1.3) and (VI.l.5)

in formula (VI.l.l), D • 4z F1 (.So. VO)

7- fjF(1~cs1 (VI.l.6)
u 0

If F(6) is normalizea to F(AO,O), formula (VI.1.6) becomes

D .-- ,(VI-1oT)
2' 2

00 0 cosadA

where

F.(A,cD) is a function of F(L,c), normalized to F(6oro).

& If it is customary to have the pattern symmetrical with respect to some

azimuth, and if the reading is taken relative to this azimuth,

(v.i.8)

0 0

If the radiation pattern has axial symmetry with respect to the vertical

axis, 6 = 90', the integration with respect to cp will yield the factor TT in

the denominator. Recognizing this, and int. lucing the angle 0 900 A,

D Lt- .2
2

0
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Difficulties resulting from the complexity involved in computing the -

integrals are often encountered when values for D are established through

formulas (VI.I.6) through (VI.I.9). If the antennals radiation resistance

is known, we can do away with the need to compute the integrals. Let us

make use of formula (V.7.6). Substituting the expression for the double

integral established through formula (V-7.6) in formula (VI.I,6),

Here It, is the radiation resistance equated to current I.

Let us establish the value of D for a half-wave dipole in free space.

The radiation resistance of the half-wave dipole in free space, equated to

the current flowing in'a loop, equals

RE= 73.1 ohms.

!4

The field strength pcoduced by the half-wave dipole, expressed in terms

of the loop current (Io), equals
loop

E 6O1 loop cos(rT/2 cos o)E = (VI.l.n1)
r sine

The function F(A,q)) can be established as a parti.cular solution by %•

dividing the expression for the field strength by 601 /r

loop

F(•,cp) = E =co.s(r/2 cos e) (VI~l.l2.),

T 60 10 3 sin 0

In the case specified the function expressing the dependence of E on the

angle of tilt and on the azimuth angle can be replaced by a function which

expresses the dependence on angle 0; that is, on the angle formed by the direction

of the beam and the axis of the dipole.

Substituting the values for R. and F(A,q) in formula (VI.I.lO),

D 6'MI (. 2-.

sin' a (VI.l.13)

In the equatorial plane (0 = 900), sin 0 = 1, cos 0 = 0 and D 1.64.

The elementary dipole has a directive gain of 1.5.

#VI.2. Transmitting Antenna Efficiency

Efficiency is found through the formula t j

pE/pot (VI...1)
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S) where
r PO is the power applied to the antenna;

P is the power radiated by the antenna.
i£

0VI.3. Transmitting Antenna Gain Factor

Just how good an antenna is can be characterized by yet another parameter

in addition to directive gain and eZficiency, and that is the antenna gain

factor, which depends on directional properties, as well as on antenna

efficiency.

The antenna gain factor in a specified direction is the ratio of the

square of field strength produced by the antenna in this direction to the

square of the field strength produced by a standard antenna.

The non-directional (isotropic) antenna is used as the standard antenna in

the field of meter and shcrter waves. A half-wave dipole in free space is

usually used as the standard antenna in the short-wave antenna field. According-

ly, the gain factor equals

(vI.3.1)

The following assumptions are made when establishing the gain factor:

(1) the power applied to the antenna and to the half-wave dipole is the

same in magnitude;

(2) the half-wave dipole is in free epace;

(3) the efficiency of the half-wave dipole equals 1.

The gain factor can also be defined as a number indicating how many times

the input must be reduced if the half-wave dipole is replaced by the antenna

specified, the while retaining field strength unchanged. The second definition

assumes that the second and third conditions for the first definition are ob-

served.

Both gain factor definitions are unique.

Let us express the gain factor in terms of D and '. From formula (VI.lol)

it follows that the square o0r the field strength of any antenna can be ex-

pressed by the formula

2 2
SE ~DEav

Substituting (Vi.3.2) in (VI.3.l),

O• •(wI.3.3)
2 2:

D is the directive gain for the anteama specified in the direction in

which the gain factor is tu be established.

I -
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1) i.i -,he directive gain in the equatorial plane of the half-wave dipole (X/2 2
in free space. It is self-evident that r does not depend on the antenna's9

2 aav
directional properties. E is proportional to antenna efficiency for a given

power. Taking the equatoriay of the half-wave dipole equal to 1, we obtain

2

Substituting this expression in formula (VI.M.3), and considering that

= DTV1.64. (VI.3.4)

The relationship at (VI.3.4) is true for any antenna, and can be used to

find one of the three antenna parameters if the other two are known. If the

expression for D from formula (VI.l.lO) is substituted into (VI.3.4), then

£ _ CA,. VO);,73.i• __. •R (vI .3 .5)

We note that when an isotropic antenna with an efficiency of 1 is used

as the standard antenna the relationship at (eO.3.M) becomes

S(VI.3.6)

#VI.4. Receiving Antenna Directive Gain

The quality of receiving antennas too can be characterized by the directive

gain, the efficiency, and the gain factor.

The receiving antenna's directive gain in a specified direction is the

"ratio of the power, Prec' applied to the receiver input when reception is from?:Ic
that direction to the average (in all directions) value of reception power,

av
Thus

D = P /Pa. (VI.4.1)
rec av

Since the power at the receiver input is proportional to the square of

the voltage across the input, the directive gain can also be defined as the

ratio

D = 2U2 (VI.4.2)
av

where

U is the voltage across the receiver input upon reception from the

direction specified;
U is the average vaLue of the square of the voltage across the

avreceiver input.
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#;I.5o Receiving Antenna Gain Factor. The Expression for the Power

Applied to the Receiver Input in Terms of the Gain Factor.

The receiving antenna gain factor in a specified direction is the rat,'o

of the power applied to the receiver input during reception from that direction

to the power supplied to the receiver input during reception with a standard

antenna. A non-directional antenna is used as the standard antenna in the meter

and shorter wave bands. The half-wave dipole in free space is usually used

as the standard antenna in the bhortwave band.

Accordingly,

CPrc/Pk/2 (vI.5.1)

where

p P is the power supplied to the receiver input during reception byrec
the antenna specified;

P X/2 is the power supplied to the receiver input during reception by

a half-wave dipole.

The following assumptions are made in defining the gain factor:
(1) the field strength is the same when reception is by the antenna

specified and when by the half-wave dipole;

(2) the half-wave dipole is in free space;

(3) antenna and dipole have an optimum match with the receiver;

(4) the half-wave dipole is receiving from the direction of maximum

reception; that is, from the direction passing through the equatorial plane.

The gain factor can be defined, as the ratio

where
U is the voltage across the receiver input when reception is by the

antenna specified;

U is the voltage across the receiver input when reception is by a
half-wave dipole.

The relationship at (VI.5.2) assumes the input impedance of the receiver

during reception to be the same for both antennas, and that conditions I through

4 above are satisfied.

Knowing the gain factor f~r the receiving antenna, we can establish the

power applied to the receiver input for optimum match,

Prec = CP )2'

Substituting the value for P•{2 from formula (V.24.4),

L22
p = E 2A 2/5 8 00 (VI.5.3)

rec

..
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'f the efficiency of the transmission line, 'F' connecting antenna and

rce(._ver is taken into consideration,

P = E2)X2 eV5800 (VI.5.4)
rec

#%V1.6. Receiving Antenna Efficiency

Receiving antenna efficiency is the efficiency of this same antenna wher

it is used for transmitting.

#.11.7. Equality of the Numerical Values of e and D when Transmitting
and Receiving

What has been proven above is that the patterns are the same when trans-

mitting or receiving, regardless of the antenna used. Comparing the defini-

tions for antenna directive gain when transmitting and receiving, it is not

difficult to conclude that sameness of the patterns predetermines the sameness

of the numerical values of the directive gains when transmitting and receiving.

The reciprocity principle is the basis for proving the sameness of the

numerical values of the gain factor for any antenna when transmitting and when

receiving.

It follows, therefore, that (VI.3.4) and (VI.3.6) will remain valid when

equated to any receiving antenna.

01V.8. Effective Length of a Receiving Antenna

The concept of effective length can also be used to evaluate how well a

receiving antenna will function.

The effective length of a receiving antenna is the ratio of the emf across

the receiver input to the electric field strength. Let us find the effective

length of a half-wave dipole in free space.

According to (V.24.)), the effective length of a half-wave dipole equals
.1t

2

This expression for effective length assumes that the receiver is con-

nected directly to the center of the dipole.

Let us now suppose that the half-wave dipole is connected to the receiver

by a transmission line with characteristic impedance WF . Let a transforming

device, Tr, which matches the characteristic impedance of the transmission line

to the dipole's input impedance, the resistive component of which equals

73.1 ohms (fig. VI.7.1), be inserted between the transmission line and the I -

dipole. The input impedance of the transmission line will equal WF where it

is connected to the receiver. The relationship between the emf, erec, supplied

_Iin
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to the receiver by the transmission line aad the emf, eX/2' acting in the

middle of the dipole can be established froa the equality

= ex 2 YwF1V/7).1 (vl.8.2)erec 'X/,Y7

where &

11F is the transmission line efficiency; losses in the transforming device

are taken into consideration.

A 

-

B 00

Figure VI.7.1. Block schematic of a receiving antenna with a
transformer for matching the antenna input
impedance to the transmission line characteristic
impedance.

A - transformer; B - receiver.

The effective length of the half-wave dipole connected to a receiver

through a transmission line with characteristic impedance WF equals

e / Or 'ýA /'731 (vi.8.3)i A• •X/•- erec/E y F' '7

According to the definition of gain factor, the effective length of

any antenna can be expressed in terms of the effective length of a half-wave

dipole through the formula

Seff .8.4)

Substituting the value for I/ in (Vi.8.4),

teVWf7 .1 (Vl.8.5)

0 K

I' ______________________I, _______________
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-iV.( Independence of Receptivity of External Non-Directional Noise (
from Antenna Directional Properies, Influence of Parameters e,

D, and 7 of a Receiving Antenna on the Ratio of Useful Signal
Power to Noise Power.

A distinction should be made between directional and non-directional noise.

RIccptivity of directional noise depends on the shape of the receiving antenna's

receiving pattern and on the direction from which the noise is arriving. When

circumstances are right, the divection from which the noiso is arriving can

coincide with the direction of i•i,,ium anteiina rvception. The directional

antenna can, in this coje, greatly reduce the absolute value of the noise emf.

Conversely, the directional antenna will provide no increase in noise resistance

when noise airection and maximum antenna reception direction coincide.

0 definite interest is investigation of the receiving antenna when noise

arrives simultaneously from all directions, since the likelihood that the

relationship between the amplitudes and phases of the noise fields incoming

from different directions will be arbitrary is quite probable. This never

happens in actual practice, but there are individual cases of noise coming in

from many directions at once, and it is this which creates conditions approxi-

mating those when noise arrives from all directions at once.

Let us find a general expression for emf and power across the receiver

input produced by the noise acting in the manner described. Let us imagine

that there is a sphere, its center coinciding with the antenna's phase center,

around the receiving antenna, and let the noise sources be located outside

this sphere. Let us designate the square of the field strength created at

the antenna by the noise passing through unit solid angle, by E 2. Then
n

the square of the field created by the roise and passing through the elementary

solid angle dw equals

E 2d%.*

The square of the eif across the receiver input, produced by this noise

field equals

Md(e) = E dw , (VI.9.1)
n n eff S

teff is the effective length of the antenna in the case of reception

from a direction passing through the elementary angle dw

Substituting the value for I from formula (VI.8.5) in formula (VI.9.1)
eff

and expressing e in terms of D [using formula (VI.3.4)J, we obtain

d(e) = E2n X2 , 2 WFF120 Dd% . (VI.9.2)

Based on data from the theory of probability, the average resultant vector

A over a long interval of time, obtained from the sum of the vectors AV, A,,aV
A3 ... , which have a disordered phase relationship, can be defined from

3I
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2 2
- A +§ A; +.av 1 A÷"2 A °

According to this then, the average value of the square of the emf

produced by the noise,en av' passing through unit solid angle, and with ex-
pression (VI.l.6) taken into consideration, equals

Wi U FS(ti..yda
2 E2 (X)2 F7F1 (vI.A,5den av n rr o • •,

Substituting in (VI.9.3)

d ,s,= cos AO o d %do; f(°?)dw'

2c Y 2X 2

we obtain

.2 2 -- 2.WO.
nay n Y 1=o0 MO

from whence

env F (VI.9.5)
, "nav n T"Y =

What follows from formula (VI.9.5) is that the effective length of any

antenna receiving non-directional noise equals

W
eff n Tr 1 (VI.9.6)

*1 The noise intensity at the receiver input when match is optimum, that is,

when input impedance of the receiver cquals WF, can be expressed by the for-

mula

U = en a /2= EPOO .(VI.9.7)
n in av_2 n V 20

The power developed by the noise across -.he receiver input when match

is optimum and when 1,F 1, equals

in in X)2 21 •F•
I ! n 2WF =• n I (VI.9.8)

Then, from formula (VI.9.8), the average power produced across the receiver

input by non-directional noise over a long time interval does not depend on
the antenna directive gain, but only on its efficiency.

Thus, the use of directional receiving antennas will not result in a

weakening of the verage noise power across the receiver input when conditions

-.
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- ;that noise is arriving from all directions. The effect derived from

4,s of a directional receiving antenna, as compared with that obtained

fro.. the use of a non-directional antenna under these conditions simply re-

ijces to an increase in the ratio of the power produced across the receiver

1,1njt by the incoming signal, P, to the power produced by the noise P.

This is obvious when the ratio P /P for an arbitrary antenna and a half-
a n

wave dipole are compared.

According to the definition of gain factor,

P= sP (VI.9.9)a X /2'

where

P is the power supplied across the receiver input when reception
P X/2

is by a half-wave dipole in free space.

The non-directional noise power, with reception by any antenna, equals

P = "P (VI.9.10)

n n X/2'(vqlo

-' where

P is the noise power supplied across the receiver input when
n x/2

reception is by a half-wave dipole.

"* .Comparing formulas (VI.9.9) and (V.9.10),

P5~

from whence 2

P

LkA . 2 i 0 (VI.9.11)
P. P TI .64.

.4 2
Thus, if the noise arrives from all directions at once the gain in the

magnitude of the ratio of useful signal power to noise power provided by any

,*i antenna, as compared with the half-wave dipole, equals D/1.64.

I. iWhen compared with a completely non-directional (isotropic) antenna, the

gain equals D.

J When compared with an isotropic antenna, the gain in the ratio of the use-

ful signal emf to the noise emf equalsTD.

#VI.10. Emf Directive Gain

The ratio

x = e /en

is the characteristic ratio for reception quality, where

e is the emf across tae receiver input produced by the useful signal; (
en is the ermf across the receiver input produced by unwanted signals.

_ __ _
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The magnitude x can be called the coefficient of excess.

Let us introduce the concept of relative noise stability for antennas,
understanding this to be the ratio

e /
6= s/n x L.

s non n non non

where

x is the ratio e /en when reception is by a specified antenna;

x is the ratio e /e when reception is by a non-directionalnon s non n non
(isotropic) antenna.

It is assumed that the ratio between the useful signal and unwanted signals

is the same when reception is by a given antenna and by ar, isotropic antenna.

Under real conditions the magnitude of 6 changes constantly, the result

of constant change in useful and unwanted signal field strengths and the

directions from which these signals arrive. The concept of an average opera-

tional value of 6 can be introduced in order to evaluate the operational

properties of receiving antennas. We can call this magnitude 6a * It is

sometimes taken that

6 =•Yi. (Vl.lO.1)
av

Formula (VI.1O.1) is valid if noises incomiro from all directions are

applied to the receiver input simultaneously, and this follows from the data

in #V.9. Practically speaking, the evaluation of the operational noise

stability based on formula (VI.lO.1) is satisfactory when the noise is from

individual discrete directions, provided that several emfs produced by the

individual noises coming from differen.t directions are applied across the
receiver input.

In the latter case, in view of the arbitrariness f the phases of the emfs

of the individual noises, the resultant emf equals

=i 2 2 2
e n =res e n+e n2+ +. e nn VI.10.2)enres enl + n2÷ '÷en

where

en, e 2 , ... , e are the emfs developed across the receiver inputn1 nn
by the noises coming from different directions,

Since noise powers across the receiver input are proportional t- the

square of the emfs of the noises, in this case D, arrived at through i. sula
(VI.4.l), establishes 6 as quite well if its connection with the magnitude of

D is arrived at through formula (VI.lO.1). Practically speaking, the external

noise is, for the most part, produced by radio stations operating on frequen-

cies within the receiver's passband, and, as a rule, the interfer at any

given tine can be established by the emf developed across the receiver input

by the operation of any one of the interfering stations. Given conditions
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such as these, Ehe 1..q4:iTudV of-1j-does not adequately describe the relative

noise stabiliiv. It is more correct to evaluate the magnitude of 6 av through 4
the formula

6  
= (VI.1O.3) 1• •av Demf

where

De is the emf directive gain, established through
emf

Dem- = -F . (VI.lO.')
S2,

Jd 3 If(-, y)!cos,¶ d,
o0

NonnadiLinq to JF(A and recqgnizinp that ordinarily the

function F(A,y) is symmetrical with respect to some azimuth, reading from
that azimuth, we obtain

(VI.1o.5)

-d? SlF, (A. V)icos adA

S 0•A o)I IF(I. ?)I
= ' I.F (A-,o)l"

The relative noise stability o.' two .rbitrary receiving antennas, I and 2,
can be defined by the expression

av = X1/X2 = Demf I /Demf 2 (vI.lo.6)

where

- and x are the average operational values for the x factors fo,'

antenna% 1 and 2;

Demf 1 and Demf 2 are the omf directive gains for antennas 1 and 2.
Two antenna--, with identical values for the directive gain, D, can have

different values for P emf Let us, for example, take antennas I and 2, the
first of whici, i,,s a narrower major lobe than the second. Let the side lobes

of antenna 1 be so mucl, iarqer than those of antenna 2 that their D factors

,re identical. Then, as follows from simple calculations, D) for a, Urna__.• :emf

2 is larger than Demf for anenna 1.

But the conclusion that L' does not generally characterizc the noise :t.- I
bility of receiving antennas does not follow from the foregoing. However.

a. G. Z. Ayzenbero. "The Trave.-ng Wave Antenna With Resistive Coupling." .
Radiotekhnika, No. 6. 1959.
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proper use of this factor can, to some degree, enable us to orient ouzselves

when we are evaluating the qualities of receiving antennas. With this in

mind, as well as because an accurate computation of De involves even greater
emf

I computational difficulties, we will henceforth cite the data which characterize

the value of D for these antennas when we describe the properties of individual

types of receiving antennas.

I I
iil
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Chapter Vl i

PRINCIPLES AND METIIODS USED TO DESIGN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS

#VII.1. Required Wave Band i
The wave band required for day -long and year-round communications is ex-

tremely inportant in designing antennas for radio communications, and must be

known.

tot

710

. /52

30 A
210 U0H0,;

12M .V CX 1M 2CO 2(0S6C 4CCX 44tV 48M d,trMo
B

Figure VII.l.l Required wave bands: 1 - shortest waves, used during
the summer, in the daytime, during the period of
maximum solar activity; 2 - longest waves, used during
the winter, at night, during the period of minimum
solar activity; 3 - longest waves, used during the
winter, at night, during the period of minimum solar
activity during ionospheric perturbations.

A - wave bands for normal ionosphere; B - d, kilometer e;
C - X, meters.

I Figure VII.l.l shows the curves which establish the operating wave bands

required for day-long and year-round communications during years of minimum

and maximum solar activity. The shortest waves are required in the daytime

during years of maximum oiolar activity. Curve 1 shows the shortest waves re-

quired during a period of maximum solar activity in the summer in daytime.

:1Even shorter waves (5 to 6 meters) can be used in the winter on long main lines
during periods of .naximum solar activity during the short periods of daylight.

The longest waves are required at night in the winter during years of minimum

solar activity (curve 2).

Even longer waves can be used during the winter, at night, during periods

of minimum solar 4'ctivity aduring ionospheric pertu-bati, (curve )

~f
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f)The curves in Figure VII.l.I were graphed for a northern geographic latitude

S= 56°. The value of the wavelengths obtained from the curves in Figure VII.I.1

must be multiplied by the correction factor kI in order to determine the re-

quired wavelengths in other latitudes. Figure VII.l.2 shows the dependence of

this factor on the geographic latitude.

The data cited were taken from materials provided by the Scientific

Research Institute of -the Ministry of Communications of the USSR and show that

an extremely broad band is needed to service shortwave main lines.

t3

45C
Figure VII.1.2. Correction factors for determining wave bands required

in latitudes other than 560.

A - summer (day); B - winter (night); C - north
latitude.

#VII.2. Tilt Angles and Beam Deflection at the Reception Site

(a) Tilt angles

Knowledge of the tilt angles of the beans reaching the reception
site is of great significance in designing shortwave antennas. Transmitting

antennas must be designed so their radiation patterns provide maximum team
intensity upon reaching the reception site, that is, that attenuation be a

minimum, while the directional diagram for receiving antennas should, in so
far as possible, provide for maximum intensity in the reception of these
beams. Beams are propagated from transmission point to reception point in

various ways. For example, in communicating over a distance of 5,000 km,

when the height of the reflecting layer is 300 km, the beam can be reflected
two, three, or even more times between the transmission point and the reception

point. The tilt angle is 70 for two reflections, and 100 for three. This

example shows that beams with different tilt angles ca&i reach the reception

site.

Beam tilt angles at the reception site change with time because of daily,
seasonal, and annual changes in the height of the reflecting layer. Tilt

angles can also change because of the appearance of unevenness in the reflecting
surface, as well as because of the beam diffusion (scattering) phenomenon.
Diffusion is a phenomenon which usually occurs at night, particularly in years

of reduced solar activity.
(j) Generalization of the results of measurements made of beam tilt angles

at the reception sites by various countries for lines of various lengths leads

to the following conclusions.

-_"_ _-_"A'
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Figure VII.2.1. Dependence of beam tilt angle on length of main
line.

The highest degree of probability of carrying on communications on lines

ranging in length from 200 to 1500 to 2000 km is with beams with one reflection

off the F 2 layer. Figure VII.2.1 shows the curves for the dependence of the

beam tilt angle A on the length of the main line, d, for one reflection. The

curves were constructed for heigh~ts of the reflecting layer, H, equal to •• I

2-50, 300, and 350 km*.

Antenna design for main lines 200 to 1500 km long should take the range

of angles bounded by the curves constructed for heights of 250 and 350 kmn,

since maximum radiation will be obtained in this way.

When main lines are longer, the most probable values for the tilt angles

will change within limits
from 2 to 3o to 20* for a main line 2000 to 3000 1cm long;

from 2 to 30° to 181 for a main line 3000 to 5000 km long;
from 2 to 3. to 12- for a m.in line 5000 to 10000 km long.

It should be borne in mind that the range of beam tilt angles at the

reception site can spread wider thah the limits indicated. For example, maximum
Ftilt angles on long main lines can be 20 to a o5. o g f

T (b) Beam deflection

Radio waves are normally propagated from the point of transmission

tof the Fi lay er iu ar ow t cres forcte dthe earth d enhe

the condition of the ionosphere changes in certain ways there is a deflection

(deviation) in the direction in which the radio waves are propagated away from
this arc. Unevenness, or slopes, on the reflecting surface of the ionosphere

can cause beam deflection. (-
When deflection occurs the beams 0 rriving1 at the reception site appea

to have been radiated on an azimuth which fails to coincide with the direction
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of the arc of the great circle. Also possible is the simultaneous arrival of

beams propagated along the arc of a great circle and of beams which have some

deflecLAon. And those which have been deflected can be more intense than those

propagated along the arc.

Currently available are experimental data demonstrating that there is

practi'-ally no deflection when waves are propagated over the illuminated track,

but that deflection is observed for the most part at times of partial track

il1lumina•tion.

Deflection is slight in the overwhelming majority of cases, no more than

a few degrees, but there are times, particularly during magnetic storms, when

it can be tens of degrees.

The possibility of beam deflection must be taken into consideration when

designing antennas. The directional patterns of antennas designed for operation

under conditions of partial track illumination should be wide enough to make

communications possible when operation is with beams which have some deflection.

The question of the limits into which the directional pattern in the horizontal

plane can be constructed when operation is over a partially, or wholly un-

illuminated track, while not causing any considerable increase in the number of

hours of non-communications attributable to deflection, cannot now be con-

' )sidered as having been finally resolved. It can be assumed that an adequate

width for a half-.ower pattern is 4 to 60.

#VII.3. Echo and Fading. Selective Fading

(a) Echo

Beams with different propagation paths do not arrive at the reception

site at the same time. The greater the number of reflections, the later the

beam will arrive at the reception site. This failure to arrive simultaneously

is called echoing, and manifests itself in signal repetitior during reception.

Experimental data demonstrate that the difference in the times of arrivals

of beams can be as much as 2 to 3 microseconds. The time difference in the

travel of adjacent beams will be greater the greater the number ox times they

are reflected. For example, this difference on the main line between Moscow

and New York is about 0.8 microsecond for the first and second beams, and about

1.2 microseconds between the third and fourth beams. This travel time difference

can be increased by shoitening the main line when the beams have the same

number of reflections.

Echbing causes distortion in telephone and telegraph operations alike.

In telegraph operations echoing causes plus bias, that is, an increase in the

durttion of transmitted pulses, and a corresponding decrease in the duration

of the spacing, in turn leading to a requirement that keying speed be limited.
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Example. Let the travel difference for the beams equal Tdff .5

microseconds. Operation is by Morse code using Creed equipment with a

speed of N = 300 international words per minute. It is known that the
.1number of bad'I per second when using Morse code is an average O.8N. In

this case tbx b'ber of bauds per second equals Nb 0.8 * 300 = 240.

Duration of onc baud equals

1/240 = 0.00415 sec = 4.15 microseconds.

The Enor,,est s-,4ces have a one-baud duration.

The percentage of p~un bias equals

1-5/4.15 100% =36%.

There are various ways to cope with echoing. One effective method is

to reduce the number of beams accepted by the antenna, and this is done

by appropriate selection of the shape of the directional patterns for trans-

mitting and receiving antennas. Beams following different paths as a rule

have dissimilar tilt angles and deflections, so when the directional pattern

is constricted and oriented accordingly the desired beams, or groups of beams,

can be separated. Chapter XVII will describe one version of an antenna

which makes it possible to separate desirable beams.

We note that in addition to the above-described echoing, which occurs

as a consequence of receiving beams which differed in the number of re-

flection enroute from the radiation site to the reception site, there is

also a so-called round-the-world echo, which occurs as a result of the re-

ception of beams traveling the same arc of a great circle as the main sig-

nal, but in the opposite direction. Now the difference in beam travel can

be in the tens of milliseconds. A high-degree of unidirectionality should

be the goal for both transmitting and receiving antennae in order to cope

with this type of echo.

(b) Fading. Selective fading.

The presence of beams which have covered different paths at the reception ¶
site causes a continuous fluctuation in the magnitude of the field strength.

This is the phenomenon known as fading. Fading occurs as a result of constant

1. A baud is a conventional equivalent, the duration of which equals the
duration of one dot in the Morse code. The number of bauds per word
equals

word time'

where

ord is the average incoming time for one word;
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change in the phase relationships of the field strengths of zze individual

beams. In addition, the beam itself is usually heterogenous. Each beam,

in turn, consists of a bundle of homogenous beams, betwetn which there are

extremely small differences in travel, yet these are sufficient to cause

fading. This reduces to the fact that the individual beas too are subject

to fading.

Variations in the field strengths of the individual beams also occur

as a result of rotation of the plane of polarization. This is why fading

also occurs when a single homogenous beam is present at the reception site.

From what has been said, then, we can see that the picture of the varia-

tion in field strength is extremely complicated.

When radiotelephone, or radiotelegraph station. propagate a frequency

spectrum there is either simultaneous fading over the entire spectrum, or

fading of individual frequencies within the spectrum. The latter is known

as selective fading. Selective fading wiill be found when beams, or bundles

of beams, traveling greatly different pa-hs, are present at the reception

site.

Selective fading can be explained in this way. Let there be two beams

with difference in time of arrival equal to T at the reception sitei Then

the difference in the phases of the field strengths of these beams, established

by the path difference, equals

=diff = uy 2rrfT , (VII.3.1)

where

f is the frequency in hertz.

Let us designate the carrier frequency for the radiated spectrum by

fo, and the modulating frequency by F1 , F2 , ... , F. The side frequencies
equal 1 / ± fx,

I, =l.± -F 2 ,

The phase shifts between the beam field strength vectors at different

frequencies equal

2;:, A 2: - 2x -

ills 2-x/#• + 2= ,

= -I

'I, . = 2= I-•T =r

I * .1

7.,
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where

I is the phase shift in the carrier frequency;
0

n €2 " are the phase shifts in the side frequencies;

TV T2 Tn are the oscillation periods for the modulating frequencies.

As we see from formula (VII.3.2), the phase shift consists of two

components in the general case. The first of these is the same for all

"frequencies in the spectrum, but the second depends on the modulating fre-

* • . quency, and establishes the possibility of selective fading. If T is so

"small that the angle 2- T/T is extremely small, equal to a few degrees for

A example, for all values of F diff(diff = 1, 2, 3 ... ), then the phase shift

"between tha field strength vectors for both beams is approximately the

same fror all frequencies in the spectrum and fading will occur on all fre-
quen,.ies in the spectrum simultaneously. But if T is commensurate with

T, fading will be selective, that is, will not occur simultaneously on all

frequencies.

Example. There are two beams with a travel time difference of 1 micro-

second at the reception site. Determine the nature of the fading of a radio-

telephone transmission modulated by a frequency spectrum from 50 to 3000 hertz.

Solution. For purposes of simplification we will assume that angle

2irf OT is a multiple of 2ir. Then the resultant field strength for both beams

Scan simply be determined by the angle 27T T/T.

Maximum fading occurs at frequencies determined from the relationship

S 2Ty T/T = (2n + l)Tr, (VII.3.3)

where

n is any number, or zero.

From formula (VII.3.3) we establish the period of the modulating fre-

quency at which maximum fading occurs

T 2-,/2n + 1,

from whence

T =2T = 2 microseconds,
0

j T1 = 2/3 T = 0.666 microsecond,

T2 = 2/5 T = 0.4* microsecond.

The obtain'd values for T correspond to the modulating frequencies

SF = l/T (sec) 500 hertz,
F0  l/T (sec) = 1500 hertz, V)

F2  /T 2(sec) = 2500 hertz.

Hinher modulating frequencies are outside the spectrum specified.

-n n ni
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Maximum field strength occurs at frequencies determined from the

relationships

2TT T/T = 2Tr n, (VII.3.4)

where
n =, 2, 3,

from whence

T, = /l = 1 -microsecond,

T = r/2 = 0.5 microsecond,
2

T = T/3 = 0.33 microsecond.

3

Corresponding modulating frequencies equal

F, = I/T (sec) = 1000 hertz,
F2 = i/T2(sec) = 2000 hertz,1

F = l/T (sec) = 3000 hertz.

3 3

Maximum field strength will also be observed at the carrier frequency.

In the example cited fading and maximum field strength occur simultaneous-

ly on both symmetrical side frequencies. This is because of the assumption

made that 2rrf T is a multiple of 2Tr. In the general case fading and growth
0

in field strength on symmetrical frequencies is not simultaneous.

In practice, the magnitude of T does not remain constant but changes

continuously, and this causes a continuous change in the amplitude and phase

relationships for the radiated frequency spectrum.

The picture of selective fading described is that of two beams at the

reception site. When there are several beams the picture is more complex.

However, the general nature of fading, and of its selectivity in particular,

when there is a considerable difference in beam travel remains in all cases.

Selective fading is accompanied by considerable distortion of the trans-

mission, particularly in telephone and phctotelegraph operation.

What follows from the data cited with respect to selective fading is
f

that it can be avoided by eliminating reception of many beams.

One way in which this can be done is to use antennas with narrow and

controlled directional patterns.

#VII.4. Requirements Imposed on Transmitting Antennas and Methods
for Designing Them.

The basic requirement imposed on the transmitting antenna is to obtain

the maximum field strength for assigned radiation power in the necessary

direction; that is, obtain the highest gain factor.

IL
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Only by reducing the radiation intensity in other directions can the

intensity of radiation in a specified direction be obtained for assigned

power; that is, by constricting the radiation pattern and orienting the an-

tenna accordingly.

Contemporary professional shortwave antennas achieve constriction of
the radiation pattern, and the corresponding field amplification in the

assigned direction by distributing the energy among a great many simple

dipoles located and excited in such a way that their fields in the assigned

direction can be added in phase, or with small mutual phase shifts.

Let us illustrate what has been said by the use of a concrete example.

* Suipose we have somv radiator, say a balanced dipole. And suppose the

p~ower applied to the dipole equals P. Then current

i will flow in the dipole, and R 0 is the resistive component of the dipole's

input impedance.

The field strength at some point M in direction r 0 perpendicular to

the dipole axis (fig. VII.4.l) can be expressed as follows in the general

case.

R (VII.4.2)

where

A is a proportionality factor which depends on the distan-e, propagation

conditions, and dipole dimensions.

Let another such dipole, II, be added to dipole I, while retaining total

input at the same level (fig. VII.4.2).

Figure VII.4.l. Derivation of formula (VII.4.4).

Figure VII...2. Derivation of formula (vii.....).
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Let us assume that the input is halved between dipoles I and II, and

that the current flowing in them is in phase. Obviously, the field strengths

of both dipoles will add in phase in direction r0 becaise the ,vam paths

from both dipoles to the reception site are the same in this direction.
Field strength at the reception site equals

where

E I and E2 are the field strengths for dipoles I and II; in this case
11 2 2

R is the resistive component of the input impedance of one dipole.

It it is asso.,ad that dipoles I and II are positioned such that their

mutual influence cevn be ignored, R, = %.

And, as will be seen when (VII.4.3) and (VII.4.2) are compared,

S=A =V 2 (vii.4.4).

Thus, field strength is increased by their2, and the gain factor -4s

doubled.

Similarly, replacement of a single dipole by N dipoles will be accom-

panied by an increase in the gain factor by a factor of N. Equivalent power

radiated in direction r0 A' increased by a factor of N.

It goes without saying that • assumptions we have made with respect to
the mutual spacing of the dipoles, and the lack of phase shift between

currents flowing in the dipoles, are not mandatory. The only thing that is

important is that the mutual spacing of the dipoles and the current phase

relationships be such that the individual dipoles will add in phase in the

necessary direction.

It must not be forgotten that the conclusion made is only v;alid when
the assumption made concerning the mutual effect of the individual dipoles

on their pure resistance being small is correct. This requires consider-

able separation between dipoles. What follows from the foregoing id that

the use of the method described to obtain large gain factors involves an

increase in antenna size.

Virtually all types of antennasv ued in the shortwave band are designed

by this method. The difference between The individual types of antennas is

only in the difference in the methods used to achieve zo-phasality 6f the

fields of the individual dipoles comprising the antenna.

As was pointed out above, an increase in field strength in .a definite

direction can be achieved by constricting the radiation patteni; that is,

by reducing the intensity of radation in other directions. The latter



foi ]ols 'rom c omplit'Iinnl.'. As I mat~ter of facl,, ~eCit tako the

,i'OV-tctk c,\mi 0 .Vu .I.2 Tihc- dipol es Are Spaced '.'I Such a1 Way

that their fields add iln paise in direct ion r . The field strengths of

di pales . aid 11 are di spl acod~ in phase in o ther di rr t -ions. For e±xampl e,

in kill-( t ion I-it which formns anGle 0 with the axes of thle al p~oles, the

*Iiff~ rence ill the beant path.- okqualis d cos 0, ,nd the phase displarceirent

beti-cen the field strength vector.- for these beams equals

d cos 0, ý 2.
A

When thle distances between dipoles ii, certain dir ection~s ore sufficient-

iý large ,.~.~c--, equal 7r(2ri ,1), where n 0, 1, 2, . .. , and thle re-

SUJ tAnt f-l( inStrength. Cgulals zero. Tile greater the number of dipol es, the

g;reater the diffircr-lce in phase of the dipole fields in directions other than

ttie maino direction of transmission, and the piarrower the major lobe of the

spatial radiation pattern.

Accor,.ingly, increasing field strength in a specified direction by

disýtributing the energy among a great many dispersed dipoles definitely con-

strilcts the radiation pattern.

The mothod of designing ant !nnas described here, one involving the dis-

tribution of available energy among a great many radiating elements positioned

andi excited such that the elements add in phase, or with a small phase dis-

place-ment, irk thle required direction, provides the radiation pattern shape

yielding the maximum radius vector for tne pattern in that direction. How-I

ever, it does not provide the narrowest radiation pattern for specified an-

tenina dimensions.

In principle, it is possible to obtain radiation patterns as narrow ,is

-desired for any assigned antenna limensions, and, as a result, as high a

gain in the magnitude of field strength as desired for the corresponding out

of phase summation of fields produced by the individual radiations. The

abo~ye indicated dependence between gain in field strength and azitenna dimen-I

sionb is on~ly valid when fields of individual antenna elements at the

-eception sate are an phase. Accordingly, it is possible, in principle, to

design high~ly efficient, small antennas. However, small antennas have cer-I

tain shortcomings a.* a natural consc-quenice of their size. When the uple

are excited so they produce a field which sums out of phase the required

field strength at the reception site for assigned radiated power is such

that very m~uch greýater curreiac amplitudes are excited in the antenna than

is t'.1e raseI of' co-phasod excitation.ý This causes an 10neweaste in re.,ctive

energy. The ratio of reactive energy to radinted energy inrari p "A' *

rapidly wiTh reduction in antenna size, adthis growth is aczemp'sined by a

cbrrspiojigconstriction in the pasband and an increase in

V Tbre :4t1inq cross c- agbetween cleme ~i of sm, tli, hii' ie. nal

anteara.;,A!ýs it difficult to tUne1 them.
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Hence small, highly directional antennas are not used. The pobs,bility

of reducing the size of highly directional antennas with ou, of phase fielrs

created by their individual elements has, to a limited extent, seer practical

realization in the form of traveling wave antennas, and in cerLain other

types of antennas.

#VII.5. Types of Transmitting Antennas

(a) Balanced dipole

One of the simplest types of antennas using the above method for V

increasing field strength in a specified direction is the balanced dipole,

each leg of which is no longer than V2. This dipole consists of two

identical halves, excited in phase. Maximum radiation is obtained in a direc-

tion normal to the dipole axis because in this direction the fields of both

halves and of all elements in each half of the dipole swm in phase. The

radiation pattern of tnis dipole was shown in Figure V.4.1.

(b) The Tatarinov antenna

The antenna s-iggested by V. V. Tatarincv is another way in which

the method described for increasing the gain factor in a specified direction

can be used. The operating principle is as follows. Suppose we have a

balanced dipole, the length of which is considerably greater than the wave

length. If we disregard attenuation, the current distribution is as shown

in Figure VII.5.1.

I

SFigure VII.5.1. Current distribution on a long balanced
dipole.

As will be sean from Figure VII.5.i, both halves of the dipole are ex-

cited in phase and there are sections X/2 long in each in which the

currents are opposite in phase.

This dipole is unsuited for use as a radiator in a direction normal to

its axis because the fields created by the excitation in the sections of the

dipole in which phases are opposite will cancel each other. However, if,

in some way, the radiation from the segments passing currents of one phase

can be eliminated the dipole will be a system of half-wave dipoles excited
in phase and providing an increase in the field streng.h in a direction
normal to the axis.

The antenna arrangement suggested by Tatarinov (fig. VII.5.2) solves

this problem. Segments of the conductor carrying currei.ts of one phase

-I6
thi



Figure VII.5.2. Schematic diagram of the Tatarinov antenna.

convolute, becoming two-wire lines, while the segments of the conductor

passing currents of the opposite phase remain involute and act as radiators.

Out of phase currents flowing in the two-wire lines(loops) provide very slight

radiation.

The Tatarinov arrangement is a comparatively simple way i, which to

distriblite energy between a great many co-phasally excited dipoles. The

fields of all dipoles add in phase in the direction normal to the antenna

axis and the gain factor in this direction increases in proportion to Ihe

number of half-wave dipoles.

The Tatarinov antenna has two directions in which radiation is a

maximum, so it is fitted with a reflector (fig. VII.5.3) in order to make

it unidirectional. The reflector is a system similar in all respects to the

antenna proper. The reflector is usually suspended at a 1iitance of from

0.2 to 0.25 : from the antenna.

The reflector is excited in such a way that the field strengths of re-
flector and antenna are in phase in direction rI (fig. VII.5.3), and opposite

in phase in direction r . The reflector produces a unidirectional radiation

pattern and the field strength in direction rI is increased approximately •2.

Figure VII.5.4 shows the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane for the

Tatarinov antenna with four half-wave dipoles in each half.

A B

Figure VII.5.3. Antenna with reflector.

A- reflector; B - antenna.

I
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Fioure VII.5.4. Radiation paLtern in the horizontal plane for
the Tatarinov antenna consisting of eight
half-wave dipoles.

Wc) Broadside vertical antenna

Figure VII.5.5 is a schematic diagram of a broadside vertical an-

. tenna.
The antenna consists of several sections (four in this case) fed from

one source over transmission lines I and 2.

Figure VII.5.5. Schematic diagram of a vertical broadside
antenna.

Each section is a vertical conductor functioning on the same principle

as does the Tatarinov antenna. The difference is that radiation from the

segments and out of phase carrier currents are eliminated by their convolu-

tion into a coil. The radiation produced by the current flowing in the coils

is very weak, as in the case of the segments of the conductor in the Tatarino%

antenna convoluted into a loop.

The vertical broadside antenna can be developed upward (increasing the

number of tiers), as well as broadwise (by increasing the number of sections).

The antenna is fitted with a reflector to make it unidirectional.

The vertical broadside antenna was used on many main radio lines in

the first years of shortwave main radio communications.

The chief shortcoming of the vertical broadside antenna is the vertical I
orientation of the dipole. The use of vertical dipoles in the shortwave band

simply means that much of the power appli-ed to the antenna is dissipated in

the ground. Use of anartificially metallized ground can reduce these losses,

but this is, as a practical matterl extremely complicated and uneconomi.cal. -
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A b•onewhlt different, and extremely convenient, method distributes

-enorgy between m.atched fed dipoles in a horizontal broadside antenna, the

basic elements of which were developed in the USSIR, in the Nizhegorod Radio

LaboraTory.

A CeA"uo I CeetURZ CCA4IJURJ Cequp 4

• •'

Figure VII.5.6. Schematic diagram of a horizontal broadside
antenna.

A - section; B - tier.

One version of the antenna is shown in Figure VII.5.6. It has four
- I sections. In phase excitation of the sections is ensured because the

current paths from source to each section are identical, a factor which

also provides identical current amplitudes in all sections. The identity
"of current amplitudes for dipoles in the first and second tiers of each

section is ensured because the tiers are interconnected by two-wire lines

)L/2 lonq. The voltages across two points displaced X/2 from each other are

identical in absolute value in lossless lines. However, in the absence of
special measures the currents flowing in the first and second tiers will be
1180' apart because the voltages across lines X/2 apart will be 1800 out of

phase. The inter-tier lines are crossed, and this is the equivalent of
*I icreating an additional 1800 phase shift, so this eliminates the phase .Ohit

mentioned. The horizontal broadside antenna can be developed upward by in-
creasing the number of tiers, as well as broadwise by increasing the number

of dipoles in each tier.

0"

% D,

= - 1 .. . .-- i i i {
F ig u r i ilt -- e• -a-• .I ,o +...... ........

Figure VII.5.7. General view of horizontal broadside antoinas.

3_!I I
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Figure VII.5.7 shows a general view of horizontal broadside untennas

built for one of the radio centers. Horizontal broadside antennas are

usually fitted with reflectors. Antennas of this type are used b) modern

shortwave transmitting radio centers. A detailed analysis is mae in
Chapter XI.

(e) Slant wire antenna

The elements of this particular antenna is a conductor installed

in the form of a broken line and consisting of straight line sections X/2

long, in the same vertical plane (fig. VII.5.8). Current flows in the

dipoles are conventionally designated by arrows. Each slant segment of the

conductor produces a field which can be represented in the form of horizontal

and vertical components. The vertical components of the field strength

vectors for all dipoles are in phase in the direction normal to the plane in

which the antenna elements are located, but the horizontal components are

out of phase in pairs and are therefore mutually compensatory.

Figure VII.5.8. Schematic diagram of a singl,--tier slant
wire antenna.

IL

I ".
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Figure VII.5.9. General view of a slant wire antenna.

The slant wire amtenna is usually made up of several co-phasally excited

elements located one above the other in the vertical plane. The antenna is

usually fitted with a reflector. The direction of maximum radiation of this
antenna (like that of all the above-described antennas) is normal to the plane

in which its curtain is located, and the antenna produces only the vertical

component of the field strength vector in this direction. ihe shortcomlngs

of the vertical antennas indicated above are characteristic of the slant wire

antenna as well.

I
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* IA general view of the antenna, is shown in Figure VII.5.9.-

( V-antenna

* Figure VII.5.10 is a general view of a V-antenna. It consists of

two horizontal, or slant, wires positioned at some angle to each other.

The operating principle of this antenna is as follows. We have ex-

plained in Chapter V that a long conductor produces intense rdiation at

isome angle to its axis. For example, the maximum radiation produced by a

t* jconduccur I = 8X is at an angle of 17.50 to its axis. The angle between the

I: conductors is selected such that the field in the direction of the bisector,

* or at some height angle to the bisector, produced by both conductors adds

in phase, resulting in an increase in the gain factor in this direction.

Comple,- antennas, consisting of two and more V-antennas, are used to

further increase the gain factor.

iII
Figure VII.5.10. General view of a V-antenna.

* ;4P .

Figure VII.5.11. Schematic diagram of a V-antenna with
reflector.

Figure VII.5.11 is a sketch of a ccmplex V-antenna consisting of the

m: in curtain A, and the reflector P.
(g) Miombic antenna

Figure VII.5.12 is the schematic diagram of the rhombic antenna.

The operating principle of this antenna will be take- up in detail later on.

Her-- we will simply note that the arrangement of the rhombic antenna too is

based on the above explained method of designing directional antennas, that

of distributing enerqy among matched working dipoles. In this case the energy

is distributed among four conductors passing the current of a traveling wave.
The conductors themselves have sharply defined directional properties
(figs. V.2.1 V.2.4). The four conductors of the rhombic antenha are po-
sitioned such that their fields add in phase in the necessary direction.
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A~

Figure VII.5.12. Schematic diagram of a rhombic antenna.

A - direction of maximum radiation.

Complex rhombic antennas are often used in practice (double rhombic

antennas, and others).

The big advantage o£ the rhombic antenna is that it can be used over a

broad, continuous band if frequencies.

Rhombic antennas are widely used throughout the world.

There are, in addition to the antennas discussed above, a great many

other types of antennas which we will not discuss here.

#VII.6. Requirements Imposed on Receiving Antennas

The receiver input always has an emf, ei, which interferes with reception

across it, and this emf is in addition to the useful signal emf.

Let us call the expression

xi = e s/ei

the coefficient of excess, x.. This data is taken from #VI.lO.

The basic requirement imposed on the receiving antenna is that it
provide the maximum possible coefficient of excess.

Let us distinguish between internal and external noise sources. External

sources are those which induce extraneous emfs in the antenna. These are

carried to the receCiver input by the transmission line. Sources such as

these include the noise produced by stations radiating on frequ-"Aies close

to each other, by atmospheric charges, by industrial sources of radio inter-

ference, and others.

Internal noise sources are tube noises caused by fluctuations in the

electron flows through the tubes, and circuit noises caused by the thermal

movement of electrons along the conductors.

All stages of the receiver have tube and circuit noises, but tube and

circuit noise emfs can be replaced by equivalent emfs at the receiver input,

or as they say, they can be reduced to the receiver input.

Accordingly

xi= es/e + e, (vII.6.1)

where
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U !1 Ci• ju cxLcrlnal noise emf across the receiver iiput;
ex

e is the receiver's internal noises reduced to the receiver input.

The requirements imposed on the receiving antenna depend or the ratio

of e to e.
ex n

Two extreme main line operating modes can be distinguished.

The first mode occurs when eex >> en, the second when eex < en

In the first mode

1x. x = e /e, (VII.6.2)

because reception quality is determined only by the ratio of signal emf to

external noiso omf received by the antenna.
WhMat follows from the data in #VI.lO is that in the first mode reception

quality is determined by the directive gain, Demf, or YD.

The gain factor has no significant value in this case because when the

shape of 'he directive pattern is retained change in reception strength is

not accompanied by a change in the coefficient of excess.

In the second receiving antenne operat'ng mode

x. = x = es/en, (vII.6.3)

that is, the reception quality is determined by the ratio of signal emf to

receiver internal ncise emf.

Substituting the expression for e we obtain

xn= .1 /Te 7. (Vi.L.6.4)

n

As will be seen, the antenna gain factor is of decisive importance in

the second mode.

* - It should be noted that the lower the antenna gain factor, the greater

the pro'ability that the main line is operating in the second mode. There is

marked predominance of the first regime in the case of modern receiving arn-

tennas on shortwave main lines. The second regime is most often observed

during years of reduced solar activity, particularly at night. The inter-

mediate operating mode, when e and e are commensurable, is rare, but whenX n

encountered the coeffisient of excess must be computed through formula

(vii.6.1).

What follows from what has been said is that increase in directive gain

is particularly important for the receiving antenna. Increase in the gain

factor is also material.
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#VII.7. Methods Used to Design Receiving Antennas

The methods used to design shortwave receiving antennas are similar to

those used to design shortwave transmitting antennas.

The growth in field strength in the necessary direction when transmitting

is obtained by the distribution of energy among the radiating dipoles, the

latter positioned and excited in such a way that the fiela strengths of the

individual dipoles add in phase in the assigned direction, or with minimum

mutual phase displacement.

The growth in power applied to the receiver input when reception occurs

is arrived at similarly. The receiving dipoles are positioned in space and

connected to each other and to the receiver input in such a way that the

emfs induced in all dipoles by the wave arriving from a specified direction

produce co-phased voltages, or voltages with small mutual phase displacements,

at the receiver input.

Let us take the concrete example of an antenna consisting of two balanced

dipoles to illustrate this. Let the incoming wave arrive from direction rZ.

normal to the dipole axis. Let us suppose that initially reception is by

one dipole and that transmission line I feeds emf e1 to the receiver input

(fig. VII.7ol). Let the input impedance of the transmission line at the

receiver input equal ZF = R,. i.XF Maximum energy at receiver input is ob-

tained if the receiver input impedance equals R - iXF

In this case the power applied to the receiver input equals

p e /8RP. (VII.7.l)tee 1

Let us now suppose that instead of one dipole we have two identical

dipoles oriented relative to the direction of the incoming wave in the same

way as was the first dipole (fig. VII.7.2). We will assume the same trans-

mission lines used in the first case are used here to carry the emf from the

dipoles to the receiver.

A J _

Figure VII.7.1. Explanation of the methods used to design
receiving antennas.

A receiver.

i •
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A4

Ii Figure VII.7.2. Explanation of the methods used to design

S~ receiving antennas.
-A - receiver.

FSince the transmission lines to both dipoles are of equal length and

since both dipoles are located ir, a straight line oriented along the wave

I front, the emfs from both dipoles ýre identical in amplitude and phase at

the receiver input. Emf amplitude for two dipoles will remain what it was

in the case of one dipole.

If dipoles I and II are separi.ted in such a way that the input impedance

of each can be taken as equal to the input impedance of a single dipole, the

impedance of two transmission lines connected to the receiver input in

parallel equals

The power applied to the receiver input, efficiency is optimum, equals

rec 1 2 rec

As will be seen, the power supplied to the receiver is doubled, while

the voltage across the grid of the input tube of the receiver is increased

by ther2. It goes without spyin; that the gain in the power supplied to the

receiver will not change if transmission lines other than those used with

one dipole are used with two dipoles. What is necessary, regardless of the

case involved, is to have optimum match with receiver inpv't and equal trans-

mission line efficiencies.

The increase in power indicated is applied to the receiver input when

the beams picked up by the antenna arrive from a predetermined direction,

but if the beams arrive from other directions, say r (fig. VMI.7.2), the

emfs induced in dipoles I an4 II will be displaced in phase, one from the

other, because of the beam pAopagation difference, and there will be a
corresponding decrease ir the power applied to the receiver. There can also (
be directions from which the power applied to the receiver input will equal

ze ro. I

' LI



It is not dli.icult to prove that if there are N dipoles instead of

just one, correspondingly phased, the gain factorwill be increased N times

and the voltage across the grid of the .input will be increased'•F times.

Accordingly, 0he increase in the power received from one direction is

significantly linked to the reduction in the power received from other

directions; that is, linked with the increase in the directional properties

of the antenna, and this too follows from formula (VI.3.4).

This is the method used to design all modern shortwave receiving antennas

, for main radio communications and the antennas are matched, in one way or

another, to the operating system of dipoles. individual types of receiving

antennas differ from each other only in the manner ir which the co-phased

operation of the elements are arrived at, and in the manner in which the

elements proper are made.

The general considerations cited here lead to the conclusions that any

transmitting antenna capable of increasing field strength in a specified

direction can be used as A receiving antenna, and that the antenna will

provide for an increase in power incoming irom a specified direction (when

the Piatc. to the receiver is made accordinjl1y)

These conclusions, based on general consaierations, also follow from I
the principle of reciprocity, which was the -akis for the proof of the

identity of the directional properties of any antenna during reception and

transmission given above.

#VII.8. Types of Receiving Antennas

(a) General remarks

All of the transmitting antenna types described in the foregoing

are widely used, or have been used, for reception as well. The rhombic an-

tenna has been particularly widely used in the -eception field. There are

certain types of receiving antennas which have not, however, been used in the

transmission field. These include the zigzag antenna, the traveling wave

antenna, and others.

(b) Zigzag antenna

in its day the zigzag antenna was widely used in reception centers.

The schematic is shown in Figure VII.8.1.

Figur.e VII.8.1. Schematic diagram of a zigzag antenna.
A -receiver.
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Maximum rocept lo0l i-s 'oM th, direction 1or,1-al to tihe curtain plane,

and the voltaiges develop._d ,cr(l,. the r-eceiver in*put induce in |)haso, enfs

in the antenna's vertical elcoihents. The cmfs induce( in the horizontal

elements are out of phas.e in pairs and thus cancel each other.

It s convenient to illustrate what, has been said by using the principle

of reciprocity as a base and considerinUj the antenna as if it were used to

transmit. Figure Vl11.8.1 shows •he distribution of the currents along the

antenna when it is excited by a generator. As will he seen, all vertical

elements are excited in phase. The horizontal elemcnLs consist of two equal

segments excited in such a way that phases are opposite.

(b) Traveling '..tve antenna

The traveling wave antenna (fig. VII.8.2) is widely used in the

reception field.

A B

Lp -

Figure VII.8.2. Schematic diagram of a tra-veling wave antenna.

A - deco'ipling resistor; B - terminating

resistor; C - to rceceiver.

It consists of a collectic-i line, 1-1, connected to balanczed dipoles

at equal intervals along its length. The dipoles are usually imipedance con~-

nected to the line. One end of the line goes to the receiver, the other to

the impedance, w:.ich is equal to the line's characteristi(ý im-oedance. The

em~fs inducedI in the individual dipoles by the incoming wave cause a current

to flow in the collection line to the receiver input. The best current pnasing

from thz individual dipoles is obtained when a wave moving in the direction

shown in the figare by the arrow is incoming.

The principle of operation of the traveling wave antenna will be de:,-

a- cribed in detail later on. We will simply n~ote here that the significant ad-

ventage of -.his antenna is the possibility of using it over a broad, continuous

band ofI frequencies.
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The maxinium power carriod by the feeder is determined by the dielectric

strenjitth of tile iijsui.torýi used athd of the air surrounding the feeder. Let

us fir'st de.il with the qcuestion of the dielectric strength of air.

If field strength exceeds a permissible value ionization of the air

will set in .ind iiir brtakdown will occur. This phenomenon can be explained

follows. "xe, electrons are present in space, particularly near the our-

fitce of t coductor. , hsq? electrons acquire additional velocity as a result

of tho fi-.cl ,ffect. The g.reat•r the field strength at the surface of the

curd(ut.LoI, ti,,. iAg91sr ti., v,-locity Attained by the electrons, and the more

4fre.;...x. Te., ioti.Lztioia of the neutral molecules of air colliding with these

, ,I., , t • o uislodgii.rc.of electrons from their orbits. The dis-

I o,:e., *:t.orns "n tur-. ;,ce•oerate the process of further ionization. The

positiv•. ions, trat is molecules with excess positive charges, bombard the

n.~aztvo.y c.ai rqt!d coh,.tctor, causing an. additional flow of electrons from

tne . of thý. conrauctor into the air, and, at the same time also in-

Sonsl•:• oih tL,,i lo.-.zition procesb. Acceleration of ionization is also caused

by tho diroer tclivity of iois on neutral particles.

n.;;.tAion s.,ccompanied by a process which decreases available ionized

parti;ci,-,. L,;. i.,te:; the reIsult of recombination, and in part the result

o., •1.. t •..a., 41, . t: chr.,,,, i,•.*laip4 .into surrounding space. If

fI,*.*t •,,,,1;eI. .,, too jr.'. 4 t.,: process whereby charged particles are

r.dUCd k,,Cly r tiIIn CU: ilment of the ionization process initiated.

When fielZ at,. -. 'tronq the ioi ation process initiated is sustained. The

re.•ult is I.. ,l,, ,C.r:,15Irt. of -tabule volumes of ionized air around the con-

dkICtor.

Riti.iktiOik of el-ctromaornetic waves within the limits of the optical wave

V.aid occur', i.- tiino molecule.s- are ionized, causing the ionized air mass to
ii i •i4ow o

iiq.let strnlt;th is not everywhero the same along the line, the result

of 'itaintling; wlves, ,..s well as b.cause of local nonuniformities (bends,

proLtisi.iis, and ,,th(!rsi where '.lol ited field strengths are established.

This is wh;- the ionizatioii pro,.ýoss is usually initiated at definite sites

ati(e not .11 :.Ion.; Lit., conductor and why ionization is accompanied by elevated

,ir teil1;w,-.ttw-,..4t Lh,"M* sit e. A column of ionized air will rise, like

an ord-:n;.ri imi., in the fornm of a torch, and hance the tottn "toreh

emianationl." Cvei, wen the, wint( is liolgt the torch formed will move with the

wi,.il, .,il it it .r,ncrs t,, ar,•., with a weaker field it will be extinguished.

A% toruin i,, •'eii'i.y o vticial orslant wires will usually move up'ard.
~~t r s o,....... .... cii--v- ... .. )i v--t pw
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Torch emanation on lines is not permitted, because it can lea(ý to

overheating zad melting of the condtictors. Too, torch emanation causes

high frequency energy loss, since Inc 1iW energy is converted into heat.

The field strength i.t which sj)ontaneous torch formation takes place is

called the initiating field strength, and once the torch is formed it can

* be sustained at a field strength below that of initiation. Minimum field

strength at which the torch emanation, once established, can be sustained is

called critical field strength. If field strength is higher than critical

torch emanation can occur as a result of random spark formatiun caused by
Sa conducting body, such as a falling leaf, a gird, an insect, a drop of

water, and other bodies:' comin~g in contact with a current-carrying conductor.

It is therefore r•commended that field strength be below critical.

The initiating field strength is approximately equal to 30 kv/cm. While

no exhaustie data on critical field strength are available at this time,

the experience in the construction of powerful shortwave stations is broad

enough to allow the following conclusions to be drawn. Critical field

strength does not always remain the same, but depends on temperature and

humidity. Critical field strength decreases with increase in temperature

and aumidit, with the result that it is somewhat lower in the summer than

K in the winver." Experience, as well as theoretical considerations, indicate

that critical field strength in the long wave portion of the shortwave oand

is somewhat greater than in the short wave portion.

Available experience confirms the fact that the permissible amplitude

of the fiele strength is approximately equal to 6 to 8 kv/cm. Permissible

power, in accordance with (1.13.10) can be found through

2 2 2P E d kWn /28800 (VIII.l.l)max per

where
CE is the Permissible amplitude of field strength.

Sper
'When telephone transmission is amplitude modulated and the transmitter

is operating at assigned power output, the peak amplitude of the field

strength is twice what it is in the telegraph mode, so a reduction in per-

missible power by a factor of four can be expected. The experimental in-

vestigations made by I. S. Gonorovskty revealed however that as a practical

matter, because the peak field strength lasts but a v~ry short time, one

can, if necessary, permit peak field strength amplitude to beqi greater.

Accordingly, the peak field strength amplitude in the case of A?! %le-

phony can, if need be, be 8.4 to 11.2 kv/cm. Correspondingly, the permissible

power in the case of telephony is not reduced by a factor of 4, but only by

a factor of 2, so in the case of telephone transmission maximum power can be

established through
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P = k E- d-kWn /28800 (V111.1.2)
max per

where

k is a constant which takes the permissible increase in field strength
amplitude to peak into consideration. From what has been said, k1

can be taken as equal to 0.5.

Let us now look at the question of the dielectric strength of insulators.

Since antenna and feeder insulators are in the open air the permissible

potentials can be determined by the dielectric strength of insulators

covered with moisture, which is considerably below the dielectric strength

of a dry surface.

It can be taken that it is permissible to apply potentials to wet in-

sulators such that the voltage drop ac-osa the insulator will be no more

than 1 to 1.5 kv/cm, or, putting it another way, the potential gradiant should

be no more than 1 to 1.5 kr/cm. Insulators used in shortwave feeder lines

are usually made in the form of long rods or sticks with smooth surfaces,

and the purpose is to reduce the shunt capacitance createe by the insulators.

An insulator such as that described has a potential drop per unit length of

path approximately the same along the entire length of the insulator,

S5v/ t v/1 (vnI.I 1.3)

S~where
weV is the potential applied to the insulator;

is the length of the path over the surface of the insulato7 from

the point of application of the potential to the point of zero Li
potential.

The insulator must be metal-tipped in order to satisfy the equality at

(VIII.l.3), otherwise there will be an increase in the potential gradient

at the point of voltage application.

One version of this metal tip is shown in Figire H.V.I.

We note that in a balanced line the potential is half the voltage across

a U line.

#V1II.2. Maximum Permissible Antenna Power

Ary typical shortwave antenna (balanced dipole, rhombic antenna, Nnd

others) can be reduced to an equivalent line, or to a system ctf lines bet-

ween which energy cat, e distributed (broadside antenna and others). rhere-

Pore, maximum permissible power can be established through the s.6me formulas,

(VIII.l.l) and (VIII.l.2), as in the case o$ the line. But we srist, howevr,

pay attention to the manrer it, which individual units (the transposition'.

I
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the end stir'accs of tho di0p1lV.e, ec .) are mavd in ordor to olimi gat heavy

local fiuld gradients. The requirements imposed on antenna insulation are

the same as those imposed for feeder insulation.

It should be noted that data cited here concerning permissible powers

do not coincide with the data cited in our monograph titled Antennas for

Main Line Communications (Svyaz'izdat, 1948). Data in the latter were based

on a generalization of M. S. Ne)man's experimental investigations. Obviously,

while his investigations were correct, in and of themselves, they were not

adequate for generalization purposes.
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Chapter IX

THE BALANCED IIORIZONTAL DIPOLE

#IX.l. Description ana Conventional Designations

The balanced dipole is one of the simplest and most widely used of the

shortwave antennas. Figure IX.l.l is a schematic, and as will be seen the

dipole is a conductor, to the center of which an emf i3 applied throi-gh a

feeder, or transmission line.

'I' A

Figure IX.l.l. Balanced horizontal dipole.

Chapter V discussed the general theory o: the balanced dipole, and here

we will use the results of that theory to establish tne properties of balaicad

dipoles used in the shortwave field.

The balanced horizontal dipole has come to be designated by t.%e letters

S(dipole, horizontal). A balanced dipole with low cha-acte-istic itliped.Ance

designed for broadband use is designated by the le*tZes VGD ýdipolz, horion--

tal, broadband). A fraction, the numerator of w.n;zh indicates the length of

one arm, 1, and the denominator of which ind ; cAtes the height, H, at wlic'h 4

the dipole is busponded, is added to the 'etter design4)tion to indicate sus-

pension height and arm length. For exanple, VG 10/13 signifies a horizontal

dipole with an arm length of 10 meLers suspended at a height of 15 meters. 3

#IX.'. General Equation for Radiation Pattern

Engineering computations of the -adiation pattern 4ai ignore attenuktion
A

in the dipole, that is, it can be take.i that y = ia. Tae radiation patterr,

formulas, according to (V.5.12) and (V.5.13) and without taking tht ,actor

characterizing the phase into consideration become

601j"oop cos(21cosjcosA)-.-os'i
S= r sin'y i-ccs2?sin'A - -• - - X " 4

601 OO !+[Rl'+1PaCo-'~s~dj-Co2jHnA,(X2Z

4 r rin' -L cost Y sina

X ] RI , ft - 2IPR, cos('() -- 2au s iA), (x.2.1
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where

Iloop is the current flowing in a dipole current loop;

Q is the beam azimuth angle, that is, the angle formed by the

projection of the beam on the horizontal plane and the direction

of the axis of the dipole;

a is the beam tilt angle, that is, the angle formed by the

direction of the beam with the horizontal plane;

is the length of one dipole arm;

IRI, JRli, R and are moduli and arguments for the reflection factors for

normally polarized and parallel polarized beams.

The reflection factors are established through formulas (V.5.7) and

(V.5.6)
1- 4, sinA-- c,-coslA

. I~~ ~~~~~~Rile, ,,si,- /, - o>,6sinb +1 sCos,

Here' er i60vy)' X ,
r r

where

is the relative dielectric stvength of the soil (see #V.5);

Yv is the specific conductivity of the soil in mho/meter.

Table !X.2.1 lists values for er a.d y for various types of soils and

iUateos.

Table IX.2.1

Types of waters anc' soils e r y (mhn/meter)

from 'to from to

Sea water 80 700-10-3 700)-10-0 3

Fresh water 80 - 1- 10-3 5" O-3

Wet soil 5 25 110 11*10"
Dry soil 2 6 0.1-10- ,,. 3

It is conveav•ion -o characterize the directional properties of antennas
by the radiat-on patterns in the vertical and horizcntal planes, with •he

vertical plane taken to be in thQ direction of maximum radiation. Accordingly,
In this :ase the vertical plane is aelacted as passing through the tenter

of the 4-pole and normal to its axis (its equatorial plan?). In this plane

E 0.
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#IX.3. Radiation Pattern in the Vertical Plane

Substituting cp = 900 in formula (X.2.1), we obtain the following ex-

pression for the radiation pattern in the vertical plane

F(A) = C = (I - cosai) JI/-,R Lj'-I 2Rj.cos(,•I.--2zI1sinA)1 ) (IX.3.1)
loopt

r

vertical plane for various values of H/X. The diagrams were :harted in a

"rectangular system of coordinates, and because of the symmetry of the patterns

with respect to the direction 6 = 900 only patterns for one quadrant were

charted in figures IX.3.1 - IX.3.11.

The solid curves chart the patterns for ideally conducting ground

(Yv = C)" The dashed lines chart the diagrams for ground of average con-

ductivity (e 8, y = 0.005). The dotted lines chart the patterns for dry

ground (C = 3, y = 040005).
r =3 v

This series of patterns characterizes the limits of change in the shape

of the radiation patterns for various ground parameters. Patterns for non-

ideal ground were computed for a wavelength of 30 meters.

if

"7 0,
, _

m' II T flm /.-"I"---

C, ,-o.-zi i

S0 70 20 304iJ 697 0 Y)6° 0 i-03 05 O;oh-'0•

Figure IX.3.l. Radiation patterns Figure IX.3.2. Radiation patterns
Sin t)~e vertical plane for a VG in the vertical plane for • VG
Santenna foe- various ground para- antenna for various ground para-

meters; C / 06.1. meters; 11/0 = 0.2

Vertical scale: E/Ema.

1. The engi;~eering computations for horizontal dipole radiation patterns
usullyassmeti-at the ground is ideally conducting (1R 1.1 = 1, •I = )

and the cowoutation is made through formula (v.5.4).

P0j

AO

S0.

C. .
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Figure IX.3.3. Radiation patterns Figure IX.3.4. Radiation patterns
Vin the vertical plane for a VG in the vertical plane for a VG

antenna for various ground para- ante.aria for various ground para-
meters; H/X 0.25. meters; H/x 0.3.
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Figure IX.3.5. Radiation patterns Figure IX.3.6. Radiation patterns
in the vertical plane for a VG in the vertical plane for a VG
antenna for various ground para- antenna for various ground para-
meters; H/A = 0.4. meters; H/X =0.5.
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O.G 0,6
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Figure IX.3.7. Padiation patterns Figure IX.3.8. Radiation patterns
in the vertical plane for a VG in the vertical plane for a VG
antenna for various ground para- antenna for various ground para-
meters; HA o.6. meters; H/X = 0.8.

t 4
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Figure IX.3.9. Radiation patterns Figure IX.3.10. Radiation patterns
in the vertical plane for a VG in the vertical plane for a VG
antenna for various ground para-, antenna for various ground para-
meters; H/ = 1.0. meters; H/X = 1.5.
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Figure IX.3.1l. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane

for a VG antenna for various ground para-
meters; H/X = 2.0.

These curves are characteristic enough for any wave in the shortwave

band. Figures IX.3.12 and IX.3.13 show values for IR.1 and ý_ for various
types of ground and wavz lengths of 15 and 80 meters by way of illustrating

what has been said. As will be seen from these curves, IR land have.L1little dependence on the wavelength within the limits of the shortwave
band.

The relationship

E/E
max

where

E is the field strength in the specified direction;

E is the field strength in the direction of maximum radiation for
ideally conducting ground,

is laid out on the axis of the ordinates in Figures IX.3.l - IX.3.11.

1. The computation for E assumed the resistive component of the antenna
impedance remains the same regardless of ground parameters.
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Figure IX.3.12. Dependence of the modulus of the reflection factor for a
normally polarized beam on the angle of tilt for 15 and
80 meter wavelengths for dry (e = 3, Y 0.0005) and
damp (C = 25, y = O.O1) 0o 1.r v

r v

'toom ro
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Figure IX.3.13. Dependence of the argument for the reflection factor
for a normaily polarized beam on the angle of tilt for 15
and 80 meter wavelengths for dry (er 3, Yv 0.0005) and
damp •e = 25, yv = 0.01) soil.

rv

When the radiation patterns for ideally conducting ground and real ground

are compared we see that field strength maxima decrease because of the

reduction in conductivity, and that the values of the minima increase.

Curve 1 in Figure IX.3.14 shows the dependence of tilt angles for the

maximum beam of the first lobe (read from the direction 0 O) on the ratio

H/X.

"Plotted in this same figure are the tilt angles for beams the intensity
of which (power) is less than that of the maximom beat. For example, the

curves designated by the figure 0.3 show the valies for angle A cor-

*" rtsponding to beams the intensity of which is 0,9 the intensity in the

*m direction of maximum radiation. All curves were plotted applicable to the

first lobe of the pattern.

' The curves in Figure IX.3.14 were plotted for ideally conducting ground.

#IX.4e Radiation Pattern in the Horizontal Plane

Formulas (IX.2.1) and (IX.2.2) are used to compute the radiation patterns

in the horizontal plane for specified value of angle A. Formula (V.5.16)

can be used in -the case of ideally conducting ground, substituting y = ic, into

I

=m'i

•m 1 I
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tFigure IX.3.14. Dependence of the angles of tilt of the beam of the
first loue of the radiation pattern in the vertical

plane of a VG antenna on suspension height:
1 -curve for tilt angles for maximum beam; 0.9; 0.75;

0.25 - curves for angles of tilt of beams, the intensity

of which is 0.9; 0.75; ... 0.25 on intensity of maximum I.
beam (with respect to power); 0 - boundary of first lobe.

4a

it. The relationship between the field strength in the specified direction

and the field sti-encth in the direction of maximum radiation cam be expressed

through

E/Emax = A Aco( -cosX.¶.)

where

A is a factor which does not depend on 9.

The radiation pattern for very small angles A is of particular in-

terest because it can be checked experimentally very readily by measuring

the field intensity at ground level. When A-4 0

E/E c~_2 (a 1cos 9)-cosaL(x42
/Emax =BS sin (X42

Here B is a constant not dependent on angle (. From formula (V.5.ib)

B should equal zero when A = 0. However, this is 'ýhe result of an in-

accuracy in the geometric optics method used to derive the formula. More

precise analysis reveals that B / 0.

Figure 1'.4.l shows a series of radiation patterns in the horizontal

plane when A =0 and various values for I/A.

- -i'
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Figure IX.4.I. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane
for a VG antenna when 0 = 0 for various
valves of !.

Vertical: E/Emax*

Figures IX.4.2 - IX.4.9 show a series of radiation patterns of a

balanced dipole in the horizontal plane, computed for definite values of

the ratio I/X and various values of angle of tilt A.

As will be seen from the curves in figures IX.,.l - IX.4.9, the balanced

dipole has maximum radiation in a direction normal to its axis for values

of t/X, lying within the limits from 0 to ý 0.7, that is, from the longest

waves to wavelengths on the order of 1.4 1. Radiation in this direction be-

"gins to diminish very quickly upon further shortening of waves.

" •J: 0 - -*' .c,9. -

2 j

5,, Z.4j o ,;,f-• t- -?- 3 -a :-IV
Q6 4 tI 0.6 SJ40'- I

VJ S.i0i l:

43 93

0 0 020O30 40 50 60 706G iJ' 0$~ 004.00 0 6030 Y0'f

Figure IX.4.2. Radiation patterns Figure IX.4.3. Radiation patterns
in the horizontal plane for a VG in the horizontal plane for a VG
anteana for various angles of tilt antenna for various angles of tilt
A; t < X. A; t = 0.25 X.

There is no radiation in the direction n, rmal to the axis when the wavelength

is equel to t. Practically speaking, however, there will be some :adiation

in the direction y = 900 on this wavelength, the result of attenuation of the

current I.owing in the dipole's conductors.

What foll*,as from figures IX.4.I - IX.4.9 is that the larger angle A,

the less defined wi.l be the directional properties obtained for the antennas.

%iT7- - r--

• I
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The latter reveals that it is possible to use the balanced dipole for non-4

directional radiation if communications are conducted on beams with large

angles of tilt.

According to the data cited in Chapter VII, beams with large angles of

tilt are not worked when communications are over short distances (fig. VII.2.l).

1 4-

4 J,

0.7 9 *V~ U

AS --- '.~ 05 7 &4

A; =0.5 62 ; = .5X

to £ o4,eW 0a

j 0iue X44 Raiaio paten Fi-r I .4 . Raiaio paten
in te hrizntalplae fr a G i th horzonal lanefora V

antnn fo varou 0nlso4it anen o aiusage ftl

0,7 01?

074 00f I
43 /j L, 0 L

Figure IX.4.6. Radiation patterns Figure IX.4.7. Radiation patterns
in the horizontal plane for a VG *in the horizontal plane for a VG
antenna for various angles of tilt antenna for various angles of tilt A

M; X .1). A; 1 0.7 X.

0.77

0, 4 .4..7t6.0

0.45

021
0.2 42

0 70 2 30400 so0a70 8,08, y 0 1Z0,3 0344S8 31

7)Figure IX.4.8. Radiation patterns Figure IX.4.9. Radiation patterns
in the horizontal plane for a VG in the horizontal plane for a VG
antenna for various angles of tilt antenna for various angles of tilt

A;L 0.8 X~. A



#IX.5. Radiation Resistance (
Formula (V.12.18) is used to find the radiation rrsistance of a halance.d

dipole in free space. It yields the radiation res. ,tance relative to at

current loop ard is deduced without the effect of the ground being taken

into consideration. When suspension heights are on the order of AA/ and

more the influence of the ground on the radiation resiscance: tan b- com-

puted approximately if the ideal conductivity of the groun" is aisumred, for

this assumption makes it possible to replace the ground by the miri r image

of the dipole. V. S. Knyazev (see the footnote to #P.16, p.136) analyzed

the effect of the real ground on the radiation resistance of the dipole.

i In the case of ideal ground conductivity the mirror image is a radiztor

wholly similar to the balanced dipole, but passino current shifted )800 in

phase with respect to dipole current. Thus, radiazimn resistance can be com-

puted through the formula

R R

which takes the effect of the ground into consideration, and in which

R is the dipole's own radiation resistance computed through formula

(V.12a18), and
R' is the mutual radiation resistance of two dipoles positioned at

distance 2H1.

RI can be computed through formula (V.12.15), or from the curves in the

SlHandbook Section.

Fioure IX.5.1 is a curve computed to show the dependence of radiacion

resistance of a balanced dipole with arm length t X/4 on suspension height.

The curve was computed by the approximation method pointed out here.

NJ, 0M1

So

' 25

I{:•:•• !Figure IX.5.1. Dependence of radiation resistance of a half-wave
:• •:. 'dipole on the H/X, ratio (H is the dipole suspension

m:?4"

sc
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V. V. Tat,%rinov's experimental data on the resistive component of the-

input 1.mpe4ance of trne dipole were used to plot the points on this curve.

As will be seen Ycom Fig'Are IX.5.l1 when 1l/A > 0.25 the experitiental

values for pure resistance and the values for radiation resistnce, com-

pute, through formula (IX.5.1), agree well. Whe.. Cispension heights are low

the experimental values of the pure resistance are considerably in excess

"of the computed valucs for radiation resistance. Non-coincidence of ex-

perimental and theoretical curves can be explained by the lossos to groundt

as well as by the divergence between actual and computed values for radiation

resistance caused by the finite conductivi4y of the ground.

Figures V.8.1a and b shnw tha curves for dipole radiation resistance

equated to z current loop ani computed without considering ground effect

( = R

#IX.6. Input Impedance

Formula (V.10.2) can be used to calculate the input impedance of &

balanced dipole, the influence of the ground not considerpd,

h2-sn2i1 A sh2..1 + sin 2sI
Z =W Q -iW ,

a in ch2il-cos2al ch21-.cos2al

i k9 The attenuation factor, $, can be calculated through the following

formula, which stems from formula (V.10.8)

1W ( inL, I (Ix.6.1)

Approximate formula (V.10.9)

Z. R= -- iictgal.in sins a.1

can be used to calculate Z. for values of t/N between 0 and 0.35 and fromin
0.65 to 0.85.

Formula (V.10.3)

W 120 (In 21-

where d is dipole conductor diameter, can be used to make an approximate

calculation of characteristic impedance of a single-conductor dipole.

The influence of the ground on characteristic impedance can be ignored

for real suspension heights. Formula (V.18.2) can be used in case of need

to. make an approximate calculation of the ground effect on characteristic

O impedance.

Analysis of formula (V.10.2) demonstrates that the input impedance curve

will pass through a maximum for t as a multiple of X/2. Here the input
mma
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impedance has only the effective component, and equals

Rma x / (Ix.6.2)

When I equals an odd number for X/1, the input impedance passes through
• • ~minimum ana it too has only the effective component, equal to,-

min

A comparison ff fo;rmlas (IX.6.2) and (IX.6.3) reveals that the
dopondanco of the input impedan•ce o-i t/ý will be loss tihe sontllor W._

S~Moreover, whaý also follows from formulas (V.10.2) and (V.10.9) is__

"that with a reduction in W comes a reduction in the absolute value of the

reactive componen-c of the input impedance for all values of the ratio I/X.

Figures IX.6.1 and IXA6.2 provide a series of curves which characterize

the dependence of the resistive, Rin' and reactive, Xin' components of Z.in

on the ratio lI/o-

It has already been pointed out (Chapter V, #12), that the effect of

the distributed induced emfs is to reduce the phase velocity of propagation

along the dipole conductor. There is some corresponding increase 'n cl, and.

the curves for R. and X. shift in the direction of lesser values of t/h.
in in

Change in the phase velocity can also occur as a result of the secondary

field established by currents flowing in the ground.
The influence of the capacitance of the ends of the dipole arms, as

well as tne influence of insulator capacitance, is manifested by a signi-

ficant distortion in dipole current distribution and a corresponding de-

formation of input impedance curves. The lower the characteristic impedance

* the groater ";ne distortion of the input impedance curves as compared with

"the curves snown in figures IX.6.1 and IX.6.2. The shift to lesser values

of i/k is a characteristic feature- of the effective curves for the input

impedance as coapared to the calculated curves, as has already been pointed

out. This shift differs with different t/0 ratios, however. The shift

is particuiarly marked when the i/A values are close to 0.5. For example,

in practice maximum R. does not occur when W/X = 0.5, but when
in

o 0.46 if W equals 700 to 1000 ohms, when t/A 0.42 if W equals 400

to 500 ohms, and when t/X z 0.4 if W equals 200 to 300 ohms.

Ultrashort-Wave Antennas (Svyaz'izdat, 1957), Chapter XIII, #2,

" contains detailed data dealing with effective input impedance curves.

---. o r,ILI-

~5R
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#IX.7. Directive Gain, D, and Antenna Gain Factor, C

We have already explained that directive gain has the following ex-
pression (formula (VI.l.io))

D 120FP(&,)

m where E
F F(A,

m Let us find the value of D for the vertical plane passing through the

m - center of the dipole, and normal to its axis.

Let us substitute the value of F(A,cp) from formula (IX.3.1) in formula
(VI.i.lO), whereupon

120 , -cos 2 [1 + JR±. I' +21R. I cos (4. -2z sI sin'A)]. (Ix.,.l)

Formula (IX.7,1) will become

* __ 480D• (I0 (-cos at/)*'sin (a IHsin A). -'
Si' D = -87(Ix.7.2).

for ground with infinite conductivity.

Formula
Do(IX.7.3)

establishes the efficiency in the direction of maximum radiation in the

case of ideally conducting ground.

The gain factor is establiped by the relationship at (VI.3.4)

De DV.64

(• where

Ii i is the efficiency, equal to

,l RE/RE + R (Ix.7.4)

g where

R is the loss resistance, equated to a current loop.
loss

R consists of losses attributable to the ground, antenna conductors
loss

and insulators used to suspend the antenna, as well as to other dielectrics

if they are close to the antenna. The cab)e3 supporting the antenna can

also be a source of loss. All losses other than ground losses can be ignored

if the antenna is properly made, and if the antenna is on the order of 0.2

0 to 0.25 X above the ground, or higher, losses attributable to the ground are

not high either. Accordingly, when calculating the gain factor we can take

T] equal to unity, and make the calculation through the formula

'A
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Figure IX.7.1. Dependence of the gain factor (e) and directive gain
(D) in the direction of maximum radiation by a VG
antenna on the L/X ratio.

FiLure IX.7.1 shows the curves providing the dependence of the gain

factor and directive gain on L/X. The curves were calculated assuming

ground with infinitely great conductivity. The influence of the ground on

the radiation resistance was not taken into consideration.

As will be seen from these curves the gain factor increases initially

with increase in L/X, and maxima for gain factor and directive gain occur

when t/W = 0.63. But further increase in L/X results in a sharp drop in

the gain factor, and this must be taken into consideration when establishing

the dipole's working wave band.

The curves for the dependence of C and D on L/X, like the input im-

pedance curves, actually shift womewhat to the lesser values of L/X and

this too must be taken into consideration in antenna design. For example,

the maximum gain is actually obtained when the 1/% ratio is 5 to 20% less

than theoretical.
The curves in figures IX.3.1 - IX.3.11 can be used to establish e for

real ground, re..embering that the gain factor is proportional to the square

of the field strength.

Example 1. Establish the gain factor in the direction of maximum radia-

tion vhen L/X 0.4; H/X - 0.5, and the soil is dry.

Using the curve in Figure IXo7.1, we can establish the fact that for

ideally conducting ground and L/X 0.4, c = 4.9. From the curve in

Figure (X.3.6 we can establish the fact that in the direction of maximum

radiation the ratio of field strength and dry soil to field strength when

-W ") equals 0.78. The gain factor in the direction of maximum radiation

and dry soil equals c (0.78)2 4.9 P 3.

1 2=

. - -
M~~-
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0 The formula

,( R-j L '"f - )(IX.7.6)S•~~~eff = 2 ]'. .

where

,RIi is the modulus of the reflection factor for a specified angle of

tilt, and can be used to make an approximate calculation of the reduction

in the gain factor in the directi6n of maximum radiation for any wave in

the care of real ground.

What fol.ows from the data concerning the magnitude of IRJJ graphed in

Figure IX.3.12, is that when the soil is dry the gain factor can be reduced

by a factor of from 1.1 to 2, depending on the direction of maximum

radiation.

Using the series of radiation patterns in the vertical plane we can

establish e and D for any value of A. The reduction in C and D for a

direction other than that of maximum radiation is proporXtonal to the re-

duction in the Bm/Em raxio.

#IX.8. Maximum Field Strength and Maximum Permissible Power for
A Balanced Dipole

The maximum permissible antenna pg-wer for proper selection of insulation
can be established by the dielectric strength of the air surrcunding the

antenna (see Chapter VIII). There is danger of torch emanation if the electric

field strength at the surface of the antenna conductors should exceed some

predetermined magnitude. As in the case of feeders, we can take the

maximum permissible amplitude of the field strength to be on the order of

6000 to 8000 volts/cm for .telegraph transmission, or for FM telephone trans-

mission. If necessary, the peak amplitude of the field strength can go to

10000 to 11000 volts/cm in the case of AM telephone transmission. In

accordance with (1.13.9), and considering the balanced dipole as a unique

two-wire line, we obtain the following expression for maximum field strength

at the dipole surface

E 120U/ndW, (IX.8.1)
max

where

n is the number of conductors in each arm of the dipole;

d is the diameter of the conductors used in the dipole, cm;

W is the dipole's characteristic impedance, ohims;

U is the voltage across symmetrical points on both arms of the

dipoles, volts.

The field around the antenna is not a potential field. A field is

called a potential field if the voltage drop across tw6 arbitrary points

does not depend on the path over which movement occurs from one point to

the other. Practically speaking, this only occurs when antenna dimensions

..__..__.. .__..
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are small compared with the wavelength, In the case of the balanced di- t

pole, whicY aas a length commensurate with the wavelength, the voltage

drop depends on the path. Specifically, the voltage drop across tw,

symmetrically located points on the two arms of the dipole depends on

the path over which' the drop is established. For example, the voltage

drop along path r (fig. IX.8.1) generally speaking, differs from the

voltage drop along path r.. In view of what has been said, then, the

magnitude of U is non-uniform for the dipole.

Neveitheless, formula (IX.8.1) can le used to establish E in de-max
signing an antenna, because the practical aspect- are satisfied.

This is so because in the direct proximity of the conductors the

dipole's field structure does net differ significantly from the field

structure near the conductors of a conventional twin line with small spacing

between conductors, the field of which can be taken to be J potential field.

Therefore, in establishing E, we can, as we did in a numbei of other cases,

use the representation of an equivalent twin line and assume U to be the

voltage across the conductors of this equivalent line. We will call this

voltage the equivalent voltage, and its distribution along the line can

be established through the formulas cited in Chapter I, #6. The maximum

equivalent voltage can be obtained at the end of the line, that is, at the

ends of the dipole arms and at the line input, if the L/X ratio is close to

0.5.

The equivalent voltage across the end of the line eouals

,Uend inU n ~/hy (IX.8.2)

The effective voltawe across the input, Un, is found through

U. = Z. JfP/R. (IX.8.3)311 in in

where

P is the input power to the dipole.

The effective value of the field strength at the end of the dipole can

be found through

Eend 1 l2OUend/ndW. (IX.8.4)

The effective value of the field strength at the dipole input can be

found through

E. = 120U. /ndW .(IX.8.5)"in in

Substituting the U. for U and P and Z. for-lU. in (IX.8.4) and - V
in end in in

converting,

320 (Gx.8.6)

Wi

Eead = nd l ,.:,•LCOsiL 'l-(chpLsiniL9

I! o
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We can take y = icy for I/X values less than 0.35, as wel) as for i/X
values between 0.65 and 0.85, whereupon (IX.8.6) will becc.me

isa j/ 120 I-
Eend = . (ix.8.7)gend = - Sk• i a, I nd

Figures IX.8.2 and IX.8.3 show the dependencies of U.in and Uend on

the 1/X ratio for various values of W and input power of 1 kw. By suing
these curves and formulas (IX.8.4) and (IX.8.5) we can find Eend and E n for

specified values of n and d.

A

Figure IX.8.1. Determination of the voltage across two
points on a dipole.

F - zero potential plane.

... ... .... F

A -1

_ _ '7lt I2'• I t ! I ! l T --
I 1 I I i

' ,j . . . .. I ! ! ! I ! I- -•

-V2 +_ I 1 j F

£iII IFFI i .' " e - -Il -I/ 1III

Figure IX.8.2. Dependence of input Figure IX.8.3. Dependence of ti.e.
voltage (effective value) across a effective equivalent voltage across
VG antenna on the I/z ratio for in- the ends of the dipole of a VG antenna
put P = I kw. on the t/X ratio for input P = I kw.

Vertical: Uin' v"lts. Vertical: Uend' volts.

Figure IX.8.4 graphs the values of Eend and Ein when P 1 kw. compu:ed

for two characteristic versions of balanced 'dipoles.

The values for Eend and Ud graphed in figures IX.8.2 - IX.8.4 must be

multiplied by 7PP with P the input in kilowatts, to obtain values for Eend
and U when the input differs from I kw.end
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Figure IX.8.4. Dependence of the effective value of the field
strength at the input (E. ) and at the end (E

of a ipol end
of a dipole on the I/X ratio for input P = 1 kw.

Vertical: Ein; Eends volts/cm.

What follows from Figure IX.8.4, and taking the remarks contained in

#VIII.2 into consideration, is that the multiple-tuned dipole with character-

istic impedance W = 340 ohms used in the wave band between X = 3 to 4 1 and

X = 1.7 t can accommodate up to 300 kw in the case of telegraphy operations

"and half that in the case of AM telephony.

' The multiple-tuned shunt dipole, the operating wavelength of which he-

gins with ) = 6 1, can accommodate a maximum of 100 kw in the case of tele-

graphic transmission and 50 kw in the case of telephony for the n and d

values indicated in Figure iX.8.4. Either n or d must be increased corresponding-

ly to increased accommodated power.

#IX.9. Use Band

The band in wh'ih the balanced dipole can be used is determined primarily

by its directional properties in the horizontal plane. The patterns for the

balanced dipole (figs. 1X.4.1 - IX.4.9) show that the direction of maximum

radiation remains the normal to the axis of the dipole for waves longer than
-~1.4 t.

So from the point of view of the directional properties in the horizontal

plane the same dipole can be used for communications in a specified direction

orn any wave longer than 1.4 t. 1.

The second factor which establishes the band in which the t•lanced

dipole can be used is the possibility of matching its input impedance to

the characteristic impedance of the supply feeder. This possibility is -

established by the natural traveling wave ratio for the feeder, understood

to mean the traveling wave ratio when there are no tuning devices in the

line. But one must distinguish between working a fixed wavelength and working

a broad, continuous band of frequencies.
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An inductive stub, or some other method (see Chapter XX) can be used to

inatch the dipole's input impedance and the feeder's characteristic impedance

when L-rating on a fixed wavelength. A good match can be made for any

value of t/X. However, in practice tuning is unstable when the natural

traveling wave ratio for the feeder is small. The antenna input impedance

changes somewhat with changes in the weather, so when the natural traveling

wave ratio is low the match made by the inductive stub, or by some other

method, is upset.

0,7

44

04 - W.iOr

0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0 ,7 .

Fivure IX.9.1. Dependence of the natural traveling wave ratio
for a supply feeder on the t/k ratio, W. = 600 ohms.

It can be taken that the minimum natural traveling wave ratio at which

the balanced dipole can be tuned so that changes in the weather will not de-

Tune is 0.1 to 0.15. FigureslIX.9.1 and IX.9.2 show calculated curves for

the dependence of the natural traveling wave ratio, k, on t/X for various

values of Wd F WF
The traveling wave ratio, k, is calculated through

k.=
*+1Il (IX.9.1)

where

IpI is the modulus of the reflection factor, calculated through

(see #1.4.)

(R )2 +X2

in F in
ip CR-+ WF) z Xin-

nin (X9z
L where

W is the characteristic impedance of the feeder.

F-P
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Figure XX..9.2. Dependence of the natural traveling wave ratio

for a supply feeder on the t/X ratio;
WF = 350 ohms.

As will be seen from the curves in figures IX.9.1 and IX.9.2, the natural

traveling wave ratio will become less than the minimum indicated when the

relationship is t/N < 0.2 to 0.25.

Thus, operation can take place on any wavelength, beginning at 4 to

5t and shorter, when fixed wavelengths are used, at least from the point of

view of providing for a stable match.

The dipoles with reduced characteristic impedances described in what

"follows can be used when operating on a broad, continuous band of frequencies. (
These dipoles have a satisfactory match with feeder characteristic impeoahce

over an extremely broad band. As a practical matter, that match for which

the traveling wave ratio is at least 0.3 to 0.5 can be taken to be satis-

factory. This match can be provided on wavelengths on the order to 3 to

4t and shorter, depending on WF. Satisfactory match is obtained up to

I •6 t when the multiple-tuned shunt dipole is used.

These considerations with respect to the use band for the balanced dipole

make it possible to draw the following conclusions. So far as providing

for maximum radiation in the direction normal to the dipole axis is concerned,

the minimum permissible wave length equals 1.4 to 1.5 1. Practically

speaking* this value must be increased somewhat, considering the relative

shift in the curves for e f(I/?) toward the lesser values of I/X, as we

indicated above. When the dipole's characteristic impedance is on the order

of 1000 ohms we must limit ourselves to wavelengths equal to 1.5 to 1.6 t, and

* when on the order of 300 ohms to those equal to 1.7 to 1.8 1. The requirement

that a suitable match be made between dipole and feeder will not permit us

.,to operate on wavelengths longer than 3 to 6 t.

An. additional factor, and 'an extremely important one, limiting the use

band is the need to provide intensive radiation at predetermined angles to

the horizontal plane. This limitation wil depend on main line operating

conditions.
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The use band can also be limited by the maximum field strength produced

by t•he antenna (see #8 in this chapter) when operating at high powers.

* #IX.10. Design Formulation and the Supply for a Dipole Made of a
Single Thin Conductor

The balanced dipole can be a singl.• wire (fig. IX.IO.1) when used for
it fixed wavelength. The characteristic impedance can be calculated througZh

formula (V.1O.3).

The dipole is made of hard-drawn bronzs or bimetallic wire. Diameter is

based on considerations of mechanical and electrical strength and is usually

between 3 and 6 mm.

Characteristic impedance is on the order of 1000 ohms.

If permissible field strength is taken as 8 kv/cm, the curves in Figure

IX.8.2 and IX.8.3 will show this dipole capable of accommodating 50 to 70 kv.

* If the transmitter produces more power than this, a,dipole with less character-

istic impedance will have to be used. w

The insulators used in the center and at thM ends of the dipole should

Sbe as low in capacitance as possible to avoid hea~y losses in the insulators

which cause a detarioration in the natural traveling wave ratio. The use of .41

stick insulators is desirable.

Adlditional insulators must be inserted in the cables supporting the

dipole in order to avoid high induction currents, and should be installed

2 to 3 meters from the ends of the dipole. Based on this, the distance bet-

ween supports should be at least 2t • (5 to 6) jueter&,.

Figure IX.1O.1. Schematic diagram of a VG antenna made of a
li single thin conductor.

: .i •A - stick insulators; B - to transmitter. ;€'"

ii I

The balanced dipole is usually suspended on wooden supports. It in •

i• ~desirable to insert insulators in the guys in such a way that segments are '
no longer than X/4 (X is the working length of the dipole).

gSuspension height must be selected so direction of oaximm radiation and

, angles of bsam tilt at the reception site match.

A two-wire transmisson line with a characseristic impedance on the otder

of 600 ohms is usually used to feed a balanced dipolen sp . t
deirbl.t isetinultos n h gysinsuh vytht egens r

nologeitanRil(li te.orin.lngh f hediol).-1

Supnsoihihtmstb slctdsodretono ixmu adaio n
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Chapter XX describes the methods used to tune a transmission line to

the traveling wave mode.

#IX.11. Design Formulation and the Supply for a Dipole with Reduced
Characteristic Impedance. The Nadenenko Dipole.

Balanced dipoles designed for broad band use are made with reduced

characteristic impedance. Recourse is also had to reduction in characteristic

impedance when high power is applied to the dipole.

The reduction in characteristic impedance is usually arrived at by

making the balanced dipole from a series oiC conductors positioned around the

generator of a cylinder (fig. IX.ll.l). This type of dipole was first

suggested by S. I. Nadenenko and is known as the Nadenenko (VGD) dipole.

I IFigure IX.11.1. Schematic diagram of the VGD [Nadenenko] antenra;tffi 3 to 5 meters; X2 = 1 meter

A insulators; B - ring; C - section through A. Vj,

The characteristic impedance of this d.pole is calculated through

W = 120 (In .--- - 1), (IX.ll.l)

where 

e

Iis the length of one dipole arm;

Peq is the dipole's equivalent radius; that is, the radius of a dipole

made of an unbroken length of tubing with the same characteristic im-

pedance as that of the particular dipole; p eq can be calculated

through

" 1n /'"L (Ix.11.2)

where

n is the number of conductors ueied in the dipole;

r is the radius of dipole conductors;

p is the radius of the cylindrical surface of the dipole.

p is usually taken as equal to 0.5 to 0.75 meters, the number of con-

cuctors n - 6 to 8. The characteristic impedance of the antenna it on the

order of 250 to 400 ohms (figs. IX.11.2 and IX.11.3). 1

Figure 7X.ll.4 shows the curves for the dependence of peq on p for

varit us values of n (4, 6, and 8) and conductor radius r , 1.5 mm. Approximate

,•4
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values of eq can also be obtained for other practically possible values of
• o re

r.

As will be seen from the curves in figures IX.9.1 and IX.9.2, k is

considerably increased when a dipole with reduced characteristic impedance

is used. The best match with the transmission line occurs when WFsu 300 ohms.

Steps should be taken to reduce the distributed capacitance near the

center of.the dipole, that is, near the site where the supply emf is brought

in, so a good match between dipole and supply line will be maintained. It

is at this site that increased distributed capacitance results because of the

mutual effect of both arms of the dipole, the result of which is to cause a

deterioration in the match. The reduction in distributed capacitance can

be obtained by reducing radius p at this site. The dipole conductors

gradually converge as they near the center, where they are brought together

in one bundle (fig. L).lI.l).

I I .

700 - -

Figure IX.ll.2. Dependence of the characteristic impedance of
the VGD atntenna on the t/peq ratio (peq is the

equivalent radius of the dipcle).

609
Soo -• ..,• -

-49

, 0 so to 0 19 1 016V10 ?0 22 0 -• ..-.X

Figure IX.11.3. Dependence of the characteristic impedance of the VGD
antenna on the i/p ratio.

eq

Convergence should begin 3 to 5 meters from the center of the dipole.

All of the foregoing with respect to insulation and 6ýpporting cables

for a dipole made of one thin conductor applies as well to the dipole with

reducad characteristic impedance.
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It is recommended that the VGD antenna mast guys be made such that none

of the segments contained in the guys are longer than Xsh.4 (/sh is the

shortest wave length in the band). As a practical matter, it is desirable

to obtain the characteristic impedance of the feeder by making it of four

conductors in the form of a square (see Chapter XIX). However, a four-

conductor feeder is a much more complicated design than a two-cGnductor

feeder and use brings with it certain inconveniences. It is inconvenient,

in particular, to bring the four-conductor feeder into the space in which

the transmitter is located. Hence, a two-conductor feeder is often used to

feed a multiple-tuned dipole. And an exponential feeder transformer, the

characteristic impedance of which can be changed smoothly from 300 to 600

ohms (see Chapter XIX), is used to improve the feeder-dipole match.

I I

OS 0,5 o.7 5 Is 47$ I

Figure IX.ll.4. Dependence of the equivalent radius of the dipole
on the radius of the cylindrical surface on which the
conductor is located. Conductor diameter 2r = 3 mm.

Vertical: peqg

The feeder transformer is connected directly to the dipole input and is

p(sitioned in part horizontally, and in part vertically, while, at the same

time undergoing reduction. The ends of the horizontel section are connected

to the two-conductor feeder.

The general arrangement of the supply to the balanced dipole through

an exponential feeder transformer is shown in Figure IX.ll.5. Transformer

details are contained in Chapter XIX.

Suspension hoiG. + for the VGD antonna is selected so an to provido for

the closest possible approach of angles of maximum radiation to angles of

tilt of the beams at the reception site within the band in which the antenna

i.used.

z0
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_ _ _ _ . . .. 77, ......... I...............
ii • i{,

.. • k .. • .

Figure IX.ll.5. Schematic diagram of how the VGD antenna is
designed. Designations: H - average suspension
height (chosen in accordance with main line length);

S= (3 to 5)meters; t2t 1 meter; D = (1 to 1.5)
meters; h = (2 to 4) meters; diameter of antenna con-
ductors (2 to 4) m; 1-1-1 - exponential feeder trans-
former TF4 300/600 40 for maximum wavelength 60 meters
and TF4 300/600 60 for maximum wavelength over 60 meters.

Note 1. A reduction can be made in VGD receiving
"antennas by a standard four-conductor feeder with a
characteristic impednce of 208 ohms.

Note 2. In VGD transmitting antennas the vertical
section of the exponential feeder transformer can
be made of stranded conductors to facilitate the design.

-/IX.12. Widehand Shunt Dipole ":.1
-,imiit dlmtj,'s (LukIl*n~hiikil dosigriALluHi VW3ilIh0 [p. - foulid'Widespi-end

application in recent years as wideband dipoles.

The first version of this dipole, suggested by the author, was built of

rigid tubing (fig. IX.12.1). As will be seen, the dipole consists of two

symmetrical arms, 1-5 and 2-6, shunted by stub 3-7-4. The arms .'re metal

tubing surrounded by wires. Shunt 3-7-4 is made of metal tubing. The dipole
- made of rigid metal tubing can be secured in place on a metal mat:. ;sr t.wvA-q

'1without insulators. The author, together with V. D. Kuznetsov, su ýiequently

suggested a wire version of the shunt dipole suitable for suspendin,. on two

supports like a conventional balanced dipole.

Chapter XII contains detailed information on the construction and par&-

meters of the rigid shunt dipole. At this point we will coaierm ourselves

only with the wire version.

Several versions of this type of dipole were investigated. The recent

development of the dipole has taken the form shown in Figure IX.42.2, from

0 •which it will be seen that the arrangement is no different from that used

when the dipole is made of rigid tubing. The wire-type dipole consists of

4 _1 ...
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six conductorr, with only four of them connected to the supply. The other

two are connected to the main conductors at points 4 and 3.

I Figure IX.12.l. General view of the wideband shunt dipole.

3 1

A Cvelete uav . B

Figure IX.12.2. Schematic diagram of the wire-type shunt dipole;

t/2.I
' • ~~shunt /2

A - section through a-a; B - section through b-b.

Section 3-7-4 forms theshunt, and sections 3-5 and 4-6, which are con-

nected to the four main conductors, form a six-conductor cylindrical wire-

type dipole comprising the two sections and the sunt section. Replacement

of the shunt dipole by an equivalent two-wire line will take the form shown

in Figure IX.12.3. As will be seen, the equivalent circuit comprises the

open-end line 1-5-2-6, which has two sections, 1-3 - 2-4 and 3-5 - 4-6

with non-identical characteristic impedances, and the closed stub 3-?-4.

There is extensive distributed electromagnetic coupline, not shown in the

o •equivalent circuit diagram, between shunt 3-7-4 and line sections 1-2 - 2-4.

-* Because the dipole has two branches (one open, one closed) conditions are

favorable for maximum constancy of input impedance. This makes it possible

to arrive at a close match of dipole input impedance to transmission line

"characteristic impedance over a broad band of frequencies when the proper I,-
geometric data for the dipole are selected.

i!-~
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AA

Figure IX.12.3. Equivalent shunt dipole circuit.

The shunt also causes an increase in the input impedance, of some ad-

vantage because a feeder line with a characteristic impedance on the order

of 400 to 600 ohms can Z-e used without feeder transformers, or other types

of transformers.p 1
Without pausing here to cp~lcula~te the input impedance let usdics

IZI

the results of experimental investigation.

Figures IX.12.4 and IX.12.5 contain curves characteristic of the input

impedances and the match with the supply feeder of a shunt dipole. As will

be seen, the traveling wave ratio is above 0.3 to almost the quintuple range.

It is of particular importance that the working range of the shunt dipole be

expanded to the long wave side, that is to the side of small 1A ratios, so

dipoles with ar'ms of minimum length can be used. The shunt dipole has a

satisfactory match beginning at an tAX ratio equal to 0.16 to 0.17. In many

instances one shunt dipole can replace two conventional dipoies with reduced

Scharacteristic impedance. 4j.-

220

B
Xf.:

Figure IX.12.4. Depender-e of the input impedance of a wire-type shunt
dipole on the X/t ratio.
Vertical: R in, X.i in ohms. A - R nIB - X n

1. An analysis of the input impedance on the shunt dipole is given in V. D.
Kuznetsov's article titled "Shunt Dipoles," which appeared in Radiotekhnikar
No. 10, 1955. I

, , ime~e
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unusual thunderstorm activity occurs. The conventional wideband dipole cannot

be grounded unless chokes are used. The shunt dipole can be grounded at

point 7 (fig. IX.12.2).

S4 JI

S0,2 E-:•
2 3 4 6 -

rigure IX.12.5. Experimental curve for the dependence of the
traveling wave ratio on a line with a characteristic
impedance of 500 ohms feeding a shunt dipole on the
S/t ratio .

Figure IX.12.6 shows a general view of a grounded wideband shunt

dipole.

Figure IX.12.6. General view of a grounded wideband shunt dipole.

#IX.13. Balanced Receiving Dipoles

-The balanced dipole is very widely used as a receiving antenna.

All of the foregoing data relative to the electrical parameters of a

balanced transmitting dipole apply with equal force to the balanced receiving

Design-wise the balanced receiving dipole is similar to the tra,.smitting.

As was the case for tranmmission, it is desirable to use dipoles with reduced

charact--istie impedance (type VGD and VGDSh) for reception in order to ."
provide the best possible match of dipole input impedance to supply feeder

I characteristic impedance.

i4
I

S .. .. . ... . . . . . ............ . .. . ........... . .......1=•• .............. _=.... •
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S 4I .A standard four-conductor feeder with a characteristic impedance of

208 ohms can be used to connect the dipole to the receiver. When the VGDSh

dipole is used an exponential transition with a transformation ratio of

500/208 must be used to make the transition to a standard four-wire crossed

receiving feeder.

It should be noted that the match of the antenna to the supply feeder

is not as great in value for receptioa as it is for transmission. Deteriora-

tion in the match with the feeder leads primarily to a reduction in the
I gain factor. Directive gain remains the same.

#IX.14. The Pistol'kors Corner Reflector Antenna

One version of the balanced dipole is the antenna shown in Figure IX.4.l1.

As will be seen the anexnna is a balanced dipole with the difference that

the arms form an angle of 900 with each other rather than being in line.

This antenna type was suggested by A. A. PistolOkors, and is known as a

"V-antenna. o,

IA
\ I"
\ I'I

I A

ab

li(ouro IX.l/a.l. Scho:watic dianjriaw of tho corner rofloctor;
conventional designation UG.

A - direction of lisoctor.

Characteristic of the V-antenna is weak directivity in the horizontal

plane, because the direction of maximum radiation of both conductors con-

prising the V are mutually perpendicular.

The space radiation pattern of the Pistol'kors antenna, calculated for

E in accordance with (V.5.17), for a perfectly conducting ground, can be
eq

expressed through the formula

6011  ~ - 2  ~
E P1 +V2~--- [ a± + 2 YiWjtcos (vaY )ICS JXs

Xsin(aHsin A)n), (Ix.14.1)

where

and are magnitudes proport.ional to the field strengths produced

by conductors 1 and 2 of the V;

1. Formulas IX.l14.l through IX.14.6 were derived by L. S. Tartakovskiy.
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V1 and v2 are the phase angles of the field strength vectors for
I.

conductors 1 and 2;

If&= [cos [CLAtCos Acos (? -45)] - cosall X

€os'o,l Y1 -- cost a cosz (7--451 ) Io&2

"V,• arc tg- sin Ir I cos A cos (y- -1.5)1 -- sin a I cos a cos (? -45)
Cos (a I cos, cos (7-- 45)] - cos a I (IX. l4.3)

('r [cos [(alcos A•cos (?+ 45)] - cosa 1 X

X I (IX.l4.4)cos V, y 0_co3ACosa (T45)

= sin [a I cos A cos ( I+ 45)] - sli I cos A cos (y4 45)V2 are C -- otg Icos 0 A cos Acos( + 45) -- cosl a I X.14.5)

where

A i l the beanil tilt atUlo|e

p is the beam azimuth, read from the direction of the normal to the

angle bisector between the sides of the V;
p is the solid angle between the vectors for the field strengths of

sides I and 2 of the V;

Icosp = I+//4. ( 21ga A (X°t.6)V cos A cos 2,1

Substituting A = 0 and converting, we obtain the following expression

for the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane when A 0 O,1

Fh(cp) = +' (iv 1 8 +'Y,.)' +( "-,), (Ix.14.7)

where =•l [-- cos [al[cos (? -- 45)] -- cosa!) (I},.8

wher [ (cos [a Icos (? +45)]- cos a1),

sin (f+ 45)
sin~y-.5) - Ux.14.8o)

sin Sy+ 45) (csir [a Icos +.45)] -sfacos(+). azx 1),
(IX.14.lO)

' " (IX.14.n0)
•# = sin (y + 45)- sn[ o 5]snaIcs( .).(X1.1

1. When A = 0 sin (H sin 4) = 0. And in accardatice with (IX.14.l), field
strength should equal zero. In fact, because the ground is not a perfect __

conductor, and because it is rough, the field strength vector has some finitevalue in the horizontal plane which will change in accordance with formula
(IX.lli.7) with change in qp.
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Figure IX.14.2 shows a series of radiation patterns in the horizontal

plane when A = 0 for various "/A ratio values.

9J

f4i. >II'

4'. 4 ~0.9 j.U0.3 0.?
• 01.•

30 X0 30 4E 9 69 70 M OV , ri 44 ai fVF

Figure IX.l4.2. Radiation patterns Figrre IX.14-3. Radiation patterns
of a UG antenna in the horizontal of a UG antenr.ý in the ho-i%6ntalV plane

plane (A = 0) for var--ous values of for variouvr angles of tilt A and
L. Lu0.25 A

AFigure IX.14.3 shows a series of radiation patterns in the horizontal

plane for the relationship L/A - 0.25 ar.d values of A changing from 0* to

720. Figures IX.14•4 to IX.14.7 show similar curves for values of /A

equal to 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, and 0.7.

018 1I 1 1 12 I I 1- I A.

A4

47 4, .60 0.7610

Li7 = .7 .7 05k

440,

02 ~02 '

Q if0w inea the *o Wf reditios 7n a N

Figure IX.14.4. Radiation patterns Figure IX.14.5. Radiation patterns
of a UG antenna in the horizontal plane of a UG antenna in the horizontaltplwe
for vario~us angles of tilt a and for various angles of tilt A and

I 0.375 X. t - 0.5 W.

As will be seen from the curves in figures IX.14.3 - IX.14.7, an

increase in angle 6 will increase the 'uniformity of radiation in all

directions.

Arm length has &definite effect on the shape of the radiation pattern.

Most uniform radiation in all directions results when t/L is close to 0.5. Z i

A
o1
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18.7e

7,,,5 - K
42,Z. .,a--

* to5 50J4s ? oV a to 9-J04111if*0 J,

Figure IX.14.6. Radiation patterns Figure IX.14.7. Radiation patterns
of a UG antenna in the horizontal of a UG antenna in the horizontal
plane for various angles of tilt A plene for various angles of tilt a
and CO.625 X. ana t = 0.7 X.

Uniformity of horizontal radiation can be increased substantially by

making the antenna from two balanced dipoles placed at an angle of 90* to

each other (fig. IX.14.8).
The vertical radiation patterns of the corner reflector antenna are

close to those of the conventional balanced dipole.

1.°

Figure IX.14.8." Corner reflector consisting of two balanced
dipoles.

Thia (miin rcLu " .-LCa taiulam of 0 L cr rossis- dhi( to tho mAX11,iiitn botuwn

in the. vertical radiation pattern is approximately 4/1.64p 2.4 when the

ground is a perfect conductor. For roal ground the gain factor will change

in proportion to the magnitude of (1+llRI) /2.

What has been said with respect to the gain factor applies when the I/X

ratio is such that weak horizontal antenna directivity results.

The Pistollkors antenna is usually made with reduced ,:haracteristic

impedance to facilitate its broad band use.

*, Figure IX.14.9 shows the schematic diagram of the elements of a widebaid

corner reflector antenna.

The corner reflector antenna can bi used for tran•mission and for re-

ception.

______________

I
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7mm

n ; FTheuse I~g9 tutrla•agmn ofa wideband corner reflector sutdplsca e.cmne

i I

.1 DesiLgnations: H - average suspension height (choaen in
to imracordance wiehthavnie tan line length); t he (3 to 5) a;
"sw i12 c1 m; Da= (1 to 1.5) t ; 6 o (9of ; h- (2 to l ) e;

1-1 - exponential-feeder transformer TFCh 300/600 oD
for a maximum wavelength of 60 a and TFCh 300/600 60

(a Sche for a maximum wavelength of over 60 f a diameter of

_ef Note: In corner reflector receiving antennas the
A reduction can be made by d standard four-conductor

feeder with a characteristic impedance of 208 ohms.

The use of wideba tid c ofner reflector shunt dipoles can be recommended
to improve the match over a wide range of frequencies. he arrangedent

shown in Figure IX.1t.8 can asfso appld to the use of VGDSh dipoles.

m 1 #IX.15. Dipole with Reflector or Director
S(a) Schematic and principle of operation of a dipole with a

o reflector or adirector

A horizontal balanced dipole has two dirctions in which radia~tion]' is maximum. Under conditions prevailing in radio communications or radio
m broadcasting it can be desirable to increase radiation intensity in one of

other direction. This can be done by usin.g reflector, or a director.

The principle •f operation of the reflector is as follow.. Suppose 40e

have dipole A (fig. IX.15.l) radiating identically (n directions r1 and r2 °"
=• •!(•(Let iL be required to intensify radiation in direction r 1 and decrease radia-

i i•(O-,tion direction in direction r 2 .

I

'-'
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Figure IX.15.lo Schematic diagram of a dipole with a parasitic
reflector.

One way in which to do away with radiation in direction r 2 is to install

a reflector, in1 the form of a flat screeil impenetrable by electromagnetic

waves, ini this direction. This type of reflector will be reviewed ill

Chapter XII.

Another way in which the desired result can be obtained is to use an

additional dipole (R) positioned and excited in such a way that the field.

produced by it in direction r 2 weakens, and in direction r1 intensifies

the field produced by dipole A. This additional dipole is also called a re-

flector. Henceforth the main dipole will be referred to as the antenna.

One of the most frequently used versions of a reflector is a dipole made

similar to the'antenna and set up distance d g X/4 from it. And good results

can be obtained when the current flowing in the reflector is equal in amplitude
to the current flowing in the anterna and leads the latter by Tr/2. Now let

us investigate what the field streagths in directions r and r will be in
1i 2

"this case.

Suppose we take some point, 'say M2 ' in direction r 2 . The .field strength
; at this point equals

E = EA + ER,

where

1EA and ER are the antenna and reflector field strengths, respectively.
Let us assume the antenna and reflector are identical in design, and

that the currents flowing in them are identical in amplitude. In such case
EA and ER are iuentical in absolute magnitudes.

There is a phase angle, V between EA and ER such that

where

m is the lag between antenna and reflector currents equal to

Tr/2 in this case;

is the lag determined by the difference in the path of the beams

from antenna and reflector.

.4
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Since point M is closer to the reflector than to the antenna by X/41

4 -4 T
Thus,

fF _, Ej E~~A'
22 2

The summed field equals

-. ~E4 + Eft= EA E A 0.

At arbitrary point Ml, located in direction r,, tho somed field also

equals

C EA +E EA + -A eit EA + EA e .

At point M1

2and E- EA+Egz=
28 A.

Thus, for tche mode we have ch-,vsen the system comprising an antenna and

reflector meets the requirements imposed; no radiation in direction r2 -

increased radiation in direction r,.

The reflector can be either driven or parasitic. The driven reflector

is one which, like the antenna, is fed directly. from the transmitter, while

the parasitic reflector is one which is not directly connected to the trans-

mitter. Current flowing in the parasitic antenna is induced by the antenna

field. Figure IX.15.l shows the schematic of a dipole with a parasitic re-

flector.

Figure IX.15.2. is the schematic of a dipole with a driven reflector.

Here T1 and T2 are transforming devices serving to regulate the amplitude and

phase relationships between the currents flowing in the antenna and reflector.

6A

Figure IX.15.2. Schematic diagram of a dipole with a driven reflector.
T and T - conversion transformers.

1 2

Because use of a driven reflector complicates the feed system, the par&-
sitic reflector has been used to advantage. Reactance inserted in the re-

flector is used to regulate the relationships between current amplitudes and'.• ~ phases in the antenna and the parasitic refle..tor.I"
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* A

i Figure IX015-3. Schematic diegram of a dipole with director.
r 1 - direction to correspondent; D - director.

A short-circuited line, 1-2 (Fig. IX.15.1), is used as the reactance in

shortwave antennas. The magnitude and sign vf the reactance are regulated

by switching the shorting plug, k.

* As a practical matter, precise observance of the above-indicated

distance between antenna and reflector (• X/4) is not mandatory in order

to arrive at a substantial reductior ) eld strength in direction r and

amplification of field strength in direction rl, because analysis has shown

that it current amplitudes and phases are properly adjusted good results can

be obtained for d values in the range from 0.1 X to 0.25 - 0.3 X.

Everythina commented upon here refers to the parasitic dipole installed

in direction r 2 from the antenna; in a direction opposite to that over which

the correspondent can be reached. The parasitic dipole, D, can also be in-

stalled in direction r 1 from the dipole (fig. IX.15.3), and by making the

corresponding current amplitude and phase adjustments an increase in field

strength in direction rl, and a weakening of the field btrength in direction

r 2 can be arrived at. In this case the parasitic dipole is called a director.

Parasitic dipoles are customarily used as reflectors in the shortwave

field.
S(b) Reflector current calculation

Me relationship between amplitude m and phase * of the currents
flowing in reflector and antenna must be known when calculating the radiation

pattern, the gain factor and the directive gain, the radiaticn resistance,

and other parameters. The magnitudes m and * can be arbitrary in the case o'

the driven teflector, and selected such that optimum desired reflector mode

is obtained. In the case of the parasitic reflector current amplitude and

phase are controlled by changing the reactance (stub 1-2 in fig. IX.15.l).in-

sorted in the reflector. Range of sudh change is limitedl and moreover, the

magnitudes a and * are associated in a definite way. They can be established

tbwough the formulas in #V.17, __

-inme' t , (IX.15.l)
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(R 2.. •)2 X 2  1 )2I . " . .. .. (IX.Z152)

iIXl2"Xl 2 X•2Ci2 +X21oad

Tr + arc to ,a to 2 2 (Ix.-153)
RlF12 12

where

and I are the amplitudes of the currents flowing in the current
1 2

loops on antenna and reflector;

R22 and X22 are the resistive and reactive components of the reflector's

radiation resistance;

2and XA2 are the resistive-and reactive compendnts of the mutual

impedance of the reflector and its mirror image;
R12 and X12 are the resistive and reactive components of the mutual

impedance of reflector and antenna;

R2 and X' are the resistive and reactive components of the mutual
1l2 1l2

impedance of the reflector and of the mirror image of the antennal

X 2 od is the reactance inserted in the refleczor and converted at the

reflector current loop.

As was pointed out above, X2.oed is usually made in the form of, a seg-

ment of it short-circuited line.

If :losses in the reflector are noticeable, we should write R loop

in place 6f R in the Above formulas, where R loop is the resistance of the
R22 2lo

losses in the reflector equated to the current loop.

As a practical matter, X2 2 + X 2 od can change within any limits by

changing X2 1oad. The magnitude of '2load can be selected such that the highest

gain factor, or the most favorable radiation pattern shape, can be obtained.

Calculation of R 2  1 ,X 2 and is made using the methods described
in Chapter V.

404

a t-. o o - go

Figure IX.15./,. Dependence of ratio of amplitude (m) and phaseuangle (*)on the tuning of the parasitic reflector

of a balanced dipole; t d )LA

Iclp ic
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Figure IX.35.-4 shows the curves for the dependence of m and on

S,. odwhen I m d - A!,. X 2 , %, X and can be assumed equal

* to zero iA the calculations, and this is permissible when the antenna is in-

stalled at a great height.

Example. Find the relationship between the currents flowing in the an-

tenna and the parasitic reflector uvder the following conditions:

(1) t - 0.5 X;

(2) both dipoles are suspended at the same height, H - 0.25 X;

(3) d- 0.25 X;

(4) radius of the conductor of each of the dipoles is P - 1/3000;

(5) the reflector is tuned to resonance,

:22 - X22 + X2load a O-

Distances between dipoles 1 and 2 and their mirror images equal 2H 0.5 ).

Solution. The distance between the reflector and the antenna's mirror

image equals

Y~os)L + 0.2k)'0 56).

Using the curves in figures V.8.1 and V.12.3, we obtain

R 22 - 198 ohms, X2 2 - 125.8 ohms.

Using the curves in figures H.III.27, 35, 28, and 36 in the Hanabook •- j
Section, we obtain

R12 = 105 ohms, X1 2 - -80 ohms

R22 - -48 ohms, X2 - -75 ohms

R12 = -70 ohms, x" 2  -42.5 ohms t
1 / (10•54-70)%+(-80+42.5)' -0.72

rn~y (198+48)2• -- 0+42.50

""WO'8+ arctg 105+70 - arc lg 1 -167,5..

(c) Radiation pattern of a dipole with reflector

The field strengths of antenna and reflector in any direction can

•' expressed through the formula

S, - 6.4+ -" A +(1+ e") + (MX.lS.4)

Y'•+ ÷a,(Ix.l5.5)

is the component of the phase angle between the antenna and reflector

field strength vectors, established by the difference in beam paths.

--
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For arbitrary direction r we have angle of tilt A and azimuth angle p,

read from the direction of the dipole axis, and difference in beam path from

antenna and reflector equal to (see fig. IX.15.5)

dR dsi? cos A. (IX.15.6)

j - --adR= -a dslaTcoS A, (Ix.l5°7)

T u.-.-adslnycosA. ,(X.15.8)

r r

IYk4

Figure IX.15.5. Determination of the difference in beam travel
from antenna and reflector; arrow r 1 - direction
to correspondent.

Substituting the expression for Y in formula (I.X15.4) and converting,

we obtain the following expression for V.4 field strength modulus

E=E A I 1+m' /+2m cos(• -•a dsinvcosA); (IX.15.9)

Formulas (IX.2.1) and (IX.2.2) can be used to find EA in the general

case.

Substituting the value for E from formulas (IX.3,1) and (IX.4.2), we
EA

obtain the following formula for the radiation patterns in the vertical

'I: (• - 90°) and horizontal (A - 0) planes

Sv (A) (--cosao V1 + IR±L'l+ 2'RjLIcos(t,'± - 2eHl sinA )X

X V I+e + 2mcos(t-adcosY IX15l0

Fh(P) 03o(a1cos?))- cost a,-. 1 + n' + 2m cos -- dsin?) . ýIX.15.ll)

In the case of infinite ground conductivity I RJ= 1, OL TT, and

formula (IX.15.1) becomes

F (•) = 2(1- cosal)sin(aI is nA)1V1+rn +2,ncos(l--a .cosA). ( X'15.12)

v 1 . -

a~14
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Figure IX.15.6. Effect of various parasitic dipole tuning regimes on
the radiition pattern of a system consisting of
horizontal driven and parasitic dipoles.

.* Figure IX.15.6 shows a series of curves characterizing the effect of a
-* parasitic dipole on the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane for two

values of d/X (0.1 and 0.25), and for va. ious parasitic dipole tuning modes.

The curves do not take the effect of the *jround on the radiation resistance
into consideration, but this is permissible, practically speaking, when sus-

pension is high. All curves were graphed as applicable to a half-wave dipole

(2t -)L2).

As will be seen from F.gure IX.15.6, in certain of the modes we have
Intensification of the field strength in the rI direction, in others this is

true of the r 2 direction. In the former ths parasitic dipole is a reflector,

in the latter a director.

(d) Radiation resistance ond input impedance

Based on the data in Chapter V, #17, the rwistive and reactive
components of ti"i dipole's radiation resistance can be calculated through the

following formulas, which take the effect of the ground and of the parasitic

dipole into consideration:

Si ] ~ ~~R, ==(Rjj,R - ,) -•,M[(R12*"- R*2)CS V12*- X, - X;•) sin •, (I IX.15.13 )
~ (Ix.l5.13)

1 4 Xj) + tit [(R1 .-. R;2) sin' + (X:.Xj2~ X; '] IX1.4

t The input impedance is calculated thziugh formula (V.l0.2), and W is

coupling and • by coupling' where Ucoupling and c(,upling are

the characteristic impedance and attenuation factor, with induced impedances

taken into conoideration,

W io n 1 + 1 , (IX.15.15)coul2n
4a
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In the case specified,

2Xind 2(x -X x)
X1 i= . d - -r 1i~r "'l-sin 2(yt) (1 sin2o` (X.5.6

R l + Rind
-- up sin2ctt' sin2at) (1X.15.17)coupl d_- coupl_ " 211

Swhere

R. and X, are the resistive and reactive components of the radiationJ

t',•il~l•,ili11hlo-od i !t ho im11mw by11 4ji m~ iirr'or" ilmlAgo by Owl

,i reflector, and by the mirror image of the reflector;

X X1 d is the induced reactive impedance occurring per unit antenna

length.

(e) Directive gain and gain factor

Directive gain equals

F2

D 120 2- (IX.15.18)

The gain factor equals I
S= D/ .64 . (IX.15.19)

We can set the efficiency equal to unity.

F (A) can be established through formulas (IX.15.10) or (IX.15.12), and

Pthrough formula (IX.15.13). The calculation reveals that when X21oad is

properly selected the factors D and e for the dipie with reflector are

approximately double what they are for the same dipole without reflector.

Figure IX.15.7 shows curves for the dependence of the ratio c/O on

the magnitude of X 2 Xoad that is, on reflector tuning.

e and c are the gain factors with and without reflector.

X1'2, '2' Xi and etr are taken equal to zeg, a pflactical approach when

antenna suspension is quite high.
Curves were plotted for two values of d/X (0.1 and 0.25) when 2t - X/2. .".•-;

As will be seen, the increase in the gain factor is somewhat greater l

whea d = 0.1 X than is the case when d - 0.25 X, thanks to the reflector.
As a practical matter, however, it is recommended that the reflector

be located so it is not too close to the antenna because if it is the radia-i

tion resistance is extremely low, making it difficult to obtain the match

with the feeder line and resulting in a reduction in efficiency.

By way of illustration, we have included Figure IX.15.8 to show the

cu.-es for the dependence of the radiation resistance on the magnitude

X22 + X2load for d half-wave dipole for d/X values equal to 0.1 and 0.25.

-Il
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Figure IX.15.7. Dependence of the ratio e/O for a half-wave dipole on
reflector or director tuning when d/A = 0.1 and
d/X = 0.25; e is the gain factor for a dipole with
reflector or director; co is the gain factor for the
dipole alone; - reflector; - - - - director.

• I ,
6.

J O

Figure IX.15.8. Dependence of half-wave dipole radiation resistance
on reflector tuning. Scales in ohms.

A comparison of the curves in Figure IX.15.7 with those of Figure IXo15o8
shows that the considerable increase in the gain factor corresponds to the drop
in radiation resistance. When d/X = 0.1 the radiation resistance in the field
"of high values for e/r0 is extremely low as compared with the antenna's own
radiation resistance (73.1 ohms).

Figure IX.15.7 uses the dotted lines to show the curves for the c/C
0;'atio when the radiation coupled dipole is a director.

-• "£I
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__ Chapter X

SBALANCED AND UNBALANCED VERTICAL DIPOLES

#X.l. Radiation Pattern

The short wave field also utilizes reception and transmission vertical

dipoles without directional properties in the horizontal plane. Vertical

dipoles can be either balanced (fig. X.l.1) or unbalanced (fig. X.1.2).

Figure X.l1l. Schematic diagram of a balanced vertical dipole.

Characteristic of the .'ertical dipole is stronger radiation and reception

of ground waves, useful for shrt-range communications, but also damaging

becauso tho rosult is stlongor local noiso pickup.

Figure X.l.2. Schematic diagram of an unbalanced vertical
dipole.

The radiation pattern of a balAnced vertical dipole in the vertical
plano can be computod through the formula

CI 1co% (I •liii A) -- Cos aa x
Aco,

*1 X I/1 + IR ,I 1 + 2TkaRI cos(,I,,-2aLIsinA). (x.l.3)

where

I is the length of one arm of the dipole;

jIR and i are the modulus and the argument for the reflection factor for

a parallel polarized beam;

H is the height of an average point on the dipole above the ground.

4 -
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The radiation pattern of an unbalanced dipole in the vertical plane 0

can be computed through the formula

301E O- < *[os(oL~sinA)--cosI] (I +F jRjj-;os'I,) +
unb r cos-&

+ IR slnT, [sin (aLsinA)--sinalsinA]}) + i I[(sin(cIsinA)-

si siaI sinA] (1-- IRiIcosI1a) + IRi sin(P, [cos (a!.sin A)- (X.l.2)

-- cos i)) >.

Chapter V, #5, contains the derivation of formula (X.l.1).

Formula (X.1.2) is derived in a manner similar to that used to derive

formula (X.1l.l) by replacing the ground with the mirror image. The reflection

factor establishes the magnitude and phase of the current flowing in the

mirror image.
Figures X.l13 - X.I.6 show the values of IRIII §11 for wet soil (er = 25,

y U 0.01) and dry soil (e_ = 5 and yv = 0.001). The curves were plotted

for WAV@h in the 15 to 100 ilatolu rIj-Aig, Tlh fe orv, in fitm-04 X.,I =j

X.1.6 show that IR11Rand 1 are quite deperient on the ground and %- -velength
' •parameters. Moreover, 1111, and 1 will change greatly with the angle of tilt.

05- 0, 3--A =7MI J 5- A=j0

2 A NO

""A: SON 0.

S20 .30 W050 50 70 a ma, ~ 0 10 20 50497+ 50 A7 E54

Figure X.1.3. Dependence of the Figure X.l.4. Dependence of the

modulus of the reflection factor modulus of the reflection factor
I for a parallel polarized wave lR111for a parallel polarized wave

on the angle of tilt for wet soil on the angle of tilt for dry soil
(¢r n 25; Yv 0 .01). (er = 5; yv a 0.001).,

Figures X.l.7 - X.l.14 show a series of radiation patterns of a balanced

dipole.

The patterns were charted for the special case when I- 10 meters,

H - 20 meters, and two types of soil.

Similar curves are shown in figures X.1.15 - X.1.22 for an unbalanced

dipole when --10 meters.

Note that these diagrams fail to consider the effect of ground metalliza-

tion near the antenna on its directional properties. This ,*ffect is slight,

, howevar (see #V.20).
.4
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Figure X-1.5. Dependence of the Figure X.1.6. Dependence of the

argument for the reflection factor argument for the reflection factor'i -.011) for a parallel polarized (1)for a parallel polarized
__•wave on the angle of tilt for wet wave on the'angle of tilt for dry

soil (C = 25; yv = 0.01). soil (C r 5; y = 0.001).r v rr
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10 20 30 40 Sa 60 70 0S 04 0 10 20 V 40 .7 60 70 90J

Figure X.1.9. Radiation pattern of Figure X.1.10. Radiation pattern of
a balanced dipole (t = 10 m; H = 20 m) a balanced dipole 0 = 10 m; H = 20 m)
for wet (e = 25; y = 0.01) and dry for wet (e = 25; y = 0.01) and dry

r -" r

1.J. 9 1..1 O e,. 0 0•o1 •..1"* o O3o#-$ # oFigure R..! aP-d-iation pattern of Figure X.1.12. Radiation pattern of

a balaced dipole (t = 10 m; H - 20 m) a balanced dipole (1 10 m; H - 20 m)

r t =4 0.1-nry frwt(

or wet ( = 25; (r = 25; y = 0.01) and dry

r 5 ; Yv = O.0i, soil; X =4. m. (c r 5; yv = O.OI1 soil; X = 5 m.

E

S0,4

q2

I47 2'-iO-0I t' i I * , I I"1

0~~~~~~ 0 To(o.,r t li
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t vJX0nu~ s 0 0 .tO SDUf90J

t

Figure X.1.13. Radiation pattern of Figure X.1.14. Radiation pattern of
a balanced dipole (t 10 m; H - 20 a) a balanced dipole (t 10 m; H - 20 m)

for wet (c r 25; y - 0.01) and dry for wet (r a 25; Yv - 0.01) and dry
r =S Yv 0-0011 soil" 60 a' (r 5 y, y - O.OO) *oil; X =100 a.

fI
4 Ii

"" ~/
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ý 4, k I , N : -

.--- -I. q-

41 
4

i1 , .N 4, - -O

Figure X.l.15. Radiation pattern of Figure X.1.16. Radiation pattern of
an unbalanced dipole (U - 10 m) for an unbalanced dipole (t a 10 m) for
wet (c - 25; y - 0.01) and dry vet (¢r m 25; yy = 0.01) and dry

*(C " 5; y a OTOOl) Boil; X 15 a. (C 5; yv - 0.00) zoilt X 2 no,

7-m!AN I" I.• ... I I • ' fe ,I

d I _, - -.

Yz I I• IN €

V41-illl J 47A 42 V 40 SOW

Figure X.l.17. Radiation pattern of Figure X.1.18. Radiation pattern of
an unbalanced dipole (Q - 10 a) for an unbalanced dipole (t - 10 m) for
wet (er = 25; yo = 0.01) and dry wet ( - 25; yy - 0.01) and dry
(¢r 5; y = 0.001) soil; A 25 -m. (C - 5; yv m C.001) soil; X= 30 me

r v r

4, 44 " 2,
o6 4 -- 48os -+i- 0 ',

43 .Q;..

Iqz 4s5),4W ',
II2

Figure X.1.19. Radiation pattern of Figure X.1.20. Radiation pattern of
an unbalanced dipole (t a i1a) for an unbalanced dipole (t - 10. ) for
wet (C 2 51 y - 0.01) anddry et(Cr 251 Y 0.01) and dry
(C r 5a , - v.o0 0 1 ) ,oil; 4,0u. (g 25; ya 0.001) soil; 0 NO..

.. % __• ,•,. ooox .i• •.• .

+III .4
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I 1-L8'II I.I'" 7{1x

a ' V. qN -O I4- ; 0, 6

wFigure X..21. Radiation pattern of Figure X.1.22.r of
an unbalanced dipole (t = 10 m) for an unbalanced dipole (t = 10 m) for
Swet r=5;Y = 0.01) and dry Wet (ir = 25; ov = 0.01) and dry

i• 
(C r = 5 ; Y v = O .YO0 1 ) so i l ; X a 6 0 m . (C r 5 ; y v = 0 .0 0 1 ) s o i l ; 1 0 = Iag . "

#X.2. Radiation Resistance and Input Impedance

The radiation resistance and the input impedance of a vertical dipole
are readily computed if the ground near the dipole is carefully metallized,

for in such case the approximation is th.it t he field structure near the

dipole is the same as it would be wee the ground a perfect conductor, with
F• the result that the radiation resistance, as well as the input impedance,

can be calculated through the formulas obtained above for the balanced di-

pole. But what must be borne in mind is that for a specifie d value of I the

radiation resistance and the characteristic impedance of an unbalanced dipole

are half what they are for a balanced dipole. Based on what has been said
we can also use the curves in figures V,8.1, IX.6.1, IX.6.2, and figures

IX.ll.2, IX.11.3 to establish the radiation resistance and the input

The use of the formulas and curves mentioned is permissible in the case

of the unbalanced dipole for computing radiatien resistance and input impedance

if the dipole is fitted with radial ground system comprising 80 to 120 con-
ductors, the lengths of which are on the order of the wavelength and longer.

If a developed ground system is not used the calculations for radiation

resistance and input impedance are complex, and will not be taken up here.'

#X°3. Directive Gain and Gain Factor

In the case specified the directive gain can be computed through formuia

(VI.I.9) because field strength is independent of azimuth angle.
The gain factor e can be computed through formula (VI.3.5), and the

radiation resistance computation is made as indicated in the preceding para-

graph in the case of well-metallized ground near the antenna.

s1. See the footnote at page 136.
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The results of the D and e computations for the special case of the un-

balanced dipole 0t 10 m) and for two types of soils are shown in

fig1ui'.is• X.ý.. and X.J.2.

Integration of the expression in the numerator of formula (VI.l.9)

im Parried out graphically to calculate D.

.4 The values for D and c shown in figures X.).l and X.3.2 equate to the

direction of maximum radiation.

The D values obtained are only valid when distances from the dipole

are such that we can ignore the ground waves, as compared with sky waves.

e is computed assuming the field structure near the dipole remains as

it is in the case of perfect ground, an assumption based on a developed

ground system being installed. Efficiency is taken equal to one.

Let us note that in the case specified formula (VI.3.4) pays no

attention-to the relationship between e and D, and this can be explained

by the fact that D was established through the radiation pattern charted for

real ground parameters without taking energy radiated into the ground into

consideration. When the reflection factor from the ground does not equal ones

some of the energy i'adiated by the antenna is entering the ground. If the

relationship at (VI.3.4) is to be satisfied for ground with less than perfect

conductivity we must either take the energy penetrating the ground into con-

- - ;ideratior, when calculating D, or consider the energy radiated into the ground

as a loss. In the latter case it is necessary to introduce in formula (VI.3.4)

a factor equal to the transmission efficiency (It), and by which we understand

to mean the ratio of the energy remaining in the upper half-space to the

total energy radiated.

zl I'1. i I t 1 F-7 -fTT•" !.i i i
70 20 30 49 SO 6a 70 N0 $0 KNJA 0 i...tli.liii

£5202 5 J, tO 4. 5 $1 JS0

Figure X.3.l. Dependence of the Figure X.3.2. Dependence of the
directive gain of an unbalanced gain factor for an unbalanced dipole .. _
dipole (t = 10 m) on the wavelength Q = 10 m) on the wavelength for
for wet (y = 25; Yv = 0.01) and wet r 25; Yv = 0.01) and dry
dry 5; = 5; Yv = 0.001) soil. =

//X.4. Design Formulation

Figure X.4.l shows one way in which to make a balanced [sic] vertical

dipole with reduced characteristic impedance. As will be seen, segments of

ILhe Wilys used on Lhe Wuodeh Mast Aee Used W pait. ad A dipoes Supp1y Is

by a two-conductor feeder.

4 - .!
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An exponential feeder transformer is inserted in the line to improve
the match between the two-conductor line and the dipole. The angle formed

by the exponential line and the axis of the dipole is made as close to 900
as possible in order to avoid asymmetry in current distribution in the dipole

and feeder.

A3C

A -exponenial line.

Yi'

Figure X.4.2. Design formulation of one version of an unbalanced
vertical dipole with reduced characteristic impedance.

Figure X.4.2 shows one version of a design for an unbalanced vertical

i4

obtain a dipole with low characteristic impedance.

A high-frequency cable (fig. X.4.2), or a coaxial line can be used to

feed the unbalaa-.ed dipole.

One possible version of a coaxial line is shown in Figure X.4.3. The
external conductors, which play the same part as the cable shield, have one
end connected to the grounding bus, the other to the transmitter (receiver)

i4
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fraine. The end of the feeder running to the base of the antenna should be

dipped toward the ground to reduce the reactive component of the conductor

connecting the outer conductors of the feeder to the grounding system.

There are other ways to make an unbalanced wire feeder. '^en the

feeder circuit is selected attention must be given to reducing the Irans-

mittance, which ought not exceed 0.03 to 0.05 (see #111.5).

A developed grounding system should be used with unbalanced dipoles to

provide a high efficiency.

D -(20 430) cm (a =(3 ÷i 4) c' A I
W (ZOO-.250) om

" " wmye Yjeeu.

l___---- ----•7p• ... .Ckt.

1 #offu~es Wa~e JaJeM•aCNUR I
Figure X.4.3. Schematic diagram of the supply to an unbalanced

vertical dipole by a coaxial feeder.I > A - to antenna; B - metal ring; C - to common grounding
Sbus.

* I

Figure X.4.4. Variant in the design of an unbalanced vertical
dipole high above the ground.

4
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Recommended i6 a grounding system consisting of from 80 to 120 conductors

1.5 to 2t long. Th-e system is buried 15 to 20 cm below the surface, but it

can be laid right on the ground if local conditions are such that there will

be no danger of its being damaged. A grounding system consisting of 10 to
15 conductors axur 0.5; long is adequate for receiving antennas.

Figure X.4.4 is one possible design for an unbalanced dipole. As will

be seen, the dipole is installed on a metal tower, the top of which is

fitted with a metal hat which plays the role of a counterpoise. Supply to

the dipole is by a cable laid out along the tower body. The cable envelope

is connected to the counterpoise. It is desirable to have the radius of the
counterpoise at least equal to 0.2 to 0.25X.Dipole elevation provides ground wave amplification. Ground wave field

strength is proportional to the height at which xhe dipole is suspended. 1

\

1. See #5 of Chapter XIII in the book Ultra-Shortwave Antennas (Svyaz'izdat,
1 for the rndiation p f, an a-nr"+ ho ve't'- e,

a nIr 'IV I I
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"Chapter XI

THE BROADSIDE ARRAY

#XI.I. Description and Conventional Designations

Figure XI.l.l is the schematic of a four-stacked broadside array with

eight dipoles in each stack.

As will be seen, tho broadside array is made up of a number of sections

which are themselves two-wire balanced lines (1-2) loaded by balanced dipoles

with arm lengths of t= L/2.

JI

Figure XI.l.l. Schematic diagram of a broadside array.

The balanced dipoles are sections in several stacks. The line conductors

are crossed in the spans between stacks. The distance between adjacent

balanced dipoles in the same section equals X/2.

The sections are connected in pairb by the distribution feeders, 2-3.

These feeders will be referred to henceforth as the primary distribution

feeders. These latter are, in turn, connected to each other by secondary

distribution feeders, 3-4.

Figure XI.l.2 depicts a two-stacked broadside array comprising two sections.

'IL

Figure XI.l.2. Schematic diagram of a two-stacked broadside
array comprising two sections.

A parasitic reflector is usually installed behind the antenna and is

usually a duplicate of the antenna in arrangement and design. 7
The broadside array is conventionally designated by the letters SG, to

which i; added the fraction nl/n, designating the number of stacks (nI) and
1' 1

- ~-.
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the number of half-wave dipoles in each stack (n).

The antenna shown in Figure XI.l.l is conventionally designated the

SG 4/8, for example.

If the antenna has a reflector the letter R is added. Thus, the broad-

side array with reflector comprising 4 stacks and 8 half-wave dipoles in

each stack is designated SG 4/8 R.

The operating principle of thn SG antenna was explained in #VII.5,

that of the reflector in //IX.15.

#XI.2. Computing Reflector Current

The relationship between amplitude (m) and phase angle (4) for the

currents flowing in reflector and antenna must be known to compute the radia-

tion pattern, directive gain, radiation resistance, and other parameters.

In the case of the driven reflector the magnitudes of m and 4 can be

arbitrary, and selected such that the optimum antenna mode is obtained. It

is desirable to have m = 1 and 4 900 when the distance between antenna and

reflector is equal to ?/L.

In the case of the parasitic reflector, current amplitude and phase can

be controlled by changing the reactance in the circuit. However, the range

of change is limited and, moreover, so far as the parasitic reflector is con-
i ~cerned, the magnitudes of m and V are interconnected in a predetermined manner. *

We 'an derive 2N equations from which the current in any of the dipoles

in the antenna and reflector can be established (2N is the total number of

dipoles in antenna and reflector) by using the coupled dipole theory explained

in Chapter V.

However, in this case the determination of the currents can be very much

simplified by replacing all the dipoles in the antenna and reflector with two

equivalent, coupled dipoles.

In fact, the antenna consists of a system of dipoles, the currents in

which have identical amplitudes and phases. Therefore, full power developed

across the antenna (actual and reactive) equals

P=--•_ [(R+ +R 2  + RN) + i A + x.. + x.)l
2'

J2 .[R (xI.2.1)~~ 1 1 R, + i x.]1

where 2__

R R"... R and X X N... are the resistive and reactive radiation

resistances for the first, second, etc., dipoles equated to a current

loop, with the effect of all ar.tanna dipoles and their mirror images

taken into consideration;

is the current flowing in the current loop of one dipole.
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Formula (XI.2.l) demonstrates that all the dipoles in the antenna cur-

tain can be considered as a single unique dipole with a total radiation

resistance equal to RII + -XII and with a current flowing in the loop equal

to I.

Similarly, all reflector dipoles can be replaced by one equivalent di-

polo with rlditition resistanco equal to RI + iX and currnnt flowing

in the loop equal to the current flowing in one reflector dipole (Ii)
Here RII II and XI II are the sums of the resistive and reactive com-

*• ponents of the radiation resistance of the reflector dipoles, eetablished

with the mutual effect of all reflector dipoles and their mirror images

taken into consideration.

Replacement of the antenna and reflector dipoles by two equivalent di-

poles will make it possible to use the equations for two coupled dipoles to

__ analyze the SG antenna.
The coupling between the currents flowing in the reflector (Ii) and

in the antenna (II) is established from the relationships, similar to those
at (V.14.6) - (V.14.8) for two coupled dipoles,

I Ihe II mei•' (XI.2.2)

-• ! , tm VRII 2 2 (XI.2-'3)

i I I II * iI II÷XII load)

aractgx I c tg XI IXIla (XI.2.4)S• n~ R I g I, R IZ II

where

R RII and XIII are the sums of resistive and reactive radiation

resistances induced by all reflector dipoles and their mirror

images in all antenna dipoles, assuming that reflector and

antenna currents are the same in amplitude and coincide in phase;

XI a is the reactance inserted in the refector and converted into

Scurrent i.oring in the loop. X II load is usually in the f~rm of

!a segment of short-circuited line 1-2 (fig. XI.2.1).

Figure XI.2.1. Schemati2 diagram of a two-stacked broadside array
with a parasitic reflector SG 2/4 R.II A -antenna; R - reflector; 1-2 - reflector tuning stub.

.-i - . . ~ - . - - - . . - - -- - - - . - . --- .*- *
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2

m1

Figure XI.2.2. Schematic diagram of an SG 2/2 array and its mirror
image.

If there are substantial losses in the reflecto- we must write R II

+R in the above formulas in place of RII II where R is the
A II loop I1 loop

resistance of the losses in the reflector equated to a current loop.

Practically speaking, XII II.X11 load can be changed within any X.mits

by changing XII load* The magnitude of XII load is selected such that the

greatest gain, or the most favorable radiation pattern, is obtained.

The methods described in Chapter V are used to compute R II III lH III

R I II and i IIv

Example 1. Calculate the resistance of an SG 2/2 R antenna.

The circuit consists of dipoles and Lheir mirror images, as shown in

Figure XI.2.2 (the reflector dipoles are not shown).

Solution.
R/it ii -R& i Rs,+ Rs,+ Rt.

Because of the symmetry with which the dipoles are positioned

R&-R3; R2 = R4

-- d IR11 I! - 2R,+2R,.

In turn

R, - R11 + Ris-1,, R1.1 + R14 - R11- R;2 - R;3 - R;,4

S= R,, + R2, + R,3 + R,4 - R'1 - Rý - R23- R24,

where

R and R are the radiation resistances of dipoles l and 2;
11 22

RI and RI are the mutual resistances between di'oles 1 and 2 and
11 22

their own mirror images;

R 1 1' R'R R3' RI4 are the muAtual radiation resistances between

dipole 1 and dipoles 2, 3, and 4 and cheir mirror images;

R2 1 ' R R2 R R are 'ch- =cual radiation resistances between
21'23124' 21' 23' 24
dipole 2 and dipoles 1, 3, and 4 and their mirror images.

Own resistances of the d..poles equals

Rn it =73.l ohms.
11 22

I • .

a _____I
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teThe curves in the Handbook Section are used to establish the values of

teother components of R and R. (figs. H.III.6 - H.III.13).

-- 2

Using these curves we obtain

m : ~~~~~~~R ,= 73, l-}-26.4 -- 12.4 -- 1.8 +1.8 +5,8 -- 1.2 -ý-.3.8 -- 77.9ohlms,

IRs. 73.1 - 12.4-- I1.8 + 26.4-- 4.1 - 8,8 + 1.8 + 5.8 -. 70 ohms,
RI1, 1 -2R, + 2Rs - 295.8 ohms.

R, ,11 -= r, + R21, + R3 11 + R411 -R,-R;,, -R , -R r;,,,I,. -xII.+ Xv,, + xv, + Xil, - x,- x,- x,- x.

Here R1 1, and X, are the sums of resistive and reactive components

of the mutual resistance b-tween dipole 1 of the antenna and all reflector

dipoles.

R 2 Il R 3 1,, R4 ' 1,, - , X ', and X4 I have similar values, but as

applicable to dipoles 2, 3, and 4 of the antenna.

RI I, and XI' 11 are the sums of the resistive and reactive components of

the mutual resistance between dipole 1 of the antenna and all the mirror

images. of the reflector dipoles.
A I,, R1 Ill R3 1,, XL IS I andX X have similar values, but as

applicable to dipoles 2, 3, and 4 of the antenna.

Because of the symmetry in the location of the dipoles,

R1 ,= 2R11, + 2R1?2R,, -2R

and
X1= I2/- + + 2X2 11 7 2ýX1 -- I 2ll ..

R I and XI II are computed through the curves in the Handbook Section.

We obtain for the SG 2/2 R antenna

R 58 ohms,
I II

X I = -277.4 ohms.

Figure XI.2.3 shows the curves for the dependence of m and l or the

SG 2/2 R antenna on X= XII II + XI load-

Aft

SFigure XI.2.3. Dependence of m and for an SG 2/2 R array

on reflector tuning.

- -z

4 . • 0't .. -1
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As will be seen, the reflector current is only close to the antenna

current in amplitude for small values of XR• The current phase difference

in this'same area is close to 900, emphasizing the fact that turning the re-

flector to resonance establishes a mode close to optimum.

m I The calculation of m and 4 for other types of antenna is made similarly.
The gain factor (e) and the directive gain (D) for the antenna depend

on m and *, so they depend on XR.

So far as the SG 2/2 R antenn'a is concerned, maximum gain factor occurs

when XR = -40 ohms, and corresponding thereto m = 0.95 and 4 = 1100.

Table XI.2.l lists the values of m and * for various versions of the SG

antenna with respect to maximum gain factor and directive gain, but we must

still remember that these values do not correspond to minimum radiation in

the rear quadrants.

* Tabla XI.2.1

Antenna type m In

SG 1/2 R .81 120

SG 1/4 R 0.785 120

SG 2/2 k 0.95 110

SG 2/4 R 0.895 110

SG 2/8 R 0.91 110

SG 4/8 R 0.923 102

SG 6/8 R. 0.87 96

#XI.3. Directional Properties

The field strength of the broadside array can be expressed through the

formula 1

, (x -2 _) 1 + it,' .- 21n cos(i - d, cos A cos ?) X

• JX s in (,x If,,, s in A),
(XI.3.1)

where

cp is the azimuth angle, read from the normal to the plane of the

antenna curtain;

H is the average height at which the antenna is suspended;

1. See Appendix 4.

IiI'

S- -- -- .-
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n and n are number of stacks and number of half-wave dipoles per stack,

respectively;

d is the distance between antenna and reflector.

If the antenna is a stacked dipole array, and if the lower stack is at
mheight H 1

H.V = H, + (n, - 0-)T.--2'V~iH+Qh-)~ . (xI.3.z)

Using formula (XI.3.1), we can establish the field in any directie:.•
It is customary to use the .'adiation patterns in the horizontal (A - 0)

and vertical (c = 0) planes for the characteristics of SG antenna directional

properties.

Substituting A = 0 in formula (XI.3.1), converting, and dropping the

factors not dependent on 9, we obtain the following expression for the radiation

pattern in the horizontal plane

s-sin?
*F(y) 2, sin n-l-sinf?)XF (•) Cos ( 2•

X jI + n2+ 2,ncos(1' - ad 3cosf'). (xI.3.3)

Figures XI.3.1 - XI.3.4 show a series of radiation patterns of SG an-

-- '• tennas in the horizontal plane. As will be seen, the more dipoles per antenna

stack, the narrower its radiation pattern in the horizontal plane. The

radiation p&ttern in the horizontal plane is symmetrical with respect to the

normal to the plane of the antenna curtain, so only half of the diagrams are
shown in figures XI.3.1 - XI.3.4.

Substituting 0p = 0 in formula (XI.3.1), and converting, we obtain the

following expression for the radiation pattern in the vertical plane

F (A) 2a = 2 )X
601 sin (-i- sin A)

I +i Wi- + 21n cos( o-d, cosA) sin(allf,,sinA). (XI3.4)

FgrX I I

9 IV X a ,| jM& 017 Wt 0A Y

Figure XI.3.1. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
SG array with two dipoles in one stack.

,• ,• •., ... .. .....-- ,., _ .- •. • .•,, -=.=•= -.. _ : • • --. =•
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Figue XI3-2-Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
SG array with four dipoles in one stack.

In the case of real ground conductivity the expression for the radiation

pattern in the vertScal plane becomes

F() in n-2L sin 4 o .- d o

X~ii I/I J 4 12 +2 1R.Ljcos (tl, - 221/4 sin A). (XI.3.5)

411I

m IN

SFigure XI.33. Radiation Iplane of an

SG artay with eight dipoles in one stack.

05-- -T- __- Li~ ~ i q5 • t q6 1+ I!II!

0/f

,-.,l! I J - -J- ! t /

Figure XI.3.4. Radiation pattern in the horizo.&tal plane of an
SG array with sixteen dipoles in one stack.
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Figures XI.3.5 - XI°3.8 show a series of radiation patterns in the

vertical plane of an SG antenna. Patterns have been charted for three

types of ground within the limits of the main lobe; ideal conductivity

m(Yv = C); average conductivity (e r 8, = 0.005); and low conductivity

m(r = 3, yv = 0.0005).

mI
r v

47 LIi,-- I.1

0 I0 2.1 0W Q OA \ I U \ _ 4hV tMI

Figure XI.3.5. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stack SG array with a reflector for ground with
ideal conductivity (Yv =), for ground with average
conductivity (Cr = 8, Yv = 0.005) and for ground with
low conductivity (er = 3, Yv = 0.0005); height of
suspension H = X/2.

-8y, VMST

0t~ ~ r.3:YO 0005 p1 1
I /III I I I -I

- l"-

S0 20 i0 4•0 60 60060 90 to100 lO 10 /tO 0160 1o Ia J#4*

Figure XI.3.6. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a two-
stack SG array with a reflector for ground with ideal
conductivity (Yv = co), for ground with average con-
ductivity (er = 8, Yv = 0.005), and for ground with
low conductivity (-r 3,.Yv = 0.0005); height of
suspension of lower stack HI = X2.

Laid out on the ordinate axes in figures XI.3.5 - XI.3.8 is the relation-

ship E/E, where E is the field strength in the direction of maximum
max

radiation for ideally conducting ground.

Accordingly, the curves for ground of average conductivity and for

ground with low conductivity characterize the shape of the radiation pattern,
as well as the change in the absolute magnitude of the field strength as

compared with the case of ideally conducting ground.

!! "$ t flXJ:
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.8; 1, -00-07 3,44-.000.5
qs+

V O- 2o0• 40 50 60 70 60o o 1o0 Io /o o 0 160 170 IoA*
Figure XI.3.7. Padiation patterns in the vertical plane of a four-

stack SG array with a reflector for ground with ideal
"conductivity (yv = 03), for ground with average con-ductivity (er = 8, Yv = 0.005), and for ground with low
conductivity (Cr = 3, Yv = 0.0005); height of suspension
of lower stack H1= X/2.

41:

Lrn I A- 1 1 1
-j L #-1 ill-1

• 
- E6-3/,;: .oooo5 -H- ,

0 t0 2030 40 30 o0 70 40 90 1049110 120 13 I. O 150 laO 10 aJO i
Figure XI.3.8. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a six-

stack SG array with a reflector for ground with ideal
conductivity (yv = o), for ground with average con- Iductivity (Cr = 8, Yv = 0.005), and for ground with lowconductivity (er = 3, Y = 0.0005); height of suspension

of lower stack H, - X/2.

As will be seen from figures XI.3.5 - XI.3.8, the greater the number of

stacks in the antenna, the narrower the radiation pattern in the vertical
plane. Moreover, the main lobe is "pressed" toward the ground as the number I
of stacks is increased. Comparison of radiation patterns for various ground
parameters reveals that the nature of the diagram is little dependent on
soil parameters. But if the ,round conductivity is reduced, the maximum beam
in the diagram will be reduced, and the greater the angle of tilt of the
maximum beam, the more marked is this reduction.

Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a single-stack anterua with

suspension height different from ),/2 are shown in Figure XI.3.9. Figures
XI.3.10 and XI.3.11 show the radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a

two-stack and four-stack antenna with lower stack suspension heights greater

S ........... . . . ........... .... . .... . ... ...... ...... . .... . .... . .. .... ... ... .... ...
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than )L/2. An increase in the antenna suspension height will be accompaniedA

by the main lobe becoming narrower and being pressed toward the ground, an

well as by an increase in the patternts si.de lobes.

103

07

01

0 10 20 3 40 V a0 70 50 isA,

Figure X1.3.9. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stack SG array suspended at a height different
from )L2 ( =en)

-4?

OE , I i- I

4fl7 IJI
Figure X1.3.11. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a twou-

stack SG array with lower stack suspended at heights
X and 0.75 X.
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#XI.,. Radiation .qosittance

The radiation resisLa::ce of an SG antenna is understood to mean the bum

of the radiation resibtazcet of all its dipoles.

in accordance with the above expoanded method of replacing the dipoles

of the antenne and reflector by two equivalent, single dipoles, we obtain

the following expressions for the total radiation resistance of antenna and

reflector

ZýA = R, + n("R1 , cos- X1  sir, )] +

-- •~~~~ =XI ,-, * Iiin¢)

ZER [RII ii 1 1 i I I COS
S~(xI.4.2)

+ iE(Xl1 ikX XI d (XI - RI sin *)J"

Formulas (XI.4.I) and (X:.,.2) are similar to formula (V.13.7) for to

conventional dipoles.

In the case of the parasitic jeflector Z,, = 0.

Since ancenna and reflector are iý.enxical, R = Rii and X X

Example 2. Calculate the resistive component of the radiation resistance

.A for the SG 2/2 R anteiala.

Solut.on. 11e resistive comiponent of the radiation resistance of the

antenna equals

caw a t"he antenna and reilector curtains are identical

R = RII IV"

fhe calculation of RI ii for che SG 2/2 R ,-ntenna was made above (see

Exampl, 1). R, wab found to equal 295.8 ohns.

Also cited above were the resulLs of the calculations of R I Ii and XI

which proved to be equal •o Ri ii , 58 ohma and X = -277.4 ohma,

If we take the values of m and ý corresponding to the maximum value for
"the gain factor, that is, m = 0.95 and 1 = 1100, the antenna radiation

resistance will e 4,ual

RZ A = 295.8 + 0.95 (58 cos 110' + 277.4 sin 1100) - 518 ohms.

Table XI.4.l lists the values of the resistive and reactive components

of the radiation resistance for different SG antenna variants.

The values for R.A listed in Table XI.4.l correspond to that mode of

reflector tuning for which the maximum gain factor and directive gain are

obtained.

/! 0
I



"Table XI..4.1

Antenna RI lohms R. IIohms X1  ohms r-A,°hms
valriant

SG 1/2 R 173.2 56 -129 242

SG I/4 i 360.2 88.2 -265.6 5114

SG 2/2 R 295.8 58 -277.4 518 .

SG 2/4 n 646.2 75.8 -586.5 1117

SG 2/8 R 1322 220 -1210 2300

SG 4/8 R 2778 268 -2274 4359 j

SG 6/8 R 3844.5 240.8 -3330 6705

The data lited in Table X1.4.1 are based on the a&sumption that the

.eighr, a= which the iower stack vas suspended was equal to X/2. if the

suspension height is increased the radiation resistance will change somewhat

because of the increase in the distance between the antenna and the mirr-r

image. However, these changes are not substantial enough to be taken into

consideration in engineering calculations. The data licted in this table can

also be used for suspension heights greater than X/2.

#XI.5. Directive Gain and Gain Factor

In accordance with what has been said in Chapter VI, the directive gain

caan be calculated throuGh the formula

14PF (4)S*D (xx.5.l)

with F(6) established through formula (XI.3.4) or (IX.3.5) laic), and

Sfrom tho data listed in Table XI.4.l.

The gain factor can be calculated through tha formula

c = D1/1.64, (XI.5.2)

where

T, is the antenna efficiency.

Fngineering calculations usually assume that

'Table XI.5.1 lists the maximum values for D and e for different SG

antenna variants, as well as the angles of ti.:. for maximum beams, AO

i k ) The values for e listed in Table XI.5.1 were calculated for ideally

conducting ground. The actual values of e, as follows from the patterns

charted in figures XI.3.5 - XI.3.8, will be somewhat less; c will decrease

in proportion to the decrease in the ratio E /E r,/ when A,,
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The reduction in c is greater the larger angle L

Table XI.5.1

Antenna Height, at which Directive Gain factor, Angle of tilt
variant lower stack~ is gain, D eof maximum beam,

suspended A0

SG 1/2 R O..5? 23 14' 300

SG 1/2 R 0..75X 23 14180

SG 1/4 R o.5X 43 26 300

QG V/4 R 4.75X 43 26 180

SG 2/2 R 0.5X 35 21 170

SG 2/2 R 0.75) 35 21 140

SG 2/2 R A 35 21 127

SG 2/4 R O75X, 60 37 170

SG 2/4 R 0-75X 60 37 140

SG 2/4 R X 60 37 120

SG 2/8 R 0.5X, 116 70.7 170

SG 2/8 R 0.75X 116 70.7 140

SG 2/8 R X116 70.7 120

SG 4/14. R 0-5X, :5 8 90

sG 4/4 R 156 95 80

SG 4/8 R 0.5X 262 160 90

SG 4/8 R X 310 I9 80

SG 6/8 R X 395 240 60

#XI.6. Input Impedances

(a) Input impedance of a balanced dipole part of an antenna

A balanced dipole has an arm length t = X/2.

The in:put impedance of this dipole can be calculated through the formula

Z1 = W 2 /R (XI.6.1)

where

W. is the charact-,istic impedance of the dilpole with the resistances
in

induced by adjacent dipoles and reflectors taken into consideration;

- -R is the resistive component of the radiation resistance of one
balanced dipole.

The characteristic impedance of a balanced dipole can be eatablished

through the formula

* ~Wi =W 1l + X, nd~ (XI.6.2)in Iind/W :

where

W is the characteristic impedance of an isolated balanced dipole
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t As a pxdctical matter,

S~ W. • 5W,"

Win..O

R = 21 N

where

RAis the resistive component of the total radiation rebistance of

the antenna (see Table XI.4.l);

N = 1nn is the total number of half-wave dipoles in the antenna.

Substituting the value for R in formula (XI.6.1),

zI -in /2R.A (XI.6.3)

W is on the order of 1000 ohms for dipole conductors with diameters

of from 2 to 6 mm.

Formula (XI.6.1) fails to consider losses in the dipoles, but this is

quite permissible becausa these losses in broadside arrays are usually very
smallI.

(b) Input impedance of a section of an antenna

The input impedance of a section of an antenna i3 understood to

mean the impedance equated to a point where the balanced dipole in the

lower stack is connected into the antenna (point 2 in fig. X1.l.1).

Since the distance between dipoles in a section equals ?/2, the input

impedance equals

Z2 .z / n I W 'i n m . • 6

(c) Input impedance at distribution feeder branch points

The input impedance at the point where the primary distrib-tion

feeders branch (point 3 in fig. XI.l.l) is, in accordance with formula

(U.9.9) equal to

r7, ý os0, sin~rl1z Z, , (XI.6.5)

where

W and are the characteristic impedance and length of one branch

t *f the primary distribution feeder.

Similarly, the inpu.ý impedance at the point where the secondary distribution

feeders branch (point 4 in fig. XI.l.1) equals

z C cosa l+i-E-- sina/I

2 a 1H-,+i Mn at* (XI.6.6)
SZ,

| .
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F2 and t2 are the characteristic impedance and length of one branch

of the secondary distribution feeder.

If the antenna has four sections, Z4 is the input impedance of the entire

antenna.

We can calculate the input impedance at the point of feed in a similar

way if the antenna has eight sections (16 dipoles) in each stack.

The lengths of the distribution feeders are often made in multiples

of X/2 in order to improve the match between the individual antenna elements.

In such ease the input impedance of the entire antenna equals

ZA = 2Z/nn1 = W2/REA" (XI.6.7)

The formulas given here are also valid for calculating reflector input

impedances. In the case of the parasitic reflector RZR should be uný',>stood

to be the resistive component of the reflector's radiation resistance, cal-

culated without regard for the effect of the antenna, which is to say

iR -RII I n R, I-

It must be pointed out that the formulas for input impedance given here

are approximate, since they do not take into consideration differences in

the radiation resistances of the individual dipoles, the effect of the shunt

capacitances created by the insulators used with the antenna, the distribution

feeders, etc.

# XI.7. Maximum Effective Currents, Voltages, and Maximum Field Strength
Amplitudes in the Antenna

The effective current flowing in a current loop of an anteri;n. -iinole

equals

'A. R

where

P is the power applied to the antenna.

The maximum effective current flowing in the antenna feeder equals

[formu.la (I.13.3)]

where

k is the traveling wave ratio on the feeder;

P is the power applied through tho parti.cular feeder; for the SG 2/8 RP

antenna, for example, through the primary distribution feeder one-fourth.

V and through the secondary distribution feeder one-half the applied

power.

'ii
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__5*

The traveling wave ratio on the &fqeder can be calculated through

formula (1.7.2)

where

Ipf is the modulus of the reflection factor, equal to

(WF - R +

load Xload

(F load load

where

R ledand Xoa are the resistive and reactive components of the

impedance of the load on the feeder.

The load Impedance is Z2for the primary distribution feeder, Z3for

the secondary distribution feeder, etc.

The maximum amplitude of the equiv?.lent voltage across each of the

dipoles is obtained at the generator end, and equals

ma l~oop in N\~. (I73

I where is the amplitude of the current flowing in the dipole's current3
loop

ma i

loop.U

TThe taxim lie strate r n thampel foder ca e e eqcuratent maxim

Thuvaerý m o.aximu ampitds maximum an field s trength fo i noe the i dist erib ti

feedersa vasee t whenl3 tequapp3 'dp qal wE c l ooruf Tad.h .6t

Tal I7l=it h values fo ,.iu fetv cret aiu

d 0,6 cm, where d is the dio ueter of the dipole conductor.
/oI

Ip la)2" od*'

where
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:1 T'. le I, I .7/.1

A Antenna Maximum effective Maximum voltage Maximum field strength
variant current, IA' amps amplitude, Um, I, amplitude, E ax, volts/cm

volts

SG 1/2 R 2.04 2880 576

SG 1/4 R 1.4 1980 396

SG 2/2 R 1.4 1980 396

SG 2/4 R 0.95 1350 270

SG 2/8 R 0.66 930 185

SG 4/8 R 0.48 680 136

SG 6/8 R 0.386 545 108

#XI.8. Waveband ir. Which SG Antenna can be Used

I' Upsetting the equality of current amplitudes and phases in the various

stacks in the antenna is the primary reason why the SG antenna cannot be

used on wavelengths different from those specified. As sas pointed out in

the foregoing, equal cur.ent ampl1tudes and phases in the different SG an-

j tenna stacks can bo aiLntained because the segments of the feeder between

the stack are W2 in length. As deviations from specified wavelengths occur

the lengths of the inter-stack feeders become inappropriate, and the

currents flowing in the differant stacks are not the same, either in ampli-

tu~e or phase. The result is distortion of the radiation pattern in the

vertical plane. However, in some waveband near the specified wavelength

• I the deterioration in directional properties is slight. The greater the

number of stacks, the narrower this band.

As the calculatiuns show, the two-stack antenna retains satisfactory

, directional properties and can be used without material deterioration in

its parameters in the waveband 0.9 to 1.2 X.1 where X is the specified

worki4ng wavelength. The fcur-stack antenra can te used in the 0.95 toI 0-

1.08 XO range. The singl--stack antenna can bu used over a broad band of

jv wavelehgth3, aa will be described in detail in Chapter XII on the multiple-

tuned broadside array.

We should note that when the working wavelez.gth is changed we wust re-

build the reflector and the elements used to match ante,ina and feeder.

#XI,9. Anterna Desi,-, Formu lation

(a) Antenna curtain and reflector curtain

Dipoles used in antennas and reflectors must bk- somewhat EL-,orcer

than their nominal lengths. Shortening the dipole is equivalent to con-

necting a certain amount of inductive reactance in series with the dipole in

ordei to compensate for the effect of ,heshunt capacitance of the insulators I H
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and the induced reactances. The input impedance of the shortened dipole

becomes resistive, and this results in an improvement in the match between

the individual antenna sections. When conventional insulators are used it

is recommended that dipoles be shortened 5 to 7%, as compared with their

nominal lengths.

Efforts should be made tG keep the shunt capacitance of the insulators

as low as possible. The antenna curtain can be suspended on supports with,

or without, stays (figs. XI.9.1 and XI.9.2). When a stay is used the dipoles

are positioned exactly horizontal, but when the stay is not used the dipoles

s.,g somewhat, and this sag causos distortion in the radiation pattern.

Thib disLortion is slight when tho dip is small, however. A dip with an

order of magnitude of 5 to 7% of the span between masts is permissible.

mI
mI

Figure XI.9.1. Suspension of an antenna curtain on supports
using a stay.

N ~Figure XI.9.2. Suspension of an antenna curtain on supports:
i without a stay.

If the antenna is suspended on a metal stay, the latter is usually

sectioned by insulazors-and section lengths are made no longer than X/4 in

order to avoid the considerable effect the stay has on the directional

Sproperces of the antenna. Research on the subject has revea ed the stay

need not be sectioned. The effecpt of an unsectioned stay on the antenna
S~gain factor is slight.

* %The desirable distance between the lowest point on the stay and the

upper stacks of dipoles is at least X/4.



beThe cable guys bupporting th dipoles in the individual stacks should

besectioned byitiaosi h pnbetween tebtnsadhedipoles

(insulators 1 in figs. XI.9.l and X1.9.2). This is necessary in order to

reduce the currents induced in the supporting cables by the antenna. Section

lengths should be no longer than X/10. The distance between the antenna

supports should be selected such that there will be at least two such sections

on either side.

Securing the dipoles to the vertical inter-stack feeders, which latter

have been crossed, can be done by using insulators in the form of trans-

position blocks (fig. XI.9.3).

The reflector curtain is built like the antenna curtain.

S<I.

Figure XI.9.3. Securing dipoles to a vertical inter-stack
feeder with transition blocks.

(b) Distribution feeders

The lengths of primary distribution feeders are sel .ited such

that the highest traveling wave ratio possible will be established on the

secondary distribution feeders. The distribution system as a whole should

provide the highest possible "natural" trwithout special tuning) traveling

wave ratio on the supply feeder.

It is necessary to increase the traveling wave ratio on distribution

fe~ders and on the supply feeder in order to reduce losses, reduce potentials,

and increase the stability of the tuning of the supply feeder to the

traveling wave. The smaller the traveling wave ratio on the distribution

feeders, and the natural traveling wave ratio on the supply feeder, the greater

will be the mismatch between feeder and antenna as atmospheric conditions

(rain, frost, sleet, etc.) change.

If w'T are to obtain the highest possible traveling wave ratio we must

SIi select distribution feeder lengths such that there will be voltage loops

(fig. XI.9.4) at the branyih parints.

-1

'.4 reuetecret nuedi h uprigcbesb h 'na eto
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£3iI It

Figure XI.9.4. Choosi.ag the lengths of distribution feeders.

Bonds in distribution feeders must be made in such a way that the

lengths of both conductors remain absolutely identical.

(c) Antenna supports
Supports are made of'wood or metal.

There is no firm basis for giving preference to either type of support,

at least not from the point of view of providing optimum electrical parameters

for antennas.

The guys supporting the masts are usually broken up by insulators

I (sectioned) in order to reduce the currents induced in them by the antenna's

electromagnetic field. Heavy currents flowing in the guys cause energy

losses and radiation pattern distortion. The distance selected for the

lengths of sections of guys between adjacent insulators should be no greater

than X/4.
Experimental investigations have revealed, hou.ev r, that as a practical

matter there are no significant losses, or any great distortion in the patterns,

even when unsectioned guys are used. In the latter case however, the un-

sectioned guys must not be installed in front of the antenna curtain in the

direction of maximum radiation. Moreover, it is necessary to measure the

nntanna radiation pattern and confirm the fact that the guys do not cause

unusual distortion.

If unacceptable distortions are found, and are in fact caused by the

guys, the necessary steps must be taken (partial sectioning, interconnecting

the guys, other measures to detune the exciting guys).

The SG stacked dipole antenma is frequently suspended on free-standing

metal towers.

#XI.1O. SG Receiving Antenna

All of the data in the foregoing with respect to the directicnal proper-

ties, directive gain, gain factor, input impedance, and other parameters

of the SG trarismiting antenna are valid for SG receiving antennas.

The effective length of the SG receiving antenna can be computed through

formula (I.8.(5).

• 241
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Table XI.0.1 lists the values for effective lengths of selected variants

of the SG antenna when WF= 208 ohms :nd WF = 100 ohms.

The assumption behind the table is that the supply feeder efficiency
is =l

Table XI.1O.1

Antenna Characteristic impedance of Effective length,,

variant supply feeder, WF, ohms eff

SG 1/2R• 208 2X.

" 100 1.39X

SG 1/4 R 208 2.74X

"100 1.9X
S ,•SG 2/2 R 208 "2.4.7X,

100 1.72X?

SG 2/4 R 208 3,2 24

,I 100 2.25?.

SG 2/8 R 208 4.5?X
100 3.13?.

SG 4/8 R 208 6.75X?

100 4.7X.

SG 6/8 R 208 7.8X p
10 .O0 5.4?.

The compilation of Table XI.0.l used e values taken from Table XI.5.1

for lower stack suspension height equal to V/2.

What was said above with respect to the design formulation of z;G trans-

mitting antennas also remains valid for SG receiving antennas. The exception

is the statement concerning the possibility of using non-sectioned stays

and guys on masts. When reception is involved special attention must be

given to the question of eliminating distortions in the reception pittern,

so the use of non-sectioned stays and guys is undesirable.

The supply feeder for the SG receiving antenna is usually a 4-wire

conductor with a characteristic impedance of 208 ohma. This must be taken

into coisideration when designing the match between ancenna and supply feeder.

#XI.l1. Radiation Pattern Control in the Horizontal Plane

The antenna's radiation pattern in the horizontal plane can be controlled

by shifting the point at which the supply feeder is connected to the dis-

tribution feeder. And both branches of the distribution feeder should be

tuned to the traveling wave mode. Figure XI.l1.I shows the arrangement

for controlling the patt(ern. j
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f..• -U/6c~ kU;r~A2J i. &J*L4m, &UNV *

Figure XI.11.1. Schematic diagram cf how the radiation pattern of
the antenna is controlled in the horizontal plane.

I - traveling wave tuning stub.

Moving the supply point to the right of center of the distribution feeder

rotates the direction of maximum radiation to the left, and vice verea.

The radiation pattern in the horizontal plane in the case of unbalanced

feed to the distribution feeder can be computed through the formula

C )

X/1 + m+2m cos (-- a dcost?)X (XI.Xll )

"XCos si,
2 2."•- ).

where

Sis the differen cze in the lengths of the branches of the distribution

feeder;

D is the distance between the centers of the symmetrical halves of

the antenna curtain (fig. XI.ll.2).

- -
ARI

Figure Xi.11.2. For formula (XI.ll.l).

K
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Chapter X1i

MULTIPLE-TUNED BROADSIDE ARRAY

#XII.l. Description and Conventional Designations

The SGD (multiple-tuned broadside) a•'ray is a modified SG array designed

for broadband operation.

One of the reasons why t'e SG array cannot be used for broadband operation

is the disturbance of the equality of the currents flowing in the dipoles in

the different stacks when there is a radical departure from the specified

wavelength. Disturbance of the normal distribution of energy between stacks

results in distortion of the radiation pattern in the vertical plane and a

reduction in directive gain.

The arrangement of the SGD array is such that the distribution of energy

between the stacks retains equality of currents, in phase and amplitude,

ro rlo.4t ot i .hu wavd] dnflith.

(Figure XII.l.l is a bchematic diagram of a two-stacked SGD array. As

will be seen, the ermf is supplied to the center of the vertical feeder con-

necting both stacks. With this sort of supply arrangement the currents

flowing in the upper and lower stacks are the same, regardless of the w~ave-

length, provided the slight unbalance in energy distribution between the stacks

occasioned by the ground 1 is not taken into consideration.

A second reason why the SG array cannot be used for broadband operation

is tho sharp change which takes place in the magnitude of the input impedance

of the array with change in the wavelength, and as a consequenc-:, the

disturbance in the match between antenna and supply feeder. This difficulty

-- _ can be eliminated from the SGD array by using dipoles with reduced characteristic

impedances and a special system of distribution feeders.

The SGD array, like the SG array, usually has a parasitic reflector,

and the distance between antenna and reflector is chosen approximately equal
to 0.5 t 0 is the length of one arm of a balanced dipole). The reflector

cpn be tuned or untuned. The tuned reflector, as iii the SG array case, is a

curtain which is an exact duplicate of the antenna curtain, and is tuned by

movable shorting plugs. The untuned reflector is made in the form of a flat

screen, installed behind the antenna. The screen is a grid of conductors

running parallel to the axes of the dipoles. The grid should be dense enough

to provide the necessary weakening of the radiation in the back quadrants

(see below). The author developed a short-wave antenna with an untuned re-

flector with rigid dipoles in 1949. Figure XII.l.2 is a schematic diagram of

a two-stac!sed array with untuned reflector.
__ 0

1. The first antennas using this distribution feeder arrangement were
siaggested by S. I. Nadenenko.

--.. _ _•.... . o • . -".% ... . . .2-
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Figure XII.I.. Schematic diagram of a two-stacked SGD array
with four dipoles per stack.

IEI

- Figure XII.l.2. Schematic diagram of a two-stacked SGD arrayii with an untuned reflector.

The conventional dei gnations with respect to number ol stacks and.
number of arms for the dipoles per stack in an SGD array are the same as

those used for the SG array. For examplet the SGD array shown in Figure

XII.I.1 is conventionally designated SGD 2/4. Figures XII.l 3 and XII.i.4
show the schematics for SGD 2/8 and SGD 4/2 arrays.

Figure XII.l.3. Schematic diagram of a two-stacked SGD array
4 with eight dipoles per stack.

F u -

O, Figure XII.l.4. Schematic diagram of a fotir-stacked £GD array.

. '

:1
*1,i
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I, The use of a tuned reflector i5 indicated by the addition of the letters

RN, and if ain untuned reflector is used by the letters RA. The antenna

shown in Figure XII.l.2 is convelutionally designated SGD 2/4 RA.

AXII.2. Calculating the Current Flowing in the Tunable Reflector

The calculation for the ratio of the amplitude (m) to the mutual phase

angle (4) for the currents flowing in reflector and -nterna is made as in

the case of the SG array.

Tqble XI".2.1 lists the results of computing m and 4 for certain variants

of the SGDRN array. The distance between antenna and reflector was taken

as equal to 0.25X0 (X0 = 21).

The values for m and 4 listed 5n Table XII.2.1 corresponid to a maximvm

radiation mode in a direction normal to the plane of the antenna curtain.

However, this cannot be taken as the optimum mode because it brings with it

large lobes which form in the back quadrants.

Table XII.2J.

Antenna Wavelengths m
variant

SGD 1/2 RN 0.81 120

2X0  0.82 158

SGD 1/14 RN X 0.785 120

I " 2X0  0.827 160

SGD 2/2 RN X 0.95 110

2Xo 0.905 155
SlD 2/4 RN X 0.895 110

2X0 0.85 155
SSGD 2/8 RN X0  0.91 110

2Xo0 0.745 150

#XII.3." Formulas for Calculating Radiation Patterns and Parameters
* 'of the SGDRN Array

The field strength produced by the SGDRN array in an arbitrary direction

can be calculated through the formula 1

.,1201 C0s(tlcostsinO)--cos.J • 2
r Y1 -cost sa'?y tedf, A~)

sin ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i cosAs~A' A_____________

sin•(--: ui,,A.) (xII.3.l) 0

";•'• lil~t,,,. - 1_. Se. Appendix 4•."',"

t-2

N i - *.: *

S " -- , "• * - - - '.- '••,• , - '- . ' *4 .-'. , "
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where[
I is the current flcwing in the current loops of the antenna dipoles;

, 9 is the. azimuth angle of the beam, read from the normal to the plane

of the antenna ciutrtain;
6 is the angle of tilt of the be~m.;

n it, the number of stacks;

n. = n/2 is the number of balanced dipoles per stack, that is, the

number of sections;

d is the distance between the centers of two adjacent balanced dipolosi
tilt 1

d is the distance between adjacent stacks;
2

d is the distance between antenna and reflector;

H is the average height at which the antenna is wuspended,av

(n= , -( 1. ) ds,.
+ 2 (XII-3.12)

where
H1 is the height at which the lower stack of the antenna is suspended.

Substituting A - 0 in formula 01I.3.1), and.converting, and dropping the

factors which are not dependent on pq, we obtain the following expression for

the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane

sin 2 d, s LFcos) C(a Isin q)-cos a 2
Cos? 1;'d

(XI.3.3)
XY1 +m2+ 2mcos(, -adscos?) .

Substituting p = 0 in formula (XII.3.l), and converting, we obtain the

expression for the radiation pattern in the vertical plane

E s~(ni 2sin A)
F(A)=--- 2n2(I -- coscO X

GOsin sin A

X V 1 + n'+ 2mcos('-adacsA) sin'( ,,sinA). (xAI...)

In the case of real ground the axpression for the radiation pattern in

the vertical plane becomes

sin nt sin a•2F(A)*-"(1--coO ,X.

sin(!md. siU A)X Y1 +'+ 2mcos( a--dscosA) X (X1I.3.5)

X 1/1 +IRj.l±t 2IR.LJcos(,..-.-.2 sini .F

1. See footnote at page 220.
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The directive Oain can be established through the formula C
I I

•l • i• O = i20" (A\--!

m~I x
The gain factor can be established through the formula

' D
k= 1.64(XII.3.7)

Th3 radiation resistance can be established by the induced emf method.

The computation foi" the effect of the ground can be made on the basis of the

assumption that the ground has ideal ccnductivity.

XII.4A Forandas for Calculating Radiation Patterns, Gain Factor,
and Directive Gain of the SGDRA Array

The radiation patterns in the horizontal and vertical planes can be cal-

culated approxianately by replacing the reflector with the mirror image of

the antenna, that is, by replacing the reflector with an additional antenna

made absolutely identical with the real antenna and located at distance 2d3

from it (d is the distance from the antenna to the untuned reflector).

Currents flowing in tl'e mirror image are shifted 1800 in phase relative to
the currents flowing in the antenna.

With the introduction of the mirror image we can now calculate patterns

through formulas which are identical with formulas (XII.3.1) - (XII.3.5).

We need orly change the factor in these formulas which takes the effect of
the reflector into consideration. In formula (XII.3.1) this factor should

be replaced by the factor 2 sin ( 0rd3 cos q cos A), in formula (XII.3.3) by

ithe fact4r 2 sin (yd3 cos ,p), and in formulas (XII.3.4) and (XII.3.5) by the
!factor 2 sin (ld3 cos A).

;:::: ordinglyth for~mulas for the radiation patterns in the front half-• • apace are in the following form:

the general formula is

• 2401 cos (aIcos A sin1?) -- , 1sin (na " cosksin?)

1 -'l -cos1 Asiny? n o sin ?

ssin (2~~i Cos

X CTinos cA) sin (a1,,.sinA);

in the horizontal plane

V c?)= os(olsiny)--os=l flnn(¢s?; (Z..,2

4d,

Ii

S : • >2• ~"-,-•
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in the vertical plane when the ground is a perfect conductor

• 5~~~in. •,n

(2

.* () ., .• =4n2 (I -- cos a l sin (& dacosA)X

X+sin(m H,,sinnA); (xIi.4.3)

in ahe vertical plane when real ground is taken into consideration

"a / d, /"

becus the scren hAs) iiedmesos

(a dz

X ]/177-]R.Lj1+2jR.jlcos(4., -- 2,A"/..sinA).¢X..).

The for.hueas obtained in this manner are accurate if the htuned ra-d.

flector has an infinite expanse in the vertical and horizontal directions and

is a solid, flat metal acreen with infinite conductivity. It goes without we

saying tha( these formulas will only permit us to calculate the field in l

the wront half-space. When the screen expanse is infinite and impermeability

is total, the field io the rear of the screen is equal iso zero. ti o
As a practical matter, because the screen has finite dimensionsc ar d

because it is made in the furm of a grid of parallel conductors, the radiation *
pattern charted is somewhat different than that charted for the ideal scream.

Experimental and theoretical investigations have revealecl, howeverý that

when the screen dimensions and density of the grid conductors are those we .

recommend (see below) the real radiation pattern in the f.ront half-space will '

coincide well with t;he radiation pattern cha, "•d on the basis of an idealized .
screen. insofar as radiation in the back half'-space is concerned, this too J

can be approximated by charting in the back half-space lobes which are",

identical with those in the diagram for the front half-space, but at a scale'
reduced by a factor established by the formula

I/ • (xii.4.5)

The factor in (XII.4-.5) takes the form

2sin (a do&v) (XII.4.6)

Vwhen the calculation is made for the radiation pattern in the horizontal

plane.

1MXMMNUAWX1
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I The factor in (CII.4.5) takes the form

2in(d cos -A) (XII. .7)

where 6 is the energy leakage power ratio, when the calculation is made for

the radiation patter.i in the vertical plane.

The formxxla for calculating 6 is given below (#XII.8). We should bear in

m~nd that 6, as established by the formula given below, is obtained for the

case of a plane wave incident to the grid. In the case specified we are

talking about leakage of the field created by the dipoles, and which differs

substantially at the surface of the grid from the field of the plane wave.

We should further note that the radiation in the back half-space is rnot only

established by the leakage of energy through the grid, but also by the

diffraction of grid energy because of the finite dimensions of the grid,

something not taken into consideration when calculating radiation by the

-method indicated.

"Nevertheless, the calculation for the field strength in the back half-

space, carried out by the method described here, does enable us to obtain an

approximate estimate of radiation intensity in the back quadrants. G. Z.

Ayzenberg, in his monograph titled UHF Antennas, published by Svyaz'izdat in

197 hprovides us with a more accurate methodology for charting the pattern

of an antenna with an untuned reflector in Chapter XIV of that monograph.

The directive gain and the gain factor of SGDRA arrays can be calculated

through formulas (XII.3.6) and (XII.3.7), substituting the expression at

(XII.4.3) in them in place of F(A). The formula for the gain factor is taken

as being in the following form

4=17 •n2(sd1cASsi 2 ,H~Sin A).. (XII.4.8)
* ** sin-'(! sin1~

The values for the magnitiides contained in the formula were given in

#XII.3. RzA is calculated with the effect of the mirror image created by a

parasitic reflector taken into consideration.

#XII.5. Formulas for Calculating the Horizontal Beam Width

Zero horizontal beam width of the major lobe can be established when the

condition is such that the numerator of the second factor in formulas (XIIo3,3)

and (XII.4.2) is set equal to zero.

This condition will be satisfied upon observance of the equality
S• ~sinq va r., XI•I

n2 (XII.5.l)

where is the angle formed by the radius vector corresponding to the direction

in which there is no radiation and the radius vector corresponding to the

.... .. .
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direction in which maximum radiation occurs.

S From (XII.5.1) we obtain the fact that zero width (2yo) equals

2%0 = 2 arcsi. - (XII.5.2)

If X/n2 d1 < 0.5, then

___L "" (xn.5.d)

where
L is the length of the antenna curtain.

The width, expressed in degrees, equals

. • 14)1
Lo • • (U I.5 .4)

It is not difficult to prove that the half-power width equals

, • . . ,8o (xII .5.5)

Rn is understood to mean the angle contained within the two radius

vectors corresponding to the directions in which the field intensity is less

S• " D• by a factor of-7' than in the main direction (see fig. XII.6.1).

#XII.6. SGD Array Radiation Patterns and Parameters

* ¶ Figures XII.6.1 - XII.6.14 show a series of design radiation patterns in

the horizontal plane for a single-section (n 2 = 1), two-section (n -2), and

i Ifour-section (n = 4) SGDRA array. In the figures XO designates the array's
2

so-called principal wave, equal to 2t (shortening of t9 the result of re-

duction in the phase velocity, not considered).

iiA

20.4"
. m -i_•4 -1 - - - - - - '

Figure XI1.6.1. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of
an SGDRA array (n 2  I). 1

Vertical: E/E max0_
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Figure X"..6.2. Radiation pattern in Figure XII.6.3. Radiat'on paLtern in
the horizontal plane of an SGDRA the horizontal plane of .n SGDRAarray (n2 = 1). array In = 1).

02
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J! v IXI ! I ' /a /1 -N i 4

Figure XI i.6.4. Radiation pattern in Figure XII.6.5. Radiation pattern in
the horizontal plane of an SGDRA the horizontal plane of an SGDRA
array (n 2 - 1). array (n = ).

44 0iI•~~ ~ ~~~4 1-ee , xi!I !1,!11
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Figure XUI.6.6. Radiation pattern in Figure XII.6.7. Radiation pattern in
tho horizontal piano of an SGDPA tho horizontal plane of an SGDILA
array (n2 = array (n2 . ).

.N1
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Figure XII.6 8. Radiation pattern in Figure XIX.6.9. Radiation pattern in

the horizontal plane of an SGDRA the horizontal plane of an SGDRA

array (n 2  array; n= 2; --- n 2 =n

k'UA#.

_ -__ _ IV XA-. .W.

.'' f \ 1 i I i i ! I ! -. - - -

Figure XII.6.10. Radiation pat' ern Figure XII.6.11. Radiation pattern

in the horizontal plane of an SGDRA in the horizontal plane of an SGDRA

array; n 2; ---- n2 =4. array; -n 2  
2 ; ----- n 2  4.

I _ I

1/ IV I

S. -.b." . a I - ,•1 .; 1 .i'Jrr _---1T

Figure XI1.6.12. Radiation pattern Figure XII.6.13. Radiation pattern

in the horizontal plane of an SGDRA in the horizontal plane of an SGDRA

Iarray; - n 2  
2 ; ----- n 2 =4. array; - n 2

2 - - - - - -
2 n 2•:b••-,-,-- -----...... "'"--'.• '•'-I!•.

a ___________________________________________________________ ________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -i ;i,
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Figure X1i.6.14. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of
an SGDRA array; -- n =n2;. .--. n = 4.

The shape of the radiation patterns in the horizontal plane in the front

half-space remains almost the same for tuned and untuned reflectorF. The

difference shows up in the main in some increase in the side radiation in

the case of the tuned reflector, as compared with that shown for the untuned

reflector. However, this difference decreases with increase in the number

of sections. Figures XI.6.15 - XII.6.18 show radiation patterns in the

horizontal plane for a slngle-section SGDRN array, charted on the assumption

that the m and 4 values correspond to the maximum e magnitude.

-+•('' i i+Jiii Il ' ' - f" " ii TTT IT I I II'

I V I I I i'~43 1'-i•TV7 1•"' i ! NI 1 1 1' 1
S• + l ~ ~I ! Vi , I I • , i l i i i •

fl-FTT~-FF-F1TTATH 2Z 'II

r I I 'S

Figure XII.6.&5. Radiation pattern Figure XII.6.16. Ra'--tion pattern
in the horizontal plane of an SGDRIN in the horizontal plane of an SGDR&N
array (n . array (n 2 = , ).

Figures XII.6.19 - XII.A.28 show the design radiation patterns in the

vrertical plane of single-stacked (n1 = i) SGDRA and SGDRAN antennas. Figures

XII.6.29 -- XII.6.4.2 show a series of radiption patterns in the vertical plane

for two-stacked (n, = 2) and four-stacked ( = ) SGDRA arrays. When nI >' 2,
the shape of the radiation pattern in the vertical plane in the front half-

space, and particularly within the limits of the major lobe, is little de-

pendent on the type of reflee.tor, so figures XII.6.28 - XII.6.42 are also
characteristic of radiation patterns in the vertical plane of two-stacked and
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four-stacked SGDRN arrays.

Radiation patterns for the SGDRA array. iere charted on the assumption
that the density of the conductors in the sc-,.een was selected in accordance

with the recommendations which will be given in what follows.

* 49 {t 3 ::: ' :.]

o. r..- -. 0. ,*A - .

II I I X\ I I
o lI I T

Figure XII.6.17. Radiation pattern Figure XII.6.18. Radiation pattern

in the horizontal plane of an SGDRN inz he horizontal plane of an SGDRNL array (n2 = I). array (n 2 = i).

.,ZL, - I_ --

I I I , 1[

Figure XII.6.19. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles
suspended at height H = 0.5 'O0

* ,?ri. i !i -- ! I !i i i\

1' U 21 2 I Si II !.2 I i

Figure XII.6.20. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of asingle-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles

suspended at height H 0.5 0

IL I
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Figure X11.6.21. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles
b-uspcnded at height H = 0.5 X

47-

R I A

0 4 2 X49$04270 6 3 9 10 23 3O 43 54 50 70 09e

Figure XII.6.22. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles
suspended at height H = 0.75 XO"
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Figure XII.6.23. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles
suspended at height H 0 0.75 X

0o

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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Figure XII.6.24. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles
suspended at height H =0.75 NO-

4:-

FiueXII.6.25. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
* single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles

suspended at height H '
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Figure XII.6.27. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
single-stacked SGDRA array, with antenna dipoles
suspendedI at height H

I I il I I

Figure XII.6.28. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
two-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array suspended
at height Hl =0.5X r,10

I.k
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Figure XII.6.29. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of
a two-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array
suspended at height H1 U.-0 .5

.6;
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Figure XII.6.30. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a .'
t wo-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array
suspended at height H1 = 0.5 XoO **
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Figure XII.6.31. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
two-stacked SGDRA. array; lower stack of array
suspended at height H1 = 0.75 AO.
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Figure XII.6.32. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
two-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array**
suspended at height H1  0.75 I-
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IFigure XII.6.33. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of aI: two-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array
I suspended at height H1 = 0.75 X
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Figure XZ11.6.34. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
two-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array
suspended at height H1 =0

A _1 I\ I
, 0 I V11 0 K U

- Figure XII.6.-35. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
two-stacked SGDRA array; lower stack of array
suspended at height H- Xo
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Figure XII.6.36. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
two-staLked SGDRA array; lower stack of array
suspended at height H = ),0"
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four-stacked SGDRA array; H .
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Figure XII.6.37. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
four-stacked SGDRA array; - H1 x •

H ... 1g 1.5 XO.
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Figure XII.6.39. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
four-stacked SGDRA array; - H1 = 0Hi, .....

Of I 1 , • I I I I "'

Figure XII.6.40. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
four-stacked SGDRA array; - H1 I O;' . ... H1 1.5 XO.
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* Figure XII.6.4l. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a
i four-stacked SGDRA array; - H1  o;
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Figure XII.6.42. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of a

Figures XII.6.43 and XII.6.44 show a series of curves which characterize

the gain factors of SGD 1/2 RA and SGD 1/4* RA arrays.

- I

The gain factor of the SGD 1/2 RN array is approximately equal to the

the gain factor of a balanced dipole are given in Chapter IX.

Figure XII.6.45 shows the curves which characterize the gain factor of

the SGD 2/4* RA array.

The gain factor of the SGD 2/8 RA array is approximately doub'e that

of the SGD 2/4 RA array.1Investigations using dscimeter models revealed that the gain factor of

an SGD 2/4 XX array is 20 to 25,', less than that of the SGD 2/4 RA array.

The gain factor of the SGD 2/8 RN is approximately 15% less than the

gain factor of an SGD 2/8 HA antenna.

As the models showed, th"-- gain factor of the SGD 4/4 RN array is 10 to

-' 20% 1lýss than that of the SGD 4/4 HA array. It can be assumed that the gain

factor of the SGD 4/8 RN array is approximately 10% less than the gain factor

of the SGD 4/8 HA array.

-f

23i~

El I

u Iiaioigur pi alpn
Dependence of the maximum gain

hof an SGD 1/2 A array on the aay

*an acoro a S GD '7 2/ . LA atnn..
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Figure XII.6.45. Dependence of the maximum gain of an SGD 2/4* RA

array on the wavelength.
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Figure XII.6.46. Dependence of the maximum gain of an SGD 2/4k RAII

array on the wavelength.
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#XII.7. Matching the Antenna to the Supply Line. Making Dipo.les and
Distribution Feeders. Land in which SGD) Antenna Can be Used.

The arrangement of the SGD antennas is such that they can be used over

an extremely wide frequency range. As a practical matter, satisfactory

directional properties can be provided starting at a wavelength of 0.75-

and on up to wavelengths of 3 and higher. However, as the wavelength is,,.

I.I!I •• LLxL

A • l i i i l
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increased the radiation patterns in the horizontal and vertical planes expand,

and the directive gain drops off accordingly. Limiting wavelengths, at which

*I directional properties and gain factor are considered acceptable, are

established by concrete conditions and specifications regarding radiation

patt-rn shape.

In addition to directional properties, the band in which used is deter-

mined by the need to provide a good match between antenna and supply line.

SGD antennas are still used for transmission, primarily, so the traveling

wave ratio on the supply line must be at least 0.5 if the transmitter it to

function normally and if it is to continue to do so as meteorological con-

ditions vary. It is permissible, in extreme cases, to reduce the traveling

wave ratio to 0.3 to 0.4. A high traveling wave ratio can be provided for

any wavelength in the band by using the corresponding tuning elements, but

their use makes antenna oporation complicated because the tuning elements

I must be retuned when the wavelength, is changed. The use of retunable elements'

"in the SGDRA antenna is particularly undesirable. The principal advantage

of the SGDRA antenna over the SGDPRN antenna is the absence of reflectoed

tuning elements. The use of tuning elements in the traveling wave mode'

*I I vitiates this advantage to a considerable degree. What has been said in

this regard is why it has come to be accepted to make SGD antennas in such

a way that a high traveling wave ratio is obtained within the limits of a

wide operating frequency range without the use of special tuning elements.

Used for the purpose are dipoles with reduced characteristic impedances

and a specially selected system of-distribution feeders. The distribution

feeders are stepped to improve the match. Each step is equal to 0.25 X

Difference combinations of dipolea and distribution feeders, for which satis-
factory match with the transmission line can be obtained, are possible.

It should be emphasized that the lower the characteristic impedance

of the dipoles, the better the possibility of obtaining a good match between
antenna and transmission line. However, reduction in the characteristic

impedance of the dipoles result i in making the antenna curtain heavier.

Moreover, reduction in the characteristic impedance of the dipoles requires

a corresponding reduction in the characteristic impedance of the transmission

*- lines, and this brings with it additionai complexity and weight of the an-

tenna curtain. So, what happens is an attempt to get a good match between

the antenna and the transmission line without making too great a reduction

"in the characteristic impedances of the dipoles.

Figures XII.7.1 - XII.7.3 show one possible way in which distribution

lines can be installed, as well as the magnitudes of the characteristic im-

pedinces of dipoles for SGD 1/2 RA, SGD 2/4 RA, and SGD 4/4 RA antennas.

4A
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Figure XII.7.1. Schematic diagram of an SGD 1/2 RA antenna.
Distance between dipoles and reflector 0.27 X

A- length; B - ohms.
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Figure XII.7.2. Schematic diagram of an SGD 2/4 RA antenna.
Distance between dipoles and reflector 0.27 X• ' Diameter of conductors 3 to 5 no.

A- length; B- ohms.
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h Figure XII.7.3. Schematic diagram of an SGD 4/4 RA antenna.
• •. ~Distancee between dipoles and r'e£lector 0.3 •0"

+5• A - length; B - ohms.
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The distribution lines for similar SGDRN antennas, which use dipoles

with the same characteristic impedances, can be made s•milarly. The distri-

bution lines for tunable reflectors are made in the same way as are the

distribution lines for the corresponding antennas.

The distribution lines for the SGD 1/4 R, SGD 2/8 R, and SGD 4/8 R

antennas are made with two branches, each of which is made exactly as if it

were for the SGD 1/2 R, SGD 2/4 R, and SGD 4/4 R antennas, respectively. t
The match of these two halves with the transmission line can be provided

and retained by using the corresponding exponential or step feeder transformers.

As we see from figures XII.7.1 - XII.7.3, the dipoles have characteristic

impedances of 280, 350, and 470 ohms. Figure XII.7.4 shows the sketches of

possible variants in making dipoles with these characteristic impedancios.

003 A,

42ZA.

S•WA

Figure XII.7.4. Sketches of possible variants using dipoles with
characteristic impedances W. equal to 280, 350,
470 ohms.

Figure XII.7.5 through XII.7.7 show the experimental curves of the re-

lationship between the tz-avcling wave ratio on the transmission line and the

AO ratio, taken from decimeter models.0

zI ,• I zy I IV I:h

4.

Figure XII.7.5. Experimental curve of the traveling wave 1atio on

the transmission line to an SGD 1/2 RA antenna made
in accordance with the diagram in Figure XIM.7.1.
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Figure XII7.o6. Experimental curve of the traveling wave ratio
on the transmission line to an SGD 2/1* RA antenna
made in accordance with Lhe diagram in Figure XII.7.2.
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Figure XII.7.6. Experimental curve of the traveling wave ratio
on the transmission line to an SGD 4/4 RA ae

antenna.

These curves were taken for the case of untuned reflectors, but the

traveling wave ratio curves for tuned reflectors are approximately the same.
The transmission line has a characteristic impedance of 275 ohms in the

sketches shown for making distribution lines, the only exception being that
in Fiuuro XII.7.1. This is the characteristic impedance of a 4-wire
crossed line made using a 6 mm diameter conductor and a cross section measure-

ment for one side of the square transmission line equal to 30 cm. If it is

desirable to feed the antenna over a two-wire line with a characteristic im-

0 pedace of 600 ohms, we should use an exponential or step feeder transformer
to make the transition from WF = 275 ohms to WF - 600 ohms.

These curves, showing the match between the antenna and the supply

feeder, are the basia. for establishing the band in which the antenna can be

used.. As was pointed out above, the band in which the antenna can be used

is usually limited by an area in which the traveling wave ratio does not go
below 0.3 to 0.5. Local conditions govern how much more precision must go

into requirements'for increasing the traveling wave ratio.
It must be noted that under actual conditions, because of the different (

variations which take place in the design formulations of dipoles, insulators,

bends in distribution lines, and the like, some deviation between real values

0T
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for the traveling wave ratio and those shown in the figures is possible.

For this reason, the curves shown here for the match between antenna and

feeder must be taken as tenta'ive.

The distance between dipoles and reflectors in two-stacked end four-

stacked SGDRA arrays is usually taken as equal to 0.27 to 0.3 W.. Note that

the magnitude of the distance between reflector and antenna, d has a

substantial effect on the match with the feeder. The average uver the band

is that a reduction in d results in a reduction in traveling wave ratio on
3

the feeder. The value for d, shown in figures XII.7.2 and XII.7.3 was chosen
in order to obtain a good match. Further increase in d• is accompaniediby
deterioration in the directional properties of the antenna at the short"!

wave edge of the band in which the antenna is being used and, in additionq

results in a heavier antenna structure.

#XII.8. Making an Untvned Refl-.,tor

As we have already poinJ.ed out above, the untuned reflector is . , in

the form of a flat grid of conduitors paralleling the axes of the dipoles.

Density of the conductors used to make the grid is selected such that the

energy leakage t.\rough the grid d.es not exceed some predetermined magnitude.

The methodology to be used to compute energy leakage through the grid

of the reflector used in the broadside array has not yet been finalized,

but an approximate determination can be made if it is assumed that it will

be approximately what it is in the case of normal incidence df a plane wave

on a grid of infinite span. The energy of a plane wave penetrating a grid

In

la a•-

where

6 is the ratio of the square of the field streng'h of the wave

leaking through the grid to the square of the fielu strength of,

the incident wave;

a is the distance between adjacent conductors in the grid;

r1 is the radius of the conductors in the grid

Assuming energy losses must not exceed 5%, and taking it th-•t only half

of the energy radiated by the antenna curtain is directed toward the grid,

we obtain the following equation for finding a and

0.I 1
1+ "(XI.8.2)

1. G. Z. Ayzenberg. Ultra-Short Wave Antennas. Svyaz'izdat, 1957,
#2.XXI.

S. . . - 4<
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The values for a and r are usually selected in such a way that the re-

lationahip at (XII.8.2) is satisfied for the shortest wavelength in the band

in which the antenna is used. This requires an a equal to 0.07 No' approxi-

mately. If operating conditions are such that the requirement is to devote

particular attention to weakening radiation in the rear quadrants, then it

is desirable to double the density of the conductors (aen 0.035 X

Experimental investigations have turned up the fact that in reality

the energy leakage through the grid is somewhat less than would follow from

the calculation made in the manner indicated. Reflector dimensions (height

and width) are selected as small as necessary, which is to say such that

the gain factor provided will be as close to maximum as possible for the

average for the band. Strictly speaking, every wavelength has its own optimum

reflector dimensions. Dimensions are selected with the entire operating range

taken into consideration.

The experimental investigations have made it possible to provide re-

* commendations dealing with the selection of reflector dimensions, and these

dimensions are shown in figure XII.7.1 through XII.7.3.

* #XII.9. Suspension of Two SGDRA Arrays on Both Sides of a Reflector

*, SGDPA arrays can be used for operating in two opposite directions.

* This requires suspending two curtains, one on either side of an untuned re-

* flector. When two such curtains are suspended all the data concerning di-

poles, distribution lines, and the reflector remain as they were for one

* curtain suspended on one side of the reilector. The exception is the size

of a (the distance between adjacent conductors in the reflector). It is

desirable to reduce it somewhat in order to loosen the coupling between the

antennas.
However, if a concentration of reflector conductors is such that the

voltage across the supply feeder for the parasitic array is not in excess

"of 10% of the voltage across the supply feeder for the driven antenna and

if this is considered to be adequate, then, as the research has shown, the

above indicated value a(0.035 )G) is entirely acceptable.

The radiation patterns in the horizontal plane shown in #XII.6 were con-

puted on the assumption that a - 0.035 X

#XXII.10. SGD Antenna Curtain Suspension

What was said above with respect to the supports and stays for the SG

antenna applies equally-well to the SGD antenna. If the guys and stays are

sectioned, each section should be selected on the basis of the shortest wave-

length in the range in which the antenna will be used. Figure XII.10.l is

a sketch of an SGD 4//4 RA array suspended on metal masts. The guys are not

"shown in the figure.

Q
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Figure XII.10.1. Sketch of an SGD 4/4 RiA array (puys not shown).

It must be noted at this point that the design of the SGDRN, and particularly
that of the SGDRA antenna, is not yet final.

#XII.1l. SGDRA Arrays of Shunt-?ed Rigid Dipolea

The multiple-tuned shunt dipole, the feature of which is its widespread

use over a wide frequency range, was described in Chapter IX. Expansion in

the band can be established by making the best match with the feeder in the

rarge of small values for ,the I/% ratio (t is the leugth of a dipole arm).

SGDRA arrays can be bailt using rigid multiple-tuned shunt dipoles, an= it

is thus possible to obtain a broader working range, within the limits of which

a satisfactory match with the feeder is ensured. It is-desirable to secure

rigid multiple-tuned shunt dipoles directly to a metal support (fig. XU1.ll.l).

One possible variant in shunt dipole use is shown in Figure XII.2L.2.

The angle between the arms of the dipole and the shunt can be changed ever

broad limits, from 0 to 450. The experimental data cited in what follows
are for the case when this angle is equal to 33*.

Figure XII.11-3 is a sketch of an SGD 4/4 RA array made of rigid shunt

dipoles. ".

Figure XII.11.4 is the experimental curve characterizing the match with

the feeder for an SGD 4/4 Ri antenna made in the manner described and taken

,+,

-'p In l I •• I =...
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= i deuleter modei. This curve was obtained for distribution and supplyfeeders made in accordance with the data shown in Figure XII.11.5.. ()

I.. i

Li.o

t o

Figure XII.11l.1. Securing shunt dipoles to a mast structure.

Figure XI1.11.2. Variant in making a biconical shunt dipole.
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Figure XII.11.3. Sketch of an SGD 4/4 RA array using rigid shunt
dipoles (guys not shown). Only primary
distribution feeders are shown.

* a*

' tt

Figure XII.11.4. Experimental curve of the dependence of the
traveling wave ratio on the supply feeder for an

SGD 4/4 RA array of rigid dipoles on tA.
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Figure XII.11.5. Schematic diagram of feed to an SGD 4/,4 RA
array of rigid dipoles.

#XII.12. Receiving Antennas

SGDRN arrays, and particularly the SGDRA array, can be used for reception.

The actual length of an SGD receiving antenna can be calculated through

formula (VI.8.5).

Receiving antennas can be made in the same way as transmitting antennas.

The match between antenna and feeder, which for reception usually has a

characteristic impedance of 208 ohms, can be improved by using an exponential

or step feeder transformer. When the SGDRA array is used for reception it

is desirable to reduce the a dimension (the distance between adjacent reflector

* i conductors) in order to weaken the signals received from the back half-space.

It is recommended that the a dimension be reduced to the magnitude 0.02 X0"

0

#MX•.13. Broadside Receiving Antennas with Low Side-Lobe Levels

As is known, non-uniform distribution of current amplitudes in the antenna

dipoles can resitlt in a siS-vficarnt reduction in the side-lobe levels asso-

ciated with broadside antennas. Side-lobe levels can be reduced if the amplitude

of the currents is reduced from the central dipoles to the end dipoles. But

this also bring with it some expansion in the major lobe and a reduction in

the gain factor associated with that expansion. If the distribution law is

properly selected the amplitudes of the current can be such that we can have

a Pharp reduction in the side-lobe levels for a comparatively small reduction

in the gain factor.

Use of the Dolph-Chebyshev method to select the law of distribution of

the •ozrents flowing in broadside antennas will yield extremely efiective re-

mults. This method makes it possible to select that amplitude distribution

for a specified number of dipoles at which the side-lobe levels will not exceed

the specified magnitude for the least expansion in the major lobe (for a de-

tailed description of the Dolph-Chebyshev method Gee G. Z. Ayzenberg, Ultra-

Short Wave Antennas. Svya'izdat, 1957, Chapter IX, p. 189).

:-i ii ' . .....
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-Figure XII.13ol is a schematic of an SGD n /16 (eight balanced dipoles

in one stack; n2 - 8) antenna amplitudes distributed in accordance with

the Dolph-Chebyshev method. Tthe relationships between the amplitudes of the

currents flowing in the dipoles are shown by the numbers in the figure. These

relationships were taken from the above-indicated monograph (p. 197, Table I.IX)

for an 8-element antenna and for a side-lobe level of 30 db.

Figure XII.13.l. Schematic of the SGD n /16 R broadside array with
current amplitude distributed in accordance with

the Dclph-Chebyshev method. For reasons of simplicity
Sonly the dipoles in one stack have been shown.

SI, II, III - exponential or step transformers; co-
efficients of transformation characteristic impedances:
I - W2 / 1 = 1.512; II -VII 1Wm2 8 II3- w2/V• a 4.9.

The radiation pattern of an antenna with a Dolph-Chebyshev current

) distribution can be charted through the formula

F (0) h ()7)/s W cos (Mawcosxz. (m X.O3S

iIf Ixol < 1, and through the formula

if xZ0 ' >1.

Here

i.here

d is the distance between the centers of adjacent dipoles;

i is the angle formed by the direction of the beam and the normal to

the plane of the artenna,

is the specified minimum ratio of field dtrength in the direction

of the maximum for the major lobe to the field strength in the direction

of the maximum for the side lobe;
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f (yp) is a factor which takes the directional properties of a balanced

dipole into consideration [the first factor in formula (XIIo4.2)];

f (9 ) is a factor which takes the effect of the reflector into consideration

[the last factor in formula (XII.4.2)].

Figures XIIo13.2 - XII.13.5 contain a series of radiation patterns

charted for the case of the untuned reflector and using the formulas cited.

Distance from the dipoles to the reflector was taken as equal to 0.7 1, where

i s the length of one arm of the dipole.

- -__ I

_j i -I- -, . . -- . . . - . .
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1Figure XII.l1.2. Radiation pattern of a broadside array consisting
of 8 balanced dipoles in one stack. Current dis-
tribution among the antenna dipoles in accordance
with che Dolph-Chebyshev method for X = 21 ( -

length of a dipole arm). Distance from antenna
curtain to reflector 0.7 1. Dotted lines show the
radiation pattern for this same broadside array
with uniform current distribution.

The relationship between the current amplitudes for these patterns is

shown in Figure XII.13.1.

As will be seen, when current amplitudes are distributed according to

the Dolph-Chebyshev method there will be a substantial reduction in the

side-lobe level.

Current amplitudes can be Dolph-Chebyshev distributed by the corresponding

selection of the characteristic impedances of tho parallel distvibution feeders.

At the same time, we must bear in mind that the ratio of the amplitudes of

currents flowing in the dipoles of parallel branches is inversely proportional

to the square root of the characteristic impedances of the corresponding

distribution feeders,

WS •-; (XI1,13.o4)

where

I and I are the currents flowing in the dipoles of two parallel
1 2

branches with characteristic impedances W1 and W2
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Figure XIX13.3. Radiation pattern of a broadside array consisting
of 8 balanced dipoles in one stack. Current dis-
tribution among the antenna dipoles in accordance
with the Dolph-Chebyshev method for X - 3t (t -
length of a dipole arm). Distance from antenna
curtain to reflector 0.7 t. Dotted lines show the
radiation pattern for this same broadside array
with uniform current distribution.
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Figure XII.13.4. Radiation pattern of a broadside array consisting
of 8 balanced dipoles in one stack. Current dis-
tribution among the antenna dipoles in accordance
with the Dolph-Chebyshev method for X = 4t ( -

length of a dipole arm). Distance from antenna
curtain to reflector 0.7 1. Dotted lines show the
radiation pattern for this same broadside array
with uniform current distribution.

The proportion at (XI.•13.4) is valid if the arguments for total impedances

of parallel branches are identical. The necessary selection of characteristic

impedances can be made using exponential or step tran3formation feeders.

Bear in mind that the actual relationship between dipole current

amplitudes can be considerably disturbed by the' mutual effect of the dipoles

themselvee, as well as by inaccuracies in making the dipoles and the distri-

bution feeders, The latter results in non-identity of the ar- 'ents for

.the impedance of individual sections and branches of the antea -_ This set

of circumstances can cause the side-lobe level to increase.,

Side-lobe level can alse be increased by the antenna effect of distribution

and supply feeders. Obviously, local terrain and construction of installations

on the antenna field too have*a considerab.e effect on side es level.0i

i 
---- 4-
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Figure XII.13.5. Radi ati on p,,tt(,rn of a broadside array consisting
of V balancei dipoles in one stack. Current dis-

tribution azong tne a ,dipoles in accordance
with the Dolph-Chebys"'Iev method for X = 6t (0

length of a aýipole airm). Distance from antenna

curtain to reflector 0.7 t. Dotted lines show the
radiation p)atter'n for this same broadside array

with unifoim cut-rent distribution.
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Figure XII.13.6. Scheat-diagnpt.ram of ho broaidside array consisting

o"f• i. -al ,c. dip.o in o- e stck Curretdi.

tfr8 sutions with~ cure nt dipestrbto in accordance

with the Dolph-Chebyshe v method for nected t t6

cu-receiner to -eflecoreivr; 0. -Doted lecines ahwsh

redtedati4o -aartt o thoi ame broadside arraydont;

liaamplifier; II - attenuator; III - decoupling Lit--furesistance.u

•' We do not, at this times have enough experience in building and using short-
wave broadside antennas with low side-lobe levels. We can ,however, emphasize

'•-•ii--.=•thý, fact that antennas made in the manner described will have a much lower

--- i side-lobe level if they are provided with sufficiently denre untuned reflectors,

and their use will result in a suostantial increase in the line noise
•] stability.

Note too that we can regulate au,plitude distribution by inserting pure

[ resistance in the corresponding branches, thus absorbing part of the energy.

The capabilities provided by antennas using the Dolph-Chebyshev current

i ~distribution arrangement can be ut-ilized to best advantage if a system of }
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amplifiers, attenuators, and phase-shifters is used. Figure XII.13.6 is the

schematic arrangement of such an array consisting of eight sections.

lWe obtain the needed distribution of current amplitudes by making the

corresponding adjusiments to the attenuators. The radiation patterns can be

controlled by the phase-shifter system.

* J It is possible to use the same antenna with a number of receiver#, and

at the same time have each receiverset Up for a specified, or adjusted

direction of maximum reception. Figure XIIo13.6 shows the case of parallel

operation of two receivers.

It goes without saying that the arrangement described here can also be

used when the number of dipoles in one stack is different from eight.

I%
ii

Ut
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Chapter XIII

"THE WlIOMBIC ANTENNA

AIII.I. Description and Conventional Designations

) The rhombic antenna is in the form of a rhombus, or diamond, suspended

11 horizontally on four supports (fig. XIII.1.1).

An emf is supplied to one of the acute angles of the rhombus, and pure

resistance, equal to the characteristic impedance of the rhombus, is connected

ta the other acute angle. Maximum radiation is in the vertical plane paasing

throuCh the apexes of the acute angles of the rhombus.

44 -- S

14o

Figure XIII.l.1. Schematic diagram of a rhomaic antenna.

The rhombic antenna is a multiple-tuned antenna, that is, it is included

in the group of antennas suited to the task of operating over a wide

frequency range.

I The horizontal rhombic antenna carries the letter designation RG, to

which is added the numerical eypression §/a b, the purpose of which in to

designate the length of side, magnitude of the obtuse angle, and the height

at which the rhombus is suspended. Here 1 = 1/2 the obtuse angle of the

rhombus in degrees,

aI
b..

I and H are length of side and height at which the rhombus is suspended,

respectively;

is the optimum wavelength for the rhambic antenna (the wavelength

on which the antenna has optimum electrioal parameters).

By way of an example, the horizontal rhombic antenna for which 9 - 650,

1= H = is designated RG 65/4 1.

XO
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#XXII.2. Operating Principles

The following two requirements are imposed on the multiple-tuned antenna:
(1) constancy of input impedance over a wide frequency range and equality

of that input impedance with the characteristic impedance of the transmission

line;

(2) retention of satisfactory directional properties over the entire

operating range.

The first requirement can only be satisfied if the antenna is made up

of elements, the input impedances of which will remain constant within the

limits of the entire operating range. Lines shorted by a resistor, the

value of which is equal to their characteristic impedance, and the current

flow in which obeys the traveling wave law, have these properties.

Chapter V included a series of radiation patterns of a conductor on

which the traveling wave mode had been established (figs. V.2.1 - V.2.4).

These patterns show that when the conductor is a long one the direction of

maximum radiation will change little with respect to the t/' ratic.
From what has been said, it follows that the antenna can satisfy both

requirements listed if it consists of long wires which pass a traveling wave

and which are properly positioned and interconnected.

i The rhombic antenna is a system consisting of four long wires comprising

the sides of the rhombus. The traveling wave mode is obtained by the in-

sertitn of a resistor, the value of which is equal to that of the character-

istic impedance, across one of the acute angles. The characteristic im-

pedance of the rhombic antenna is equal to double the characteristic impedance

of one wire (side) of the rhombus.

The positioning of the antenna wires to form the sides of the rhomubus

ensure coincidence of the airections of their maximum radiation. As a matter

of fact, let it be necessary to amplify the field strength in some direction

lying in the plane in which the rhombus is located.
The radiation pattern of the wire passing the traveling wave current

can be expressed by formula (V.2.2)

sin 0 sin[.1 (1-ios

where

a is the angle formed by the direction of the beam and the axis of the

wire.

As will be seen from formula (V.2.2), when the t/k ratio is large,

maximum radiation of the wire occurs at an angle that can be established,

approximately, through the relationship

sin[
2-1ce.jl (XIII. 2.*1)

6
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from whence
a I (I - CO Oo).=, (x II .2.2) .

and 21-2

Maximum radiation of two wires forming an angle 260 occurs in the

direction of the bisector of this angle. Two such wires are depicted in
Figure XIII.2.1. The directional properties of sach of the wires in the plane

in which each is positioned can be characterized by the radiation patterns

(only the major lobes in the pattern are shown in fig. XIII.2.1).

a

4 
a

Figure XIII.2.1. Schematic diagram explaining the principle
of operation of a V-antenna.

Lobe a of wire 1-2 and lobe a' of wire 1-4 are identical in shape and

orientation. Let us find the relationship between the phases of the field

strength vectors in the direction of the maximium beams of lobes a and a'.

Let us take the clockwise direction as the positive direction for reatding

the angles, and let us designate the angle formed by the direction of the

maximum beam of lobe a' with the axis of wire I-4 as Then the angle

formed by the direction of the maximum beam of lobe a with the axis of wire

1-2 will equal -e0. As follows from the formula (V.2.2), change in the sign

of 0 is accompanied by a change in the sign of E, that is E(-g) - -E(e).

Therefore, if wires 1-2 aud 1-4 are fed in phase the vectors of the fields
produced by tbem in the direction of the bisector of angle 260 will be

opposite in phase. In the arrangement we are considering, the euf is connected

between wires 1-2 and 1-4, so the current flow in them is opposite in phase,
which is to say that the supply method itself is what creates a mutual phase

shift of 1800 in the currents flowing in wires 1-2 and 1-. There is a

corresponding mutual phase shift of 1800 in the phases of vectors of the

fields produced by these wires, and this shift is in the direction of the bi-

sector. The total mutual phase shift in the vectors for the fields produced

by wires 1-2 and 1-4 is 360°, equivalent to no phase *ift having takenu

place.

4S
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The arrangement described is a V-antenna. The rhombic antenna (fig.

XIII.2.2) consiats of two V-antennas.

Figure XIII.2.2. Schematic diagram explaining the principle of
operation of a rhombic antenna.

Let us find the relationship between the phases of the field strength

vectors for the V-sections of the rhombus, 2-1-4 and 2-3-4.

Let us isolate the element At in wire 1-2 at distance from point 11

and element At 2 in wire 2-3 at distance -1 from point 2. The phase shift bet-

ween the field strength vectors for elements At1 and at Vuels

*shift "1 t*p + ylXu.z.4)

where

is the phase angle, established by the shift in the phases of the

currents flowing in elements At1 and At;

is the phase angle, established by the difference in the paths.

traveled by the beams radiated by elements At1 and At2;

t is the phase angle, established by the fact that the Paximum beam

of lobe a" forms the angle +G, and the aaximum beam of lobe a forms

the angle -6, with the radiating wiresty, f T.

The length of the current path from element At to element At equals
A2. Therefore

where

Sis half the obtuse angle of the rhombus.

Substituting values for *y' • and *p in formule (XUII.2.4), and taking

it that j - 90 - go, we obtain

* shift - -- i+a sinI4,+x=.:-- (1 -;in 0)-

Cos ej; (l-.1.2°5)

,4
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As Itas already been explained, the relationship in (XIII.2.2) must be

satisfied ip order to obtain maximum radiation in the direction of the long

diagor.l of the rhombus.

i :3.,%ating (XIII.2.2) in (XIII.2.5), we obtain

*,hift = 'T - U 0.

As ve see, when the selection of the magnitudes of I and 0 is proper,

the phaoe s.ai ft bet,:een the field strength vectors for two symmetrically

located eAw.zents of wires 1-2 and 2-3 equals zero.

It is obvious that the vector for the sun-med field strength for all of

wire 1-2 will be in phase with the vector for the field strength for all of

wire 2-3, and that the same will be true for wires 1-4 and 4-3. So all four

sides of the rhombus produce in-phase fields in the direction of the long

diagonal of the rhombus, and it is this latter which results in the increase

in field strength in this direction.

, All of the considerations cited with respect to the co-phasality of the

fields produced by all four sides of a rhombic antenna can be equated to a

single wave which will satisfy the relationship at (XIII.2.2). In practice,

"satisfactory field phase relationships can be obtained over an extremely

wide frequency range. And satisfactory directional properties over a wide

range should be retained as well. We note that this conclusion follows

directly-. from the relationship at (XIII.2.3). As a matter of fact, we obtain

21-1
I.I 00ac o (XIII.2.6)

from (XIII.2.3).

Fr4uation (XIII.2.6) demonstrates that if I > , the value of angle 0

"needed to obtain the optimum antenna operation mode is only very slightly

dependent on X. From this we can also draw tfe opposite conclusion to the

effect that if t > X, and for a specified value of e0 ' antenna properties

will change but slightly with .o

The considerations cited here with respect to the possibility of phasing

the fields produced by the sides of the rhombus refer to the case when the

desirable direction of maximum radiation is in the plane in which the rhombus

is located. In practice the requirement is to provide intensive radiation

a. some angle to. the plane In which the rhombus is located. This does not,
"however, change the substance of the problem. We must simply understand
that 0 is a solid angle formed by the required direction of maximum radia-

tion and the sides of the rhombus.

• mm C

i-4 mm
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#XIII.3. Directional Properties

It has been accepted that the directional properties of a horizontal

rhombic antenna can be characterized by two radiation patterns, one for the

normal (horizv-ntal) component of the field strength vector, and one for the
1

parallel component of the field strengt h vector.

The normal component of the field strength vector is

304. cas (0 +0

El 1

• .r1 sln(4'+y)co.A.+i .

si& + .) Cos A + X

).. (1 .-~eI~n Y)C"°1-11" [1 -IR ,I e'ca"-H•')]' (xII.3.2-)

where
IO is the current at the point where the antenna is fed;

0X

Sis the azimuth angle1 read from the long diagonal of the rhombus
(fig. XIII.3.I);

yis th•o propagation factor; y i• ÷ •
The modulus of the equivalent summed field strength vector equalsn

El = l/IE.±I'+I•I'. (x..I. .. )eq R-

Let us find the expressions for the radiation patterns in the vertical

(cp 0 ) and horizontal (A =O) planes.
As will be seen from frmula (xIII.3.2), when £ - 0, or cp f 0,

All that remains in these planes is the normal component of the field

strength vectoru and the directional properties can be characterized by

formula ( horiz.l.e)

Substituting A 0 0 in formula (XIII.3.1), ignoring attenuation (0 u O),

dropping factors which do not depend on cp, and replacing the exponential

1. See Appendix 5.

2. See #V.5.
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Figure XIII.3.l. Explanation of formulas (XIIIo3.l) and

(XuI.I3.2).

functions with trigonometric functions, we obtain the following expression

for the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane

Xsln F ~qe) + CSO4 X
X s.. L[Isin(4•,) i-• }1n I - sin (-D)J (XI.3.4)

"Similarly, by substituting = 0 in formula (XIII.3.1), we obtain the
following expression for the radiation pattern in the vertical plane

F (A) 60/. 0- -'cs sin'[.!I (I -sin (1)cos A)]X (.
XV + IR± I'+21R± jcos ('P±-22Hsin.a). (XIII.3.5)

In the case of ground with perfect conductivity IRjj- 1, and #.k= 180",
and the expression for the radiation pattern in the vertical plane becomes

and the o sO in,[ (1sin 0*Cos A]sifl(aHsina) (u..6
31n.0 cos A• 2 (XII1-3.61

#XIII.4. Attenuation Factor and Radiation Resistance
The attenuation factor, that is, the effective component of the magnitude

of y can be approximated through the formula (see #1.3)

r
where

Wr is the characteristic impedance of the rhembic antenna;

R1 is the real resistance per unit length of the rhombus, assumed
identical over the entire length of the antenna.

Known approximate formulas for calculating the characteristic impedances
"of conductors can be used to find V . If the sides of the rhombus are mader"of single wires the characteristic impedance will be about 1000 ohms, but if

Lf.
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4) each side of the rhombus consists of two divergent conductors the characteristic

impedance will be about 700 ohms.

Distributed real resistance can be calculated through the formula

R +R
R r .loss (XIII.4.2)

where

R is the resistive component of the radiation resistance of a rhombicr

antenna;

Rloss is the resistance of the losses in a rhombic antenna.

Since conductor losses at normal suspension heights for the rhombus

are small, even when the effect of the ground is considered, these losses

can be ignored in the computations and

R
r (xIII-4.3)

Calculations reveal that own radiation resistance of the sides of the

rhombus is much higher than the radiation resistdnce induced by adjacent

sides and by the mirror image. Therefore, the engineering calculations can

be made on the assumption that

Rr 4 RE, (Xlll.4.4)

where

is own radiation resistance of one side of a rhombic antenna.

The radiation resistance of a single conductor passing the traveling

wave of current equals

RC GO (In2aL-ci2a1+ ,L- 0,423 ). (XIII.4•5)
281

Substituting the expression for R from formula (XIII.4.3) in formula
I

(XIII.4.l), and the expression for R from (XIII.4.4) in (XIII.4.°), we

obtain

0= (XIII.4.6)
r

#XIII.5. Gain Factor and Directive Gain

In accordance with the definition for gain factor, its value for the

rhombic antenna can be calculated through the formula

*E;/Pr

E 2_____ 
(XIII.5.1)

W2~/PX/2

where
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E is the strength of, the field produced by the rhombic antenna; i J

E/ is the strength of the field produced by a hali-wave dipole in

the direction of maximum radiation;

P is the power applied to the rhombic antenna;

P2 is the power applied to the half-wave dipole.

The magnitudes included in formula (XIII.5.1) can be expressed {i the

following manner:

6OXI (XIXI.5.2)
X2 ri

2 w, (xTIII.5.3)
Pr 0 r

0I1 73.1 . (X•I.5.4)

Let us derive the expression for e applicable to the vertical plane

passing through the long diagonal of the rhombus (cp - 0). To do sot we will

substitute the expression for E from formula (XIII.3,l) in formula (XIIU.5.l),

assuming while so doing that (0 = 0. The ground will be taken as ideal con-
ductor (JR.Lj 1 , §1 = 180-).

Moreover, let us replace the factor

.1 -- t '

by the approximate expression

which yields sufficiently accurate results in the range of the maximum
value for the factor specified.

Making all the substitutions indicated, we obtain

4680 cos' 0 1-29
R. Q -- n *Cos A)3

X~i4 (1 -sin 0cos 4)] sinh.(kHsinA). ~ I.5

Directive gain can be computed through the formula

D-
(Xux.5.6)j

where

ins the antenna efficiencyb

._._._._._._._._._. ..
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#XI:I.6. Efficiency
Efficiency equals

PE r Pterm (xlIIo61)
P P

r r

where

P is the power radiated by the antenna;

P is the power applied to the antenna;r
PierP is the power lost in the terminating resistor.

"The magnitudes of P and P can be expressed in the following mannerr Pterm

p = W (XIII.6.2)r o Wr•

12 e-40tW" (XII.6.3)"
Pterm u 0Io

Substituting these expressions in (XIII.6.I) we obtain

e- * (XIII.6.4)

- - Replacing 8 by its expression from formula (XIII.4.6), we obtain

= 1 - eR/Wr . (XIII.6.5)

#XIII.7. Maximum Accommodated Power

The maximum amplitude of the voltage across the conductors of a rhombic

antenna can be calculated through the formula

U - XII71
wmax'\F-

7  (xIII.7.) k
where

P is the input;r

I k is the traveling wave ratio on the conductors of V'e rnombus; k is

usually at least 0.5 to 0.7.

Witt- an input equal to 1 kw, and a characteristic impedance of W =1
700 ohms, as is the case when the sides of the rhombus are made of teo con-

ductors, the maximum amplitude of the voltage equals

U ma •700/O.5 = 1660 volts - 1.6 kv.

Maximum field strength produced by the conductors of a single rhombic

S-antenna equals (see formula 1.13.9)
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E = 120 U /ndW (XIII.7.2)S wax sa r

Where

d is the diameter of the conductors in the rhombus.

If, as is usually the case, the sides of the rhombic antenna are made

up of two parallel ionductors9 n 2, and W = 700 ohms. If the diameterr
of che conductors used equals 0.4 cm, and if the power is equal to I kw,

E m is abouAt equal to 354 volts/cm.S~max
Considering the maximum permissible field strength as equal to 7000 volts/cm,

the maximum input to the rhombic antenna equals

P = (7000/354) 2, 400 kw.max

The maximum voltage produced in a double rhombic antenna (see below) is

approximately1/. less. The corresponding input i& approximately double,

and is equal to 800 kw.

The maximum input to the single rhombic antenna used in telephone work N
is about 200 kw, and the maximum input to the double rhombic antenna is

about 400 kw (see Chapter VIII). In practice, the sides of the rhombus should

be made of 0.6 cm diamoter conductors in order to absolutely guarantee con-

tinuity of operation for power on the order of 400 kw in the telephone made.

It is also desirable to make the sides of the rhombus of three conductors.

#XIII.8. Selection of the Dimensions for the Rhombic Antenna. Results
of Calculations for the Radiation Patterns and Parameters of
the Rhombic Antenna.

The dimensions of the rlombic antenna are selected such that the strongest

beams possible will be avai'able at the reception site. Let us design&te the

angle of tilt of the beams reaching the reception site by AO. We will use

formula (XIII.3.6) to determine the optimum values of ý, 1, and H.

The optimum value of angle § can be established from the condition of a

maximum for the factor

I -sin cos A,* (XIII.8.1)

which is established from the equality

dB 0 0. (XIII.8.2)

,'rom which we o.tain

sin C = CO 0

and from whence

= 90 O. (XIII.8.3)

,a
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The optimum value for the length of side of the rhombus can be estab-

lished from the condition of a maximum for the factor

sin L(1 -sin(DcosQj

which reduces to solving the equation

! ~~-(1 -- sin 4 cos A.) L-., -
4, 2

Solving this equation with respect to tI we obtain

2 - ) (xiii.8.4)
S2 ( 1 -- s in 4 ' c o s A .;

where

X0 is the optimLm wavelength, that is, the wavelength for which the

dimensions of the antenna have been selected.

The optimum height at which to suspend the antenna can be established

from the condition of the maximum for the factor

sin(atHsin Ao),

which reduces to solving the equation

and from whence aHsinA. j
4sin &o (XIII.8.5)

Selection of the magnitude of AO can be made by proceeding from the

characteristics of the main line (see Chapter VII). When the main line is

longer than 1500 to 2000 km, AO is taken equal to 8 to 15*. If AO = 15'

from equations (XIII.8.3), (XIII.8.4) and (XIII.8.5) we obtain 4 = 75*9
S=7.4 xOl H = X0O"

SIn practice, the optimum values indicated for the magnitudes of
and if are usually not held to in making rhombic antennas,. Ante. :ias with

lengths of side equal to 7.4 XO are extremely cumbersome, expensive, and re-

quire an extremely large area on which to locate them. On the other hand,

the calculctions show that a reduction in the length of side (t) by a factor

of 1.5 to 2 as compared with its optimum value causes only a small reduction

in the gain factor. Consequently, t = I*XO is often selected in practice.

The magnitude of ý can be changed accordingly in order to satisfy the re-

lationship at (XIII.8.4). Substituting I = 4X in formula (XIII.8.4) we ob-

tain sin • = 0.906 and 0 = 650. Thus, the real dimensions of rhombic antennas,

selected for the condition that A0 =150, are

= 650 65

"- 4C (xii.8.6)
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If we take AO = 120 the maximum dimensions of the rhombic antenna will

be equal to

S780; 11.5X and H - 1.25 %0

If the length is limited to t 6 XO1 the following antenna data will

be obtained
, 4. = 700

1= 6X), (XIII.8.7)• , H - 1,25X.

Antennas with dimensions selected in accordance with (XIII.8.6) and

(XIII.8.7) are the ones most widely used.

Recommended as well for long lines (over 500,) to 7000 km) is the use of

an antenna with the following dimensions

4T 750
I = 6XO /"(I188

SH= 1,25) J
This methodology for selecting rhombic antenna dimensions will give the

dependence of 1, H and ý on the optimum wavelength. In practice rhombic an-

tennas are used over a wide frequency range, so the optimum wavelength

should be selected such that satisfactory antenna parameters over the entire 7

range of use anticipated will be provided for.

On main communication lines shorter than 1500 to 2000 km the most

probable angles of tilt for beams reaching the reception site are greater

than 15° (see Chapter VII). For example, if the length of the main line

equals 900 km, as we see from Figure VII.2.1, the most probable angle of

tilt of the beam is on the order of 300.

In this case, if we substitute AO = 300 in formulas (XIII.8.3), (XIII.8.4)

and (XIII.8.5), we obtain the following optimum dimensions for the antenna

: 0 = 600; t = 2AO; and H = 0.5 XO (XIII.8.9)

"In practice, because of the need to type antennas it is not convenient

to select optimum dimensions for every line length, so we must use a few

* standardized antenna variants.

I iTable XIII.8.1 lists one possible rhombic antenna standardization

i variant for main lines of different lengths. Data for antenn&s for main

A lines shorter than 1500 km were selected through formulas (XIII.8.3),

A "(XIII.8.4) and (XIII.8.5) in accordance with the information contained in

-1 Chapter VII with respect to the most probable angles of tilt of beams at

reception sites.

Figures XIII.8.1 through XIII.8.9 show the rtdiation pattern, in the

rori:o±:tal plane of ;n iRG 65/4 1 antenna for a normal component of the E vector.

, I
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Figures XIII.8.10 through XIII.8.26 show a series of radiation patterns

in the horizontal plane of an RG 65/4 1 antenna, charted for various angles

of tilt of beam, 4, for the normal comoonent of the electric field strength

vector. The radiation patterns for the parallel component of the field

strength vector are charted in these same figures, and at the same scale.

Table XIII.8.1

Length of 0O t/X0 H/XO Antenna's con- Notes
main line, ventional desig-
km nations

3000 and 750 6 1.25 RG 75/6 1.25 or
longer RGD 75/6 1.25 Antennas RG 70/6 1.25 and

RGD 70/6 1.25 are desirable
700 6 1.25 HG 70/6 1.25 or in the frequency range from

RGD 70/6 1.25 10 to 27 meters (X
0

65o 4 1 RG 65/4 and, 15 to 18 meters).
RGD 65/4 1

Antennas RG 75/6 1.25 and
2000 - 650 4 1 RG 65/4 lor73000 GD 6/4 1RGD 75/6 1.25 are desirable
3000 RD6/

in the frequency range from
1000 - 650 2.8 0.6 RG 65/2.8 0.6 or 10 to 30 meters (O

2000 RGD 65/2.8 o.6 25 meters).

600 - 1000 570 1.7 0.5 RG 57/1.7 0.5 or
RGD 57/1.7 0.5

400 - 6001 450 1 0.35 RG 45/1 0.35 or
RGD 45/1 0.35

1. Antennas RG 45/1 0.35 and RGD 45/1 o.35 are only recommended for
reception.

4.; to 30 a * t ---- -
V ---- - -

* /a -A--L I

Figure XIII.8.1. *Rpdiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
HG (A.5/4 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; X 0.6X

- G; RGD. Vertical: E/E
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Figure XIII.8.2. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 65/4, 1 and RGD 65/4• 1 antennas; A 0.8 X'O,

t i I - ° - "P~

I;r
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Figure XIII.8.2. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 65/4 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; )k "-0.7 X0.

Ole

• ,7.

0-

Figure XII,.8.4. R•diation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 65/4 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; )L 1.0 XO.
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(0-- -Pr . ! I

Figur'e XI"I°.8.5. Radiation patt~erns i~n the hori~zontal plane of

RG 65/4• 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; k = 1.14AO

, ---- Pr,
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Figure XIII.8.6o Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of

RG 65/4 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; x 1.33
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Figure XI11.8.6. Radiation patterns in the horizont:al plane of'o 1RG 65/4 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; X "1.63 XO.
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Figure XIII.8.8. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
-"FRG 65/41 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas; X = X20
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Figure XIII.8.9. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 65/4 l and RGD 65/41 antennas; X -2.5 Xe0
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Figure XIII.8.l0. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
(A = o) of an AG 65/4 1 antenna for a wavelength
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Figure XIII.8.ii. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane

(A = 50) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wavelength

of X = 0.7 X0
S
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Figure XIII.8.12. Radiation patterns in thq horizontal plane
(A =19°) of an RG 65/4 ?. antenna for a wavelength
o f , 0 . 8 0
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Figure X III.8.13. Radiation patterns in the hori.zontal plane

(d=15°) of an R G 65/ 4 1 antenna for a wavelength

of = 0. 8 XO.
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Figure XIL81.Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane

(jXI.8lk = O)o nR 541atnafrawave-

length of A = AO.
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Figure XII1.8.15. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane

(=0) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-
length of X=0
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Figure XIII-8-16. Radiation patterns in thnt horizontal plane

(A = 20*) of an RG 65/4• 1 antenna for at wave-

length of A = X~l ).

0 1
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Figue xzX.8.6. =104) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-

length of A 1.14 X0
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Figure XI1I.8.17. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
= 200) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-

length of A 1.14 10.
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Figure XIII.8.I8. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
(A = 100) of an RG3 65/4 1 antenna fir a wave-
length of X 1.33 X 0
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Figure 10203-04115060 I! I•.

FiueXIII.8.19. Radiation •atterns in the horizontal plane
* (A = 200) of an IG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-

length of ) = 1.33 XO,.
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Figure XI11.8.20. Radiation patter-n9 in the horizontal plane= io) of an RG 55/4 1 antenna for a wave-
length of X = 1.6X
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Figure XIII.8.21. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
20°) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-

length of X =1.6 1.6
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Figure XIII.8.22. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
(-100) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-
length of X 2 X
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Figure XIII.8.23. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
(A = 200) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-

length of 2 2 0
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Figure XIII.8.24. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
= 30°) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-

length of X = 2 X 0
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Figure XIII.8.25. Radiation patterns in the horizontal planeI 20°) of an hG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-
length of X u 2.5 X0.0 A0
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Figure XIII.8.26. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane
(A = 400) of an RG 65/4 1 antenna for a wave-
Sength of X = 2.5 XO0

The patterns for both field components were charted for ideally conducting

ground.

As will be seen, the patterns are distinguished for the large number of

side lobes, which is a characteristic feAtuie of rhombic antenna%, as well

as of other antenzias made using long wires, such as the V-antenna, for

example.

- 1Figures XIII.8.27 through XIII.8.35 show a series of radiation patterns

in the vertical plane of an RG 65/4 1 antenna (major lobes).

t o 10 16 2 3o 3514

Figure XIII.8.27. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

RS 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(y¢v - i), for ground of average conductivity (er 8;

0v= .005), and ground of poor conductivity (¢r * 3;
n ~ ~Yv 0 .0005); x -0.6 •

a47
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Figure XII1.8.28. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(yV - .), for ground ox average conductivity (er = 8;
YV a 0.005), and grouad of poor conductivity (•cr 3;
Yv 0-0.005);. = 0.7 Xo"

4-9 •0 . . .. • , ry - ax ,

S7Ti

0 S0 11 IS 20 25 303 ' O

Figure XIII.8.29. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity

v= ), for ground of average condu, -ity (Cr
Yv = 0.035), and ground o" poor condu "ity (Cr

Sv = 0.0005); =0.8 Xo0

ij

* '

- I-
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Figure XIII.8.30. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity

(yv ")for ground of average conductivity (r a 8;
Yv= 0-005), and ground of poor conductivity (er - 3;Yv 0.0005); X= Xo.
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E

4,4

S tI 20 "S 30 af iv

Figure XIII.8.31. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
i! •RG 65//* 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity

(y-, for ground of average conductivity (¢r 8;
0.005), and ground of poor conductivity (4r

YV 0.0005); X~ 1.14X0

1

*1~ I
I
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Figure XIII.8.32. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(YV =O), for ground of average conductivity (r= 8;

Yv = C.005), and ground of poor conductivity (er = 3;
Yv =0.0005); X = 1.33 Xo

OP IN!''

5 /0 is 20 25 JO 30J.

Figure XIII.8.33. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity(yv w ), for ground of average conductivity (c r = 6:

0/ .005), and ground of j~aor conduztivity (F = 3;
Yv 0 .0005); X =1.6 XO.

L;
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' Figure )III.B.34 Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 65/4 1 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(yv co), for ground of average conductivity (c - 8;

0.005), and ground of poor conductivity (,r m 3;

Yv 0.0005); X = 2 X

10-

49
'° v ;.r•-- .

:1 - - \ I -

Figure XIII.8.35. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane cf anRG 5// 1antenna for gonofdelconductivity

(yv= w), for ground of average condurtivity (c r 8;
Yv 0.005), and ground of poor conductiv~t; (g, m 3s
Vv, 0.0005); A = 2.5 ),.

Figures XIII-3.36 through XIII.8.45 arc the radiaicr- patterns in the
norizontal plane of an RG 70/6 1.25 antenna.

Figures XIII.8.46 through XIII.8.55 show a serie. of radiation patt•'•s

in tho vertical plano of aa RG 70/6 1.25 antenna.

Figures XIII.8.56 through XIII.8.66 show a seriez of 74diation patterns

in the horizontal plann oi an RG 75/6 1.25 antenma.

t
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Figure XIII.8.36. Radiation. patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 ?1.25 antennas; X, 0.5X0

- - D; vertical: E/E
Pa
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Figure X111.8.37. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
F r 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas; X 0.6 'A
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I Fir(ure XI"I.8.37. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
PG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennae; 0 .07 X•O""-0
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Figure XIII.8.39. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
R•3 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas; X 0.8
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Figure XIII.8.4o. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane ofRG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas; )X aO
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03

P81. Radiation patterns in -the horizwntal plane of
FG 70/6 1.25 "1 HOD 70/6 l.4 5trn,,, • . ,'
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Figure XIII.8.43. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of

RG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas; 1- 1 0.
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Figure XIII.8.-43 Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas; , - 1.2 w

0,6 -
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Figure XIIT°8.44° Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of "i

RG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas-, X 2 . O
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; i FgureXIIIe.8.45. Ik~diation patterns in the horizontal plane of

RG 70/6 1.25 and RGD 70/6 1.25 antennas; A m"'2.5 •
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Figure XIIIo8o46. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

• ,= -~- ground of ideal ccnductivity; ... ground of
average conductivity; 7-/-.- ground of poor -

S1 ~conduactivity; vertical" E/Ema. -

.•Figure XIII.8467. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

'•..

grun ofiel edctv-- --grudo

07I
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Figure XIII.8.47. Radiation patterns in th. vertical piane of an

IE 70/6 .1.25 antenna; X. 0.6 )~
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Figure XIII.8.498. iRadiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 70/6 1.25 antenna; X 0.7 8O
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Figure XIII.8.50. Radiation patterns in the vertical plans of an

RG 70/6 1.25 antennai ) - 0.8 X
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S~Figure XIII.8,50. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

1G 70/6 1.25 antenna; )• - 0
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Figure XILI.8.51. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 70/6 1.25 antenna; X 1.125X0
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Figure XIII.8.52. Radiation patterns in the ývertical plane of an
RG 70/6 1.25 antenna; X - 1.33AO
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Figure XIII.8.53. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

RG 70/6 1.25 antenna; X. 1.6 X O.
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Figure XIII,8.5Ii, Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

RG 70/6 1.25 antenna; . = 2 ,0o
II
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Figure XIU8.55. Radzition patterns in the vertical plane of an I
RG 70/6 1.25 antenna; X - 2.5 AO0
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Figure XIII.8.56. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas;

S= 0.3 0 " - RG; ----. "GD; vertical: E/E; n •
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-- Figure XIII.8.57. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of

i~i RG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas;
• •= =0.4- •O
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Figure XlII.8.58. Vadiation patterns in the horizontal plane of

RG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 !.25 antennas;
,=0.5 O
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Figure ZCIII.8.59. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas; X /

-0.6 0
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Figure XIII.8.60. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas;
X• o.7 .
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Figure Xlii,8.6i. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
HG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas;
S=0.8 Ao.
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Figure xIIi.8.62. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 75/6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas;

A U 1.0 A'0 .
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Figure X11I.8.6•6. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane of
RG 75,6 1.25 and RGD 75/6 1.25 antennas;
X•ff 2.5 ;e

Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an RG 75/6 1.2-5 antenna are

shown in figures XXX.8o67 through X111.8.77.

Figures XIIXo8.78 through XIIIo8.95 show a series of radiation patterns
:i•}l in the horizontal and vertical planes of RG 57/1-7 0.5 and RG 45/1 C'.35

.• . ,antennas.

•m -i No diagrams were charted for RG 65/2.8 0.6 antenna. Its pattern in the
! bhorizontal plane can be established by using the diagram for the RG 65/4• 1 an-

• , ~tenna, and it should be remembered that the optimtum wave of the M• 65/2.8 0.6

S-- -i anter~a in 4/2.8 - 1.43 ÷limes longer than the optimum wave of the RG 65/4 1

! i[ antenna. Radiation patterns of xhe RG 65/2.8.0.6 in the verticta plans can 2be 
determined similarly

i •,0

'- • - I~- . t
'a[ " - --lvaCor WW,~tf -8;
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Figure XII.8.o67. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
I7615ed1 75/6 1.25 antennas X ;0.;4
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FiueXI11.8.68. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an _

S-- goundo[ ieal onductivi~y; ... rond o

average conductivity (er= 8 ; vt .. 5. o m• -
.,-.-.- ,grou~nd of poor condictivioty ( 3;e.l

E noe/m). Vertica- E/E .

M-- - -1 P - 4- ..- , R

," ~Figure XUII.8.69. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane @f an
E'a 75/6 1.25 antenna; ? - 0.6
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Figure XII.8.?68 Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
'G 75/6 1.25 antenna; X - 0.7 -o.
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Figure XIII.8.71. Radiation patterns iio the vertical plane of an
RG 75/6 1.25 antenna; X - 0.8 X,
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E i Figure X•IIoS.8.2. Radiation patterns in the vertical pl~me of an
| RG 75/6 1.25 antenna; X XO
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Figure XIIIo8.72o Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of anRG 75/6 1.25 antenna; X 1.125 ko
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F'igure XlIII.8.T74. Radiation patterns in the ver'tical plans of an

4 G 75/6 1.2; a-ie:na; X 1.3r A
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Figure xIII8.76. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG75/6 1.25 antenna; X .6AO.
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Figure XIII.8,77. Radiation patterne in the vertical plane of an
RG 75/6 1.25 antenna; A -5 XO.

Figure XIII.8.78. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
RG 57/1.7 0.5 antenna with angle of tilt A 160
for a wavelength of X 0.672A.

Vertical: E/E ! max
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Figure XIII.8.79. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an "3"-:

' •R 57/1-7 0.5 antenna with angle of tilt A ffi16 *

for a wavelength of X 0
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Figure XIII.8.80. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
RG 5?/1.7 0.5 antenna with angle of tilt a * 44*
for a wavelength of X = 1.68 "-
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Figure XIII.8.81. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
RG 57/1.7 0.5 antenna with angle of tilt c - 600 citSfora avelength of a g c2. . d0v ( -6i

V-0.0) and *b fo 4ronQ f orcodcivt

"( -31 . -. X

Figiro 1 .8.8-, Radiation patterns in the vertical plane 'of an ---

S-" " ~*(Yy ..), for ground of average conductivity (it.1 u-6t
-- _tyi'7vOO),•) and for ground of poor conductivitiy

•., (it~~~': yvmO.O005); X - 0,67a },"• "
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Figure XIII.8,83. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
IG 57/1.7 0.-5 antenna ;or ground of ideal conductivity
(yv=w), for ground of average conductivity (e x8;

Yv=0.005), and for ground of poor conductivity
(Cr=3; YV=0.O005); xX0"

-0I

Figure XIII.8.84o R•adiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

K 57/1.7 0.5 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(Yv=w), for ground of average conductivity (c -8;

vY=0o005), and for ground of poor conductivity

(¢=3; yv=O.O000) .=16 0
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Figure XUI.,8.84. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of anL

•i•/.0•atnafor ground of averag conductiv .ity(e8;- jl
Rt(571.f 05 ntnn for ground of idealg conductivity"(r8

-49

yv=~O.O0o5), and for ground of poor' conductivity
,. ~~~(cr-3; VvOO0) ), 1 .68

49-

At

es N

Figure XIII.8.85o Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 57/1.7 0.5 antenna for ground of ideal conductzity

(y-efor ground of average conductivity*(e x8;

YO05,and for ground of poor conductivity -

(e-;Yv-O.OOO5); ),-2.5 X0.
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FigureXIII.8.86. Radiation pattern in 'he horizontal plane of
an RG 45/1 0.35 antenna with angle of tilt

= 150 for wavelength X = 0.5 XO
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Figure XIII.8o87. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of

an RG 45/1 0.35 antenna with angle of tilt
300 for wavelc-ngth X 0.8 X 0
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Figure XIII.8.88. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of
an RG 45/1 0.35 antenna with angle of tilt

* 350 for wavelength n u

Xa
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S| Pigure XIII,8.89. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of
__ an RG 45/1 0.35 antenna with angle of tilt

= 450 for wavelength X 1.2 XO0
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Figure XIII.8.90. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
an RG 45/1 0.35 antenna with angle of tilty
(yv = 6° for wavelength o = 1.6 aOg -c
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I t ~Figure XIII.8.91. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an •
RG 4•5/1 0.35 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity

IB I (4y:~ =••for ground of average conductivity (¢r~=8; . }
l•-I • •,v'- o0.05), and for ground of poor conductivity , !

Verticala E/E
Sia!
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Figure XIII.8.92. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 45/1 0.35 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity

(yv=w), for ground of average conductivity (¢r= 8;
"Yv--O=0.005), and for ground of poor conductivity
(6r=3; yv=0.0005); X = 0.8 A0.
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Figure XIII.8 Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

lI•~ 'I
Figure XIII.8.93. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an

RG 45/1 0.35 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(yvurn), for ground of average conductivity (e 9r8
yv0.005), and for ground of poor conductivity

-3; y =0.0005); X - -. 0
r 0.

%%V
-- -- -- -- -- - --I- - - -

Figure XIII.8.9I4. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 45/1 0.35 antenna for ground r~f ideal ciunductivity f~ywfor ground of average conductivity (Cr*8 t

is-00) and for ground of poor conductivity
%cr3; yv=0.005) X. 1.2X
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I Figure XII.8.95. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of an
RG 45/1 0.35 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(yv=w), for ground of average conductivity (er=8 ;

Y =0.005), and for ground of poor conductivity
(Gr=3; y=0.0005); X, - 1.6 10"

The radiation patterns in the vertical plane are charted for three types.

of ground; ideal, average, poor conductivity. The maximum field strength

for ideally conducting ground was used as E in charting the patterns formax
the two other types of ground. Accordingly, the comparison of radiation

patterns in the vertical plane for real and ideal grounds also charazterizes

the dependence of the absolute magnitude of the field strerqth on ground para-

meters.

So far as the RG 57/1.7 0.5 and RG 45/1 0.35 antennas are concerned,

"the radiatien patterns in the horizontal plane are given for angles of tilt

I equal to the angles of tilt for the maximum beams. The reason for so doing
is that these antennas are designed for operation on short main lines where

angles of filt of beams at the reception site are extremely large and $he

radiation patterns when A = 0 are not characteristic enough.. Only the normal

component of the field strength vector was considered in charting the pattea :.,s

indicated.

Diagrams in the horizontal plane when A j 0 were chartec" i'sing formuln

(XIII.3.l), and it was assumed that y - iot. After these subE .itutions, and

tha corresponding conversions, the expression for the radiation patterns in

the horizontal plane for a specified constant value of angle of tilt, A,

takes the following form

___i (0 + Cos (0 -)
I I sin (lb + wa)c=tA, If- sin ,Val-ue)sC

Xsin[ [I -

X sin{ [I -sineb -,)cosA]} (xiii.8.1o)
U2

Figure XIII.8.96 shows the clirves characterizing the dependence of thL

gain factor of the RG 65/4 1 antenna on the wavelength for different values

of &. This same figure contains the dotted charting of a curve which gives

*AM
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the dependenco of the gain factor in the direction of maximum radiation on 0
the wavelength. The dotted curve is the envelope of the solia line curves.

The angles of tilt for maximum beams can be established at the point* of

tangency of the solid and the dotted curves.

4: 4~ le

----maxi mum gain curve.

$ -• , ieiwt•~

Fiur XII/I.,,o,, show th ,cu,..s chrateisi ,.f the depedenc ,of•,.,.,
t Figure XctIv8.96o Dependence of the gain factor of an IG 65/5 1 antenna
h on the wavelength for different angles of tilt (A)

values; an f 700 ohms.
... maximum gain curve.

Figure XIII.8.97 shows the curdes characteristic of the dependence of

the directive gain of the RG 65/4 1 antenna on the and e .Th a i

Using the curves in figures XI.8.96 and XI.8.97, we can establish -
the gain factor and the directive gain of the antenna for any angles of

tilt, and for any' values of. •/A 0.
Figure XIII.8.98 shows the design curve of the dependence o• the 1

• efficiency of an 10 65/4 1 antenna on the wavelength. The assumption used

in charting this curve was that V - 700 ohms.
r

Figures XIII.8.99 through XIo.8.oll0 show design curves that characterize

the electrical parameters of RG 70/6 1.25, 11 75/6 1.25, 11 57/1.7 0.5, and

--0 45/1 0.35 antennas.

The gain factor ana directive gain are given for all antennas for the

case of ideally conducting ground. Reduction in the gain factor in the case

of real ground can be established by comparing the radiation patterns in

the vertical plane for real and ideal ground, taking It that the gain factor

is proportional to the aqua"e of the field strength.

4 --- " _ C'

+ - -- , . -
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Figure XIT1.8.99. Dlependence of the gain factor of an RG 70/6 1.25
antenna on wavelength for different angles of
tilt (A); Wr 700 ohms.

-------------------------maximum gain curve.
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Figure X113.8.100. Dependence of directive gain of anRG 70/6 1.25
antenna on wavelength for different angles -of -tilt

(4; r u 700 ohms.

maximum directive gain -curve.
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Figure XIII.8.101. Dependence of the efficiency of an R '70/6 1.25

antenna on the wavelength; Wr 3 700 oh0s.mS
40. .
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-"' Figure XIII.8.l02. Dependence of the gain factor of an MG 75/6 1.25
S~~antenna on the wavelength for different angles of •
S. ~tilt (a); Wr =70C ohms. .:•

----------------------------------maximtum gain curve. -x••
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OFigure XIII.8,102. Dependence of dethve gain fco of an RG 75/6 1.25

antenna anth wavelength for different angles of
tilt (a); Wr 70C ohms.

f ----- max~imumdretv gain curve.
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Figure XIII.8.104. Dependence of the efficiency of an IR3 75/6 1.25
antenna on the wavelenpth; Wr = 700 ohJ4S.

1 -designed curve; 2 -experimental curve.
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Figure XIII.8.107. Dependence of the efficiency of an RG 57/1.7 0.5
antenna on wavelength; Wr U700 ohms.
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Figure XIIT,8,.Ogo. Dependence of the directive gain of an RG 45/1 0..35
antenna on the wavelengLh for different angles of

tilt (A); W = 7C0 ohmsd

------ maximum directive gain curve.
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Figure XIII.8.I10. Dependence of the efficiency of an P. '/1 0.32
antenna on wavelength; Wr - 700 ohms.
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#/XIII.9. Useful Range of the 11hombic Antenna
The rhombic antenna matkes e good match with transmission lines over the

entire shortwave range, so the c'perating range is limited only hy reduction
in gain, and by deterioration in directional properties, as departure is
made from waves cjose to optimum,. The particular useful range depends on

-requirements imposed by the gain factor for the specified angles of
radiation in the vertical plane.

At least two antennas are desirable in order to service the entire operating
range ort vital, long, communication lines.

On particularly vital lines, those using the range from 10 meters to
70 to 100 meters, it is desirable to use at least three rhombic antennas to
work the three subranges so the entire range will be covered.

#YXIII.l0. The Double Rhombic Antenna (RGD)
The author has proposed the use of a double rhombic antenna consisting

of two rhombuses, one acop the other and displaced in direction from each.
other along -their small diagonals at distance D on the order of XO. Thedouble horizontal rhombic antenna is conventionally designated by the letters

RGD, and its schematic is shown in F;.gure XIII.l0O.l
The radiation pattern of the RGD antenna can be computed through the

formula

• , ~ F2 ("I ) F, (A. COS cos(---sA sin'# (XIII.IO.I )

S} where
e (6V i3 the expression for the radiation pattern of a single rhpmbic

antenna, established through equation (XIII.3.l) throughS• ~( x I I I .3 . 3 ) .*

i I •

4! Figure XIII.iO.1. Schematic diagram of a. double horizontal rhombicI antenna.
A - exponential four-wire line for matching antennaand supply feeder; B - exponential four-wire line- for matching antenna and terminating line.
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For the horizontal plane (A = 0), formula XIII.lO.l becomes

(XII.1o.2)

where
a I ta ) can be established through equation (XIII.3.l).

The shape of the radiation pattern in the vertical plane remains the same

as that of the single rhombic antenna.

The gain fantor of the double rhombic antenna can be calculat6d through

the formula tfdi

9 3 6 0 ° SC4 2 De - 2 )' 1 [ - I s]n4 c s A
Wr (I -- sin IV Cos 4), i,

S(xIII.o.3)
H i h dt sin(aHsinA) o

S , ~where

W, is the characteristic impedance of one rhombus in the system of theSr
double rhombic antenna (in practice W, = W is acceptable);

r r
'a the attenuation factor on a double rhombic antru,.s a

Rr

rr own

SHere R is the radiation resistance of one side of the rhombus in the
system, and R'r is the radiation rzoistance of one rhombus in the system

rri

"R1 R + R in, (XI=I6IO.5) .r r own r

where
m ~R is own radiation resista;.ce of one rhombus; ..l ' r" own -

R . is the radiation resistance indv ed by the adjacent rhombus.--- " in
The approximate calculations can be limited to eonsidei on of the

__•__.interaction between just the parallel conductors. * The radi:, i:,n resistance

1 ~~induced by conductor Z in conductor 1, which is parallel to it (iig. XIII •,•

ican be calculated through thefoml

where

Si1. -h must be substituted for h when calculating the resistance induced'

conductor 1 in conductor 2, which is parallel to it, through formulas
(XIII.1O.6 through XIII.10.8).

i ----.------
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2-6c [y p- (h-L)' - (ha--) -InI,(V'-+I ,-h) - ( +

C, ___ __ __ (h. 1)__i___(V , _h - _

si ct (h+ it (_ +1j sina 117 -(/~I- IP -(h 'Lx2. V'P, + (h + L)' " 2 (x•,+ o(h- Q%

Ma - 2sia (1f i,+_'--h) + Si W7 + (h + [)-'- (h +11 +

+si~Ypz(h~11~(I)I Cosa(V =:Fh*-h)-+

Cos a[Ip tW'~+L (h + 1 ) - (vi +..3h-f~ (Xi o.

UY e ht2. ¢VjF _(-+X XI108

4 is the phase angle by which the current flowing in conductor I leads

the current flowing in conductor 2.

Figure XIII.l0.2. Schematic diagram of the computation for the
radiation resistance of a double rhombic antenna.

The efficiency of a double rhombic antenra can be computed through the • I
forurula

I] 1i - e'R/Wr . (XIII.10.9)

The directive gain can be computed through the formula

t tR 1.at /n n hIeo.za.la)

Fizures XIII.8.1 through XIII.8.9 use a dotted line to chart the radia-
tion patterns of the RGID 64/4 1 antenna in the horizontal plane.

Figures XIII.0.3 through XIII.10.19 chart the radiaiion patterns in the

horizontal plane of the RGD 65/4 1 antenna, computed for different angles of

tilt of the beams for the normal (solid line) and parallel (dotted line) cow-

ponbnts of the field strength vector.

Figures XIII.8.36 through XIII.8.45 use a dotted line to chart the

,tion patterns of the RGD 70/6 1.25 antenna in the horizontal plane.

Figures XIII.8.56 through XIII.8.66 use a dotted line to chart the

radiation patterns of the RGD 75/6 1.25 antenna: in the horizontal plane.

As will be seen from these figures, doubling the rhombic antenna results

in a considerable reduction in the.side lobes in the radiation patterns.

r lobe remains virtually the same as that of the single rhoutfic antenna.
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Figure XIII.lO.3. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane ' 5o)

of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X 0 0.6 XO"

i-- normal component of E;
- - -- ------ parallel component of E.
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Figure XIII.10.4. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (A - 50)
of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X. 0.76110.
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Figure XIII.10.5. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (a *10)

of an iRD 65/11 1 antenna for wavelength 0 .0.8
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Figure XIII.6. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane Q - 150)
of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X 0.8
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Figure XIII.10.7. Radiation patte.rnso in the horizontal plane (Q 20)

of an HGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength )X 0
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Figure XIUI.1O.8. Radiation patterns in the horizontal pln A- 90e)
of an 1MD 65/4, 1 antenna for wavelength ),, a ()"
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Figure XIII.1O.90. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (a o
of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X. 1.14 X\
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Figure XIII.10.1. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (A 200)
of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X 1.14
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.inure X111.10.14. Radiation patterns :in the horizontal plane (A=m20)
of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X 1.6 x
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Figure 'KIII,,10ol5. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (A=100)
S~~of an RGD 65/4, 1 antenna for wavelength X f 2 )0
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SFigure XIIIO.10.6 Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (6=20o)

of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X - 2 o
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Figure XIII.IOo.i. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (A-300)

of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength )L O
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Figure XIII.10.18. Radiation patterns in the horizontal plane (A*200)
of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X 2.5
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Figure XAII.lO.19. lItdiation patterne in the horizontal plane (Q•o0)
of an t GD 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X a 2.5 XO

Figures XIII.10.20 through XIII.10.28 chart the curves for gain factor,

directive gain, and efficiency of RGD 65/4 1, RGD 70/6 1.25, and RGD 75/6 1.25

antennas.

A comparison of the curves in figures XIII.8.96 and XIII.l0.20, XIII.8.99

and XIII.10.23, XIII°8.102 and XIII.10.26 reveals that the gain fact~or of

the double rhombic antenna is 1.5 to 2 that of the gain factor of the single

rhombic antenna. The increase in the gain factor of the double rhombic

antenna, as compared vith the single rhombic antenna, is the result of a

reduction in the side lobes and an increase in efficiency.

.a1
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Figure XIII.1O.20. Dependence of the gain of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna
on the wavelength for J1ifferent angler of tilt ()

----------------------------maximum gain curve.
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Figure XIII.iO.23. Dependence of the Gain of the RGD 70/1i.*3 •n n gna
on •he wavelength for different anglc:• of L. 1 •)
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F~gure XIII.lO.2A. Dependence of thie directive gain of the RGD 70/C ,
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Figure XIII.lO.25. -ependence of the efficiency of the RGD 70/6 1.-5
otenna on the wavelength; Wr = 700 ohms.
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Figure XIII.lO.26. Dependence of the gain of the RGD 75/6 1.25 antenna
on the wavelength ±ir,•" different angles of tilt (A);
Wr = 700 oh s.
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#XIII.ll. Two Double iRhombil. Anten, is
A further increase in the effiu iency of rhombic antennas can be arrived

at by connecting two double rhombic antennas in parallel (fig. XIIIoll.I).

This antenna system is designated th t RGD2, to which is added numbers to show

the dimensions of the rhombus.

Figure XIII.I1.l. Schematic diagram of the parallel connection of
two double rhombic antennas.

l The radiation patterns of the RGD2 antenna can be computed through the
formula •

F, ~ ~ (A(7 III cs -L--co Asi 7;

where

D is the distance between the double rhombic antennas;

r F(4,t) is established through formula (XIII.lO.l).

The radiation pattern in the horizontal plane for the angle A a
can be established through the formula

F4(j) --. , ( L) cosi( n cpIfl). (XIII.ll.2)

The radiation pattern in the vertical plane remains the same as it was
in the case of the single rhombic antenna.

The gain factor and the directive gain of the RGD2 antenna are approxi-

mately 1.7 to 2 times those of the RGD antenna, and 2.6 to 4 times those of

the RG antenna.

Figures XIII.11.2 through XIII.11.6 show a series of radiation patterns
in the horizontal plane of the RGiD2 65/4• 1 antenna.

Two single rhombic antennas connected in parallel can also be used,

and this antenna is designated the RG2.

I

• -1
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00,4
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So 2 4 6 8 to Ij? go • t8 Z O

-: Figure XIII.13.2. Radiation pattern in Vte horizontal plane of an
- RGD2 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength A -0.8 1-.

i~

49

4.7

i-- 0•' --\ liii-"-

0 2 S 810 121 V to5 to

Figure XIII.l].3. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
RGD2 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X 0 O

0.0

10.

I 3.

0.30.7

= - 0.2 - eL "
015

S0,4

Figure XIII.ll.3. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
RGD2 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength X, 1.2 0,
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, i 0.41  C
• ----0,3

41 - V --

458, -I- -

0 2 d t 12 14 16I. 208 VFigure XIII.11.5. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of amnRGD2 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength )X - 1.6 xO

04 ug

-- - I-/-

Figure XIII.11.6. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an,
RGD2 65/4 1 antenna for wavelength )k in2)O

#XIII.12. Rhombic Antenna with Feedback

M. S. Neyman suggested the rhombic antenna with feedback. One version

of this type of antenna is shown in Figure XiIII.12.1. As we see, the antenna

has .io terminating resistor. The traveling wave of energy is reflected back

to its input terminal after having moved down the radiating conductors of the

rhombus. Given proper selection of the length of the return feeder, 3-4-1,

and the relationship of the magnitudes of the characteristic impedances of

the outgoing and return feeders in the system, we have a traveling wave cir-

-ulating over the closied circuit 1-2-3-4-1. Analysis reveals that the

following conditions are necessary, and must be adequately provided for, in

orde- to obtain a traveling wave:

(1) total length of path 1-2-3-4-1, L a nA (n - 1,2,3,...);

(2) satisfy the relationship

W e
lr
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where

W is the characteristic impedance of the rhombus and return feeder;

-1 in the characteristic impedance of the outgoing feeder, 1-2, at

point 1;

e is the relationship of the voltage across the end of the rhombue

to the voltage at its source in the traveling wave mode;

,',I is calculated through formulas (XIII.4.6) and (XIII.lO1.), presented

above;

(3) no local reflections anywhere along the path over which the traveling

wave is circulating.

"" Figure XIII.12.1. Schematic diagram of a rhombic antenna with feedback.
T and T2 are type TF6 225/600 and TFA 300/600

1 2exponential transformers, respectively.

If ground, conductor, and antenna insulator losses are disregarded,

and if the conditions indicated are satisfied, the efficiency equals unity.

The gain factor of an antenna with feedback, and an ideal match of all

elements, equals

g C[A

where

e and T are gain factor and the efficiency of a rhombic .enna witho'

feedback.

The actual increase in the gain factor, as demonstrated !i experiments:

research done with rhombic antennas, is somewhat less than tLat obtained L."

calculation, obviously the result of the increase in 0, primarily.

As a practical matter, however, there is no need for precise observan-

"of condition (2) above. The magnitude of e-•t in the range will change be.-

ween 0.25 and 0.5, and if we take Wl/Wr : 0.37, good results will be obtained

over the whole of the antenna's operating range. , ( 1

The input impedance of an antenna with feedback equals

Zir'. we-b (I_--e42cL-W)
Z rW r(XII1.12.2)

(I + e-4 )(I + e-4&-)- _•.-. 4e.

where "
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b
e = W/Wl

roi

When conditions (1) and (3) above are satisfied, the input impedance

is obtained equal to

in (1 + 2

When conditions (10, (2), a=id (3), above, are satisfied,

Z. = 22Z. (XIII.12.4)An 1", ._ -

Z. is found equal to 0.57 Wr, approximately, over the entire operatingin

range of an RG 65/4 1 antenna when conditions (1), (3), and W1/Wr 0.37

are satisfied.

Figures XIII.12.1 and XIII.12.2 show the schematic diagrams of how 3ingle

and double rhombic antennas with feedback are made in practice,

Type TF4 300/600 and TF6 225/600, exponential feeder transformers, or

stepped transitions, are used to satisfy the conditions necessary for a match.
Figures XIi.12.3 and XIII.12.4 show the dependence of the designed and

experimental values for e on X/) for RG 65/4 1 and RGD 65/4 1 antennas.

-4f

Figure XIII.12.2. Schematic diagram of a double rhombic antenna with U

feedback. Tiand T are type TF4 300/600 arild
TF6 225/600 exponenhial transformers, respectively.

Z'

Figure XI.I.12.3. Dependence of e01€ on X/0.1 - designed curve;

2 - e-perimental curve; c is the gain of an RG 65/4 1
antenna without feedback; e0 is the gain ef an RG 65/4 1
antenna with feedback; A is cptiqnum antenna wavelength.

6
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Figure XIII.12.4. Dependence of c O/ on A/XO.
0 .

I - designed curve; 2 - experimenrtal curve; € is the
gain of an RGD 65/4* i antenna without feedback; co is
the gain of an RGD 65/4 1 antenna with feedback.

Figure XIII.12.5 shows the dependence of 00/coand the traveling wave

ratio (k) on the supply feeder on CtiO, where

to O L - L1 ,

L is the total length of the path over which the current flows for which

optimum conditions prevail;

Ll is the actual length;

el is the gain factor for the specified value of to;

0i i • {0 ~is the gairi fact or when 0=O

lie

i 04

iv 4

-- I :

,--N - I --- -J-

Figure XIII.12.5. Change in gain 0e;/C ) and traveling wave ratio .k,
in the supply feeder of an RG 65/4 1 antenna with

feedback for deviation in length of !.,.Adback fe-
from the optimum length; t is the dc,'jation in Che
length of the feeder from ?he optimum length.

The curves in Figure XIII.12.5 characterize the criticality of tuning

the rhombic antenna to the feedback.

Figure XIII.12.6 shows one of the possible convenient circuits for

adjusting the length of the return feeder. The adjustment is made by changinq

the jumpers, 1, and the shorting plugs, K1 and K.,. Correctness in the selection

of the length of the return feeder will be established by the development of

the traveling wave mode on the return feeder.

If there are two, or even three, fixed operating waves, the length of

the feedback feeder can be selected such that the traveling wave mode will be
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developed on all operating waves. And an increase in the gain factor will be

arrived at accordingly on all operating waves as per the data in figures

XIII.12.3 and XIItI.12.4.

All formulas included here were derived by V. D. Kuznetsov, and he did

the experimental work, the results of which are shown in figures XIII.12.-3

and XIII.12.4.

Figure XIII.12.6. Schematic diagram of feedback feeder length
adjustment.

A - to input terminals of rhombus; B - to output
terminals of rhombus.

#XIIIo13. The Bent Rhombic Antenna

(a) Antenna arrangement

The bent rhombic antenna (RS) was proposed by V. S. Shkol'nikov

and Yu. A. Mityagin. The schematic arrangement of this antenna is shown in

Figure XIII.13.l, and as'will be seen from this figure, the antenna has its

acute and obtuse anglesvJspqnded at different heights, with the height at

which theacute angles are suspended much lower than that at which the RG

antenna ia suspended. The reduction in the height at which the acute angles

are suspended results in a considerable saving in support costs. However,

this reduction in the height at which the acute angles are suspended is

accompanied by a considerable deterioration in the antenna's electrical

parameters. This is overcome by increasing the length of the side of the

rhombus, and the height at which the obtuse angles are suspended.

Conventionally,

where

tb and t are the lengths of the sides of the bent and the horizontal

rhombic antennas, respectively;

H is the height at which the horizontal rhombic antenna is sue-

pended;

H1 and H2 are the heights at which the acute and obtuse angles of the

bent rhombic antenna are suapended, respectively.

Nevertheless, the bent rhombic antenna is very much less efficient tbazi L
the horizontal rhombic antenna.
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X;C

Figure XIII.13.1. Schematic diagram of the Shkoltnikov and Mityagin
bent rhombic antenna.

The principal design formulas for the bent rhombic antenna follow.

(b) Radiation patterns

The radiation pattern in the horizontal plane when A - 0 (droping

factors not dependent on q,) can be expressed through the formula

*-Cos s~(4,+ ) + ICos si(0 y
I X os sin (0 1- cos-Vsin(0--)"X s? in I cos %Y sin ( 0• + X)--

2A

X sin o i I
• i ~(XIII-13-1) ;

where

Sis half the obtuse angle between the projections of the sides of
the rhombus on the horizontal plane;

cp is the azimuth angle, read from the long diameter of the rhombu's;

Sis the angle of tilt of the sides of the rhombus to the horizontal

plane.
The radiation pattern in the vertical plane (q 0) can be expressed

through the formula

F (A):=4cos -o F 2X

x cos [. 2 (I1- COS )" + , Hl sinl
1-1

sin [ (I -Oil t")-
Cos *- _os L~ 2 HI bin

S--Cos I(XIII 
.13 .2)where. --

wh cos tsin IDCos T cos A + sin ' %inls ; (XIII.13.3)

cos -= sin 0 cos T cos A -- sin7 sinA. (XIII.13-4)

Formulas (XIII.13.l) and (XIII.13.2) are given without attenuation taken
into consideration. ••
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(c) Gain factor and directive gain. Efficiency. thfrua

sin [ -~ ICose1 ] rabf-o~-a i~

I eCs, Cot2.' l

sin (I II Cos

where

W is the characteristic impedance of the RS antenna, and which remains
r

approximately what is was for the RG antenna.

51bcan be computed as in the case of the horizontal rhombic antenna,

- ignoring the mutual effect of the conductors of the rhombus and their mirror

images. Available experimental data confirm the admissibility of this

approximate computation.

The directive gain and efficiency are computed through formulas (XIII.3.6)

and (XIII.6.5).

Figures XIII.13.2 through X111.13.10 show a series of radiation patterns

of the RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna; that is, of an antenna with the following

characteristics: 670, ZbAo_ 6, H1/10 -0.5, H2/'X0 -1.25.

A7 -0-4- 0.

ie t c l I

imax

I I () ai ctrS a7/6 0ir5/i25 gainte. Efrciwae lnchyo

I I.
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rLjlw * I % 1

Figure XIIi.13.3. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an
RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for a wavelength of

S=1.5 Xo-'

V A

2 I ! i \- -"

Figure XIZI.13./. Radiation pattern in the horizontal plane of an

RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for a wavelength of

2X I .

0

11

i t _ =2_o"

0,2

J -11'"

S~0.5

*2040 111 $0 0 00 X *1102 40 4' 500 I

Figure XIII.13.5. Radiatio,n pattern in the vertical plane of an
RS 67/6 0,5/i .25 antenna for ground with ideal

cdt- 

-
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Figure xTII.13.65. Radiatio~n pattern in the vertical plane t~f an
RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for ground with ideal
conducxivity (y =CO); 0

"-"C

'08

--- f"i I!_I•]

_ I
'2 0 20 3?0 40 $0 A

Figure XIII.13.7. Radiation pattern ir the vertical plane of an
RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for ground with ideal
conductivity (yv=); 1, = 25o"

(0 C ,

4 2L, - - T -

4$-~ :--i-

0.9 
"

4I$ I i -J!-

44

Figure XIII.13.8. Radiation pattern in the vertical plane of an
RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for ground with ideal
conductivity (yv=•); = 1.5 AO"

--
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04.

0,2 - I

II I V r
S•'0, - i-jl~

0. . 10 20 30 ,ho 50 $ A"

Figure XIII.13.9. Radiation pattern in the vertical plane of an
RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for ground with ideal
conductivity (yv=CO); x = 2

(

tadC

0,70

2" 1 -/- - ,•.1
I"// "

t0 20 JO 40 1560 A*

Figure XIII.13.10. Radiation pattern in the vertical plane of at,

RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna for ground with ideal
conductivity (yv= X = 2.5 X

Figures XIII.13.11 and XIII.13.12 show a series of curv', characteri? g

the dependence of e and D for the RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna on X/XO and t.
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40wrz 1 J
35 11 3-4>9

ZO~5/*OO 7I 121.1.. 1 J

Figure XIII.13.1l. Dependence of gain of an RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 antenna
on wavelength for various angles of tilt ()

---------------------------maximum gain curve.

0. 47 .7 0.6 09 40 t/1 12 15S 1.4 15 61.7 1.81 19ZZJ Z.9 Z

Figure XIII.13.12. Dependence of the directive gain of an Rs5 67/6 0-5/1.25
antenna on the wavelength for various angles of tilt

m---------------------------aximum directive gain curve.

Radiation patterns in the vertical plane, as well as the gain factorsI
and directive gain have all been computed for the case of ground with ideal

I conductivity.
Bent rhombic antennas c..a also be made double (RSD). In such case the

I ' ýseparation between the doubled rhombuses is taken as equal to -.0.2t

A complex antenna, comprising two double bent rhombic antennas (RSD2), can

*also - made. The relative increase in the gain factor and directive gain

provided by RSD and RSD2 antennas as compared with the 115 antenna, is approxi-

I mately the same as that provided by the corresponding variants of horizontal
rhwi nens -ki
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#XIII.14. 'Suspension of Rhombic. Antennas on Common Supports

In cases of emergency, when it is necessary to string a great many,

rhombic antennas in a radio transmitting cei~ter and when the size of the

antenna field is limited, two rhombic antennaw, designed for day and night

operation, can be strung over a common area on separate, or common, supports

(fig. XIII.14.l).

Experimental research hL~s developed the fact that as a result of the

mutual effect, parameters of antennas strung over a common arvoa differ from

levels are increased when two antennas are strung together.

Figure XIII.14.l. Sketch of a decimeter model for testing rhomb~ic
antennas strung over a common area.t Figure XIII.14.2 shows the experimental curves characterizing the maximum

reduction in the gain factor of an RG 65/4 1 antenna, computed for an optimum

wave of 20 meters, when it is strung in the same area with an RG 65/4 1
antenna computed for an optimum wave of 40 meters.

Figure XIIIu14e 3 shows similar curves for an RGD 65/4 1 antenna.

Figure XIII.14.4 shows the curves characterizing the maximum reductian

the gain factor of an RG 70/6 1.25 antenna, computed for da timum wave n i

18 meters, when it is strung in the same area with an RG 65o' c antenna com-

puted for an optimum wave of 40 meters. Figure XIII.14)5 shows similar

cArves for the RGD 70/6 1.25 antenna.

Maximum reduction in the gain factor for decimeter models is found as

follows. A rhombic antenna with a shorter optimum wave is fed from a

generator. An indicator is set up in front of the antenna at the correspcn-,inq

height (a). The indicator is read when there is no antenna with a longer

optimum wave (parasitic axntenna). A parasitic antenna is then strung. A

shorting plug is installed in the feeder to this antenna. The shorting plug

is shifted along the feeder. The indicator reading is recorded for each

position of the shorting plug, and the position of the shorting plug providing

minimum indicator reading is established.

S18 etes, wen t i strng n th sae aea wth n RG65:. i antnna.om
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Figure XIII.14.2. Dependence of the c/O ratio on the W/XO ratio.

e is the gain of an ;2 65/4 1 antenma for ,optimum
wave X (small rhombus) when strung in a common
area with an RG 65/4 1 antenna for optimum wave
2XO (large rhombus); e0 is the gain of an RG 65/4 1
antenna (small rhombus) strung in a separate area.

' II T - 7.

4 1 1 .
3

z A .

Figure XIII14.•3. Dependence of the c/c ratio on the X/)• ratio.
e is the gain of an R8 D 65/4 1 antenna for optimum
wave AO (small rhombus) when strung in a common
area with an RGD 65/4 1 antenna for optimum wave
2)O (large rhombus); c is the gain of an RGD 65/4 1
antenna (small rhombus) strung in a separate area.

-L, ILIx I- --- TT77_J-

Figure XIII.l4.4. Dependence of the c/c0 ratio on the X/O ratio.
e is the gain of an RG 70/6 1.25 antenna for optimum
wave X (small rhombus) when strung in a common area
vith an RG 70/6 1.25 antenna for optimum wave 2.2(large rhombus); Ce is the gain of an RG 70/6 1.25antenna (small rhomLus) strung in a separate area.

-f

iii , ,
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Figure XIII.14.5. Dependence of the e/e0 ratits on the )LX0ratio.
C is the gain of an RGD 70/6 1.25 antenna for optimum
wave X0 (small rhombus) when strung in a common area
with an RGD 70/6 1.25 antenna for optimum wave 2.2 X
(large rhombus); e 0 is the gain of an RGD 70/6 1,25
antenna strung in a separate area.

The gain factor ratio, e/c0 , is established through the formula

= Emin)2 0o (XIII.14.l)
c E P

0 0

where

EO is the field strength in the absence of a parasitic rhombus;

m0

E.mi is the minimum field strength when a parasitic rhombins is installed;

P is the power fed to the antenna in the absence of the parasitic
0

rhombus;

P is the power fed to the antenna when the parasitic rhombus is

installed.

As will be seen from figures XIII.14.2 through XIII.14.5, when twow

rhombic antennas are strung over a common area the maximum reduction in the

gain factar of a rhombic antenna is obtained at heights corresponding to tht

4 comparatively low intensity of antenna radiation. At heights corresponding

to the antenna's maximum radiation the reduction in the gain factor obtainec

is slight. This indicates that when two antennas are suspen& on common
supports there is not too much distortion in the radiation pa.,,rns.

Measurements have revealed that when two antennas are st'ung over a

common area the gain factor of the antenna with the longer optimum wave is

practically unchanged.

#XIIIg15. Design Formulation of Rhombic Antennas

(a) Formulation of the antenna curtain

The theoretical data presented above were derived on the assumption

that the characteristic i(pedance of the rhombic antenna remains constant

ovmr thentiro longth of tho antoDna. Th/is . not so in practice. In-

constancy in the characteristic impedance in turn results in inconstancy in

the distance between the sides of the rhombus. The characteristic impedance
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at the obtuse angles equals 1000 ohms, that at the acute angles from 700
S~ to 800 ohms.

The sides of the rhombus are made of two divergent ý.onductors (fig.

XIII.15.I), in order to equalize the characteristic impedance. The distance

between them at the obtuse angles of the rhombus is equal to from 0.02 to

D-O3t. The characteristic impedance of this rhombic antenna is more uniform

over the entire lengtA, and is equal to -700 ohms.

'I I
1'

Figure XIII.15.l. Rhombic antenna, sides of which are made -

using two conductors.

Making the sides of the rhombus with two conductors, and thus reducing

the characteristic impedance, also results in increasing the efficiency and

anenthe sides of which are made of two conductors. The single-conductor
robcantenna has a gain factLr 10 to 15% lower than that of the rhombic

antenna made of two conductors. The directive gain is practically the same

for both variam.ts of the rhombic antenna.

(b) Terminating resistor design

The efficiency of rhombic antennas is in the 0.5 to 0.8 range.

Anywhere from 50 to 20% of the power fed to the antenna will be lost in the

terminating resistor. This -oust be taken into consideratior when the type

of terminating resistor u'jed is under consideration.

Special mastic resistors can be used as the terminating resiz~tor with

low pwered transmitters (P = (1-3) kwJ. With high powered transmitters,

and often with low powered onns, the terminating resister will be in the form

a long steel or high-resistance alloy conductor.

The length o f the dissipation line is selected such that current amplitude

atheniuated to 0.2 to 0.3 its initial magnitude as It flows along the line.
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The input imFedance of this line is close to its characteribLic impaane. ,A

The characteristic impedance of the dissipation line is usually made equal

to 300, or 600 ohms. The length of lines made of steel conductors is what

I provides the required attenuation, equal to 300 to 500 meters. The length of

the high-resistance alloy line is taken as equal to 30 to 40 meters.

The dissipation line is stretched under the rhombus, along its long

diagonal. For reasons of economy in the use of support poles, the steel

dissipation line is made in several loops, suspended on common poles.

The dissipation line must be made absolutely symmetrical with respect •

to the sides of the rhombus in e. der "-' avoid high induced currents.

The resistance per unit length of a vwo-conductor dissipation line can

be computed through the formula.

R, r (ohms/meter),

where

r is the radius of the conductor used in the line, in mm;

p r ie the relative permeability. At high frequencies the permeability

of steel and high-resistance alloy equals p r - 80;I-I
p is the specific resistance (for steel p = 10 o-7h;S/. eter. •or

high-"esistance alloy p = 8 * 10-7 ohms/meter);

X x is the wavelength in meters.

The radius of the conductors used in the dissipation line is taken

equal to 1 to 2 mm.

(c) Matching the rhombic antenna with the feeder and
terminating resistor

The characteristic impedance of one rhombic antenna crn be matched

with the characteristic impedances of the feeder and the dissipation line,

600 ohms, quite well. No transitional dcvices are required between the sin e

rhombic antenna and the feeder, or dissipation line.

The characteristic impedance of the double rhombic antenna is 300 to

350 ohms. Used to match it with a feeder with a characteris" impedance a

600 ohms is an exponential four-wire feeder transformer with - esistan'ýc

transformation ratio of 300/600.

The type TF4 300/600 40 transformer is used for this feeder transfor;cr

in the case of the antenna with a maximum operating wave of 50 to 60 met_.Ž-v,

while the type TF4 300/600 60 is used with antennas operating on longer

waves. Stap transitions (see Chapter IX) can also be used.
Figures XIII.15.2, XIII.15.3, XIII.15.4 and XIII.15.5 show sketches -

of RG 65/4 1, RGD 65/4 1, RGD2 tr/4 anci Rs 67/6 0.5/1.25

i •antennas. Basic structural details of the antennas are indicated in the

sketches.

-I

<I
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"Figure XIII.15.2. Sketch of an RG 65/A I antenna.

Designations: H - average height at which antenna

conduct~rs are suspended; H=XO, t=4O, d=3.3 8XO,
D=7.25XO, S=2.5 to 3 m, §=65*; 1-1 - antenna supplyI feeder; 2-2 - dissipation line feeder; 3-3 - dissipa-

2¶ tion line; 4 - dissipation line ground. Antenna
conductor diameter is at least 4 mm. Characteristic
impedance of dissipation line approximately 600 ohms.

I ,

-- .... .',- ,-I

*1s

7igure XIII.15.3. Sketch of an RGD antenna.

The dimensvions of fG antennas which form the RGD
antenna are in accordance with the data cited in
Figure XIII.15.2. Designations: D1 -(O.8 to 1)XO;
1-1 - anteima supply feeder; 2-2 -dicsipation line

feeder; 3-3 dissipation line; 4 dissipationline ground; - exponentitl feeder transformer.
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SS

J a

•1.1

__-_.

Figure XIII15.4. Sketch of an RGD2 antenna.

The dimensions of RGD antennas which form che PDG2
antenna are in accordance with the data cited in
figures XIII.15.2 and XIII.15.3. Designations:
D2 =d+(l.l to 1.2)D1 ; DI=(O.8 to l)X0; 1-1 - antenna
supply feeder; 2-2 - feeder to dissipation line;
3-3 - dissipation line; 4 - dissipa.ion line ground;
5 - exponential feeder transformer.

ij1

Figure XIII.15.5. Sketch of an RS 67/6 0.5/1.25 anteni

Designations: H=1.25 X0 ; h=0.5 XO; 0; d=:4.7\0.
D=II.06XO; ý=67o; 1-1 - antenna supply feeder;
"3-3 - dissipation line; 4 - dissipation line grou-
The schematic diagrms for the formation of the I-1 ..
"and RSD2 antennas from, the RS antennas are simil "
to those for forming RGD and RGD2 antennas from
RG antenna.

(d) Supports for suspending a rhombic antenna

Supports for use in suspending rhombic antennas can be wooden, or
metal. When metal masts are set up at the obtuse angles they should be s

5 to 6 meters from the apex of the angle to avoid inducing high current-. in
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the masts. The field radiated by the induced currents interacts with the main

field and can cause a marked reduction in antenna efficiency. Excitation of

ihe supports can also cause a substantial reflection of energy at the obtuse

Anigles of the rhombus.

The reasons cited are wb, it is undesirable to suspend basket cables on

i,,asts installed at the obtuse angles of the rhombus. It is also extremely

undesirable to use lift cables at the obtuse arjles. It is desirable to

dead-end the rhombus to the mast at the obtuse angles.

#X.II.16. Rhombus Receiving Antennas

The data presented above with respect to the electrical parameters of

ih-ombic transmitting antennas apply equally to rhombic receiving antennas.

An additional parameter, characterizing the quality of the rhombic re-

-ceiving antenna is the effective length, established through the formula

eff = V73.1 "

Figure XIII.16.I shows the curve for the dependence of teff on VX,
for the RG 65/4 1 antenna, computed for an optimum wave of 25 meters. The

curve was plotted as applicable to the maximum gain factor and for a feeder

with a characteristic impedance of 208 ohms.

The effective length can be obtained quite readily for the RG 65/4 1 an-

tennas designed for optimum waves different from 25 meters by multiplying

values for teff taken from the curve in Figure XIII.16.1 by X0 /25.

eff

1'1'

Figure XIII.16.1. Dependence of effective length of the RG 65/4 1
antenna on L/1O (X0 = 25 meters). Transmission
line characteristic impedance WF = 208 ohms.

Let us pause to consider some of the features involved in designing

rhombic receiving antennas.

-he sides of the rhombic transmitting antenna are made of two conductors

",n order to improve the match to the feeder and to increase the gain factor.

In the case of the rhombic receiving antenna neither the increase in- the gain,

rnor improvement in the match are very substantial, so the side2 of the rhombid

receiving antenna can be made with one conductor. However, it is better tw
.',"c the sides of the rhombus with two conductors.

a ___ _____ ___ j
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The terminating resistor for the rhombic receiving antenna can t..mde

of thin, high-ohmic wire because the currents flowing in this antenna are not

very high. The wire usually used is one with a linear resistance of 400 to

600 ohms/meter, double wound to reduce the inductive component of the impedance.
The terminating resistor is made as shown in Figure XIII.16.2 in order to

reduce the shunt capacitance of the winding. It is better to use mastic
terminating resistors with a very low reactive component of the impedance.

These are ceramic tubes with a very thin conducting layer (made of graphite,

for example) on the outer surface. This latter is, in turn, coated with a

* thin,,protective lacquer coating. The terminating resi,',ors are installed in

air-tight boxes. The magnitude of the terminating resistor is taken equal

to 600 to 700 ohas.

-- . Ill iii.
-- !t ll, I~l-

_ • ', "1 ,• I | /• I I

Figure XIII.16.2. Schematic diagram of the coiling of the terminating
resistor of a rhombic receiving antnna.

"• )High currents can be induced in the antenna during thunderstorms and

this can cause burning of the terminating resistor. It is desirable to

connect the terminating resistor to the antenna through the feeder, as shcwn

in Figure XIII.16.3, since this makes it convenient to replace the resis.or
if it is burned. The characteristic impedance of this feeder should eq :al

600 to 700 ohms.

It is desirable to review the'lightning protection provided the terminatir.

.* resistor (fig. XIII.16.4). The chokes anddischargers for lightning protect-,1

can be made in the same way as arc those for polyplexers and lead-ins (so,

Chapter XIX).

A dissipation line, which requires.no special lightning ,tection, ca,.

"be used as a dependable terminating resistor. A small diameT (1 to 1.5 mim)

conductor can be used to make a dissipation line for a receiving antenna,

and the len.gth of a steel line can be cut to 120 to 150 meters. This di3 ,--.-
tion line tcan be made in the form of several loops, 30 to 40 meters long,

t. suspended on common poles. The dissipation line can also be made of higl,

resistance alloy conductor, and when the diameter is 1 mm the line lengtv,

should be on the order to 20 to 40 meters.

The characteristic impedance of the line should equal 600 to 650 ohms.

The end of the dissipation line should be grounded.

The transmission line for a rhombic receiving antenna can be made of

four-wire crossed line with a characteristic impedance of 208 ohms. An

- -11 I-.

Si "=
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I..

Figure XIII.16.3. Schematic diagram of how the terminating
resistor (R) is inserted in a rhombic antenna
at a height which can be reached from the
ground.

IA

Figure XIII.16.4. Schematic diagram of the lightning protection
for a terminating resistor.

R - terminating resistor; L - coil for drai..ing off
static charges. A - discharger.

exponential feeder transformer carA be used to match the four-wire line to

the antenna, and is usually rade in two sections, a vertical and a horizontal

(fig. XIII.16.5). The vertical section is a two-wire exponontial transmission

line, TF /00/350, of lenoth

H -h,

where

H is the height at which the rhombus is suspended;

h is the height Pt which the tran-mission line is suspended.

The horizontal section is a four-wire crossed exponential transmissivn

mine, TFAP 340/208, 30 meters long. Pesign-wiso, the TFAP exponential trans-

mission line is a straight line oontinuation of the transmission line. A

description, and the schematics o0 the TF 700/)50 and TFAP 340/208 trans-

mission lines, are given below. Z2

aw) -
1.

' 'i,
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I I "~
C_

4 I

• Figure XIII.lC.5. Schem:iatic diagram of the matching of a rhombic
receiving antenna to a four-wire transmission.

A - four-wire transmission; B - TFAP 340/208
transmission; C - TF2 700/350 transmission;
D - acute angle of the rhombus.

Double rhombic receiving antennas are connected to the transmissio i. e Vnh m
through an exponential feeder, TFAP 300/208.

Step transitions can also be used to match the rhombic antenna to the

transmission line.

f

!I.•

I I

* I
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Chapter XIV

TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNAS

#XIV.l. Description and Conventional Desiqnations

The traveling wave antenna is a broadband antenna, and is ordinarily

used for reception. Figure XIV.l.l 'shows the schematic diagram of the on-

tenna, and as will be seen is made up of balanced dipoles connected to a

co.lection line at equal intervals through a coupler' (Z couple). Pure resistances

R , equal to the line's characteristic impedance is connected across the end

of the collection line facing the correspondent being received. The other

end of the collection line goes to the receiver.

The t'ravelin9 wave antenna is usually suspended horizontally, 16 to

40 meters above the ground. The antenna ic about 100 meters long. The number

of dipoles, their length, the characteristic impedance of the collection line,

ab well as the resistanco of the couplings, are all selected in order to

satirfy the condition of obtaining the optimum parameters within the limits

of the ioicest possible waveband. As will be shown ir what follows, when pure

resistance is selected for use as the coupling it is possible to use one

antenna to cover the entire shortwave band.

Si ')l iiiii ii Ii i

Figure XIV.l.l. Schematic diagram of a traveling wave antenna.

A - to receiver; B - coupling element, Z ;
C - pure resistance.

Two, or four, parallel connected traveling wave antennas are often used

to improve directional properties. Figure XIV.I.2 is a sketch of a traveling

wave antenna array comprising two identical antennas connected in parallei.

A further improvement in the directional properties can be obtained by position-

ing several traveling wave antennas one after the other (in tandem), as shown

"4 Figure XIV.1.3. Each of the identical antennas is connected to the re-

ceiver by its own feeder, the length of which is selected such that the efs
J •produced at the receiver input by the antennas are in phase, or very nearly

so. This arrangement in connecting the antennas makes -it possible to control f'h

the receivine pattern in the vertical plane by using phase shifters (sue

below).

-i "
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Figure )IV.l.2. Schematic diagram of a multiple travellng wave
5 antenna.

5 •A - to receiver; B - coupling element, Zc.;
C - pure resistance.

,. ,~c~,adezy_- b HnN~ 1ey Iumrn1de~

B B B
Ahme',rna de~ 2helflabH kg R,11MSI1 L,• 00 .. 1 j f 0we .5os a.°. 0oaiw

.• K npu•.uqNg

Figure XIV.l.3. Schematic diagram of a multiple traveling wave
antenna with a controlled reception pattern in
the vertical plane.

& A - to receiver; B - traveling wave antenna.

The traveling wave antenna is designated by the letter The .,econd

"letter in the antenna designator shows the nature of the deco .ling resistor.

If pure resistance is used for the decoupling resistors, the antenna is desig-

nated by the letters BS. If reactance is used for the decoupling resistors
the designation is BYe (uapacitive) or BI (inductive).

The number of traveling wave antenna connected in parallel is desio'i;

*by a number following the antenna's conventional designation. For example,

a traveling wave antenna array comprising two parallel conn~acted antennas w L

pure resistance couplings is designated BS2. When antennas are positioned in

tandem the number of antennas installed one after the other is designated

a number placed in front of the antenna dooi~natjon.

__ ,.
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Corresponding numerical designations arc added to the conventional

designation to show the antenna's basic characteristics. The complete con-
] I ventional designation for the traveling wave antenna with pure resistance

r couplings can be described by the following

BS N/•/ W 1 H,

where

N is the number of balanced dipoles in one antenna curtain;

"is length of one arm of e balar.zed dipole, in meters;

R is the resistance of the ccupling connected in one arm of a dipole,

in ohms;

is the distance between adjacent dipoles, in meters;

H is the height at which the anterna is suspended, in me'ers.

if the antenna uses reactance for coupling the R in the conventional

aesignation is replaced by the magnitude of the capacitance of the coupling

in centimeters 4the CYe antenna), or by the magnitude of the inductance in

microher.ries (BI antenna).

iFor example, BYe2 21/8 15/4.5 16 designates a traveling wave antenna

comprising two parallel connected antennas with capacitanve coupling, the data

for which are: N = 21, 1 = 8 meters; 1= 4.5 meters C 15 centimeters;[• != .• et1s C1 enitrs

H = 16 meters; where C is the capacitance of the condenser, connecting each

arm of the dipole to the collection line.

#XIV.2. Travelling Wave Antenna Principle

Balanced dipoles receive electromagnetic energy. The emf induced in

the dipoles by the ihcoming Vave produces a voltage across the collectign

line *

An equivalent schematic of a traveling wave antenna can be presented as

shown in Figure XIV.2.1. where the balanced dipole has been replaced by a

source of emfi e, and impedances Z and 2Z , where

Z is the input resistance of the dipole;
d

Z16 iz the resistance of two sori3oa-ý:onzctcd couplings.
cc'

SFigure " 4XIV.-2.. Equi'alent sche~matic diagrama of a traveling wave
anqtenna.

e - source of emf; A - Z.) dipole input resistance; H

2Zco' resistance of two series-zcnnnacted cou ling
zlemenT-.; C- receiver.

ii
.11
It
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The summed resistance + 2Z )is usually a great dcal highe. t 7
the characteristic impedance of the collection line, while the distance between

dipoles is small compared to the wavelength. Given these conditions, the col-
lection line can be considered to be a line with uniformly distributed

constants, that is, as a line with constant characteristic impedance.
The effect of the dipoles on the propagation factor in the first approxi-

mation can be reduced to a change in the distributed constants for the
collection line. The input conductance of the dipole and coupling, equal to

/Z + 2Z can conventionally be taken as uniformly distributed over thed col
entire space between two adjacent dipoles, and the additional distributed
conductance of the line, determined by the effect of the dipoles, is obtained

equal to

(2Z + Z )"
co dlI

Since the resistances induced in the different dipoles are different,
[ the characteristic impedance of the line changes somewhat from dipole to

dipole. Hotlever, this need not be taken into consideration when explaining
the antenna's operating principle, so the characteristic impedance, and the
phase velocity, are taken as constant along the entire length of the antenna.

Let us consider the operation of one emf sourc-, e 3 , for example. Frf

e 3 produces some voltage, U3 , across the collection line, and this voltage

causes two waves of current to flow on the line, one of which is propagated
toward the receiver, the other toward the terminating resistor. In accordance

with the assumption made with respect to the fact that the collection line

can be considered a systeta with constant characteristic impedance, both waves
o' current will not be reflected over the entire propagation path from ±heir

points of origin to the ends of the line. The wave propagated toward the
terminating resistor has no effect on the receiver. Reception strength is

determined by the wave directed toward the receiver input. All the other
dipoles in the antenna function similarly. The total current at the rece =,
input is determined by the relationship of the phases of th frrents whi, h
are originated by the individual emf soiirces.

Let us look at the case when the direction of propagation of the inc( i:;.v

beam coincides with the direction in which the collecxion line is oriented;,
as indicated by arrow I in Figure XIV.l.l. Let us now explain the relatz-l.,
ship of the phases of the currents from two emfs, e and e for exampl-e3 e6 1
The phase angle between the currants at the receiver input frem sour-s:o f

and e6 equals

it p n b e + tid':• Owhere

S• $e ~is the phase angle between e3 md. e6

3 6
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:. is the phase .mgle developed because the currents from sources e3

and e6 flow along paths of different lengths.

In the case specified e6 leads e,, and

k ,

'k. C

• i where
where v is the phase velocity of propagation of the electromagnetic wave

along the line;

* c is the speed of light.

Substituting the valves for e and ý,, we obtain

The lag between the currents from any two dipoles, the spacing between

which is distance nil, equals

k-

I' the magnitude of kI is close to unity this lag i3 very small.

Accordingly, if the phase velocity of propagation of the current along the

collection line differs but slightly from the speed of light, the currents

from all dipoles will be close to being in phase at the receiver input, thus
providing effective reception of beams propagated in the direction of arrow 1.

The current phase relationships between the individual dipoles at the

receiver input are less favorable when the directions of an incoming beam

differ from that reviewed. By way of illustration, let us take a case when

the direction of the incoming ieam is opposite to that in the case reviewed

(arrow 2 in fig. XIV.l.l). We will, in this case, look into the relationship

between the current phase relationships for the third and sixth dipoles.

As before, the phase angle equals

'h - -'= 3I

Since e3 leads e 6 in this case, j

Total lag equals

II
cach The l.g between the currents fox any two dipoles at distance n21 froi eachotherequals *n rkIn11l l ' /hl).
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As will be seen, very large phase angles can reivult. The relationship

between the phases of the currents for individual dipoles will become un- 2;

favorable and the reception strength will be very much less than in the first

Case.

What has been said demonstrates that when the numlber of dipoles is .4mb
sufficiently large, and when the rurtain is of sufficient length, the an-

tenna will have sharply d.fined directional properties if phase velocity of

propagation along the line is close to the speed of lijfht.

S#XIV.3. Optinam •-hase Velocity of Propagation

The phase velocity of propagation of a wave on a collection line is a

highly important parameter, one with a decisive effect on the property of

the traveling wave antenna. The connection between the phase velocity of pro-

pagation and the magnitude of the directive gain, D, can be characterized

by the curves presented tn Figure XIV.3ol (see, for example, Go Z. Ayzenberg,

Ultrashort Wave Antennas, Chapter X. Svyaz'lizdatj 1957). This figure shows

the dependence of the relative magnitude of the directive gain D/DO on the

magnitude

Swhich characterizse the phase velocity, v, of the propagation of a wave on

the collection line. In formula (XIV.3.l) L is the length of the ant•e • ,
and k1 - v/c. The data presented in FigurQ XIV.3.1 characterise the directional

properties of an antenna made up of nondirectional elements.

-. .. . o.

Figure XIVo,.l, Dependence of relative directive, gain D/D on' "
Do is the directive gain when A 0 0 (v u'),-

The curves shown in Figure XIV.3.1 were cilculated through tha formula"

.1. Derivation is given in G. Z& Aysenbarg0 Ultrashort Wave Antennas1 SvyauVisdat,
1957.

.. •t.¢ .',• ..... •.•. - "" -.. ..-,'" •- •"•-'•, .... :......'..."....-....................-.....-....•---
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D,2%L I--cosA (XIV.3.2)i " ~All '"

* where
_-- I•: I '•I I-- l-cos A 1 C-osa -$B -sA,'

A . (XIV.3.3)

BmaL(+1++J). (~~ 4m ~(XIV.3.4,)

The magnitude A is the lag between the currents created by the emfs in-

duced in the first (closest to the receiver) and last dipoles at the receiver

input whorl a wave propagated in the direction of arrow I (fig.XIV.l.l) is

- received. Do is the directive gain for the in-phase addition of the currents

flowing in all dipoles at the receivwr input (v = c; k ).

Positive values of A correspond to a phase velocity of propagation, v, on

an antenna at less than the speed of light (kI < 1). Negative values of A

correspond to a phase velocity, v, at greater than the speed of light. This

phase velocity can be obtained by using an inductive coupling between the

dipoles and the collection line.

Increase in directive gain with reduction in phase velocity as compared

*iwith the speed of light i', the result of the narrowing of the major lobe of

* mthe reception pattern. The directive gain reaches a maximum approximately

double the Do value when A f 1800. This mcde is characterized by currents at

"the receiver input caused to flow by the emls induced in the first and last

Sdipoles that are opposite in phase. The receiving pattern of an antenna

operating in this mode (A - 1800) has a comparatively narrov major lobe. The

side lobes are somewhat larger than is the case when ki a 1. With further
reduction in phase velocity the major lobe narrows even more, but the side

S':lobe level increases to the point where there is a reduction in the directive

K Gain.
The redvction in the directive gain when there is an increase in' phase

*' K , velocity with respect to the speed of light is tho result of the expansion

and splitting in two of the major lobe. At increased phase velocity (k 1 > 1)

the direction of the maximum radiation from the antenna does not coincide

"with its Axib.

Fj YBy way of illustration of what has boen said, Figure XZV.3.2 shows

three receiving patterns charted for the case when L - 4% and for three

i values of -;. The pattern in Figure XIV.3-2a was charted for the optimum

I "value Of klI established from the equality A m 1806, that is,

m • M.", " ' k m 2L" ,

.......................... a ' zopt L +(xv..)

which yields a rmagni~ude ko 0.89 when L 4 k).FI opt -

li 1
-m: I .
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The pattern in Figure XIV.3.2b was charted for k1 1 (v - c), while that

in Figure XIVO3.2c was charted for k- 1/0.89 1.12. This k value corresponds

to A. -1800.

",o $0 6cc 40 S0 id

4. • _ 030 V0S 07 0a0s 0

V/P Ju

'o 270 300 3 49

IZO zo

270 J00 3W0

jjj

:10 f, f244$''',I

Figure XIV.3.2. Reception patterns of a traveling wave antenna for

Sa wavelength of 4i% for different magnitudes of kI v/c.

The curves shown in figures XIV.3-1 and XIV.3.2 were charted without

taking the directional properties of the antenna elements into consideration.

At the same time, the increase in the directive gain with decrease in the

phase velocity can be.limited by the growth in the side ibbes. If the

directional properties of the dipoles, which cause a reduction in the side

lobes are taken into consideration, the optimum value of A can be increased.

Figures XIV.3.3 through XIV.3.6 show the dependence of the directive gain

of a traveling wave antenna on the magnitude of A for cases when the direction-

al properties of the antenna element can be described by the equality

r (r- V'i F (4) Cos Ii; F ( CO) = coM'j,

iI
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Si where 0 is the angle between the axis of the antenna and the direction from

:1 which the beam is arriving. Data are cited for the cases when L =, (
m 1 jL -a2, L - kX, and L = lOX. The dependence of the directive gain on A for

an antenna the elements of which are nondirective, is plotted on these curves

for pktposes of comparison. DO is the directive gain of the antenna when

,k, - 1 and F(e) = 1, in the curves shown in figures XIV.3o3 through XXV.3.6.

a
* I

"st v mo fro doLOJo0 :0 M a Ix pf . Im zN't20,-1_0.-

Figre XV--3.Dependence of relative directive gain of a traveling
wav at I D. D on A for different directional
pr rie ! a!tea elementsl Do is the directive

gain of the antenna when A -0 and F(e) = 1.

Thecuresshown in figures XIV.3.3 through XIV.3.6 were calculated

through the formulas'

* I. for the case when F(e) -To!os e

-DI- L )1  IlrI-cosA 1 x .-..
A211.(I-36

where

I -cs _A I-co I Cos C

1 Vli e), C L n 1: Xt v.3.8

for the case when F(e) = cos..

D 2lI -cos A (I.

(XIV3-9

I ~~~~A'I,.(XV.3•6

j where
la ± C1 , +- - oA .j' co IB cos A -A l-- s A

AB A

! --s i n--i -2Cl+n -cA-i+cC xv37

I.' Formulas (XIV.3.6, XIV3.9 and XIV.3L ) were derived in G. Z. Ayzenberg8)
a1rti ,e "The Traveling Wave Antenna with Resistive Coupling Elements," in

Dadiotekhnika, Vol. 14, No. 6, 1959.

. LI
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for the case when F(e) = cos 2

I-cosAS~~~D =2 (:t L)l - o
SAll, (XIV.3.11) .

where

/3, 2(A +a•L)' (A + a L)' (cos B os A + siB-siA..)-
(2 L)1 AB L)A

(A+aL)Qn+ ciB ciA)+ 6 ( A- +cL)%(2-
siR-4iA In B4L -6 B1iA1 ~cs+oA +BiB(t L)3 " ASsinl--sAN 4(A4+aL) B2--A2

• '~~ -J (. -L)- 2- cos B +cosA + Bsin B--

-A sinA) +(__ [L)A3 .-2BcosB+2AcosA- ()
S(xIv.3.2

- (B2 -2) sin B + (A2 - 2) sin A].

As will be seen from the curves in figures XIV.3.3 through XIV4..6, the

calculation of the directional properties of the antenna eleoents results in

an increase in the optimum value of A, as well as to some increase in the

gain as compared with the case of F(O) = i.

S i iJ~~' j i i i ¢• - T,, ' , _ - -

-*A /i)10-O 14.0 /2.1 M 10 60 40 20 0 20 40 SO 110 W00 120 140 INO Wt LVW?241A .

, Figure XIV.3.4,. Dependence of the relative directive gain of a
traveling wave antenna D/DO on A for different
directional properties of the antenna elements;

D is the directive gain of the antenna when

A =0 and F(q)=1

tA ,

Figure XIV.3.5. Dependence of the relative directive gain of a
traveling wave antenna D/DO on A for different
directional properties of the antenna elements;
Do is the directive gain of the antenna when
A = 0 and F(e) 1.

'....=
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--,[Figur-e XIV.3.6. Dependence of the rei~ti-/e directive gain ofa
•m~i ravelii wave ani-enrna D/DO on A for different

• directional properties of the antenna elements;
Do is the directive j+ain of the antemia when

-- f A = 0 and F(O) = 1.

The data cited above are for the case when the receiving patterns of

1,te antenna elements have axial symmetry. The reception patterns of the di-

poles of a traveling wave antenna do not have axial symmetry. Nevertheless,

the curves shown in figures XIV.3.3 through XIV.3.6 characterize the proper-

ties of this antenna.

The curves obtained for F(e) = V -s-- charact4Erize the D/D 0 ratio for- a

Straveling wave ant enna mdofsrtdipoles ifrespace. Tepattern o

• short dipoles in the principal E plane (the plane passing through the dipoles)

• can be established by the factor F(O) = cos 0, while the pattern in the

1 principal H plane (the plane normal to the axes of the dipoles) is a circle,
---- ?IF(G) = 1. Property-wise, this antenna approaches that consisting of dipoles,

the patterns of which have axial symmetry and can be described by the
*function

*' / F(e) =0'cOs e.

SIf the ground effect is caken into consideration the dipoles take on

I ddrection,cl properties in the pof;•ncipal H plane as well. Antenna patterns

I charted with the ground effect considered do not have axial symmetry, but

l in some range of the H/X ratio (H is the height of suspension abc&¢e the
: ground) the magnitude of D/DO for the antenna satisfactorily characterizes
the curves computed for the case F(o ) = cos o.

SII

__:iD iA traveling wave antenna consisting of two arrays side by side, suspended
at the same height and vonnected in parallel, can be considered as a singlt d

poltraeing wave antenna made up of twin dipoles with increased directlvity

S~in the principal E plane. And if the effect of the ground is taken into con-
tiderAet shon in directsonal propertiet of tho antenna ar a who e an boe
satisfactorily characterized by the curves for D/D f(A), obtained for the

Thecures btanedfor F(e) -ros~e

+woo

trCaveligwv nen aeo hr ioe nfe pc. Tepte o

shr ioe ntepicplEpae(tepaepsigtruhtedpls 1'- -

,.', .+I.

ca eesalshdb hefcorFG cs0 wiete atrni h
prnia ln tepaenra o h xso h ioe)i ice
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#XIV.A. Selection of the Coupling Elements Between Dipoles and ,
Collection Line i c

The data cite,, demons;rate the undesirability of using an inductive

ooupling between the dipoles and the collection line (BI antennas) because

when suzh coupling is used the phase velocity obtained is greater than the

speed of light for %irtually the entire range of the antenna.
Of the two other possible types of resistances for couplings, Gapacitive

and resistiva, the latter, as suggested by the author, is the wmere preferable,

and the reas6ning is as follows.

(1) The directive gain vf traveling wave antennas decreases with in-

crease in the wavelength, as it does in other types of antennas. It is

therefore of the utmost importance to increase the directive gaiL. at the long

wave edge of the band, for it is here that the input resistances of the

dipoles have a capacitive aspect, making it possible to obtain a mode close

to the optimum (A = 1800 to 2300). However, when a capacitive element is used

for the coupling (insertion of a snall capacitance in series with the dipoles),

the equivalent capacitance of the dipole is extremely low and the phase

velocity obtained is considerably higher than thet corresponding to the

optimum mode. With pure resistance as the coupling the capacitive load on

the dipole provides a phase velocity close to the optimum at the long wave

edge of the band.

(2) The capacitance of the coupling increases linearly as the waves

are lengthened. This results in a drop in efficiency approximately proportion-

al to the square of the wavelength, while the gain drops in proportion to

the square of the wavelength. If the normal reduction in the gain, approxi-
2 1

mately proportional to the ratio (L/A) , is taken into consideration, an-

tennas with capacitive coupling will show a reduction in gain over a con-

siderable portion of the band approximately proportional to the fourth power

of the wavelength.

When pure resistance is used, the coupling does not depend on the fre-

quency, and the drop in the gain with lengthening of the waves is comparative-

ly slow (approximately inversely proportional to X 2; see below).

Complex impedance will provide some improvement in antenna parameters,

but such improvement does not justify the complicated antenna design needed.

W'nat has been said demonstrates the desirability of using travel~ng

wave antennas with pure resistances for coxanling (BS antennas), so our

__ 1. The traveling wave antenna in free space has a gain proportion~al to the
first power of the L/A ratio. Ground effect however, causes the gain to
fall approximately in proportion to (L/X) 2 at the necessary angles of

Itilt. 
;.
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primary attention will be given to those antennas. But sir.ce *.here are a

great many BYe antennas in use at .he present time, we wiil include materials

on antennas of this type as well.

#XIV.5. The Calculation of Phase Velociiy, v, Attenuation c and Characteristic
Iripedance W on tht Collectiox. Line.

Analysis of the formulas for calculr.ting the phase velocity v, and

atteauation 0 on the collection line will muake it possible to select the

basic dimensions of the antenna and the magnitude of the coupling element.

As was pointed out. for sufficiently short dist: -ts between Oil les

their effect on collection line parameters can be reduced tV a change in the

line's distributed constants.

, The additional admittance, Yadd' per unit length of collection line,

* created by the dipoles, can be established through the fou-zxla

Y Y 1
addt (Zd 2Zc )l (I.5

The additional admittam.e, addY will differ for different dipoles, but

* this change along the length of the antenna is not great. In formula (XIV.5.1)

the impedance Zd is some "averaged" impedance. A stricter analysis will
show that taking the change in the admittance into consideration will not

result in any appreciable refinement in the results.

SThe propagation factor on the collection line equals

Sr(Ye + Yadd) (XIV.5.2)

where

Z and Y are the impedance and the admittance per unit length of line,

established without taking the effect of the dipoles into consideration.

If losses in the collection line conductors are ignored,

S/ if "
L and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length of time.

-Expreasion (XIV.5.1) can be written in the following form

"" *� Ecxpresi+ (XI..5.))TVeA dVlI . ~Substituting y -i'4 and YZY *i nlI..3 & (~ 4 Q

-- 4=ia in

(XIV 53ll w obtain

i-- c .a, I + l "V..4)

1 ' . i•, l Y d"•./> .<a

' _' . . 7; * " "- " " . 1; " < 7:' ' - a +" -+ + • -
S.. .. 

.
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lieThe additional admittance is m~uch less than the own adwdttance of the

C C (1. + Yq/Y) (XIV.5.5)

-I Taking it that.I

what's

4 1WO is t-he characteristic impedance of the line w~ithout taking the
0effeat of the dipoles into consideration, and ,ibstituting this 1

extpression in (XIV.5.*5), we obtain , xv56
1 _ wO~x+2X

1 d co d co

WO(R d 2R).X X ) 2

(9~~~ ~~ dn fomua 2t R(4id, co- j:1II
Tefruafrtecharacteristic impedanc eothlie, W, equalsh

V Z1I (XIV.5.8)

ý1+yadd F7\f 1yaddIY
From whence

(XIV.5.9)

When formulas (XIV.5.6) and (XIV.5.7) are used it must be borne in mind

that the compon~ents of the input resistance of the dipole, Rd and Xd, con-

tained in these formulas can be established as being the magnitudes of the

*dipole's own impedance, as well as the magnitrdeai of the induced resistances*

Thýe phase velocity of the distribution of the currept on the Au~tennal vs

I and the attenuation factor; ~ must be known in order to establish the

C) induced resistances, so the calculation for induced resistances is usuallr
mu.ds using approximation methods. Specifically, induced resistances can be

calculated on the assumption that v - c and *0. It is also poiosible to

establish initially the magnitude& of v and Bwithout taking the space
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- coupling of the dipoles into consideration, and then compute the induced

rebistances iij accordance with the known values of v and _c. Then formulas

(XIV.5.6) and (XLV.5.7) can be used to obtain refined values for v and ýc°

#XIV.6. Formulas for Traveling Wave Antenna Receiving Patterns
Il• ! • The current fed to the receiver input by the traveling v'avl &Latenna

i ~equal s

2F, ______ cos(-i cos.A1,inV)- csa•

Xe.%l|.vst1, I Gin (a F sin A), (XIV.6.1)

where

B is the antenna field strength;

'is the azimuth angle of the beam, read from the axis of the

collection line;

A is the angle of tilt of the beam, read from the plane of the
ground;

y is the current propagation factor in a balanced dipole;

YC is the current propagation factor in the collection line.

Formua (XIV.6.l) is derived in Appendix 6. kJ
The antenna pattern calculation can usually assume that 0 = 0 and

c iY-- . So, substituting A = 0 in (XIV.6.1), and dropping the factors not

depAendent on •q, we obtain the following expression for the pattern of a

traveling wave entemna in the horizontal plane:

-F(7) = Cos(-AIsin Z)- Cos 21 2 [k,-( os ~ ~ )

Formula (XIV.6.2) not only characterizes the directional properties of a
i traveling wave ante-Ana in the horizontal plane, (A = 0), but also on surfaces,

that make some angle A I constant with this plane for small values of A.

L "Substituting cp = 0 in (XIV.6.1), and dropping the factors that do not

depend 3n A, we obtain the following expression for the antenna's pattern in

"the vertical plane:

. ,i). L (s "- sin(aHsinA).

sin $ . ...-- A- )' (XIV.6.3)

Formulas (XIV.6.1) and (XIV.6.3) assume grutuid of ideal conductivity.

In the event it is necessary to calculate the re.%l parameters of the ground,

P.11 ,''
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the formula for the antenna' s pattern in the vertical plane will take the

sin

2 k,

'ihen it is necessary to take the effect of attenuation on the collection

line on the directional properties of the antenna into considerations we can

tine the following formulas to calculate the patterns

* I P / chiNi-cososNI.(Cos T A

F) cos n)- c Ct [1 h, 'I (XIV.6.5)

and (in the case of ideally conducting grAund)

.' ....,= . ... ..... 7 w

(O It should be noted that taking the attenuation into consideration does

not usually result in any substantial refinement when calculating the patterns.

#XIVo7. Directive Gain, Antenna Gain, and Efficiency

(a) Antenna gain

The Uain of a traveling wave antenna can be calculated through the

formula

where

PA is the power applied to the receiver input when reception is by a

traveling wave antenna and the match of the antenna to the receiver
input is optimum;

P.i2 in the power applied to the receiver input when reception is by a

half-wave dipole in free space when the match of the dipolo to the

receiver input is optimum.

These powers can be established through the formulas

P 7073. (XIV.7..)
P•_ =•."i-•-f.• '(xxv.7.a•)02

with I established through formula (XIV.6.1) for u 0.

Substituting the expression indicated for the current in the general
i formula for e,, we obtain the followingo xprearion for the g,%in of a

{
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traveling wave antenna

j =l S

,"292,4 -a 2Z____ --+ sin' (z H sin A).

nduce ( 8 method when establishing e. The
induced emf method can be used to calculate the radiation resistance. And

the phase angle between currents flowing in the dipoles, *, can be established

through tho .'ormula

-- • iwhere

D is the distance between the dipoles, the mutual effect of which is
1.

* %being calculated. The minus sign in formula (XIV.7.4) is taken when the

dipole, the effect of which is being taken into consideration, is closer to

zhe terminating resistor than is the dipole the radiation resistance of

Swhich is being calculated. The plus sign is taken if the dipole, the effect

of which is ting considered, is closer to the receiver.
In practice, it is sufficient to consider the effect of dipoles at

distanh.es of up to 0.75 - I.Or when calculating radiation resistance. r-^

The figures obtained for the radiation resistance of'all dipoles are

averaged by dividing the sum of the radiation resistances of all dipoles by

their number.

(b) Efficiency

As has already been pointed out above, one understands the efficiency of
a receiving antenna to be the efficiency of this s&me antenna when it is

, used for transmission.

Antenna efficiency during transmission equals

V= l•2' (nv.7.5)

where

is the dipole efficienicy, equal to

lR•d/Rd +2R 9 (xlv.7.6)

PO - /Po (XIV.7.7)

-]: ""/Here Po is the total inp,•t, and20

P- is the power expended in the termination resistor,
P 0 "e c (XIV.7.8)

V-2. L. _ .i_ 0.
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Accordingly,

1 2 1•-0c. (XIV.7.9)

Substituting the expressions foir 1 and in (XIV.7.5), we obtain

R d. .( - 2 L'," . (X Iv.7.lO)

+R + 2R
d Co

In the case of the traveling wave antenna with pure reactance for the

coupling (the BYe and BI antennas) formula (XIV.7.10) becomes

, -1-0 LC . - (XIV.7.11)

(c) Directive gain

The directive gain of an antenna can be calculated through the

formula

D = 1.6Ec/11 (XIV.7.12)

or through .iae ALrmula
B • ~4: F1 1%o. ?.)

A 2: (xIV.7.13)

where

F(Acp) is an expression characterizing the space radiation pattern;

S0 and CP0 are angles which determine the direction for which the

directive gain will be calculated.

The calculation of the integral in the denominator of the expressicn at

(XIV.7.13) is very difficult, and is usually done by graphical integration.

Of greater expediency is the calculation of the directive gain through for-

mula (XIV.7.12). It is also possible to establish the value of D by com-

paring the receiving pattern of the traveling wave antenna with the pattern*

of other antennas, the directive gains of which are well known, antennas

such as broadside antennas, for example. Antennas with approximately the

same patterns also have approximately identical directive gains.

#XIV.8. Multiple Traveling Wave Antennas

Multiple traveling wave antennas are widely used to increase antenna

gain and directive gain. Those most often used are dual antannas consisting

of tyo parallel connected arrays (BS2 and BYe2 antennas). The schematic of

a twin traveling wave antenna is shown in Figure XIVl..2.

The gain of a twin antenna is approximately double that of a single an-

tenna. The increase in the gain of a multiple antenna on the shortwave edge
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of the band can be explained by the improvement in directional properties.

At the longwave edge of the band the increase in gain is, to a considerable

extent, determined by the increase in efficiency.
The receiving pattern of a twin antenna can be charted through the formula

t=CS Si (XIV.8. l)

where

d is the distance between the array collection lines (in standard

antennas d1 = 25 m);
F (A,p) is the pattern of a sinple antenna.
The pattern in the horizontal plane can be expressed through the

formula

2 (XIV.8.2)

with '.F (y) established through formula (XIV.6.2).
The pattern in the vertical plane of a twin traveling wave antenna re-

mains the same as it would be in the case of the single antenna.
The efficiency of a twin antenna can be established approximately

through the formula

Dt =Ds- (xIv.8.3)

* where

i is the width of the pattern in the horizontal plane at half power

for the single antenna;

is the corresponding width of the pattern of a twin antenna.

The gain of a twin antenna, ct, can be established through the formula

iI
et pd 2es. (xIv.8.4)

.-where

e is the gain of a single antenna.
The efficiency of a twin aitenna can be established through the formula

1 .64e/D.'

*L #cXIV.9. Electrical Parameters of a Traveling Wave Antenna with
*" . -Resistive Coupling Elements

44.3 . '. (a) Selection of the dimensions and other data for the
• ' "antenna

As has already been noted above, the traveling wave antenna with
S.. ,. . resistive coupling elements (the BS antenna) is the most acceptable. This

J4.4 .-

*44 

A
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paragraph will cite data characteristi. of the electrical parameters of this

antenna.
The following antz.-na datalare wbject to selection: I
L antenna length;

S1 distance between dipoles;

Slength of the arm of the balanced dipole;

R/ magnitude of the coupling resistance inserted in one arm of the'Sco
dipole;

H height at which antenna is suspended;
"W characteristic impedance of the collection line.

Antenna length, L, can be selected on the basis of the following con-

siderations. As has already been pointed out, the traveling wave antenna has

the best direction properties if

A=aL -- I) =+N. (XIV.9.1)

9, For fixed phase velocity, the magnitude of A is proportional to antenna

length. When the antenna is very long the magnitude of A can become much

larger than 1800, and this results in a sharp deterioration in directional

properties. Calculations reveal that if the BS antenna is to operate over
the entire shortwave band, antenna length must not exceed 80 to 150 meters.I The length of a standard BS antenra is 90 meters.

The length of a dipole arm -an be selected as the maximum possible in order

to have a maximum increase in the antenna gaip at the longwave edge of the band* -

However, the possibi]ity of increasing dipole length is restricted by the

need to retain satisfactory dipole directional properties at the shortwave
edge of the band. If least wavelength is 12 to 13 meters, the length of the

dipole arm car. be taken on the order of 8 meters. At the same time, even
though the dipole pattern at the shortwave edge of the band has rather large
side lobes, the antenna pattern as a whole is satisfactory. Antenna data

will have to be changed if it is necessary to expand the operating band, .'d

if the shortest wave is taken as equal to 10 meters. Antenna data should

approximate the following: length of dipole arm 6 to 7 metersl distance bet-
ween dipoles 3.6 to 2.25 meters; and 2R =500 to 800 ohms. And the antems,

co
gain at the longwave edge of the band will be reduced by a factor' of fromo
1.8 to 1.3 as compared with the case when the arm length is 8 meters.' We

i• ~have" taken length t =f 8 meters in calculating antenna parameters.'

The characteristic impedance of the collection line determines the

o efficiency of the dipoles. The higher the characteristic impedance, the
•_--_1 higher the decoupling resistance required to ensure normal phase velocity, '

An increase in R is accompanied by a reduction in 1 and a corresponding
co

COfr.

S.... ... . :• :•,
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reduction in the antenna gain. Accordingly, antenna gain will increase

with redu.ction in W, so W is selected as low as possible without unnecessarily

"complicating the design of the collection line. We have selected W = 160 ohms,

When the characteristic impedance of the collection line is taken at this

value we can reduce the decoupling resistance, 2 Rcol to 400 ohms. This is

the magnitude of The caupling resistance, and was -.. on for the standard

antenna.

The characteristic impedance we have selected is readily obtainable

in making a collection line in the form of a 4-conductor crossed feeder (see

below).

The following considerations govern in the selection of the number of

dipoles for the antenn... An increase in the number of dipoles is accompanied

by a reduction in the side, and particularly in the minor lobes, and an in-

crease in antenna gain. What must be borne in wind, however, is the fact

that the greater The number-of dipoles, the more the phase velocity of pro-

pagation on the collecrion line will differ from the speed of light. The

number of dipoles can be selected in such a way that the difference between

the phase velocity of propagation on the collection line ýv) and the speed

of light (c) will not ýxceed acceptable limits.

With what has been pointed out here taken into consideration, we can

select the numiber of dipoles as between 20 and 40. The parameters of an an-
1tenna with 21 dipoles are given in what follows.

The height at which the antenna is suspended, H, is established for the

-condition of maximum reception strength for given A. This yields

H - )/4sin A. (XIV.9.2)
opt

If it is taken that the angles of tilt of incoming beams are from 7 to

150, the most desira&Le height is found to be equal to X to 2k. Hence, the

antenna has maximum efficiency at the longwave edge of the band when suspension

height is 40 to 100 irOters, and maximum efficiency at the shortest wavelength

at a height of .3 to 25 m. Since increasing the height at which an antenna

is suspended is accompanied by a sharp increase in the cost of the antenna,

it beco,,ies obvious that we can restrict the height to something on the order

of 25 to 35 meters. BS antennas in use at the present time are suspended

at 25 and 17 meters. Accordingly, the BS antenna has the following data:

I. Recent investigations have shown that if the number of dipoles is doubled
and if. as a result, 2 Rco is increased to 800 ohms, the change in antenna
parameters will not be substantial. The level of the side lobes will
fall quite a bit, however. Data on this antenna variant are not ir.cluded•- • • Ihere.
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L = 90 meters, N - 21,

2Rco a 4W ohms, I 4.5 meters,

t i 8 meters, H - 25 meters or 17 meters,

The conventional designation for the standard BS antenna is

BS 21/8 200/4.5 25

or

,3S 21/8 200/4.5 17.

(b) Phase velocity and attenuation factor

Approximate formulas for establishing the phase velocity and

attenuation factor in the case of the traveling wave antenna with resistive

coupling elements are in the form

c 1 Od (XIV.9.3) ¶

v k 1 204l1(Rd + + 2])

WO(Rd+2R c

2t [l(Rd + 2R )2+ 419
I ~co d

Figures XIV.9.1 and XIV.9.2 show the dependence of v/c k, and an

the wavelength for the BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas.

The curves 4ere plotted with induccd resistanced considered. 1

C

•I,! i A I I I \"

•o o o , 4o f# SO V0•7Ap

Figure XIV.9.1. Dependence of magnitude of phase velocity on
the collection feeder of BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8
20C/4.5 25 antennas on the vavelength.

1i. When the induced resistances were calculated it was assumed that phase
distribution corresponded to the velocity of propagation obtained without
the mutual effect of the dipoles considered.
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Figure XIV.9.2. Dependence of linear attenuation on the collection
line of BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25
antennas on the wavelength.

As will be seen from Figure XIV.9.1, the phase velocity of propagation

on thb BS antenna is less than the speed of light over a large part of the

band. The phase velocity is somewhat greater than the speed of light over

part of the band (16 to 31.5 meters). However, there is no real significance
to some reduction in the antenna's directive gain in the shortwave section

of the band because in this section of the band the antenna parameters have

been improved by the increase in D proportional to the I/X ratio.

In the iongwave section of the band, where maximum increase in the j
directive gain and in antenna gain are particularly important, the phase

velocity on the antenna is close to optimum.

(c) Directional properties

Figures XIV.9.3 through XIV.9.10 show charted receiving patterns
in the horizontal plane of standard BS and BS2 antennas over the entire

shortwave band. Figures XIV.9.11 - XIV.9.18 show the patterns in the vertical

planes of BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas.

4$' 'J \ ! 1 I i .. ".

I.I:

""1 I 2S iL is 14t V -

Figure XIV.9.3. Receiving patterns in the horizontal. plaWe for BS and
BS2 antennas; X - 12.5 m.
-- E------- BS2.
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Figure XIV.9.5. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane for BS
and BS2 antennas; X 2 16m.
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Figure XIV.9.5. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane for BS
and BS2 antennas; 32 2 ..a.
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Figue XV.96. ecevin paters i th hoizotalplae fr-E
and BS2 ntemlas;X,- 32w
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Ploute XIV.9.7. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane for BS
and BS2 antennas; X = 38.5 m•

V I I I
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Figure XIV.9.8. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane for BS
and BS2 antermas; 4, 8 m.

44
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Figure XIV.9.9. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane for BS

and BS2 antennas; X 64 a.
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Figure XIV.9.10. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane for
BS and BS2 antennas; X. 100 m.

1o h I/ ' V" 
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1 1 R I I I3 IEI I"

"•. II i--\ I . ,- --- 5/250•
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Figure XIV.9.11. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of.BS
21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 2Do/4.5 25 antennas;
X - 12.5 m,.

:BS 21/8 200/4.5 17; ------ S 21/8 2oo/,.5'25."

"44
II
I1. iRvi att , I J -,, - I.......,I... - . ..... •

a.21/8 200/4-5 17 ad BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenaxi

1 a.
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Figure XIV.9.14. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of BS
21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas;

--2 ,A9f ..

i ' :tW fTI 1 LIIL -O

7 2• 20 --

A '4 N I I --

14

i 1 03 IV Av 10 0 /a /to
i Figure XIV.9.15. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of BS

21/8 200/4-.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas;
S=32 m.
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iIII'I•/l~+ •:• I"" .Figure XI'9"15" Reeeiving patter'ns in the ertictal plan'e of ES •
-- II] ""'"i ' 21/8 200/4.5+ 17 and,: ES 2-1/8 200/4.5 25 anten-ns;

-*.-i: ,,*'.: " = 38.5 a.
**' A
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Figure XIV.9.16. Receiving patterns in the verticel plane of BS
Sa21/8 200/4.5 '17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas;

X = -B8m. ,..
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SXIV Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of S
21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas;
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Figure X•IVo9.18. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of BS
21/8 2oo/4.5 17 nd BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 ant•en•.;
_ _100 -.
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In order to evaluate the effect ol ground parameters on the directionel

properties of the antenna, Figure XIV.9.19 shows the major lobes in the patterns

of the BS 21/8 200/4-5 25 antenna for three wavelengths and three types of

ground %ideal, average, and low conductivity).-

All patterns were chartcd with attenuation considered.

/00 r

i o9

I Al~

I $1S ' 01 0 72 204$A0 n 40 Os70 .

SFigure XIV.9.19. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a
BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna.

ground of ideal conductivity;

--------ground of average conductivity (Cr-8; Y7-0- 0 0 5 AhO/M);
*-.- ground of low conductivity (er=3; yv.O0005 mho/m).

It- should be noted that the series of patterns charted here will not

provide completely accurate data on directional properties because the metho-

dology used to do the charting contained a number of approximations (re'flection

from individual dipoles was not considered, 0a and v were approximated, and

others). Nevertheless, experimental investigations have demonstrated that

these patterns correctly characterize the directional properties of antennas

on waves longer than 13 to 14 meters.

The data presented in figures XIV.9.3 through XIV.9.10 demonstrate that

the level of the side lobes associated with the BS2 antenna are, in the majority

of cases, considerably lower than 0.08 to 0.1, so the noise stability of the

BS antenna is comparatively high. A comparison of patterns in the vertical

plane of BS antennas suspended at heights of 17 and 25 meters reveals that at

H a 25 meters the patterns in the vertical plane are improved sabstantially. ,

Specifically, reception at angles of 70 to 15°, the angles at which beanseon

long communication linez usually arrive, is more effective.

As will be seen from the patterns, even at suspension height 25 meters

� the angle of maximum reception in the vertical plane at the longvave edge

and is too high. Substantial "compression" of the major lobe in the

S,
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receiving pattern can be obtained either by raising the antenna suopension

height, or by using more complex antennas, such as the 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25

or 3BS2 42/8 400/2.215 25.

* Figure XIV.9.20 shows the dependence of the angle of tilt of direction

of maximum reception for type BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21/8 200/4.5 25

antennas on the wavelength.

* Figures XIV.9.21 and XIV.9.22 show the curves that establish the dependence

of the directive gain of the BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and ES 21/8 200/4.5 25

antennas on wavelength and angle of tilt of incoming beam. The dotted lines

in these figures show the values of the'maximum directive gain.

!' . I

EF-1

10

Figure XIV.9.20. Dependence of anl of tilt of direction of maximum

Fiur Xrec2. epeindec of the2 directive4 gai7o an BS 21/8 200/4.5
25~anl anena til waelfgh

V IN ,
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Figure XIV.9.22. Dependence of the directive gain of a BS 21/8 200/4.5
25 antenna on the wavelength ard the angle of tilt of
the incoming beam.

----- curve of maximum directive gain..

Figures XIV.9.23 and XIV.9.24 show similar curves for the gains of
ii BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS 21l/8 2001:'.5 25 antennas.

Figure XIV.9.25 shows the dependence of the efficiency of the BS 21/8

200/4o.5 25 antenna, as well as the twin antenna, on the wavelength. The

efficiency of the BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 antenna in the shortwave portlon of the

band is approximately the seme as that of the antenna suspended at 25 meters.

In the longwave portion of the band the efficiency of the BS 21/8 200/4.5 17

antenna is somewhat less than that of the BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna, explained

by the fact that at the longwave edge of the band the radiation resistahce of

a dipole suspended at 17 meters is markedly reduced as a result of ground

effect.

Figures XIV.9.3 through XIV.9.10 use dotted lines to show the patterns

in the horizontal plane of a BS2 21/8 200/4.5 twin traveling wave antenna

with arrays spaced 25 meters apart.
i. I Figures XIV.9.26 and XIV.9.27-show the cur•ves which establish the de-

- I pendence of the directive gain of the PS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 and BS2 21/8 200/4.5

i" 25 antennas on the wavelength and angle of tilt of the incoming beam. The

dotted curves in these figures show the values of the maximum directive gains.

A comparison of the data contained in figures XIV.9.21, XIV.9.22,

XIV.9.26 and XIV.9.27 will show that the gain in the directive gain of the

twin antenna will change from 2 at the shortwave edge of the band to 1.2 to

1.5 at the longwavo edge, as compared with the single antenna.

The antenna gain oS the twin antenna is twice that of the corresponaing

single antenna.

: I.
JiLi
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Figure.XIV.9.23. Dependence of the gain of BS 21/8 200/4.5 17 and

BS2 21/8 2o00/4.5 1.7 antennas on the wa'velength
_ and the angle of tilt of the incoming beam.

-- ------ curve of maximum gain.

SI -

""1Figure XIV.9.. Dependence of the gain of BS 21/8 200/4.5 25 md
BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas on the wavelength and

the angle of tilt of the incoming beam.
c f u
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IFigure XIV.9.25. Dependence of' -,he efficiency of the BS 21/8 200/4.5 25
Santenna (solid linle) and the BS2 21/8 200/lk.5 25

Santenna (dotted line) on the wavelength.
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Figure XIV.9.26. Dependence of the directive gain of the BS2 21/8 /

200/4ý5 17 antenna on the wavelength and the angle

S~~of tilt of the incoming beam. "•
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Figure XIV.9.27. Dependence of the directive gain for a BS2 21/8
200/4.5 25 antenna on the wavelength and the
angle of tilt of an incoming beam.

. curve of maximum directive gain.

#XIV.l0. Traveling Wave Antennas with Controlled Receiving Patterns

As has already been painted out above, a substantial increase in traveling

wave antenna effectiveness can be arrived at by using multiple systems com-

prising two, three, and more BS2 antennas. The use of these antennas is

desirable to improve noise resistance during reception on long coiminication

lines.

Figure XIV.l.3 is a schematic of a multiple traveling wave antenna, the

3BS2, comprising three BS2 antennas installed in tandem and interconnected

by a linear phase shifter. The lengths of the distribution lines can be

selected such that the emfs induced in the receiver by the antennas are

approximately in phase.

j The phase shifters can control the patterns in the vertical planes of

these antennas and thus ensure maximum use of antenna efficiency.

WXIV.l±. Directional Properties of the 3BS2 Antenna

The multiple traveling wave antenna made up ýf three BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25

or BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antennas is designated 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 or

3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17.

The receiving patterns of a multiple traveling wave antenna made up

of N BS antennas can be charted thr-' gh the formula

S~~~FN v(A. •)I(A. ý_)F, (A,. •.(z~

where

F1 (6,9) is the pattern of the corresponding BS2 antenna;
i "i

i " •"• I
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fN(A,c) is a factor which takes into consideration the fact that there

are N BS antennas in the system.
," This factor can be established through the formula

5 ((A'S~~sin I'2t[ d, (I - co, cos iý)-,I

sin -(a d,(I -cosl cos~-j (XIv.ll.2)

where
0 dd is the distance between the centers of adjacent BS antennas contained

in the system (fig. XIV.1.3);

*is the phase angle between the emfs across adjacent antennas, created

by the phase shifter.

In the case of the linear phase shifter = , where 2 in a segment of

lie-e creating the necessary phase angle *. With this taken into consideration,

we obtain

sin 2Vlý(I -COS1 Cos Y) }
si 2

sin [- d (Iol -- cos, o )-4 (XIV.II.3)

"In the ver-ical plane (p = O) the factor fN(Ac) becomes

NN

sin '-"'d, (I - cos 4) -21,1)
121

J (A)=(Vll),, •~~in - Id, (I -- cos A),--'1

As will be seen from formu.ta (XIV.ll.4), the minimum angle of tilt, 4',
at which fN(A) can have maximum value depends on 12 and not on the wavelength.

Actually,

cos%' -A (XIV.n.5)
!;d,

teBy changing the length 12 we can control the values 6f this angle over
i "the entire waveband.

What follows from (XIV.ll.3) and (XIV.Il.4) is that when positive phasing

mam> 0 and 12 > 0) is used angle A', which corresponds to the direction of

maximum radiation from a multiple antenna, to a maximum for the factor fN(A),

is increased by compa. son with the case of 0. Correspondingly, when

negative phasing ( < 0 and 12 < 0) is used, angle A' is decreased.

The values for lengths of segments 12 needed to obtain the first maximum

in the expression at (XIV.II.l) for various angles to the horizon are given

below. They were computed thiough formula (XIV.ll.5)

to(Ae) 0.0 0.35 1.40 3.14 6,55 8,62

, X .-
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Figures XIV.11.l through XIV.1i.14 sho~w the major lobes in the patterns

of 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 and 3B.S2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas in the vertical

plane for phasings corresponding to the following value& of

+ 100 00, -:09 200

of the phase shifter makes it possible to, change the angle of maximum reception

in the vertical plane, within certain limits. In particular, tChe pattern can

be "squeezed" substantially toward the horizontal. If further "squeezing" of

the patterns to the growind is desired in order to obtain a correeponding in-

crease in antenna efficiency on the longer waves in the bdrs,.we must eith(ýr

increase the height at which the antennas are suspended to 35 to 40 meters,

or increase the number of antennas installed in tandem (6BS2 antennas$ for

example).

Figures XIV.ll.15 through XIV.ll.21 show the patterns for 3BS2 21/8

200/4.5 17 and 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennas in the horizontal plane in the

waveband for ~ 00.

I'

01 1

•-•8- to a3 4

Figure XIV.ll.h. The first lobes in the reception patterns in

the vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna
on a wavelength of X 12.5 m for different angles
ofh phasing.
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Figure XIV.ll.2. The fi*st lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 anteni~a
on a wavelength of • 16 m for different angles
of phasing.
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- l£igure XIV.ll.3. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the,
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna
on a waveleneth of ) = 24 m for different angles
of phasing.
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i Figure XXV.ll.4. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the

vertical planae of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antennla
• on a wavelength of )A 3 2 us for different angles

• of phasing.
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Figure XIV.11.5. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plano of a 313S2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna
on a wavelength of X - 48 m for different anglqa
of phasing.
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Figure XIV.11.6. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the"
vertical plane of a 5BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna
on a wavelength of ) = 64/ m for different angles
of phasing.
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Figure XIV.11.7. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna
on a wavelength of • - 100 m for different angles
of phasing.
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Figure XIV.ii.8. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 20o/4.5 17 antenna
on a wavelength of X= 12.5 m for different angles
of phasing.
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Figure XIV.l].9. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antenna
on a wavelength of X = 16 m for different angles
of phasing.

" [ 7 "

Figure XIV.11.10. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antenna

•'lII ': Ion a wavelength of Xl 24t m for different anglesof phasing.
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Figure XIV,11.1. The first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antenna
on a wavelength of X = 32 m for different angles
of phasing.
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Figure XIV.ll.12. The first lobes in the reception patterns in tile

vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antenna
on a wavelength of 4 = 48 m for different angles
of phasing.
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0 Figure XIV.ll.13. Lie first lobes in the reception patterns in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antenna
on a wavelength of X = 4 m for different angles
of phasing.
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Figure XIV.l1.14. The first lobes in tho reception pattern in the
vertical plane of a 3BS2 21/8 2CO/4.5 17 antenna
on a wavelength of 1 = 100 m fo" different angles
of phasing.
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a wavelength of X 12.5 m.
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Figure XIV.11.16. Reception pattern in the horizontal plane of a

3BS2 antenna for an angle of phasing 0 - 0 on
a wavelength of X = 16 M.
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Figure XIV.1l1-7. Reception pattern in the horizontal plane of a
3BS2 antenna for an angle of phasing 0 - 00 on
a wavelength of X 24 m.
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Figure XIV.11.18. Reception pattern in the horizontal plane of a
3BS2 antenna for an angle of phasing 0 9 0 on
a wavelength of )X 32 m.
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Figure XIV.Ll.19. Reception pattern in the horizontal plane of a
3BS2 antenna for an angle of phasing 0 *0 on
a wavelength of )X .48 m.
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Figure XIV.1l.20. Reception pattern in the horizontal plane of a
3BS2 antenna for an angle of phasing 0* On
a wavelength of X = 64 m.
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Figure XIV.l1.21. Reception pattern in the horizont•s• plane of a
I 3BS2 antenna for an angle of phasing $ - 0• on

• ~a wavelength of A= l00 m.

#XIV.12. Directive Gain, Efficiency, and Antenna Gain of the
3BS2 Antenna

(a) Directive gain

' •The directive gain of a multiple traveling wave antenna can be

established by the method that compares patterns. Basic to this method is

the fact that when there are two antennas with approximately identical side

lobe levcls, the directive gains will be inversely proportional to the pro-
duct of the width of the pattorn in the horizontal plane by the width of

the pattern in the vertical plane, wherein the width of the pattern is under-

stood to mean the angular span of the pattern at half power.

I I
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Accordingly,

As.%

In formula (XIV.12.1) D and D are the directive gains of the antenna
S

under investigation and of the standard antenna, A, cpsa , and cs are the

widths of the patterns in the vertical and horizontal planes of the antenna

under investigation and of the staridard antenna.

The BS2 antenna was used as the standard antenna in the calculation made b

of the directive gain of the 3BS2 antenna.

Figures XIV.12.1 and XIV.12.2 shows the curves characterizing the de-

pendence of the directive gains for the 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 and 3BS2 21/8

200/4-5 25 antennas on the wavelength when 0 = 0. However,, these curves

, will not provide the complete picture of the gain provided by the multiple

3BS2 antenna as compared with the BS2 antenna because the multiple antenna,
aided by the phasing, provides maximum gain for necessary values of Ao sis

shows that use of the corresponding phasing will provide approximately a
threefold gain in the directive gain of the 3BS2 antenna as compared with

the BS2 antenna for needed values of A.

(b) Efficiency

mi The efficiency of the BS2 antenna is used as the basis for dater-

mining the efficiency of the 3BS2 multiple antenna. Change in.efficiency

as a result of the mutual effect of the individual ES antennas in the system

is slight, so the efficiency of the 3BS2 multiple antenna can be taken as

approximately equal to the efficiency of the BS2 antenna (fig. XIV.9.25).

(c) Antenna gain

The gain of a 3BS2 antenna can be established through the formula

D -1/.64.

Figure XIV.12.3 shows the curves which characterize the dependence of

the gain of the 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 antenna on the wavelength.

III
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Figure XIV.12.2. Dependence of the directive gain of the
3BS2 21/8 200/4•.5 25 antenna on the wave-

length for different values of A-

A Amax; .---- A 9 -; 70.
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i[XIV.13. Electrical Pzrametei's of a Traveling Wave Antenna with
Capacitive Coupling Elcements_

As has already been noted above, traveling wave antennas with capacitive

coupling elements (BYe antennas) have very much poorer parameters than do

antennas with resistive coupling elements (BS antennas). Even so, because

there are a great many BYe antennas in use at the present time, it is

desiraole to present the basic ptrameters of these antennas.

Tao traveling wave antennas with capacitive coupling are usually used to

cover the entire shortwave band. BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antennas, and the cor-

rebponding BYe2 39/4 4/2.4 !6 and BYe4 )9/4 4/2.4 16 multiple antennas,

arc currently in use for the daytimoe wavebane. The distance between multiple

antenna arrays is 20 meters. BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16

antennas are used at night.

Figure XIV.13.1 shows the dependence cf the factor ki, which characterizes

the phase velocity of propagation on the antenna, on the wavelength for the

BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 and BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antennas.

Figures XIV.13.2 through XIV.13.6 show the receiving patterns ;n the

horizontal plane of the BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna. Also shown in these

figures are the patterns for the BYe2 39/4 4/2.4 16 and BYe4 39/4 4/2.4 16

multiple antennas.

The patterns of the BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna in the vertical 1.lane are

shown in figures XIV.13.7 through XIV.13.11.

Figures XIV.13.12 and XIV.13.13 show the curves that establish the

dependence of the directive gain and gain factor on the wavelength and angle

of tilt for the BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna. The values of the maximum gain

factors and directive gains are shown by dotted lines in these figures. The

gains of the BYe2 39/4 4/2.4 16 and BYe4 39/4 4/2.4 16 antennas are approxi-

mately two and four times those of the single antenna. The directive gain

of the BYe2 antEnna is 1.5 to 2, and the directive gain of the BYe4 antenna

is 2.5 to 4 times the directive gain of the single antenna.

Figure XIV.13.14 shows the curve for the dependence of the efficiency

of the BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna on the wavelength.

Figures XIV.13.15 through XIV.13.29 show a series of curves character-

izing the electrical parameters of BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16

antennas designed for operation on waves in the nighttime band.

I
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Figure XIV.l3.1. Dependence of the coefficient of reduction in

phase velocity (k 1 ) on wavelength.

I - BY, 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna;

II - BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna.
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Figure n•V.13oo, Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of
SYe antennas for a wavelength of X a 1.3.7 a.
A - By* 39/• 4/2.4 16 antenna; B - BY- 2 39/4 /2.4 16
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i / i•, Figure XIV.13.4. Receiving pat'terns in the horizontal plane of

l BYe anCennas for a wavelength of ) i 19.2 a .A• I. A - BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna; 13 - BYe2 39/4, 4/2.4 16
S :• ~antenna; C - BYe4 39/4 4/2.4, 16 antenna; D - 3/B~x
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Figure XIV.13.5. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of

BYe antennas for a wavelength of A - 24 a.

A - BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna; B - BYe2 39/% k/2.4 16
antenma; C - BYe4 39/4 4/2,4 16 antenna; D- E/E .

£ D

.i l\ .Z .I ..jfE z z
AMIt A

Figure XIV.13.6. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of I
DYo antennas for a wavelength of )A a 32 m.
A - BYe 39/3 3/2.4 16 antenna; B - (e*2 39/1h 4/2.4 16
antenna; c - Bye4 39/4 4/2.4 16 antennaj D - "/S3ax.
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Figure XIV.13.7. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BY, 39/4
4/2.-4 16 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity (yvme),
ground of average conductivity (er-8 ; yv=0O.OOS), and
ground of low conductivity (e -3; yv-0.0005); Xm13*7 m.

£rI. -,
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Figure XIV°I3.,8. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of aBye 39/4•
4/I2.4 16 antenna for' ground of ideal conductivity (y/vB#)j
ground of average conductivity (cr=8; yv-OoO05)', andground of low conductivity (-r-; yv=O.0005}| X16 a.
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Figure XIV.13.9. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BYe 39/4
4/2.4 16 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity (Yvwu'),
ground of average conductivity (¢r-8; 8v-0.O05), and
ground of low conduct;ivity (orw3; IvoO.°005); A=19.2 a.
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SFigure XIV.I3.IO. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BYe 39/4*
S &4/2.4 16 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity (y{v=a),

S~ ground of average conductivity (er=8; yv=O.OO5), and
ground of low conductivity r=; Yv=O.OOO5); X-24 m.
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Figure XIV.13.11. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a
Bye 39/4 4/2.4 16 antenna for ground of ideal

conductivity (yV = w), ground of average con-gd (f a conductivity (er = 8;. 0.005), and ground of

guolow conductivity (r =3; Yv =00005);

i f - m.
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, Figure XIV.13.12. Dependence of the gain (c) of BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16
and BYe2 39/4 4/2.4 16 antennas on wavelength for
different angles of tilt (A).

-------- maximum gain curve; A - BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16;
-B - BYe2 39/4 4/3.4 16.
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Figure XIV41•1.3. Dependence of directive gain (D) of a BYe 39/4 4/2.4
) 16 antenna on wavelength for different angles of tilt

ma)S....maximum directive gain curve; A - BYe 39/4 4/2.4 16.
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Figure XIV-i3.14. Dependence of the efficiency of a Bye 39/4 4/2.4 16

antenna on the wavelength.
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Figure XIV.13.15. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of

BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16
antennas for a wavelength of X = 30 m.

A-BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna; B - BYe2 24/8I

15/3.96 16 antenna.

-I 1I
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Figure XIV.13.16. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of

BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16

antennas for a wavelength of X = 35 m.

A - BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna; B - BYe2 24/8

15/3.96 16 antenna.
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Figure XIV.13.17. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of
BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16

antennas for a wavelength of X - 40 M.

SA - BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna; B - BYe 24/8

i15/3.96 16 antenna.
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Figure XIV.13.18. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of

BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16
antennas for a wavelength of X = 50 m.

A - BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna; B - BYe2 24/8
I 15/3.96 16 antenna.
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SFigure XIV.13.19. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of
:•eJBYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16

antenas for a wavelegth of X - 6 m.

A - BYe 24/8 15/j.96 16 antenna2 B / BYe3 1/8

15/3.96 16 antenna.,=-
-_--
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Figure XIV.13.20. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane of
BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/3.96 16
antennas for a wavelength of X= 70 m.

A-BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna; B -BYe2 24/8
15/3.96 16 antenna.
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Figure XIV.13.21. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a
BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna for ground of ideal con-
ductivity (yv=sc ), ground of average conductivity

*-0.00r= 00 and ground of low conductivity
r (er=3; 7v=0.0005); X = 30 m.

0.8

dl 0,5

SI 0,4
S! 0,3

I i~~~ 19 M JW 4, 0 X0• 60 70 ao 9oT,

_i I iowt~ XIV.13o22. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BYe

i vity (yv-m), ground of average conductivity (era8;
IV- "{ .005), and ground of low conductivity (Cr-3;I yv-o.0005); X -35 m.
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Figure XIV.13.23. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BYe
24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna for ground of ideal conducti-
vity (y =w~), ground of average conrductivity (e -8;

Y v=000),and ground of low conductivity ( -S
VY ..00005); x 50 Mi.
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Figure XIV.13.24. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BWe
24/8 15/3.96 16 antenna for ground of ideal conducti- 1*

vity (yv=w), ground of average conductivity (X .8;
y,=0-005). and ground of low conductivity (er-3;

Y V=0.0005); X 60 mi.
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Figure XIV.13.25. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of a BYe 24/8
15/3.96 16 antenna for ground of ideal conductivity
(iy •), •ground of average conductivity (Cr-8;
Yv=O..0OS), and ground of low conductivity (tr-43

YvuO.0005); X 70 a.
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Figure XIV.13.28. Dependence of maximum directive gain (D) and~gain (€)
of BYe 24/8 15/3.96 16 and BYe2 24/8 15/ý.96 16

-antennas on wavelength.

SA -2BYe 24/8 i,.96 16 antenna; B -BYe2 2/8 15/3.96

16 antenn'a.

• iI :Tl
6 ' '4 I

202

2 02 3& 30 W 4042 W 52 5" 55 50 60)'2A

Figure XIV.13.29. Dependence of tiu direc thiv e gai 24/8 d 5/M6.a

16antennas on th wavelength.

SAXIV.Ie. Phasing Device for Controlling the Receiving Patterns of
1the 3BS2 Antenna

I A linear phasing device developed by V. D. Kuznetsov can be used to con-

trol the receiving pattern in the vertical plane of a 3BS2 antenna. As will

be seen from the schematic, the phasing device is an artificial balanced lines ..

replacing the line with uniformly distributed parameters.|. -.

Antenna, 1, is connected to terminals 1-1 of the artificial linq, antenna.•. "

3 to terminals 3-3, and antenna 2 to terminals 2-2. The receiver is also,,

connected to terminals 2-2 through a conversion transformer. Moveable con- 4

I ~tacts, 2-2, slide over the artificial line.

S~The lengtb.4 of the feeders, and that of the artifici%1 line, are selected

Ssuch that whe, sliding contacts 2-2 are in the center position the emfs pro- _

S~duced by all antennas will add in phase upon the arrival of a beam from a

• I ' direction that coincides with the direction of the antennas' collection lines. "

I. ii; i

r * .. ..... .. i - --
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Figure XIV.14.1. Schematic diaram of phasing devic.

1, 2, 3 - to antenoza; A - to receiver; 1 - trans-
former data; LI = 9.42 microhenrios; 2 = 3.13 micro-
henries; C, 7 30 p"f: C2 = 107 pf; C3 = 1,380 pf.

When the sliding contact is moved •o te-.rinais 1-1 the phase angle bet-

ween the e.fs across the receiver input frc:,; antenas i1 and 2, as well as

from antennas 1 and 3, will be icresd, tnd this is equivalent to reducing

the phase velocity (negative values of I). When the sliding contact is

moved to terminals 3-3 the phase anole between the er-'s across the receiver

input from antennas i and 2 and antrnnas I and 3 will be reduced and this is

equivalent to increasing the phase velocity (positive values of •).

The length of the artificial line is selected to provide for in-phase

summing of the emfs across the receiver input a1.maximum required angles of

) j elevation, and is established through the formula

Ihi d 2D(l - cos A ) (xIv.I4.l)
where

D is the distance between antennas. In our case D = 96 meters.

Setting the magnitude of the maximum, elevation angle equal to 350,

we find

ii = 5 meters.

The artificial line is made up of 68 elementary cells. The equivalent

length of an ele,,ientary cell is selecteu equal to 0.52 meter. At this length

the lag between emfs across adjacent antennas produced by one cell on the

shortest wave in the band ) = 12 meters, equals 31.20. Each elementary cell

is made up of two single-layer coils wound on "getinaks" cores, and one

condenser., The inductance of one coil in the cell equals 0.2 microhenry,
and the cell capacitance is 10 pf.

ppTranslator's Note: A sheet material used in electrical work. Made in
pressed layers consizting of several layers of paper impregnated withj I .mixture of these resins.

-- -"
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A conversion transformer, 60 ohms to 180 ohms, is used to match the re- .

ceiver input to the output of the phasing device. The schematic and data o

the elements of the transformer are shown in Figure XIV.I4.i.

The necessary condition for normal operation of the 3BS2 antenna system

is identity in the design and characteristics of the antennas, as well as

of the feeder lines. The lengths of the feeders for all antennas up to the

inputs from the phasing device should correspond to the design data followings

length of the feeder for antenna 1 equals S,

length of the feeder for antenna 2 equals S + D -+* •

length of the feeder for antenna 3 equals S + 2D.

The possibility of equalizing the lengths of the feeders within up to

2.5 meters is envisaged in the phase shifter. A small segment of attificial

line, made similar to the ".ine for the phasing device, is inserted in the

break in the feeder from antenna 2 for this purpose. Design-wise the

equalizer is made in such a way that it can lengthen the feeder smoothly from

0 to 2.5 meters.

The phasing device described can also be used in the operation of the

antenna system consisting of two 2BS2 antennas.

� #XIV.15. Vertical Traveling Wave Antenna

There are many cases when it is necessary to substantially reduce the

cost of the traveling wave antenna, as well as to shorten the time required

to build it. The vertical unbalanced traveling wave antenna with resistive

coupling elements (BSVN) can be recommended as an antenna meeting these .1
i specifications.

The schematic of the BSVN antenna is shown in Figure XIV.15.la. Two

parallel connected arrays (fig. XIV.15.1b) should be used to increase the

efficiency of the ver-tical traveling wave antenna.

iA

tunB C

A .- vertical dipoles; B -collection feeder;.

C - terminator.

II
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The following principal parameters for one BSVN antenna array can be

recommended:

(i) length of antenna array L - 90 n:eters;

(2) number of unbalanced dipoles j.a the array N = 21 to 42;

(3) length of a dipole t = 8 'ecers;

(4) distancz between dipoles d = 2.25 to 4.5 meters.

The distance, D, between two arrays in the BSVN2 antenna can be taken

as equal to 15 to 25 meters.

The collection line is an unbalan'zed, concentric, multiconductor feeder

with a characteristic impcd, ce of 140 ohms. The coupling resistance (R )co

inserted between the dipoles and Lhe external systems of conductors making up

* •the coll.ection feeder, should bs taken as equal to 350 to 800 ohms, and the

terminating resistor is taken ecual to the characteristic impedance of the

collection feeder. A vertical traveling wave antenna carries the following

designation

BSVN2 N/t R /d.

"The receiving pattern in the horizontal plane of a BSVN2 antenna can

be charted through the formula

F(9)~ chý, Nd-co-j.AldA'd ~--COSrrcs !si~. xv5l

The pattern in the vertical plane can be charted through the formula

/ch.d -cos -,d [ Cos.%

F(I =c1/ chta--cos •d(•---cosA

N [ - ([cos(t IsinlX) -- cos2l] (1 + IR: !cosml',) +

+ IR, (sin',l [sin(aIsinA)-sin asinA]I +
i i[sin(2lsin.!)-sin tlsin .1] (1 - iR: icos'p, +

+ jR ]Jsin(1i. [cos(2IsinA)-cosaI})>. (XIV.15.2)

In formulas (XIV.15-.) and (XIV.15.2)

R0 and III are the modulus and argument for the reflection factor for

a parallel polarized beam;

(P is the azimuth angle, read from the axis of the antenna;

a is the angle of tilt of the incoming beam.
.- rm ... .":The values of kI and 8cfor the data used here for the antenna are extab-

Sm.lished from the graphics shown in figures XIV.9.1 and XIV.9.2 for the hori-

zontal antenna.

AIi



Figure XIV,15,2 shows the charted patterns in the horizontal plane of a

BSVN2 21/8 400/4.5 antenna. The calculations were made for the case when

D a 25 meters. A comparison of the patterns in the horizontal plane of a

vertical and of a horizontal antenna shows that the level of the side lobes

is considerably higher in the case of the vertical antenna. Correspondingly,

the.vertical antenna has much less noise stability.

Figure XIV15o3 shows the patterns in the vertical plane of & BSVN2

21/8 400/4.5 antenna for the same waves for moist ground (e 25, Y

- 102 mhos/m) and dry ground (cr r 5, yv 10" mhos/m). r

Viso IV0 70 69 ju 40 39 Sot V0 so 509 49 X0:
r ,,

27 170 • 310 Wrf 339 Z70iNOWZ3010 3"O ay •-

i so 70 569 o 03 30 r0MCO50 50 40 30

iL
70 Jig 3 M 3 no 330 240 279 931X 32O 33

.P oWS7060 50 40 3X ZV 4DUS705

26027 J pl3 32 of9 3h0 240N 00/ 300/.M o5 antnna

~~~~~S 0.0055.05. g~3 0.50. 5
Z3

4 .41

elW 4&= 2240
Figure XIV.15.2. Charted receiving patterns in the horizontal

plane of the BSVN2 21/8 400/4.5 antenna;
D In25 m.

The directive gain can be approximated by comparing the patterns 6f

* I the BSVN2 21/8 400/4.5 antenna with the patterns of the BS2 antenna.

Figure XIV.15.4 shows the dependence of the maximum directive gain of
-2a BSVN2 21/8 400/4.5 antenna for wet soil (¢r a 25, yv 10" uhos/m)-and

dry soil (e r 5, yv 10 m hos/m).on the wavelength.

r y,,~:-0

a)
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S~Figure XIV.15.3. Vertical plane directional patterns for the
: • " ' ,;.SVN- .I8 lo /l5 zr:. n a. "

i j -- ret ground (c,=25; '1 =iO0 mhos/m);

---dry ground (C r=:>; Yv =10- mhos/m). ••
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Figure XIV.15.3. Dependence of maximum directive gain or the
.BSVN2 21/8 400/4.5 antenna for wer and dry

eground on wavelength.

A wet ground; B - dry ground.
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Figure XIV.15.5. Dependence of maximum gain of a 11SVN2 21/8 400/4.5
antenna on wavelength for wet and dry ground.

A - wet ground; B - dry ground°

The charted values of maximum antenna gain for the ESVN antenna in the

waveband are shown in Figure XIV.15o.5

In concluding this section, it should be noted that the vertical traveling

wave .ntenna, together with the horizontal traveling wave antenna, can be used

�I-Tor duplex reception with separation with respect to polarization. The vertical

antenna can be installed below the horizontal antenna in the same area.

It is desirable to have tho projections of the collection lines of the hori-

I) }zontal and vertical antennas on the ground coincide in order to ensure minim=

mutual effect.

#XIV.16. Traveling Wave Antenna Design Formulation

(a) BS, BS2, and 3BS2 antenna formulation

The BS antenna array consists of 21 balanced dipoles. The length

of the antenna array is 90 meters. The dipoles are made of hard-drawn

copper, or bimetallic wire, 2 mm in diameter.

Figure XIV.16.1 shows one way in which dipoles can be connected to the

collection line.

Figure XIV.16.2 shovs how the coupling resistors connected between the

balanced dipoles and the collection line are secured in place.

Type MLT mastic resistors, designed to dissipate 2 to 5 watts, can be

used as the coupling resistors. It is desirable to use type MLT resistors,

designed to dissipate 10 watts, in areas where thunderstorms occur.

..... The antenna array can be suspended on 4 to 6 wooder or reinforced-concrete

"masts by bearer cables. Insulators are inserted in the bearer cables every

3 to 4 meters. It is desirable to insulate the balanced dipoles by using

stick insulators, since they have low stray capacitance.

) A six-wire reduction with W -170 ohms, running to a 170 ohm terminating

resistor, is connected to the end of the collection feeder directed at the

correspondent.

* -~-7--- -- ~-~ -
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II - I Io o

•I Figure XIV.16.l. Securing the dipoles to the collection line.

SA - collcction feeder, four-wire, crossed; W - 168 ohmsI
: of bimetallic wi1res, 3 mmn diameter; B - insulator;

----- •C- spreader; D - dipole.

A--a-••

...... _.'

• I A - insulator; B - resistor; C - asbestos wool.

• i : Everything said in the foregoing with respect to making terminating

!resistors for rhombic receiving antennas applies with equal fo~rce to theI
i terminating resistors for the BS antenna (see #XIII.16).

i " The collection line for the US antenna is made in the form of a four-

S~wire crossed feeder with a characteristic impedance of 168 ohms. The

S~TF6 168/208 six-wire feeder transformer (fig. XIV.16.3) can be used to

match the collectiorn line of the BS antenna with a standard supply feeder

," with a characteristic impedance of 208 ohms, while TF6 168/416 transformers
' (fig. XIV.16.4) can be used to match the B$2 antenna with the supply feeder.

Should BS and BS2 antennas be used to operate in two opposite directions,

feeder transformers TF6 168/208 (BS antenn&) and TF6 168/416 (Bs2 antenna)
* can be connected to both ends of the collection feeder. The supply feeders,

D

S .......... .... .. . . . . ......... ........ .... .. ...... . ...... ...... ...... ... . . .. ...... . . .. .... ....
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with characteristic impedance of 208 ohms, running to the service building, .4

are connected to these transformers. The terminating resistors are installed

in the service building.

Figure XIV.16.3. Schematic diagrami of the match between a BS antenna

and a four-wire feeder.

A - six-wire feeder transformer TF6 168/208;
B - four-wire feeder (W 2 208 ohms).

S<~~.,q/

Figure XIV.16.4. Schematic diagram of the match between a BS2 antenna
and a four-wire feeder.

A - vertical feeder transformer TF6 168/208;
B - horizontal feeder transformer TF6 208/416;
C - four-wire feeder (W - 208 ohms.

j! The BS2 antenna is suspended on 6 to 9 wooden or reinforced-concrete

masts by bearer cables. A general view of a BS2 antenna suspended on nine

Sj supports is shown in Figure XIV.16.5.

The 3BS2 antenna is suspended on from 8 to 21 masts by bearer cables.

-- 1 A general view of a 3BS2 antenna suspended on 21 masts is shown in Figure

N (b) BYe and BYe2 antenna formulation
The collection line for the BYe antenna is made in the torm of a

two-wire feeder of copper or bimetallic wire, 3 to 4 mm in diameter. The
J distance between the wires is taken equal to 8 cm.

The balanced dipoles are manufactured from hard-drawn copper or bi-

I metallic wire, 1.5 to 2 mm in diameter.

j~ The co:ndensers inserted between the balanced dipoles and the collection
line are made so they are at the same time collection line insulators

i (fig. XXV.16.7), hence the designation insulators-condensers.mt .....
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Figure XIV.16.5. General view of a BS2 antenna.

A - balanced dipole; B - insulators; C- bearer

cables; D - coupling resistor 200 ohms; E -

terminating resistor; F - supports, 18 to 27 meters.

I• I.

A

i: L

* ! i.I

Figure XIV.16.6. General view o• a 3BS2 type antenna.

A- to phase shifter.

I '.

V .
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Figure XIV.16.7. Insulator-condenser for a traveling wave antenna.

Figure XIV.16.8. Transverse cross section of a collection feederI
for a BSVN antenna.

* £

"The BYe antenna array is similar to the nS antenna array n

The distribution feeder is two-wire with a characteristic impedance of

"400 to 450 ohms. An exponential feeder transformer, the TFAP 4•O/208, is

used to match the distribution feeder with the four-wire supply feeder with

characteristic impedance of 208 ohms.

The distribution feederr of the BYe2 antenna also have a characteristic

impedance of 400 to 450 ohms. The characteristic impedance of all antennas

in the BYe2 system is about 200 ohms and can be matched well to the

characteristic impedance of a four-wire feeder.

Two-wire distribution feeders are made of copper or bronze stranded

conductors, 2-3 mm in diameter.

Tha two-wire distribution feeders are crossed every 0.5 to 1 meter zo

weaken antenna effect. The insulators used to make the cross are usually

made of porcelain.

The terminating resistor should have a value of 400 to 450 ohms.

(c) BSVN2 antenna formulation

Each of the antenna arrays is suspended on two supports at a height

of 12 to 14 meters by bearer cables. The bearer cables are broken up by in-

sulators every 3 or 4 meters.

A cross section of the collection feeder is shown in Figure XIV.16.8.

The conductors numbered 1 fcnm the shield f•r the concentric feeder, while

those numbered 2 form the internal conductor of the feeder. The shield

conductors are interconnected by jumpers.

1. I.



The shield i6 grounded at each dipole by stakes driven 50 to 100 cm

into the ground. The use of radial grounding, consisting of 10 to 12 con-

ductors 5 t 10 meters long is more desirable than the stakcs because the

loss to ground will be rp •ied.

VB

L•I

i'
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Chapter XV

SINGLE--WIRE TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNA

#XV.1. Antenna Schematic and Operating Principle

The single-wire traveling wave antenna (the Beveridge autenna) is r,

long wire suspended not very high above the ground and loaded with pare *

resistance equal to the characteristic impedwnee of the conductor. Figure

XV.l.1 is a schematic of thia antenna4  I
So far as electrical parameters are concerned, the single-wire traveling

wave antenna is not as good an the highly efficient receiving antennas (such

as the BS antercie) reviewed above. However, there are imny cases where the

exceptionaL design aimplicity and cheapness of the single-wire antenna as.

it irreplaceable.
The emf in the antenna wire in created by the horizon'sal component of

the incident wave electric field strength vector.' If the direction of the I,-

coming signal is little different from the direction of the wire, conditions

favorable for the addition of the emfo induced at individual pointu on the .

wire at the receiver input will be created. But if the direction fr" which

the wave is arriving is substantially different from the oirection of the 1

wire, reception will be greatly weakened by the interference of the enfe in-

duced at individual points on the wire. A more detailed description of the - 4
principle of operation of the traveling wave antenna was given in the pro-

ceding chapter.

Henceforth the single-wire traveling wave antenna will be shartvwd to ]
the designation OB L/Hi where L is the length of the antenna in miers, andt.

H is the height at which the antenna is suspended above ground In mete", I "i

F~gur6 XV.l.l. Schematic diagram of a single-wire traveling
wave antenna.

A - receiverl B- Z i.

"I #XV.2. Design Formulas /
(a) ForLulas for OB anmerna radiation patterns A

The single-wire traveling wave antenna can be assumed to have a ' z

-• parallel polarized field, as well as a normally polarized field. Without

pausing to derive thtm, let us introduce forypilau for charting the patterns I,;

of the OB antenna when r ceiving a parallel polarized field ýFI), and when
M' receiving a normally polarized fiela#

I I
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F (A, sin A cos, 1 -- JP Ie e+a I?2'umh Y

, )( o (XV.2.1)

FA (A, ) sin 7 j -4- IRI e1" -- lJs•na x

.- 2e-•- cos [a L (~-- cos A CoS ? + e-St

where

4 is the angle of elevation;

c is the a7inuth angle;

R Il and lp are the modulus and argument for the parallel polarized

wave reflection .actor;

I Rj and 41 are the modulus and argument for the normally polarized
wave reflection factor;

L is the length of the antenna;
H is the height at which the antenna is suspended;

Sis the attenuation factor for the wave on the wire;

1 c'

c is the speed of light;
v is the phase velocity of propagation of the current along the wire.
Analysis of formulas (XV.2.1) and (XV.2.2) demonstrate that at low angles

of elevation the antenna does not, for all practical purposes, receive the",5 -normal component of the field. Consequently, at low angles the formula for

the receiving pattern of the OB antenna is' established through formula

(xv.2.1).
In the vertical plane the formula for the pattern 1coves

F (A) sin A I - •R, I el$'I -," I .

[ . ( - )1 al.-/ Cosa), +.

(b) Propagation factor on the wire 4
The directional properties of the single-wire traveling wave antenna

are greatly dependent on th, wave propagation factor on the wire, that is,

an the phase velocity, v, and the attenuation factor . Because of the ground
effect the wave propagation factor on the wire is greatly different from the
wave propagatior, factor in free space. The phase velocity of propagation on• ~~the wire an influenced by the ground proves to be less than the apee" of 1•light. Moreover, losses in the ground produce attenuation of the current.

','-wa y t

1
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Analysis reveals that the parameters l/kI c/v and • can be establishod

through tho following equation: 1

k • ,_ (XV.2.41
a

Here a ii the radius of the wire,
CO

where

¢ "i60)YY is the relative complex permittivity of the eill'
r r

P O')I

b = 2a HS.

Figures XV.2.1 and XV.2.2 show predeteruiped v'lues of c/v - 1 and O/a

for a 2 mm dWameter wire suspended at height H u 5 ieterd (tho solid "line)

and at height H a 2.5 meters (the dotted line) in the 10 to LO0 later bead,
established by numerical integration. The curves were plotted f~rt" hree

grounds:

I - low conductivity (dry); cr & 39 Y'v 0 .005 shoo/meter;

2 - average conductivity: Cr = 8i Yv a 0.005 ubos/meter;

3 - high conductivity (wet)t r - 20, Yv 0.05 whom/meter.

5 rr

-&acowa mdmr~ H'5m A

--- V---rCO wa" a IV& M. S B

ja• I: .,U

"3

Figure XV.2.1. Dependence of the magnitude of c/v - I on k.

Curve I c - 3, Y = 0.0005 tehose/m

curve 2 - c - 8; Yv .0.OO5 whoa/m;
r

curve 3 - or = 20; -jv - 0..5 ethos/a.

A - height at which wire suspended H .5 w; 1 -- height

At whir-b wire suspend-d H n 2.5 w.

1. G. A. Grinberg and B. E. Bonshtedt. "-indoant•s;e of a pre.2ias Theory of
the Wave Field of a Tranomiscion Line," ZhTF, Is6ub 1, !()A.



The data shown in figures XV.2.1 and XV.2.2 demonstrate that the effect

of the ground on the current propagation factor on the wire is quite sig-.

nificant, and that the drier the ground the stronger the effect. The effect

I 'of the ground on the propagation factor diminishes with increase in wire

_ suspension height.
Ii It should be noted that the formulas cited above for calculating the

------, attenuation factor, 0, are for the case of an infinitely long antenna (0 0O).

i i The attenuation factor o,, a wire of finite length is not only established by

the losses in the ground, but also by radiation losses (" ), so that the

attenuation factor 0 depends on antenna length. Howeyer, in the case of

long antennas (L/k > 2-3), it can be taken for engineering designs that the

factor 0 does not depend on antenna length and that it is, for all prectical

purposes, equal to the attenuation factor on a wire of finite length.

m -Y

3

.1 I
I N-'-r A

Figur XY.2.2. Dependence of the magnitude of O/ey on •

] 'I

SCurve I - e r = 3; Yv -0-0005 whos/m;
curve 2 -- 6r = 8; -v a 0-005 m-os/I;

curve a i2r y O 0105 mhos/mI Fi-rheight at whiech virth suspended H o f; B henght*

hat which wire suspended H = 2.5 m. mB h-

(c) Formulas for the gain factor and the directive gain
of an OB ant.enna

i Ihe gain factor of & single-wire traveling wave atanna, in accordance

with fozrnla (VI.3.I), equals

• - •%,.,e• •el'- •." x.
(XV.2.5)

- .-- ---- --&---
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V is the characteristic impedance of the antemn, with the real

conductivity of the groumd, equal to

W-60-3-'In.a (XV.2.6)

taken into consideration.

The directive gain of the OB antenna can be calculated through the

general formula IVI.I.6).

#XV.-3. Selection of Antenna Dimensions

Antenna length is selected to provide maximum effectiveness of the an-

temna in the working range.

So far as the expression for the antenna gain is concerned, there is

only one factor 'which depends on antenna length

g(L) 1-- 2e-PL cos [. L (+ -- cos )]+e-CL (XV4..l)

The optimum antenna length is established for the condition that

expression (XV.3.l) be a maximm.

We can obtain the following expression for optimm antenna length by

"arriving at an approximate solution to the equation dg(L)/dL 0,

L ar Ct- (XV.3.2)opt r 2 a2 NjI-~CWA) [- a~~~o~)

ground parameters, height at which the antemn is suspended, m the angle

of approach of the beam.

Figire XV.3.1 shown the dependence of the optima antena length on

the wavelength for suapension height H = 2.5 metera and ground of medium con-

ductivity (e - 81 Yv = 0.005 mthos/m) at angles of arrival A a 9" and

A-15*.
"'he data cot~tained in this figure reveal the desirability of selecting

an antenna length on the order of 300 to 400 meters. There Lo a sharp re-

duction in the antenna gain and directive gain rat the sha-twave edge of the

band when the length is increased above 300 and 400 meters.

Tha antenna suspension height too is salected to oltn-n hignest antenana

efficiency over the entire band. Calculations roveal that the ante.-a's

directive gain depends little oh the suspension height, but antvma 9int1
very definItely does. For eomple, the gain of a 300 moter long antea will

t~j

I... .R
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increase over the band by a factor of 3 to 10 when the suspension height ia

increased from 1.25 meters to 5 meters. Hence, it is desirable to increase

antenna suspension height, but when this is done there is a considerable in-

crease in mtenna cost, to say nothing of the intensification of the antenna
effect created by the vertical wires connecting the antenna with the feeder

and grounding. for these reasons antenna height is not taken as greater

than 4 to 5 meters.

AV I .- -

j IV
W 5S &7 5 ,6300 0Aw

Figure XV.).I. Dependence of the optimum length of an CO antenma
on the wavelength at a suspension height of
H = 2.5 meters and ground of average conductivity
(Cr= 8 , Y=O.0 0 5 mhos/m.

#XV.4. Electrical Parameters of the OB 300/2.5 Antenna

I Figures XV.4.l through XV.4.7 show the receiving patterns of the
013 300/2.-5 antenna in the vertical plane in the waveband 12 to 100 meters

for wet (¢ 20, yv a 0.05 mhos/meter) and dry (Or 0.0005 whoa/meter)

grounds, charted through formula (XV.2.3).
As will be seen frce the diagrams the OB antenna has rather large side

lobes in the vertica4 plane, and the level of the lobes is higher over

wet grcund than ovor dry.

LL]I- , .

"W A

0 &Var XV. VW70M M iIVA b f v
SFiure XV,... Receivitg patterns in the vertical plane of an 00 300/2.-

anteruni for a vavelength of Xa- 12 a.a
4 - wet ground (r.-•OO yvNo;T aos/,);
a.dry grow, (er.3 t O.O:5 wheW.).
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Figure XV.4.2. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of am OG 300/2*5
antenna for a wavelength of X, 15 m.
A - wet ground (€ =20, y s0.05 mWou/al;t

B-dr-f ground (g=3, Y Z0.000.5 aboW.m).
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Fiaure XV.4.4. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of an OB 300/2.5
antenna for a wavelength of X = 30 m.
A - wet ground (Gr=20,t yvm 05 IhOx/0)S

- dry ground (ere39 YfvO.0O05 mhoe.m)
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Figure XV.4.5. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of an OB 300/2.5
anten'la for a wavelength of X x 50 m.

A - wet ground (erm20, yv=O. 0 5 mhos/m);
B - dry ground (=r=•t Yv-O.O 5 mhes/m).

+90t
"i0 II

DAL o•lll2I± I

Q7 Bhi~n I.G49J~

/04&7 050 mo 708 WI1R W 0 W 3 a W M (Ot0We

j Figure XV.4.6. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of an OB 300/2.5
antenna for a wavelength of X - 70 m. ,

A- wet ground (cr=20t yv=.O5 mhos/m);
B - dry ground (,r=3, 7.,--0.0005 ros/m).

rr

06
i J1J0(/_, y. .

II

5 30-- 4, IL a W mmamlYMA
Flgure XV.4,7. Receivirng patterns In the vertical plane of. an OB 300/2.5

"antenna for a wavzlength of X a I00 a.

A - wet gromid (6r'rO2 Yvvz*J,0• Khos/u).
B - dry ground (Crm3, yvwO.=5 uhos/2;.

II MF:.
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Figuras XV.4.8 through XV.4.14 show the receiving patterns of an
03 300/2.5 awtenna )ver conical surfaces at elevation angles corresponding 4
to the direction of maximim reception. The diagrams were charted for the
parallel field cuponc,

Since the patterns of the OB antenna over conical surfaces ara little
dependent oa ground parameters, they have been shown only lor wet ground.

Fgure XV.4.15 shown the directive gain values for the OB 300/2.5
antenna in the waveband for vet and dry grounds. Numerical integration of
formula (VI.l.6) was used to establish the directive gain values.

The data presented in Figure XV.o.15 ahow that the directive gain of
the OB antenna has but slight dependence on ground parameters in the 30 to

100 meter vaveband. At the shortwave edge of the band the directive gain
of an antenn& on dry ground is higher than that of an antenna on wet gro•nd

by a factor of 1.3 to 1.65.

07

"" II

!E

Fioure iV,4.8. R~eceiving pattern in the horizontal plane (4-9*) of
an OB 300/2.5 antenna on a wavelength of ),m12 soe

0 vow-ow -------- MM9

- - -- -rl-

jk Figuroe XVS*.8 R-ceiving pattern in the horizontal plane (Q-09) of

an OB 30/2.5 antenna on a vavelungth of X * 12 m.

fl:k - - -"
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•m= Figuare XVo.4.IO. Receiv~ag pattern in the horizontal p).ane (A~li°)S~of an OB 300/2.5 antenna on a wavelength of ?• a 20 m. -
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0' 0 20 30 40o 50 O 7060 go (og ,o 110 ,20 /,oo ,o 160 j7O 4509

Figure XV.4.•• . Receiving pattern in the horizontal plane (A-=121•O)
•! of an OB 300/2.5 antenna on a wavelength of X 20 a.- • I
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-Figu1re XV.4.11. Receiving pattern in the horizontal plane (A127')
of an OB 300/2.5 antenna on a wavelength of X 30 a--00
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Figure XV.,13. Receiving pattern in the horizontal plan, (6m22)
of an OB 300/2.5 antenna on a wavelength o: X " r 7 e

to

C0 L..--------------------- #of

• 

4M

a, - - •- -- 
" '

0 9 V 5U 7 80 • 
110 •U 

*3 94 93o Mo ITo t0• r o f0'

Figure XVe4e14 Receiving pattern in the hoeizontal plane (A-25)
of an OB 300/2.5 antenna on a wavelength of X u 100 a,,

W a

Figure XV.4.15. Dependence of the dirftctivsl gain of 'in OB 300/2.5
antenna on the wavelength.

IA- dry groundl 8- wet ground.,

li i I1 1 11J-
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Figure XV.4.16 shows the values nf antenna gain for the OB 300/2.5

antenna in the wav.band indicated in that figure. As will be seen, the

OB antenna goin changes very greatly with change in ground parameters.

The OB antenna gain is wch lower over wet ground than it is over dry ground.

£ (

, o

-p6* 7 I !.

* I 1 -1 A* IN I I I

010~~~ 10 310 0 V0 70 "W~

Figure XV.4.16. Do'pendence of the gain of an OB 300/2.5 antenna
on the wavelength.

A - dry ground; B - ground of average conductivity;

C -wet ground.

I #XV.5. Electrical Parameters of the OB 100/2.5 Antenna

There are individual irstances when it is difficult to use a 300 meter

long antenna. When this is the case a shorter antenna, one approsimately

100 meter long, can be used.

!I Figures XVo.-5 through XV.5.7 show the receiving patterns of the

OB 100/2.5 antenna in the vertical plane for wet and dry ground. Figures

XV.-5.8 through XV.5.14 show the patterns of the OB 100/2.5 antenna over a

.i !conical surface at angles of elevation correspoding to maximum reception for

wvei ground.

The patterns in figures XVY5.8 through XV.5.14 were charted for the

parallel, field component..
The directive gain of the OB 100/2.5 antenna is less than that of the

"B 300/2.5 antenna by approximately a factor of three. Figure XV*5.15 shows

the change I the gain factor forthe 00 100/2.5 antena over the r1eband.
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Comparison of the data presented in this, as well as in the preceding

paraoraphs, reveals that the OD 100/2.5 ontanna is very uuch. inferior to the

longer OB 300/2.5 antenna in directional properties as well in gain.

(ItI IVA 1'IiI'FFFFFFMF'p. 1 1/f 11 Alj l t l lom I -- • 10. 4To l/,.a~..I l .o°e 5*IA B"

lilt

0 I09 JO 10 5O W7 WIWIfOA/O•v4OfOlOUP

Figure XV.5,., Receiving patterns in the vertical plane 'of an
OB 100/2.5 antenna on a wavelength of X w 12 ot-

A - wet ground (cru=O, y --.O05 aho/0!.)
B -B dry ground (¢r-31 Yvy•O.000 5 Whol/).

Wee

a"-- 1.rl 'l,.3.i '- ]

- £,iax!o rn, y,4Ow

711------- S.4-- - --L.I

Fi-gure XV5.*2. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of an

OB 100/2.5 'antemna on a wavelectth of )X = 1.50.

i - weround (e r -WI Y4.0LLL LLo./)•
B - dry ground (erf3, y -O.0005 .bos/).'
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'• !Figure XV.5.3. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of sin

, m l*OiB 100/2-5 antenna on a wavelen~gth of X 20 So)i

S" A - wet grolmd (e =209 y --)0.05 0ddsB/m)'
!: m'iiB - dry ground (,r_,,• .v1O.0005 whos/m). ,(L - i

r v
47 FFF 1-.-

02 - ----- F

0..

Figure XV,5.. Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of an

OB10/25antenna on a wavelength o~f 301 so:)U

A - wet ground (cr -•2, yv-0 ).0 WhoD/rA)

B - dry gro•md (cr-3, y.1000oo 5 onhoso/).

I A

'I 42- - - - I ---- -inowa(4--.-----

Ca~~i~ztI x0 OaM Mo M il

Fignre XV.35*4 Receiving patterns in the vertical plane of an
0B 100/2.5 antenna on a Wavelength of A - 0 w0.

A - vet ground (:r-WtYyýý!
0 3 uIbox/a);

B - dryp ground (r 3t Sv=O*O O5 ho/u).
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_+_ur ,V56 Reevn patensi_,-,-.cl lnsof
0-- 10/- ann onawvlentho Xl0m

0AA

-fA A ....- I a

--T -- •.- k A IN

I !Vurtate Receiving patterns intev rticl lne f

•.• ~~OB 100//2.5 anetenn on at wavelengthb of 10 • too-

A - wet ground (€'r-, y''0.05 tImx/m)

B - dry ground (er'3, yvxmO.OOO5 wo/)

4-43

,;Hi

Figre V,58*Rec~eiving ratterns in the herticnal plans ~a

A -L we groun (__rM,,0, y,{u,.O5 .•.hs/)

9 :.:
C) Figure 'XV.5.7. Receiving pattexns in the hertiocal plan. (A.17.5

of 06 100/2.5 and 082 100/2.5 antenna en a waevegt •-th

08antenna; -- n-02 entemia

I

+ .4
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Figre X V'.5,9 . Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane (A-19 *) of

I SOB 1 00/2.5 and OtB2 1 00/ 2.5 ante rwkas on a wva el ength

I• ! of =15 W.

I I

b an en a ---- i---te na

i 10 20a040 5 60 70 M AM IV U/O 140 1310 r0ig0fJ ?

Figure XV.5.10. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane (Au2e1) of

'1" OB 100/2.5 and OB2 100/2.5 antennas on a wavelength

of 20 •1 .

i,-- OB antenna; ----- OB2 antenna.

V *,1, , 1 0 I 6 9 W 0 1 I . 0 I IM0-

,_ I. .03- -- ' i, - -I- -

'kJ4  a. I~L

Figure XV.5•1o. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane (La-227.)

ofOB 100/2.5 and 0B2 100/2.5 a intennas on a wavelength
of 3, -0 a~.

OB anten a; ----- OW. antenna.

7 T'r

I • • 'I
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%49
117

Figure XV.5.12i Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane (40370) of
OB 100/2.5 and 082 100/2.5 antennas on a vswelength

of - 50a
- OB antenna; ----- 0B2 antenna.

-, o, ! I- - I --I I I

:- ' ! I -- - - -I-I
S•L~ I I I 4 -',- I I --,I I I -I

41----

0 10 30 40 50 60 70i 0 80 I I I II

Figure XY 05.13. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plane (A=430) of
i 0 100/2.5 and 0B2 100/2.5 antennas on a wavelength
of ). u 70 a.

-- OB antenna; ----- 0B2 .Aenna.

- o .- - - - - - -

'K.

a o a i 40 So 60V0o ms 1

Figure XV.5.14. Receiving patterns in the horizontal plan. (a-33*) of
Om 100/2.5 and 0B2 100/2.5 antennas on a wavelamgth
of.X.u 100 .

-- 08 antemna - 02 antenna.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to

Fi igure XV.5.15. Dependence of the gain of the OB 100/2.5 antenna
i , on the wavelength.

i 0IA - dry ground; B - ground of average conductivity;

C - wet gre-:id.=

#XV.6. Multiple Traveling Wave Antennas

• jThe use of multiple antennas, made up of several single OB antennas in

desirable in order to increase the .directive gain and the antenna gain.

Z I The simplest way to increase efficiency is to connect two OB antennas

in parallel (fig. XV.6.1). The receiving pattern in the horizontal plane of

Xa .6in anterMla (the OB2 antenna) can be charted through formula (XIV.8.s).

Patterns of the OB2 3n0/2e5 antenna have been charted in figures XVis.8

through XVs5.ipl by the dotted lines. The distance between the antennas (d 1

was selected equal to 18 meters. The distance, dl, should be increased when

the antennas are longer, so, by way of an example, d 1 should be approximately30 meters for the OB2 300/2.5 antema.

gl'i'7L'M4G C6Rwi~ A _

06 A

Figure' XV.6.1. Schematic diagram of a multiple OB2 antenna.

A - OB antenna; B - conversion transformer.

The gain in directive gain of the OB2 100/2.5 antenna is 1.5 to 2 as
compared with the OB 100/2.5 antenna in the 12 to 20 meter band when dI U 18 m,

"'.7 .: The gain falls off at the longwave edge of the band.
The 0B2 antenna pain at this same distance between antennas increases by

a factor of 1.7 to 2 over the entire 12.5 to 100 meter band.
"In the case of high conductivity ground the OB2 antenna gain is consider-

ably higher than that of the OB antenna, even when the distance between an-

tenmas is on the order of a few meters, so both wire' can be suspended on
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conmon supports. Obviously, the directive gains of both antennas will be

' • approximately the same in this case.

It is also possible to use a multiple antenna comprising two and more
OB2 antennas installed in tandem and interconnected through linear phase

shifters (fig. XV.6.2).

4A

* Figure XV.6.2. Schematic diagram of a multiple 3062 antenna.

A - to phase shifter.

* I #XV.7. OB Antenna Design

The OB antenna is usually made of copper or bimetallic wire 2 to 4 mm in
diameter. Antenna suspension height is 2.5 to 5 meters. The terminating

resistor is selected according to wire diameter, ground conductivity, and
wavelength. Since the OB antenna usually works a broad band of waves it il

desirable, in practice, to select the terminating resistance equal to the

characteristic impedance of the antenna at the center wave in the particular

band (formula XV.2.6). Characteristic impedance is 500 ohms.

The antenna is usually suspended on wooden supports. Distance between
supports is on the order of 20 meters.

The ground system for the terminating resistor is made of 10 to 15
radially spaced copper wires - 10 meters long, buried at a depth of 20 to

30 cm. The diameter of the wire used for the ground system is 2 to 3 m.

Direct connection of the OB antenna to the receiver is permissible when
the antenna is located near the service building. However, as a rule the an-

tennas used at radio receiving centers are usually a long way from the service
building. In such case the OB antenna is connected to the receiver by a

-four-wire standard aerial feeder.

A

Figure XV.7.l. Schematic diagram of a transformer for making the
transisiton -from a tour-wire feeder (A) to ,a OB
antenna.
A - to O antenna.



ij Since the OB antenna is an unbalanced system it is connected to the

I feeder through a conversion transformer (fig. XV,7.l). The methodology

I I used to calculate the elements of the conversion transformer was given in

¶ I,- Chapter XIX.

The connection c•X the single antenna of the OB2 ante'ma can be made

using a twin feeder with a characteristic impedance of 4W0 ohms (fig. XV.6.1).

The trunk feeder is a standard feeder with a characteristic impedance of

I 208 ohms.

ii~i

I j I
-I j

I•I,

* O

'2--

l i V
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Chper XVI

ANTENNAS WITH CONSTANT BEAM WIDTH OVER A BROAD WAVEBAND. ANTENNAS

WITH A LOGARITHMHJ, PERIODIC STRUCTURE. OTHER POSSIBLE TYPES OF

ANTE14NAS WXTH CONSTANT BEAM WIDTH

#XVI. General Remarks. Antennas with a Logarithmic Periodic Structure
The directional. propertiea of the .ultipLa-tuned shortwave antennasa

(rhombic antennas, traveling wave antennas, and others) in mooe until very

recently undergo substantial change with change in wavelength. The width of

the patterns in the horizontal and vertical planes usually narrows vith

•IIi

shortening of the wavelength.
There are individual cases wheia it in necessary to have antenrtax with

conetant beam widths over a broad waveband. This j~j w...ssary, in particular,
in radio broadcasting where a predetermined area must be Illuminated en all

operating waves. Anten~ias such as th~ese must also ensure a good match with
the supply feeder in the specific waveband.

One of the types of antennas with these properties is the antenna with

a logarithmic periodic structure. Henceforth, gor brevity's sake, we will
call this type of antenna the logarithmic antenna. They are distinguished by.

) ~the wide band over which they can be used, tenfold, and more. The dependence

* .

of the space radiation patter~n on the wavelength is very nominal within the

limits of the operating band.

but have recently come into use in the shortwave region as well.* Logarithmic

antennas are not yet adequately researched and there are no fxnal, agreed

designs. This is particularly true of logarithmic antennas used on short

waves. Considerable difficulty in still encountered in setting up methodsI.
for making the engineering computations required for logarithmic antennase
The basic data cited in the technic, 4 literature en the .swbject have hemn

obtained experimentally.

*Attention here will be given primarily to variants of logarithmic

* antennas, the designs of which have won the greatest acceptance in the

shortwave region.

#XVI.2. Schematic and Operating Principle of the Logarithmic Antenna

The sch~ematic of the logarithmic antenna is shown in Figure XVI.2.la.

-The anteima consists of two identical sections, I and Ile Section II can

be formed by rotating section I 1809 around the axis normal to the plane

of the figure and passing through the axitenna supply points The radiating

eloments are variable length teeth that are circles bent along an arc'
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These teeth will henceforth be called the dipoles. The circular sections

from which the dipolas branch play the part of the distribution lines. These

lines simultaneously radiate a srall part of the energy they transmit.

, ,b) '

'I7

i "
Figure XVI.2.1. Parameters and coordinates of th, system for

structures with round teeth.

RN+I 35 PN -3o.4V
RN RN

i Characteristic parametere of the logarithmic antenta are the magnitudes

T and a, as well as angles a l and 1 The relationship

-C RH+l
RN

is called the magnitude of T. Here RN is the distance from the point of

*' supply to the Nib dipole, reading from the dipole of maximum length.

When values are assigned to & 1 and ol the magnitude of T is characterized

by the distance between adjacent dipoles. T = 0.5 for the antenna shown in

Figure XVI.2.1. The magnitude of a is characterized by the thickness of the

radiating dipoles, and eq,,als

•N

where RN

rN and RN are the minimum and maximum distances of the Nib dipole from

the point of supply for the antenna.

The constancy of the magnitudes of T and a (the constancy of the ratios

of lengths and thicknesses of adjacent dipoles) itself defines the name of

the antenna; an antenna with logarithmically periodic structure.

When sections I and II are located in the same plane, as shown in

Figure XVI.2.1a, the antenna's radiation pattern has two identcal lobes in

the positive and negative directions of axis 1-1. If, only one section of the

4anteunia is energized in some fashion the antenna will hava a unidirectional

pattern. The antenna will also become tnidirectional when sections I and II

i , 1
f'l il" I 'I • i- -*-l-l*1-i-i '- *i--* *-1*i- -"-*-~il ...... i- ,.--- ",i--
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are positioned at some angle * to each other (fig. XVI,2.1b). Maximm radia-

•. ~ tion will be obtained in the direction characterized by the angles P - e - 90,

that is, in the direction of the y axis passing through the bisector of

angle $.

The antenna dipoles need not necessarily be a circular bend. The antenn

will retain its properties quite well even when the dipoles are trapezoidal

(fig. XVI.2.2). Research on the logaritimic antenna has also revealed that

th6 directional properties of the antenna do not change appreciably when it

is made of continuous metal sheets, or of wire following the outline (wire

logarithmic antenna), as shown in Figure XVI.2•3a.

The distribution lines are made up of three wiresl but can be made of

one wire as well (fig. XVI.2.3b).

II

Figure XVI.2.2. Antenna with trapezoidal dipoles.

b)

Figure XVI.2.3. Wire logarithmic antenna with trapezoidal dipoles.

A further design &.implification can be arrived at by replacing the

trapezoidal dipoles by triangular ones (zigzag structure), as shown -n

Figure XVI.2.4. Antenna variants with dipoles made of .a single wire (fig.

XVI.2.5) have also been inveWt5 .gated.

Angle * can change over brc~ad limits.

V. D. Kuznetsov and V. K. Paramonov have suggested taking * a 0 (fig.

XVI.2.6) in order to simplify antenna design. When $ - 0, the antenna will be

positioned in one plane.

The logarithmic antenna As differentiated by the high constancy of the

input impedance. The traveling wave ratio is at least 0.5 to 0.7 when the

characteria•ihc impedcnco of the feed line is selected accordingly.

.L -
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Figure XVI.2.4. Typical non-flat top zigzag wire structure.

'½ I
I g

# 'I
* I

§1
Figure XVI.2.5. Logarithmic antenna vith dipoles made of a

single conductor.

ii
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�

1; 1* Figure[ XVI.a�6. Flat-top logaritkinic antnna (� .0).

I'*
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So far anl principle of operation is concerned, the logarithmic antenna

reminds one of a director antenna consisting of one driven element, one director,

and one reflector (fig. XVI.2o7).

-IA~mh4 A

Figure XVIo2.7o Schematic diagram of a director antenna.

A - reflector; B - driven element; C - director.

As is known the normal operating mode for the director antenna occurs

when the dipole acting as the reflector has a reactive component of the input

resistance that is inductive in nature, while the dipole acting as the

director has a reactive component of the input resistance that is capacitive

in nature. In the dil-rctor antenna this is arrived at because the length

of the reflector is somewhat longeir than the resonant length (the electrical

length of the dipole, 2t, in-sonewhat longer than )/2), while the director

has a length shorter than the resonant length (the electrical length of the

dipole, 2t, is somewhat shorter than L/2). In the case of these dipoýes, 7.

as analysis using the induced emfs method demonstrates, the current flowing

in the reflector leads the current flowing in the driven element, while the

current floying in the director lags the current flowing in the diriven el.-

ement. This phase relationship between the currents flowing in the driven *,

element, the reflector, and the director, provides intense radiation in the

direction r 1 (fig. XVI.2.7). In point of fact, if the point of reception is

in direction rl, because of the difference in the path of the beaus, the

intensity of the field created by the reflector lags the intensity of the

4 field created by the dirven element, while* that created by the director leads -

this field. These phase displacements compensate for the fact that the

current flowing in the reflector leads the current flowing in the driven

* element, while the current flowing in the director lags the current flowing

in the driven element.

Let us turn our attention to the schematic diaeram shown in Figure

XVI.2.6. The mutual arrangement of the three adjacent dipoles, 3, 4*, and 5,

for example, is characteristic, of the director antenna. If the antama is

1. See G. Z. Aysenberg, Ultrashort Wave Antennas. Svya&Sisdat, 1957,
Chapter =Y•, #1. •. .

I,.
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excited by a wave for which dipols 4 has been tuned to resonance, we have
the same result as in the case o:C the director antenna, and dipole 3 has a
length greater than the resonant length, and dipole 5 has a length less than

- - I the resonant length. This ensures the induction, thanks to th, space couplring,
of a current in dipole 3 that leads the current in dipole 4, and in dipole 5
a current which lags the current in dipole 4. This relationship between zhe
phases provides maximum radiation in the y direction (fig. XVI.2.6). In the
case of the logarithmic antenna there is a coupling through the twin distri-
bution line, in addition to the space coupling. However, this coupling also
ensures a lag between the currents flowing in dipoles 3, 4, and 5 favorable
for the creation of maximum radiation in the y direction. In point of fact,
the current flowing in dipole 3 lags the current flowing in dipole 4 because
of the passage along the line over an additional path equal to the distance
between these dipoles. 7he additional lag of the current flowing in dipole 3
relative to that in dipole 4 is the result of dipole 3 being longer thandipole 4 and, accordingly, having a positive reactive resistance. Moreoverithe arms of dipole 3 are connected to the opposite wires of the twin line

I as compared with the identical arms of dipole 4. This results in a phase lag
in the currents fLowing in these dipoles of 1800. /'These factors are what
cause the current flowing in dipole 3 to lead that flowing in dipole 4 by a
good margin. Similarly, the coupling through the distribution feeder pro-
vides for the lag of the current flowing in dipole 5 relative to the current
flowing in dipole 4. These considerations demonstrate that a group made up

j of the three dipoles, 3, 4, and 5, are identical to the director antenna, in--
sofar as their mutual positioning and current phase relationships, establishedii by the space coupling and the twin distr."bution line, are concerned.

The actual relationohip between the phases of the currents flowing in
the dipoles is complicated by the effect of dipoles located in front of[ !dipole 5 and behind dipole 3. However, the practical effect of these dipoles
is slight. The fact is the dipoles located ahead of dipole 5 are extremely2j short as compared with the working wave to which dipole 4 resonates. On the
wave for which dipole 4 has a resonant length these dipoles have a high
negative reactive resistance and the currents which branch in them are

-I small. The currents flowing in the dipoles behind dipole 3 are also low
because the resonant dipole, 4, and dipoles 5 and 3 which nave lengths close

- .! to resonant, drey almost all the energy. Accordingly, on a wave for whichdipole 4 is resonant, and in some band adjacent to this wave, the radiated
field is determined by dipoles 3, 4, and 5, for the most part.1- * If the wave is lengthened to the point that dipole 3 is resonant, the
energy will be concentrated in dipoles 2, 3, and 4, for the most part. Further Q
lengthening of the working wave will cause dipoles 1, 2, and 3 to come Into

i-m
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play. And when the working wave is shortened the energy will begin to con-

centrate in the shorter dipoles.

This picture of how the logarithmic antenna functions holds, basically,

if angle # is different from zero. For larger values of #, the space coupling

between the dipoles will be reduced, naturally enough, because of the in-

crease In the. distance between the dipoles. And the role of the distribution

* line in setting up a definite relationship between the phases of the currents

flcwing in the dipoles will increase. Moreover, radiatiebi Cron the distribu-.

tion lines will begin to play a definite role with increase in *.
Moreover, if the radiation from the dipoles creates what is primarily

a component of the E field (normal component) (fig. XVI.2.2), :radiation

* from the distribution feeders r.reates what is primarily a compoinient of the

EB field (parallel component). Increase in angle * will be accxmpaniod by

a narrowing of the pattern in the H pl.ane (the sy plane).

This discussion of the a.t.'nnals operating principle demonstrat(.s that

the longest operating wave should be somewhat shorter than 4 tlongt and the

- shortest operating wave should be somewhat longer than 41short (Ulong and

t are the lengths of the arms of the longest and shortest dipoles).

This can be confirmed by experimental investigations..

The operating band can be as wide as desired when the antenna is built

as described. Investigation has demonstrated, however, that if the antenna

contains dipoles the arms of which pick up two and more waves, these dipolos

will cause a substantial deterioration in directional properties. Thig

fact, together with the fact that the shortest operating wave is approximately

equal to 4 to 5 t as indicated above (that is, I rt 1 )hort • 0.2 to 0.25),

leads to practical difficulties in using the antenna if the band is more than

tenfold.

From the data preserted, it follows that at small angles al and the

corresponding increased values of T (smaller difference in the, lengths of

adjacent dipoles) a substantial role in antenna operation begins to devolve

on the dipoles located closest to the three m.aini dipoles, in front and in

back of them, and that this should naturally result in some increase in an-

tenna effectiveness. And this is what does in fact take place. It should be

borne in mind, however, that a reduction in 01 in the specified operating band I

requires a substantial increase in the overall length ot the antenna.

The band in which the 'antenna can be used is not on. y determined by its

d-rectional properties, but also by its match to the feeder line. As was

pointed out above, the logarithmic antenna too has a good match to the feeder
.line within the limits of the band determined by its directional properties.

The wave propagated on the distribution line ix only slightly reflected frem

the short dipoles located between the point of feed and the 6ipleos's radiation

• 'I-
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j on the given wave. Short dipoles have a high capacit;ývo resistance, and

only comparative weak currents branch out into them.

The main load on the distribution wires is created by some of the dipoles

with lengths close to resonant length. These dipoles .' , actve components

of the input resistance of changing sign. A dipole, the length of which is

longer than resonant, has a positive reactive resistance, while a dipole

with a length shorter than resonant has a negative reactive component of the

input resistance. At the same time, these dipolea, are displaced with reapect

to each other by a distance close to X/2. This results in the establishment

of a condition leading to substantial mutual compensation for roilected

waves.

I Dipoles located further from the generator than the radiating dipoles

are extremely poor reflectors of energy, practically speaking, becauca the

energy is absorbed by the main, operating dipoles, for the most part. The

characteristic impedance of the di.stribution line along the section from the

generator to the operating dipoles is very low, nid is explained by the fa-t•

that the dipoles connected into this section have a negative (capacitive)

reactance, causing an increase in the distri.bution capacitance of the line

similar to that occurring on the traveling wp.,e antenna when the lengths

of the dipole arms are shorter than X//*. The considerable increase in the

* idistributed capacitance created by the short dipoles leads to a reduction in

the characteristic impedance to a magnitude on the order of 100 ohms.

A characteristic impedance such as this will match satirfactotily with

• the pure input resistance of a line with dipoles of a length close to

resonant.

If the feed'! line has a characteristic impedance close to that of the

distribution line, the traveling wave ratio on the line will be high enough
i • and will change. little in the operating wave band.

#XVI.3. Results of Experimental Investigation of the Logarithmic

Antenna on Models

Figure XVI.3.1 shows a serics of experimental radiation patterns in

the principal E plane (xy plane) and the principal H plane (zy plane) of a

logarithmic antenna with trapezoidal dipoles with the following parameters:

750; T = 0.5; 0= (the distribution line for each halr of the antenna

consists of one wire of identical cross section), and t - 451. The aaximum

length uf a dipole is approximately L tan Oll/2, where L Js the length of the

. antenna, measured from the apex (point of supply) to the end of the distribu-
.= •/-tion livi,. The model used to produce tho series of patterns in Figure XVI-3-1

had a length L - 12.75 cm. Maximum length of the dipole equals 12.75 tan

"37*0' 1 9.6 ca. Correspondingly, the longest operating wAve was approximw~tely

* -*-, * -* 2
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Figure XYI.3ol. Experimental radiation patterns of a non-flat
top wire structure with trapezoidal dipoles. Distance '•

from apex to the last element is 12.75 cm. Antea
elements made of 0.8 mm diameter wire.

A - principal E plana; B - principal H plane;
C - frequencies in megahertz (mh).

equal to 35 cm (f 857 mh). Eight dipoles yore incluoed in each antenna

section. The diagrams should repeat every half-cycle, because each half-

cycle has its own resonant dipole (resonant tooth). Since T - 0.5, a cycle

covers the bands 35 to 17.5 cm, 17.5 to 8.75 cm, 8.75 to 4,375 cm, and

4.375 to 2.187 cm.

Since, as was pointed out above, the shortest wave is appioximately

equal to 0.1 the longest wave, Xhrt is approximately equal to 3-5 cm. The

experimental diagrams in Figure XVI.3.l are for frequencies corresponding to

one half of the cycle for 17.5 to 35 cm (857.2 to 1714 mh). The diagrams /"

will be repeated accurately enough at frequencies aqual to those shown in

the figure, multipled by Tr/2 (in a half-cycle), where n is an integer,

within the limits of those n values that correspond to the 3.5 to 35 ca
band.

An will be seen from the patterns, the E• component is extremely sal

compared to the E component, indicating -'hat distribution line radiation is

•;•"•=•.,••
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R not high. Maximum radiation is in the directions cp 0 and 0= that

is, in the direction of the semi-axis y.

Figure XVI.3.2 shows a series of experimental radiation patterns of a

J I logarithmic antenna with trianglular dipoles (zigzag structure). The values

of (YI, T and * are the same as these in the preceding case. The patterns

in Figure XVI.3.3 were obtained for an antenna with the following data:

al - 14.5°; 01 = 0; T = O0,5 and 9 = 29°• The overall view of the experi-

* mental model of this antenna is shown in Figure XVI.3.4. In this case a

half-cycle encompasses the waveba~id in which the ratio of the longest to

the shortest wave equals YO.-5 0.92.

:i " i

-17J70cNOcm6 Hfflj7OC1tOCflb

SI I 4
AI

- I.

'11 Fu 1575 Mr4
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Figure XVI.3.2. Experimental radiation patterns of a wire antenna
with triangular dipoles (zigzag structure).

A - principal E plane; B - principal H planel
C - frequencies in megahertz (mh).

The patterns in Figure XVI.3.3 correspond to a half-cycle. Apprmxi-
i matoly these same patterns a.*e obtained in the tenfold band, beginning at

waves approximately equal to 4L tan 0tl/2, and ending at waves equal to

t tan Cr /2. So, in accordance with the above explanation, in this case,
becauje of the reduction in &1 and the increase in r, the three main dipoles

play an active part, just an do those nearest to themt and patterns obtained
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are narrower. The antenna gain factor for the antenna shown in Figure

XVI.3.4 is approximately 10.

f. 1500tflr f I56.3Hru
.C

- ?b

Figure XVI.3.3. Experimental radiation patterns of the antenna
shou-n in Figure XVI,,3.4.

A - principal E plane; B - principal'H plane;
C - frequencies in megahertz (mh).

A

Figure XVI.3.4. Wire antenna with trapezoidal dipoles. Antenna
length 2)X at a frequency of 10O mh.

A - dielectric rod.

Table XVI.3.1 lists some of the collated data obtained experimentally

on models of different variants of a logarithmio wire antenna with

trapezoidal dipoles. The table was compiled foi .3 0.

Table XVI.3.2 lists the results of investiV :,ns of the characteristic

impedance of tne antenna, W , and the vriimum vai ,a.s of the traveling wave
a

* ratio, k, on the feed line. As will be seen, en i. :;rease in angle # results

in an increase in the characteristic impedance of the antenna and an improve-

ment in' the match with the supply line. The traveling wave ratio values

are for the case when the characteristic impedance of tho feed line e-juals
iw

a
Figure XVI.3.5 shows the rad;ation patterns of an antenna with dipoles

located in the same plane ( - 0). Values of ol and T are as shown in the

* figure.
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Table XVI.3.1

0.
:m£A B C""'""" •°"

e ~~~CPCAHeRX WIIPIIHS lI~nM
SAiaIrpaMnu o rpa. Ko*. YCI.
,rAPJeycax (no nOAO, HeIR or. YpoAeMb

IIOCIIT. no. o- u0 I0II1Oti MOWIIOCTII) IO rnIo. rO necB,m . • • ayaommo ,'ene~

-oro mi. xo, '0
*,i I.OC noc- paopa

OC.Tb E Ko:bH 'M 3I• - D E F G
, im 1 75 0,4 30 74 155 3.6 -- 12.4

2 75 0,4 75 72 125 4,5 -11,4

.3 75 0,4 60 73 103 5,3 -8.6

4 60 0.4 30 85 153 3.0 -12,0

5 60 0,4 45 86 112 4.2 -- 8,6

6 60 0.4 60 87 87 5.3 - 7.0

7 75 0,5 30 66 126 4.9 -17.0
8 75 .0,5 45 67 106 5.6 -14,9

9 75 0,5 60 .68 93 6.1 -12.7$
10 60 0,5 30 70 118 4,9 -17,7

11 60 0,5 45 71 95 5,8 -14,0

12 60 0.5 60 71 77 6,7 -9.5

13 60 0.6 45 67 85 6.5 -16,8
1,4 60 0.707 45 64 79 7 -- 15,8 '

15 45 0,707 45 66 66 7,7 -12,3

Key: A - specimen sequence number; B - parameters; C average width

of pattern in degrees (at half power); D - principal E plane;

E - principal H plane; F - approximate gain factor equated to a

half-wave dipole, db; G - level of side lobes, db.

Table XVI.3.2

W. 1V.ohmsl kthin

60 120 0.7
45 110 0.69

30. 105 0,67

7 65 0.55

Figure XVI.3.6 shows the patterns of a bidirectional flet top antenna

1800).

We note that all the data presented in this section were obtained ,.
A/

*ithout regard for the effect the groumnd has on the radiation pattern and

the gain factor.

I: _ _. r
'....

, ,I
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Figure XVI.3.5 Experimental radiation patterns for a flat -top (#.0)Slogarithmic antenna.

i A - principal E plane; B - principal H plane.
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iF CVI.4. The Use of Logarithmic Antcrnas in tho Shortwave Field

Logarithmic antennas are, obviously, finding application in the shortwave

field, particulprly in radio brogdzasting.

The flat top, (# 0), as well as the non-flat top variants of the

logarithmic antenna can be used on these waves. The advantage of the flat

top version is its design simplicity, as well as the virtually complete

lack of antenna effect from the distributicon feeders. The advantege of the

* space antenna 0 / 0) is a higher directive gain, the result of the narrowing

of the rodiation pattern in the principal H plane. The space antenna has

two tiers, the flat top, one. An additional advantage of the space antenna

is e. somewhat higher traveling wave ratio on the feeder line (see Table

XVXo3.2; the increase in angle # is accompanied by an increase in the traveling

wave ratio). Moreover, the space antenna has a higher characteristic im-

pedance, making it easier to match it to a balanced feeder line.

The non-flat top logari;hmic antenna can be suspended on supports so

the bisector of angle 4 is horizontal (fig. XVI.4.l). in this case

the radiation pattern in the vertical plane can be charted through the

formula

F(A)=f,(A)siln(tHsinfA), (xvI.i.l)

where •. -

f( is a function describing the radiation pattern in the principal

H plane of the antenna in free space. This function can be

established experimentally;

H is the height of the bisector of angle * above the ground; rie

factor sin(of H sin A) takes the effect of the ground into con-

-: sideration.

Figure XVI.4.l. A logarithmic nun-flat top antenna ( 0 • ). The
bisector of angle * is parallel to the earth's
surface. Dipoles not show.n.

A - radiation pattern; B - distribution lines.' '

There is a good deal of dependence of the radiation pattern in the vertical

plane on the wavelength when the antenna bisector is oriented horizontally.

Lengthening the waves expands the radiation pattern and Increases the angle
of -maximua radiation.

LI



Figure XVI.4.2 shows a serie3 of radiation patterns in the vertical

plane, charted through vormula XVr./4.1. And the function fl(a) was

established with respect to the experimental pattern in the principal H

plane shown in Figure X•:I.3.3. The height of H was taken as equal to

0.75 X
long

If the antenna is to have a fixed radiation pattern in the vertical plane

the antenna mu.%t be suspended and tilted such that the shortest dipoles,

working on the shortest waves, are closest to the grouns (figs. XVI.4.3 and

XVIo•.o). With the proper selection of the angles of tilt, #l 1id a 2'

both sections of the antenna (fig. XVI.4.4) and the magnitudes of T and 01

can provide an operating mode such that the radiation pattern in the vertical

plane will have the necessary shape and will remain the same over the

entive band. Different combinations of the magnitudes of *1 and *2 and T

* are possible for which the maximum radiation in the vertical plane will

occur at the specified angle of tilt. Elementary considerations demonstrate

that to provide maximum radiation at a specified angle of tilt requires the

currents in section I of the autenna (fig. XV•.4.4) to lead the currents

flowing in the corresponding dipoles in section II of the antenna by some

angle y. The phase angle y should compensate for the difference in the

path of the beams of identical elements in sections I and II of the antenna

"in the direction of maximum radiation (A ).
The radiation pattern of a tilted logarithmic antenna can be expressed

through the formula

(xvi.4.2)

where

f(4,#,) and f(A,) are radiation patterns of sections I and II, with

their mirror images takers into cop-.'deration.

The factor when f(A,*1) takes into consideration the phase angle between

the fields of the identical elemenLa in sections I and II of the antenna,

determined by the difference in the path of the beams and the phase angle y.

The difference in the path equals Otd(cos *l " cos *2 )cos A, where

d is the distance from the antenna origin (supply point) to the

excited element (fig. XVI.4.4).

The function f(Al,*) can be expressed as follows:

((A•, i) Ii (A) e 7.4. (Ae- n A (XVI.4.3)

where

f f () is a function expressing the radiation pattern of section I

-• (without the effect of the ground taken into consideration).

f (A) is a function expressing the radiation pattern of the mirror

image of section I.

1. '* :.
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Figure XVI.4,2. Radiation patterns in the vertical plane of
a non-flat top logarithmic antenna. The bi-
sector of angle * is parallel to the earth's
surface.

Figure XVI.4-.3. Non-flat top logarithmic antenna suspended at

an anglo.

.-. wire ropes supporting the antenna. The
insulators supporting the wire ropes not shown.

* I
* I______
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Figure XV1A.4.. Schematic representation of a tilted non-flat
top logarithmic antenna.
A - radiation patterns of sections I and I of
the antenna; B -. direction of maximum radiation;
C - mirror image of the antenna.

The radiation patterns described by expressiond f (A) and f (A) are

1 l

the same, but turned by an angle 2*19 with respect to each other. The
factors ei ./dainl•ina and represientlaina take into consideration the phat o
angle between the fields created by section I of the antenna and its iro r
image. The phase angle can be read relative to the phase center (point 01

in fig. XVIA.4.)
The function pattercan be expressed in a manner similar to that used

'I2
* I tohep s a (e , bu tune but is replaed by. • ihrsec2oe* ohr

The expression for f A), or the corresponding expression for element
II, can be established experimentally. Specifically, this can be done by
moving the radiation pattern in the principal H plane of a flat top antenna
by an angle e 180. The pattern thus obtaind is bidirectional, but aich

half of this pattern makes it possible to judge the nature of f(A) withinUj
the limits of the major lobe.

Figure XVI.4•.5 shows a serie of curves that characterize the width
of the radiation pat(ern in the principal H plane and in the principal E

plane of one section of the antenna in accordance with angle for different
evalues of T. As will be seen from the curves, by selecting the correspending

values of an I and t, it is possible to change the width of the pattern in

the principal H plane over broad limits for comparatively umall changes in
the width of the pattern in the principal E plane.
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Figure XVI.4.5. Curves depicting the width of the pattern of one
section of the antenna (I or II) in the principal
E and H planes (without ground effect taken into
consideration).

A - pattern width; B - principal H plane; C-
principal E plane).

We will not pause here to discuss the methods used in selecting the

magnitudes of c1  ,L, 1ad but will limit ourselves is~stead to

citing tIhe results of computations and the ec er.imantal dasta gar a series
of antennas that provide maximum radiationi at speeffied angleo of tilt.
The computations revealed the desirability of establishing the dependence

between the magnitudes of T* and a I shown in Table ZX'I.4.1.1

0.83 109.
0,8 140
0.75 19"; 24- V0

.0.85 370, 450

l. Co. R. H. Dui Hamel and D. C. Berry. "A new concept ina high frequency
antenna design."1 I.R.J. National Convent. Roe. P. I* V. 7. March 1959.

- I ,-• .
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Established as a result of the computations and the experimental in-
1~4 vestigation were the desirable values for the magnitudes of #j*2

and y for wihich maximum radiation will be obtained at angle* of tilt of

4o*, 24o and 16e.

The radiation patterns of the &antennas with maximum radiation at the

indicated angles are shown in figures XVI.4.6 thivugh XVI.la.8. These also

show the corresponding values for the magnitudes of &Vtl# and y. The

shapes of the diagrams shown hold for an approximately tenfold band. A

pattern of the shape shown in Figure XVI.4.6 is good for communications over

distances between 200 and 800 km.; Figure XICl.4.7 fCor communications ever

* distances between 800 and 1600 kcm; and Figure XVI.4.8 for commnications

over distances between 1350 and 2500 km.

Figur%, XV1.4.6. Radiation pattern in the vertical plane of a tilted
non-flat top logarithmic antenna; X the

long
I longest wave in the antenna's band*

44

'Ie

Figure XVI.4.7., Radiation pattern in the vertical plano of a tilted

non-flat top logarithmic antenna; X long -the

* ~longest wave in the antennats band.

.........
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SFigure XVI.4t.8.. Radiation pattern in the vertical plane of a tilted
i "non-flat top logarithmic antenna.

S~The first pattern corresponds to an antenna gain of - 9.5 db, the

l • ~second - 12.5, and the third ý 14 db, as compared with the half-wave +

dipole in free space.

- • Let us pause to consider the question of selecting the mlagnitude of

Sy. As was pointed out above, the purpose of the phase angle y between the

• i" current flowing in sections I and II is to compensate for the difference

S~~in beam paths, equal to 2Trd/X (cos* i-Cos ..

1 antenna source to the dipole resonant to the specified wave. The (/X ratio
• ! Iis appro-.cinately the samwe for all waves in the operating band bec,ýuse with

i lengthening of the t•ve will come an increase in the distance from the

( resonant dipoles to the outenna sovirce (supply point).

l The magnitude of d/k is a function of 011 (fig. XV1o4.9). Analysis

? • ~a.-d exp•erimenltal inveatigations reveal that the magnitude of y at which the

m m ! difference in beam paths is completely compensated for by [2iT/X'd(coS'l"

J-JI

-cos ) - Y3 is not optimum. This is so in all cases when the dipoles
are located along the line of iaximum radiation. The optimul value of t

is somewhat larger than -he magnitude of 2l a -dr c It can be

* !dselected experimentally, or by computation.
SThe phase angle betweesa the points in sections I and o I can change

,when making an exptrimental selection of the magnitude of -a by using the

sc Letspheuatic shown in Figure XVIth.e io Selecting the lenmth of a loop, we can

provide the corresponding lead for the current flowing in section I with

respect to the current flowing in section II.

The loop can i e selected by controlling the antenna gain factor, or
by controlling the shape of the antenna radiation pattern.

•_ _ The diagram shown L- Figure XVI.4.Ol can provide the necessary value forisy p w ithin the limits of a cowparatively narrow band, because the agnitude of

ity eIy approxc tly equal to

no pium hsiNs nalcae hnth.ioe
ofmxmmraito.Th piu vleo- unto o fi.XV.&9) aI:,h
magituemo

seetd leienalorblopuain
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\, ) Z-IT

where

t is the length of the loop.n

4

/A I

T

d

;"7- 1

?2 -T

Figure XV1.4.9. Dependence of the distance of the phase center
(d) on angle aI for a single-element antenna.

"l 4 .

* i~igure XVI.4.l0. Schematic diagram of the phase displacement of
antenna sections I and I1.

The magnitude of y changc- with chanige in the wavelength. The diagramr Iin Figure XVI.4.10 can be used to achieve the optimum regime on the center

wave in the band, so that satisfactory, but not optimum, conditions pre-

vail over the entire band.

It is possibl•z, however, to ensure a virtually identical and optimum

value of y on all waves as follows. It is known that if an indicator is set

up at a long distance from a logarithmic antenna in the direction of maximum

radiation, and if the phase angle between the field strength at the indicator

and the current at the antenna origin is recorded, this phase angle will
change with change in the wavelength. If the ratio of the magnitude of the

distance from the field Indicator to the antenna origin to the wave length

is kept constant, shorteniv. the wavelength of the logarithmic antenna by one

cycle will cause the field phase to lag 360*. In other words, a 360' lag
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in phase will result. Dependence of phase on wavelength within the limits

of a cycle is almost linear.

So it follows that if we mrltiply the dimensions of all elements in

the structure by the magnitude of T, the field intensity at the reception

site will lead by 360. 11' the requirement is to lead by 90e we must

multiply the dimensions of all elements in the structure by the maguitude
90/360 .1/4.

So, in order to provide the proper phase relation between the fields of

sections I and II we must multiply all the dimensions of the elements

Ssection I by TY/360 . As a practical mattert wire diameters cannot be

Investigations have dbmonstrated that when the phase shift is made in

the manner indicated, the magnitude of y will not change more than U156 within

the limits of a cycle.

#M.5. Other Possible Arrangements of Antennas with Constant Width
j Radiation Patterns

Rhombic and broadside antennas, and generally speaking, practically

any type of directional antenna can be used as the basis for obtaining

radiation patterns in the horizontal plane with little change in width within

the limits of an extremely broad waveband. This is done by making the an- A

tenna system of two directional antennas with their directions of maximum

radiation turned with respect to each other. Figure XVI.5.l is the

schematic diagram of an antenna such as this. It comprizes two rhombuses.

Figure XVI.5.l. Schematic diagram of a multiple rhombiC antenna
with a radiation pattern in the horizontal plane
with little cha-age in width.

With proper selection of angle * and of the parameters of the rhombic

antennas, the result is a radiation pattern in the horizontal: plane that

changes little over a broad waveband. The rhombic antennas can be single,

as well as twin.

Broadside antennas will yield the same results. By way of an

"" example, Figure XVI.5.2 shows a four-section broadside antenna. The left

half of tohei l. nna (I), has a pattern turned to the left because the feeing

--- '-__

|I
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W •point, 1, is shifted to the right, The right half of the antenna (II), thI

feeding point of which is shifted t -.e left, has a pattern turned to the

right. The summed pattern, the resaiv of adding two partial patterns, has

a width that changes little within the operating band of the antenna#

An eight-section broadside antenna can be used similarly.

Shortwtve traveling wave antennas set up for the schematic shown in
Figure XVI.5.1 can also be used as the basis for an antenna system with a

pattern in the horizontal plane, the width of which will change but little.

A characteristic feature, and a substantial shortcoming, of all such

antennas is poor utilization of their potentials. Thus, only three, or a

few more, dipoles operate on each operating wave in the logarithmic antenna.

The rest (shorter and longer) are not used.

The gain factor of the antenna made in accordance with the schematic

shown in Figure XVI.5.1 is less than that of an antenna comprising two

cophas-1J- excited rhombuses with identical directions of saaximun radiation

by a factor of threc to four.

Figure XVI.5.2. Schematic diagram of a broadside antenna with a
radiation pattern in the horizontal plane which
changes little in width.

The feeding point for the primary distribution feedors of the broadside

antenna can be selected such that on the longest wave in the band the

antenna gain factor obtained will be only slightly lower than that if all

sections were fed in phase. However, shortening the operating wave will

result in an antenna gain for the antenna made according to the schematic

in Figure XVI.5.2 that will increase approximately in proportun to the first

power of the ratio Xo/, (because of the compression of the radiation
long

pattern in the vertical plane). The gain factor of the conventional broad-

side antenna in which ill sections are excited in phase increases approximately

in proportion to (Xlon/A) 2 , because of the narrowing of the radiation

pattern in the horizontal and vertical planes. Here X is the maximumlong
Slength of the wave in the antenna's working band, and A is the antenna's

opt-ating wave.

We should note that the antennas described in this section are not .s

good as the logarithmic antenna because they cannot maintain a constant
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radiation pattern in the vertical plane. Moreover, these antennas have less
of an opo':ating band& Yet the shortcomings noted are not always significant.

There are mafy oaeeh whor6 nntennas with constant pattern width& in the

horixsntiu. plrkhtid •ribo here can' prove more' acceptable than the logarith-

'4 ,
I 2

.7.

5 j

* 'I'
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Chapter XVII

COMPARATIVE NOISE STABILITY OF RECEIVING ANTENNAS

#XVII.l. Approximate Calculation of emf Directive Gain

Reception quality can be established through the relationship

x = e /er (XVII.L.l)

where

e. is the useful signal emf across the receiver input;

er is emf across the receiver input produced by unwanted signals.

As was pointed out above ( .VIlO), in practice the relative noise stability,

*v' of two receiving antennas, can, in most cases, be characterized by the

relationship

av 1 2 Oemf 1 /Dtf26 av fiXl/X2 " efI/m 2 (xvII.I.2)

where

X and x2 are average operational value3 of the x factor for &ntennam

I and 2;

Demf 1 and Demf 2 are the emf directive gains for antennas 1 and 2.

The emf directive gain can be established through the formula

D emf (XI"13

2.+-
IF ,(1p.A)I cosdA d?4

where

F(yp,) is a function which establishes the receiving pattern;

A, • are the current angular coordinates;

F(9A•O) is the value of F(cp,A) for the direction in which D is

being established.

It iu convenient to establish the relative noise stability of antennas

by using a non-directional (isotropic) antenna (Demf 2-1) aa the standard.

Then

6 D .(xvii.i.4)
av emf ( .

Substituting the expression for Demf in (XVII./.4)) and normalizing

the receiving pattern with respect to IF(•o,,o) •, we obtain

"" 6a * Ii.I.5)
Oav _ ..

2,:

where 0IF1 (?,A)1cosA d?

------ UW___•a_
______1.r -
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The receiving pattern is usually symmetrical with respect to the direction

( 0, so formula (XVII-1.5) can be rewritten

6 (XVII,1o6)av

-- IF, (1 , 6 )icosAd A dt

Accordingly, the integral

A 2

Smust be calculated in order to establish tY- noise stability factor, ayo

Mathematical difficulties associated with the need to integrate the

function IF1 (CP,A)i are encountered in establishing the magnitude of A in

final form, even for comparatively simple antennas. Practically, the com-

putation can be made by numerical integration, but there is an unusual

amount of computational effort involved. This is why the approximate solu-

tion to the expression for A has been introduced. The following simplifi-

cations have been made in order to make the computations less arduous.

1. Integration with respect to the variable A has been limited to the

range of angles from 0 to 50 or 60*. The basis for this simplification

is the low probability of arrival of noise at angles higher than 50 to 60 in
the shortwave region. Unwanted signals at these high angles can be generated
in the main stations working on short mainlines, but these stations uxually

work on longer waves. Also to he borne in mind is the fact that the basic

types of shortwave antennas have extremely veak reception at high angles
relative to the horizon (A > 50 to 600), so the exclusion of the range of
angles A > 50 to 600 from the integration will cause no marked change in
the magnitude of A. We have settled on limits of intepration from 0. to

6O0.
2. The limitation imposed on the limits of integration of the range

of angles 0 tq 6u* permits the assumpt-on that in the sector of angles from

A to A2 the patterns in the horizontal plane have the same shape as the
pattern in the horizontal plane when A = Amax without the errors in the
asb.mption being too great. Here A1 and A2 are the minimum and maximum

angles limiting the major lobe of the pattern of the antenna in the vertical
planet, wile A is the elevation corresponding to the direction of maximum

V max
reception. In the sectors 00 vo A1 and A2 to 601 it can be taken that the

patterns in the horizontal plane are identical with the patterns in the

sector A1 to A2 , and differ from them only by the absence of a major lobe.

1B 2

Q, . -- ~s
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It has been accepted that the patterns of the first type occur in the

sector of angles corresponding to the width of the pattern in the vertica.

plane at half power.
With these simplifications in mind, the computation for A can be

carried out through the following formula

S.:
A -.4 = cosAdA cF( II)(?)ld(?+cosAdA, F2(?)Id,+

0, 00C AdA (XVII.1.8)

where

" Fi (cp) is an expression establishing the pattern of the antenna in
the horizontal plane when A = A' _(2) , max '•

Fi (cp) is an expression establishing the pattern in the horizontal

plane for values of A lying in the sectors O0 to A1 and

* A2 to 600.
SIntegrating, we obtain

A' (sifA,-sinA1 ) SIF~'(,I)id ?+(!L3 sifAa+siiAL)XI.

0

Accordingly, the relative noise stability of an antenna can be estab-

lished through the formula

av
(sin 12 - sin A,) (d?+ (-sinas+sinA) )(yp) d (

#XVII.2. Results of the Calculation

The approximation method discussed was used to establish the noise
stability of the basic types of shortwave receiving antennas. Figure XVII.2.l

shows the curves of the dependence of the magnitude of D Mf 1 for the
direction of maximum. reception :or the traveling wave antennas BS2 21/8 200/4.5 R
17, w52 21/8 200/4.5 25, and 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25 on the wavelength.
The 3BS2 antenna has the greatest noise stability. The magnitude of Demf 1

for this antenna is 4 fo 6 db higher than that of Demf 1 for the BS2 antenna
suspended at a height of 17 meters, and 3 to 5 db higher than that of D

emf 1
for the BS2 antenna suspended at a height of 25 meters.

Figure XVII.2.2 shows similer curves for the rhombic antennas RG 65/4 1,
RGD 65/4 1 and RG 70/6 l.'-5, also with respect to the wavelength. As will be

seen from this figure, the magnitude of Demf 1 for the twin antenna (RGD) is .
2 to 5 db h'.gher than that for the single antenna.

~ *S-.- -..--... a U.4. A..5

Kf
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Figure XVX..2.1. Dependence of the computed values of emf directive
gain of 3BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25, BS2 21/8 200/4.5 25,
and BS2 21/8 200/4.5 17 antennas.

- 3BS2; ---- BS2, H =25 ; -.-.- BS2, H -17 ..

32 --

2.; 
- -.

2.
-2:A

22

Figure XVII.2.2. Dependence of the computed values of emf directive
gain of RGD 65/4 1, RG 70/6 1.25, and RG 65/4 1
antennas.

aR 65/4 1; - RG 70/6 1.25; ---- RGD 65/4 1.

A comparison between Figure XVII.2.l and XVII.2.2 reveals that the BS2

antenna suspended at heights of 17 and 25 meters, and this is particularly
true of the 3BS2 antenna, has a bubstantially greater noise stability than

do the rhombic antennas.

The data cited here are only a very approximate approach to the absolute

values of the magnitudes of 6 and D for traveling wave and rhombic
av emf I

antennas. In addition to the errors introduced by the inaccuracy of the
methodology used for the calculation, there are large errors resulting from

the fact that the antenna effect of the feeder, and the leakage ol the
sinole-cyclo wave in the receiver, wore not taken into consideration in the

calculation. These latter errors are mostly reflected in the region of

large values of Deaf l'



However, experimental investigations have revealed that the curves

shown are hatisfactory for use in characterizing the relative noise stability
of BS2 ,Ad rhombic antennas.

BI

I--

n1
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Chapter XVIII

METHODS OF COPING .WITH SIGNAL FADING IN RADIO RECEPTION

#XVIII.l.. Reception by Spaced Antennas
It has been established that the fluntuations in field intensity atpoints at conaderable distances from each other are out of synchronism.

because the beams incident at these points are reflected from regions of

the ionosphere at considerale distances from each other. Because the iono-

sphere is not sufficiently hkmogeneous, because of the rotation of the plane

of polarization of the beams, and because of the change in the phase of

the field resultino from change in the height of the reflecting layer, the
fluctuations in field intensity at diverse points are not in synchronism.

"If there are two or more beams with different angles of tilt at the

reception point, the nonsynchronism in fluctuations in field intensity is

also the result of nonidentity in the components of the phase velocity of

propagation of these beams along the ground surface (v )*This component

increases with increase in angle A, and equals

v =c/cosA,

where 9-

c is the speed of light (fig. XVIII.l°.).

A In the case of two beams, the change in the field intensity in the

direction of propagation because of nonidentity in phase velocitiis can be

described by the formula

EE 2  I m + srn -2mOSz(COS A. -- cosA)+(,--.i)1. (XVIII.A.l)

where
Sm =EVE•2

E I and E2 are the amplitudes of the field strength vectors for the

first and second beams;

A and A are the angles of tilt of the first and second beams;
1 2

z is a current coordinate on an axis extended along the ground

surface in the direction in which the beams are propagated;

! and • are the phase anglets of the vectors E1 and E2

"Angles *1 q.d *2 are determined by the length of the path, change in

phase during passage through the ionosphere, and other factors.

-If1 E E2 - 30o the mmed field intensity in the z direction will
"change in actrdlance with the law that has

4-m
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Figur t XVIII.l.1. Determination of the phase velocity, Vgroundt
for a tilted beam.

Au will bo soon, standing waves of field intensity form along the ground

surface. Field intensity loops are obtained at points zloop, established

throubh the relationship

S[az,.,•,.(cos •,--cos AO+ (',- s•,)1 "=n-,
2 (XVIII,.l3)

where n 0 0, 1, 2, 3, -,., from whence

z l 2i -C (XVIII..4)
lop cosAl-coA 1OS £

Field intenaity nodes are obtained at points znode' eatablished

through the relationship

(a zh. (coAcosA) +(¢.s-.') =Q) z; + 1)
(cs As 2 (XVIII.,.5)

from whence

0.5 (2a+ 1) -
Zd x2g (xvIII.l.6)

Znode• =A COsA- cos, 1

The distance between a field intensity loop and field intenaity

node equals

node loop = 12 -Cos-- " (XVIII.A.&)

Example. X=20 meters, 4, = 20 and A n 10%. The distance between.

a loop and the neareat field intensity node equals

d20 1 __ _ 223 meters.
2 cosA-- cosA• 2 0.5--0,9-40

Changes in *1 and t. were not taken into consideration in the derivation

of formula (XVIII.l.7). Actually, #, and are constantly changing because

of the complex structure of the beams, so the field intensity loops and

nodes are constantly shifted along the z axis.
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And if there are several beams with different amplitudes present at

the reception tde the distribution of field intensity maxima and minima

wil. be even aor•ecomplicated.

It must " ;ointed out that as a practical mattc,- the distr4bution of

the field o%-ae t•e ground is a complex one, even when there is only one

beam. As a mattor of fact, the "beau" concep'ý is very conditional indeed.

Practicall,. spe&kich, becaký of the "rouChness" and nonuniformity of the

iou.%swbirq the llbearWl is a bundle of homogeneous beams with dissimilar

trajectories, iteit, differing but slightly, and thus with somewhat

I different angles :)f tilt as a result.

A schematic c. spaced reception is shown in Figure XVIII.l.2, with

tbree antennas set up on the territory of the field. The separation bet-

ween the centers of the antennas is made at least 300 to 400 meters. There

is a separate feeder for each of the receivers, and the signals at the out-

puts of the receivers add. The probability of the minima of the signals from

the individual receivers coinciding in time is very slight because of non-

synchronism in the fluctuations in, field intensity at the individval antennas.

Specifically, the probability of deep, short-term signal minima coinciding

is remote. Thanks to spaced teception, the time during which deep signal

minima occur is reduced considerably, and this is equivalent to increasing

transmitter power.

A

Figure XXIII.l.2. Schematic diagram of spaced-reception.

A - antenna; B - receiver.

Lines longer thpn 2500 to 3000 km usually use three spaced antennas

(triplex reception). Duplex reception, that is reception using two spaced

antennas, is used on shorter lines.
On the basis of the considerations discussed here with recap.ct to the

reasons for the fluctuation in field intensity, it is desirable, when

using duplex reception, to separate the antennas so they will be simultanewasly

. I
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placed along the direction of beam propagation and normal to that

direction.

Available experimental data reveal that in telegraph work triplex

reception, when compared with simplex reception, has the effect of increasing

transmitter power from 9 to 16 times. In the case of duplex reception the

gairs is equivalent to increasing transmitter power 5 to 8 times.

#XVIII.2. Reception with an Antenna Using a Differently Polarized Field

We know that the field intensity vector is constantly rotating at the

reception site, the result of the features associated with the propagation

of waves reflected from the ionosphere. Hence it is possible to have

intensive reception by an antenna reeeiving a field with different polariza-

tions; specifically, by an antenna receiving a normally polarized field and

by an antenna receiving a parallel polfrized field. 2Since the normal and

th6 parallel components of the field will fade heterogeneously, this is one

way to reduce signal fading.

Experimental investigation& have thus far shown that the use of polarized

duplex reception has an effect close to that provided'by duplex reception by

spiicod antonnas.

The simplest arrangement of an antenna system for polarized duplex

reception, suggested by V. N. Gusev an, B. D. Lyubomirov, is shown in

Figure XVIII.2.1. It is made up of one vertical, and one horizontal, dipole.

The antenna reflector is made in the form of a grid.

I I

' 1I

A B~nuiw'

Figure XVIII.2.l. Schematic diagram of an antenna system for
polarize~d duplex reception.

A - to receiver 1; B - to receiver 2.

Polarized duplex reception is particularly desirable in cases when

the site is not largeenough to take two spaced antennas.

A system consisting of a BS2 horizontal traveling wave antenrna, under

Swhich is an unbalanced BSVN2 vertical traveling wave antenna, is one con-

venient variant of an antenna system for polarized duplex receptioxa.

V!
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Morb complex antenna systems, made up of horizontal and vertical di-

poles, can also be used for polarized duplex reception.

N. r. Cbistyakov has suggested the use of two unbalanced traveling wave
antennas with tilted dipoles (fig. XVIII.2.2) for polarized duplex reception.
Antenna geometry' including the number and length of the dipoleb, is the same

7as that of the conventional BSVN antenna. Antennas can be duplex (BSVN-2) or

simplex (BSVN), depehding on conditions.

Figure XVIII2.2. Schematic diagram of an antenna system forj polarized duplex reception suggested by N.
I. Chistyakov.

I A - unbalanced traveling wave antennas.

#WVIII.3. Antenna with Controlled Receiving Pattern

Spaced reception reduces the depth of fading, but does not provide

effective relief against selective fading and echoing.
As we havwalready pointed out (Chapter VII), selective fading occurs

as a result of the summing of the beams, which have quite a bit of difference2j Jin the paths they travel, at the reception site.
There is usually a definite connection between the time of arrival of

the beam and the angle of tilt. The smaller the angle, the shorter the beam

path, and the sooner it will arrive at the reception site. But it also

follows that selective. fading can be lessened by using receiving antennas
with narrow receiving patterns in the vertical plane which make it possible

to single out one beam, or bundles of beams, incoming in the narrow sector
of the angles of tilt. The use of a narrow pattern is desirable when the
angle of tilt of the maximum beam .in the pattern can be controlled in*

accordance with change in the angles of tilt of incoming beams.

A general view of one variant of an antenna system with a narrow con-

trolled reception pattern is-shown in Figure XVIII.3.lo It contains 16

rhombic antennis in a single line in the direction to the correspondent
Sconnected to a receiver that can make an in-phase addition of the eofs from

all antennas. The antennas brought into the receiver is shown in

Figure 2VDIIU3.2.
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A'

A torcevr

:11

I .

Figure XVIII.3.l. General view of an antenna system with a controll~d
i radiation pattern.

I 15

~Figure XVIII.3.2. Schematic diagram off antenna supplies to
receiver.

•A - to receiver.,I

0i
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A ffwimemeZ2

0*D 0.3

A F FF

C E" C f C

B EMd03 E

Figure XVIII.3.3. Block schematic of a receiver for an antenna system
with controlled reception pattern.

A - to antenna; B - output; C - receiver; D -
detector; E - monitor; F - phase shifter; G -
delay line.

Figure XVIII.3.3 is a schematic of how the receiver system functions.

As will be seen, the signal from each of the antennas is fed into a detector,

D. The output is the IF current distributed over four branches. The out-

puts of the detectors to each of the branches are connected to a common

bus through a phase shifter, F. The in-phase addition of the emfs from all

antennas can be obtained by the corresponding adjustment of the phase

shifter. The emf applied to each of the branches is fed into the individual

receiver.

The receiving pattern in the vertical plane of each of the branches can

i] , be described by the formula

P (A) f A
31n { -a(tL'SA (XVIII.3.1)

where

f (A) is a factor characterizing the pattern of a single rhombic

antenna;

N is the number of rhombic antennas in the antenna system;

is the phase angle between the emfs across two adjacent antennas,

produced by the phase shifter;
d is the distance between the centers of two adjacent rhombuses; -

k1 Z VCable/c; where Vcable is the phase velocity of propagation of the

Swaves on the cable connecting the antenna and receiver.

:-1
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The cable 's laid along the direction of the long diagonals of the

rhombuses and the difference in the lengths of the cables conductine the

emfs from two adjacent antennas is equal to the distance between the

centers of these antennas.

As will be seen from formula (XVIII.3.l), the angle of tilt at which

maximum reception is obtained depends on the magnitude of *. The value

of this angle can be controlled by changing r.

The receiving pattern of the antenna system is quite acute. Pigure'

XVIII.3.4 shows the pattern in the vertical plane, charted for the following

conditions:

the antenna system is made up of RG 65/4 1 rhombic antennas;

number of rhombuses N = 16;

length of one side of the rhombus t = 100 meters;

length of the optimum wave for the rhombus X0 = 25 meters;

k 0.95.

The pattern was charted for * = 400. The dotted line is the pattern

for -=800 .

Figure XVIII.3.4. Reception pattern in the vertical plane i. an
antenna system with controlled pattern.

I _ phase shifter tuning: $ 400;
II- phase shifter tuning: --80O.

The narrow, ccntrolled pattern makes it possible to tune to receive

just one of the incoming beams in each branch. Reception is as follows.
Each of the branches I, II, %nd III is tuned by its own individual system
of phase shifters to receive one of the incoming beams, and the separate

branches are tuned to different beams. Signals from each of the incoming

"beams pass through own individual receivers, after which they are added.

The output of the receiver in branch I, ahich is receiving a beam with

maximum angle of tilt arriving at the reception point later than the other

beams, is connected directly to the collection bus. The output of the
receiver in branch II, tuned to receive a beam with a smaller angle of tilt
incominG at the reception point at some time, T, earlier than the beam being

received by branch I, is connected through the delay line d1  Del&y line

d is a system of circuits forming an artificial, adjustable signal time

1 L
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delay which compensates for the lead in travel along the route. Similarly,

the output of the receiver in branch III, which receives a beam with minimum

angle of tilt, is connected through delay line d2 , which compensates for the
lead time in the arrival of thiv beam. Thus, the addition of the signals

in the collection line takes plaoce as if all three beams had arrived

simultaneously.

The tuning of branches I, II, and MI for maximum reception of one of
the beams can be controlled by a spec4 al system that automatically changes

the positions of the phase shifters with changes in the angles of tilt of

the incoming beams. if there are only two strong beams at the reception

site, reception is by twn oZ the branches.

Branch IV is used to monitor the field structure at the reception site.
Reception in each of the branches of just one bundle cf beams with

slightly different paths results in a sharp reduction in selective fading.
However, non-selective fading in each of the branches, caused by the complex

gtructure of the beam and the rotat.on of the plane of polarization, is not
eliminated. Weakening of non-selective fading occurs when signals from two
or three branches are added, for this is the equivalent of duplex, or triplex,

spaced reception.

The reception system described, along with weakening of selective and

general fading, provides an increase in the directive gain in each of the
branches by a factor of N compared with reception by just one rhombus.

Operating experience demonstrates that a reception system with a

controlled receiving pattern has a positive, reliable effect only when clearly
defined bundles of beams with predetermined angles of tilt are present at the

S~rocji•Lo z~i uie.

This system will not be reliable in its effects if a scattered field

is present at the receptioa, qite. A scattered field, with no clearly

defined beams, is often observed on long lines when there is poor passage
of radio waves.

The noise stability of an antenna with a controlled receiving pattern

can be improved substantially by the use of twin-rhombic antennas, or, and

this is more desirable, twin traveling wave antennas.

-- .
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Chapter XIX

FEEDERS. SWITCHING FOR ANTENNAS AND FEEDERS.

#XIXl. ReQuirements Imposed on Transmitting Antenna Feeders

The basic requirement imposed on the transmitting antenna feeder is

that of reducing to a minimum energy losses in the feeder. Two types of

losses occur in the feeder: losses due to heating of the conductors, the

insulators, and surrounding objects; and losses due to radiation. Heat

loss can be reduced by using high conductivity conductors (copper, bimetal),

special high-frequency insulators, and y keeping the open feeder away from

the ground and surrounding objects.

Radiation losses are reduced by using symmetrical feeders, with two,

or more, conductors located close to each other and carrying opposite phase

waves, or by using shielded feeders. These measures simultaneously reduce

energy losses to surrounding objects.

Definite requirenents are also imposed on the dielectric strength of

a feeder. The characteristic impedance and the diameter of the conductors J
in the feeder must be selected such that the possibility of torch emanation

is precluded. The insulators used with the feeder must have a dielectric

strength such as to preclude the possibility of their breaking down and being

destroyed as a result of overheating.

Finally, reliable mechanical strength, and convenience in replacement,

as well as in making repairs to damaged parts of the feeder (insulators,

conductors, brackets, and the like), must all be provided for.

#XIX.2. Types of Transmitting Antenna Feeders. Design Data and

Electrical Parameters.

(a) General remarks

* Two-wire and four-wire aerial feeders, and coaxial lines are used

as transmitting antenna feeders, Aerial feeders, because of their simplicity,

have been used to advantage.

Only open aerial lines will be reviewed here. Information on coaxial

lines can be obtained in the special literature on the subject.

(b) Two-wire aerial feeder

The two-wire aerial feeder is usually made of bimetallic or hard-

drawn copper wire. Wire diameter will vary between 3 and 6 mm, depending

on the length of the feeder and the transmitting power. The distance bet-

ween wires is 20 to 40 cm.

SThe feeder is secured to woode4 or reinforced concrete supports installed

20 to 30 meters apart.
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Strict equidistant spacing of supports must be avoided in order to do

away with the possibility of intensifying the effect of reflection occasioned

by the shunt capacitance of the insulators. IA the antenna is designed for

operation on just one wave it is sufficient to ensure nonmultiplicity in

the length of the span between supports with respect to one-quarter the length

of this wave.

The height at which the feeder is suspended is selected as at least 3.0

meters to avoid any interference when moving about on the antenna field

territory. Always to be borne in mind is that serious burns can result from

coming into contact with an operating feeder. Clearance .'or trucks must

be assured where freders cross roads.

Special feeder insulators are used to secure the feeder to the supports.

Their design is such that the conductor can hang freely in them. Insulator

shape and size depend on the computation made to reduce to a minimum the
! ~shunt capaci-ýance between the conductors. Block and stick insulators are

S~used in practice.Feeders must be run from transmitter to antenna by as straight a line

an possible to reduce reflections at bends.

The ends of the feeder are dead-ended at the last supports, but quite

often special devices are used to regulate the tension on the feeder.

Figures XIX.2.1 and XIX.2.2 show variants in the designs used to secure

feeders to intermediate and end supports.

The characteristic impedance of the two-wire feeder is established

through formula (H.IV.17) or (H.IV.20) in the Handbook Section.

The de ndence of the characteristic impedance of the feeder on the

D/d ratio, where D and d are the distance between wires and their diameter,

computed through formula (H.IV.20), is shown in Figure XIX.2.3.

Formula (II.IV.15) can be used to computo the pure resistance por unit
], ,tlll, , w .~, g 4W,-w~~ir,, ,4,|,I , f iimut,,i ( I . 4' i j ~ l * ,1 .•.I g 'S OIISIV 444 liirvI.a

of the dependence of I1 on the wavelength for copper two-wire feeders for

different values of d.

If we ignore the conductivity of the insulation, and this is per-

missible when dealing with feeders with high-quality insulators, the

attenuation per zrit length of a two-wire feeder can be established through

the formula

R /2W

Feeder efficiency in the general case can be exprezsed through

formula (1.14.1). The efficiency of a feeder with a traveling wave ratio

of I can be computed through formrala (1.14.4).

[I
i ~ W ~ ' - "-- -- - . ~ . -
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S: A .liii i '1 -

Figure XCX.2.1. Variant in the design for securing four two-wiro
feeders to the end support (stick insulators).

A f- ,eder conductors.

X..

E7_

Figure XIX.2.2a. Variant in the design for securing four to-wire

feeders to the end support (stick insulators).

A - federcondutors
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" %0t a rein~forced concrete suppor't.
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I Figu:'• XIX,2.3. Dependence of lhe characteristic impedance of a two-
wire feeder on the D/d ratio; D - distance betwec,•

conductor axe@*; d - conductor diameter.
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lwUtI'ng formulas (X.14.1) and (..),we obtain

1 jpI' *(XzX.2.2)

where

is the efficiency Zor a traveling wave ratio equal to 1; -

IpI is the modulus of the reflection factor.
Figures XIX.2.5 through XIX.2.7 show a series of curves that characterize

the dependence of the efficiency 1 on the line length 1, the wavelength X,

and the wire diameter d. The curves were plotted through the use of formula

1.14.4, that is, for the case of k =1

2 d - t$

0.., ___ 3 d-2.MM

0,7--V 4 d- 2SAQ4

*1 2 -3M

46 a d.4M M

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 701 50 S6 100 110 IZ2RA 14

Figure XIX.2.4. Pure linear resistance of a two-wire copper
feeder for various conductor diameters.

A 70 4~-0. A-30

,0 6.1-20 8 01 40 515070 60 l 0010 20 3D10 501

Figure XIX.2.5. Dependence of the efficiency of \ two-wire feeder

I on its length~ for various wavelengths and a

traveling wave ratio, k, equal to unity.

__ _ _ _ _ _I
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Figure XIX.2.6. Dependence of the efficiency of a two-wire fee'Jar
on its length for various wavelengths and a
traveling wave ratio, k, equal to unity.
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Figure XIX.2.7. Dependence of the efficiency of a four-wire feeder
on its length for various wavelengths and a traveling
wave ratio, k, equal to unity.
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Figure XIX.2.8. Dependence of the factor A on the traveling wave ratio.

A is a correction factor for computing the efficiency
wh ;n 1' 1.
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Figure XIX.2.8 shows the values for the magnitude of

A -Il'- -- (XIX.2.3)

This yields a correction factnr for use in computing the efficiency of the

feeder when the traveling wave ratio is different from 1.

Formulas 1.13.2 and 1.13.9 can be used to establish the maximum voltage

and the field strength produced by the feeder. Maximum permissible powers

are established through formulas VIII.l.l and VIII.l.2. The dielectric

strength of the insul-.,ors used with aerial feeders can be established from

the data contained in Chapter VIII.

(c) Four-wire anrial foodor

Th'l fdlll'-wil'i aod'l4 foodh'' 01n b" 11.40d to adVint•gIoO to Cf0d AlltonlnAs

excited by powerful transmitters to reduce the field strength on the con-

ductors. Wire diameters here ar6 the same as those for the two-wire feeder.

Distance between wires is on the order of 25 to 40 cm. Suspension heiglht

and distance between feeder supports can be selected as in the case of the

two-wire feeders.

Block or stick insulators are used to string the feeder. A variant inr

-• using stick insulators to secure a feeder to intermediate and end supports

isshown in Figure XIX.2.9, as well as in XIX.2.10. The feeder wires are

made up to be rectangular in cross section (fig. XIX.2.11). Wires I and

4, and wires 2 and 3, are interconnected by jumpers at the beginning and end

of the feeder and at each of the intermediate supports. It is also recommended

that jumpers be installed between the in-phase power leads every 2 to 3 meters

in order to prevent the appearance of asymmetry on the line.

The characteristic impeaance of a four-wire feeder is

____2D,)W=60OIn v Z1 " (xTx.a.3)

In the special case when D1 D2 = D

W =601n -- d (XIX.2.4)

The dependence of the characteristic impedance of the feeder on the

D/d ratio, computed through formula (XIX.2.4), is shown in Figure XIX.2.12.

As will be seen, the characteristic impedance of the four-wire feeder is less

than that of the two-wire feeder by a factor of 1.6 to 1.8. Correspondingly,
S~the maximum power that can be handled by the four-wire feeder is greater than

that handled by a two-wire feeder by a factor of 2.5 to 2.2 (see formulaVIII .1 * ). 4 "i

I 
... -
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ii

.2i. 1. l1 ,

Figure XIX.2.9. Variant in the design for securing a four-wire feeder 1 .
to an intermediate support.

I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-14

I \

I I o " * .

Figuie XIX.2.10. Variant: in the design for securing a four-wire feeder

t:o aii end support.

go_
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Figure XIX.2.1. Schepatic diagre of the crces section of p founceir
feeder.

W, /2W
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Figure XIX.2.12. Deperndence of the characteristic impedance of a
four-wire feeder on the D/d ratio. The feeder
conxductor is located at the apexes of the angles
of • square with side D.

2hs attenuation factor for tof four-wire feeder it equal to

Swhere Rs is the resistan ce per one meter of one irse, if losses in the in-
& I sulatcrs are i,•nored.

Efficiency is established thrcugh formulas (1ol14.1) and (1.14.4.).

(d) Six-wire aerial feeder

The use of asix-wire feeder (fig. XIX°2.13) to r ',ce the char~acter'-

istic impedance can bo desirable in certain cases.

l" - '.I.

Figure XIX.2.13. Transverse cross section of a six-wire feeder.
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i
The characteristic impedance of this feeder is

D In
IDa b dbI

dO: D2 In D1D

"" W 120 dl

l db1
2+--

db D (XIX.2.5)

IfD = 2D2 D, then

ii ' I•O0566D

2y1/7D dIn -- T-- + 0,81
S 0, .894D

In f

2+ d
In 0 (XIX.2.6)

d

The atienuation factor can be established, approximately, through the

formula =x-

R 1 = 13W, (XIX.2.7) *

where R1 is the resistance per unit length of one wire.
Formulas (XIX.2.5) and (XIX.2.6) do not take nonuniformity in the dis-

tribution of current flowing in the wires into consideration.

#XIX.3. Receiving Antenna Feeders. Design Data and Electrical Parameters.

"(a) Requirements imposed on receiving antenna feeders

The .asic requirement imposed on the receiving feeder is that there

be no reception of electromagnetic energy (no antenna effect). Reception of-

electromagnetic energy by a feeder causes distortion of the antenna receiving

pattern and this, in turn, can reduce antenna gain and increase noise

reception intensity.

Reduction in the receiving effect can be achieved by the use of symmetrical

aeribl feeders, or shielded symmetrical and asymmetrical cables.

The highest possible feeaQr efficiency should also be provided, but in

the case of reception feeder efficiency is not as great an influence as it

is in the case of transmission.

The same requirements in regard to shunt capacitance of insulators,

mechanical strength, convenience in making repairs and replacing damaged

sections noted for transmitting feeders apply to those used for reception.

/
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(b) Types of receiving antenna feeders

In the reception field the most widely used feeder is the four-wire

crossed aerial feeder, as well as symmetrical and coaxial cables. The

symmetrical and coaxial cables practically eliminate antenna effect when

the corresponding transition to the antenna is made.

On vital lines equipped with highly directional receiving antennas,

such as the 3BS2 for example, it is extremely desirable to use symmetrical

and coaxial cables to obtain the best use of their space selectivity.

It should be borne in mind that widely used crossed four-wire aer:aii
feeders have a marked antenna effect because of the penetration of single-

cycle waves into the receiver input circuit. "hese waves will form as a

result of the feeder picking up electromagnetic energy, just like the

I Beveridge antenna, which is made up of several parallel wires. The space

waves propagated along the feeder axis induce particularly intensive single-

sycle waves.

The use of static shields between the feeder coil and the receiver

input circuit will not completely eliminate tne peretration of single-cycle

wave s.

Two-wire aerial feeders can only be used to connect the curtains in

multiple antennas and as short jumpers for connecting individual feeders

with each other.

(c) Aerial. crossed four-wire and multiwire feeders

The four-wire aerial feeder is usually made of bimetallic wires

with a diameter d = 1.5 mm, positioned at the corners of a square with ride

D , 35 mm. The crossed wires are connected together at the source and ter-

minus of the feeder to form a single electrical conductor.

Special porcelain insulators are used to suspend the feeder on wooden,

or reinforced concrete supports 2.5 to 4 meters high. The distance between

supports is selected on the order of 10 meters. The wires are strung so

they slide freely in the insulator, and can be readily removed from it.

The feeder is strung in a straight line, or with smooth bends, made on0

a large radius. It is desirable to make the angle of the turn taken around

any one upright no larger than 18 to 200.

The end of the feeder is secured to the ead supports by blocks and a

counterweight so the feeder is held taut. The weight used is on the order

of 60 kg.

Several feeders are often strung on the same supports, but when this is

done the distance between individual feeders should be at least 0.75 m

in order to eliminate the substantial mutual effect close spacing can have.

Figures XIX.3.1 and XIX.3.2 show variants in the manner in which a feeder

can be secured on wooden intermediate and end supports.

K-> i
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Figure XIX.3.1. Varia-nt in thle desIgn for" securing a four-wire-- crossed reception feeder to an intermnediateS~support.

IV jI

Figure XIX.3.2. Variant in the design for secur-ng a four-wire

cros.3ed reception feeder to an Ind support.
I - block; 2 - spacer insulator.

-• , The characteristic impedance of a crossed four-wire feeder can be •
Sestaxblished through the for-mula

Dn

d I + D2

:' "where
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D and D* are the sides of a rectangle at the apexes of which the con-1
ductora are located;

d is the diameter of the wires used for the feader.

In the special uase ofD -D =D D

1 2

W = 60 In (XIX.3.2)

The characteristic impedance of a feeder with D1 D 35 mm, ad
d. 2  Ni,~nd 1.5 mm, is W - 208 ohms.

The attenuation factor and efficiency of the feeder are establishedj

through the same formulas used for the purpose for the four-wire transmitting

feeder.

Figure XIX.3.j shows curves that characterize the efficiency of a four-
wire receivincl feeder in the traveling wave mode. The correction factor

for the case when the traveling wave ratio .does not equsi I can be e'itab- -

"fished by using the curves shown in Figure XIX.2.8o

too - ~
_ Ii

60

80• .. If," 'W"!- 20c

70 1

S0 UO0 200 300 400 500 00 700 I0•~O"tOPO•OIGg

1 f
, Fipure XIX.3.3. Dependence of the efficiency of a crossed four-wire

feeder on its length for various wavelengths and a
traveling wave rat~,, k, equal tO unity.

There are individual cases when it can be necessary to use crossed

multiwire feeders in order to reduce the characteristic impedance or to

Figuro XIX.3.4 shows the positioning of the conductors of a aix-wire

crossed feeder. Crossed feeders nade up of a great many conductors can be
formId similarly.

The characteristic impedanc~e of a crossed feeder made up of n-conductor.,
"I formed into a cylinder, can• be established through tha formula

240 '.4

W7-Xn (xZx3.ton

0 10 ZD 30 WO 00 00 W $0 90 lo tor. 0 W iraf.1

Figue XX-3-. Dpendnceof te eficincyof acrosed ourwir
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where

xn is the total number of conductors in both symmetrical halves of the

feeder.

The attenuation factor can be established through the formula

= 2RI/nW, (XIX.3.4)

where

R is the resistance per unit length of one conductor.

Figure XIX.3.4. Transverse cross section of a crossed six-wire

feeder.

(d) Two-wire aerial feeder

As has been indicated above, the two-wire aerial feeder is seldom

used as an independent feed system for reception, and then only when the

ar~tenna is located near the service building. "

The two-wire feeder can be used as a juimper to connect individual sections

of four-wire feeders, for the lead-in into receiver rooms, and for dist-ibution

feeders for antennas.

- A.
441

Figure XIX.3.5. Crossed two-wire feeder.

Af- insulator.

The characteristic impedance of the two-wire feeder is selected in

accordance with the point at which it is connected into the circuit.

The two-wire feeder is crossed at predetermined intervals (figd XIde3t5)t

to reduce the antendrs effect. These intervals in distribution feeders areiuo

about one meter apart, and in jumpers made of wires located close to each

other and suspended without tension, a few tens of centimeters apart.

The insulators used at the points where the feeders are crossed should

* -have as low a shunt capacitance as possible.

L L[
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#XIX.4. Transmitter Antenna Switching

(a) General considerations

Modern shortwave radio transmitting centers usually have a great

many transmitters and, correspondingly, quite a few antennas. It is virtually

impossible to connect the antennas to the transmitters because each trans-

,,ittur ope'ratos on difforont wavoe and in difforont directions. Hlonce the

need to switch the transmitters to tho different antennas.

It is in the radio centers that the switching must be done to change

the direction of maximum radiation from the antennas, and, in particular, to
reverse and switch the antennas to change the shape of the radiation pattern.

The general requirements imposed on all types of antenna switching are

simplicity of the device used, speed and convenience in switching, minimum

energy reflection, and minimum mutual effect between feeders.

The operational nature of the work that goes on in the radio center, the
requirement that the number of operators be reducei, and that the transition

be made to completely automated equipment without operatorsq all impose the

requirement that devices used for antenna switching be made with remote con-

trols, the while striving to design the simplest of automation arrangements.

It Is desirable to have as few switching points as possible between trans-

mitter and antenna to antenna switching will not cause heavy reflections en
the line.

It is also necessary that the switching elements be simple in design

and that the sections of the line containing the switching elements be as

similar as possible to the other sections of the line. It is taken that an
antenna switching system ought not reduce the traveling wave ratio by more

than 10 to 20%.

Any switching element is part of the line, so switches, like feeder lines,
can be symmetrical and asymmetrical. Symmetrical switches are sometimes made

up of two asymmetrical switches.

Experience with switchinu lines carrying industrial, or low frequencies,

cannot be borrowed to build circuits for switching transmitting antennas because
in high frequency circuits even a small section of an idle line connected into

a circuit can cause reflection of a considerable amount of energy. Antenma
switching should be planned to there is no possibility of simultaneously

connecting more than one antenna to one transmitter, more than one transmitter
to one antenna, or & transmitter to another transmitter.

The quality of an antenna switching arrangement is judged by the number

of connections to one switching circuit; the more connections, the worse the
4• switching arrangement. 'the ideal is an'arrangement in which the switching

circuit has but one connection to each wire in the feeder.

1 . #XIX.4 was written by M. A- Shkud.

.1+
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The quality of the switching system can also be judged by the complete-

ness with which all necessary connections are made. The total number of

possible connections must be taken to mean the product of number of trans-

mitters by number of antennas. The most complete switching system is one

t•hat can switch any ant enna to any transmitter. If the switching system is

such that only some of these connections can be made, the lower the per-

centage of total number of connections, the greater the limitation imposed

on the system, and the lower its operational capacity.

ri The number of connections needed will depend on the ratio center's

operating schedule. There are many cases wheai there is no need to complicate

the antenna switching system, to plan a great many connections that will

see little use. If the operations of a radio center are planned such that

one transmitter, or individual groups of transmitters, are connected to a

predetermined, limited number of antennas, this will result in correspondingly

simplifying the antenna switching. And it is mandatory as well to plan on

the possibility of replacing each transmitter by another in case of emergency,

or when planned repairs must be made.

Operations in radio c:,wmunication centers often are such that trans-
: mitters are sending in the same directions almost around the clock, and the

only time that switching takes place is when waves are shifted. When trans-

mitter- are used for short sessions, and consequently are switching in

* different directions quite often, an antenna switching system with heavy

limitations can cause a sharp reduction ii, the station's operating capacity,

* and even result in a considerable curtailment in transmitter use. Selection

of the number of connections in the antenna switching system has a very

material effect indoe, on operating conditions. If this selection is to be

the proper one note must be made of operation conditions, for only in this

way can the required number of switchings per day per transmitter be arriv*?d

at.

The following general conclusion can be drawn. If the number of daily

connections required for all transmitters is a small percentage of the total

number of connections possible, it is desirable to build simple systems for

group switching. But if the number of connections per day is 25 to 30%

the total number, takina seasonal changes and the nature of the traffic

load into consideration, it is rational to use a system that will provide

access to the total number of connections possible; that iss a system that

will connect any transmitter to any antenrna.

(b) Antenna switching arrangements

Antenna switching systems can be made using small capacity, con-

ventional switches, or special anteruia switchas of different capacities.

Antenna switching systems containing simple switches with capacities of 1X2,

lx3, ixA, and lx5 are widely used. These switches are remotely ccntrolled,
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so the switching system is quite convenient in operation. Simple switches

are usually installed outside the building, in the feeder approach. In-

stallation of a system such as this is extremely simple. Switches for in-

stallation inside the building are also available. In this latter case

energy propagation must take place over shielded feeders.

A variant of the 1x3 switch for an outside installation is shown in

Figure XIX.4.l. A variant of the 1xA capacity switch for an inside installa-

tion is shown in Figure XIX.4.2.

Figure XIX.4.3 is a schematic diagram of antenna switching for a large

radio center with 16 transmitters and 34 antennas. The number of connections.

possible in this radio center is 544. The switching is based on t-Le use of

simple transfer switches and is built in four groups of four transmitters.
The connections in each group are made by lx2, lxJ, and lx4 transfer switches.

In addition to the switching provided for connecting the transmitter to the

antenna it will use, the circuitry is such that the transmitters can be

switched to dummy antennas for timing and for substituting transmitters in

adjacent groups.

As will be seen from the diagram, group switching by low capacity trans-

fer switches makes it possible to build a system with adequately high capacity.

But systems such as these cannot provide the high degree of operational
i'• capacity it is possible to obtain using special antenna switches.

There are various principles on which the construction of special antenna

changeover switches can be based, and the main ones will be reviewed.

There are several types of antenna changeover vwitches functioning on

the principle of a crossbar connection. In these switches the transmitter

bus bars are on one shaft, and the antenna bus bars are on a perpendicular

shaft, but in another plane. The positions at which the bus bars intersect

have switching elements installed for the purpos. e of connecting antenna and

transmitter at such positions, and to disconnect the bus bars so that the
idle end on the other side of the connected position is open. These switches
resemble the plate-type (Swiss) switch used in telephone-telegraph engineering,

it-they differ from them in that they have no idle ends. The different

switches of this type in use differ in the operating principles designed

iitto the switching element. Some are quite complicated because one operation

must change the four circuits connected to them.

Figure XIX.4.4 shows the schematic diagram of a crossbar entenna

transfer switch for connecting three transmitters to 13 antennas. The con-

necting feeders are shown as single wires in order to simplify the diagram. _7

) As will be seen from this schematic, switches of this type can, in priu-

ciple, have any capacity. A substantial shortcoming in these switches is

the great number of switching elements cu. into the switching circuit, equal

at a maximum to n + m -1 (n is the number of transmitters, m 3s the number oi

antennas).

J
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Figure XIX.4.3. Schematic diagram of antenna switching in a large
radio center~.

Conventional symbols: A - transmitter; B -standby
transmitter; C - switch for controlling antenna ra-
diation by remote control; D - switch, IA4 capacity
with remote control; E - switch, 1x3 capacity with
remote control; F - switch, 1x2 capacity with remote
control; G - switch, manual, 1x2 capacity, installed
at -ransmitter; H - dummy antennas.
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Figure XIX.4.4. Schematic diagram of a crossbaý ýantenna changeover
switch fo:- operating three tranEmitters on 13 an-
teni.as./

A -transmitter./
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In the case of the high capacity antenna changeover switch, it is

necessary to introduce a second stage of switching and set the switches up

in qroups in order to reduce the number of switches cut into the switching

circuit. For example, if the requirement is to switch six transmitters to

30 antennas, the maximum number of switches in the switching circuit is 35.
But if the first stage has each transmitter serviced by a 1x3 capacity

switch, and if the circuitry is made up into three groups of 6x1O capacity

switches, there will be no more than 16 connections in the circuit. This

breakdown into groups is sometimes necessary for convenience in laying out

the antenna feeders, which are usually run to the building from different

slues.

The schematic diagram of a switching element for a crossbar switch is

shown in Figure XIX.4.5. In this diagram the solid line indicates the posi-

tion of the switch when the transmitter is connected to the antenna, and the

dotted line the position when the transmitter and antenna bus bars are

directly connected. As will be seen from the diagram, this switching can be

cone by using a switching element nmade up of two ix2 switches, one connected

to the transmitter bus bar, the other to the antenna bus bar, and jumpered

(5) together. It is desirable to locate the 1x2 switches as close to each

other as possible, so a simple connection can be made to one common drive,

and in order to keep-the jumper (5) short and without complicated bends.

A

* ~4 o

Figure XIX.4.q. Schematic diagram of a switch for an antenna change-
over switch made in accordance with the diagram in• Figure XIX.4.4.

L 1 - two-pole knife switch; 2 - switch shaft; 3
" transmitter bus bar; 4 - antenna bus bar; 5 - jumper;

A - to antenna; B - to transmitter.

The crossbar switch manufactured by "Tesla," the Czechoslovakian firm,

has a capacity of six transmitters on 30 antennas (6x30), and is made up of

two 6x15 switches. Each transmitter is connected to these switches by a

ix2 switch,
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The 6x15 switches are assembled from 1x2 switches, the diagram as shown

in Figure XIX.4.4. Design-wise, this switch is made so the switches are

sections of bus bar fro,. one switching point to the other. The transmitter

bus bars are located on the peripheries of a cylindrical surface, one above

the other. The antenna bus bars are located oa uprights on a coaxial

cylindrical surface somewhat larger in diameter. The motor,.drive simultaneously

switches the antenna switch and the transmitter switch. The changeover switch

is located in a round building, the diameter of which is in excess -f

meters.

This changeover switch has n(m+l), that is, 186 switches. Maximum con-

nection is made through 21 switche'ý and 42 knife contacts. The changeover

switch is made of open feeders and this can result in marked coupling

originating between feeders. Half of the switch must be completely cut out

in order to make repairs to any element.

The switching element in the Shandorin changeover switch differs in

* that it has two separate elements, one making the connection ko the bus

bars "direct-y" (when no connection is required), the other connecting

the transmitter to antenna when this is necessary (figs. XIX.4.6 and XIX.4.7).

A -3 * C '•z•3 4 -

B• _ . C ...

Ltit ''" AU2 ---- r- - ~ W~ *~

~ F

FiueXIX.4 4 6. Schematic darmof the Shandorin changeover switch.)

S~A - plane of transmitters; B -plane of antennas;
iC -switching schematic; D -bent feeder; E -direct

I foeder; F - diroction of movemeant during switching.

SKElononti aro shiftod during swit~ching by moving thorn forward. As will. 1be seen from Figure XIX.4.6, the element "directly" connected has two straight

-- sections of the feeder that move like knife blades into fixed contacts,

forming continuous bus bars for antennas and transmitters. The element for

• ° making the transmitter-antenna connection is a bent section of feeder that

S~conn ects the antenna bus and the transmitter bus. This element is behind thle

,w .. v*1

iiI I
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antenna bus bars when in the cut-out position, and when cut in can be ad-

veanced and assumes a position in the plane of the bus bars of antennas and
transmitters. At the same time, the element making the direct connect~ion

between bus bars moves and assumes a position in front of the transmitter

bus bars. A changeover switch of this design provides good decoupling of

circuits. Lines can be made uniform. The number of contacts is double that

found in the circuit Lsinkj lx2 switches.

The crossbar changeover switch can be manufactured with telescoping bus

bars. The bus bars are not cut, however, but extend into the connection,

where the contact is made with knife-like, or other, devices on the ends of

the bus bars. This switch will have one or two contacts for each conductor,

and this is one great advantage of the switch. However, automation is

difficult.

This typG of switch is desirable when power is low, when overall size

can be kept small, so the bus bars only have to move short distancen.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that crossbar type antenna change-

over s,¢itches have a great many switch points, and hence a very complex

autoration and signal system. There are a great many contact points in tlie

line. Also extremely difficult is how to resolve questions concerned with

•) servicing and safety in these switches.

Rotating switches provide the least number of contacts in a connection

circuit for a minimum L2umber of switching elements in antenna changeover

switches.

m The changeover switches can have quite high capacities, so can be made

in several stages, using low capacity sw4'ches, or can be made with very few

stages using high capacity switches.

.n ine first case each transmitter, and each antenna, can oe cut in

th.-ough that number of stages providing that number of directions at the
S output of the last stage, a multiple field, in other words, :qual to the

product of the number of transmitters by the number of antennas (n x m).
Any transmitter can be connected to any antenna.

For example, if 4 transmitters must be switched to 16 antennas, the first

stage of ix4 switches can be cut in on each transmitter, after which a second
stage, also made up of lx4 switches can now be inserted in each of the 16

directions obtained, so a multiple field of t -nsmitters in 64 directions

is the result. It is enough to cut in one stage of ixA siwtches on each an-

tenna and obtain a multiple field, also made up of 54 directions, from 16

antennas. Both multiple fields are interconnected by jumpers so each trans-

mitter can be switched to any of the 16 antennas.

When it is necessary to switch 8 transmitters to 16 antennau, one ix2

stage on the antenna side is sufficient, and there will be 128 directions in

each multiple field.4sl In~
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Figure XIX4i.9a. Cut of the Shkud changeover avitch.
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Figure XIX.4.10. Finder switch.

1 - to antenna; 2 - antenna input; 3 - piston;
4- finder; 5- hinge; 6 - air; 7 - fr•a
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If it is necessary to switch 10 transmitters to 4 0-antennas, we can do
so *y inserting in the transmitter side two lx'. and lxlO or lx5 and lx8
stages, or three lx2, ix4, and 1x5 stages, and two lx2 and Ix5 stages on
the antenna side.

In these circuits the number of contacts in any connection equals the
number of stages, and will not be in excess of 5 or 6, even at high capacitiesx

and the number of controlled switches equals an + bm (a is the number of
stages in the field of transmitters; b is the number of staoges in the field
of antennas). Thus, in a 10 x 40 switch the number of switches equals 100
in the case of four stages, and 110 in the case of five stages. A crossbar

changecver switch would require 400 switches to arrive at this same capacity.
As will be seen from the description given, the basic number of switches

aI equates to a multiple field of antennas, so it is rational to have few

stages in this field. For example, if two 1i4 and lxlO stages are built into
the field of transmitters, and one lxlO stage is built into the antenna
field, each connection will have three contacts and 60 switches will be re-

quired.

Design-wise, it is desirable to put these changeover switches together
from switches that can be assembled in one unit. Figure XIX.4.8 shows an

8x16 capacity ,:hangeover switch assembled from lx4k and ix2 switches. The
switch was suggested by Yakovlev and is now produced by industry. The sletches
used in this changeover switch are two-wire, completely shielded, and of a
design such that the elements can be fastened to each other, thus making it
possible to readily assemble changeover switches of necessary capacity.

"A changeover switch based on rotating switching elements is quite compact
when made up of xoaxial elements ana coaxial cables ar, nsed as feeders to

'I the switch. Ryabov and Pakhomov have suggested a 6x12 capacity switch such

"as this.

Figures XIX.4.9a and XIX.4.9b show the design, consisting of two 6x25
capacity changeover switches proposed by Shkud, for use with aerial feeders

*1 with a characteristic impedance of 300 ohms, and for power ratings up to
1 150 kw. The antenna le~ad-ins are on a semicircle with a radius of about 5 m"o

Fixed contacts, which make the connections, are affixed to the lead-in
insulators. Finder switches (fig. XIX.4.l0) for transmitters are stacked,

three above, and three below the line of antennas (see fig. XIX.4.9a). The

axes of rotation of the finders are in the center of a circle of antenna
lead-ins. Each finder has two tubes, their axes of rotation in the center of
the changeover switch, positioned one above the other. At some distance fromQ the aý.:is of rotation, the tubes turn and align themselves horizontally into
a linear section that makes contact at the antenna lead-ins.

S ....... ............ .... ........ ........ ......................................... ................ .. ........ ... .................. . €
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So no one finder will interfere with the other finders, and so it will

be able to turn freely, the linear section can be telescoped to ahorten it

as the finder moves from antenna to antenna. An outstanding reature of the

Slikud changeover switch is that there is only one contact in the connection

circuit. The finder is rotated by a motor drive, an6 telescoping is by

pneumatic drives that are the tubes themselves. The outer tube is the drive

cylinder, the inner the piston, which has soft packing for this purpose.

The changeover switches reviewed do not exhaust all the available types

of such switches, but do give an idea of the principles involved in building

antenna switching.

As we indicated above, there are, in the antenna switching sy3tem used

in radio centers, in addition to switching transmitters to different antennas,

arrangements for reversing antennas, and arrangements for turning and changing

antenna patterns.

Antenna reversal is usually done by chaing the point at which the trans-

mitter is cut in, by chainging the load resistance, or the transmitter and

the tuning stub. Used for the purpose are external switches with four pairs

of fixed contacts, positioned at the corners of two squares, and two pairs

of blades which, when rotated, can be positioned at two opposite sides of

a square (see fig. XIX.7.7). This switch has two positions; one position

connects one pair of sides, the second position the other pair of sides.

A similar type of switch is often used for the mutual replacement of trans-

mitters. Two transmitters are cut into their own switching circuitry through

the switch, and if oae of xhem breaks down the other transmitter can be used

to operate with any of the antenna groups.

The phasing of half the antennas must be changed in order to rotate

the radiation patterns of broadside antennas. This is often done by

using a ix3 capacity antenna switch.

When the switch i in its center position both halves of the antenna

are fed in phase, but if the switch is set to either of its extreme positions

one of the halves of the antenna is cut in directly, while the other half

is cut in through a stub, shifting the phase, the magnitude of the shift

* 2 being selected in accordance with the length of stub selected.

(c) Feeder lead-ins

Feeders for transmitting antennas are dead-ended at the ends of

the feeder supports at the service building. The feeders are usually lead

if from the supports to special brackets installed in the building wall. Jumpers

are used to connect the fdeders to the lead-ins.

Feeders are sometimes lead into the building through the upper half of

Ma *indow in the transmitter room. Window glass, with holes drilled in it,

and through which brass rods which connect the outside section of the feeder

a idwi hetasitrrom-idwgaswt oe dildi t
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with'the inside section (fig. XIX.4.Ii) are inserted, is the insulator in.

this case. Characteristic impedance of the feeder must remain unchanged,

whatever the lead-in used.

-. 5

* ~~ ~~2 Knipeo.oIeAo,
HNOOHev^A'Od CmcePl" 6

1 3

Figure XIX.4.ll. Two-wire feeder lead-in through building
window,

1 - to end support; 2 - to transmitter; 3 - glass;
4 - bracket; 5 - insulator; 6 - brass rod.
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11 ' Figure XIX.4,.12. Feeder lead-in through building wall.

11 i - bracket; 2 - insulator; 3 - self-induction
• ~compensating coil; 4, - to end support; 5 - tO

1 transmitter; 6 - PR insulator.

Feeder lead-ins can also be brought in through the wall, in which case

S%~here are special openings and porcelain insula.'ors, type PR (fig. XIX.4..12),

• on either side of thv' wall. Lead-in rums laid on a wall should be in metal
* I tubing tO avoid substantial losses. Lead-ins of this tyeinsert agetdeal

l " of additional capacitance in the feeder, causing a substantial reflection

• of energy. An induction coil is inserted in the lead-in wire to compensate

i/ 4% for this additional capacitance. The coil is chosen with about 4, to 5 micro-

ill henries Of inductance, and should be selected more precisely on the spot.

x~rI.

gThe correctness wih which the coils for the lead-ins are selected can be

ta e 6
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monitored by measuring the traveling wave ratio on the section of feeder

' ! between the transmitter and the lead-in, and comparing it with the traveling (
wave ratio on the external section of the feeder.

Lead-ins are often made of coaxial, or of two-wire shielded cables,

in addition to the aerial feeder lead-ins.

#XIX.5. Lead-ins and Switching for Feeders for Receiving Antennas

Aerial feeders, and shielded cables, can be used for lead-ins, for the

runs inside the station, and for switchiog in receiving radio centers.

Shielded cables have been used advantageously for lead-ins in recený years.

The aerial feeder lead-in usually passes through the upper window pane,

and the glass has through-bolts inserted in it for the purpose. Small seg-

ments of a two-wire crossed feeder are used to connect the four-wire feeder

to the bolts. Bolt diameters and the distance between the bolts must be

selected such that the characteristic impedance of the line segment formed

by the bolts equals the characteristic impedance of the four-wire feeder.

The characteristic impedance of the two-wie'e segment of the feeder must also

be made equal to the characteristic impedance of the four-wire feeder,

insofar as possible.

Figure XIX.5.1 shows a variant in fastening a four-wire feeder directly

to the wall of the service building. In many cases the four-wire feeder

terminat.es at the last upright installed close to the window. This, however,

makes the building facade more massive and lengthens the two-wire insert.

The latter is undesirable because it makes it difficult to make a two-wire

line with a characteristic impedance equal to the characteristic impedance

of the four-wire feeder. The section of line connecting the feeder to the

lead-in too is sometimes made four-wire.

Lightning arrestors are installed on the service building at the feeder

lead-in site. One side of the arrestor is connected to each of the through-

bolts, the other to the grounding bus (fig. XIX.5.2). The feeders are run I
from the through-bolts to the antenna changeover switch.

Figure XIX.5.1. Variant for securing a four-wire receiver feeder
to a building wall.

A- through-bolts.
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Figure XIX.5.2. Schematic diagram of the lead-in end lightning
protection for a recei-.ng antenna.

A - feeder to antenna; B - window glass; C - discharger;
D - choke; E- to receiver.
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Figure XIX.5.3. Variant schematic diagram of air feeder changL~ver -

switch.

1 - four-wide feeder; 2 - resistor; 3 - constant capaci-
tance condenser C _ 2000 cm; 4 - 11F choke; 5 - two-wire
cord; 6 - wall plug with spring prongs; 7 - telephone
jacks; 8 - two-wire telephone plug; 9 - cord, two-wire,
telephone; 10 - telephone plug jack, two-wire; 11 -

pushbutton, six-spring, with index; 12 - key, three-
way, 12-spring; 13 - galvanometer, double scale;
14 - galvanometer potentiometer; 15 - constant capa-
citance C k 10,000 cm; 16 - pushbutton, four-spring.
A - zero set; B - to antenna; C - to receiver; D -

I conductor-ground; E - I conductor-Il conductor;
F - II conductor-ground; G - check of cords.

Figure XIX.5.3 shows a variant in the schematic arrangement of the switch

for aerial feeders with auxiliary devices for measuring terminating resistances

and insulation. The feeders from the receivers are led to a system of tele-

phone jacks, I-I, and the feeders from the antenna lead-ins a-e led to a

system of telephone jacks, XI-II.
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System II-II has three pairs of jacks for each antenna, the purpose of

which is to make it possible To connect two, or threb, receivers to one

antenna.

Switching is done by two-wire cords terminating in two-pronged plugs.

The characteristic impedance of the cords is selected close to that of

the four-wire feeder. A pair of HF chokes, 4, are connected to the jack

for each antenna. The other ends of the chokes are wired to the telephone

jack system, IV-IV. When the jack is not in use the other ends of the chokes

are grounded and serve to leak static charges that buil'd up on the antenna

to grot'nd. In order to avoid a substantial reaction of the chokes, 4, on

the feeder, their impedance must be considerably greater than the characteristic

impedance of the feeder. #XIX.8. contains data on these chokes.

Any antenna can be connected through telephone jacks, IV-IV, by cord 9

to the ohmmeter installed on the changeover switch. When plug 8 is inserted

ini auy of the jacks in IV, tho chokos connectod to the Jack are disconnected

from ground. The chokes now decouple the HF channel from the ohmmeter circuit.

The ohmmeter consists of a galvanometer, 13, muiltiplier RI, and batteries.

The current in the ohmreter circuit flows through a six-spring pushbutton,

11, and a three-way, 12-spring key, 12. The position of right pushbutton 11

and key 12 shown in Figure XIX.5.3 is that when galvanometer 13 is operating

in the circuit for measuring small resistances (ohmmeter circuit).

A high-voltage battery, cut in by pressing the right pushbutton, 11, is

-.. ed to measure the insulation. Key 12 is set in the center position shown

in Figure X:X.5.3 to measure leakagp between conductors.

To measure leakage of conductors to ground, key 12 is set as shown

in Figure XIX.5.3; I conductor-ground, or II conductor-ground. Each of these

positions corresponds to a measurement of leakage to ground from one of the

antenna conductors. Shunt %.sistance 14 is used to zero the galvanometer.

TG set zero the internal circuit of the galvanometer is~horted by pressing

left pushbutton 11.

Four-spr'ng pushbutton 16 is used to check the chang-over switch cords.

One end of the cord is inserted in jack V of the ohmmeter circuit, the other

end in jack VI.

When pushbutton 16 is piessed the conductors at the other end of the

cord are opened and the insulation between the conductors is checked by the

ohmmeter. When pushbutton 16 is released the conductors at the end of the

cord are shorted anu the ohmmeter now checks for continuity, or poor contacts

in the cord.

Intra-stat'.,'n four-wire feeders running from the changeover switch to

the antenna lead inz, or to the receiver, are usually made of 0.5 mm dia'-

meter wire. Correspondingly, the distance between wires is rviuced to
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1.2 cm. Reducing the distance between wires of four-wire feeders makes it

possible to bring the feeders within a few centimeters of each other with-

out danger of marked mutual effect between them.

Aerial lead-ins and intra-station switching are inconvenient because

they encumber and spoil the overall appearance of the equipment room. More-

over, the two-wire cords used to switch antennas in the case of open,

intra-station runs, upset somewhat the match between feeders and receivers.

So, in recent years, the intra-station switching and lead-ins are

made with two-conductor double-ended cables, or HF coaxial cable.

In the latter case a special transformer is required to make the tran-

sition from the double-ended four-conductor feeder to the single-ended

coaxial cable. The transformer must provide for transition to the coaxial

cable without upsetting the balance of the four-conductor feeder, as well

as provide a good match of characteristic impedance of the four-conductor

feeder with the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable converted

through the transformer. And, at the same time, syrTmetry and the match of

* the characteristic impedances, must be ensured over the entire operating

band.

A- ~H TEHHbI A
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jp D
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SFigure XIX.5.4. Low capacity antenna changeovzr switch made of
double-ended shielded lines.

A - antennas; B - receivers; C - schematic diagram;
D - antennas; E - receivers; F - jumper; G -two-
wire plug.
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When a coaxial cable is used the switching is donie by either flexil e

coaxial shielded sections of cable, or by a stacked changeover switch

arrangement. The latter has preferential distribution. Figure XIX.5.4

shows the external view and the schematic of a low-capacity antenna change-

over switch of double-ended shielded lines.

Devices providing protection against lightning are installed in the

circuit of an aerial four-conductor feeder. There is no way to install

clils to leak off static charges.

#XIX.6. Transformer for the Transition from a Four-Wire Feeder
to a Coaxial Cable

(a) Transformer schematic

Described here is the transformer developed by V. D. Kuznetsov,

and analyzed by V. D. Kuznetsov and L. S. Tartakovskiy. The schematic of

the transformer is shown in Figure XIX.6.1.

' . . C,• . V

Figure XIX.6.1. Schematic diagram of a transformer for the
transition from four-wire feeder A to coaxial cable B.

The transformer will function over a wide range of frequencies only

when there is strong (close to unity) inductive coupling between coils L1
and L . However, in such case there is also an increase in the capacitive

l3 coupling between the coils, and this leads to the establishment of a single-

I cycle Y-ve from the open four-wire feeder in the coaxial cable. In order to

avoid this, coil L1 , as shown in Figure XIX.6.1, is made in two sections, wound

alternately, with the center point grounded (one of the coil sections is

shown by a dotted line). In this case the single-cycle wave travels

through two identical halves of coil L , which are strongly coupleC to each

other and wound in opposite directions. The toral inductance of co:l L is

the:efore negligibly small for the single-cycle wave. Correspondingly,

for ahe single-cycle wave on coil L there is established a voltage node

and the distributed shunt capacitances Cn between coils L1 and L have very

little effect on circuit operation.

Thus, it is possible to create a strong inductive coupling between

coils L1 and L 3 without causing any great coupling between them through

capacitance C for a single-cycle wave. Practically speaking, coil L can

be wound directly on coil L .
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(b) Analysis of transformer operation

We have shown the transformer circuitry, consisting of the two

halves shown in Figure XIX.6.2, for purposes of convenience.

Gd
X#TrTX1

Figure XIX.6.2. Equivalent transformer circuit.

Let the impedance at terminals ac equal Z, - R, + iXl, and the impedance

at terminals bd equal Z2 = R2 + iX2.
The optimuu output of energy from the primary circuit to the secondary

circuit occurs when

R1 = R2 , (xrx.6.i)

+, + o. (Xlx.6.2)

Analysis reveals that the equality at (XIX.6.1) can be satisfied when

the following relationships are observed
SL__%~, =L3K__• -Ct• Ws& M,

L, L, C& W, (xix.6.3)
where

K is the coupling factor between coils L1 and L

M is the resistance transformation ratio.

It is impossible to observe the equality at (XIX.6.2) over the entire

operating band. As a practical matter, all that can be discussed is the

creation of a regime in which the magnitude X X+ has minimum values in
1 X2

the operating wave band. As a result of the analysis of the transformer

circuit it was made clear that the minimum value of X + X is obtained in
1 X2

the case of equality between the resonant frequencies of circuits L C and

L2C2 and the resonant frequency of the circuit formed from the stray in-

ductance of coil L-3 , equal to L (1 - K), and capacitance C 3
Thus, the following relationship snould be realized

__ o __. (xxx.6.4)

Hereafter we will call w the transformer's natural frequency, and,

correspondingly, X0 2T.3iO°/uOb the transformer's natural wave.

SJLet us introduce the designations

U p~ 0 L 1 ~-~-~1/~Y to describe the input~ circuit,H"w _1 I/__
%Oda=

i-7
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MI

:P p2 cooL 2 =I-r LI ~to descrioe the output circuit.

I 1 From formula (XIX.6.3) it follows that

Wl w 2/ . (xIX.6.5)

Let us designate W -/Pl W2 /•p2 in terms of b.

* ! iFr, formulas (XIX,6.3) and (XIX.6.5), it follows that

iM ii V =PJ (XIX.6.6)

Upon observance of the equalities at (XIX.6.3) and (XIX.6.4), the follow-

ing expressions for R R, R 2 and X=X1 + X2 are obtained

A R =(X.6.7)

where / (I + 6' A') bW' 4!• I ' where
SA is the generalized detuning, equal to

A ~

Let us designate by P the power fed to the coaxial cable, given the
max

condition of an ideal match between primary and secondary circuits, that

is, given observance of the equalities at (XIX.6.l) and (XIX.6.2). The ratio

of the power delivered when the match to the maximum power is not ideal,

something not difficult to prove, equaAs

P RXIX.6.9

max + --

In the case nf equality of the pure rest stances of the primary and

secondary circuits (R, R2 = R)

•..•n 4--- (XIX.6.10)
'• __• mwax '+ '

where X X1 + X2-
Substituting the values for X and R from formulas (XIX.6,7) and (XIX.6.8)

in formula (XIX.6.lO), we can determine the change in the P/P ratio in

-n "�the band.

Knowing P/P it is not difficult to determine the traveling wavs

ratio on a four-wire feeder. In fact, if the losses in the transformer are

ignored, the P/P, ratio, computed through frmuia (X•X.6.lCI), will, at t"e
max

Ki
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same time, characterize the energy output from the four-wire feeder to

S2 the transformer,

Pf/Pf max,i where

P is the optimum energy output from the four-wire feeder to the
f max

transformer; that is, the output when the traveling wave ratio,

k, equals unity;

Pf is the output energy for a real value of k.

As is known, the dependence between the traveling wave ratio on the

feeder and the output energy in the resistance of the feeder load (in this

case a transformer and the coaxial cable connected to it) can be expressed

by the formula

P/Pf = 4k/(l+k)2  (XIX6.11)

Equating the right sides o2 equations (XIX.6.10) and (XIX.6.11) to each

othar, wu abtiilW

4 4k £

4 + (xIx.6.12)

From formula (XIX.6.12) we obtain

+ as.f o. + (XIX.E-i3)

where

a X/R. (XIX.6.14)

Figure XIXo6*3 shows the curve s for k f() and a f f2 (), plotted with

a logarithmic scale on the axis of abscissas. The k values, computed through

formula (XIX.6o13) equate to the case when the traveling wave mode is present

on the coaxial cable, so its input resistance equals W2.

.Oh8I "

I 1

A0 A, * g

AA

Figure XIX.6.3. Transformer curves made using the schematic
diagram in Figure XIX.6.1.

A - minimum; B - maximum.

lot= -



A lIf the traveling wave ratio on th coaxial cable has some value kf, the 4W

Iftetraveling wave ratio on the' foo-wieaede cable changsoe valuee kf the

*f

traveling wave ratio computed, through formula (XIX.613).

'he k - fl(k) and a = f 2 (X) curves are symmetrical with respect to the

transformerts natural wave, Xo. It therefore follows that when designing

the transformer its natural wave, equal to

IXO1m O . x"

where

.min and Xrax are minimum and maxiw~m waves in the specified operating

'"band for the transformer,

must be assumed.

It is also desirable to select transformer parameters such that on the

Xmin and Xmax waves the traveling wave ratio is that of waves X1 and X

(fig. XIX.6.3), because in this case the greatest values of k in the

specified operating range will be obtained. This condition must be satis-

fied in order that the absolute values of a be the same on the X.n Xji XI,

and X waves.Max
By utilizing formula (XIX.6.13), and assigning the minimum permissible

value to k in the operating band, we can select the data for the transformer. •

As a matter of fact, by assigning the minimum permissible value to the travel-

ing wave ratio, ki we can establish the maximum value for a corresponding

to it, and we can designate that value as a It therefore follows from
max

formula (XIX.6.13) tbat

aa 1-k/

The dependence between transformer data and the magnitude of a can be

established through formulas (XIX.6.7), (XiX.6.8) and (XIX6.14). Sub-

stituting the values for R and X = X + X from formulas (XIX.6.7) and

U(X16.8) in the expression for a, we obtain

a pA--qA3. (XIX.6.15)

where
C

p= b (xIx.6.16)

m q . bc,

-- (XIX.6.17)
K = (xix.6.l8)

Note that the coefficients p and q do not depend on the wavelength.
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Let us designate the valuo of A when X ) X1 by A1, and the value ýjf A

when k '=max by mrax.

•A can be established from the condition that

da/dX 0 0. (XIX.6.19)

From this condition we find

A,= . . (xIx.6.20)

* Taking X4•0 ) n we obtain

* m max 0 w

max X0  Xmax

"where
F = X .X is thr, operating band overlap.

Taking formulas (XIX.6.20) and (XIX.6.15) into consideratio'n, we obtain

the following equations

a (xIx.6.21)
SqA~ max

Ptlmax q max -a max. (xTx.6.aa)

Solving equations (XIX.6.21) and (XIX.6.22) for p and q, we obtain

3 aaxp , (xIx.6.23)
max

q 3max (xix.6.24)

max

Moreover, from furmulas (XIX.6.o6) through (Xix.6.18) we can find

(xIx.6.25)

where

Arch•( I +

(XlX.6.27)
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"* - (c) Example of transformer calculation

Magnitudes spsci:tied are as follows.

Transformer operating band:

X =mi 4 Xmax -70 a.

Characteristic impedance:

W -208 ohms, W, -70 ohms.

The rainimum permissible value of the traveling wave ratio on the four-

wire feeder is
k. 0.88.
main

Transformer parameters are:

(1) operating band overlap

F = X a/Xmi = 70/14=5;

(2) maximum value of the generalized detuning of the circuits

~max )(TV+=V-1,/~= 1,789.

(3) maximum absolute value of the megnitude a

ax=1-k . /k .1-0.88/1,88 - 0.128;
ma mxiry min

(4) the coefficients p and q are

p = 3amax/A max 3.0.128/1-789 -0.215

q = 4a_ 'm ax_ = 4-0.128/1.7893 - 0.0895;
max

(5) the magnitude b is

I - - 8. + ,-482,6,
from whence p U 6.84, and

~ / y\ 0128/ 6,8
(0. l0+Ch-L) -. 1 l),5ch -I0.394.

(6) the coefficient of coupling between coils L1 and L3 is

J q 0.0895C=b 0-,-394 -0.22V,

--. r___ ,-C, -0,903.

(7) the resistance transformation ratio is
• . ',.,70

M • °

S2W..
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(8) characteristics of the transformer circuits are

P1 - Wl/b 208/0.394 - 525 ohms, p•=p 1M - 525"0.337 - 177.5 ohms;

(9) the natural wave and the transformer's natural frequency are

XOUVX.inXma. yl4.7 - 31.3 meters,

w0 - 2'3.143-i0 8  - 1884lO 6/31.3 %60106 I/seconds.

The elements of the transformer's circuits are

-L = P1.1066l /w 52510 6/60-106 - 8.75 microhenries;

/ 1 0 O P1  2.c112/60.10 6 
.525 - 31.8 picofarads;

L2 - LIM - 8.75'0.337 - 2.94 microhenries;

C2 - Cl/M - 31.8/0.337 - 94.2 picofarads;

2 1
L3 -LJK 2 V 2.94/0.9032 = 3.62 microhenries;

C3
iE L'•5" K /1-K•' = 94'.'0"90"3 /".0"90"3 = 414 picof'arad..

•~~~~3N NI"f'- IIiI,,,,,
I- GA,

94II

o 15 470 45 60 75 ANIFigure XIX,6.4. Dependence of the traveling wave ratio, k, on a four-
wire feeder connected to a coaxial cable through the
transformer made in accordance with the schematic
diagram in Figure XIX.6.l. on the wavelength.

$ E -experimental curve; P - design curve.

0 • 0 '3 0 75 SOA5

Figure XXX.6.5. Experimental transformer efficiency curve for the
transforrer made in accordance with the schematic4 diagram in Figure XIX.6.1l

Figures XIX.6.4 and XIX.6.5 show the results of an experimental irvesti-
gation of one model transformer. The experimental values of k (f..g. X.X.6.4)

TO are somewhat less than the designed values, explai•ned by the losses and strayj lcapacitances that were not taken into consideration in the computatione.

_ ___,I

3i
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#XIX.7. Multiple Use of Antennas and Feeders

(a) Operation of two transmitters on one antenna

Operating conditions in modern radio transmitting centers are such

that all too frequently the development of radio communications is limited

by the limitations of the antenna field territory. Under these conditions,,

one of the methods whereby area can be saved is to use one antenna for operating

two transmitters. Economic considerations can also cause this step to be

taker,. Figure XIX.7.1 shows the schematic of the operation of two trans-

mitters on one antenna when each of the transmitters has one operating wave

Q.I and X 2).

The principal element in the circuit is the combination stub suggested

-y S. I. Hadenenko. The stub is short-circuited at both ends of a two-wire

line connected to the feeder (fig. XIX.7.2). Total stub length equals an*1 integer of the half-waves for one of the transmitters. Let us designate

this transmitter's wave X The stub is connected to the feeder in such a

way that the length of one of its sectiono equals half t'e operating wave of

the second transmitter (x2).

aA

_A'

Kne ekw~my I nepeaam'wcrn
A B At

Figure XIX.7.I. Schematic diagram of the operation of two tranis-
mitters on one antenna with one operating wave at
each transmitter,
A - antenna; B - to transmitter.

1.j

SFigure XIX-7.2. Combination stub for the schematic diagram in
Figure XIX.7.l.

b - point of connection of combination stub to
supply feeder.

Under these conditions the stub is an infinitely high resistance on

wave X and a short circuit on wave 2 if attenuation is neglected.

The circuit in Figure XIX.7.1 functico., av follows.
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When transmitter 1 is operating on wa.ve X stub abc, with length

n X /2, has high resistance and passes this wave, with no marked effect on

it. Segment Im of stub ktm, the length of which equals Xl/2, shorts the

feeder to the second transmitter. Since stub ktm is cut in at distance /4

from the branch point 0, wave X1 reaches the antenna without having been

reflected at this point. When transmitter 2 is operating on wave A2' the

picture is similar because the length of stub ktm equals n 2, and the

segment ab, of length XJ2 of stub abc is connecte4 at distance X/4 from

branch point 0. Thus, simultaneous operation of two transmitters on one

antenna can be 'had without substantial mutual effect between them.

The impedance of combination stub abc on wave equals

Z 2 - sin'al,,' (XIX.7.1)
gstub R'1

where

W is the characteristic impedance of the stub;
is the resistance per unit length of the stub;

t is the total length of the stub;

tI is the length of any of the compopent segments of L\ combination

stub.

A similar expression can be obtained for stub ktm when operating on
•Wave .

The less the difference bctween the lengths of waves X and X the
.2

smaller the factor sin at,, and, consequently, the less Ztb.

Since W > R1 1, the impedance of the stub on wave X, is obtained as many

times that of the characteristic impedance, "ven when the difference between

) 1 and X2 is small. Practically speaking, it is sufficiert if the lengths
1.- -.

of ;raves and diffek from bach other'by8 to 10%. If special, large

diameter conC.ictors with small losses are used, the system can be tuned,

even when the difference in the lengths of waves X I-nd X2 is equal to 5%

and less.

Figure XIX.7.3 shows the schematic diagram 6f the operation of two

transmitters with two opwerating waves on one antenna. The basic element

in the circuit is th-' combination stub shown in Figure XIX.7.4.

As will be seen, an additional stub has been connected to the combination

stub abc, of length n •1/2 3howm in Figure XIX.7.4, at distance X/ from
point c. When attenuation is low this stub has no effect on the mode of

operation on waves XI and X2; that is, the impedance of stub %bc does not

change on thege waves at point b. If attenuation is not taken into con-

sideration, it is possible, by selecting the length of the additional stub des

to obtain an impedance of the combination stub at point b equal to infinity

on wave Actually, if the constant reactance is connected in parallel
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Figure XIXý7.3. Schematic diagraw of the operation of two trans-
mitters on one antenna with two operating waves at
each transmitter.

A - antenna; B - to transmitter 1 on operating waves
X, and 3; C - to transmitter 2 en cperating waves
A2 and X.

al d IC

,>,

Figure XIX.7.4. Combination stub for the schematic diagram in
Figure XIX.7.3.

with the reactance, the magnitude of which can be changed from minus infinity

to plus infinity, the total impedance of this combination will change within

any limits, and can, in particular, take a value equal to infinity. The

length of the additional stub, de, needed. for so doing can be established by

computation. The impedance of the sectior. of line ab at point b on wave

X3 equals

"-Z = i W tg [ (ab)]. (xlx.7,2)

In order for the impedance of the combination stub at poir'£ b on wave

to be equal to infinity, it is necessary for the impedance of section bd
x3

at point b equal Z... The impedance *i stub bd at point b equals

Cos L- (&d + _" sin Lrx, Jb

C(L-X.74)

Y. 1. 11
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where

S2 is the input impedance of the two parallel connected stubs, de and

do. It cart be established through formula (XIX.7.3) as

C0 .IIr II• Sin..... .. .

1USC., (wd I a[L4 [ ml (bX4]

The impedance of the segment of line dc equals

The neeaed impedance Z of the section de, and consequently, its

length, can be established from the relationship

Z2 =Z'Z (XIX.7.6)Za +Z4

from whence

Z-- zs (XIX.7.7)

Let us now turn our attention to Figure XIX.7.3. Transmitter 1 is

operating on waves •i and X 3 while transmitter 2 is operating on waves

X2 and 4 . The circuit functions as follows.

Combination stub Al is taken with length n X /2, and is connected to

he feeder for transmitter 1 at distance X /4 from the branch point. The
2

position of bridge st on the additional stub is selected such that wave X
:3

is passed freely by stub A\I" The length of combination stub A3 equals

n X /Z. it is connected to the feeder at a distance from stub A such3 1 ,
that on wave X the impedance of the fee~er for transmitter 1 equals infinity i

at the branch point. This can obviously be achieved bezause on wave X

combination stub A1 has a finite impedance, while the impedance of the section

of the feeder 1-3 on wave X at point 1 can be that der;,red by selecting4]
the length of 1-3. The position of bridge mI is selected such that it provides

for free passige of wave through the combination stub A3
Stubs A2 and A are set up in precisely this way. The length cf stub

A2 is talken equal to n X2/2, while the pos tion of bridge m. is selected

such that wave X is passed freely by the btub. The length of stub A is

selected equal to n X/2, and the position of bridge m2 is selected to wave

X2 passes freely.
Thus, when transmitter 1 is operating on wave X or X stubs A, and

A3 have a high impedance and pass these waves freely, while stubs A2 and A4

short-circuit the feeder to transmitter 2 and provide adequately high impedance

of this feeder at the branch point.
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When transmitter 2 is operating on wa'es X or X the picture is reversed,

and now stubs A2 and A. pass these waves while stubs A, and A3 short the

feeder to transmitter 1 and provide a sufficiently high impedance of this

feeder at the branch point.

Consideration of the losses in the stubs imposes definite conditions on

the relationships existing between wavelengths X1 , X2 , X3, X., which car, be

developed in each concrete case by introducing the attenuation factor in

fonaulas (XIX.7.2) through (XIXo7.7).

An experimental setting of the poeitions occupied by the bridges of

stubs A1 , A2 , A3, and A. can be made by using an ammeter inserted in the

34Icombination stub near the point where it is connected to the feeder. By

moving bridge m, one findts the position of minituu- reading for the correspond-

ing wave on the ammeter.

The points at which stubs A and A are connected can be established

experimentally in this same way. And the effort is made to obtaia a current

minimum for the feeder for transmitter I when operating on transmitter 2

waves, and a current minimuz for the feeder for transmitter 2 when operating

j on transmitter 1 waves.

What should ne borne in mind i,ý that when two transmitters are working

on one antenna at the same time the maximum amplitude of field intensity

produced at some point on the antenna is equal to the arithmetical sum of ]
the amplitudes of the field intensities produced at this point by each of the

transmitters.

(b) Use of one antenna for operations in two directions

The combination stub shown in Figure XIX.7o3 can be used for the

simultaneous operation of two transm tt .rs cn one antenna in different

directions.

Figure XIX.,75 is an example of a circuit for using a rhombic antenna

for simultaneous operation in two directions.

When transmitter 1 is operating on waves and X combination stubs A

and D pass these waves, but stubs B and C form a short circuit. When

transmitter 2 is operating on waves X2 and X4 on the other hand, stubs B

and C pass these waves, while stubs A and D make the short circuit.

Rhombic antennas are often used for operations at different times in

two opposite directions. In such case resort is usually had to switching,

as shown schematically in figures XIXo7°6 and XIXo7T7.

Rotating the direction of maximum radiation 1800 is readily accomplished
with the SG and MGD antennas by cormeeting the supply/ feeler to the reflector,

and connecting the elements for tuning the reflector to the antenna.

_ _as_ _
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Figure XIX.7.5. Schematic diagram of the use of a rhombie antenna for
simultaneous operation in Two directions.

A - iron dissipation line; B - dir-ction'of radiation
from transmitter 1; C - group C; D - direction of
radiation from transmitter 2; E - group D; F - group A;
G - group B; H - to transmitter I (working waves X1 and
X3 I - to transmitter 2 (working waves X2 and X4"

Hanpc5,atHuo8 011UPao MnpafstoLe-

Figure XIX.7.6. Schematic diagram of the use of a rhombic antenna for
operating in two directions at difý,,rent times.
A - direction B; B dissipation line; C - direction A;

D - to transmitter.

Figure XIX.7.7. Schematic diagram of switching for Figure XIX.7.6.

A - jumpers; I - position of jumpers when operating
in direction B; II - position of jumpers when operating
in direction A.

(c) Use of one feeder for operation on two antennas

In some cases the use of one feeder for operation on two antennas

is of interest. We will limit ourselves here to mention of the simplest

circuit used when eachL antenna is operating on one fixed wave.

Tha circuit is shown in Figure XIX.7.8. Combination stub A1 , 'escribed

above, is selected with length n X1/2 (n is an integer), and is suspended on

"he feeder to antenna 1 at distance X4 from the branch point. Combination

=I', MUN
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stbA2 is taken wihlength n 2and issuspended onthe fuedez- to antenna2

at distance A from the branch point. When operation is on wave 1 stub A

has extremely high impedance and freely passes this wave, while stub A2.

because one of its segments has length X1/2, shorts the feeder to antenna 2,

and, at the same time, gives this feeder extremely high impedance at branch

points. The picture is the reverse when operation is on wave X2. Thus,

when operation of the transmitter is on wave A1 antenna 1 is excited, and

when the transmitter is operating on wave X2 antenna 2 is excited.

RoMeH~ B K'cflmeirNeZ

°4

Figure XIXo7.8. Schematic diagram of the operation of one feeder
for two antennas.

A - to antenna 1; B - to antenna 2; C - to transmitter.

(d) Parallel operation of receivers on one antenna

Wideband antenna amplifiers (ShAU) are usually used for multiple

use of receiving antennas. The use of an amplifier makes it possible to

connect a great many receivers in parallel to one antenna through decoupling

resistors, thanks to which the mutual effect of the input circuits of the
receivers is minimum. I

' However, there are still individual cases when parallel epeuation of

several receivers on one antenna is done without the amplifiers. It must be

remembered that the use of antenna amplifiers results in some deterioration I
in the receiving channel. As a matter of fact, even the best quality ampli-

fiers will develop combination frequen.ies, as well as the phenomenon known

as cross modulation. We must point out that the latter can have a substantial

effect only it special cases when the receiving antenna is within the field

produced by powerful shortwave transmitters.

The development of combination frequencies and the possibility of the

development of cross modulation results in a reduction in reception noise

stability. In no case can what has been pointed out be the basis for refusing

to use antenna amplifiers, but is, nevertheless, the basis for the appearance

of a definite interest in the parallel operation of receivers without ampli-

fiers, because in individual cases this type of operation can prove to be

desirable. In what follows we have presented an aralysis of parallel opera-

tion of receivers without amplifiers taken from the writings of A. A. Pistol'kors.

This analysis has in mind receivers in which the inputs are in the form of

__ _ _ __ _- -_. . --. I -



oscillating circuits, inductively coýlpled to the feeder running to the 3,hange-
over swit',%ch. Circuit parameters and coupling factors are selected such that

when the receiver is tuned to the incoming wave its input resistance will be
equal to the characteristic impedance of the feeder. Xn the case of complete I.
match between characteristic impedance and antenna impedance, the power prn--

duced at the receiver input will equal

P1 - e2/4•1, (XIX.7.8)

where

e is the effective value of the antenna emf equated to the receiver

input;

W is the characteristic impedance of the feeder.

Let there now be a second receiver, for operation qn another wave

(fig. XIX.7.9a), which we will connect in parallel to the receiver we have

tuned as discussed.

In the general case, the input resistance of the second receiver on the

operating wave of the first receiver is complex. Let us designate this
resistance, recomputed for the points at which the feeders branch, by
Z1 = R I + iX I Thtu power separable at the input to the first receiver is

reduced, the result of the effect caused by the secend receiver, Using the

D equivalent circuit for the parallel connection of the two receivers (fig.
XIX.7.9b), we can find the following expression for the reduced poweir

( I =W . (Xzx.7.9)
(WI + 2W•R) + (2WX 1)3

Then the relationship is

p, 4112 (4' + xXI) 
-10

P (W3+ 2WR1)+ (2WX(xlx..o)

Designating p = RI/W and q X1/W, we obtain

P2_.. = S + 92P, (0.5+ p)% +4_ ' (XIX_ _)

A npu•mnuml

-~1 (a)L
B nnpUd&4HUI(Z

Z," R,# WX,

(b)

Figure XIX.7.9. (a) Analysis of the parallel operation of receivers;
(b) equivalent circuit showing the operation of two
receivers on one antenna. A - receiver 1; B - receiver 2.

* 4 - ' - - - - - - - 4 - o . 4 -
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Let us consider the two extreme cases, when (I) q < p and (2) q • p. k
The first case will obviously occur when the receivers are operating on the

same, or extremely close, frequencies. We can then put p - 1, and the reduction

in power at the input of the receivers will equal P/P 1 = .045. When three

receivers are connected in parallel p = 0.5, and then PP 1 = 0o.25ý We can

similarly compute the reduction in power for any number of receivers operating

in parallel.

The second case takes place during the operation of receivers on different

frequencies when the input resistance of the second receiver on the operating

wave of the first receiver can be taken as purely reactive. This case of

parallel operation of receivers is the one prevailing in practice. Depending

on the relationship of the frequencies and the lengths of the feeders con-

necting the receivers to the changeover switch, reactance X1 1 and consequently

q = XI/W, can take every possible value. The magnitude of P/P 1 will, at

tha same time, change from 0 to 1.
The input resistance of the interference receiver, when there is a

considerable detuning of the receivers, can be established by the impedance

of coupling coil L. Designating the length of line equivalent to this coil

by seq' we receive the following equation for qb eq, ,

q tan [ty(t+ie), (XIX.7.12)
eq

where

I is established from the expressioneq

tan at e /W (XIx.7.13)

So, knowing the inductance of thp coupling coil for the interference

receiver, the length of the connection feeder, and the wavelength on which

the receiver is operating, we can, through formulas (XIX.7.11) through

(XIX.7.13) establish the reduction in power at the receiver input.

The task of establishing the mutual effect of the receiver inputs can

be simplified considerably if A.t is assumed that the feeders running from

the receivers to the changeover switch have the same lengths, and that the

in• ctances of the receiver coupling coils are equal to each other. In this

case the reduction in power car. be establishud through the formula

,- - (XX.7.l4)
P, O,25(i-1)%+q 1

where V

q is established through formula (XIX.7.12);

n is the number of receivers connected in parallel.
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-The dependence of reduction in power on the ratio t-t A /k for a series

of values of n is shown in Figure XIX.7.10.

0.. -,..
|;

O0 , o - O, eJfl

0 - 4z V2 4 44-

Figure XIX.7.l10 Dependence of reduction in power on the
t+t eq/A ratio.

The curves shown provide a means for finding that oand of waves in which

parallel operation of the receivers is possible.

7)D Let us consider an example. Let the length, t, of a feeder connecting

a receiver to a changeover switch equal 5 meters. We will assume the in-

ductance of each of the coupling coils at the receiver inputs equals 2 micro-

henries. Using formula (XIX.7.13), we can establish the fact that the length,

Ieq will remain approximately the same on all waves in the shortwave band

and will equal - 2.5 meters.

On waves satisfying the ratio I+e /X = n/4, where n = , 3, 5, .o.-
4 eq

the mutual effect will be least. 'n the case specified this ratio can be

satisfied on a wave equal to 30 meters.

Let the reduction in power be to the magnitude P. - 0.25 P,, which is

acceptable. Then the band of waves within the limits of which it will be

possible to have parallel operation of the receivers will equal

when n = 2 X = 167 to 16.5 meters;

when n = 3 X z 94 to 18.0 meters;

when n = 4 X = 65 to 19.5 meters;

when n = 5 X = 55.5 to 20.5 meters;

when n = 6 X = 48o5 to 21.8 meters.

Thus, when the number of receivers connected in parallel is increased,

the band o• waves within the limits of which these receivers can operate

is reducrd.. Practically speaking, it can be taken that the use of one

receiving antenna for the parallel operation of three or four receivers is 0

permissible. Any further increase in the number of receivers is not recommended.

--
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Figure XIX.7.11, Schematic diagram of the operation of an antenna
with an amplifier.

A - feeder to antenna; B - multiple-tuned amplifier;
C - feeders to receivers.

If the need to use one antenna for a greater number of receivers is an

urgent one, the multiple-tuned antenna amplifier should be used. The

schematic of the operation of an antenna with an amplifier is shown in

Figure XIX.7.11. As'will be seen, the emf is fed from the antenna to the

amplifier. The receivers are connected to the amplifier through decoupling

resistors. The power amplification provided by the amplifier should cover

the losses due to the branching of the energy over n channels (n is the

number of receivers), as well as the losses in the decoupling resistors. •

The amplfifiers usually amplify a signal by 20 to 30 db. The number

of parallel connected receivers can be increased to 10 to 20. The decoupling

resistors, and the number of parallel connected receivers, can be selected

factor for the amplifier, and the losses associated with the parallel opera-

tion of the receivers, taken into consideration. At the zame time, there

is no reduction in receiver sensitivity, practically speaking, because the

receivers are working in parallel. The match between the input resistance

of the amplifier and the feeder should be a good one. In the properly

designed amplifier the reflection factor for the input will not be in excess
of 0.15 (k 0.73).

1 B
D Rnop•, UeMMWSn.•

* , •ua~ B

Figuri XIX.7.12. Schematic diagram of the use of a rhombic antenna
for operating in two opposite directions.

A - to receiver receiving from direction rl; B - to
receiver receiving from direction r 2 ; C - decoupling
resistors; D - ShAU (wldeband antenna amplifier).
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A good match between amplifier inrat and feeder is particularly important

when the amplifier is used with rhombic -tnnas or traveling wave antennas

for simultaneous operation in two opposite directions (fig. XIX.7.12).

The input of the ShAU-2 amplifier is the terminating resistance for

receivers used in direction r1, while 'the input of the ShAU-l amplifier '

is the terminating resistance for receivers used in direction r2. A poor

match between amplifier input and feeder will result in amplification of

noise reception from the rAý.r half-space.

#XIX.8. Lightning Protection for Antennas

Lightning protection for transmitting antennas is provided by grounding

the antenna, or the feeder. A point with zero potential is chosen for

grounding in order to avoid the effect of grounding on the operating mode of

the antenna installation. This point is the mid-point of the bridge in the

stubs for tuning the reflector and the feeder (fig. XIX.8.l) in all tuned

antennas.

In those cases when operation occurs on a fixed wave, a two-wire closed-

end line X/4 long, the center point of the bridge of which is grounded, can

be used to ground any antenna.

The ends of the dissipation line (fig. XIX.8.2) can be grounded in
rhombic antennas.

A Kpequ1emmOpy B

jaMnOj C OCPft4 'affU

It
C B 00&pG

(a) (b) -

Figure XIX.8.1. Schematic diagram of the grounding of a tuned

antenna. (a) reflector ground; (b) supply feeder
ground.

A - to reflector; B - bridge; C - tuning stub;
D - to antenna; E - stub for tuning feeder.

8 .

Figure XIX.8.2. Schematic diagram of grounding of dissipation
line.

kJ)A -to antenna; B- dissipation line; M -bridge.



The center point of the shunt in shunt dipoles is grounded.

In addition to permanently made grounds, switches, installed in the

feeder lead-ins to the transmitter building, can be used. These switches

disconnect the feeder from the transmitter output and ground the feeder

ien the antenna is not in use.

i Lightning arrestors, installed in the lead-ins of feeders into the re-

- ceiver buildings, or right on the antenna changeover switch panels, are used

with receiving antennas, and these are in addition to the methods already

K. described.

The arrestors are dischargers, one end of which is connected to the

feeder conductcrs, the other end to ground. Chokes, connected in parallel,

are used to leak off the static charges which pile up in the antenna system.

The choke impedance should be 5 to 10 times greater than the feeder's

I characteristic impedance over the entire operating band.

Figure XIX.5.2 shows the schematic of the lightning protection provided

"for a receiving antenna. The data on one variant of the induction coils

is as follows:

number of turns n = 100;

wire diameter d = 0.4 to 0.5 mm;
coil diameter D = 12 mm;

length of coil 60 mm, wound continuously, with copper wire

PEShO, inductance L = 22 microhenries.

The lightning arrestors are gas-filled dischargers, RA-350.

#XIX.9. Exponential Feeder Transformers

There are a number of cases when the input resistance of shortwave

multiple-tuned antennas differs considerably from the characteristic impedance

of the supply feeders. For example, the input resistance of a rhombic

receiving antenna is approximately 700 ohms, whereas the characteristic im-

pedance of the supply feeder for thin antenna is 208 ohms. In such cases,

exponential and step feeder transformers (see Chapter II) are used to match

the antenna with the feeder.

Feeder transformers are also used for matching individual elements

of distribution feeders of complex multiple-tuned antennas% Let us pause

to consider the arrangement of exponential feeder transformers.

Exponential feeder transformers are lines, the characteristic impedance

of which changes in accordance with an exponential law, that, is, in

accordance with the ebZ law (fig. XIX.9.1), where b is a constant (positive,

or negative). Chapter II contains an explanation of the theory of these

* iaes.

The characteristic impedance of a feeder transformer is made equal to

the load resistance at one end, and to the characteristic impedance of the

_____
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Figure XIX.9.1. Principal schematic diagram of an exponential feeder
transformer.

feeder connected to it at the other end. To obtain a good match over a wide

band of waves, the length of the feeder transformer should be at least some

magnitude, •, established through formula (Iio5.5)o

By assigning the necessary values to the reflection factor, p, we can

establish b and t.

Figure XIX.9.2 shows the schematic of a two-wire feeder transformer

with a transformation factor W2 - 700/350 a 2, designated the TF2 700/350.

The limensions shown in Figure XIX.9.2 are in millimeters.

A.-

Figure XIX.9.2. Exponential feeder transformer TF2 700/350.

A ends - to syste.-m with high characteristic impedance;
B ends - to system with low characteristic impedance.

The TF2 700/350 transformer is used to match a single rhombic receiving

antenna with a feeder, and is made of 3 mm diameter copper wire. The trans-
former is positioned verxtically, and is at the same time a downlead. The

distances between the wires, shown in Figure XIX.9.2, are maintained by

spreaders made of insulating material.

Transformer length is established by the height at which the antenna is

suspended. When it is desirable to have the length of the transformer

longer than antenna height it can be located horizontally, in part, on the

feeder supports.

Figure XIX.9.3 shows a four-wire crossed feeder transformer wit'-

transformation ratio of W1/W2 - 340/208 - 1.6, designated the TFAP 314.*'038.

(3 The transformer is usually made of bimetallic wire with diameter

d - 1.5 mm, and designywise is a straight line extension"of the standard

receiving feeder with a charezteristic impedance of 208 ohms.

- -*~ ~ .na -- ~-- --
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- Figure XIX.9.3. (a) Exponential feeder transformer TF4P 34O/2oq.

A ends - to standard four-wire receiver feeder;
1-1 - supply.

----------------------------------•.-•------------•-•------:V----------___________

iIs "

,I 1 N I

. i

I i
' ia aO a t a•a

Figure XIX.9.4. Exponenti"l feeder transformer TF4 300/600.

a-a - metallic jumper; A ends - to system with high
characteristic impedance; B ends - to system with
low characteristic impedance; A - feeder cross
section through M-M.

The length of a feeder transformer is selected according to the maximum
wave in the operating band in accordance with formula (11.5.5). The distances

te between spreaders 1 is selected as 2 to 3 meters. The transformer is
rpositioned ho.-izontally on conventional feeder supports.

The TFAP transformer, in combination with the above-desc.ribed TF2
transformei-, matches the input esistance of a single rhombic receiving
antenna with the characteristic impedance of a standard four-wire receiving
feeder. With some shortening on the high characteristic impedance side it

can a8 so be used to match the input resistance of a twin rhombic receiving
antenna, or of a traveling wave antenna, with the receiving feeder (see

chapters XIII and XIV).

?A
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Figure XIX.9.4 shows a four-wire feeder transformer with a transformation
ratio W/W2 = 300/600, designated the TF4 300/600. The transformer is
positioned horizontally on feeder supports. Each pair of conductors in the
same vertical plane is connected by metal jumpers. The distance between the
two planes formed in this manner is kept constant and equal to 300 to

S4 0 0 n u n .40 mThe TFA 300/600 transformer can be used to match a twin rhombic trars-

Smitting antenna and a multiple-tuned balanced transmitting dipole with a twin-
f conductor feeder (see chapters IX and XIII).

The use of a line with smoothly changing characteristic impedance for
'matching mUltiple-tuned antennas was first suggested and realized by the

author in 1931.
In concluding this section, we should note that the step feeder trans-

fo-mers described in Chapter II are much ,horter than exponential feeder
transformers for a specified band of waves and a specified maximum value
for the reflectior factor.

r•

* I
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Chapter XX

TUNING AND TESTING ANTENNAS

#XX.l. MW.asuring Instruments

(a) Measuring loop

This paragraph will review a measuring instrument widely used in

practice to tune and test shortwave antennas. Primary attention will be

given to a simple instrument made right in the radio centers.
SA so-called measuring loop, a two-conductor line L/4 long (fig. XX.1.l)

short-circuited on one end, is used to measure feeder potentials and voltages.

A high-frequency ammeter is inserted in the short-circuited end of the

loop, and its readings are proportional to the voltage applied to the loop

across points a and b.

a

Figure XX.1.l. Schematic diagram of the connection of a measuring
loop for measuring voltage.

A-A - feeder.

The input resistance of the measuring loop, that is, the resistance at

points ab (see formula 1.12.3), equals

R W2~ /R + 0.5 R , (XX.ll)
ab loop amm loop

where

W is the characteristic impedance of the loop;
loop

R is ammeter resistance,
amm

•. RI°° =1RI111

where

R is the resistance per unit length of the loop;

A is the length of the loop.

The characteristic impedance of the loop is on the order of hundreds

of ohms, while the resistance of the instrument and loop conductors is on

the order of units of ohms. Consequently, the input resistance of the loop

is extremely high (on the order of tens of thuusands of ohms), a condition
necessary in order to measure voltage.iv
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The voltage across the feeders measured by the loop (the difference in

potentials between the feeder wonductors) can be established through the

formula

U = 'Wloop (XX.l.2)

where

I is the current read on the ammeter inserted in the loop.

The loop is connected to the feeder as shown in Figure XX.l.l, in order

to measure the voltage.

The measuring loop can also be used to measure conductor potential.
One terminal of the loop (fig. XX.I.2) is touched to the conductor. The
ammeter reading in this case is proportional to twice the conductor potential
because a potential equal in magnitude, and opposite in sign to the conductor

potential is automatically established at the second terminal of the loop

(terminal b). Thus, the conductor potential can be established through the

formula

V 1/2 IW p* (XXI.OCl3)

Figure XX.I.2. Schematic diagram of the connection of a measuring
loop for measuring conductor potential.

When out of phase and in-phase waves are present on the feeder the
measuring loop can establish the potential of each of these waves, as well ,

as the phase displacement between them. The conductor potential, and the
potential difference between them, is measured for this purpose.

The sought-for potentials can be established through the formulas

V =1/2 1 W (X14out 12 loop'
V. -_

in /-;(1-2+ 12 212) W° (XX.".5)

41,, , )cos?= -- , ]/

12 +/ A-(I + 2IJ (XX.l .6)
where

V is the out of phase wave potential; L
Out

V. is the in-phase wave potential;
in

cp is the phase angle between the out of phase and in-phase waves;
I is the ammeter reading when the loop is connected to conductor 1;

""1i- .
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1 2 is the ammeter reading when the loop is connected to conductor 2;

S12 is the arieter reading when the loop is connected to both AA,

conductor z simultaneously.

If only the out of phase wave is present on the feeder (and this is

customarily what is attempted) all three measurements will be the same, that
.•is, I, = 12 = I12

iS 2  ~ 1 j* 1  12.

The meas'ýring loop used for measurements on transmitting antenna feeders

can be made of copper wire, or of stranded conductors, 2 to 4 mm in diameter.

The distance between the loop conductors is 100 to 400 mm. Spreaders, made

of an insulating material and installed 1 to 2 meters apart, are used to

keep constant the distance between the conductors.

The loop texrinals are in the form of hooks connected to an insulator,

and these are used to connect the loop to the line conductors. The insulator

can be mounted on a wooden holder 1.5 to 3 meters long. The ammeters are

mounted on the wooden holders, or on some other insulating material. One

C P a cn oa •m, o

dFigure XX.i 3 i Variant in the design of a measuring loop.

lA A- hooks; B - insulator; C - insulating spreader;ID - wooden holder; B - holder fo thermocouple ammeter.

H\nI

The measuring loop used for taking measuremnents on receiver feeders and
antennas is also usually made of a two-wire copper or bimetallic conductor

i!• 1.5 nmm in diameter.

:• The distance between conductors is 4 to 5 am. The terminals are four
.hooks. The hooks, located crosswise; are intercnnected. During measure
m ments the hooks arr attached to all four feeder conductors, with the result

•• j that the distance between feeder conductors is retained. A general view of
-. '• |the measuring loop for a four-wire receiving feeder is shown in Figure XX.a.n

(b)' Milliammeter with series-connected capacitances] A thermal milliaameter, or a thermocouple millia---eter, inserted

"between the feeder conductors through a low-capacity condenser (fig. XX.l.5)
can also be used to measure the voltage across feeders. I

Ill
.,• • Bt ,-. - ~ - - - - -- --
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Figure XOC.l.'. Schematic diagram of the connection of a measuring

loop to a four-wire crossed feeder.

Figure XX.l.5. Thermocouple milliammeter with series-connected
capacitances (C ) for measuring the voltage across
a two-conductor feeder, A.

The capacitances of condensers C1 are selected such that the instrument

resistance is much greater than the equivalent resistance of the feeder at
%he measurement site. The maximum equivalent resistance of te feeder is

obtained at a voltage loop, and equals W/k. In practice the capacitance of

condensers C should be on the order of unity, or tenths of a picofarad.

The instrument described can also be used to obtain conductor potential

readings. When potential is measured the instrument is connected to the con-

ductor as shown in Figure XX.1.6. What has to be remembered, however, is

that instrument readings are proportional to the conductor potential being

measured only if its capacitance coupling with the other feeder conductor

can be neglected. FI

0 d

Figure XX.1.6. Schematic diagram of how the petential on a con-
ductor is measured with the meter sketched inFigure XX.1.5. '
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I A

0A

.1 Figuro XZ,1.7,. Tý;rmoccuple milliazmmeter with cat whiskers (C)
"for measvring the difference in potcntials on aor

* io-coui:Wctr feeder, A. B - insulator.

t aIt is convenient to use a milliammeter with series-connected condensers

" to make meaurements in the region of the longest waves in the shortwave

- band, where the use of a measuring loop is inconvenient because of its

extreme length.

A second type of voltage measurement instrument is shown in Figure XXol.o7.

I The coupling with the feeder is through a capacitance between cat whiskers C

I I• and the feeder. conductors A.

(c) The resonant circuit

An instrument consisting of an LC tank and a thermocouple milli-

I'• l ammeter (fig. M.1.8), can be used to measure conductor potentials. A

lead with a hook, used to connect the instrument to the feeder, is connected

to tank output a, through a small capacitance, CI, on the order of a few -..

tenths of a picofarad. The tank output, b, is connected to metal shield A,

to which the tank is connected. Note should be made of the fact that maximum

instrument resistance is obtained when the tank is tuned to resonance with a

rI -i wave somewhat longer than the operating wave.

a b?

I Figure XX.1.8. Measuring circuit with tuned LC circuit for
measuring potentials on conductors.
A- shield; B - holder.

The tank is a step-up current transformer for the current flowing inI the linear chain of the instrument, so low response current measuring devices

can be used.

Instrument readings are proportional to the potential difference estab-

* lished between the points of measurement on conductor and shield.

.93
SI
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The shield is a box measuring about 10 x 15 x 20 cm. The lead connecting

tank, capacitance, C1 , and hook is a part of the shield and is in the form of

a tube about 1 meter long.

(d) Instruments for measuring the current flowing in conductorm

The current flowing in antennas and feeders can be measured by

connecting a thermocouple ammeter in the conductor. This pethod is only

suitable for measuring the current at individual points however, because

the conductors must be cut to insert the meter.

L

Figure XX.l.9. First variant of a circuit for measuring the
current flowing in a conductor.

A wire loop; B hholder.

Figure XX.t.h0o Second variant of a circuit for measuring the
current flowing in a conductor.

A - wire with hooks; B - holder.

Small loops (fig. XX.l.9) are used to measure current distribution on

conductors. The loop is mounted on a holder made of a dielectric and is hung

on the conductor by the hooks connected to it.

A variable condenser can be inserted in the loop circuit to increase

response, and is used to tune. the loop to the operating wave.

Instrument readings are proportional to the current flowing in the con-

ductor over section cld. The length of section dd must be taken as extremely

small compared with the wavelength.

Another circuit used to measure current distribution is shown in

Figure XX.I.IO. In this circuit the milliammiter is connected directly

into the conductor by the cat whisker and hooks. The necessary response "

of the milliammeter can be established through the relationship

I = Z/Z •If WX-1.7) "
COrm corm f

where

If is the current flowing in the conductor;

Zf is the impedance of the conductor over section dd;

Z is the impedance of the milliammeter and the cat whisker connected
corm

to it.
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(e) Electric field intensity indicator
l i ~A special device which measures electric field intensity pear an- ¢

tennas, not only in relative, but in absolute magnitudes as well, is used to

measure electric field intensity when tuning shortwave antennas. It is not

the task of this book to describe this device, but we have included a des-

cription of a simple field intensity indicator in what follows since it is

used in transmitting stations for different types of checks made to deter-

mine if antennas are operating properly.

This electric field intensity indicator usually consists of a balanced

dipole 2 to 3 meters long connected to a tank with a thermocouple and galvano-

meter (fig. XX.l.ll). If greater response is required of the instrument a

detector, or a cathode voltmeter can be used instead of the thermocouple.

-S--"

Figure XX.l.ll. Electrical field intensity indicator.

A - thermocouple.

It is desirable to tune the tank to a wave somewhat different from the

operating wave in order to increase the stability of readings taken by the

portable instrument.

The indicator's dipole is positioned horizontally when measuring the

field strength of horizontal antennas, and is positioned vertically when

measuring the field strength of vertical antennas.

(f) Measurement of the traveling wave ratio

Measurement of the traveling wave ratio, k, on a feeder is made by

one of the voltage indicators described above. The following relationship

is used for the pi.rpose:

A1 k=U /U ,node loop'

where

U node is the voltage measured at a voltage node;

Uloop is the voltage measured at a voltage loop.

If there is a sharply defined standing wave on the feeders, and measure-

ment of the voltages at the node and loop using the same instrument is

difficult, the following relationship can be used to determine k:

sill aZ'

l. (xx..8)

S• . . . . . . . .. .
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where

is U is the voltage measured at distance z from the node.

The traveling wave ratio can also be measured by using the reflectometer

suggested by Pistol'kors and Neyman. The reflectometer operating principle

is explained by the circuitry sketched in Figure XX.l.12. The principal

part of the circuit is'the small piece of line terminated at both ends by

resistances equal to its characteristic impedance. In series with the re-

sistaaces at each end of the line are thermocouple milliammeters, or thermo-

couples with galvanometers. The instrument is set up parallel to the supply

feeder and in direct proximity to it.

A ladaloutamq aaiwa OnVpýC51JC a),cdmc doBH

H fleoe- RW' R*D
C flaujý '1, w zV' y"ell

Figure XX.l.12. Schematic diagram of a' reflectometer for measuring
the traveling wave ratio on a feeder.

A - incident wave; B - reflected wave; C - to
transmitezer; D - to antenna.

Current Ii, read on milliammeter A1 which is connected into the trans-

mitter side, is proportional to the incident wave current on the supply

feeder, while current I2, read on milliammeter A2 connected into the antenna

side, is proportional to the reflected wave (see Appendix 8). When thi mode

on the feeder is that of the traveling wave, current I equals zero.
2

I, = I for the pure standing wave.
1 2

The traveling wave ratio on the feeder is established through the

relationship

k= 1 1P-I

where jpJ=

(g) Power measurement -

Feeder power can be found by measuring the voltage at the node (U node)

and at the loop (U)loop

tf W U node UlooptWf. (xx.fo9)

U and U can be measured by a measuring loop. Feeder power can
4 () asonode loop

also be found by using the instrument developed by B. G. Strausov, and
which is similar to the reflectometer described above. Actually, the readings [
of instrument A (fig. XX.l.12) is proportional to the incident wave current

1•
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flowing in the feeder, while the readings of instrument A2 are proportional

to the reflected wave current flowing in the feeder. JK
Thus, the feeder power can be found through the formula

P 2

where

I and I are the current readings from instruments Ai and A
1 2 2 ± 2'

Al is the incident wave power;

AI2  is the reflected wave power;

A is the proportionality factor, fixed when the measuring device

is calibrated.

(h) Local oscillators

Low power local oscillators (up to 1 or 2 watts) can be used for

receiving antenna excitation during measurements. Local oscillator output

must be balanced if it is connected to a balanced feeder. The output can

be balanced by making the local oscillator in the form of a push-pull circuit.

The coupling to the feeder can be by autotransformer, or by induction. In

the latter case an electrostatic shield must be installed between the output

circuit of the local oscillator and the feeder coil. The output stage of the

local oscillator can be single-cycle when an electrostatic shield is used.

As the antenna is tumed the load on the local oscillator changes, and

this can cause instability in its frequency and output. This can be

avoided by tuning with minimum coupling between local oscillator and feeder.

#XX.2. Tuning an~dTesting Antenn~as. Tuning a Feeder to a Traveling

,(a) Tuning and testing a balanced horizontal dipole.

General remarks. Antennas are tuned and tested prior to being put

into operation, as well as periodically during operation and after repair

and adjustment.

An external inspectioa of antenna and feeders is made prior to the

electrical check and tuning. Checked at the same time is proper connection
of individual antenna elements to each other, insulation, and other items.

Tuning and testing a balanced horizontal dipole involves checking the

,. insulation, checking and adjusting balance, tuning the reflector, and tuning

the feeder to the traveling wave.

In the case of a multile-tuned balanced dipole, where special tuning

of the feeder to the traveling wave is not required, the match of antenna to

feeder is checked.

Insulation check. A megohmmeter is used to check insulation.

Leakage resistance of each conductor to grouni and leakage resistance between

the conductors can be checked in this way.
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Antenna and feeder insulation can be considered satisfactory if the

leakagu resistance between conductors, or from each conductor to ground, is

at least equal to the permissible leakage resistance for one insulator (or

group of insulators), divided by the total number of insulators (or groups of

insulators) installed in the feeder and antenna. 4

It is desirable to make an insulation check not only during dry weather,

but when it is raining as well. Standards for leakage per insulator, or

group of insulators, should be specified in each individual case.

Balance check. Antenna systems are balance checked on operating

waves, and in the case of multiple-t%.ed dipoles on the extreme waves in the I --

band. A measuring loop one-quarter the operating wave in length is used to

measure feeder potential. The loop is first connected to one feeder con-

ductor by a hook, then to the seco..d conductor, and then both hooks are

connected to both feeder conductors. All three measurements are made on the

same feeder section. If the meter reads the same for all three measurements

the feeder and antenna are in balance. These measurenents are made at two
points X/1, apart.

If the meter readings taken during this procedure differ, the feeder is

carrying an out of phase, as well as an in-phase wave. Presence of an in-

phase uave indicates an unbalance in the antenna system, or at the transmitter

"output.

To ascertain just where the unbalance is (in the transmitter, or on the

antenna) cross the feeder conductors at the points where they are connected

to the transmitter output circuit. If the difference in indicator readings

remains the same, but the readings on the first and second conductors are re-

versed, the unbalance is at the transmitter output.

If the unbalance remainis unchanged the unbalance is in the antenna

system.
In this latter case the nature of tho unbalance must be established.

, This iE done by checking the distribu't'on of potentials along each feeder con- i

ductor and establishing the unbalance factor through the formula

• V,_-- V..

where

V is the potential of one conductor at the potential loop
I

V2 is the potential of the second conductor at this same section.

Let us take the following example in order to clarify the principle

involved in the unbalance. The transmitter power, and its coupling with the

feeder, is reduced. A short-circuiting bridge (fig. XX.2.1) is used to

short the feeder near the antenna, and once again an unbalance check is made.

If the unbalance disappears, the antenna is at fault. Causes of unbalance can
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include damage to insulators, different lengths in the balanced halves of the

antenna, etc. if the unbalance does not disappear, moving the short-circuiter

along the feeder can readily establish the site of the unbalance.

W'Is

Figure XX.2.1. Bridge (M) for short-circuiting a two-conductor
feeder. B - bridge holder.

Figure XX.2.2. Loop for eliminating unbalance.

?eeder potential is checked once again when the causes of the unbalance

have been einm.nated. The antenna and feeder can be considered to be adequately

balaiced if the unbalance factor is not in excess of 10 to 15%.

The unbalance caused by an unbalance at the' transmitter output can be

weakened substanrtially whenthe operation is on one fixed wave by using a )/L

long short-circui"er at the end of the line connected to the feeder in the

immediate vicinity of the transmitter (fig. XX.2.2). This line has an extremely

high resistance with respect to an out of phase "ave, and an extremely low

resistance with respect to an in-phase wave.

The balance of an antenna system can also be checked L' using the measuring

devices described above for measuring potential and current, These devices

can be used to plot the curves of potential, or current, distributions on

eithex of the feeder conductors and in this way establish the ddgree of

uw.alance.

Tuning the reflector and tuning the feedc. the traveling wave.

Tuning the refle;tor and tuning to the traveling wave on a feeder for a

balanced horizontal dipole is no different from similar tuning done for the

SG antenna, as will be described in what follows. The traveling Ifave ratio

on the operating waves should be checked in the case of the multiple-tuned

balanced dipole. Ordinarily the maech of feeder to multiple-tuned dipole can

be considered satisfactory if the traveling wave ratio on the operating waves

is at least 0.5. There are individual cases when it is permissible to reduce

the traveling whve ratio to 0.3 to 0.4. 4• lk

iii
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* (b) Tuning and testing the broadside array (SG)

Procedure for tuning and testing the SG antenna. The following is

the procedure used to tune and test the SG antenna. Check the antenna in-

sulation. Check the reflector insulation. Check the feeder insulation.

Check the switching used for the distribution feeders to the antenna and

reflector. Check the antenna system balance. Check the balance of the dis-

tribution feeders to the antenna and reflectors. Tune the reflector. Tune

the feeder to the traveling wave. The final stage can be the pattern P
measurement.

Insulation check. Insulation is checked in a menner similar to

that used to check the insulation of a balanced e•pole. The insulation of

the antenna, together with the supply feeder ar l reflector should be checked.

Switching check. This check involves a determination of proper inter-

connection of the distribution feeders. It must be ascertained that all

right-hand conductors of the downleads from each section are connected to

one feeder conductor (or to the loop for tuning the reflector), and that

all the left-hand conductors are connecteO to the other supply feeder conductor

(or to the loop for tuning the reflector). Figure XX.2.3 shows examples of

correct, and incorrect, ways to connect distribution feeders.

(a) (b)

Figure XX.2.3. Connecting distribution feeders. (a) correct,
(b) incorrect.

"Balance check. Antenna system balance is checked in the same way

that the balanced dipole is checked. A balance check should be made not only

of the supply feeder conductors, but also of the conductore in the loop for

tuning the reflector.

Balancing the supply from the distribution feeders involves providing

uniform distribution of the power developed across the antenna to all sections.

Equality between voltages (or currents) across the distribution feeders

branching from a common point can be used as the criterion that the uni-

formity with which power is distributed is adequate. Described in what follows

is the methodology used for balancing, as applicable to an antenna con-

sisting of four sections (fig. XX.2.4).

First, either half of the antenna, the left-hand side, for example, is

balanced. Then the voltage across feeders 1 and 2 at a distance X/4 from

branch point a is measured by a measuring loop.
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Figure XX.2.4. Schematic diagram of how measurements are madewhen balancing antenna feed.

K
If the voltages across feeders 1 and 2 are not the same, the branch

point a is moved so as to change the relationship between the lengths of

these feeders, and once again the voltages at distances X/V from the new

point a position are measured, This procedure is followed until the voltages

across feeders I and 2 are the same. This same procedure is followed with

the second half of the antenna where, by moving point b, the voltages

across feeders 3 and 4 are balanced.

The whole array is balanced when the individual sections have been

balanced. This involves connecting the measuring loop alternately to feeders 5

and 6 at a distance of )L/4 from branch point c, and then, by moving this

point, balancing the voltages across feeders 5 and 6.

Reflector distribution feeders are balanced similarly. If balancing

proves to be difficult because needle deflections are slight when the voltages

are measured, the readings can be amplified by tuning the reflector to resonance.

This latter procedure is carried out by moving the short-circuiting bridge

of the loop used to tune the reflector.

Evaluation of the degree of unbalance is made with respect to the

magnitude of the unbalance factor for the distribution feeders, and this

equals

U,• i" U:

where

U1 and U2 are the voltages across two balanced points on the distribution

feeders at a distawce V,/4 from their supply point.

Distribution feeders can be considered to be adequately balanced if the ]
unbalance factor, 6, is not in excess of 5 to 15%.

SG receiving antennas are balanceC in the same way as are transmitting

antennas. Local oscillators are used to feed receiving antennas.

Reflector tuning. Tuning the reflector of an SG transmitting antennaI
is with respect to maximum radiation in the outgoing direction, or with reepect

to minimum radiation in the return directiong depending on which is the most

importani in each concrete case. Considering the crowded condition existing

, I in the other, tuning is usually done with respect to the minimum radiation ki

the return direction.

~*~; :i
1 ..
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The reflector is tuned by setting up a field strength indicator at a

distance equal to 5 to 10 X in 'the outgoig (or return) direction. By moving

the short-circuiting bridge, m (fig. XX.2.5), find the location corresponding

to the maximum (or minimum) reading on the field atrength indicator. A per-

manent bridge is installed at this point in place of the tuning loop.

n. - '

Figure XX.2.5. Reflector tuning diagram.

1-2 - tuning loop; m - bridge.

Tuning the reflector to maximum radiation in the outgoing direction

closely coincides with its tuning to resonance, and this can sometimes be

used for coarse-tuning the reflector. When this is the procedure a thermo-

ammeter is connected into bridge m. Moving the bridge, find the location

corresponding to the maximum reading on the thermoammeter, thus showing that

the reflector is tuned to resonance.

A permanent bridge, is installed at the point in the loop found in this

manner.

This second method for tuning the reflector is not recommended.

The reflector for the 3G receiving antenna is tured to the minimum reception

on the reflector side. A looal oscillator with a balanced horizontal dipole,

similar to the dipole used wiih the field strength indicator, is installed

at a distance 5 to 10 X from ti'e antenna in the direction opposite to the

direction of maximum reception. Moving bridge m along the reflector tuning

loop, find the position at which minimum readings occur on the voltage

indicator, which is connected across the antenna supply feeder, at the

receiver output.

This requires 'hat the reactance of the loop for the reflector be

variable within required limits, and that its length, 1-2, be no shorter than

X/2 (fig. ;a.2.5).

Tuning the feeder to the traveling wave. The Tatarinov method. The

feeder is tuned to the traveling ware after the reflector is tuned. Tuning

the transmitting antenna feeder to the traveling wave has the following ad-S~vantages.

(a ) feeder efficiency is increased;

.. A
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"(2) voltage across xhe feeder in ro unpa-

(3) the impedance at the feeder's input terminals can be predetermined

and made equal to its characteristic impedance, thus simplifying the matching

of the output stage of the transmitter to the feeder.

The feeder must be loaded with resistance equal to its characteristic
!• ' impedance, I/,in order to establish the travel.ing wave regime. In the general

*case the int impedance of the SG antenna does not equal the characteristic

i impedanca ^.Z the supply feeder. An adapter, which transforms antenna impedarce

Sinto impedance equal to Wf, is used to establish the traveling wave regime.

During the first years of use of the SG antenna the adapter was made in the

form of very complicated transformers consisting of circuits with lumped

Sconstants. Later on these transformers were replaced by more convenient

and simpler circuits for use in tuning to the traveling wave suggested by

V. V. Tatarinov. The Tatarinov circuit replaces the complicated adapter

with a reactance, X, connected across the line at some predetermined location

(fig. XX.2.6). The idea behind Tatarinov's circuit is that the equivalent

impedance of the feeder at an arbitrary point at distance z from the voltage

* loop is equal to

Z ffi wlf k--iO.5(I--k2)sin2iz, (2..l)z

eq 4-:1 cOS3 a Z + M11 si2 a

where

k is the traveling wave ratio on the-feeder.

I |

Figure Xx.2.6. Schematic of howi a feeder is tuned to the traveling
wave by the Tauarinov method.

A - to antenna; X - reactance.
I

- .1

The equivalent admittance of the feeder equala j

Y 1l/Z
eq eq

Substituting the expression for Zeq9 and converting, we obtain

Y =G + iB (XX.2.2)

eq

where

G = cos' az 1-f.j i njszt (xx.2 o3)

1 if cos'az1,+k'sn'az, X.2

w A wth G and B the resistive and reactivýe components of the equivalent admittance.
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The formulas cited indicate that a feeder with 'an antenna connected to

k it can be replaced by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure XX.2.7.

,. . . . ,

Figure XX.2.7. Equivalent circuit for a feeder with antenna
connected to it.

Analysis of formula (XX.2.3) discloses that for certain predetermined z1

values the component G - l/Wf. If a multiplier reactance X, established

through the ratio 1/X -B, is connected to the feeder at some one of these

points, the reactive component of the equivalent impedance at this point

will equal zero and the equivalent impedance of the line will equal I/G W W f

A traveling wave will be established on the feeder on the section between

the point of supply and the point at which reactance X is connected. Thus,

in order to set up a traveling wave regime on the line it is s~fficient to

connect to it reactance X at aome distance z1 from the voltage loop, with X

and z1 established through the equations

""7,. IB (XX.2.6)

Substituting the values for G and B from formulas (XX.2.3) and (XX.3.4)

in (XX.2.5) and (XXD.2.6), we obtain

ctg2,z•= ±• (x.27)x = + 1'1k(X28

From the two possible solutions for z1 and X, that one is chosen which

carries the plus sign because then X is inductive, and this is more favorable,

practically speaking.

S. I. Nadenenko suggested making inductance X in the form of a short-

circuited stub. The resi:.ntance of the short-circuited stub, losses dis-

regarded, equals
X a= Wsuarstb (XX.2.9), "

C) where

Wtb and stub are the characteristic impedance and length of the

stub.

mf~e a*f~4 .hk~o.na.o~-
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j SQlecting Istub we can obtain a value for X which will satisfy the equality

a, (XX.2.6). The needed value for stub is established from the condition

that

Sstub Wfi'-k, (XX .2.10)

from whence

if

Wf = stub'

then

Istub =X/2•r arc tan tr-/'l-l) (XX.2.12)

The curves for the dependencies of z /X and t s on k are shown in
.I stub/

Figure XX.2.8.

The circuit for tuning a feeder to the traveling wave by using the stub

is shown in Figure XX.2.9.

Tuning is in the following sequence. A measuring loop, or other instrument,

is used to establish the voltage at the node, Unode, and at the loop, U .loop

The ratio of these magnitudes equals the natural traveling wave ratio on

the feeder, k U /U
node loop

Z,

A A

Ais

OCkL13 1 f~-
or--_ --

SII AL -' Ixd

0 00.2'

3028 Dpedec of - A

Figure ratio.epndnc o / and tstub/ on the traveling wave

tstub is~ the length of the stub used to tune to the

Straveling wave; zIis the distance from the voltage loop •

Sto the point where the stub is connected.

1

I4f
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Nm~m~4

fm--

Figure XX.2.9. Schematic diagram of how a feeder is tuned to a
traveling wave by using a short-circuited stub.

A - antenna; B - U; C - U ; D- E - bridge.

Using formulas (XX.2 g) and (XX.2.11), or the curves in Figure XX.2.8,

the point where the connection is made (z 1 ), and the length of the stub,

stubs are established.

A stub of length tstub is then connected to the line (fig. XJ.2.9).
Because of inaccuracies in measuring the natural traveling wave ratio, the
values for z and I found through computations usually do not provide

1 stub
a sufficiently high value for the traveling wave ratio. Final adjustment

of the magnitudes of zI and 'stub is made experimentally after the stub is
connected, with the stub moved to right or left, and the bridge, m, moved up

or down, ard measuring the magnitude of k each time. Adjustment continues
until such time as k is high enough. A traveling wave ratio on the order of

0.8 to 0.9 can be considered as quite adequate.

.DA

Figure XX.2.10. Variant in the design of a stub for tuning a feeder
to a traveling wave.
A - to antenna; B - to transmitter; C stub;
D - bridge. stu

Figure XX.2.10 shows one type of stub for tuning a feeder to the traveling

wave. A twin line, connected to the feeder by two jumpers, a and b, is

stretched between the two poles carrying the feeder at a distance of 0.75
to 1.2 meters from the feeder. Movable bridges are installed in the line

on both sides of these jumpers. Bridge ml, which is at a distance equal to
X/4 from the jumpers, is used to prevent the right branch of the twin line,

which has a higher resistance at b points, from affecting the tuning.

Thus, a quarter-wave line replaces the insul~tors, which would be to the right

of point b of the jumpers, ab. "

..4
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Bridge m2 is installed at some distance from the jumpers such that the

total length of abc is equal to Istub. Moving the jumpers, ab, and the

bridges m1 and m2 , along the feeder, we can choose the necessary magnitudes

of zI and Istub.

It is desirable to use the section closest to the antenna to tune the

feeder so the traveling wave will bV established on the longer section of

the feeder. A local oscillator is used to tune the SG receiving antenna

feeder, and no difference exists between this procedure and that used to tune the

SG transmitting antenna feeder. Figure XX.2.11 shows how a stub for tuning

the traveling wave on a four-wire receiving feeder is connected. Formula

XX.2.11 is used to compute the magnitude of stub

iiFigure .XX.2.11. Schematic diagram of how a four-wire feeder is tuned
/ to a traveling wave. "A B - bridge.

• °J Tuning to the traveling wave regime by inserting a line segment with a

characteristic impedance different from the characteristic impedance of the

feeder. One of the methods used to tune to the traveling wave regime is to

insert a line segment with a characteriztic impedance different from that of

the feeder (fig. XX.2.12). This insert transforms impedance Z. at point I

into impedance Z1 at point II.

If the length of the insert with characteristic impedance different

from that of the feeder equals X/4, the transformation of the impedance by

this insert can, in accordance with (1.9.9), be established through the

K formula

eq W2/Z2, (XX.2.13)

where

is ._ • ,Cth equint abn fimpdaceofth.lneahadofth er

7A isth equivalent impedance of the line after the insert (at points cd);,

-K j-- _ __ _ _ _ _ _

* I
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12 is the rharactaris'tic impedance of the insert.

C, -j 4z w#

- ~ A

Figure X(.2.12. Matching insert. A - to load.

The insert with lenath X/4 with increased characteristic impedance

W2 > W must be inse2ted in such a way that points ab are at a voltage

loop. In this case Z2 = 1J/k.

And

Z =R• = R /W2 (XX.2.14)Zeq eq, 1kw

Req = W1 must prevail in order for the traveling wave ratio after the

insert to equal unity. If this condition is to be met, and As follows from

formula (XX.2.14), W2 must equal

S.

If the insert has a reduced characteristic impedance (W2 < W11) it

"must be inserted in such a way that the points ab are at a voltage node.

And in order to provide the traveling wave regime the equality

=W 2ý f'ý (XX.2.16)

must be satisfied.

A significant increase in the traveling wave ratio can be obtained even

when the length of the insert is different from x/4 if the point where the

insert is installed, and its length, are selected accordingly.

Inserts with increased characteristic impedance can be made quite con-

veniently in four-wire uncrossed feeders by drawing single-phase conductors

together (fig. XX.2.13a).

It is convenient to install an insert with reduced characteristic im-

pedance (fio. XX.2.13b) in a twin line.

)

W, i

(a)

Uw, , w

(b)

Figure XX.2.13. Matching inserts in a four-wire non-crossed feeder
and in a twin feeder. a - insert with increased
characteristic impedance; b - insert with reduced
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#XX.3. Tuning and Testing) SG and SGD Antennas on Two Operating Waves

(a) General remarks

There are'a number of cases when it is necessary to provide for

the simultaneous tuning of %he same SG or SGD antenna to two operating waves.

The SG antenna can, as was pointed out above, be used irt some band. If two

operating waves are needed within the limits of the operating band, the

antenna can be tuned to these waves in the appropriate manner.

The SGDRN antennas are usually made in such a way that no special tuning

is required in order to obtain a satisfactory match. But there are individual

cacases when it can be desirable to tune the antennas so a traveling wave ratio

close to unity will be provided on both operating waves, while simultaneously

tunin) the reflector to these two operating waves.

Uiven below is th'• meth.dology for tuning SQ and SGDRN antennas to two

fixed operating waves, one which can be used as well for tuning SGDRA an-

tennas, if for some reason it is necessary to provide a traveling wave ratio

close to unity on two operating waves.

The antenna is checked and tuned on each of the two fixed waves in the

same way as one fixed wave is checked and tuned. The check is made of the

insulator, the swi+ching of the distribution feeders, the balance of the

antenna system, and the balancing of the distribution feeders, is done in

the same way as fo.L, the SG antenna.

It is desirable to-check the balance of the antenna syuteip on the

shorter of the operating waves. Balancing of the distribution feeders is

done on one wave and checked on the second. If the balance of the distri-

bution feeders on the second wave is inadequate, it is desirable to select the

points for the branching of the distribution feeders such that approximately

identical unbalance factors, 6, are obtained on both operating waves. The

final decision with respect to the correctness of the antenpa feed can be

made on the basis of the radiation pattern.

(b) Reflector tuning

It is convenient to tune the reflector initially on the shorter

* of the operating waves, which we will designate Xi. The methodology used

for tuning is that used to tune the reflector of the SG antenna. The result

of tuning to wave X I is finding the point at which bridge m1 must be installed,

so as to ensure the optimum reflector regime on this wave. Then a short-

circuited line of length X /2 (fig. XX.3.l) is installed in place of the
1

bridge. This serves to act as a short-circuiter on wave X1 Once this line

• is in place the reflector is tuned to the second wave (x).

Short-circuiting bridge m2 is them shifted to the other section of the

tuning stub and £ecured in place at the point corresponding to the minimum

radiation in the return direction, or to the maxirum radiation in the out-

going direction. Section 1-2 must be no shorter than 2/2 in order to be certain

that it will be possible to tune the reflector to wave 2.
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Figure XX.3,1. Schematic diagram for tuning the reflector of SGi) and
SG antennas to two waves. m - bridge.

A

Figure MX.3.2. Design of the circuit shown in Figure XX..I.,

A - to reflector; m - bridge.

How the reflector will tune to wave X2 will depend on how it was tuned

to wave XI. If it is desirable to tune to both waves independently, this

can be done by adding an additional short-circuited stub to the XA/2 stub,

so that the total length of bcth stubs will equal n A22. In Figure X>.3.1

the booster stub is shown by the broken line.

Another design for tuning a reflector to two waves issown in Figure

XX.3.2. The additional stub, which is for decoupling tuning to waves X 1ad

X21 is not shown in Figure XX.3.2.

(c) Tuning the feeder to the trave.ing wave

Tuning is done in such a way that the traveling wave regime is ob-

tained on both operating waves, XI and X2. Combination stubs which, while

tuning ihe feeder to the traveling wave on one wave, offer extremely high

impedance to the second wave and pass it without changing the regime on the

feeder, are used for this purpose.

Differevt types of combination stub circuits, and methods for rasing

them, are possible. One such is shown in Figure XX.3.3. When this one is

used tuning of the feeder to the traveling wave is done first on the longer

wave, X2 . Tuning is by the method described above for tuning the SG antenna.

A simple short-circuited line, with length stub 2'is used as the tuning

stub.
What must be attempted here is to connect the stub stub t a int

Whattu 2 ata0
where the reactive component of the equivalent admittance for the feeder on

wave is capacitive in nature. This makes it necessary to connect the

stub for tuning to wave X, in the section between the loop and the first

voltage node of wave lX following the loop. The rading is made from the

voltage loop to the transmitter. In this case stub. stub 2 can increase the

traveling wave ratio on wave Isomewhat.
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Dý (.Zn+i)

Figure XX.3.3. One version of the arrangement for tun-3ng a two-wire
S feeder to a traveling wave when operating on two waves.

A - stub for tuning feeder to wave X2; ; - combination
"stub for tuning feeder to wave XI; C - to antenna;
D - Istub 2'

The feeder is tuned to wave X after it has been tune'd to wave X2. A

simple stub is used for the initial tuning. Establishing point zI and length

I stub 1 for the stuu, it is then replaced by a combination stub which con-

sists of two lines each of length (2n ý 1)X2/L, where n = 0, 1, 2, ...

(fig. X-.3.3). The input impedance of this combination of two lines on

wave X2 is extremeiy high. so connecting it to thi feeder has no effect on

the feeder regime on this wave.

At The same time, by selecting The point at which one line is connected

t- the other, the input impedance of t' is system on wave X1 can be made equal

to the input impedance of the simple stub of lerngth tstub V thus providing

for tLuning to wave Xi"

Selection of the necessary lengths for the elements of the cot.bination

stub is by computation, and then these are refined expes-rmentally.

Thus, when the transmitter is operating on wave X2 , the combination stub

passes this wave, causing no change in feeder regime, and the simple

stub Lstub 2 sets up a traveling wave on the feeder.

C rz-~mi'o ,-l
-- I-

Figure XX.3.4. Second version of the arrangement for tuning a two-wire
feeder to a traveling wave when operating on two waves.

A - stub for tuning feeder to wave E - combination

stub for tuning feeder to wave XI; C - %o antenna;
SD - Iziib 2"

;nother combination stub arrangement is shown in Figure XX.3.4. The 4

total length of this combination stub (t I I2 ) should be equal to X 2/2.

Regardless of the ratios of t 1/2 (with the exception of those close to zero,

_ 12
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or to infinity), the combination stub offers extremely great impedance to

Swave 2 and passes it without reflection. We can, so far as wave XI is con-

cerned, by selecting the I/ ratio, obtain an impedance equal to the im-f
pedance of a simple stub of length I ' and thus tune the feeder to the

travelihg wave.

A A

/I

Figure X0X.3.5. Design for the arrangement in Figure XX.3.3.
A - to antenna; B- stub 2"

Desists for the arrangements in figures XX.3.3 and XXo3.4 are shown

i- figures XXJ.35 and XX.3.6. 2
The arrangements shown for tuning the SG antenna to two wave-, feature

the f:ct that tuning to wave depends on tuning to wave A . As a practical

matter, and particularly when one, or both operating waves change from

time to time, it is convenient to have independent tuning. The combination

stub shown in Figure XX.3.4 can be used for this purpose on wave as

well as wave X2 - Figure )0C.3.7. shows an arrpngement for indeperdent tuning

to two waves.

Figure XX.'3.6. Design for the arran0enent in Figure XX.3.4.
A- to antenna; B .

1 stub 2:

Figure XX.3.7. Schematic diagram of independent tuning of a feeder
to two waves. I
A - combination stub for tuning the feeder to wave X2 ;
B - combination stub for tuning the feeder to wave XI;.
C - to antenna.

In the special case when • = 2XI, the most convenient arrangement to

use for independent tuning is that shown in Figure XX.3.8. As will be seen, I
two short-circuiting stubs w4th lengths X 1/2 = X2/4 are ut.ed to tune to wave

These stubs offer extremely high impedance to wave X. and have no
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noticeable effect on the feeders. When operating on wave Xt stub 2c ai
causes a short circuit to occur at point 2', and this causes the combination•

Sstub as a whole to act like a segment with length t stub 1 needed to tune .

to Wave X1 o

Figure X).o3.8. Variant of the arrangement for independent tuning of a
feeder to two short waves (X 2=X ))

2= 1
A - combination stub for tiuning to wave X.; B - combination
stub for tuning to wave X2 ; C - length of the stub
needed to tune the feeder to the traveling wave regime
when operating on wave X1; D - length of the stub needed
to tuna the feeder to the traveling wave regime when
operating on wave X2 ; E - to antenna.

The tuning to wave X.is done by the open-ended stubs with length

X1/A= X 2/4. These stubs have extremely high impedance for wave X,, so

have no noticeaole effect on the feeders. When operating on wave X stub

2"41" ca'ses a short circuit at point 2", and at the same time provides the -

eqnivalent of the entire combination stub to the short-circuiting segment

of length I stub 2 needed to tune to wave X2.

#XX.4. Testing and Tuning SGDRN and SGDRA Antennas

The check made of insulation and balance of the antenna system, as

well as supply b&lanLe is made as in the case of the SG eatenna. it must

be borne in mind that the proper supply distribution mrst be made to correspond

to the same Alngth of current path frcz the point of branching to the dipoles,

or to the next distribution feeder.

Tuning the reflector for the SGDRN antenna in 4ccordance with conditions

is done on one, or on two waves (see OCC.3).

Normally, SGDRL\N and SGDRA antemna feeders are not tuned to the travelin2

wave regime because they have an adequately satisfactory normal match with the

supply line. When the antennas are put into service they should be checked

for the trave~ing wave ratio on at least three or four waves, and

shnuld be checked, in particular, on the proposed operating waves. If the

measured values of the traveling wave ratio are substantially lower than

tiioso suggested or. the aitenna's name plate a careful check should be mpde as

to the corroctners of the dimensions of the antenna array. One reason for a

I roduction in trh~e travoling wave ratio can be incorrect feeder bends. Identity

V
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in the lengths of the feeder conductors must "e provided for at the

sites of bends, and the characteristic impedances must be retained intact.

#XX.5. Testing the Rhombic Antenna and the Traveling Wave Antenna

The rhombic antenna and the traveling wave antenna operate over a band

of waves and require no special tuning. Prior to being put into serice,

and periodically during operation, they are tested to check the correctness

of the distribution feeder connections, insulation, supply balance of the

distribution feeders (in a multiple antenna). Also checked is anternna system

balance, the match of antenna and feeder, and the magnitudes r-f the ter-

minator and decoupling resistors, which are measured by an ohmmeter.

It is desirable to check antenna system balance, as well as the supply

balance for the distribution feeders running from the supply feeder and the

dissipation line, at lear,t on two waves. The supply point: are set up in the

geometric center of the distribution feeders.
It is desirable to check the match of antenna and feeder on at least two

or three waves in the operating band for the antenna. The match of antenna

and feeder can be considered satisfactory if the traveling wave ratio for

the operating band is at least 0.6 to 0.7.

Correctness of supply line lengths must be carefully checked when

* 3ES2 antennas are put into service. The raquired relationship between the

lengths of the feeders for adjacent BS2 antennas in the 3BS2 antenna con-
S~plex (see Chapter X[IV) must be observed with an accuracy of within 0.5 meter.

The check of supply line lengths must consider the complete path traveled

by the current, beginning at the point of connection to the collection line

and ending at the phzse shifter terminals. The correctnesfs of the connections

of feeders to the phase shifter must also be checked very carefully (to

make sure there is no 1800 phase rotation as a result of crossing the feeder

conductors).

#XX.6. Pattern measurement
Radiation patterns in the vertical and horizontal planes provide a

representation of the correctness of tuning, and an overall picture of

radiation from the antennas, as well as making it possible to reveal indirect

radiation frcm conductors adjacent to the antenna, if such is taking place.
Pattern. measurement in the horizontal plane is made on the earth's sur-

face, or at some angle to the horizon.

The radiation pattern is measured from an aircraft cr a helicopter at a

distance from the earth's surface. The field intenbity indicator described

above is usually used tc measure the pattern at the earth's surface. The

inaicator is moved around the antenna in a circle, the center of which co-

incides with the center of the antenna. The radius of the circle should be
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at least six to ten times a maximum linear dimension of the antenna (width,

length, height). It is desirable that the area round the antenna within

the limits of this radius be level and free of installations of various

types. Efforts should be made to keep the height at which the indicator is

set up at the different points the same. Field intensity is measured every

"50 to 50. Measurements should be made at points distant from structures,

feeders, protrusions, depressions, and installations of various types.

If terrain conditions are such that the indicator must be set up at

K different distances from the center of the antenna, reducing the data from

the measarements to the same distance is done by taking into consideration

the fact that the field strength of a ground wave is inversely proportional

to the square of the distance.

The constancy of the power radiated by an anteana is monitcred either

by using a second, fixed. field intensity indicator, usually located in

the direction of maximum radiation, or by a voltage or current indicator in

the antenna.

The readings ol" both indicators are recorded simultaneously and the

ratio of the readings from the fixed indicator to the readings of the mobile

one is taken. The effect of change in transmitter power on the results of

the measurements is excluded.

It is more desirable to measure the pattern from an aircraft, or from a

helicoptý.r, because then it is possible to obtain a picture of the radiation

distribution ut angles of elevation corresponding to the beams prevailing

at the reception site.

It is most convenient to measure the pattern of a receiving antenna by

moving a local oscillator with a dipole around it and measuring the emf

across the receiver input connected to the supply feeder. The emf at the

receiver input is measured by comparison, using a standard signal generator.

#YX.7. Measuring Feeder Efficiency

The efficiency of a feeder is measured by establishing the voltages at

nodes and loops at the origin and termination of the feeder. The efficiency

is established through the formula

k -- u u, /u u'(x71
U1 node loop node loop (XX.7.l)

where

U1 and U'loop are the voltages at the node and loop at the terminationinode lo

of the feeder;

Unode and Uloop are voltages at the node and loop at the origin
of the feeder.

Two voltage inidicators are needed to make the measurements, one as a

monitor, connectfd at some point on the feeder, and fixed in place, the other

for measuring at tho voltage nodes and loops.

.1 I
___....
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If transmitter power changes during the measurements, formula (XX.7.1)

is used and the ratio of the readings from the mobile voltage indicator to the

readings from the fixed voltage indicator is substituted in it.

Attention must be given to the identity of distances between feeder

conductors at all measurement points, otherwise the measurement results can

be distorted because of lack of identity in feeder characteristic impedance

at measurement points.

The efficiency measured.in this way characterizes feeder losses for

the p.evailing traveling wave ratio. Formula MX.2.2, or the curves shown

in Figure XIX.2.8, can be used to establish the efficiency when the traveling

wave ratio equals unity.

The efficiency can also be established by measuring the traveling wave

ratio on a short-circuited, or open-ended, feeder. The attenuation factor

on the feeder is established through formulas (1.8.2) or (1.8.3), using the

traveling wave ratio valie found. The efficiency can be established through

formulas (1.14.2) or (1.14.3), using the magnitude of • found.

I

4
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APPENDICES

Appendix I

Derivation of an approximation formula for the characteristic
impedance of a uniform lineF- Iinoring Gi,

• i =|!ic, + G, "

Ignoring ll, and converting, we obtain

and since R, < LIUh

2L. , J" (A.1.2)

As is known, for a uniform line LIC1 =/c , from whence

(A.l.3)

WI
p Substituting for CI its expression from (A.l.3), we obtain

• - •W = LIc. (A.1.4)

Substituting W = ec in formula (A.1.2), and taking formula (A.1.4)
into consideration, we obtain

ai•d since (

then

p - 1 (A..6)

IN
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Appendix 2

Derivation of the traveling wave ratio formula

The minimum voltage across a line is obtained at the point where

Uincident and U are opposite in phase
incident reflected

U inimum lU in - re1 (A.2.1)

The maximum voltage is obtained at the point where U. and U coincidein re
in phase

U. im lUi V re (A.2.2)

Substituting the values for U . and U in the expression far k, we

obtain

u -m n I ei1 j-Urej UinA., i3)
Umax lUini + jUre) 1+ relJ inj 1 +1[1

in eiin - A23

* I:
j2)

I

i.
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Aw nai

Derivation of the formula for transmissi,'n line efficiency

Let us designate the line output power by P,, and the power reaching

the load by P2. Then

P P 2/P . (A.3.1)

P1 equals the difference in the powers of the incident and reflected

waves at the point of application of the emf, that is, at the beginning of

the line

P1 = P1 in -I re' (A.3.2)

= 12
P1 in I in

1 2 W,
ire i re

I and I are the currents in the incident and reflected waves at the
1 n I re

point of application of the emf.

P (12 i )W. (A.3.3)P1 u( n " ire .

Similarly, the output power at the termination equals

1= 2 - 2 )W. (A.3.4)
P2 2 in -2 re(A.)

12 in and I2 re are the currents in the incident and reflected waves at the

termination.

Substituting the expressions for P and P2 in formula (A.3.1), we obtain.

12 _12 2 2 (A.3..)
=2 in 2 re/Ii in- Ire

We note that

K ~I =1 e~
1 in 2 in (A'3.6)

I 1 e /
ire 2re

Substituting formula (A.3.6) in (A.3.5), we obtain

12 - 2
4 Tn c 2 "-4 C2~1  

-

eIN /'1 'g -p1 4
_r , ( A|

,*



Appendix

Derivation of the radiation pattern formulas for SG and SGD antennas

In its general form, the radiation pattern for the SG and SGD antennas

t" can be expressed in the following manner

E= f(t) - f2(n.) 2 f3 (n) I f4 (g) f 5 (r), (A.4.111

where

f W) is a factor which takes into consideration the directional proper-

ties of a balanced dipole, which is the basic element of an

antenna;

Sf2 (n 2 ) is a factor which takes into consideration the presence of n 2

balanced dipoles in each of the antenna tiers;

f (nl) is a factor which takes into consideration the fact that there aref3 1
n I tiers in the antenna;

f (g) is a factoi which takes the ground effect into consideration;

f 5 (r) is a faztor which takes the effect of the reflector into consideration.

Let us find the expressions for the individual factors.

* C i) the factor W)

The field strength for a balanced dipole equals

60/ cos (a• Lcbs 0)- cos a•sinG

is the angle formed by the direction of the beam and the dipole

axis.

(2) the factor f 2(n2)

04

Figure A.4.1.

Let there be n 2 balanced dipoles located in one line (fig. A.4.1). The

total fitid strength for all balanced dipoles equals

* EE+E,.*..+u~,.(A.4.2)

!i

I¢
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Let us assume the amplitudes and phases of the currents in all balanced

dipoles to be identical, as is the case for SG and SGD antennas. Accordingly,

the amplitudes of the field strength vectors (El, E2 , ... , E ) are equal to

each other, and the phase shift between them can only be determined by the

difference in the path of the beams.

t.

Figure A.4.2.

As will be se-n from Figure A.4.,l the difference in the paths of the

beams from dipoles I and 2 equals

dI cos e,
where

d is the distance between the centers of two adjacent balanced dipoles.
1

The phase shift between E1 and E2 equals

a, =d, cos 0 (A.4.3)

and E2 E, ed°cos. (A.4.4)

Similarly,

E3 E,2 eI'dI°C0 = E, el2ad°coS• (A.4.5)

(A.4.6)

Ea. EL (A.4dlc7)
SE = E, 01(n*-I):dracolO (A .* .7)

The summed field for all n2 dipoles equals

EI = E, [I + 0 •,do+e , + e+ 0•(n,-)d#,°s ]. (A.4.8)

The right side of the equality at (A.4.8) is the sum of the terms of

* a geometric progression of the type

S=q-j-qa+qaI+qaz+ . +qa

As is known
$=q•

a-T
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In this case, q - a =

As a result, we obtain

(A.4.9)

where e Iudsc°sO -

I,(, 2) e1.d€coi (A.4.1O)

(3) the factor f (n )
f31

Figure A.4.2 contains the sketches ox an antenna array consisting of n

tiers in two projections.

The summed field for all tiers equals

(A.4.l11)

Let us assume that the currents flowing in the dipoles in all tier2 are

the same in magnitude and in phase. Then the amplit'.des of EIs E ..

E 1 will be equal to each other, and the phase shift between them ctn only

be determined by the difference in the paths of the respective beams.

The difference in the paths of the beams from the dipoles located in

the first and second tiers equals

d sin A,

where

d2 is the distance between the antenna tiers.

The phase shift between E and EI equals

a'H' d2 sin A. (A,.4. 2) "

Thus, E,~~dsIa (A.4.13)

Similarly,

F.,V. c•, e1,,- . (A-.4 15)

The summed field strmnnths for all n1 tiers equal

E1 + e-d1 nA+ *.. e2adsinf&+.. lnI3d

(jn,-d'$1nA

BE e1e#• 104- 1 - hI 0(1), (A.4.17)
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from whenceI

0 I.,• dd'-In (A.4.18)

"•' (4) the factor f (g)-
( The influence of "the mirror image on t'. field strength of a hori-

zontal dipole and ideally conducting ground can be determined by the factor

(1 - e-125aHsin), where H is the height at which the dipole is suspended.

In our case we are discussing a multitiered, cophasally fed system,

so H should be understood to mean the average height at which the antenna

dipoleu are suspended (Ha)
av

H .ooH1 H +(nI - 1)d 2/, (A.4.19)

where

HI is the height at which the lower tier of the antenna is• suspended.

Accordingly, the factor f (g) can be expressed by'the fzrmula

i H(g) i-e-i2< avisin (A.4.20)

(5) the factor f (r)

As explained above, the influence of the reflector on the field

strength of a balanced dipole can be expressed by the factor

/ I + 0 + 2mcu (Q- a d3c cos y ).

where d is the distance between the antenna and the reflector.

3The SG and SGD antennas we are considering have an identically located

dipole at the reflector for every dipole in the antenna. Therefore, the

influence of the entire reflector on the antenna must be characterized by
the same mathematical formula as that used in the case cf the antenna con-

nisting of one dipole and a reflector.

Accordingly,

) t c l (r) + c'+ os2 Cy- a2Z cot c4). (A.4.21)

(6) the complete formula for the radiation patterns propagated by SG

and SGD antennas. episosfrf tf( 2 ,f( ,fg n

Sub,•tutiting the expr,,ssions for fl(t), f2(n2), f3(n41 f (g) and

f 5 (r) in (A.4.1), we obtain

601 cos (a 'cos 0) - COS a I eI""dcoil - 1 e•s- 1

S1.10 1ed~cost elloi-SW - X
SX(! -- e-'2 •?'" •) '3 / I+m'+ 2, o(9--,ady A). (A.4.22)

X (I.I.. . ... .. .os a 113 .o
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By using Euler's formulas, which yield the dependence between the in-

deyes and the trigonometric functions, it is not difficult to prove the

equality

0+1-Ii2 sina (A.4.23)

Using this formula, and taking it that

cos 0 = cos (O° -- ?) cos A = sin,? cos A,

we obtain the following expression for the muulus of the vector'for field

strength s2n cos@!dnsinsA )-cosa.1A

-s CMA -ad,
sin , 2-- sIn?.coS S-si 1J 1 --sin, ?•, •nC i .o,

2'/

sin d,\si

Formula (AA4.2I&) is suitable for computing the radiation patterns for

SG and SGD antennas on any wavelength, given the condition of the cophasal

nature of the feed to all the balanced dipoles in the antennas.

In the SG antenna

from whence
a d, 2x.

ad 1C (A.4.25)

Substituting formula (A.4.25) in 4.4.21) and converting, we obtain

1201 COS% (-L-sinr 4cos in(nsX incos6) 22- X
r - s1in opcos, tin(=siny•csA) sins-ssn)

X sin (a 1,sin A) } - os-- csi? A) •(A.4.26)

Xsi~af,,in)Y1+nt2+2mcos(+-adcos?cosA)

Substituting in formula (A.4.26)

n2 =n/2,

where

n is the number of half-wave dipoles in one tier, and

sin(%sin po)=2sin sincOs& COsinycos

we reduce it to the following form

)X
]/I -- sins T cos2 si si A '

X sIn(a11,,,fslnA) ]f1+ms4 2mco%-sdjcos'?Co34).. (A.4.27)
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Appendix 5

Derivation of the radiation pattern formula for a rhombic antenna

#A.5.1. The field strength created by the separate sides of a rhimhic
antenna -

Let us take an arbitrary direction which has azimuth angle cp, read froma

the long diagonal of the rhombus, and an angle of tilt A, aead froc the

horizontal plane (fig. A.5.1).

Let us introduce the notations:

is the length of a side of rhe thombus;

01 is the angle formed by the direction of the be.i and sides 1-2 aid

4-3 of the rhombus;

e in the angle formed by the direction of the bkam and sides 2-3 and2
1-4 of the rhombus;

I is the current flowing at the origin of side 1-2;0A
I is the current flowing at the origin of side 2-3;
01

y is the propagation factor on the conductors of the rhombus.

The field strength created by a rhombic antenna equals

B". E ,+ Ell+ E" + E14. (A.5.1)

.oi
where EB E2 E and E are the field strengths created by sides 1-2,

12' 23 4*3 14
2-3, 4-3, and 1-4.

In accordance with formula (V.2.1), and discarding the factor i, we obtain

Ell"*S-ln i -0s. s-in ' (A.5.2)

60 -r14 (A.5-3)=•,• r x-; 10, Sill 4, 1, aCos 0 ,-

I;•~~~E "r 10, sin e(,o0,-1 1 a Co.s, ( . •&

60. -jSi~ I~oO- (A.5-5)

where

*1 is the component of the phase shift angle between the field strength

vectors for sides 2-3 and 1-4. determinod by the difference in the

*--- beam paths;

*2 is the component of the phase shift angle between the field strength

vectors for sides 4-3 and 1-2, determined by the difference in the beam

paths.

IN
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* - The minus signe in the right-hand aides of equations (Aý5.4) and (A.5.5)

take into :onsieration the opposite phases of the currents flowing in sides

1-4 and 4-3 relative tc thi currents flowing in rides 1-2 and 2-3.

A

aI

'igura 5.1.

•D The magnitude *1 $ can br, determined by the difference in the beam

paths from identically located points on sides 1-4 anld 2-3, say pDoints a and

b. The difference in beam paths from point a. located in side 1-41,&..d point

b, located in side 2-4, is equal to the segment ade. The length of this segj-

ment equals t coo 0,. Accordingly,

simi/arly,
-- - 0, %/ (A.5.7)

lox = o e~t.(A.5.8)-

Let us express angles eIand 82in terms of the angle of tilt A and the

1 2

azimuth angle cp (fig. A.5.2):

C'os 0,= =Cos ?a CosAJ

where f r."1

iis thmagitue ziu an of de beam, read fbom the direction of sides
p-2 and lsa3;yp tanb. 9 is the azimuth angle of the beam, read from the direction of sides pi

2-3 and 1-f.
cosO'-=csy~csA (.5.9
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Aswl eseen from Figtire A5222,(..o

where VtV

(A-5.11)

from 'wh1ence

cos 01 = cos (p+ 0 - 900) cos A =Sir;(? + D) Cos Ali

Substituting texpsiosformua (Aos12 and Aos) we btinfrmua A56

and (A5.57), we obtain i

ausittn th xp sion for + )Cos an o 2 fril(A.5.14)

14

Susittn the exrsin orI,#'1,coelan co I i

formulas (A.5.2 A.5.5), we obtain

Ell =oSýnX 1 sin 01 k A.5.l6)

60: xn4)O171- ___ (A-5.17)
Fa 10 sin, .sin j(6 - ?CosA-

E43 J, -sin 01 a sin (1~-~~A- (A.3.18)4

E~,. 7-j1 lnO i a. ~Isin (0)--)Cos 7 (A.5.19)
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A.5.2. Deternining the normal and parallel components of the field
strcngth vector for a rhombic antenna

Let us designate the. normal and parallel componeats of the field strength

veionr by EI and E (fig, A.5.3). Let us express and El by E (E is the

m.kdulus c-C the aompositn field stej'ivector).

-et us ueignate segmei,ý F-b by E0 and segment ac byE1.

Figure A.5.3 ,zakes it apparent that the following relationships exist

¶ 1between the £-, 10 and 14 ir,,.duli,

z£• - E0 sin T. (A.5.20)

(A.5.21)

from whence E

E*ziOn' (A.5.22)

Substituting the expression for E from formula (A.5.22) in formula

(A.5.20), we obtain
SE sin 0 A 5-3Si(.5.23)

Figure A-5.3.

A - plane of beam propagation; B - direction of beam;
C - direction of long diagonal. J

From Figure A.5.3 we also find that :

)E sin A. (A.5.:24)
CosE. =£Cosp 4P E- (A.5.25)
sine 6,

Substituting the expression for E from formula (A.5.25) in formula

(A.5.24)( we obtain2

sin 0in. (A.5.26)

Using expressions (A.5.25) and (A.5.26), we obtain the angles A, (p1 and 0,
O formed by the beam for side 1-2,

E=L=*sin O, '(A.5.27)

R121 =sEll COST, SinA,
SineOI (A.5.28)
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and angles A, 92 and 02 formed by the beam for side 2-3,

23 sin O, (A.5.29)

sin 0, (A.5.30)

For side4-3 E4, =B

c'n (A5n31)
E431 =E 43 : -sinA.

(A,5.32) "

For side 1-4 6
E'4 L = 14  si0---I (As5.3)

= £14 ,52 -sin A. (A.5.34)

I .• I
The summed normal component of the field for all four sides of the

rhombus equals

E- = -E, + ," + E41, + ,. ' ..

The summed parallel componei:. of the field for all four sides of the

rhombus equals

E, a E12 + E 23  + E 4 + E,14 . (A.5.36)

Substituting in formulas (A.5.35) and (A.5.36) in place of
"" 2,.*E ,E E I.E , 2 1,23 E•,• a- E141

their expressions from formulas (A.5.27" A.5"30)9 in place of E1 2, E23 ,

"E 43 and E-, their expressions from fcrmulas (A.5.16 - A.5.19), in place of

Si and % their expressions from formula (A.5.12), and making the corresponding

conversions, we obtain the following expressions for the normal and parallel

componeints of the field strength vector for a rhombic antenna

B 2A + ]X
nsn (sD + 1) cos A + i s-in (01 l)-cos A + I

a (ASx (I -- ei~ +')"1s+1•} {I -- Sbs'n0•,co }.. (A.5.37)
I •

E'1 s • £ i in(0 + 4) sin (€--,)

zsn (0 +}. ( )cos A +I sin(-) cos A + I

"x'( - "�IsIn(0+9)c*1".? } 1i -Tit) I uta -')° }• (A"5'38)

* .'
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Z" Formulas (A.5.37) and (A.5.38) yield the expressions for the field strength

of a rhombic antenna without the iniluence of the ground being taken into

consideration.

If this inf),uence is taken into consideration, the formulas for the
nconral and parallel components of the field strength vector will take the

following fort,

OI cos (P + +) cos(,P-- X
-sin (C +,P) Cos a+[ in ((.- y)cos &+ I

X {i '+)o5 7 L( i~I~~-~o6x1l (A-5.39)

X [!-+ IR . I(.L-I '

- sin A Xr+-
L • (@+ '•)Cos A+I- sin(,P-7) cos A + i --*

Xf }Oo. y Ii I IR e1a 1,10 ua11In~l]
S•wher6 IRj. is the modulus of the coefficient of reflection normal for tr-e

polarized wave;

I RiJ is the modulus of the coefficient of reflection parallel for the

polarized waN;

• ' and ,11 are the. argunents for the coefficients of reflection normal

and parallel for the polarized waves.

p

0
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Appendix 6

Derivation of the radiation pattern formula for the traveling

wave antenna

In its general form the traveling wave antenna radiation pattern formula

can be written

I = f (;)f 2 (c)f 3 (g), (A.6.1)

where

I is the current flowing at the receiver input;

1f M) is a factor which characterizes the directional properties and
receptivity of one dipole in a traveling wave antenna;

f 2 (c) is a factor which characterizes the summation of the currents

-flowing in the individual dipoles at tne receiver input;

f 3(g) is a factor which characterizes the influence of the ground on

receptivity? .

(1) the factor fl().
The equivalent circuit for a traveling wave antenna has the form shown

in Figure A,6.1.

lip ( !'3 Z1-z % z Tca Z Zc aw

2 3 5 is N

Figure A.6.1.

Sinc |A - receiver.

It has already been pointed out in Chapter XIV that if the summed impedance

Z. i Z igs sufficiently great as compared with the characteristicin coupling
impedance of the collection line, and, morecver, if the distance between ad-

jacent dipoles is short as compared with the wavelength, then the collection

line can be considered to be a line with uniformly distributed constants.

Snethe conditiono pointed out are in fact observed, it will be assumed in -

the course of analyzing the operation of a single balanced dipole that the

dipole is operating in a line which has a constant characteristic impedance.

The correspondinp equivalent schematic diagram oi the operation of a single

dipole is shown in Figure A.6.2.

Figures A.6.1 and A.6.2 show the equivalent circuits for the case when

condensers are used as decoupling resistors. The equivalent circuits are of

a type similar to those of other types of decoupling resistors.

In order to simplify what has been said, let us assume that the receiver

i input impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance of the collection line.

*g •
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The equivalent circuit in Figure A.6.2 can be replaced by the simpler circuit

*� shown in Figure A.6.3.
In Figure A.6.3 resistor R, is equivalent to the left side of the col-

lection line, while resister R2 is equivalent to the right side of the

collect.:ou line.

Figure A.b.2. Figure A.6.3*

A - receiver.

The current flowing from the point where the nth dipole is connected to

the receiver equals

1 e. (A.6.2)

EOX I Cos(a IcosO)-cosl

I o, ~hT .sin , (A.6.3)

where

¢y is the propagation factor for the .electromaguetic wave on a

balanced dipole;

E0 is the field strength at the center of the balanced dipole;

e is the angle formed by the incomiiig beam and the axis of the

dipole.

Substituting formula (A.6.1) in (A.6.2), we obtain

1 C % 1 cos z cos 0)- Cos aIi = = sh •L siLM (A.6.4)

Angle 6 can be expressed by the azimuth angle and the angle of tilt
(fig. A.6,4) ..

COS Cos COs$A, (A.6.5)

where

-I is the azimuth angle of the incoming beam, read from the axis of the

dipole;

A is the angle of tilt of the incoming beam.
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Let 9 be the a.-amuth angle of the incoming beam, read from the direction

oS the collection line. Then V = 90 - (p.

Substituting this value for V in (A.6.5), we obtain

CO .=Cos( )Cns -sin? CosA a (A.6.6)
sin 0 If,.-=cos37U =_ WIj -siýC-OS' a

Substituting the expressions for cos e and sin a in formula (A.6.4), we

obtain

_________ I cos(aIs:n ?cosA)-cos*I
W A\ 7 1h~ y--SOnT Cosa
2, (A.6.7)

YV VIiu• cocpx~1s

ci" "---flCT -T-T I T T

C 6u, c¢6oj B A

[ "7

Figure A.6.4.

A top view; B - side view; C - receiver.

(2) the factor f (c)
-~2-

Formula (A.6.7) will yield an expression for the current caused to flow

by the emf across a single balanced dilole, and more:,'zer, the formula will

yield the current flowing in the coll .-tion line at 'he point where the

particu'lar balanced dipole is connected.

Let us find the expressio.k for th current causvd to flow by the emf

across a single balanced dipole at the receiver input. Let us assume, for I
purposes of simplic-ty of explanation, that the receiver is connected

directly to the end of the collection line. The exprezsion for the current

at the receiver input should take into consideration the change in the

phase and the amplitude of the current during the propapation process from

the point at which the dipole is conn-cted to the receiver input.

Moreover, the phase of the emf induced by the wave should bL daKen
into consideration.

The change in amplitude and phase as the current is propagated along the

collection line can be computed by multiplying the right-hand side of equation

(A.6.7) by the factor

.•.,7

__4" /,
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where

Yc is the propagation factor on the collection line;
n is the dipole ordindl number;
(n-l)t 1 is the distance on the collection line from the point at which

the nib dipole is connected to the receiver input.
The propagation factor consists of a real and an imaginary part

c= P + i d_
where k,

4C

v is the rate of propagation on the collection line;

c is the rate of propagation of radio waves in free space;
[c is the attenuation factor for the collection line.
Change in the phase of the emf induced in the dipoles is determined by

the change in the phase of the field strength.

Let us take the phase of the field strength vector at the center of the
first dipole as zero. Then the phase angle for the field strength vector

* at the center of the nih dipole equ.ils

where

x is the angle formed by the direction of the beam and the collection

*-• line.
Thus, the field strength at the center of the nib dipole equals

: -- ~E -. E oeP ,l-Witoss.:
(A.6.9)

Angle x can be expressed in terms of the azimuth angle and the angleI, of tilt as
SCos % = Cos 7 Cos •.(A.6.101 )

Substituting the expression for cos x in formula (A.6.9), we obtain

E = r. e1(M-I)h,'es;Cos%. (A.6.11) I -

The current from the nib dipole at the receiver input equals

In = h el"-.I)(I) O°;e°s-•€dl (A.6.12)

The summed current from all N dipoles at the receiver input equals

N A'

n-I n1:-
- --- •,a~ - , _ _ _ _-
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The expression containing the symbol E is the sum of the terms of a

geometric progression of the type

S= 1 +q+q+.... +qN- (k.6.14)

As we know, this asu2 equals

qN _!
S =(A.6.'5)

In the case which has been specified

q == c(l=¢°$OSVCS--7C)1j.

Using the relationship at (A.6.15), we obtcoin

* I - I (L) c02co,,,cosLc€f - 1 (A.6.16)

The factor characterizing the summation of the currents from the in-

dividual dipoles at the receiver input can be expressed by the formula

) (c j C -STCOS. ) -- t (A.6.17)

(3) the factor f (g)
3-

The influence of ideally conducting ground on the radiation pattern of

a horizontal antenna can be defined by the factor

f (g) 2sin(y H sinA), (A.6.18)
3

where

H is the height at which the antenna is suspeiided.

(4) the complete formula for the space radiation pattern for a traveling
wave antenna

This formula has the following form

2r- * I cos (,x 2sin ? cos ) -Cos QI

•N(|,,•--• _l(A. 6.19)

X (sin (a 1I sin A).
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AppLc.:c: 7

-- • Derivation of the basic formulas for making the calculations for a
* •rhombic antenna with feedback

The following relationship shouldbe found at the point of feed

b
- 4 2 X+ -2 (A.7-1)

U, + U, e =U, C + Us.

where

U1 is the incident wave voltage outgoing from the point of feed to

transmission line 1-2:

U2 is the incident wave voltage outgoing from the point of feed to

transmission line 1-3 (Fig. XIII.12.1);

Seb/2 is the coefficient of transformationc of the voltage across an

exponential transmission line

be = W p/W 1

W and W are the maximum and minimum characteristic impedances of an
p 1

"-' exponential transmission line.

From formula (A.7.1)

-. L- -. .

|--eI -e

Optimum conditions prevail when U 0. From (A.7,2) it followu that

U2 - 0 for the conditions

(1) yL , n2Tr or L = nX; (2) 20 - 1/2 b. (Ao.)

1= , 2, 3 .... )

The antenna input impedance equals*

zrn

Us + Ue
U,== ' u.- -*L~--2,V+!3 U,

+ 1 + 24W, i
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where

II are the wave currents outflowing in lines 1-2 'and 1-4;
1 2 are these same wave currents returning to point 1 after flowing

around the entire current circulating path.

After conversion, formula (A.7.4) can be given in the form

zi -Pe~b (I - C-M~L-O~I

(I + c' ) (I + e- 2"L-''•1)--4e " (A-7.5)

iI

II

i

'I

! I

2 2
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Appendix 8

Analysis of reflectometer operation

Let there be only a traveling wave on the transomission line, and lot

there be no losses in that line. Then the current flowing in the transmission

line and the voltage across the transmission lino will only change in phase,

* remaining fixed in amplitude, and the electrical lines of force moving from

one conductor to the other will be normal to the axis of the line. Let us

place a long line segment ad-bc between the transmission line conductors

and hook rsp impedances Z and Z (fig. A.8.1) to the ends of the segment.
1 2

We selecz the dimensions of this line such that its coupling to the trand-

*mission line is so loose that no considerable change in the characteristic

impedance of the transmission line will be noted. An emf will only be in-

duced in the line along sides ad and bo. Then, if we designate the emf

induced in side ad by e1 icint the emf induce4 in side be will be equal toI 2incident'

S el ie .(A.8.1)

n2i

The current flowing in impedance Zequal

U '1

where

e ne. is the emf induced in side bc and converted in aide ad;

Za ' is impedance Z2 conerted at the ad te endso f

2l 2 terminals;*oj + -e .a (A83

2in line s ch tha 2 /t 1oulinstor (he ans-

consida I hang ist

imeac o__ rasiso lin wil enoe8 ne- il nl e n

,2 eý9 (A.8.4)
e2 an eI +n I

where

Sis the characteristic impedance of the measuring line.

8~r r1 I I Ipa I IA

whre.

Figure movemenlt

V - wave movement.0 ,
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Substituting the ex-ression for e2 in in (A.8.2), we obtain

o1 + i (A,.8,5)

And, similarly, we obtain

'V CLz;+Z o 1 i (A.8.6)

As will be seen from formulas (A.8.5) and (A.8.6)t if it is &ssume"-

thatZ Z W1 , then

Accordingly, only current I creates an incident wave.

If, on the transmission line, ý.n addition to the incident wave there

is also a reflected wave, then in addition to the e1 in and e2 inemf, there
will be yet another pair of emfs across the measuring line, e and

anothr em a masurng I reflected
" 2 reflected " And in a manner similar to that in the foreoging, it is

readily roven that as a result of the e1 reflected and e2 reflected when

Z2 = Z1 a Wline a current

i 2 e1 refl/ 1:

will flow in impedance Z2

The e1 reflected and e2 reflected eafs will cause no current to flow in
impedance Z1 since

el incident is proportional to the incident wave current flowing in

the transmission line;

• reflected is proportional to the reflected wave cutrrnt flowing in

the transmission line.

.:.
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HANDBOOK SECTION

H.I. Formulas for coi + ting the direction (azimuth) and length
of radio communication lines

The direction of a line can be characterized by its azimuth, that is,

by the anrjle formed by the are of a great circle and the northerly direction

of the meridian passing through the point from which the direction is to be

determined. The azimuth is read clockwise. Figure H.I.l shows the

azimuths, t, of points a, b, c, and c, located in different directions from

point A. Azimuth is read from 00 to 3600.

iN

Cegepr

d 0e
4 S

d 
O

Figue H.~l.Figure H.1.2.

Let us use the cosir.- formula for a triangle to determine the direction

S(azimuth) and the length of a line connecting points A and C (fig. H.I.2)

cosU - cos0cosC+ sin bsinccosa
-Icosb = cosacos-+sinasinCcoSP

* :• i cos c =cos a cos b + sin a sin bcos "

as well as the sine formula

wie re sin sin• (H.1.2)

S1 where

7 a, b, c, and (y, y y are the sides and the angles of a specific triangle,
ABC, formed by the arcs of great circles passing through points A

and C and the north pole, B.

The sides and the angles of triangle ABC are expressed in degrees, and

are associated with the geographic latitudes and longitudes of points A and

C by the follnwing relationships

a - 0•0- 6,,

C ~ (11.13)
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where

cp, and (P2 are the longitudes of points A and C;

01 and 0 are the latitudes of points A and C.

The formulas at (H.I.3) are algebraic in nature, which is to say that

when they are used the signs of the latitudes and the longitudes must be

taken into consideration. We will take it as convention to read north lati-

tude, N, and east longitude, E, as positive, and south latitude, S, and west

longitude, W, as negative.

* • The direction (azimuth) of the line is determined through formulas (H.1.1)

* ~through(1.3)
* iThe distance between points A and C can be found through

d =2TFRb/360 6.28-6370/360 b - llb 000, 011.1.4)

where

R is the radius of the earth (R = 6370 km);

b is the angular distance between points A and C, expressed in degrees.
i• Example 1. Point A is Moscow. Point C is Kuybyshev. Find the azimuth

and the length of the line between Moscow and Kuybyshev.

The geographic coordinates (latitude and lengitude) of Moscow and Kuybyahev

are

Name of point Latitude Longitude

Moscow 01 = 554•414511 N -l = 37*17'30" E

Kuybyshev 02 = 5•*10'30'' N P2 = 49405'30" E

In accordance with (H.I.3) c 0 0. 0 5O44,45=34',5. I

a = = 900 0- 5310'30- = 36.49'o3-
P = ?, = 4904530" -- 37017'30: I28'.

In accordance with (H.1.1)
cos b = cos cos a + sin c sin a cos p = cos 349i5i cos349"30- +!•+ sin 34'11,5',•sin W-9'30" o '.IA81 =,91,

from whence
b - 7039. a 7.650.

In accordance with (H.I.4)

d = lllb - 111 a 7.65* = 849 ka.

The azimuth of the line between MOscow and Kuybyahev can be determined

from the relationshhipsina.sk• O,)93.0.2i59

slnb 0,1331 ()
from whence a can have two values

oil 75*42t or ot, 180-754•12' 10I•01 8 0.
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•ili

=--•Since Kuybyshev is located to the southeast of Moscowq as wI11 be seen o

from Figure H.1.2 the angle formed by the Moscow-KMybyshev line and the

oatnortherly dhrection of the meridian i: obtuse, so

&' - &2 104018,.

Example 2. Point A is New York. Point C is Moscow. Find the azimuth

and the length of the line between toscow and New York.

Name of point Latitude Longitude

New York = 40011551 N a 730581'2' W

Moscow 0 . 55o4414511 N T2- 37*17'30" E

c = 90 -- O = 90-- 40'41'55 =4918'05.
a=900-0,90'-55'44'45' =34°15'15".

cosb=2cosCcosc+3sincsinacos=s0.6521i0.826O +
+ 0,7581,0,5628 (- 0,364) = 0,3832,

from whence

b = 670280 - 67.467*

ID d = lllb = Ill • 67.467- 7492 k

The direction (azimuth) from Moscow to New York, y, ip. determined from

the relationship

I' .�in *.binp sln49*18'05'.s3nl i 165'561 0,7581.0,9319 - 0,764.
sin b Ain 6r28' 0,9237

from whence

y 49049'.

New Yoek is to the west of Moscow, so the azimuth of the line Moscow-
Nev York equals

yo 360 - y =360 - 490491 310O11'.

H.II. Formula and graphic for use in computing the angle of tilt
of a beam to the horizon

The formula for computing the angle of tilx of a beam to the horizon is

in the form

-(I + p) (1-- cosi'n

where H d.360
• --"

2R•a
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and

H is the height of the reflecting layer, in km2;

R is the earth's radius (R - 6370 kin);
d is the length of the wave jump, measured in kilometers; that. in, the

distpnce between two adjacent points of ref ,,-ction from the earth,

-4 Izimeasured along an arc of a great circle on thi, earth. h
Figure H.II.l contains the curves providing the dependence betweenth

angle of tilt, a, the height of the reflecting layer, H, and the length of
the wave jump, d.

3.50

299

baane dipoles

#H.MI~. Gaph5~ics uctosoff6u for computing the mutual impedancesofprle

ofbalanced dipoles 1

(a) General expressions for the functions and their properties

As was pointed out in #V.12, the functions of f(8,u) can be expressed
by the formulas

where

6 ctd -21TdA

1. Graphics for the functions of f(8,u) were compiled by L. So Tartakovaldy. '
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In the mutual impedance expressions the variable u takes the value I
l2 t I"' , ± . i, I•2 .i

* -2x,2z (L--+ -L 2m 2 n -L2

Figures H.III.l - H.,III.4 are the graphics of the dependence of the functions
of f(6,u) on y - u/2TT. The graphics were constructed for various values of

d' = d/X - 6/2nr and for values of y - u/2r, changing in the range from 0 to

"5.25.
From (H.III.l) we see that all four functions are even with respect to

the variable 6, that is

f(-6,u) f(6,u).

The functions f1 (6,u) and f (6,u) are even with respect to the variable u,

and the functions f 2 (,u) and f (6,u) are odd. That is,

Ah (b. -U) = h A, ();/f1(2 - U) = 1301, U);f ,(b. -u.)= -- , (e. ,i); h (0,'-u).= -f4 a h . *)

Consequently, fcr negative values o0 6 and u, the functions of f(6,u) can
be determined from the data on these same functions for positive values of

6oru.

Figures H.III.I - H.IIIo/ contain the values for the functions of f(6,u) )
- for positive values of 6 and u.

(b) Special expressions and limiting values for the functions of
-- .f(6,u)

Table H.III.1 contains a summary of expressions, or values, which
* ;use functions of f(6,u) when one, or both arguments vanish.

Table H.III.l

t = =0 640 6,-0
SuO U=O u=O

Id,(a u) si 2u 2si 4 0

i * (a. U) si 2u 0 0

f(a., a) -00 20~ -0b.(, u) o0 2Ar sh-=

FL2in + 1I

I0
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Figure H.III.1.
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Example. Find R1 2 and X12' given the following conditions

t o.625k, H, " O.5X, d -X,

from whence
Sp=a,-2x--=2x- 0.625

q # " IH% =2x m 2x0,5

q+p=2x 1.125

9q-p =--2%0.125

9+2p=2% 1,75
q-2p -2x0,75

sinq=s, in2x 0.5 =ain 180=-0. Cosq=--l.

sin(q-+-2p) =sin2x 1.75=sin W0==--1, cos(q-+2p) =0,

sin (q--2p)=sin (-2% 0.75)=sit., 270P)= i. cos( -2p)=-0.

, Utilizing the curves in Figures H.III.1 through H.II.4, and taking

the evenness of the functions of ff(6,u) and f (6,u) and the oddness of the43

functions f 2 (6,u) amd C'4 (6,u) into consideration, we obtain

1db. q)=f,(2:. 2x 0.5)=3.445 h(0 q)= 13 (2r., 2r 0.5)=-0.178
1(', + p) = 11 2r, 2X 1.125) = 3.330 1.,(?, q+p)=h(2c. 2r 1,125)=0.289

I~ (. -=jjx(2x.-21i0, 125)=2,92 Is (6. -P)=f"/(2x. -2: 0,125)--0,059
qi +,• +2p)= - (2x. 2r 1.75, =3 13 (, •q-+ 2p)= /3(2c, 2x 1,7) m0.42 U

JI(,. q- 2p) = Iz(2x, - 2r.O.75)=3.344 13(6p q-1p)1, (2%,-2: 0,75) =0,0o/(4. q)= (2%. 2r 0.5)==-0. 149 /4(6., 9)= (2x.2 0.5) = 0,062

h @. q + p) =1 (2x. 2x1, 125)=-0, 137 14 (W. q+p) =1h(!, 2x 1.25)=-0.370

1 'q + 2p) =j(2m. 2x 1, 75) -=0.1371 ( 0. q+2p)=h4(2%, 2% 1,A75) ---0 At I
Is (&. q - 2p) (2":,- 2x 0,75)=0.360 he (b. j-2p)=14{2%.-S 0O) 7-- 0,.

Substituting the- values obtained for the functions in the expressions

for the coefficients K, L, M, and N, we find

Ki--0.312L 1 -,7
K,- 0,262 L,---0.329
K,- 0,221 -30080
Ma- 1,428 A ,--3,28
M,- 0,291 NA.2 0,215
M-_ 0.5K N.---0,949.

Substit'iting the numerIc~l values obtained in formulas (V.12.5) and

(V.12.6), we obtain

R 1 2 . 16,,95 ohms and X - 52.75 ohms,

mI

•--•m''

'I
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ki'.III.2. Graphics of the mutual impedance of parallel balanced dipoles

Figures H.III.6 - H.III.21 contain the graphic~s for the active, R1, and

reactive, X12, components of the mutual impadance, equated to the current

loop for two parallel half-wave dipoles (fif;. H.III.5). Theme graphics

have been taken from V. V. Tatarinov.

Figures HIII.23 H .II(.j8 contain thit graphics for the active, 12

and reactive, X1 ,components of the mutual impedince of two identical

perallel balanced dipoles when there in no m~Atual displacement alonn the

directiorn of their axes (fig. H.M~.22). hit values of tha components of

the mutual impedance are equated to the currimt loop.

Figure H.IM.5.

[-d4

.7 .

1: Figure H.IUX.6@
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H.IV. Formulas for computing the distributed constants and characteristic
impedances of transmission lines -

I4

#H..IV.l. The relationships between L1 1 C and W

As was explained in Chapter I, the characteristic impedance of a line

at high frequencies can be taken equal to

W7

where

L and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length of the

line.

In formula (H.IV.l) LI, C1, and W are measured in practical units;

henries per meter (h/m)1 farads per meter (f/m), and ohms. Accordingly,

W equals

W "iL 1 (h/m)/C 1 (f/m). ohms (H.IV.2)

If L and C are measured in absolute units, centimeters of inductance,1 1
-and centimeters of capacitance per centimeter length, the characteristic

impedance can be expressed through the formula

W - 30 V'L1(cmvcm) / C (cm/cm), ohms (H.IV.31

If the line is in free space, or in air, the electrical parametera of

which are virtually the same as the free space parameters, then

(h/)C(f/) 1/.116 2 2
1 1hmCi%/)=191 (sec /M (H.IV.4)

or

L (cM/c~)C1 (cm;/cm) =1.(H.IV.5)j

Substituting (H.IV.4) in (H.IV.2) and (H.IV.5) in (H.IV.3), we obtain f

the fact that the characteristic impedance equalsj

88
W - /3ý'LO C', (.f/m) = .)-,1087 1 (h/rn), ohms (H.iv.6)

or

W 30/CI (cm/cm) /30 L1 (cm/cr), ohms (H.IV.7)

i )

II

-•--Give bftelo arne thei formulasae for in apuirg the electribute ca~ontantso

pe unich lengrtalyth; ca aciane aC th reesance Lpurae rersisac n the•

fV 1 A

,• ! t~~~hearact ta h hreristic impedance W.al

The formulas are given for a number of the most frequently used types

of lines.
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#H.IV.2. Formulas for computing L,, Cl ,_R_, and W..M,I" (a) A long horizontal conductor suspended close to the ground

The capacitance per unit length of the line (conductor) is

S, 4//Co--), (H.IV.8)
90 n "" d d1n d

where

H is the height aL which the conductor is suspended;

d is the diameter of the conductor;

H and d are measured in the same units.

The inductance per unit length of line is

2LIn--21n -L /Ci2.n-I-I (H.IV.9)

The pure v:sistance per unit line of a copper conductor (ground effect

not considered) is

R, 1.8 o.S 1"1.8" 10- C•o.'s (H.IV.lO)

where

i d is the diameter of the conductor, in mm;

A is the wavelength in meters.

The pure resistance per unit length of a conductor made of any material
isi

(H..11)

where

d is the diameter of the conductor in mm;

A is the wavelength in meters;

pis the specific resistance of the material of which the conductor is
made (ohms/meter);

)Lr is the relative permeaoxlity of the material of which the conductor is

made. 4

Given below are the values off and / for various metals.

Ir
I*° I>

iI



ill
Metals P (ohms/m)

at 200 C •'

Copper, cold drawn 0.177 107' 1

Copper, annealed 0.1725 10 1

Aluminum, industrial, cold drawn 0.282 . i07 1

Zinc, traces of iron 0.575 ° 10-7 1

Iron 99, 98% pure 1 10- 80

Steel 1 to 2 10 80

Steel, manganese 7.15 ' 80

°£ne Ar values are given for high frequencies.

The characteristic impedance of the line is
IL

W = 60 In 4H/d ohms (H.IV.12)

Formulas (H.IV.8) through (H.IV.ll) do not consider ground conductivity

characteristics other than ideal.

(b) A two-conductor line

The capacitance per unit length of the line is

d I
CM

41n th condu tors

where
D is the distance uetween the conductors;

d is the conductor diameter;

D and d are measured in the same units.

The inducta.nce per unit length of line is

10-"-1-- II.-"Y')

The pure resistance per unit length of a copper wire line is

* , (d=F a• dC'-- " )

where

A is the conductor diameter in mm!
X is the wavelength in meters. 

i



The pure resistance per unit length of a line of any metal in

22.,,-103 ,_• j,,.
RL= . •'" (H.IV.16)

The characteristic impedancý of the line is

1W1 - j20In [ -I- jf.D 1  (H.IV.17)

If the distance between the condictors, D, is rery much greater than

their diameter, d, formulas (H.IV.10), (Ii.IV.l4), and (H.IV.17) can be

si.plified and will be in the form

Cj= !-.I0 (.I ) ' (H.IV.l8)
41n 2- o In

d d

10- 74! -• d e n d- co (H .7.V .19 ) "

W = 120 In 2-. chS.

(c) A coaxial line

The capacitance per unit length of line is

C1=_ I I f_

9.10' 21nd 2 1n c (IP.IV.21)

where 71 --

d is the inside diameter of the shield;Il
d is the diameter of the internal conductor.
The inductance per unit length 6f line is

, d, 21hn, fce•.\
10,- -d4• " (H.IV.22)

The pure resistance per unit length of a copper line is

R, +t.48 a + 4.8 14, L. c0 t-(T . ;i, d+. ) /W- '=, (HI.2

The characteristic impedance of the line is

W2 = GO In -L' , ohmg H I.&
e,0I-Qhi (H.IV.24)

Formulas (H.IV.21) through (H.IV.24) are given without taking the

* effect of the dielectric insulating the internal conductor from the shield

into consideration. The calculation for the effect of the dielectric on

the distributed capacitance is made by multiply.ing the right-hand side of

equation (H.IV.21) by the magnitude
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The effect of the dielectric on the characteristic impedance can be

taken into consideration by multiplying the right-hand sidc of equation

(H.IV.24) by i'i+a(,,--)

The phase velocity is obtained as equal to

oC

v= •'+a(,,- l)(H.IV.25)

'Jere r is the relative dielectrical permeability; that is. t1he ratio

of tho dielectrical permeability of the insulating di ,Lectric to the di-

electrical permeability of air.

a is the fill factor; that is, the ratio of the volume of the inner

space of the cable filled by the dielectric to the total volume of the inner

space in the cable.

#H°IV.3ý Formulas for computing the characte'-.i6"ic impedance of selected
types of transmission lines

(a) Two-wire unbalanced transmission line operating on a single-
cycle wave (fig. H.IV.l).

The characteristic impedance can be found through the formula

IV - 30 InD ohms .(H.IV.26)

If H D, then

W=601n 21t

ohms.

Figure H.IV.l.

(b) Three-wire unbalanced transmission line cperating on a
single-cycle wave (fig. H.IV.2) H o D

DIn

IIL13+In, LH2. d"
In

W, 60 d.. ohms (H.IV.27)
+ nD

d

Figure H.IV.2.

I,
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S~surface of a cylinder (fig. H.IV.3) H), 2R -

d

I ~ 211
'IV " 1 ,d oh.ms (H.IV.28)

9.1
Fixare H.IV.3.

(d) Three-wire vnbalanced transmission line (fig. HiV.IV).

The characteristic impedance of the upper conductor when the lower

conductors are grounded equals

1 11 11) \

Wj,-60 In 4H D,\1
dI , 2- } ohms (H.IV.29)

2 D,

A

Figure H.IV,•.

The characteristic impedance of the two lower conductors when the upper

* conductor is grounded equals

211

21 Ins-(~x.oW1=60 In 2_ - j-- ohms

* ~D1  In-
"The mutual characteristic impedance is

i • I in!-H In /4 1

1),21- In211. ohms (H.IV.31)",L In -2H, ohm
b' D,
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The characteristic impedance when the wave is of the opposite phase

equals

W u•Op n ohms (H.IVo32)

The ratio of the current flowing to ground to the current flowing in

conductor 2 at conductor potential (synbol blurred in text) equal to zero is

211
is 211 d, (H.IV.33)

Formulas (H.IV.29) - (H.IV.33) are based on the assumption that

H H • D1 and H D2., and that, accordingly, H 1 H2 R H.

In these formulas

H =H I + H2/2.

(e) Single-wire transmission line surrounded by n shielded
conductors located on the surface of a cylinder (fig. H.IV.5).

ZRi

Figure H.IV.5.

• I The characteristic impedance of the inner conductor when the outer con-

ductors are grounded equals

411 211

d,,In 2Vohms (H.IV.34)

Th3 characteristic impedance of the outer conductors when the inner con-

ductor is grounded equals

S60 In 2H/.- R ohms (H.IV.35) .

I il ""

." 2W d
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iThe mutual characteristic impedance equals

211 21
In - .ii: RY2R

w 60 In ohms (H.IV.37)

12*

'i In R2/ t

R 2R (H.IV.38)

I (fW A~multi-conductor line ma4e up of n2 conductors located on

I the surface of a cylinder surrounded by n, shielded

conductors (fig. H.IV.6).

I 
n

', The chaactejristic impedace ofo th inner onduors whe n ths e equals

W,6 In 211 LR1

in 2' ohms (H.IV.39)

II R1  -li2R,

The characteristic impedance of the outer conductors when the inner

I conductors are grounded equals.

2H

W 60I-211R ohms (H.IV.40)
f i n 21

11

F u Hk• -
lo ll

) conuctos (Figure V.6 .IV

R, V-•-L _ 4'I V•

ThAatrsi pd~eo h otrcnutr h h ne
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The mutual characteristic impedance equals

alI 2H i 211 211,In - I1n In' -

S- R,

-W2 2/?1 2R, ohms (H.IV.41)
In 211

The characteristic impedance for a wave with the opposite phase is

R1

•I 'W Op 60 In ohm ,Hi.2

211In :R:

2H1
R1 n~d (H.IV.43)R12R 1

where

n is the number of conductors in the shield;

n2 is the number of inner conductors.

(g) A multi-conductor uncrossed balanced transmission line
(fig. H.IV.7).

12,0 2 VTD ohms (H.IV.44)II n - - '

n is the number of conductors passing the in-phase current.

(h) Flat balanced tranamission'line (fi.g. H.IV.18). a • d.

* * l's• 30[4h(1)• " �' -- (.-D) I ohms (H.IV.,5)

0 G- j i//ll/Ii.

00

(i) Conductor in a shield with a square cross section (fig. H.IV.9)
D/d> 2.

1.078 ohms (ii.IV,/46)

Gi61n•

(D,,



w() To-wire line in a shield with a rectangular cross section
, (fig. H.IV.lO). Alb

W=1201n - ) 2a~ hms (H.IV.47)
th (-2- d) th( !*,

I4 2a

"(k) Two-wire line in a shield with a cricular cross section

(fig. H.IV.ll).

W--120 arch ( d 1 1 ' ohms (H.IV,48)

when D/d> 4, W 12In d D'-- .P, ohms (H.iV.49)

•, /

V -1 d1' b--- ,14-.I-

*~~~ iDsF+.1r/ Is

dI

Figure H.IV.lO. Figure H.IV.ll.

Fox-4ulas (H.1V.N.) through (H.IV.43), cited in this paragraph, are from

an unpublished woric by V. D. Kuznetsov.

H.V. Materials for m-aking shortwave antennas

#i1.V.l. Conductors

Tables H.V.1, H.V.2, and H.V.3 contain basic data on conductors

used in shortwave ante,-as.

tI
iI

' !.--- ~ --
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Table H.V.l

Basic data on materials for antenna conductors.

D iipoinoOii

Ngq: XaPaKTCPH:CTIxa t Z MCAI$ 6poI1o I OiimeTaA1 cai

III M LTIS A

A BC F ?IY3

I I YACAuIbznM DC 8,89 - 8,89 11 8.3 7.85 2.7

2 T(Ob(leI(IICHT T.M-
nepaTypi10rO u''1116-
-oro pacwqilcuita - 1710-0 1810 12-10-6 12-10- 2310-

3 Mc'Ayau. ynipyro -2000

C ......... I 13000 1300 ODO j00o 20000 6300
4 npCe;L nipo~iio. 

200

C-.. . . . . .. b 42-43 70 75 37 16-17

5 fpc;yea ynpyrocT 4_11

*prr 6 j I0111 773-io-6 77-10-6 62,.610-4 6010-6 169-10-

7 COUPOTHIna16z'd) nclToMIllM..Y TOK0
Ic t AMM flZ IIII l~ I ICO.-

AiAt noflepcehIoro ce.I 3
tICHIMS np~i TC0Mn093 12

YPC + 20 . 17o84 4 0.6 2 1)0

8 !ci. . . ..TY1 40.6 2 F46 2i --.

1(I0Ot111iCIIi T yHU -

Sp~~~~~~~~~r~~oro yonpo lllentli =n- !.0 s 15lO 0 1-i 191-

H ,% . . .. . .KOFOCOpOTII0.lelII R

_ I•1ll~ I - - -

S1 depends on conductor diameter.

Dell Wlire.;nEp- Copr addaw;F-Boz;8 iealc

H Steel; I - Aluminum, hard drawn.

1rspe cific wecoefficient of linear ex-

panion cy 3 moulu ofelatictyE; -yield strength;

tiTelastic elongation, ;

7 1- depen DCseitnc f1ko eof transverse

cros spectifin weight; +2 ohms;8 - temperature coefficient of

change in the electrical resistance to DC per 1*C.

I[
- - -~ '&~'"~ ~ -
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Table H.V.2

Basic data on solid conductors used in antenna installations

'10

ix

4,i nIIOOF 7TIIAP

0..
i- RC

A B ___ DU . CO C H

ii HpoGo0oJn.'iowa 1,5 1,77 10.08 15.71 10 QST12
eia , mOsT o- 2,5 ,91 3.63 43.64 25 N6r

. ,yrata C, 3.0 7,07 2.52 62.84 35
3,5 9,61 1.82 85.60 48
4.0 12.57 1.42 111.71 50

2 flpono.-ioxa cnaiow- 1 0,78 - 6.98 15 GOST,2 12-..465
"Iall oToX)K1111as4 2 3.1.1 - 27,93 20
oMMb, miqrxan, mIeA- 3 7.07 - 62.84 410

iai4 12.57 - 111.71 60.
3 'poBoOi' &me- 1.5 1.77 28.5 15 10 OST-9822-.47Z

Tai,1iiatecKas 2. 3,14 20 26.5 15 eff. /483.0 7.7 . 59. 25

4.0 12,57 3.8 106 40
6.0 28.20 2 - 40

4 nlpooxo~aCa~ 1.5 1,77 78.1 13.9 10 GOST-1668--46
,liar O61,1CHu3On H 2aRi .14 43.9 24.7 20
Ic coacpwamse.%t 3e. 2.5 4.91 28.1 38.5 20
"IA nC.cnee 0.2% 3.0 7.07 39.5 55,5 25

4.0 12.57 1I1.C, 98.6 40
5 19.63 7.0 154 50

*16 28.27 4.9 222. 50
5 1FlponoiioKa cra.lb. 1.0 0.78 - 6.17 5 OST-11458-39

iian a ncpcnao3 liax it 1.4 1.51 - 12.1 10
cnaetiias • 2.0 33.1 - 24.7 15

'12,5 4.91 - 38,5 20

1111illeoaR Kpyrl la 3 7.07 4.2 19.1 15II ,cAT,
4AP4 12.57 2.4 34M 20

4,5 15.90 1.9 42.7 20
S7 FnpoBo.IoKa aWOO 1 0.78 37.6 2.12 - OSTV767

1MillleSag 1 lRrKaR 2 3,14 9.4 8.5 -

3 7.07 4.2 19,1
12.57 2.4 34 -
3. 5.90 1.9 42.7 -

8 AztpcA4 12.57 2.65 34 -
9 flponojt H3olMspo. 1iapyIL 1i

OaalMIU C pO3ll1ODOOl AHaMCTP Ila3Ii,1100
1130.li3OtlPer, p-380 cemie

s..0 3.0 - 20 -

3,7 2,5 - W
4.6 6.0 - 70

Key: A - No.; B - conductor designation; C - conductor diameter, mm; D
cross section, mm2; E - electrical resistance of 1 km of conductor,
at 20 0 C, ohms; F - weight of 1 1m of conductor,- kg; G - weight of wire
in a coil, at least, kg; H - no. of standard.

I - wire, solid, copper, hard drawn, "1MS"i; 2 - wire solid, annealed,
"•M," soft, copper; 3 - wire oimetallic; 4 - wire, steel, ordinary,
with a copper content of at least 0;2%; 5 - wire steel, wrapped and
tinned; 6 - wire, aluminum, round "AT"; 7 - wire, aluminum, soft "AM";
8 - aldrey (an aluminum magnesium alloy); 9 - conductor insulated with
PR-380 rubber insulation; 10 - OD; 11 - designed cross section. 4.
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Table H.V.3

Basic data on stranded conductors used in antenna installation

0 0

0) 1. 0 0 0 .. U,0 g0
.0 0 CO, iflhli ,c.o .~ o:.~ o . 0

0 1 0 1

u -ponoAM.oa.j 1,5 0,52 7 112.65 35 VTU7-
1,0 . 1 arITCH. 2.5 0,67 7 2.0 7,6 3543

1iiuii oopsta- 4.0 0.85 7 2.6 4.76. 35
!.'nb,,Afi [1A 6.0 1,03 7 3.1 3.17 35

10 1.03 12 4.! 1.90 35
.16 1,03 191.18 35

2 Ilponoo .'•.l- 1,5 0,13 7XI2 1.6. 12.61 35 TUZ27I-
Luft aflTe.. 2,5 0.20 7X12 2.0 7.6 35 43
m4tk rh6KIsrt 4 0,32 7X7 2,6 4.76 35

FlAF 6 0,39 7X7 3.1 9.17 35
10 0.51 7X7 4.3 1.90 353 ]"poaoo,t •e•. 1.5 0,34 1 16 2 2 4 0 VTUZ-271--

Ilut aWITCH- 43
hinfl n'eA -

4 flponoai 1,5 0,2 7X7 I8 56 5 OST-EI,2-'
6pon3o0bai 2,5 0.2767X 23 5 40

"" "'AB,\ 4,0 0,32 7X7 2.9 65 40
10 0.51 7x7 4.6 65 I0O
25 0,49 7X19 7.4 65 251

npnA 4 0,32 7X7 2,9 -0) 75 4 '2
6poI1300brfl I0 0,51 7X7 4.6 - 75 100 40
InABO 25 0,49 7xI9 7.4 - 75 250

6 'potioA1 7 , 196 16 44 GOST-839--
anommcoO 35 7 7.5 0,91 16 95 41

70 - 7 10,61 0.45 16 190
120 - 19 14.0! 0.27 16 32320 13 K2

7 'lnponoo 50 9 ,=. caj,,. 8 - - 190 ,
CT3,.aC ol ONS- I 1,1 ai. 7 aa. 6
IImenur 9 3,25 12

70 9cTaflhH. cTa.bit. 11.6 - - 264
1,3 an. 7 aa. 6
103,83 13

95 CTai1bit. CTM11bl. 13,5 - - 386S1,8 in. 7 ait. 28
2,08

See Table H.IV.1.
Key: A - No.; B - conductor designation; C - rated cross section of the

conductor, mmnz D - diameter of individual wires, mm; E - number of
wires; F - wire diameter, mm; G - electrical resistance of 1 km of
conductor at 20 0 C, ohms; H - critical tensile strength, kg/mm2 ; I -
weight of 1 kin, kg; J - no. of standard.

1 - conductor, copper, antenna, normal, PA; 2 - conductor, copper,
antenna, flexible, PAG; 3 - conductor, copper, antenna, braided, PAP;
4 - conductor, bronze, PABM; 5 - conoactor, bronze, PAEO; 6 - con-
ductor, aluminum; 7 - conductor, steel-aluminum; 8 - steel 1.1, alumi-
num 3.25; 9 - steel 1.3, aluminum 3.83; 10-steel 1.8, aluminum 2.08;
11 - steel 7, aluminum 6; 12- steel 7, aluminum 6; 13 - steel 7,
aluminum '8.

~ t .4~•O '.4$ '~ ~. -
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Adii.Z.2.insulators 4

(a) Antenna insulators

Insulators, stick, ar'.nored, with slotted head (fig. H.V.la,

Table H.V.4). Material - steatite.

Figure H.V.la.

* Table H.V.4

Tor A. Dimensions, mm, • [ ] I Weightt,, "

o insula_ A I B I C ID 1 E IF IG kg*
• tor

1 I IPp,-750 345*7 3151' 200 28 12 13 25 0.65

2 IPA-1,5T 351ET 321h7 200 42 12 13 30 1,15

3 IPA- 2.5T 382*7 3"10•7 200 44 J2 18 38 2,0

, 4 IPA-2,5r 482±9 44019 30019 44 12 18 38 2,1
! IPA-4,5r 426*10 370:10 196 16 48 12 18 42 2.7
6 IPA4,ST 526A:9 470A9 296d: '18 12 18 42 3,1

Insulators, stick, armored, with slotted head (fig. H.V.lb,

Table H.V.5). Material,steatite.

L

*01i

Figure H.V.lb.

Ki
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Table H.7.5

Typo '- Dimnsion L_
No insu- A B CH, I J KL

latorB CD.EF G N .I - - - 1 - . - --' -
IPA-7o0 455 430 300 37 28 l.4844 31 25 25r 13 69 7 65

2 IPA.J.5T .IG5 440 300 42 20 56 52 383025 13 45 8 70
3 IPAI.,5T 569 539' 16 390VE12 30 13

4 Ip.-750 3590' 329 194 37 .,5 48 48 40 25 30 13 0 7 67,6
5 IPA-750 488 453 304 - 66 30 17

6 1PA- .5T 369-8 339 106 42 30,5 56 52- 30 30 13 0 8 72.5

7IPA-2,ST '5061I2 4 6 4-k1 296 4737 68 65 60 30 42 180 10 84

8 IPA-2.5T 406",5 364 106 47 37 6865 60 8 42 1 8 0 108
9 'IPA. 4.ST 384:Lo 352 :L9 196 1
I1 IPA.4,5T 484: 12 452-12 296 42 18

IIIPA- -,- 465 440 300 42 28 56•52 38 0 25 13 45 8 70

12IPA- 7, 455±'° 430 300 37 28 48 44 3125 25 13 50 7 65

1 3 tPAT 5w 20 480 300 65 25 88 80 76 50 4011I8 40 12 99SI ~4,5 't

Insulator, +--shaped, armored (fig. H.V.lc, Table H.V.6).
Material - steatite.

S~Table H.V.6

A Pa31Cpu, 3AA 3

A a3 as D d ,.3

369 3 3 9 194 3G9 339 194 56 30 1 7 750 3,6

406 364 IS&370 32 158 68 38 42 13 70 1500 5.3I '
Key: A- dimensions, mm; B - test voltage, kv; C - destruc*,ion load,

tensile, kg; D - weight, .kg.
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-- a,-_

Figure H.,V.,1b.

* R3

Figure H.V.2. Cruciform spreader.

Insulator-condense'- lor traveling wave antenna BYe (fig. H.V3, Teble.

H.V.7).

.section through ab

,t !1

FigLure I \

Figure H.V.3b.
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Table H.V.7

I i Dimensions, mm

Type MateriajA BCD ~I iI II I "W.Ii
Insulator- IIW ~1porcelai 12 303 10 709 08 6 14 6 to 12

condenser
34 10 7  01

(b) Feeder insulators

Insulator, feeder, transmitting, single-wire (fig. H.V.4,

Tab!,; H.V.8) (Two of these insulators are used to suspend a two-wire line).

Figure H.V.4.

Table H.V.8.

Dimensions, =i "-

e ' I a C D K f It K Material

feeder, *
single- 1IS 50 50 8 30 131251131 7 D- Porcelain

Insulator, f.eder, receiving, bar =fig. H.V.5, Table HV,9).

Figure H.V.5.

I

'1
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Table H.V.9i
* Dimensio'ns

•',Type al C1 DFF !Z'm Material

Feeder,
bar 322 16 5 16 7 15 33 |$ Porcelain

Insulator, feeder, receiving, four-wire (fig. H.V.6, Table H.V.lO).

F mI
€ ~. L

Figure H.V.6.

Table H.V.O:

Dimiensions, WeightType I A B C D ~E F 1 IH K L M (appr.), MaterialTY kg Maera

Feeder, four ;
w14716018918 40 35 3 10 34 0.320 Porcelain

J I
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Insulators, feeder, partition (fig. H.V.7, Table H.V.l)).

Figure H.V.7.

Table H.V.ll

__ _ _ _ Dimension s,_We gh M tecm' * I I K (aPp')rial

PR j42 10 58 30 16 22 32 42 6~ 9 0,044

PR- I g or-
PR-2 60 15 6 12 42 22 32 45 6012 17 0.180 ce-

P-.3 720 7165223 44 5 74 14 20 0,245 in

PR-4 93 25 a1358135 5670 86 1621 0,380I
PR-5 60 33 1220906090255M30 40 1.900

(c) Rigging insulators

Insulators, rigging, saddle (fig. H.V.8, Table H.V.12).

Figure H..8. '- -

fl 09

IL
S./
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Table H.V.12

Type Dimensions,1 Q coC ... -Z 1'5
'- ' . ... ~ ~. 06•.,.I ""O• ••:

'AI F10 ~~0 -- -I= - -,

-II D- G "w IJ

RCA-.3 93 81 181 27 7 1230 6. 6.8 0,383 '.

RCA-.6 3 29 3 06 25 351 9, 46/8 6 43 15.00 8412 0.850
RCA-,-1 352322 3W 3 0 5 23.00 10.16 1,310

Key: I - operating voltage, kv, 2 - dry discharge voltage, kv,
3 - permissible load, kg, 4 " wire cable diameter, mm;
5 - weight (approximate), kg; 6 - material; 7 - porcelain.

The voltages indicated are for 50 hertz AC.

Insulators, rigging, type IT (fig. H.V.9; Table H.V.13)-

Or- Pa 3pO3 nocl
"1 section through

Figure H.V.9. C

Table H.V.13

Pa:-&%Cpb 11al11PR)KCIIIIC P.13ppllo C- -J1A !13%CP
S nPI0 Papy- Cpc.iiiii U

""�Tha ~ fl aloutaFI I CBC 1130- T MaTe-nH Ka (nP116ml-
- - nrpy3xa arnropa -~~ri pia .1t.I I K;EiHlO) "

A B icxoe
10

IT-I 100 65 I5 6 2.8 0,345 6-8 PapOp

IT'- 2  36 95 35 12 4.1 0,753 9.5 ,

IT-3 155 105 35 12 6.8 3.528 12.5 4

IT-4 170 120 35 12 13,0 2.300 15-17
IT-5 175 130 40 is 18,5 3.020 1--21 ,

Key: 1 - type. 2 - dimensio, mm; 3 - discharge voltage at 50 hertz,
kv; 4 - dry; 5 - wet; 6 - destructive load, toils; 7 - average

insulator weight, kg; 8 - wire cable diameter (approximatc.'1
m( - 9 - naterial; 10 - porcelain.

* I
'I.;I-

* , i-'
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Insulator, egg (fig. H.V.lO, Table H.V.l4).

Figure H.V.1O.

IONI

'Table H.V.14

Type Dimensions, mm P.3pyu.a- /1113MeTP
Tim I 1 f1te POlOAa. .Iateriali '•n•__ Tltrl •/• I• "' jA!13 C D E 'yclmle uwc °sl a eill.• "'

I A B C DyýýK' I I I
IAL-5 40 28 13 350 up to Porce- I

____5 mm lain

Key: 1 - destructive force, kg; 2 - conductor diameter, mm.

H.VI. Sine and cosine integrals

Sine integral si (X)=- sinI .

Cosine integral (H.)--l).

si(x) and ci(z) can be expanded into the following series

x
3 7 T'7 

HVI22 2x) 1 4. 1

E is Euler's -cnstant,

E
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For large values, the argument for the series at (H..VI.2) will converge

slowly and in such case the following, semiconverging series must be used:

2 x\ x 2 X.
3inx (•1 31 51 \

six 72+71 ) (H.VI.3)

C i (X) -. L -X

The terms in these series decrease at first, but then increase to

infinity.

When these series are used it must be borne in mind that the absolute

error will always be less than the first discarded term. Consequently,

the accuracy of the computation made using the semiconverging series can

be defined by the minimum term in this series, directly ahead of which the

summing must be stopped in order to obtain the greatest possible accuracy

in the result.

In the tables that follow the functions have been given with an accuracy

of within 0.001. The argument is expressed in parts of a circle (in

2 rr parts). Ii

I S

I! I
i°- A

l .I

3 5 a1

-t. ..
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Table H.VI.1

Sine and Cosine Integrals

X si 2.-.% A ci 2-.x A x si 2r.x A c.2rx A

0,000 0,000 O 0,0.5 +.,281 7 -0 706 21
0,001 0o006 7 -4.493 693 0,046 0.2a8 6 21- 685 22
i ,0 ,1] -380 40 0.047 0,294 6 -0,532 20
0.003 0,019 6 -- 3,391 287 0.0,18 0,300 6 -0.48 20
0.001 0,0275 7 -3.107 2281 0,047 0,307 6 -0.4 19
0,005 0,0311 7 --2,883 182 0.050 0 313 6 -. 05 19
0,0 3 0.0381 6 -2.701 151 0,051 0.316 6 -0.465 18
0.007 0.08 6j -82.567 133 0.052 0,325 6 -0.449 18

0.t 0,09111

0.008 0 :0301 6 -2,414 118 0.053 0,331 6 -0.550 16
0.009 0,05G 7 -72,29 105 0,054 0.337 6 -0.42 17
0,010 0,063 6 -2.1916 05 0,055 0.313 7 -0.503 17
0.018 0,021 6 -- 2.096 87 0,056 0,350 6 -0.38 16
0.012 0,0751 7 -2,009 80 0.057 0.356 6 -0.4 17
0.013 0,0821 6 -. 5929 73 0,05S 0.362 6 -0.365 16
0.014 0.083 6 -1.-856 69 0.056 0.368 6 -0346 14

0.022 0,013 6 -1.47 6,4 0,067 0,374 6 -0,33 16
0.016 0,040 7 -1.723 G4 0,061 0.380 6 -0.318 15S0,017 0.107 6 -1I,,,62 57 0,062[ 0,386 7 043 15

0.018 0o 131 6 -1.605 53 0,063 0,398 6 -0.258 140.019 0O1 9 7 -- 1.552 51 0,006l 0.399 6 034 1;

0,020 0,261 6 --. 3501 49 0,055: 0.405 6 -0.305 2
0,021 0 132 6 -21,432 46 ,060 0,411 6 -0,292 14

60-I .241 37 ,0672 0.417 6 -0,2 14
0,023 0: 1691 7 -1.322 42 3 068 0,423 6 -0.217 13
"0,024 0,151j 6 -- 1,320 840 1,0:9 0:429 13
0,025 .0,157 6 -1,280 39 0,0701 0,435 6 -0,22 13
0,026 0.1631 6 -21,241 37 0.071 0.4651tl -0,230 12
0.027 0,169 7 -- 1,204 36 0.072 0,447 6 -0,228 13
0,028 0.1701 6 --2,.078 30 0,073 0.453 6 -0.207 12
0.029 0 120 6 -21:134 2 0,0781 0.458 6 -0,25 12
0.030 0. 1 22 6 -0,980 32 0,075 0.465 6 -0,24 122

0,03 1 0.219 7 :1 .0 0.076 0,496 6 -0,2730,032 0,01 6 -1,1037 3o o,077 0,478 6 -027 2
0,033 0.2071 -1I ,007 29 0,078 0,484 6 -019 i1
0,034 0.213 6 --0.978 29 0,079 0,490 6 -014 11
0,035 0, 21917 -. 49 2 0,080 0,496 6 013 11
0.036 0.226 6 *-0.922 27 0.081 0,502 6 -0.162 20
0,037 0.232 6 -0,895 26 0.082 0.508 6 -0.152 11
0,038 0,238 6 -0,869 25 0,083 0,514 6 -0241 20
0,039 0.214 7 -0,844 24 0,081 0,520 6 -0131 10

0,040 0,2511 6 -0.820 24 0,085 0,523 6 2 -0,2! 100,041 0,257 6 -0,796 24 0,086 0,532 6 -0,112 20
0,042 0,263 6 -0,772 22 0.087 0.538 6 --0,02 10
0.043 0 269 6 -0.750 2 0,08 0,544 6 "-o-0,0 10
0,044 0:2751 6 -- 0,728 22 0.08 7.:550 6 -0.081 9
0,045 +0,281 -0.7G6 0,090 +0.556 .- 0,072 10

I _
SI

I.
I..
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(continued)

x si 2.jAj ci2=xjA fx si 2ax A cJ 2rx AI I
( .0)0 +0,5% S -0.072 10 0.135,-1-0,815 6 -1-0,238 5

0.09' 0,561 6 -0,062 9 0.136 - 0.821 5 +-0,2.13 5
0,09,- .567 6 -0.053 9 0,137 0,826 6 -1-0,2,13 4
o.o03 0,573 6 --0,011 9 0,133 0,832 5 -j-0,252 5
0,091 0,579 6 -0,035 8 0,139 0,•37 6 +0.257 5
o.095 0.515 6 -0,027 9 0.1.10 0,813 5 +0.262 4

S0,096 0.591 6 -0,013 8 G,.111 0,8.18 6 -3-0,266 5
0,097 0,597 6 -0.010 9 0.142 0,854 5 +.0.271 4
0.098 0,603 6 -0.001 8 0.143 0,859 6 +0.275 4
0,099 0.609 6 +0,007 8 0,1I1. 0.865 5 -t-0,279 5

* 0,100 0.615 6 +0,015 8 0,1.145 0,870 5 -1 0.284 4
0,101 0.621 5 +0.023 8 0,146 0.876 6 +0,288 4
0,102 0,6-261 6 '0,031 8 0.147 0,8831 5 +0,292 4
0,103 0.632 6 +0,039 8 0,1.18 0.885 6 +0,296 4
0,104 0.68 6 +0,017 7 0.149 0,892 5 +0,300 4
0 105 0.61-1 6 +0.05, 8 0,150 0, 897 6 +0.304 4
0.106 0,650 6 +0,062 7 0,151 0,903 5 +0,308 4
0.107 0 , 6 56  5 +0,069 8 0,152 0,S08 5 +0.312 3
0,108 0,6611 6 -- 0.077 7 0,153 0,913 6 +0,315 4
0,109 0,667 6 +0,084 7 0,15-1 0,919 5 +0.319 4
0,110 0,673 6 +0,091 7 0,155 0,924 5 +0,323 3.
0,111 0,679 6 +0,098 7 0,156 0.929 6 -j-0.326 4
0,112 0,685 5 +0,105 6 0,157 0,935 5 +0,330 3.
0.113 0,690 6 +0.111 7 0,158 0.940 5 +0.333 4
0,314. 0,606 6 -J-0. 118 7 0,159 0.945 6 4.0.337 3.
0.115 0,702 6 +0.123 6 0,.60 0,951 5 -0,.340 4
0.115 0.70S 5 +0,131 6 0,161 0.956 5 4.0.314 3.
0,117 0,713 6 +0.137 7 0,162 0,961 5 -1-0,317 3
0,118 ,0.719 6 +0,144 6 0.163 0,966 6 +0.350 3.
0,119 .0,725 6 40,150 6 0,164 0.972 5 -0.353 a
0,120 0,731 5 +0,56 60,165 0,977 5 +0,356 3
0,121 0.736 6 +0,162 C 0,166 0,982 -5+0.359 3.
0,122 0,742 6 +0,68 6 0.167 0,987 5 -0.362 3
0,123 0,748 5 +0,374 6 0,168 0,992 6 -0,365 3
0,123 0.753 6 +0,180 5 0.169 0,998 5 +0,368 3.
0,125 0,75c 6 +0,185 6 0.170 1,003 5 +0,371 3.
0.126 0,765 5 +0,191 6 0.171 1.008 5 .0,374 3
0,127 0,770 6 4.0,197 5 0,172 1,013 5 +0,377 20,128 0,776 6 -+0,202 5 0,173 1,018 5 4.0,379 3

0,129 0,782 r +0,207 6 0.174 1,023 5 +0.382 3

0,130 0,787 6 +0,213 5 0,175 1,028 5 -0,3851 2
0,131 0.793 5 -+-0,218 5 0,176 1,033 5 4.0,387 a3

* 0,132 0,798 6 -0.223 5 0,177 1.038 6 4-0,390 0,2
0,133 0.804 5 +0, 228 5 0,178 1.0441 5 4.0,392 3.
0.134 0,809 6 -3-0,233 5 0,179 1,049 4.0,395 2
0,135 +0,815 .. 0,238 0,180+•1.054 +0,397

ii
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(continued)

x sI 2rx A ci 2 xx A i si2r.x A ci2xIA

0,180 -+I.0 .5 -+-0.397 2 0,225 -1-1,266 4 +0,464 0.
0.181 1,059 5 +0.399 3 0.226 1,270 5 -1-0,464 1
0,182 1,064 5 +0,402 2 0.227 1,275 4 +0.465 3
0.183 1.009 5 -1-0.404 2 0,228 1.279 4 -1-0.466 0
0.184 1.074 5 +0.406 2 0,229 1,283 5 +0,466 1

0.185 1,079 5 +0,408 2 0.230 1.288 4 -+0,467 0
0. 186 1,084 4 +0.410 3 0.231 1.292 4 -1-0,467 I
0,187 1.088 5 +0,4!3 2 0.232 1.2A6 4 -1-0,468 0
0,188 1.093 5 +0,415 2 0.233 1.300 5 +0.468 1
0.189 1,098 5 +0.417 2 0.234 1.305 4 +0.469 0

0,190 1,103 5 -[ 0,419 1 0,235 1,309 4 +.0,469 0
0,191 1,108 5 +0.420 2 0,236 1,313 4 +0,409 I
0,192 1,113 5 +0,422 2 0,237 1,317 5 -1-0,470 "0
0,193 13118 5 +0,42.1 2 0,238 1,322 4 +0.470 0
0,194 1.1231 5 +0,426 2 0,239 1,326 4 -+0.470 1

0,195 1,128 4 +0,428 1 0,210 1,330 4 +0,471 0
0.196 1.132 5 40,429 2 0.241 1,334 4 +0.47: 0
0,197 1,137 5 +0.431 2 0 2.12 1.338 4 +0,471 0
0,198 1,142 5 +0.433 1 0,243 1,342 4 +0,471 1
0,199 1,147 4 +0,434 2 0,234 1,3.316 +, +0,472 0

0,200 1,151 5 +0,436 1 0,245 1,350 5 +0,472 0
"0,201 1,136 5 +0.437 2 0.246 1.355 4 +0.472 0
0,202 1.161 5 +0,439 1 0,237 1,359 4 +0.472 0
0.203 1,166 4 +0,440 2 0,2.8 1.363 4 +0,472 .0
0,204 1,1705 +0,432 0,2.2-9 1,367 4 -0.472 0

0.205 1.175 5 +0,443 2 0,250 1,371 4 +0,472 0
0,206 ,180' 4 +0,445 1 0.251 1.375 4 +0.472 0
0,207 1,1841 +0,4316 1 0,252 1,379 4 +0,472 0
0.208 1,189 5 -- 0.447 1 0,253 1.383 4 +0,472 0
0,209 1,194 4 +0,448 2 0,254 1,387 3 +0,472 0
0,210 1,198 5 +0,450 1 0,255 1,390 41 +0,472 0
0,211 1,203 5 +0,451 1 0,256 1,3941 4 +0.472 1
0,212 1,208 4 +0,452 1 0.257 1,398 4 +0,471 0
0.233 1.212 5 +0.453. 1 0,258 ,.402 4 +0.471 0
0.234 1,217 4 +0.454 1 0,259 1,406 4 +0.471 0

0,215 1,221 5 +0,455 I 0,260 1,410 4 -4-0,471 0
0,216 1,226 4 +0,456 1 0,261 1,414 4 -- 0,471 1
0,217 1.230 5 +0,457 1 0,262 1,418 3 +0,470 0
0,218 1.235 4 4-0,458 3 0,263 1,421 4 +0,470 0
0,219 1,239 5 -4-0,459 1 0,264 1,425 4 +0,470 1

0,220 1,241 4 +0,460 1 0.265 1,429 4 +0,469 0
0,221 1.248 5 -4-0.4616 0 0,266 1.433 3 +0.469 P'
0 3222 1.253 4 -*-0.461 1 0,267 1,436 4 +0,469 1
0,223 1,257 4 +0,462 1 0,268 1,440 4 --0,468 0
0,224 1,261 5 +0,463 1 0,269 3,444 4 +0,468 1

0.225 1-3,266 +0,464 0,270 +1.448 +-0.467

'I IK1



RA-oo8-68 6 81k

(continued)

si 2xx ci 2: A r, A, c m
j-- • I I .. A**!1li

0.270 + -IS 3 +0,,167 0 0.315+15 3 +.,427 I

0.271 11451 -+0..67 1 0,316 1.59 3 +8,26 .1

0,272 1,.455 3 +0,40 0 0,317 1.602 3 .I-0,.25 2
"0.273 1.458 4 +0,466 1 0.318 1,605 2. +0.423 1
0.274 1,.162 4 +0,465 0 0,319 1.607 3 +0,422 i

0,275 1.466 3 +0,465 1 0.320 1,610 3 +G,421 2
0,276 1.469 4 +0,4164 1 0.321 1,613 3 +0,419 1
0.277 1,473 3 +0.163 0 0.322 1616 3 10.418 1
0.278 1,476 4 +0,463 1 0.323 1,619 2 0 n.417 2
0,279 1.-I0 3 +0,462 0 0.32.1 1,621 3 +0,415 1

f0,230 1,4831 4 +0,462 1 0,325 1.624 3 +0.414 1
0.2S1 1,487 3 +0,.161 1 0,326 1,627 3 +0,413 '!

0,282 1,4901 4 -0..130 1 0,327 1,630 2 +0.4111 I
0,283 1.4919 3 +0,459 0 0,328 1,632 3 +0,100 2
0,284 1,497 4 .?-0,459 I 0,329 635 3 +0,408 1

C,285 1.501 3 +0,458 1 0,33o 1:638 2 +0,4b7 2
0.286 1'.501 4 +0.157 1 0,331 1,600 3 +0,405 1
0,287 1,50S, 3 +0,456 0 0,332 1,13 3 I-1-0,404 2
0,288 1.511 3 +0,456 1 0,333 1,646 2 +0,402 1
0,2S9 1,514 4 +0 455 1 0,334 1.648 3 +0,.401 2

0,490 1,518 3 +0,454 1 0.335 1.651 2 +0,399 1

0.291 1.521 3 +0,453 1 0,336 1,653 3 +0,398 2
0,292 1,524 4 +0,452 1 0,337 1,656 2 +0.396 1
'0,293 1.528 3 +0,451 1 0,338 1,658 3 +-0.395 2
0,294 1,531 3 +0,450 1 0,339 1,661 2 +0,393 1

0.295 1.53!. 3 0,449 1 0,340 1,663 3 +0,392 2

0,296 1,537 4 +0,448 1 0,341 1,666 2 +0,390 2j i 0,297 1,541 3 +0,447 1 0,342 1,668 3 +0,388 1
0,298 1,544 3 +0,4'16 1 0,343 1.671 2 +0,387 2
0,299 1,547 3 +0,445 1 0,344 1,673 3 +0,385 1

0,300 1,550 3 +0,444 1 0.3451.676 2 +0.384 2
0,301 1.553 4 +0,443 1 0,346 1,678 I2 +0,382 2
0,302 1,557 3 +0.,442 1 0,347 1. 60 3 +0.380 1
0,303 1,560 3 +0.141 1 0,348 633 2 +-0,379 2

0.304 1,56 3 +0,440 1 0,349 1,685 2 +0.377 2

0.305 1,566 3 +0,439 1 0,2150 1,687 3 +0,375 1
0,306 1,5691 3 +0,438 1 0,351 1,690 2 +0,374 2
0,307 1,572 3 +0,437 1 0,352 1,692 2 .-4-0,372 2

0.308 1,575 3 +0,436 1 0,353 1,694 2 +0,370 1
0,309 1,578 3 +0,435 2 0.354 1,696 3 +0,369. 2

0.310 1.581 3 +0,433 1 0,355, 1.699 2 +0,367 2
0,311 1.584 3 +0,432 1 0,356 1,701 2 +0,365 2

0.312 1,587 3 +0O431 1 0,357 1.703 2 1+0,363 1
0.313 1,590 3 +0.430 2 0,353 1,705 2 +0,362 2

0.314 1,593 3 +0,428 1 0.350 1,707 3 +0o360 2

0,315 +1,596 +0,427 0.360+1,110 +0,358

_,- 41" 4

. 1



RA-oo8-68 685

(continued)

v si 2rx A ac 2rx A x sl2r.x A ci 2rx A

.0117100 2 +1.0,358 2 0,405 1.1.789 I 1-0.271 2
0.361 i,712 2 +0.356 2 0.406 1.793 2 -1-0,269 2
0,362 1,71-1 2 -1-0.351 1 ,',437 1.792 1 +0,2G7 2
0.363 1.716 2 .0,353 2 0,W08 1,793 I 0.265 2
0,364 1.718 2 -10.351 2 0, 09 1,791 2 +0,263 2

0,365 1,723 2 -0,319 2 0.410 1,7906 1 0.261 2
0,366 1,722 2 --0.3M7 2 0.411 1,797 1 +0.259
0,367 1.724 2 +0.315 I 0,412 1.798 1 -1-0.257
0,363 -.726 2 +0.314 2 0.413 1.799 2 -0,255 2

*0.3 1, 2 0,342 2 0,41,1 1,801 1 +02.53 2

0,370 1,730 2 +0.310 2 0,415 1.802 1 +0.251 2
0,371 1.7322 +0,3.38 2 0.4161 1.803 1 +0.2'9 2
0,372 1,731 2 0--,336 2 0,417 1.804 1 +0.217 2
0,373 1.736 2 ±0,331 2 0,418 1,805 2 -1-0.215 20,374 1,738 2 o0.332 0,419 1,8I ) I3

0,375 1,710 2 +0.331 2 0,420 1.808 1 +0.210 2
0.37) 1.712 1 .4-0.329 2 0,421 1,809 1 +0.238 2
0,377 1,7-13 2 -: 1.327 2 0.422 1,810 1 +0,236 2
0,378 1,745 2 +0,325 2 0,423 1,811 +0.231 2
0,379 1,747 2 -0,323 2 0,42.1 1,8122 +0.232 2,

0,380 1,719 2 -0,321 2 0.425 1,813 1 +0,230 2
0,381 1,751 2 .0,319 2 0,-126 1.814 1 +0,228 2
0,382 1,753 1 +0.317 2 0,,127 1.815 11 -0,226 2
0.383 1.751 2 1+0.315 2 0,428 1.816 1 +0.224 2
•0381 1,756 2 -0.313 2 0,429 1,8!7 1 I 222 3
0.385 1,758 2 -10.31; 2 0,4301 1,818 12 2n,3 1,759 / 0,309 1 0,431 1,319 40.217

0.387 1,761 2 +C,308 2 0,4321 1.820 1 +0,26 2
0,388 1,763 1 0.306 2 0,1331 1.821 1 +0.213 2
0,3S9 1,764 2 40,301 2 0.4311 1,822 1 +0,211 2

0,3+3 ".66 -0,302 2 ,435 1.823 1 +0.209 2
0,391 768 -0. 3 00  2 0,4361 1,821 1 0,207
0,392 ,769 2 --0.298 2 0.437 1,825 1 40.205 2
0.393 1,771 2 -026 2 0,438 1,826 1 +0203 2
0,394 1.773 1 +0,291 2 0,439 1.827 1 +0,201 3
0.395 1,774 2 -0,292 2 0.440 .3828 0 40,198 2
0.396 1,776 1 -+0.20 2 0.141 1,828 1 +0,196 2
0,397 1,777 2 0.288 2 0,412 1 ,829 I 20,19I 2
S0,308 1,77 1 4-0,286 2 0.4-13 1,830 1 +0,192
0,399 1,780 -2 0,284 2 0,4-11 1,831 1 40,190 2
0.400 1,782 1 +0.282 2 0.445 1,832 0 40,188 2

0,401 ,783 2 +0.280 O.q46 832 1 0,16 2
0,402 ,785 +0.278 2 0,4-17 1,.33 1 +0,1810.403 1,786 1 +0,276 3 0.448 &131 I 04 08 2
0,404 1.787 2 -0,273 2 0.449 1.835 0 +00179 2

0,405 +1,789 40,271 0,450 +1,835 +0.177

.)*1 °
• fA
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(continued)

II ax ~si2.-x A~~ Ci 2.x A si2 A c2r A

.150 -L1-0,177 0..1951 +,852 0 0.8 2
0,.451 I I.,36 I - 175 2 0,46 1,851' 0 +.082 2
0,.152 1 .837 0 -0,17.1 2 0,497 I,352 0 ) -0.060 2
0,.15.3 1 ,837 I +0.171 2 0.498 1.852 0 -0.078 2
o..15-4 I ,;" 0 "t',169 2 0,499 1 S852 0 0,076 2

0,455 1.S38 1 40,167 2 0.50 1.852 1 -0,071 20
0..156 I.$39 1 -1.-0,16 3 0.51 1.851 2 -1-0,05,1 19
0,457 1,.810 0 +0.;62 2 0.52 1.8-19 2 +0.035 19
0,438 1.8.10 1 +-0.160 2 0,53 1.817 5 +0.016 19
0,459 1,841 --01358 2 0,51 1.82 5 -0.003 17
.0,460 1.S.11 1 -!-0.156 2 0.55 1.837 6 --0.'12, 17
0,461 1,812 0 -- 0.3151 2 0.56 1,831 7 -0.037 16
0.462 1.812 1 +0.152 2 0,57 1.82.1 8 -0.053 16
0.463 1,813 0 -0,150 2 0.58 1,816 8 -01.09 15
6,461 1,813 1 ±0.148 2 0.59 "]08 30 -0.084 13
0.465 1.$4I 0 +0.1-16 2 0.60 1.798 30 -0.097 13
4,.66 1.814. 1 30.1.3 0.63 1.788 I -0.113) 13
0.467 1.1S5 0 +0.141 2 0.62 1.777 11 -0.123 11
0,463 1.-45 I +0,139 2 0.63 1.766 12 -0,13-1
0,469 1,816 0 +0,137 2 0,61 1,7541 12 -0,144 1)

0,0.,70 1,846 0 -+0,135 2 0,65 1.7-12 13 -0,154 8
-I0,71 1,46 1 -0.133 2 0,66 1.729 13 -0,162 e

472 1,817 0 +0,131 2 0,67 1,716 33 -0.1.) 7
0,,73 1,847 1 +-0.129 2 0.68 1.703 13 -0.177 6
0,474 1.848 0 +10,127 2 0,69 1,690 14 --0.183 5

0,475 1.848 0 +0,125 2 0,70 3,676 133. -0,3188 4
0.476 1,818 1 +0.123 2 0.73 1. 663 14 -0,192 3
0,477 1.8.19 0 .1+-0.121 2 0.72 1,649 14 -0,195 2
0.478 3,849 0 +G.119 3 0,73 1.635 33 -0,197

0,479 3,849 0 -0,116 2 0.74 1,622 1. -0,198 0

0.4•80 .18.49 1 +0.114 2 0,75 1,608 13 -0,198 0
"0,-481 M.59 0 -0,112 2 0,76 1.595 13 --0.198 3
0,482 1.50 0 +0,110 2 0,77 1.582 13 -0.197 2
0,483 1,850 0 +0.108 2 0,78 1,569 32 -0.195 3
0,4834 1.850 0 +0,i06 2 0,79 1,557 12 -0,192 4

0,485 1,850 1 +0.1O04 2 OO 1,5'15 32 -0,.S8 4
"0,486 1,851 0 +0,102 2 0.81 1,533 11 -0.184 5
0.487 1.851 0 -. 1-O00 2 0,82 1.522 11 -0.379 5
0.488 1.851 0 -1-0.093 2 0.83 1,533 10 --0.174 6
0.489 1,851 0 +0F.696 2 0,84 1,501 30 -0,168, 7
0,190 1,851 0 +0.3094 2 0.85 1,491 9. -0.16 7
0,.491 1,851 1 -.0.092 2 0,86 1,482 91 -0.15S 8
0,492 1,852 0 +0.090 2 0Q.7 1.473 8 -0,116 8
0,.493 1,852 0 +0.088 2 0.88 3,465 7 -.0,33 8
0,4941 1.852 0 +0,086 2 0,89 1,58 7 -0,130 9

0,495 +1.,852 +3-0,084 0,90 1.451 --0,121

- ~1
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(continued)

x si2')r A ~ci 2nxI A I $I jsIx IA Ci 2.x A
__ _ __ I i i• -

,.,451 7 -0.11 9 1.35 +i,628 G -OdOI 5

0.91 1,44 5 -0.112 10 136 1,63I 4 5 +-o0r,06 5
0.92 1.439 5 -0,102 9 1.37 1.639 5 .-FOWlI 5
0.93 1,434 4 -0,093 10 1,38 1,644 5 -o,0056 5
"0.91 1,430 4 -0,083 10 1,39 1,649 5 -1.o.081 6
0.95 1,426 3 -0,073 30 1,40 1,654 4 +0•,75 6
(0.96 1,423 2 -0,M 10 1,41 1,658 3 -I-o,069 6
0.97 1.421 2 -0.051 10 1.42 1,661 3 +0.063 6.
0.98 1,419 1 -0.0i 3 10 1.43 1.664 3 +0,057 7
0,99 1.418 0 -0.033 10 3.44 1,667 2" +0.050 6
1,00 1,418 0 -0,023 10 1,45 1.669 2 +0.044 7
1,01 1,418 I -0.013 10 1.46 1.671 2 +0,037 6
1,02 1,419 2 -0,003 10 1,47 3.673 1 -+0,031 7
1.03 3,421 2 -'-0,007 9 1,48 1.67-1 I -0,024 7
1,04 3,423 3 -0,016 9 1,49 1,675 0 +0,017 6
1.05 1426 3 +0,025 9 1,50 1-676 0 +0.011 7
1.06 1,429 4 +0.034 9 1.51 1,675 1 .- 0,004 7
1.07 1,433 -4 +0,043 8 1 62 1,674 1 -•0003 6
1.08 1.437 5 40,053 8 1,53 1,673 -0.009 7
1.09 1,442 5 +0.059 8 1.54 1.672 2 -0,016 6
1- , .1I0 .I,447 5 +00 7 1,55 1,670 -- 002
1,1 1,452 6 +0,074 7 1,56 1.668 3 -0,028 6
1.12 1.458 6 +0,081 6 1,57 1,665 3 -0.034 5
1.13 1,464 7 -t0.7 6 ,.58 1.652 3 -0,039 6
1,14 1,471 7 +0,093 5 .5P, 4 -0.0-15 5
11,5 1,478 7 +0,098 5 1,60 3,605 3 -0.050 5
1.16 1.485 7 +0,103 4 .61 1 65 2  5 -0,055 4
1,17 1.492 8 +0.107 4 1,62 l.,647 4 -0,059 5
1,18 1,500 S +0.111 4 1,63 1,643 5 -- 0,064 4
1.19 1,508 8 +0,315 2 1.64 338 4 -0,068 "4
1.20" 1,516 8 +0,337 3 1.65 1.634 5 -0,072 3
1.21 1,52.4 8 +0,120 2 1,66 1.629 5 -0.075 3
1.22 1,532 8 '0122 I 1,67 1.624 6 -0,078 3
1,23 1,540 8 +0123 1 13 68 1,6138 5 -0.081 2
1.24 1,548 8 +0:24 0 1,69 1.613 6 -0.o03 2
1,25 1,556 8 +0. 24 0 1.70 3.607 5 -0,085 2
1,26 1,564 8 +0,124 1 1,71 1.602 6 -0.087 I
1.27 1,572 7 +0,123 1 1,72 1,596 6 -0.088 1 - "
1.28 1,579 8 +0,122 2 1,73 1,590 6 -- 0.089 0
'1.29 I1.E37 7 +0,120 2 1,74 1,584 5 -0,089 1
11I•,30 1.594 8 -4.0,118 3 1,75 1,579 6 -0 .090o1,31 IA92 7 +0.115 3 1;76 3,573 6 -0.0S9 0
1.32 1.609 6 +0,112 3 1,77 3,567 5 -0,069 1
1,33 1,615 7 +0,109 4 1.78 1,562 6 -0.08S I
1,34 1,622 6" +0,105 4 O,7D 1,556 5 -- 0.087 2
1.35 +1,628 +0.101 1.80 +1.651 -0,085

iY.1____
__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _ _ _

K i'.
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III ~~~~~(continued) _* AIIg~ 1;~'
x sa 2&v AJ cl 2ixj A Ix 3i2~xx _______x

1 +1.53 .81 -0.0,5 2 2,2116 A-0.074 0

12,5 1.516 5 -0.0733 22.30 1.578 4 +0,067 2

1, , 4 -0.081 4 2.31 1.592 4 +-0,065 2

1 .83 518 3 -0.076 3 2.,2 1,576 3 +-0.063 1
S184 . :515 4 :-0.06. . 233 1.599 .4 +0.062 0

1,9 1.5127 3 -0,0573 3 2,30 3.603 4 . +0,0597 2

1.9 1,55 22 3 .- 0.050 5 2.31 1,592 43 +0.05, 2
7,92 1,502 2 -0.0-5 4 2.2 613 6 +0.052 3

1.93 1.515 2 -0.043 54 2.,8 158 34 -1-0 G

1.00 1.OS 3 2 -0.036 5 2.39 1,607 2 +0,0.5 3

1 1,5 1. 496 -- ,030 5 2.30 1.61 3 +0,042 3

1,96 1,495 2 -0.026 5 2.41 1.624 2 +0.039 4
1.97 1.,40 1 2 -0,024 5 2.42 1.626 2 +0.035 4
,94 13.493 2 -0.036 5 2.3 1,6 2 +0.031 3
3.999 1.492 0 -0,031 5 2.44 3,629 2 +0.028 4

12.0 1.492 0 -0,006 5 2,45 1.634 2 +0.023 4
2,01 1.491 1 --0.003 5 2.46 -1.6326 2 +00235 4
1,2.0 1,493 3 -40,016 5 2.47 1,633 0 +0.036 4

2.03 1.4924 +0.009 4 2,45 1.631 1 +0.032 4
2.01 1,495 3 +0,003 5 2. 1 ,634 0 1 +0.008 4
2.05 1.496 2 +0.008 5 2,50 1.633 0 "+0.0004

2.0 1.494 2 +0,009 4 2,53 1.631 3 -0.001 4
2.07 1.,05 2 +0.027 5 2,52 1.633 0 -0.004 4

2.08 1.502 2 +0.031 5 2.53 1.633 1 -0.008 4
2,0 -9 1,504 3 4.0,036 4 2.54 3,632 1 -0.012 4
2.10 1,507 3 +0.040 3 2.55 1 ,631 1 -0.016 3
2,1,1 1.510 3 +0.043 4 2 . 630 2 -0.019 4
Z ,2 1,513 3 +0,017 3 2.57 3,628 2 -0.023 3
2 ,13 1,536 4 -- 0,050 3 2.58 1.626 2 -0.026 4
2,1'4 ,.520 3 +0.053 3 2,59 1,624 2 -0.030 3
2.15 1,523 4 +0.056 3 2.60 1,622 2 -0.033 3
2.,46 1,527 ,, +0.059 2 2.63 1.620 3 -0,036 3
2,17 1,531 4 +0.061 2 2,62 1.617 2 -0.039 2
2.18 1.535, 5 .!-0.063 2 2.63 1,635 3 -0.041 3
2.9 1,540 4 +0.065 2 2.64 1.612 3 -0,044 I
2,20 11,544 4 +0.067 1 2,65 3,609 3 -0.046 6 003 2: 1,6 4 -. 48 2• ;.2.21 1 ,548 6 +0.0S 1 .6l.0 4 -- 0,048 2
k.22 I ,,5 4 +2,069 1• 7 .0 3 -- 0.050 Y

2.23 1,557 .4 -r. 070 0 2,68 1.509 3 -0.052 1
2.24 1,563• '6 +0,070 2,69 1,596 ' -0.053 2

2.25 +1.566 +0.070 2.70 +1.592 -0.055

A
- ,.

* ,
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A iI
(Continued)

x zl2r2.%Ja1 c 2~xx A Ix sl x ;r

2,.70 -- 1,592 3 -0.055 3,15 +-,539 3
2.7! 359 4 -0,0056 (10 3.16 1.542 I3 + 042 2.2,72 IM 4 -OO :3,37 S .5-1? 2 - 3,003 11
2,73 1,581 3 0-57 0 318 AS 2 +00,64 1
2,74 1,578 -- 0,057 3,D 1,550 3 -0,045 1
2,75 -.674; 4 -0.055 1 3.20 1,.*" j3 *10.04b 12.76 1,570 3 -0,057 0 3,21 1 , 3 +0,047 12.77 1,567 4 -3,057 1 3,22 1.559 3 -0,0.08 02,78 1,f63 3 -0,056 0 3,23 1,662 3 +OD48 I2.79 l .5GO 4 --0,056 1 3,24, 1, 56,5 3 +0,049. 0 ., • '2.SO 1,556 3 -C,055 1 3,2$ 1,568 4 -1-0,09 0
2,79 1.,530 3 -005 3.24 1,572S 3 +0,049 1
2,82 1,M50 3 -0,052 2 2,27 3,575 3 +0.048 0

S2,,31 I .. 53 3 --0,0O4 3,28 1,572 3 +0,049. 1

2.83 1,567 3 -0.050 1 3,, 3,578 3 +0,0.48 12.fj4 1,544 3 -0,049 2 3j'29 1,581 2 +0,047 12.85 1.541 3 -0.047 2 3,30 1,583 3. +0,046 12,86 1.533 3 -o..0,' ,5 3 ,31 1,586 3 +.0,15 12.87 1,535 2 -0,042 2 3,32 1,569 3 •-0,044 12,88 1,533 2 -0,040 3 ,333 1,592 2 +-0,043 22,89 1,531 3 -0,037 2 3.34 i,594 3 +0,041
2,90 1,528 2 -0.034 2 3,35 1,597 2 +0,040 22,91 1,526 -0,032 3 3.36 1.599 2 +0.038 24 ) 2,92 1.525 2 -0.029 3 3.31 ,.601 2 +0056 2 -2.93 1,523 1 -0,026 4 3.38 1,603 2 +0,034- 32,94 1,522 1 -0,022 3 3.39 1,605 2 +0,031 2
2,95 1,521 1 -0,01 3 3,40 1.607 2 +0.029 2

.1 2.96 1.520 1 -0.,01 3 3.43 1,609 1 +0,027 32.97 1.519 1 -0,013 4 3,42 1,630 2 -- 0,021 22,98 3,538 0 -0,009 31 3,43 1.512 1 +0,0n2 32.99 1.518 0 -0.006 3 3.44 1.613 1 +0,019 33,00 1,518 0 -- ,003 4 3,45 1,634 -+0,016 33,01 1,518 0 +0.00 3 3,•46 1,615 0 +0,013 2.= 3,02 1,518 1 +0,004 3 2,47 1,155 1 +0,011 3:3 3,03 1.519 1 +0,007 3 3.48 1,636 .0 +.008 33 • 3.04 1,520 t +0,010 3 3,49 1,616 0 +0.005 3
3.05 1,521 1 +.0103 4 3,50 1,616 0 +0,002 3
3.06 1,522 1 +0,017 3 3.51 1,616 0 -0,001 33,07 1,523 1 +-0,020 2 3,52 ,,616 1 -0,004 23.08 1,524 2 +0,022 3 3,53 3,535 0 -OOO. 33,09 1,526 2 +0,025 3 3,54 ;,615 1 -0,009 3

3.10 1,528 2 +0.028 2 3.5 1,634 1 -0,012 3
' 

3.11 1.530 2 +0,030 3 3,56 1,613 1 -0,015 23,12 1,532 2 +0,033 2 3.57 1.612 1 -0,017 33.13 1,534 3 40,03.5 2 3,5& 1,611 2 -0,020 23,34 1,537 2 +C,037 2 3,59 3,609 1 -0.022 2
3 . 15 +1.539 +0,039 3,60 +1,603 -0,024

, 1 .

Q.>
•L ;



RA-W8l-68

(rontinu,•d)

s 2•irs x s2 2-.0 x A ci 2cx A

+1.63 2 1 .1.05 -1o533 1 -J-O.0o 1 2
3.6 1 .606 2 -0.027 2 .1006 1.531 1 *i0,I3 2

3.62 1,631 2 -- 0,029 2 417 1535 1 -0,015 2

30~ 1:652 2 -0.031 1 .4,08 1.536 1 +-0.017 3

3,64 1.6k0 2 -0,032 2 4,09 1,537 2 +.0,020 2

3.65 1 t,93 2 -0,031 2 4110 1.539 1 -J-0,022 I
3.6r 1,596 3 -0,036 1 4,11 1,510 2 -0,023 2

3,67 1,593 2 -0.037 1 4.12 1.54 1 +-,025 2

3.68 1,591 3 -0.033 1 .13 1,543 2 --.027 2
*3,69 1.553 2 -0,039 1 4,14.1 5 2 +0.029 1

3.70 ,,rS6 3 -0-,010 . 4.5 1,517 2 -0.3Q I

3,7 1.53 2 - 41 1 416 5 2 +0,031 2

3,72 1,571 3 -0.0.2 0 4,1 .551 2 0.033

37 157 3 :10:0-12 0 4. S1 .53 -0,031 1
3,74 1,575 2 -0.012 0 1 .556 2 -0.035 1

3.75 1.573 3 -0,012 0 4.23 1.553 2 +0.036 0

3.76 1.570 3 -0o042 0 4,21 1,563 2 +0,036 I

3.77 1,567 2 -0,042 0 1,22 1.562 3 +0.037 0
3.7S 1,565 Z -0.012 04,23 1
3.79 1.562 2 -0.011 1 4.2-1 ,57 2 +0,037 0

3.80 1,560 3 -0.040 1 4.25 1,569 3 +0,037 0

3 3,81 155t 2 -3,039 1 4,26 1,572 2 +0.037 0

3,82 1,555 3 -0,033 1 4,27 1,574 2 +0,037 0

3 .3.83 1, 552 2 - -.037 2 4,28 1,5796 +0.037 0

3,85 2,548 2 -3,034 2 4,39 1,5791 2 +0036 1

3.86 1.516 0.033 2 431 1.5332+0035 1

3.87 ,514 -. 031 2 432 1.35 2 +0034 1

3,88 2.5t 2 3,029 2 4.33 1.537 2 +0,033 1

-,.90i153 -0.75 2 4.35 1.591 2 +0,030 13,89 -513:0.227I: : 403 2

3.901 1,537 1 -0+0,0 1
3,01 1,537 -- O.O .3 .53 2 •" 2

3.92 1,536 1 -0,021 2 4,37 1.595 1 +0,027 1

3.93 1 ,5.35 1 -0019 3 4.3Q 1,596 2 +0,026 2

3,91 1.534 1 -0,016 2 1 4.39 1,.598 1 +0,024 2

3,95 1,533 1 -0,014 21599 2 +0.622 2

3.96 1,532 0 - ý..,2 3 4,41 1.631 1 +0,02) 2

3,97 1.532 1 --- 009 2 4,42 612 1 +0.018 2

3,.98 1,531 1 -0,C07 3 4,43 1,603 1 +0,016 2

3,09 1,531 0 -0,001 2 4.44 1.604 0 +0.014 2

4.00 1,531 0 -0,002 3 4,45 1.631 1 +0.012 2

4.01 1.531 0 +0,001 2 44 1,605 0010 2S4,o2 1.531 +0,0G3 3 4.7 1, 6'0 55[+1:0 2

4,03 1,532 ( +0,006 -2 4 1,606 0 t-.016 3

4,04 1,32 1 +G,0 3 4,49 [.606 0 -0.003 2

4.05 +1.533 +0.0I8 4.50 +.•. 606 +0.001

7 __________________________________
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(continued)

I !.? .
A si 2xx ,1 ci 2:.x A x sl 2xx . c 21 ' a,

+.1 - .t I,GOG 0 .1-0.001 2 4.95 -1.,511 1 --,Oil 2
4.! 1,6'16 0 -0,001 2 4,9C 1,510 0 -- ,009 2
4: 1,636 1 -0,003 2 4.97 1119 1 -0.007 2
4,53 I. 65 0 -- 0.005 3 4.93 4.54 9 0 -0(,095 2
4.51 1,605 1 -0.008 2 4.AS 1,539 0 -0,003 2"

4.55 1.604 0 -0.010 2 5,00 1,539 0 -9,001 2
4,56 1.604 1 -0.012 2 5,.0 1,539 0 +0,001 2
4,57 1.603 I -0.014 2 5,02 1,.39 . 1 +0,003 2
4,58 !.632 1 -- 0,016 2 5.03 1 ,r'0G +0,005 2,
4,59 1,601 2 -0,018 1 5,04 1,510 I +0.007 2

4.69 1.599 1 -0.019 2 5,05 1,541 0 +0.009 2
4.,61 1.598 1 -0.021 2 5,06 1,541 1 +0,011 1
4.,2 1,597 2 -0.023 1 5,07 ,F42 1 +0.012 2
4.63 1,593 1 -0.021 2 5.03 1.541 1 +0.01.1 2
4.61 1,591 2 -0.026 1 5.09 1.54. i +0,016 2

4,65 1.392 2 -0,027 5 0 1.545 1 +0.018 1
'4,6 1.93 2 -0.028 1 5.11 31.5-16 2 +0,019 2
4.67 I,588 2 -- 9,029 1 5,12 1.518 1 -j-0,021 1
4,68 1.586 2 -0,030 1 5,13 1.,519 1 +0,022 1

94.69 1,581 2 --0,031 1 5.1-4 1,550 2 1+0.02-3 1

4.70 1.582 2 0,032 0 5,15 1,552 1 -0,0241 1
4,71 1,580 2 -0,032 1 5,16 1,553 2 +0.025 1
4.,72 1,578 2 -0,033 0 5,17 1,555 2 +01026 1
4 ,63 6 2 -0,.033 1 S,2 I,572 2 +0,027 0
4,8 1.533 -0,02 3 1 5.29 1,5749 +0.020 0

4.75 2 -0,023 1 5.30 1,534 2 '-0.027 1
4761 1.54 2 -0.013 5.36 1, 569 2 +0,023 1--

4,.77 1rG 2 -003 5,22 568 2 1003 I
4,78 , 56 2 -003 1 5,23 ,:5G9 2 -t003

4,69 2 --0,036 1 5,7 1.570 2 +0,023 0

S4.70 1,560 2 -- 0,031 1 3,261.57,2 2 +0,030 0
4,721 1,580 2 -- 0,032 I1 5,76 1.5.74 2 -}-0.030 0
4,83 1,556 2 -- 0,029 1 5.2 17,575 1 0.•0302 1

4.87 1 1576 2 --0,028 2 5.8 1,577 2 1 +0,020 2

S4.85 1,5742 1 -0.027 1 5.309 1,579 2 .l-0029 1

4,86 1,52 2 --0,023 2 5.39 1,569 2 +-0,OI9 1

4,b76 1.570 1 --0.025 0 5.32 ' . W 1 2 1-0.027 0

4.77 1,58 2 --0,023 1 5,2 1,564 2 +0,038 I

4.78 1, 516 1 -- 0,0223 1 5,234 1,56 2 +p 0,02 1
4,9 1,55• 1 -0.0320 52 4 53 1.5%3 1 A O,030

4,91 1.44 1 --0,0382 5.3 5 ,23,50 2 -10.030 1
4,92 1,510 1 -- 0,0316 1 5,37 1,592 2 +0.0232 1

4.83 1.5542 1 ---0,02815 52 9 ,577 I 2S +0,021 2

4•,I.88 1,548 2 0 --0,013 2 5,39 1,58, 1 -1-0.017 1
4.89 +1.5416 :-0.022 5.3 5A,58 +-0.018

I, .
4,3 155 1 -0,2 .5 i,5Il +,2

i--
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(continued)

ci'.32i I x si 2--x A i j 21.x ~

5. -: ,590 0.0+12 5.59 I •-0.02i2
5.415 15 ,595 -0.& 2 " 5.87 15 '1 1-0.020

5.42 1 .596 0.05 2 5.1 1.53 ' 2 0 1. I
5,43 1.597 0 I 5.18 1.557 2 (01 '
5.44 1,598 0 -0.012 2 .60 1.50 102 2

5.15 :.598 ~0C02 59 .1 -0.'

S-0 
0'9. 17 ,599 0 2 I 1.

,.-.S 1.i99 0 -1t~ 5,92 1,51 61 1

5,.19 I .690 02j0.0 ' I 2 5t .1 00

5.50 1.600 0 _ 0' -.0,009 2

551,C'00 1-0.0011 1.515 0 -0.07 1
5.5i 1,599 0 1 -0,003 2 5.971 1.53 0 -0:005 2
5.52 1 5.9 1.515 1 -0,004 2
5,53 1,599 1 -1.1 0 0.002 1

555 1.59S 6.00 514 0 -0.001 2
5.56 1,5910 6 1 -- ,001 2

S5.57 1,5971 I -i. l 2.,2 1 515 0 )-O 00 2
5.5 1 1 -0 603 0.515 0 00
5.59 1,0595 ' -001 2 C 60 1'515 +0,006 1

:"5,60 ,591 013 1 156 0 0

i" ' 5.61 1,593 0 0 I 1.516 
I+0 .00 9

r. i ' 5 .6 2 , 5982 1 1 6 1 .504 1 7 1 + 0 I

i5,6 1,589 I 2 1 5 154 1 0.03 2

5.63 1.590 
0 2

1,5 I58 -0,0272 I 6. 10 .5.19 1 +0.009

5.67 1. 55 I 2 -0.01 1 6.12 5517 +0.01741
5.662 1'557 1 2 -002 3 161 5 0 -1-0..,012 1

5.65 .5832 -0.0250 .3153 3+.3
5,6 1 . 0 6 1.55

5,67 1559 0 2 -0 026 6 .555 1 +0,02. 0

5,71 1 I -0027 6.1 1.556 2 001 1

5.72 .57 2 -0.027 0 6 17 ,358 I 0.2 1 
-

5,73 2 -0.27 6 . 2 I

! i •5.7,1 1.73 1 -0.025 6, 9 1,561 1 + , 2 0 .

5,75 6 7 2 2 - 28 0 
1,5 6

S5.17 1.57 2 -0.02$ 1 6.2 1,561 2 --0,025 057 I,1 2 -0.027 1 6.2 1553 2 +'0.028 0

5,766 1 - 27 6 1.57 0

5,81( .5 6 2 0 .026 0 6 ,25 1,570 2 +0.02 5 0

5, 02 15 1 +0.02 0

5,:2 3.560 2 -0,025 1 6,27 0,573 2 0.025 0

5.:;3 2 -0,024 0 628 ! ,575 2

5,zM2 0,27 2

5:73 '1:5b75 2 -:0.027 1 6,29 1.507 2 +i0.023 1

S5,85•+1.57 
-0,022 " i+3,578 +02

, I I-.5.7

5 11

S 
' -

5,77 2,~~ ,62
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(continued)

x 1s12rx cI A 2x A x 'si2rx A 3l 2"•x A

6),3o -3,578 1 .10.021 0 6.75 + 1.571 1 -0.024 0
6.31 3,571) 2 .3.0.02.1 1 G,76 1.570 2 -0,024 1
6.32 1,581 1 -t-0.023 1 6,77 1 3.563 1 -0,023 0
6,33 I.582 2 10,(022 0 6,78 1 ,567 2 -0.023 0
6,3.1 1,583. 1 +-0.022 1 6.79 1,565 1 -0.023

6.35 1.585 1 --0.021 1 6.80 1,564 1 -0,022 0.
6,36 1.5;6 I .1 n.020 1 6.81 1,563 2 -0,022 1
6,;.7 1.587 2 +0-.019 6.82 1,561 1 --0,021 O
6.38 1,589 1 +0.013 2 6,83 1,560 1 -0.021 1
6.39! 1.590 1 +0,016 1 6.,84 1.559 1 -0.020 1.

6.,;0 1591 0 .1-0.015 1 6.85 1,558 2 -0,039
6,411 .59 i 1 -1-0.014 2 0.86 1,556 1 -0,038 I
6.421 1.592 1 +0.02• 1 6,87 1.555 1 -- 0.017 1
S.'•3 1.593 1 +0.011 1 6.88 1.554 1 -0.Olu I

6,4"! 1,591 0 -1-0,010 2 6.89 1,553 1 -0,015 1

6,45i 1.591 0 -10.008 1 6,90 1.552 0 -0.014 1
6.461 1,594 1 +0,007 2 6.91 1.5i2 1 -0,013 1
6:471 1,595 0 +0.005 I 6.92 1,551 -0.0p" 2
6.4811 1,595 0 +0.004 2 6,93 1.550 0 --0.03 r
6,49 1.595 0 +0.0n2 1 6.04 1.550 1 -- 0009

6.50 .1595 0 +0,061 2 6.95 1.549 0 -•.008 2!
651 ,595 0 00 1 6.96 1,5.49 -0.006 1
6,52 ,.595 0 --0,002 2 6,97 1.548 0 -- 0,005 2'
6.53 1.59z 1 -0.001 2 6,98 1.518 0 -- 0.003 I
6.531 1,594 0 -0.005 2 6,9 i .518 0 -- 0;002 3

6.55 1.594 0 -0,007 1 7,00 1,513 0 -0,001 2-
G6.56 1.594 1 -0,008 2 7,01 1.5.18 0 +0.001
6.b7 1.593 --0.010 1 7,02 1,5.18 0 +0.002 2"

6.58 1.592 -- O.01 1 7.03 15.8 1 +0.00.1 1 "

6.59 1.591 0 -0.012 2 7,01 1,519 0 +0,005 1

"6,60 1,591 I -0.014 1 7,05 1.5-19 1 -0,006 2"
---- 6,6; 1,59w -0,015 1 7.06 1,550 0 +0.003 1

6.62 1.5S9 1 -0,016 1 7,07 1,550 1 +0009 1
6.63 1.5S8 2 -0,017 1 7.08 !.551 1 +0.030 2"
6,64 1,5S6 I -0,018 1 7.09 1,552 0 -0.012 1

51 .65 1,585 I -0,019 1 7,10 1,552 1 +0,013 1
"6,66 1.58,4 1 .- 0,02rt 1 7,11 1.553 1 -3-0,014 1
"6.67 1.583 2 --0,021 0 7.12 1,551 1 +0,035 1
6,68 1,581 1 -0.021 1 7,13 1,555 1 +0,016 1
6,69 1.580 1 -0,022 0 7,14 1,556 1 +0,017 1

"6.701 1,579 2 -0,022 1 7,15 1,557 1 +0,018 0
""- 6,71 1.577 1 -0,023 0 7,16 1,558 3 +0,038 1

6.72 1,576 2 -0,023 0 7.17 1,559 2 +0,019
6.73 1,574 1 -0,023 1 7,18 1,561 1 +0,020 a

I 6.74 1,573 2 -0,024 0 7,19 1,562 1 +0.020 1
6,75 +1,571 -0,024 7,20 +1.563 +0,02!

*2T
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ii

(continued)

x isi 2:.•.v .1% ci2.-.v It x i • si 2r'x 4 ci 2ax I A

7.2,C) -. 6 -,0.021 0 7.65 +1:583 1 -0.017 0
7.21 1.%: .4-0-021 0 7.66 58 1 -0,017 I
7,1_2 1:566 2 .+0,022• 0 .67 31 -- 0,018 It7. 1 .5' +o.o.2' 76 58o -0.019 0

7.2; 1,56) 1 -1.0,022 0 7,69 1,579 1 -0,019 1

7,25 11 15702 +.2 0 7,701.53 2 -,2
7.26 1 1,570 +020w 057.71 27 -0.020 0
7.27 1,573 1 00 . .7. 575 -0,020 0
7.2S 1,571 2 +0.022 1 7.73 1,57.1 1 -0.020 0
7.29 1.576 1 --0.021 0 774 573 --0.020 1

7.33 1,577 1 0,021 .75 1571 -0,021 17.31 1.578 2 +0.,02o 0 .76] 1570 1 --0,020 0

7.32 1,5 "-0,020 1 ,77 1,56 -0.020 0
7+33 1, 0.016 2 7.91 i.567 1 -0,020 0

+07,31 1.54 1 0.01 7,92 1,566 1 -0.020 0

+7035 1,583 -0,0 1 7,89 1,565 -0.020 1

736 1,5 -0,00 1 7.81 1,561 0 -0,019 0
S7.37 1,3-S5 I ".LO.OIG 1 ,82 1 562 1 --0,019 1

7.38 1,566 1 0,00 1 7.3 1,3561 0 -- 0,018 2

7-39 1,87 +0,01 1 7,81 1.560 1 -0,017 0

-7,0 1,SS0.0021 2 7.89 1.5591 -0.017 1
07..0 1.59 0 +0,O1 7.86 1,55"1 -0,016 I

S"7.-02 1.589 1 0.01 7,87 1,557 0 -0.015 1
7,43 1,59 -0.010 78 1,55 0 -0,014 1

-7,4 1.50 +0,007 2 7.81 1,5561 0 -0.0013 1

7,45 1.591 0 0.607 1 7.02 1,5551 -0,012 1
7,46 1.591 1 0.006 2 7.03 1,551 1 -0,011 1
7.47 1,52 0 +-0,00 1 7,04 1,55 0 --0,010 5
7.,08 1.502 8. +1.O 7.9 ,552 0 -0.009
7,419 1,592 0 +0,002 7.94 1.552 0 --0,008 1

S7.50 ! ,592 0 0,000( 7,95 1,552 -- 0.007 2

7-31 1,092 0 -,,006 7, 1.,552 1 -0,005 1
7,52 1,592 0 -0,002 2 7,97 1,551 0 -0,004 1
7.53 1,592 1 -0,00 1 7.98 1.551 +-0,003 9S7.54 1.591 0 -- 0,005 1 7,99 1,551 0 --0,002 2

7,55 1,591 0 -0,006 L 8,00 1,551 0+000 1]7.56 1,501 1 -- 0.007 2 8,01 1,551 0 +0.001 1
7: 757 1.,53 1 -- 0,009 1 6,02 1.551 0 -+0,002 1

7,8 1,583 0 017 8.03 +.551 +0,013 2
7,59 1,531 1 -0,011 1 8.04 .552 0 0.005

7.60 1,588 1 -- 0012 1 8,05 ,52 +0,006 1
S7,61 1,587 1 -- 0.013 1 3,0• 1.552 +0,007 1
S7.62 1,586 1 -- 0,014 1 8,07 1,553: + 0,008 1'7,63 1.585 -0,015 1 8.08 1,53 +0,00o 1

.7 764 :i,4 -- 0,016 1 8.0,O 55f +0,010

S7.65 +1, 583 .:-0.017 8,10; +1,555 1-0.011

-I

* i

|.
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(continued)

xH 2nxIA l 2KxIAIx si 2rx A I 2,-x

8,0 +. 0 .1-0.011 1 8.55 +1,589 1o -0,005 2
8,11 1,555 1 4.0,012 1 8.56 1.588 0 -0.007 1
8.12 1.556 ! +0.013 1 8,57 1,538 3 -0,008 1
8,13 1.557 I +0.014 I 8,53 1,FA7 0 -0,009 1
-8,14 1,558 1 F0.0 13 8,59 1,587 1 -0.010 1

8.15 1,559 1 +.0016 0 o ,60 1 RqG 1 -0.011 1
8,16 3,560 O -1-0.016 i 8,61 1,535 1 -0.012 0
8.17 3,561 1 +0.017 0 8,6o 1.584 0 -0.012 1
8.1,m 1.562 1 +0.017 1 8.63 1,584 1 -0,013 1
8.19 1,563 1 -10,018 0 8,64 1,583 1 -0.014 1

.9,20 3.561 2 +0,018 1 8,65 3,582 1 -0,015 0
8.21 1,566 I -1-0.039 0 8.G6 3,583 1 -0,015 3

8,.22 1,567 1 -4-0,019 0 8,67 1,580 1 -0,016 3
8.23 1,568 1 +0-010 0 8,68 3,579 1 -0.016 1
8.24 1,560 1 +G.019 0 8,69 1,578 1 -0,017 0

8.25 1.570 2 -0.019 0 8,70 1,.577 1 -0,017 1
8.26 1,572 -0.019 0 8,71 1,576 1 -0,018 0
8.27 1,573 --0,019 0 8,72 1,575 2 -0,018 0
8,28 1. 5 7 4  ! +0,019 0 8,73 1.573 1 --0,018 0

8,29 1,575 i +0,019 1 8,74 3,572 1 -0,018 0

830 1576 2 0,018 875 ,571 1 -0,018 0
8,31 1,578 1 +0,018 1 8,76 1.570 -0,018 0
8,32 1,579 + 0,017 0 877 1,569 1 -0,0O8 0
8,33 1,580 1 +0,017 1 8,7 3,6 1 -0.018 0
8,31 1,5831 1 +0,016. 0 8,79 1,567 1 -OOio I
8.35 1,582 1 4-0,016 1 8.80 1,566 2 -0,017 0
8,36 1,583 1 ., 0,015 1 8,81 1.56 1 -0,0317
.8.37 1,58'1 0 +0.014 1 8,82 3,563 1 -0,016 0
-8.38 1,584 1 +0,013 1 8,83 3,562 1 -0,016 1

S8,39 1.585 1 +0,.012 1 8,84 3,563 -0,015 0

8,40 ,.586 1 +0,033 1 8,85 1,56, 0 -0,0135
8,41 1.587 0 +0.010 1 8,86 3,560 1 -0.014 1
8.42 1,587 1 +0,009 1 8.87 1,559 1 -0.013 1
8.43 1,588 0 +0.008 1 8-88 3,5 1 -0,012 0
"8.44 1,588 1 +0,007 1 8.89 1,55 0 -0,012 1

1 845 13,589 0 +0.006 1 8,90 1,551 1 -0.011 1

8,47 1,589 o +0,004 8.92 -0,009

8.48 1,539 0 -1-0.003 -8.93 1.555 3 0:0o8o 1
8.49 1,589 1 +0.002 -8. 4 0 -0.007

8.50 1,590 1 0,000 1 8.95 1.554 0 -0,006
8.51 1,589 0 -0,001 1 8,96 3,55 1 -0.005
8,52 1, -,1553 0 -0,00o--0500 0--0,002

8,53 1.589 0 -0.003 1 8.98 ,5.53 0 -0 003 z
8,54 1,589 0 -0.004 1 8,99 1,553 0 -,4-001

"8,55 -+1,589 -0,005 9,00 +1.&-3 in |

I I

II
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1Si.
(cont.nued)-I

x si2r~ A k .-. 1% x ___-r A ci 2rx a

9,00 - 1.2.03 0 OO60 I 9.45 -1.58 .1 0 -i 0,005 ..
9.0 1 S ., 0 -o', l I 9..1 1,5r,7 0 -10.001 1

9. 02 5. ,3 0 t 0,002 1 9.47 1:,5,>,7 0 .--0.003 1
9.031 1,53 1 -j-01,.0031 9.41 1.5,7 0 .1;-.0.12 I•"9.0.. 1 1.r,3 I c OO~ -t9.(1 .IO19 '

9,05 1.551 0 +0.005 1 9.50 ..51M 0 0.000 f
9,06 1.511 1 -+.0.006 1 9,51 1.53S --0.001 1
9.07 1.555 0 -:-0.007 1 9.52 1.537 0 -0.002
9.08 1.155 1 +0.003 8 9.53 1,587 0 -0,00 1
9,09 1.556 0 -1-0.00o 1 9.51 1.567 0 -0,001 1
9.10 1.536 1 '.0:0 1 9. 7 -0,005. 1
9.11 1.557 i t0.010 1 9.56I I M I8s 0 -0.000 1
9,1-2 1,558 1 0.012 0 9,57 13S6 1 -0.007 1
9,13 ),539 0 0 012 l 9.5S ,5IS 0 -0.003 I
9.14 1.559 1 +0013 1 9,59 1.535 --0,009 i

9,15 1.560 1 0-0O. 0 9.60 138.1 0 .- U.010 C0
9.16 1.56, 1 0O 14 1 9.61 1.5-.61 1 ,0 I
9.17 1.562 1 +0.015 1 9.62 1.583 1 -0.011 1
9,18 1.563 1 +0.0,6 0 9,63 1.552 1 -- 0.012 0
9.19 1,564 1 -'00.i6 0 9,63 1.562 -0.013 0
9.20 1.565 1 0.016 I 9.65 1.581 1 -0,0!3 1
9 1, 1.566 I -0.0.17 0 9,66 1,550 1 -0.014 CP
9.22 1567 1 -4-0.017 0 9.67 1.5791 -0.0141 1
9.23 ,56i8 1 +0.017 0 9.68S 1,.578 -- 0.015 0.•9.24 1.569 1 --0.017 0'" 9.G9 1.577 1 -- 0.05 I .

9.25 1 1., SM 2 0.01l7 I 0,70 1.576 1 -0,06 0
9.26 I 2 1 1-0,017 0 9,7k 1,575 1 -0.0 0 - -
9.27 1.573 1 -0,0.7 0 0.72 1.5V; 1 -0.0)6 0
9,28 1,571 +0.017 0 9,73' 1,573 1 -0.016 0,
9.29 1 .575 I .0.017 I 974 1 .512 1 -0.016 0'
9.30 1 .576 1 -10016 0 9.75 1,57i 1 -0.016 0"
9.31 1.577 1 .0:016 0 9.76i 1,570 1 -0,016 0
9.32 1 .37i 1 -0.018 9.77 1,5G9 I -- 0.016 0 •
9,33 1.579 1 0015 0 9.78 1.566 1 -0.016 D

9,31 .1&50 1 0,015 1 9.79 1.567 -O.Olo 0

9,35 1.58t 0 +0.014 9.80 1,566 1 -0.016 1
9036 1. z,,s 1 1 .0.013 0 9.81 1,565 -- 0,015 D
9-37 1.5b2 1 -1.0.01;11i 9.82 1,561 1 -- 0,015 19.38 1.583 1 -0012 1 9.83 1.563 1 -0,014 0

9.39 1..1 0 +0.011 .9,81 1.562 0 -0,01.1 1
9,4U I,~1 "A -~-0,010 I 9,85 1.562 1 -0.013 0
0,41 15U5 D -10,C.09 I 9,S6 1156. I -0,0)3 1
9,.42 1.585 1 0008 1 9. 1
9,13 1,586 0 +0,007 1 9.88 1.559 0 -0.011 1
9,.11 1,I 1 t-)-O.OOG 1 9,59 1,559 1 -0,010O 0

90"15 +1,587 +0.005 9.90 +1.658 -0,010

9.90 + 1 .-0..0! 0 1 9.95 + 1.556 1 -0,005 1
9,91 1.557 0 -0,009 1 9,96 1.555 0 -0,001
9.92 1,557 !. -0.08 1 9.97 1,555 0 -0.003 1
9.93 1,5 8 0 -0,007 1 9.98 1 o555 0 -0,002 1
9,94 1, .5" 0 -0,006 1 9,99 1,555 0 -0,001 I

'9.95 +1.556 -0,005 10.00 +1,5,M 0,OCo

- {-
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H.VII. Diagrams for determining input impedance

The practical work involved in the antenna field often involves computing

the input impedances of lines loaded with known resistances. Despite the

simplicity of these computations they are extremely cumbersome and difficult

to do.

Figure H.VII.l contains a diagram which can be used to compute the in-

put impedance if a lossless line is loaded by any complex impedance.

Without dwelling on the theory behind these diagrams, we will limit

ourselves to an explanation of the rules for using them. The explanation of

how the diagrams are used will be made by using concrete examples of the

computation.

Example 1

Given is a line with the following data:

(1) characteristic impedance, W = 600 ohms;

(2) line length, I = 0.3 X;
(3) load impedance is

Z = R + iX (360 + i360) ohms.

Find the input impedance.

(1) We find

Z= Z/W = R' + iX' 0.5 + iO.6.

(2) kVe find on the diagram that point corresponding to the above

values for R' and X'.

On the diagram the various values of R' = R/W correspond to the various

solid line circles with centers on the vertical axis.

The various values of X' = Xd correspond to the arcs of circles also

drawn in solid lines. The centers of the circles of which these arcs are

parts are outside the diagram in Figure H.VII.1. The right-hand system of

arcs has pobitive X' values, the left-hand system negative XI. values.

lite point corresponding to the circle for R' = 0;5 and the arc for

X' = 0.6, that is, the point of intersection of the circle for Rs = 0.5 and

the arc for X' = 0.6, is designated by the figure 1' in Figure H.VII.l.

(3) Let us draw a straight line 1-1'-2' passing through point I's

which we have found, and point 1 on vertical axis ab.

(4) We determine on the circular scale designated "length (wave-

length)7, the magnitude corresponding to the line 1-1'-2'. ;n our case

this magnitude equals 0.0995.
(5) We read the magnitude equal to t/X from the point found on

the "length" scale. In this case this magnitude equals 0.3, and we find the

value 0.0995 * 0.3 = 0.3998 on the "length" scale.



A OU -. ..

7 ;;. . . -. (6) We draw a line connecting point 1 on the vertical axis ab

with the point we have found (the line 1-3').

(7) The sought-for 'value of the input impeaance is determined by

the point of intersection of line 1-3' and the circle with center at point 1

on the vertical axis ab and the radius 1-1'.

A series of dotted circles with their centers at point I are drawn in

in Figure H.VII.l. In the case specified not one of the dotted circles

passes through the point 1'. Point 1' lies between the dotted circles

which intersect the ab axis at points 2, 6, and 3.

The circle with its center at point 1 on the ab axis and radius 1-1' inter-

sects the Zine 1-3' at point 4'. Point 4' corresponds to the numerical

values R' 1 = 0.505 and X'1 = -0.604. The sought-for impedance equals

Z = (RI + iX'1)W = (0,505 - i 0.604) 600 (303 - i 362.4) ohms.

Example 2

Find the input impedance of a line with the following data:

(1) W = 200 ohms;
(2) t = 0.6 X;

(3) load impedance Z = (360 -i 400) ohms.
N So. ution

(i) We determine

Z' R' + iX' = Z/W = 1.8 - i2.

(2) We find the point corresponding to

R, = R/W = 1.8 and X, X/W = -2

on the diagram.

This iint is designated by the number 1" in Figure H.VII.l.

(3) We draw the line I.LlI' to the intersection with the "length D

(wavelength)" scale (the line 1-1"-2").

This line intersects the scale at the point 0.2946.
(4) We add the magnitude J/A to the value found on the "length"

scale. Since the line's input impedance dues not change when it is shortened,
or lengthened, by the integer 0.5 X, we can, in the case specified, take it

that the line length is equal to 0.6 o - 0.5 X - o.1 X.

Adding 0.1 to the value 0.2946 we have found, we obta.n the point

103946 on the "length" scale.

(5) We draw the line 1-3" passing through point 1 on the ab axis

Spoint corresponding to the value 0.3946 on the circular "length"

_______________________________________h e______

*--"b4M_
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(6) Using the raqius equal to 1-1", we inscribe a circle with its i

center at point 1. The. interseL. -Nn of this circle with the line 1-3"

(point 4") yields the values

R'1 0.35 and X'I -0-735-

The sought-for input impedance equals

z. (0.35 - io.735)w - (70 - i147) ohms.
in

Similar diagrams can also be used to compute Z. for a line in which

attenuation is present. in

.. .

.o*,
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'Temonograph is a revision of the book Antennas f or Shortwave Radio

Communication published in 1948. Included ar~e such newer antennas as
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